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FOREWORD 

In February of this year the President's Commission on Law Enforcement and 
Administration of Justice issued its General Report: The Challenge of Crime in a 
Free Society. As noted in the Foreword to that Report, the Commission's work was a 
joint undertaking, involving the collaboration of Federal, State, local, and private 
agencies and groups, hundreds of expert consultants and advisers, and the Commis
sion's own staff. Chapter 4 of that Report made findings and recommendations 
relating to the problems facing the Nation's police. 

This volume, the Task Force Report on the Police, embodies the research and 
analysis of the staff and consultants to the Commission which underlie those findings 
and recommendations, and in many instances it elaborates on them. Preliminary 
drafts of most of the materials in the volume have been distributed to the entire Com
mission and discussed generally at Commission meetings, although more detailed 
discussions and intensive review have been the responsibility of a panel of five Com
mission members attached to ~his Task Force. While individual members of the 
panel have reservations on some points covered in this volume but not reflected in 
the Commission's General Report, this volume as a whole has the general endorse
ment of the panel. The organization of the Commission and the Task Forces is 
described in.the General Report at pages 311-312. 

Three chapters of this volume were prepared by Commission consultants after 
extensive consultation with Commission staff. Chapter 2, "Law Enforcement: The 
Police Role," was prepared by Profs. Frank Remington ahd Herman Goldstein of the 
University of Wisconsin College of Law at Madison. Chapter 4, "Coordination and 
Consolidation ofPpIice Service," was the work of the Public Administration Service 
of Chicago, Ill., and Chapter 9, "The Community's Role in Law Enforcement," was 
written by Patricia M. Wald, former Commissioner of the President's C0111mission on 
Crime in the District of Columbia. 

Among the Research Studies to be published shortly by the Commission wiII be 
a m:mber of field studies, conducted by consultants to the Commission, which wiII 
have bearing on various aspects of police operations . 

. The Commission is deeply grateful for the talent and dedication of its staff and 
for the unstinting assistance and advice of consultants, advisers, and collaborating 
agencies whose efforts are reflected in this volume. 

NICHOLAS DEB. KATZENBACH 

Chairman 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The police-some 420,000 people working for approxi- persons, or simply to converse with residents who may 
mately 40,000 separate agencies that spend more than provide intelligence as to occurrences in the neighbor
$2Y2 billion a year-are the part of the criminal justice hood. 
system that is in direct daily contact both with crime and The object of patrol is to disperse policemen in a way 
with the public. The entire system-courts and correc- that will eliminate 'or reduce the opportunity for miscon
tions as well as the police-is charged with enforcing the duct and to increase the likelihood that a criminal will be 
law and maintaining order. What is distinctive about the apprehended while he is committing a crime or imme
responsibility 'of the police is that they are charged with diately thereafter. The strong likelihood of apprehension 
performing these functions where all eyes are upon them will presumably have a strong deterrent effect on poten
and where the going is roughest, on the street. Since this tial criminals. The fact of apprehension can lead to the 
is a time of increasing crime, increasing social unrest and rehabilitation of a criminal, or at least to his removal 
increasing public sensitivity to both, it is a time when for a time from the opportunity to break the law. 
police work is peculiarly important, complicated, con- When patrol fails to prevent a crime or apprehend a 
spicuous, and delicate. criminal, the police must resort to investigation. Some 

Because the police have the responsibility for dealing investigation is carried out by patrolmen, but the principal 
with crime hour by hour, where, when and as it occurs, responsibility rests with detectiv~s. Investigation aims 
there is a tendency on the part of the public, and often at identifying offenders through que~tioning victims, sus
of the police themselves, to think of crime control almost peets, witnesses and others, through confronting arrested 
exdusively in terms of police work. One response to the suspects with victims or witnesses, through photographs 
recent increases in the volume of crime has been the or, less frequently, through fingerprints or other laboratory 
charge that the police lack the competence or the will analysis of evidence found at crime scenes. 
to keep crime within bounds. A far more common one When the number of square blocks-or in some cases 
has been the assertion that the police could keep crime square miles-of city each policeman must patrol is con
within bounds if only the appellate courts, or civilian sidered in conjunction with the many ways, times and 
review boards, or corrupt politicians, or an uncooperative places that crimes occur, the severe limitations upon the 
public allowed them to. "'fake the handcuffs off our effectiveness of patrol and investigation are placed in 
police" is a cry familiar to everyone. dramatic focus. Such consideration will also suggest why 

The fact is, of course, that even under the most favor- I crime rates often appear to fluctuate with relatively little 
able circumstances the ability of the police to act against 1 correlation to what the police do. . 
crime is limited. The police did not create and cannot j The rate of apprehension of offenders in property 
resolve the social conditions that stimulate crime. They I crimes is extremely low-approximately 22 percent of 
did not start and cannot stop the convulsive social \ those reported. The police have greater success with 
changes that are taking place in America. They do not violent crimes-approximately 59 percent of those re
enact the laws that they are required to enforce, nor do ported. In large part this is because more victims of 
they dispose of the crim.inals they arre~~ The police are violent crimes know or can identify their assailants. The 
only one part of the criminal justice system; the criminal l ability of a victim or witness to identify the criminal is 
justice system is only one part of the government; and ; the factor responsible for solving a large percentage of 
the government is only one part of society. Insofar as ,the crimes that are solved. 
crime is a social phenomenon, crime prevention is the ! To say that the police have a limited ability to prevent 
responsibility of every part of society. The criminal proc- ! crime is not to criticize the police. The police, more than 
ess is limited to case by case operations, one criminal or ! anybody, are frustrated by the wide gap between the t~k 
one crime at a time. Some "handcuffs" on the police ! they are expected to perform and the methods at theIr 
are irremovable. It is with that plain fact in mind that \disposal to perform it. 
thh volume, whose purpose is to propose ways in which . Seen from the perspective of history, the anomalies of 
the police can increase their effectiveness, must be read. regarding the police as solely responsible for crime con-

The volume also should be read with an understand- trol become evident. In the preindustrial age, village 
ing of what the police actually do to combat crime. This societies were closely integrated. Everyone knew every
is a subject that is often neglected, with the result that one else's affairs and character: the laws and rules of 
public expectations of the police and prescriptions for im- society were generally familiar and were identical with 
proving police work are unrealistic. The heart of the the moral and. ethical precepts taught by parents, school
police effort against crime is patrol-moving on foot or by masters, and the church. If not by the clergy and the 
vehicle around an assigned area, stopping to check build- village elders, the peace was kept, more or less informally, 
ings, to survey possible incidents, to question suspicious by law magistrates (usually local squires) and constables. 
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These in the beginning were merely the magistrates' 
agents, literally "citizens on duty"-the ablebodied men 
of the community serving in turn.1 Not until the 19th 
century did policing even have a distinct name.2 Uptil 
then it would have been largely impossible to distinguish 
between informal peacekeeping and the formal systew 
of law enforcement and criminal justice. The real out
laws-murderers, highwaymen and their ilk-were han
dled mostly by the military when normal procedures for 
crime control were unsuccessful. 

The greatly increased complexities of society and its 
laws today only make more important the kind of unoffi
cial peacekeeping that J aile Jacobs has called the "intri
cate, almost unconscious, network of voluntary controls 
and standards among the people themselves." S In com
munities and neighborhoods where the other instru
mentalities of society whose success bears directly on 
controlling crime have failed-families, schools, job mar
kets, and welfare agencies-the police must handle an 
enormously increased volume of offenses, both serious 
and petty. 

It is when it attempts to solve problems that arise from 
the community's social and economic failures that policing 
is least effective and most frustrating. For, while charged 
with deterrence, the police can do little to prevent crime 
in the broader sense of removing its causes. On the 
whole, they must accept society as it is-a society in 
which parents fail to raise their children as law-abiding 
citizens, in which schools fail to educate them to assume 
adult roles, and in which the economy is not geared to 
provide them with jobs. The most eminent of modern 
police administrators, August Vollmer, once said: "I 
have spent my life enforcing the laws. It is a stupid p,!!?
cedure and has not, nor will it ever solve the problem 
_~t is supplemented 6y preventive measures." 4 

The difficulties and inherent limitations of law en
forcement are seldom appreciated by the public when it 
considers what the police can do, and reacts to what they 
do. Americans are a people used to entrusting the solu
tion of their social ills to specialists, and to expecting re
sults from the institutions those specialists devise. They 
have entrusted the problems of crime to the police, for
getting that they still operate with many of the limitations 
of constables of years past, even though today's citizens 
are no longer villagers. 

The adjustment of conceptions of what can be expected 
of the police is particularly difficult for people who are 
themselves law-abiding and who live in a law-abiding 
community. For them the phenomenon of crime seems 
far simpler than in fact it is. The voluntary controls 
of society work well for them and, since they have no 
desire to violate the criminal law, their supposition is that 
crime must be a choice between right and wrong for all 
men, and that more effective policing alone can determine 
this choice. Thus public concern about crime is typi
cally translated into demands for more law enforcement, 

1 Michael Banton, "The Police in the Community," (London: Tavistock Publica. 
tions, 1964), p. 5. 

2 Charles Reith, "The Blind Eye of History," (London: Faber QDd Faber Limited, 
1952), p. 9. 

3 Jane Jacobs, "The Death and Life of Great American Cities," (Now York: 
Random House, 1961), p. 32. 

and often into making the police scapegoats for a crime 
problem they did not create and do not have the resources 
to solve. 

No one, of course, is more sensitive to demands for 
more law enforcement than the police themselves. They 
see the menace of crime most directly, and their lives are 
dominated by their professional task. In addition, they 
have encouraged and share the idea that they are inher
ently more capable of controlling crime then analysis 
has thus far shown them to be. In part, this conception 
derives from the efforts of modern police leaders to se
cure support and respect as professionals with a specialized 
ability capable of effective exercise apart from political 
control. And naturally enough the police, like men in 
all occupations, tend to view problems in terms of their 
own function and to have particular faith in their own 
skills to resolve them. 

The police are fully aware of many of the restrictions 
that are placed upon them, and protest some of them. 
Their reaction is intensified by a general and often justi
fied feeling that the very public that is responsible for these 
limits on effectiveness at the same time demands greater 
success in law enforcement. A leading police train
ing text, for example, states: 5 

Many police executives are frustrated today, because of the 
heavy pressures brought to bear upon them and their agencies 
to eliminate crime and delinquency hazards and to successfully 
solve cases. . .. Instead of pressuring legislative representa
tives for changes in the law, many citizens pressure their chief of 
police. And much such pressure is without knowledge of the 
law and its limitations, its restrictive interpretations by the 
courts, and its scope. 

In its more extreme forms this reaction has had serious 
consequences. It has intensified police sensitivity to 
criticism and to contacts or controls that imply criticism. 
It has evoked frequent suspicion and bitterness toward 
those sections of the public seen as responsible for police 
limitations: politicians, courts, civil libertarians. In 
combination this sensitivity, suspicion, and bitterness has 
become in itself a significant limitation on police 
effectiveness. 

In a sense, this entire volume is a discussion of how 
the police can either overcome or more effectively work 
within the limitations upon them. Many of those lim
itations are functions of the way the police are organized 
and managed; they, probably, are the easiest to surmount. 
Chapter 3 examines the organizational and operational 
problems of individual departments. Chapter 4 discusses 
ways in which two or more departments can improve 
their service by coordinating or pooling their activities 
and resources. Chapter 8 discusses "State Commissions 
on Police Standards." 

Most police departments are plagued by a shortage of 
resources of all kinds: skilled personnel, money, modern 
scientific and technological equipment. Chapter 3 
touches on equipment, a subject that is discussed in detail 
in the report of the task force on science and technology. 
Chapter 5 considers in great detail the many ways in 
which better educated and more skilled men and women 

"August Vollmer. iCCommunity Coordination," March-April, 1939, C18 quoted in 
V. A. Leonard, "PoHce Organization and Management," 2d cd., (Brooklyn: Tho 
Foundation Prcss, Inc., 1964), p. 246. 

6 A. C. Germann, Frank D. Day. and Robert R. J. Gallali, IIIntroduction to Law 
Enforcement," (Springfield: Charles C. Thomas, 1966), p. 32. 
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can be attracted to police work and how, once attracted, 
they can be trained to perform .their difficu!t tasks.. Se
curing more money for the pollce IS essentIal and IS, of 
course the responsibility of local, State, and::' 'ederal gov
ernme~t and, ultimately, of the public. Chapter 13 of 
the Commission's "General Report" discusses this subject. 

Public hostility and indifference are among the most 
perplexing problems the police face. Chapter 6 is de
voted to the timely subject of police-community relations, 
and chapter 9 proposes a number of ways in which ix:di
vidual citizens and their organizations can help the pollce. 
The discussion of police policymaking in chapter 2 is also 
immediately relevant to public attitudes toward the 
police, as is the discussion of police integrity in chapter 7. 

The limitations on police work that in recent years have 
aroused the most controversy are those imposed by court 
decisions about such subjects as interrogation, surveil
lance and search and seizure. This subject is discussed 
in ch~pter 4 of the "General Report." In addition, chap
ter 2 of this volume proposes ways in which the police 
can, in the future, make sure that their interest~ are pre
sented clearly and fully to appellate courts reviewing 
police actions. 

Finally, a theme that runs through this entire volume 
is the extent to which police work is limited by a lack of 
precise knowledge about crime and the means of con
trolling it. Almost every chapter demonstrates, indeed 
documents, the urgent need for research into every aspect 
cif police work by the police and by scholars working with 
the police. As the "General Report" stated, and as can
not be too often repeated, "The greatest need is the need 
to know." 

HISTORY OF THE POLICE 

The face of America has changed since colonial days 
from a collection of predominantly rural and independ
ent jurisdictions to ~n industrialized urban nation. Yet 
in several respects law enforcement has not kept pace 
with this change. As America has grown and policing 
has become correspondingly complex, the existing law 
enforcement system has not always been altered to meet 
the needs of a mechanized and metropolitan society .. 

Over the years, the proliferation of independent and, 
for the most part, local policing units has led to an over
lapping of responsibilities and a duplication of effort, 
causing problems in police administration and in the co-

. ordination of efforts to apprehend criminals. America 
is a nation of small, decentralized police forces. 

Other problems have plagued the police over the years. 
Forces have lacked an adequate number of sufficiently 
qualified personnel. Unattractive salaries and working 
conditions, and a general lack of public support have 
hindered police development. And the need for har
monious police-community relations has been a persistent 
problem, one which, unfortunately, has not been widely 
recognized until recently. Community relations prob
lems are nothing new; they have existed since American 
cities were divided into s~bsocieties by virtue of different 

e ]. Daniel Devlin, "Police Procedure, Admini8tration and Organization" (Lon~ 
don: Butterworth & Co •• 1966). p. 3. 
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ensuing waves of immigrants from western, and later 
eastern, Europe, who started settling in urban centers 
before the turn of this century. 

To understand better the prevailing problem5 that po
lice agencies face today, it is helpful to examine their 
development in England as well as in the United States; 
for there are many weaknesses in the existing system that 
stem from practices developed in the rural colonies and 
from the colonial philosophy of law enforcement. 

EARLY HISTORY OF ENGLISH LAW ENFORCEMENT 

France and other continental countries maintained pro
fessional police forces of a sort as early as the 17th century. 
But England, fearing the oppression these forces had 
brought about in many of the continental countries, did 
not begin to create police organizations until the 19th 
century. Moreover, England, in its early history, did not 
maintain a permanent army of paid soldiers that cO:lld 
enforce criminal laws when not engaged in guarding the 
country's borders against invaders. The cost of develop
ing a force specifically for peace-keeping duties was be
lieved to be too high for the royal purse. Private citizens 
could do the job cheaper, if given a few shillings reward 
for arrests. This simple law enforcement expedient, 
which had begun with Alfred the Great (870-901), can 
be recognized as the forerunner of American police 
agencies. 

Primarily, the system encouraged mutual responsibility 
among local citizen's associations, which were pledged 
to maintain law and order; 6 it was called the "mutual 
pledge" system. Every man was responsible not only for 
his own actions but also for those of his neighbors. It was 
each citizen's duty to raise the "hue and cry" when a crime 
was committed, to collect his neighbors and to pursue a 
criminal who fled from the district. If such a group 
failed to apprehend a lawbreaker, all were fined by the 
Crown. 

The Crown placed this mutual responsibility for group 
police action upon 10-family groups. Each of these was 
known as a "tithing." From the tithing, there subse
quently developed the "hundred" comprised of 10 tith
ings. From this developed the first real police officer
the constable.7 He was appointed by a local nobleman 
and placed in charge of the weapons and equipment of 
each hundred. 

Soon, the "hundreds" were grouped to form a "shire," 
a geographical area equivalent to a country.8 A "shire
reeve"-lineal antecedent of tens of thousands of sheriffs 
to come-thus came into being, appointed by the Crown 
to supervise each county. The constable's breadth of au
thority remained limited to his original "hundred." The 
shire-reeve was responsible to the local nobleman in en
suring that the citizens enforced the law effectively. From 
his original supervisory post, the sheriff soon branched 
out to take part in the pursuit and apprehension of law
breakers. 

It was during the reign of Edward I (1272-1307), that 
the first official police forces were created in the large 
towns of England. These were called the "watch and 

'j'Supra, note 5 ot p. 49. 
"'bid. 
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ward," and were responsible for protecting property 
against fire, guarding the gates, and arresting those who 
committed offenses between sunset and daybreak. At the 
same time the constable became the primary law enforce
ment officer in all towns throughout England. 

In 1326, to supplement the "shire-reeve" mutual pledge 
system, Edward II created the office ot justice of the 
peace. The justices, originally noblemen, were appointed 
by the Crown to assist the sheriff in policing the county. 
This led in time to their taking on local judicial functions, 
in line with the primary duty of keeping the peace in their 
'separate jurisdictions. 

The constable, who retained the responsibility of serv
ing as a major official within the pledge system, mean
while gained in importance. He became an assistant to 
the justice, responsible for supervising the night watch- . 
men, inquiring into offenses, serving summonses, execut
ing warrants, and taking charge of prisoners.9 It was 
here that the formal separation between judge and pdice 
officer developed. 

As law enforcement increasingly became the responsi
bility of the central government in 14th century England, 
the justice, as the appointee of the King, exercised a 
greater degree of control over the locally appointed con
stables. By the end of the century the constable no longer 
functioned independently as an official of the pledge sys
tem. Rather, he was obliged to serve the justice. This 
essentially set the justice-constable patterns for the next 
500 years. The "justice [remained] the superior, the con
stable the inferior, conservator of the peace" 10 until the 
second quarter of the 19th century. 

Meanwhile, over these years, the local pledge system 
cont;nued to decline. Community support languished. 
And with considerable reason.ll 

What was everybody's business became nobody's duty 
and the citizens who were bound by law to take their 
turn at police work gradually evaded personal police serv
ice by paying others to do the work for them. In theory 
constables were appointed annually, but in fact their work 
was done by deputies or substitutes who so acted year 
after year, being paid to do so by the constables. These 
early paid police officers did not rank high in popular 
estimation as indicated in contemporary references. 
They were usually ill-paid and ignorant men, often too 
old to be in any sense efficient. 

But as the local pledge system was declining, innova .. 
tions in policing were cropping up in the emerging cities 
of the 17th and 18th centuries. Those first law enforce
ment officers were increasingly assisted by a paid night
watch force. Althougll these nominally were responsible 
for guarding the cities against thieves and vandals, ap
parently they were not effective. Reportedly they did 
little more than roam the streets at night, periodically 
calling out the condition of the weather, the hour, and 
the fact that "all was well." 

INDUSTRIALIZATION IN ENGLAND 

While England remained essentially a rural country, 
the dominance of the justice of the peace in law enforce-

• Supra. note 6 at p. 6. 
10 Royal Commission on the Police, "Royal Commission on the Police 1962, Final 

Report" (London: Her Majesty's Stationery Offico), p. 12. 
11 Supra, note 6 at p. 7. 

ment machinery aroused little formal opposition. But 
with the advent of the Industrial Revolution at the end 
of the 1700's families by the thousands began traveling to 
factory towns to find work. Inevitably, as the cities 
grew, established patterns of life changed and unprece
dented social disorder resulted. Law enforcement be
came a much more complex enterprise. 

Government and citizens alike responded to this need 
for better law enforcement. A number of fragmented 
civic associations, such as the Bow Street Horse and Foot 
Patrol, were formed to police the streets and highways 
leading out of London and the Govenunent passed stat
utes creating public offices, later to be known as police 
offices. Each of these housed three paid justices of the 
peace, who were authorized to employ six paid constables. 
These new posts thus helped to centralize law enforce
ment operations within a small area. 

By the beginning of the 19th century nine police of
fices had been established within the metropolitan area 
of London, but there was little apparent effort to coor
dinate their independent law enforcement activities. 
This was reportedly due to the fact that each office re
fused to comrpunicate with another for fear that the other 
might take credit for detecting and apprehending an 
offender. 

In London especially, these weaknesses combined to 
make the police forces seemingly powerless to combat 
crime. Highwaymen on the road, thieves lurking in 
tbf! cities, daily bank robberies, juvenile delinquency
all presented major law enforcement problems.12 How
ever, out of this difficult situation emerged a unique rem
edy to discourage thieves from attacking citizens; in the 
early 1800's gaslights were introduced on the streets of 
London. 

Many of the experiments in law enforcement before 
1820 failed "because no scheme could reconcile the free
dom of action of individuals with the security of person 
and property." 13 In 1822, Sir Robert Peel, England's 
new Home Secretary, contended that, while better polic
ing c~uld not eliminate crime, the poor quality of police 
contributed to socia.l disorder. Seven years later he intro
duced and guided through Parliament an "Act for Im
proving the Police In and Near the Metropolis." This 
led to the first organized British metropolitan police force. 
Structured along the lines of a military unit, the force of 
1,000 was the first one to wear a definite uniform. The 
men were commanded by two magistrates, later called 
commissioners, who were given administrative but not 
judicial duties. Ultimately, the responsibility for equip
ping, paying, maintaining, and to a certain degree super
vising the "bobbies," as they later became known, was 
vested in the Home Secretary. Because he was made 
accountable to the Parliament "for the exercise of his 
authority over the Metropolitan police, it could [thus] be 
said that the new force was under the ultimate control 
of a democratically elected Parliament." 14 

Availability of competent manpower, then as today, 
became an immediate problem. It was difficult to re
cruit suitable men to serve in the "new police," for the 
salaries were poor and the ;;:ommissioners selective. And 

12 Supra, note 5 at p. 59. 
13 Supra, note 6 S.t p. 10. 
14 Supra, note 6 at p. 16. 
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there were other harassments. Parliament objected to 
appropriating Government funds to maintain a police 
force. The radicals were afraid of tyranny. The aris
tocrat;,y, though willing to accept the protection of such 
a force, was disgruntled because the commissioners re
fused to abide by the traditional rules of patronage in 
making appointments. 

Nevertheless, the London metropolitan police proved 
so effective in suppressing crime and apprehending crim
inals that within 5 years the provinces, which were ex
periencing increasing crime problems and violent riots, 
asked London for policing help.15 Shortly after, Parlia
ment enacted a series of police reform bills. Among 
them, one empowered justices of the peace in 1839 to 
establish police forces in the counties; and in 1856 an
other required every borough and county to have a police 
force. 

As regular police forces developed, the justices of the 
peace voluntarily relinquished their law enforcement du
ties and confined themselves to deciding questions of law. 
Before tllis change occurred, the police had served as the 
agents of the powerful justices and had consequently used 
the justices' authority to carry on investigation of those 
in custody. When the justices relinquished their law en
forcement powers, the legislature gave no consideration 
as. to what, if any, investigative responsibilities should be 
transferred to the police. As a result, the statutes for law 
enforcement officers that remain on the books today con
tain little recognition of the broad discretion that police 
continue to exercise.l6 

LAW ENFORCEMENT IN THE AMERICAN COLONms 

American colonists in the 17th and 18th centuries nat
urally brought to America the law enforcement structure 
with which they were familiar in England. The transfer 
of the offices of constable and sheriff to rural American 
areas--which included most colonial territory-was ac
complished with little change in structure of the offices. 
Drawing upon the pattern of the mutual pledge system, 
the constable was made responsible for law enforcement 
in towns, while the sheriff took charge of policing the 
counties. The Crown-appointed Governors bestowed 
these offices on large landowners who were loyal to the 
King. After the revolution, sheriffs and constables 
tended to be selected by popular elections, patronage 
then being on the wane. 

In many colonial cities the colonists adopted the British 
consta:bulary-nightwatch system. As early as 1636 Boston 
had nightwatchmen, in addition to a military guard. 
New York and Philadelphia soon developed a similar 
nightwatch system. The New York nightwatchmen were 

. known as the "Rattlewatch," because they carried rattles 
on their rounds to remind those who needed reminding of 
their watchful presence. 

URBANIZATION IN THE UNITED STATES 

As American towns grew in size and population during 
the first half of the 19th century, the constable was unable 

15 Christopher Hibbert, "The Roots of Evil. tt (London: Wcidenfield and Nicolson, 
1963), pp. 125-128. 

18 Edward J. Barrett, Jr., "Police Practices and the Law-From Arrcst to Re .. 
lease or Charge," California Law Review, March 1962. 50: 17-1B. 

17 Arthur Charles Cole, "The Irrepressible ConBict, 1859-1865," A History of 
American Life in 12 Volumes, vol. VIII. Arthur M. Schlesinger, Sr., and Dixon 
Ryan Fo •• editors (New York: The MacMillan Co., 1934), pp. 1540-155. 
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to cope with the increasing disorder. As in England 
years before, lawlessness became more prevalent: 17 

New York City was alleged to be the most crime-ridden city 
in the world, with Philadelphia, Baltimore and Cincinnati not 
far behind .... Gangs of youthful rowdies in the larger 
cities . . . threatened to destroy the American reputation for re
spect for law .... Before their boisterous demonstrations the 
crude police forces of the day were often helpless. . 

Again, as in England, many American cities began to 
develop organized metropolitan police forces of their own. 
Philadelphia was one of the first. In 1833 a wealthy 
philanthropist left a will that provided for the financing 
of a competent police force in Philadelphia. Stimulated 
by this contribution, the city government passed an 
ordinance providing for a 24-man police force to work 
by day and 120 nightwatchmen. The force was unfortu
nately shortlived, for the ordinance was repealed less 
than 2 years later. 

In 1838, Boston created a day police force to supple
ment the nightwatch, and other cities soon followed its 
lead. Crime, cities were finding, was no respecter of day
light. There were certain inherent difficulties, however, 
in these early two-shift police systems. Keen rivalries 
existed between the day and night shifts, and separate 
administrations supervised each shift. Recognizing the 
evils of separate police forces, the New York Legislature 
passed a law in 1844 that authorized creating the first 
unified day and night police, thus abolishing its night
watch system. Ten years later Boston consolidated its 
nightwatch with the day police. 

Following the New York model, other cities developed 
their own unified police forces during the next decade. 
By the 1870's the Nation's largest cities had full-time 
police forces. And by early 1900's there were few cities 
of consequence without such unified forces. These forces 
gradually came under the control of a chief or commis
sioner, often appointed by the mayor, sometimes with the 
consent of the city council and sometimes elected by the 
people. . 

These first formal police forces in American cities were 
faced with many of the problems that police continue to 
confront today. Police officers became the objects of 
disrespect. The need for larger staffs required the police 
to compromise personnel standards in order to fill the 
ranks. And police salaries were among the lowest in local 
government service, a factor which precluded attracting 
sufficient numbers of high standard candidates. It is 
small wonder that the police were not respected, were 
not notably successful, and were not known for their 
vitality and progressiveness. Moreover, the police mission 
in the mid-1800's precluded any brilliance: 18 

The aim of the police departments was merely to keep a city 
superficially clean and to keep everything quiet that [was] likely 
to arouse public [ire]. 

Many of the problems that troubled these first orga
nized metropolitan police forces can perhaps be traced to 
a sL'1gle root-political control. As one authority has 
explained: 19 

Rotation in office enjoyed so much popular favor that police 
posts of both high and low degree were constantly changing 

18 Arthur M. Schlesinger, Sr •• "The Rise of the City, 1878-1898," A Hiotory of 
American Life in 12 Volumes, vol. X, Arthur M. Schlesinger, Sr., and Dixon Ryan 
Fox, editor (New York: The MacMillan Co .• 1934). p. II5. 

19 Bruce Smith, Sr., "Police Systems in the United States" (2d rev. ed., New 
York: Harper and Bro •• , 1960), pp. 105-106. 
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hands, with political fixers detenninipg the p;ice !lnd conditions 
of each change . . . The whole pollce question s!mpl~ chu~ed 
about in the public mind and eventually b~came ~~entIfied WIth 
the corruption and degradation of the Clty polltICS and local 
governments of the period. 

In an attempt to alleviate these problems, responsible 
leaders created police administrativ~ boards to replace t~e 
control. exercised over police affaIrs by mayo~ ?: CIty 
councils. These boards were given the respo:r;slbIhty. of 
appointing police administrators and managIng p.o!Ice 
affairs. Unfortunately, this attempt to cure P?htlcal 
meddling was .unsuccessful, perhaps because. the Judges, 
lawvers and local businessmen who compnsed the ad
min'istr~tive boards were inexpert in dealing with the 
broad problems of the police. 

Another attempt was made at police reform during- the 
close of the 19th century. Noting that poor poli~ing 
tended to occur mainly in urban areas, ~he State leg~sla
tures which were dominated by rural legIslators, reqmred 
that police c.dministrators be appointed by authority of 
the State. Thus State control became an alternative to 
local control of law enforcement. This move brought 
little success, for many problems had not been 
anticipated: 20 

For one thing, the theory of state control . . . was not .~ni
fonnly applied. It was primarily directed at !he .larg.er clbe.s, 
by legislatures seeking to [perpetuate] rural dommatlOn In pubhc 
affairs. 

In spite of incr~ased ~tate c0!ltrol, the l<l;rge city con
tinued to pay for Its polIce servIce, and pohcl;! costs :os~. 
One reason was that police boards we.re not e:ren m.dI
rectly responsible to the local taxpaymg pubhc whIch 
they served. In cases where the State and city govern
ments were not allied politically, friction increased. It 
increased further when the State-appointed administrator 
instituted policy out of harmony· with the views of the 
majority of the city population. It was not until tile 
first decades of the 20th century that cities regained con-
trol of police forces in all but a few cases.21 

• 

After these sincere attempts at reform dunng the last 
half of the 19th century, police forces grew in size and 
expanded in function. Howe:ver, there was very li~tle 
analysis of the changes in SOCIety that made expanslOn 
necessary nor of the effect such changes would work 
upon tile role of the poli<:e. Civi! service p~o~ed 
helpful, spreadIng to local polIce agenCIes <l;n.d all.eVlatmg 
some of the more serious problems of pohtIcal mterfer
ence. The concept of merit employment, which some 
reformers had been proposing, was embraced by some 
forces. 

One of the most notable police advancements of the 
1900's was the advent of police training schools, even 
though on a somewhat modest basis. In the early 1900's, 
the new policeman learned chiefly in the school of 
experience: 22 , 

. . . Thus, for the most part the aVf:rage American city depends 
almost entirely for the training. of its police recruits Up?!! such 
casual instruction as older offiCIals may be able and wlllmg to 
give. 

"" Id. at p. 186. •• . 
21 Id. at pp. 186-187. State control of urban police continues to eXl~t 10 certain 

cities in Missouri, Maryland, Massachusetts, Maine, and New Hampshlre. 
22 Elmer D. Graper, HAmerican Police Administration" (New York: The Mac

Millan Co., 1921), pp. lO!HIO. 

In numerous areas, however, it was not until the 1940's 
and notably in the 1950's that police departments estab
lished and, in many cases, greatly expanded their recruit 
training programs. 

STATE AND FEDERAL LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES 

Although a State police force, known as .the "Texas 
Rangers," was organized in 1835 to supplement Texas' 
military forces, modern State police organizations did 
not emerge until the turn of the century. In 1905, the 
Governor of Pennsylvania, in the absence of an effective 
sheriff-constable system, created the first State force. Its 
initial purpose was to cope with a public dispute between 
labor and management. Soon such continuing factors 
as the inadequacy of local policing by constables and sher
iffs and the inability or unwillingness of city police forces 
to pursue lawbreakers beyond their jurisdiction~l limits 
convinced State legislatures of the need for Statewide 
police forces. 23 

The majority of State departments were ~stablished 
shortly after World War I to deal with the increasing 
problem of auto traffic and the accompanying wave of 
car thefts. Today all States except Hawaii have some 
form of State law enforcement body. While some State 
agencies are restricted to the functions of enforcing traffic 
laws and protecting life and property on the highways, 
others have been given general policing authority in 
criminal matters throughout the State. 

T.he role of the Federal Government in law enforce
ment has developed in a sporadic and highly specialized 
manner. Federal law enforcement actually started in 
1789, when the Revenue Cutter Service was established 
to help prevent smuggling. In 1836, Congress author
ized the Postmaster General to pay salaries to agents who 
would investigate infringements involving postal matters. 
Among the more important law enforcement responsi
bilities later recog-nized by Congress were internal revenue 
investigation and narcotics control. Congress authorized 
a force of 25 detectives in 1868 and increased the number 
in 1915. In 1924, J. Edgar Hoover organized the Fed
eral Bureau of Investigation in the Justice Department.24 

With the expansion of interstate movement of people 
and goods, and Federal involvement in all aspects of life, 
the responsibilities of Federal agencies have increased 
significantly within the last few years. These Federal 
agencies are responsible to departments of the National 
Government. The Treasury Department's Secret Service 
is, for example, charged with the protection of the Presi
dent and with investigating counterfeiting and forgery of 
Federal documents. Civilian departmental agencies, 
with the sole exception of the FBI, function under civil 
service regulations. 25 

The manpower' and jurisdiction of the FBI have in
creased greatly since its establishment. Some of the stat
utes that have been responsible for this expansion are the 
National Stolen Property Act, the Federal Kidnapping 
Act, the Hobbs Act (extortion), the Fugitive Felon Act, 
the White Slave Act, the National Bank Robbery Act, 

'" Supra. note 19 at pp. 147-1SO. 
:H Supra, note 5 at pp. 67-68. 
2G John Coalman, "Pollee" (London: The Oxford University Pre •• 1959), p. SO. 

". 
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Federal interstate gambling laws, and the Dyer Act. The 
last brings within the FBI's jurisdiction automobiles 
stolen and taken across the border of a State. Recent 
passage of strong Federal legislation has enhanced the 
FBI's role in the enforcement of civil rights. 

MODERr.lIZATION 

Serious study of police reform in America began in 
1919. The problems exposed then and those faced by 
police agencies today are similar in many respects. For 
example, in 1931 the Wickersham Commission noted that 
the average police chief's term of office was too short, and 
that his responsibility to political officials made his position 
insecure. The Commission also- felt that there was a lack 
of competent, efficient, and honest patrolmen. It said that 
no intensive effort was being made to educate, train, and 
discipline prospective officers, or to eliminate those shown 
to be incompetent. The Wickersham Commission found 
that with perhaps 2 exceptions, police forces in cities above 
300,000 population had neither an adequate communica
tions system nor the equipment necessary to enforce the 
law effectively. It said that the police task was made 
much more difficult by the excessively rapid growth of our 
cities in the past half century, and by the tendency of 
different ethnic groups to retain their language and cus
toms in large cities. Finally, the Commission said, there 
were too many duties cast upon each officer and patrol
man.26 The Missouri Crime Commission reported 
that in a typical American city the police were expected 
to be familiar with and enfofce 30,000 Federal, State, or 
local enactments! 21 

Despite the complexity of these problems, many hope:; 
ful improvements have occurred in the past few decades.' 
Some cities, counties, and States have taken grea~ strides 
in streamlining th''!ir operations through reorganization 
and increased use of technology and the use of modern 
techniques to detect and apprehend criminal offenders. 
Others are on the threshold of modernization. But many 
departments remain static. And it is these that 'obviously 
constitute a burden on the machinery of justice, and are 
detrimental to the process of achieving a truly professional) 
police service. 

7 

PROFILE OF THE POLICE 

To understand many of the analyses and recommenda
tions in this volume, it is helpful to have as back
g~our;d information a profile of law enforcement orga
ruzatlon, manpower, and expenditures in the United 
States today. The statistical data, which are summarized 
in table 1, are explained in this section. Much of the same 
information will be expanded in later chapters as different 
aspects of policing are discussed in greater depth. 

NUMBER OF POLICE AGENCIES, DISTRIBUTION, 

AND LINES OF RESPONSIBILITY 

There are today in the United States 40,000 separate 
agencies responsible for enforcing laws on the Federal, 
State, and local levels of government. But law enforce
ment agencies are not evenly distributed am':ng these 
three levels, for the function is primarily a concern of 
local government. There are only 50 law enforcement 
agencies on the Federal level of government and 200 
depar!IDents oz: the State level. The remaining 39,750 
agenCIes are dIspersed throughout the many counties 
cities, towns, and villages that form our local govern~ 
ments.28 

If we look at a breakdown of the numbers of local 
agencies, it is again apparent that distribution tends to
ward the local unit, for only 3,050 agencies are located 
in ~ounties and 3,700 in cities. The great majority of 
polrce forces--33,000-are distributed throughout bor
oughs, towns, and villages. 

Because the concept of local autonomy in enforcing 
laws has prevailed throughout our history and because 
the many local policing agencies have held firmly to their 
traditional jurisdictional authority, responsibility for 
maintaining public order is' today extremely decentral
ized. This decentralization is further accentuated by the 
fact that a police officer's responsibility for enforcing law 
is usually confined to a single jurisdiction. 

The problems caused by decentralization are many, 
particularly where a number of police agencies exist with
in a radius 'of a few miles. Jurisdictional barriers are 
often erected between these agencies; maintaining ade-

Table 1.-A Profile of. Federal, State, and Local Law Enforcement Agencies 

Agencies 

Number 
In 1965 

Number 
In 1955 

Full·lime personnel 

I 
NOmber Percent 
in 1965 of total 

In 1965 

Percent 
avernge 
annual 

increase, 
1955-65 

Total in 
m~~~gs, 

Total in 
millions, 

1955 

DGllars spenl 

Per capita Per capita 
exp~~~iJure, exp~~i~ure. 

Percent 
of dollars 

1965 

Percent 
average 
annual 

increase, 
1955-65 

-------·--�,----�-----�-.---�-----�----.1---'-' -1-----11----1----1---.- ----
Federal. ••••..•••...•• __ •• 50 22,000' 23,000 6.2 0.5 129 220 $0.78 $1. 261 8.5 7.7 
State..................... 200 2~§,' OOoG~ , 40,000 10.8 8. ~ 139 315 .84 1. 79 12.2 12.7 
local. ••.••••..•••••••••.• 39,750 306,000 83.0 3.4 1,091 2,051 6.60 11.25 79.3 8.8 

percen~;;::~:::~~~~~:~~~~~ .-.-•• -.:-~-~~-~~-.!-.-.. -.~-~~-~-~~-~ .. 1--37-\-, ~-~~-I •••••• ~~~~~ ••••••••• ~~:.1-.. --.-.. -~-~~-~~-.1--2-'-~-~~-:·I .• -.-•• -•• -.~-~-~~.I--l-;;-~~-I ...... ~~~~~ .. '" ..... ~~~ 
SOURCE: Memorandum from Michael S. March, Assistant Chief of Education, Manpower and Science Division. U.S. Bureau of the Budget, May 11, 1966 • 

.26 National Commission on Law Obaervance and Enforcement, "Report on tho 
Police," (Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1931), pp. &-7. 

27 Preston William SJosBom, "The Great r.rusade end After. 1914-1929," A His-

tory of American. Lifo in 12 Volumes, vol. XII, Arthur M. Sohlesinger, Sr .• and 
Dixon Ryan Fox, editors (New York: The MacMillan Co., 1931), p. 102. 

28 Supra, nato 5 at p. 153. 
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quate communication is difficult, and obtaining assist
ance from several adjacent agencies when needed becomes 
a complex operation. 

The problems of decentralization have been overcome 
in part either by creating county, State, and Federal 
agencie~. or by increasing the responsibility of existing 
ones. Tnese agencies have tended in many areas of the 
country to supplement and coordinate the work of local 
police agencies. 

The 50 Federal law enforcement agencies have directed 
their efforts mainly to enforcing natiomi.l laws dealing 
with interstate violations or with such specific Federal 
violations as theft of Federal property, postal violatio~.ls, 
and counterfeiting U.S. currency, or with enforcing such 
Federal statutes as those that control the import and sale 
of narcotics. The duties and activities of these agencies 
have been defined by Congress through a series of statutes 
passed over a number of years. It is because of America's 
strong tradition of local autonomy that the Federal Gov
ernment has not become extensively involved in local 
law enforcement. 

The States have the primary constitutional responsi
bility for maintaining order within their boundaries, and 
all of the States have exercised this authority by enacting 
broad criminal codes. But because local police depart
ments have traditionally maintained law and order within 
their jurisdictions and because thousands of violations 
occur daily in all parts of States, the responsibility for 
preventing crime has been delegated by States to the local 
governments in which the violations occur. 

Through legislation each State has defined the scope 
of police responsibility among its many agencies-the 
State police; county sheriffs; and city, township, borough, 
and village police. The States have not only divided the 
responsibility for enforcing law among these various agen
cies, but they have also determined the extent to which 
each agency may exercise its power. In addition, State 
legislatures have passed statutes setting the bounds of civil 
and criminal liability for police officers who overstep their 
authority. 

On the State level of government the State police are 
the major law enforcement agents. Their primary re
sponsibility is to enforce some State laws, to patrol high
ways, and to regulate traffic. They also provide services as 
needed to local police such as maintaining a State system 
of criminal identification, conducting police training 
programs or providing a State communications system. 
Some States, in addition, have created specialized agen
cies to enforce particular regulations, such as conserva
tion or alcoholic beverage control laws. 

At the county level of government, the sheriff is the 
primary law enforcement officer. He is an elected official, 
whose term usually spans from 2 to 4 years and whose 
jurisdictional responsibility primarily covers unincorpo
rated portions of each county. His functions i.nclude 
keeping the peace, executing civil and criminal process, 
patrolling the area, maintaining the county jail .• j.,·teserv
ing order in county courts, and enforcing court orders. 
The sheriff as a rule performs only restricted law enforce
ment functions in incorporated areas within a county, and 

then usually only when the city requests his participation 
in such activities as patrol or investigation. 

In suburban t<,>wnships and municipalities, police offi
cers are vested wlth broad law enforcement authority and 
perform functions similar to those of city police. In rural 
areas, wher~ most of the 18,000 townships of America are 
located, pollce officers usually confine their activities to 
a limited range of ministerial and traffic duties. In the 
absence of a local police agency, the local unit of govern
ment relies upon the services of the sheriff or State police 
for law enforcement assistance. These duties may in
clude patrol, investigation, or enforcement of traffic 
regulations. 

Two additional types of police agencies operate on the 
!ocal.Iev.el of government. One is the police special serv
lce dlstnct, created to protect residents or industry in un
incorporated portions of urban areas. But few of the 
Na!ion's 1~,000 special service districts actually provide 
pollee ~ervlce. M,?st ~ave beep created to provide fire 
protectlOn, street hghtmg, dramage, and sewage treat
ment.29 The second type is the force whose mission is 
highly specialized. Such forces may be established to 
protect parks, housing developments, ports, toll roads, 
and subways. But neither these forces nor police in spe
cial service districts have had significant impact on Amer
ican police administration. 

PERSONNEL 

There were 420,000 full- and part-time law enforce
ment officers and civilians employed by police agencies 
in 19!56. The majority of these persons-371,000-were 
full-bme employees, and 11 percent, or approximately 
46,000, were civilians. In 1965 there was an overall 
ratio of 1.7 police officers to every 1,000 persons.39 

(Tables 2 and 3 show police manpower and population 
ratios.) The total number of police employees at the 
local level of government has been increasing at an aver
age annual rate of 3.5 percent over the past 8 years.31 

Twenty-three thousand of the full-time officers serve at 
the Federal level of government, and 40,000 at the State 
level. The remaining 308,000 officers-or 83 percent of 
the. total-ar~ divided among the many county and local 
police agenclCs. 

Table 2.--Full-Time Local Police Manpower Per 
1,000 PopUlation 

Police officers Police officers Range In dlf· 
and civilians only ferent ~eograph. 

Ical ivlslons 

gm:; ~r~ 250,000 __________________ 2.6 2.3 1.5to 4.1 
100.000 to 250.000 ______________ 1.7 1.5 1.3 to 2.5 50,000 tp 100.000 __ • ____________ 1.5 1.4 1. 2 to 1.9 25.000 to 50,000 ________________ 1.5 1.3 1.1 to 1.7 10.000 to 25.000 ________________ 1.4 1.3 1.2 to 1.7 Cities under 10.000 ..... _____________ 1.4 1.3 1. 2 to 1.9 

TotaL _______________________ 1.9 1.7 1.1 to 4.1 

SOURCE: ~~deral Bureau of Investigation, U.S. Department of J!)siice, "Uniform Crime 
Reports, 1965 .. <Y'ashlngton: U.s. (;overnment Printing Office, 1.(6), p. 148-51. These 
data ,"clude CIVIlian employees. 

29 Commiuee for Economic Development, "Modernizing Local Government" (New 81 Memorandum from Michael S. March, Assistant Chief of Education Manpower 
York: Committe ror Economic Dovelopment. July 1966), p. 32. nnd Science Division, U.S. Burenu of the Budget, May 11, 1966, tabl~ 4. 

30 Federal Bureau of Investigation, U.S. Department DC Justice, "Uniform Crime 
Reports, 1965" (W.shinglon: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1966), p. 32. 

• 
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Table 3.--Full-Time Local Police Manpower By 
Character of Jurisdiction 

Average 
Popul~tion Number of Numbor of number of 

served agencies por:ce employees 
reporting employees per 1,000 

population 

City police __________ ". ____ 109,633,000 3,613 212,883 1.9 

Suburban police 1 __________ 40,251,000 1,170 55,040 1.4 

County sheriffs ____________ 32,357,000 1,154 32,159 1.0 

I Agencies and population represented in suburban area are also included in other city 
groups. 

SOURCE: Federal Bureau of Investigation, U.S. peparlm~nt of Justice, "Uniform 
Crime Reports, 1565" (Washington: U.S. Government Pnntlng Office, IS66), p. 149. 

Of the 308,000 police officers serving on the county and 
local level of government, about 197,500 enforcement 
officers are distributed among the 39,695 agencies with 
jurisdictions in county or local areas. These include: 

3,645 cities of under 250,000 population, 
3,050 counties, and 
33,000 townships, boroughs, villages, and special 

districts. 
The remaining 110,500 police personnel are divided 
among the 55 agencies enforcing law in the 55 cities 
of the United States of a population over 250,000.32 

The number of personnel in local police agencies also 
varies to a considerable degree among locales. On the 
county level of government the 3,050 sheriff's offices 
range from a one-man force in Putnam County, Ga., to 
a 5,515-man force in Los Angeles County, Calif. The 
average number of police officers serving on the county 
level is small; only about 200 counties of the 3,050 in the 
United States have a sheriff's staff of more than 50 offi
cers.33 

In the local police forces below the county level of 
government the size of a force may vary from the 1- to 5-
man force in the many boroughs and towns of the United 
States to the mammoth 28,671-member New York City 
police force. 

Even within the radius of a major city, police forces 
have extraordinary range in size. Chicago, for example, 
has a total force of 11,745 civilians and officers. Within 
Cook and DuPage Counties, which encompass much of 
metropolitan Chicago, there are only 2,187 full-time of
ficers enforcing the law among the 119 municipalities 
(other than Chicago) located there. One community 
in Cook County controls crime with only 1 full-time offi
cer, assist(~d by a part-time complement of 26 people.34 

AVAILABILITY OF MANPOWER 

Due to the great difficulties of attracting capable per
sonel, almost all large police departments in the United 
States are substantially below their authorized strength. 
In 1965 a survey of about 300 police departments
including nearly all of the large city departments-

32 International City Managers' Association, "The Municipal Year Book 1966" 
(Chicago: International Clly Managers' Association), pp. 444-445. 

33 Conversation with Ferris E. Lucas, Executive Director, National Sheriffs' As· 
sociation, Washington, D.C., Oct. 31, 1966. 

a« Information received from the Illinois Police Association, Elmwood Park, Ill. 
3lS Raymond L. Bancroft, "Municipal Law Enforcement, 1966," (Nation's Cities: 

W .. hington, Feb. 1966), p. 16. 
M The Pre.ident'a Commission on Crime in the District of Columbia, U A Report 
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showed that 65.5 percent of the forces polled were below 
authorized strength. The average force was 5 percent 
below its quota; the average large-city force was 10 per
cent below standard capacity.3s 

The difficulties in filling quotas are increased by a low 
rate of eligibility among police applicants. In 1961 a 
survey indicated that the acceptance rate dropped from 
29.9 percent in 1956 to 22.3 percent in 1961. (See table 
4.) An even further rate reduction is suggested by recent 
experiences in two large metropolitan areas. In 1965, 
Washington, D.C., was able to hire less than 10 percent of 
people applying.36 Los Angeles reported that only 2.8 
percent of police applicants were accepted, and 4.9 per
cent of applicants for the county sheriff's police were 
hired.3T 

Table 4.-Applicant Success Rates-Regional 
Replies-1956-61 

1956 1961 

Region 
Appli· Eligible A.S.R., Appli- Eligible A.S.R., 
cants percent cants percent 

------------
New Enlland---______________ 2,934 992 33.8 2,107 700 33.2 Middle tiantic _____________ .. 22,094 7,707 34.8 19,967 5,863 29.4 East North CentraL __________ 7,111 1,211 17.0 5,939 879 14.8 West North Central. ___________ 1,538 522 33.9 2641 577 21.8 South Atiantic ________________ 5'm 1,~~ 28.6 4:851 1,125 23.2 East South Central.. __________ 43.9 1,014 480 47.3 West South CentraL __________ 1 881 689 36.6 3,066 764 24.9 Mountain ____________________ 1:077 344 31.9 3,016 622 20.6 Pacific .. _____________________ 7,887 1,795 22.8 13,018 1,420 10.9 -------------Total. _________________ 51,013 15,267 29.9 55,619 12,430 22.3 

SOURCE: George W. O'Conner, "Survey of Selection Methods" (Washington: Interna· 
tiona I Association of Chiefs of Police, 1962), tabla 33. 

Manpower problems are also caused by turnover in 
personnel. Each year an average of 5 percent of a police 
department's force leaves the police service. In the next 
10 years, as the mass of police officers recruited just after 
World War II reaches retirement age, many departments 
will face severe recruiting needs. For example, 41 per
cent of the existing Los Angeles Police Department 38 and 
10 percent of the 83-man force in Joliet, III., will be eligi
ble to retire in 1967.39 

The present need for manpower and the anticipated 
rate of turnover both indicate that over 50,000 new police 
officers wiII be required in 1967 alone. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF PERSONNEL 

In 1960 the census showed that the median age of male 
local law enforcement personnel was as follows: 40 

Years 
of age 

'Police and detectives_'_________________________ 37.6 
Marshals and constables_______________________ 50.5 
Sheriffs and bailiffs___________________________ 45.4-

A cross section of the age distribution of male and female 
police officers and detectives is seen in table 5. 

on the President's Commission on Crime in tho District of Columbia" (Washington: 
U.S. Government Printing Office, 1966), p. 17. 

37 American 'frial Lawyer8 AS80ciation, "Crime and Its Causes in Los Angeles" 
(Laneasler. Po .. Golden West Publishing Co., 1966), pp. 7-8. 

38 Wall Street Journal, Apr. 5, 1966, p. I, col. 5. 
ao Herald.News. Joliet, m., July 15. 1966, sec. 1. p. 1. cols. 5-7. 
40 U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the CenDus. "U.S. Ceo'me of Popu .. 

lation: 1960. Subieet Reports. Occupational Charael.ristie_," Finalll..port PC(2)-
7A (W .. hlngton: U.S. GoY.mmen! Printins Office, 1963), table 6, p. 79. 
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Table 5.-Employed Public Police and Detective Personnel, by Age and Sex, 1960 

Age range 15-17 18-19 20-24 25-29 30-34 35-44 45-54 55-59 60-64 65-69 70-74 75+ Total 
------------------------------------

Number of employees: 
41 163 12,381 36'm 46,117 71,389 38,633 10,518 6,805 2,840 1,130 728 227,478 Male __________________ 

Female ________________ 0 40 364 881 2,077 1,179 221 , 60 19 20 0 5,556 ------------------------------------TotaL ___ .. ____ • _____ 41 203 12,745 37,428 46,998 73,466 39,812 10,739 6,865 2,859 1,150 728 233,034 

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, "U.S. Census of Population: 1960. Subject Reports. Occupational Characteristics." Final Report PC(2)-7A 
(Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office. 1963), table 6, pp. 79, 89. 

The median educational level of police officers h~ 
risen slightly in this decade. Figures released by the 
U.S. Dep.artment of Health, Education, and Welfare set 
the median at 12.4 years of education in 1966, a slight 
rise from the 12.2 level reported by the Bureau of the 
Census in 1960. A recent national survey of 6,300 police 
officers indicated that approximately 24 percent of pa
trolmen and 31 percent of top-level department adminis
trators had attended college.41 

Police personnel are predominately Caucasian. The 
1960 census showed that only 3.5 percent of law enforce
ment employees throughout the Nation were non-Cau
casian. A study by the Civil Rights Commission in 1962 
revealed that only one-fifth of 1 percent of State police 
officers were Negro. Of the 36 Negroes serving as State 
police officers in the Nation, 24 were employed in Illi
nois.42 The same Civil Rights Commission survey polled 
271 sheriffs' offices and found that in 1962 there was a 
Negro-white employment ratio of 1 to 20 on the county 
level of government. 

Some cities have recently recruited a substantial num
ber of Negro officers. In Washington, D.C., for example, 
Negro employment in the past few years has increased 
from 14 to 19 percent of the police force, and in Chicago 
it has increased from 9 to 20 percent of the force.43 And 
a notable event occurred in the South in January 1967 
when Lucius D. Amerson was sworn in as sheriff of Macon 
County, Ala. Amerson became the first Negro sheriff in a 
Southern jurisdiction since Reconstruction. 

EMPLOYMENT REQUIREMENTS 

More than 70 percent of the Nation's police depart
ments have set the high school diploma level as an edu
cational requirement for employment. About one-fourth 
of the agencies require no more than some degree of 
elementary education.44 Most large cities and counties 
maintain a high schoool education or its equivalent as a 
minimum standard, and at least 22 departments have 
raised their standard to require college credit. But 21 of 
these are located in California. 

Physical requirements for police employment are rigid. 
The minimum standards usually require that a recruit be 
between the ages of 21 and 35, have nearly perfect vision, 
weigh between 150 and 250 pounds, and be at least 5 feet 
8 or 9 inches tall. Many departments only recruit people 
who have lived within the police jurisdiction for a given 
period of time before employment. The requirement for 

41 Institute for Community Development and Services, Michigan State University, 
"Police Training in tho Detroit Metropolitan Region: Recommendations for a 
Regional Approach" (draft submitted to the Metropolitan Fund, Inc., of Delroit, 
1%6), table 25, p. 70. 

.. U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, "Administration of JusUee, 1963" (stoff reo 
port, draft submitted 1963), pp. 13-16. 

4. Ibid. 

preservice residency may vary from 6 months to 5 years. 
In 1965 more than two-thirds of local law enforcement 
officers throughout the United States were born in thf! 
State in which they were employed. 

Almost all local police departments require that an 
applicant take written intelligence tests. But these tests 
are in no way standard, and many are ineffective for 
purposes of measuring educational achievement or per
sonal capability for service. In 1961 a survey showed 
that only about 15 percent of the local agencies screened 
their candidates for emotional fitness as a routine pro
cedure.45 The National League of Cities, which sampled 
police departments in 1965, indicated that only 27 percent 
of the agencies responding conducted some kind of psy
chiatric evaluation of applicants. 

POLICE COMPENSATION 

In the past 30 years, police salaries have risen, and the 
number of hours worked in a week have been reduced. 
The 40-hour week is now standard in the majority of 
agencies. In small communities median salaries for 
patrolmen have risen from a figure of approximately 
$1,600 in 1937 to $4,600 in 1966. Maximum salaries 
rose from a 1938 figure of $1,800 to a 1966 figure of 
$5,500. In larger cities during these same years median 
beginning salaries for patrolmen, which had been $1,900, 
rose to $5,300. At the same time median maximum sal
aries rose from $2,400 to about $6,600. Compensation 
for chief administrators on a nationwide scale in 1938 
ranged from $1,980 to $12,500 per annum.46 In 1965 it 
had risen to a range of $3,600 to $35,000.47 

The above compensation figures do not include retire
ment, health, and other benefits accrued by public police 
employees. 

POLICE TRAINING 

Classroom training for recruits is a relatively new con
cept in American policing. During the early years of 
this century, experience on the job was the most prevalent 
method for learning police skills.48 In the last few years, 
however, there has been a marked trend toward formal 
training programs for recruits. Of the 1,352 cities re
sponding to a 1965 survey, 84 percent of city police forces 
reported formal, in-service training for police officers.49 

In 1965, a survey of law enforcement agencies showed 
that 4,000 agencies had appointed over 16,000 new police 

.u George W. O'Connor, "Survey of Selection Methods" (Washington: Interna· 
tional Association of Chiefs of Police, 1962). tabl. IS. 

•• rd •• t table 19. 
(0 International City Managers' Association, "The Munieipal Year Book 1939" 

(Chicago; International City Managers' A!llIociation) I p. 424. 
47 Supra, note 32 at p. 434. 
48 Supra, note 22 at p. 110 . 
•• Supra, nato 32 at p. 437. 
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officers between July 1964 and June 1965.50 The extent 
of the recruit training programs provided by these 

. agencies is reflected in table 6. A 1966 SUIvey indicated 
that 97 percent of the 269 agencies responding had formal 
training programs that ranged from 1 to 12 weeks.51 

While alniost 100 percent of the police departments in 
cities over 250,000 in population conduct their own re
cruit training programs, many of the smaller departments 
either have limited training programs or none at all. 
Some departments, which do not have their own training 
programs, use the training facilities of other local, State, 
and Federal agencies.52 

EXPENDITURES FOR LAW ENFORCEMENT 

As table 1 shows, law enforcement services cost the 
Nation slightly in excess of $2.5 billion in 1965. Ap
proximately $2 billion of this sum was allocated to local 
law enforcement agencies. The remainder was divided 
between State agencies, which received $315 million, and 
Federal agencies, which obtained $220 million. 

The bulk of money for law enforcement is spent on 
salaries. At the local level a police department may 
spend between 85 and 90 percent of its budget for this 
purpose. 53 

Like other services, the cost of policing has increased in 
the past few years. For example, since 1955, numbers of 
police personnel have increased a:bout 36 percent and 
expenditures have soared 90 percent. The cost increase 
is primarily linked to the expense of salaries and equip
ment. If the present average increase in expenditures of 
almost 10 percent per year continues, law enforcement 
costs will total almost $5.5 billion by 1975-more than 
double the 1965 figure. 

Clearly, law enforcement is competing for tax dollars 
with a large number of other social services provided by 
all levels of government, for police agencies over the past 
65 years have received a declining percentage of increas
ing total government expenditures. In 1902, for 
example, police agencies were allotted 4.9 percent of total 
governmental fiscal·outlay. In 1962 this figure had de
clined to 3.5 percent. 54 The percentage of governmental 
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allotments to law enforcement continues to decline even 
though the cost of enforcing the law has risen from $8.22 
per capita in 1955 to $13.52 per capita in 1964.55 

The costs of policing are highest in large urban areas. 
~s depicted in ~~le 7, the per capita policing costs in a 
CIty of over 1 millIon people are almost twice the cost of 
police ~ctivity in cities of between 200,000 and 300,000 
populatIon. Furthermore, the relative cost rate in the 
largest cities is more than triple that of cities having 
fewer than a 50,000 resident population. 

The trend toward greater per capita expenditure in 
large urban areas is not a phenomenon unique to law 
e.nforcement. It demonstrates that the complex way of 
life found in large, populated cities today costs more than 
the relatively simple life of small towns. As expenditures 
for education, public welfare, and public housing in
crease, so do police budgets. A comparison between 
governmental expenditures in urban and non urban areas 
is presented in table 8. 

SPECIAL URBAN PROBLEMS 

The relative urban-rural crime rate has been the sub
ject of much statistical study in recent years. As crime 
rates have increased throughout the United States the 
rate in cities has continued to be substantially higher'than 
in less populous areas. For example, the FBI's "Uni
form Crime Reports, 1965" indicates that the rate for 
robbery in urban areas was 88.6 per hundred thousand 
population, as compared to a rate of 9.9 in rural areas.56 

The urban rate of aggravated assault was 127.7 per hun
dred thousand population as compared to a rural rate of 
58.3-more than double. Similarly, the urban rate for 
burglary was 732.7 per hundred thousand population as 
compared to a rural rate of 308.4. And the urban rate 
for larcency of $50 and over was 492.0 per hundred 
thousand population, while the rural rate was 176.2.57 

In addition to the greater incidence of serious crime 
urban police face rising rates for other types of crimes~ 
The increase of petty crimes, for example, is much more 
severe in cities than in nonurban areas. The problem of 
drunkenness has caused a major drain on police time in 

Table 6.-Percent of Departments ProvIding Recruit Training by Program Length, 1965 

Weeks of training 
population group 

Less than 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 More than 8 

Over 1.000,000 •••••••••••..•••••••••••• 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 80.0 60.0 
500,000 to 1.000,000 •••••••.••••.•••••.•• 100.0 100.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 10.0 10.0 70.0 60.0 
250,000 to 500,000 ••••••••••••••••••.••• 100.0 88.0 84.0 84.0 84.0 80.0 68.0 52.0 52.0 40.0 
100.000 to 250,000 ••.••.•.•••••••••••••. 100.9 97.7 85.3 77.5 67.4 58.4 46.0 34.8 24.7 14.6 
50,000 to 100.000 •••.•••••••••••.•••.•.• 100.0 91.0 76.1 64.0 53.4 43.9 29.2 12.6 10.5 4.7 
25,000 to 50,000 __________________ • _____ 100.0 81.6 69.5 53.5 42.9 34.1 23.8 9.7 6.2 4.5 
1000000 to 25~0-----------------------. 100.0 74.2 61. 5 48.3 38.6 29.3 21.0 7.6 6.0 2.9 5, 0 to la, ________________________ • 100.0 63.3 49.4 33.9 26.1 21.3 15.3 5.7 3.8 1.6 Under 5,000 .. __________________________ 100.0 48.6 39.0 25.3 18.0 14.7 9.6 2.3 1.5 1.0 

Percent of agencies _____________________ 100.0 68.3 56.0 42.0 33.4 21.1 19.0 8.1 6.0 3.5 
Percent of total officers .. ________________ 100.0 87.6 76.6 69.0 63.1 51.9 49.5 41.0 ·34.1 25.9 

Number of total officers _________________ 16,169 14,178 12,399 ll,162 10,203 9,362 8,Oll 6,632 5,619 4,199 

SOURCE: International Association of Chiefs of Police, "Police Training," report submitted to the President's Commission on Law Enforcoment and Administration of Justice 
Washington, D.C., 1966. 

60 International Association of Chiefs of Police, "Police Training, tJ report 8ub· 
mitted to the President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of 
Iustice, WashingtoD, D.C., 1966. 

til Supra, note 35 at p. 20. 
.152 Supra, note 50. 
M Supra, note 27 at p. 443. 

0:" U.S. Department of Commerce. Bureau of the Census of Government!: 1962, 
vol. VI, no. 4, UHistorical Statistics on Government FinaDceI and Emplo)'tllcnt" 
(W .. blngton: U.S. Government Printing Office. 1964) table 1. 

M Supra. note 31, table 2 . 
56 Supra, Dole 30 at pp. 94-95. 
67 Ibid. 
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Table 7,-General Services and Police Expenditures 
Per Capita by City Population, 1963-64 1 

City population 

50,1)1\() 50,000 100,000 200,000 300,000 500,000 1,000,000 
ars·· to to to to to and 
Itss 100,000 200,000 • .JO,OOO 400,000 1,000,00 over 

--------------
City per ~apita ex· 

penditure on: 
73.23 119.11 137.93 135.12 133.97 178.74 248.12 General services .... 

Police._ .... _ .. _. __ 8.74 12.19 12.78 13.92 14.82 19.21 27.31 

I Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Gave: ment Finances 
In 1963-64, table 4, p. 22. 

Table a,-Per Capita Local Government Expenditure 
Patterns Within and Outside Metropolitan Areas 
in the United States, 1962 

Total ........ _ .................... _ 
Education_ ....... _ .. _ .. _________ _ 
Highways ________________________ _ 
Public welfare ___________________ _ 
Police protection _________________ _ 
Fire protection ___________________ _ 
Sewerage ________________________ _ 
Housing and urban renewaL ______ _ 
Parks and recreation ______________ _ 

I Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas. 

Within 
SMSA's I 

267.05 
97.29 
18.46 
16.13 
12.59 
7.79 
8.44 
8.69 
6.43 

Dutside 
SMSA's 

199.68 
95.29 
22.85 
9.78 
5.28 
2.91 
3.98 
1.61 
1.77 

United 
States 

242.96 
96.57 
20.03 
13.86 
9.98 
6.05 
6.85 
6.16 
4.77 

SOURCE: Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, '-'Metropolitan Social 
and Economic Disparities: Implications for Intergovernmental Relations in Central Cities 
and Suburbs," "Report" A-?5, Jan. 1965, p. 51. 

large cities, while in the small town the problem is likely 
to be handled quickly and informally in the relatively 
few cases where it comes to police attention. Major 
metropolitan areas also face increasing incidents of juven
ile delinquency, fed by social conditions in the city. Fi-

Table 9,-Mean Per Capita Expenditure of Cities on 
Police Services, 1951 

Number of 
City type cities 

Major resort city __ ~__ ____ _ __________ ____________ _ ___ 5 
Core city of major metropolitan area___________________ 77 Industrial suburb__ .. ________________________ 68 
High·income residential suburb .. _____________________ 34 
low· income residential suburb __ . ____________________ 68 
Core city of minor metropolitan area___________________ 106 Independent city __ ______________________ ____________ 137 

Mean 
per cap'ita 

expendIture 

$11.36 
7.33 
7.17 
6.39 
5.72 
5.56 
4.95 

Mean for 462 cities ____________________________ I-__ -_-__ -__ -__ -_-__ -_I ---6.-04 

SOURCE: Ruth L. Mace, "Municipal Cost-Revenue Research in the United States," 
Instltule of Government, University of North Carolina, 1961, p. 164, computed from data In 
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington Bureau of the Census, "Compendium of City 
Governmpnt Finances In 1951," pp. 44-61. 

nally, the complex city problem of daily traffic snarls 
requires police regulation and control different in degree 
from that required in small towns. 

The changing makeup of urban population is another 
factor in explaining the increasing cost of police services 
today. Table 9 shows the per capita expenditures for 
policing in different types of urban areas. 

Each large urban sprawl has one major section that 
serves as the commercial hub. Gen!'!rally, the number of 
residents in this hub is relatively few in comparison to the 
surrounding area. During the day the middle and upper 
classes travel to the central area for business purposes, 
sometimes increasing the population enormously. Al
though Detroit's resident population, for example, had 
decreased 9.7 percent between 1950 and 1960, its week
day population had approximately doubled. The De
troit police force was, therefore, required to add 133 per
sonnel, an increase of 2.8 percent, to serve a city whose 
population was decreasing.!i3 Similar considerations 
apply to resort cities whose populations increase several
fold during the seasonal influx of tourists. 

ISS Samuel G. Chapman. "Police Manpower and Pop:ula~on Changes in Michigan for Community Development and Services. MichigaD Sto.to University, 1961}. pp. 8-4. 
Communities of 10,000 or More Population, 1950-60" (EaBt LandaS', Mich.: In8titute 

J 
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Chapter 2 

Law Enforcement Policy: 
The Police Role 

Law enforcement has always been a difficult task. It 
is especially difficult in a society such as ours that has so 
heterogeneous and mobile a population; that has so 
prosperous an economy; that has ;so high a degree of 
urbanization, with its accompanying congestion and 
anonymity; and that places so high a value on individual 
freedom, upon equality under the law, and upon local 
control over the police power. 

The current widespread concern with crime and vio
lence, particularly in large cities, commands a rethink
ing of the function of the police in American society. 
It calls for a reassessment of the kinds of resources and 
support that the police need to respond more adequately 
to. the demands that we make upon them. 

In this effort to look at the police function, the term 
"police" is used to refer to all persons having law enforce
ment responsibility, but major emphasis is upon the 
departments and the police officers, particularly patrol
men, who have responsibility in the large urban areas for 
dealing with the wide range of social and behavioral 
problems that are of primary concern today. 

THE RANGE OF PROBLEMS 
CONFRONTING THE POLICE 

While each person has a somewhat different impression 
of the nature of the police function, based primarily 
upon his personal experiences and contacts with police 
officers, there is a widespread popular conception of the 
police, supported by news and entertainment media. 
Through these, the police have come to be viewed as a 
body of men continually engaged in the exciting, dan
gerous, and competitive enterprise of apprehending and 
prosecuting criminals. Emphasis upon this one aspect 
of police functioning has led to a tendency on the part 
of both the public and the police to underestimate the 
range and complexity of the total police task. 

A police officer assigned to patrol duties in a large city 
is typically confronted with at most a few serious crimes 
in the course of a single tour of duty. He tends to view 
such involvement, particularly if there is some degree of 
danger, as constituting real police work. But it is ap~ 
parent that he spends considerably more time keeping 
order, settling disputes, finding- missing children, and 

helping drunks than he does in responding to criminal 
conduct which is serious enough to call for arrest, pros
ecution, and conviction. This does not mean that serious 
crime is unimportant to the policeman. Quite the con
trary is true. But it does mean that he performs a wide 
range of other functions which are of a highly complex 
nature and which often involve difficult social, behavioral 
and political problems. 

Individual misbehavior with which the police must 
deal, for example, ranges from that of the highly dan
gerous, ~aultive sex offender to that of the petty thief or 
common drunk. Organized criminal activity varies from 
that affecting a large segment of a community, such as the 
"policy" or "numbers" rackets, to the two-party agree
ment between a burglar and the person buying his stolen 
property. . The peace-keeping function of the police re
quires that they deal with human conflicts ranging from 
large-scale rioting to disputes between husbands and their 
wives. Laws enacted to preserve order within a commu
nity require the police to perform a variety of tasks, from 
enforcing traffic regulations to assuring that dogs, ped
dlers, and various businesses have their proper licenses. 
And, in addition, the police are called upon to provide 
certain emergency services which their availability and 
skills qualify them to fulfill-services largely w!related to 
crime or potential crime situations. 

It is generally assumed that police have a preventive 
and protective role as well. Thus, for example, the police \ 
endeavor, through such activities as patrol, to lessen op
portunities for the commission of crimes; they initiate pro- I 

grams to reduce the racial tensions that exist in the 
ghettos of large cities; they conduct educational pro
grams to promote safe driving and prevent accidents. Po
lice are expected to afford protection to individuals who 
are likely to be victimized or are in some other way prey to 
harm-the down-and-out drunk, the mentally ill, or the 
naive patrons of vice activity who may be subjecting them
selves to the risk of robbery or worse. Moreover, they are 
expected to preserve the right of free speech-even when 
that speech is intensely antagonistic and likely to incite 
opposition. 

To fulfill their obligations, the police are given formal 
authority to invoke the criminal process-to arrest, to 
prosecute, and to seek a conviction. But making use of 
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this traditional process is much more complex than is 
commonly assumed, due to the infinite complications that 
distinguish separate incidents. The police must make im
portant judgments about what conduct is in fact criminal; 
about the allocation of scarce resources; and about the 
gravity of each individual incident and the proper steps 
that should be taken. 

When the police are dealing with highly dangerous con
duct, for example, they are expected to arrest the of
fender, and participate in his prosecution in order to 
insure correctional treatment. But when the conduct 
is not considered particularly dangerous as, for example, 
in the case of the common drunk, police may conclude
given the volume of cases-that it is not worth the effort 
to invoke the fuB criminal process. Often the police will 
simply pick up the drunk, detain him overnight, and 
release him when sober. 

Domestic disputes ar.count for a high percentage of 
the total number of incidents to which the police are 
summoned. They generally occur late at night and 
result in a call for the police because an assault has 
taken place, because there is the potential for violence, 
because the neighbors are disturbed, or simply because 
a low income couple has no other source of help in arbi
trating marital conflicts. Given the nature of such dis
putes, the formal system of arrest, prosecution, and con
viction is rarely an appropriatr; means for dealing with 
them. In the absence of likely alternatives to police in
volvement, police officers are left with the responsibility 
for dealing with such situations without being adequately 
equipped to do so. . 

When criminal activity involves a "willing buyer" and a 
"willing seller," a somewhat different pattern of problems 
is present. Widespread community support for some 
forms of gambling activity or an ambivalent community 
attitude toward some forms of sexual conduct require 
that a police agency decide what constitutes an appro
priate level of enforcement. In the absence of a com
plainant, police must determine the amount of resources 
and the investigative procedures that they should employ 
to discover criminal offenses. 

Because a high percentage of crimes is com
mitted by juveniles, police are frequently called upon to 
deal with the youthful offender. In spite of this, there 
remains uncertainty as to the proper role of the police in 
the juvenile process. In practice most incidents involving 
juveniles are disposed of by the police without referral 
to a social worker or a judge, and consequently what 
police do is of great significance. 

Finally, police must respond to the conflicts that arise 
out of what has been termed the "social revolution." It 
is difficult, in policing such situations, to distinguish be
tween legitimate and illegitimate group behavior and to 
balance the value of free expression against the risk of 
public disorder. The lines which must be drawn are 
difficult to determine and call for policy decisions quite 
different from those made in traditional crimes like 
burglary. 

It has been argued that many of the complex problems 
of the criminal process could be solved by more narrowly 

defining the police function. 1£ drunkenness were dealt 
with by medically qualified people, for example, police 
would not have to contend with the habitual drunk. 1£ 
family problems were handled by social work agencies, 
police would not have to deal with the many domestic 
and juvenile matters which now confront them. 1£ the 
substantive criminal law were revised, police would not· 
be confronted with the difficult decisions resulting from 
broad prohibitions against narcotics, gambling, prostitu
tion, and homosexual activity. And if increased efforts 
were made to solve some of the social ills that give rise 
to criminality, the police could be relieved of many of 
their crime prevention functions. 

But little effective action has been taken to develop 
the kind of resources required by the adoption of any of 
these alternatives. Some courts have recently held that 
it is unconstitutional to treat habitual drunkenness as a 
criminal offense. Presumably, this means that the police 
should no longer be concerned with public drunkenness, 
although it is possible that the -:)olice might be involved 
through a process which is me i lcally rather than crimi
nally oriented. But the test of Sigh decisions is in whether 
they result in a more adequate. and humane method of 
dealing with drunks rather than in their conformity with 
principle. Because few efforts have been made to develop' 
alternatives to police involvement, the consequence of 
police not taking action is that drunks would be left to 
lie where they fall. 

Proposals to relieve the police of what are essentially 
social services have also been lacking in their considera
tion of the relationship of such services to the incidence of 
more serious crimes. Domestic disturbances, for example, 
often culminate in a serious assault or a homicide. The 
down-and-out drunk is almost a certain victim of a theft 
if he is left to lie on the street and has' any article of value 
on him. The streetwalking prostitute may, in one sense, 
be primarily a social problem, but many streetwalkers en
gage regularly in arranging the robbery of their patrons 
as a supplement to their income. 

It might be desirable for agencies other than the police 
to provide community services that bear no relationship 
to crime or potential crime situations. But the failure of 
such agencies to develop and the relationship between the 
social problems in question and the incidence of crime 
suggeSt that the police are likely to remain, for some time, 
as the only 24-hour-a-day, 7-day-a-week agency that is 
spread over an entire city in a way which makes it possible 
for them to respond quickly to incidents of this kind. 

If, as seems apparent, continued reliance is to be placed 
upon law enforcement agencies for meeting the wide 
range of functions that now comprise their task, it is im
portant that attention be turned to the manner in which 
they perform those functions. 

THE POLICE RESPONSE 

To urge recognition of the fact that the police task 
covers a wide range of activities and that it is highly com
plex is not to maintain that the police adequately fulfill 
all of their functions. It is obviously difficult and often 
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impossible for police officers to respond in an appropriate 
manner to the numerous incidents called to their atten
tion. They are under constant pressure, especially in 
highly congested areas, to handle a volume of cases that 
is beyond their capacity-forcing them to develop "short
cut" responses to run-of-the-mill situations. They lack 
adequate training with respect to some of the more com
plex social problems. And there has been little effort to 
provide individual officers with the guidelines which they 
require if they are expected to make more effective and 
judicious decisions in disposing of the incidents which 
come to their attention. In the absence of adequate 
resources, training, and guidance, the tendency is for 
individual police officers to attempt to meet largely by 
improvisation the varied demands made upon them. 

Some indication of the manner in which this is achieved 
can be gathered from the following account of an observer 
who accompanied two police officers functioning in a con
gested urban area during a tour of duty that began in the 
early evening hours: 

After receiving routine instructions at the rollcall held at 
the precinct station, Officers Jones and Smith located the car 
to which they were assigned and started out for the area in 
which they would spend their tour of duty. While enroute, 
the officers received instructions from the dispatcher to handle 
a fight in an alley. Upon arrival, they found a group of young 
men surrounded by their parents, wives, and children. 

One of the young men, A, had a couple of knives in his 
hand. While the knives were within legal limits, Officer Smith 
took them (and later disposed of them in a refuse container). 
Another of the young men, B, stood by his mother. The third, 
C, stood by A, from whom the knives had been taken. 

The mother of B was the complainant. She claimed that C 
had attacked her son with a knife and she demanded that C be 
arrested and jailed. C readily admitted he had been fighting 
with B, but he claimed that he had just tried to protect A. 
C had been drinking and was very belligerent. He indicated a 
readiness to take on anyone and everyone, including the police. 
He kept shouting and was obviously antagonizing the officers. 

A attempted to explain the situation. He stated that he 
had been the one originally fighting B and that C had merely 
come to his aid. B concurred in this account of what had 
taken place, though he did not reflect very much concern as 
the supposed victim of the attack. 

A's mother-in-law interrupted at this time to. claim that A 
was innocent; that the fight was B's fault. B's mother did 
not stand for this accusation and entered the fray. 

The confusion spread. Other police officers, in the mean
time, had arrived at the scene and the number of observers had 
grown. Officers Jones and Smith decided to take the participants 
to the precinct station where conditions would make it pos
sible to make a more orderly inquiry. 

At the station, the families and participants were separated 
and talked with individually. The mother of B insisted on 
signing a complaint against C and A, but finally relented as to 
A when he promised not to allow C to come to his apartment. 

C was then formally arrested and charged with disorderly 
conduct. A and B were sent home with their wives and 
mothers. By charging C with disorderly conduct rather than a 
more serious crime, the officers observed that they were saving 
themselves some paperwork. They 'felt that their action in 
letting the mother sign a complaint against the "loudmouthed" 
C had served to pacify her. 

After filling out the arrest reports on C, Officers Jones 
and Smith notified the dispatcher that they were available and 
resumed patrolling. But in several minutes they were dispatched 
to another beat to handle a domestic situation. 
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A young Indian girl met them at the door. There obviously 
had been a fight; the place was a shambles. Furniture was 
broken, food was on the floor, and beer cans were scattered 
everywhere. The girl gave an explanation to which the police 
officers were very much accustomed-her husband had gotten 
drunk, had become angry, and had gone on the "warpath." 
When she told the officers that her husband had been behaving 
in this manner for 5 years, any sympathy which they had for 
the girl disappeared. They explained that they were not in 
a position to do anything for her since her husband was not 
there. They advised her to go to court to obtlin either a war
rant for his arrest or to arrange for the issuance of a peace bond. 

Upon reporting back in service with the dispatcher, Smith 
and Jones were assigned a domestic problem involving a couple 
who had been married for 27 years. The couple had only re
cently begun to have trouble getting along. But when the dif
ficulty started, it was serious. The wife had been attacked by 
the husband a week previously and had suffered a ~oncussion. 
She was now back from the hospital and wanted her husband 
locked up. The woman led the officers to the apartment, but 
the husband had, in the interval, left. They then went through 
the ritual of telling the wife the procedure by which she could 
obtain a warrant or a peace bond. They also told her to call 
back if she had any more trouble. 

After this call, there was a short lull in activity, during which 
the officers patrolled the southeast corner of their assigned area. 
They were then told to see a complainant at a designated address. 

Th,. complainant, it turned out, was a landlord. One of his 
tenants had a child who had been bothering other tenants. The 
mother had been told to quiet the child down, but she appar
ently had not done so. In addition, the mother was behind in 
the rent. The landlord had attempted to serve her with an evic
tion notice but had not been able to find her at home. 

The mother was at work at a lounge and the landlord asked 
the officers to serve the eviction notice on her there. The offi
cers explained that they would not be able to do so since the 
lounge was outside the district to which they were assigned. 
The landlord countered this by contending that he had been a 
friend of the police and that he had helped them in the past. 
He also stressed that he was a taxpayer. Officer Jones reacted 
by requesting the dispatcher to assign a police officer to meet the 
landlord at the lounge and help him in serving the notice. The 
officers, in this manner, disposed of the incident. 

Smith and Jones were next dispatched to investigate a noisy 
party. When they arrived at the scene, they found the party 
was going "full blast." They knocked and, when the door was 
answered, Officer Smith asked for the host. He told the person 
who then came to the door that someone had complained and 
that they would have to "hold the noise down." The host and 
others who were listening in readily agreed. When Officer Jones 
notified the dispatcher that the first party had been quieted, the 
;nen were dispatched to another. 

The officers could not find the second party and could hear 
no loud noise at the address which had been given. Officer Jones 
requested the apartment number from the dispatcher. Both 
officers then went to the apartment. When the hostess came to 
the door, Officer Smith told her that someone had complained 
about a loud party. He told her that while the party seemed 
quiet enough at the moment, she should be careful because she 
evidently had some touchy neighbors. 

Smith and Jones stopped for a coke before placing themselves 
back in service. While they were parked, Officer Jones spotted 
a "downer" in the doorway of the office occupied by the city 
council member representing the area. They called for a patrol 
wagon. They then went over to the drunk, awakened him, and 
asked him some questions. He had been sleeping and eating 
wherever he could, having slept the previous night in a "flop
house" downtown. When the wagon arl'ived, the "downer" '.ras 
placed in it and taken to jail. 

When the officers reported back in ser, ice, they were immedi
ately assigned to a juvenile disturbance at :a hotdog stand. They 
did not rush to the scene, since they hact been there numerous 
times-in the past. 

The owner of the hotdog stand would not force the youths to 
leave, letting them stand about until tlle whole parking area was 
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congested. He would then call the police. Smith and Jones 
dispersed the crowd. One youth started to resist but moved on 
when Officer Jones threatened him with jail. 

The officers informed the dispatcher that they had handled 
the problem at the hotdog stand and then resumed patrol. They 
had traveled several blocks from the hotdog stand when they ob
served a driver run a red light. The officers gave chase and 
pulled the vehicle over to the side of the street. The motorist, 
it was revealed, had just returned from Vietnam and Officer 
Smith felt that he deserved a break. He released him with a 
suggestion that he be mott: careful. While Officer Smith was 
talking to the veteran, Officer Jones spotted a fight between two 
youths. He ran over, broke it up, and talked to the combatants. 
He sent them on their way with a warning. 

The officers requested permission from the dispatcher to take 
time out to eat, but he responded by sending them back to the 
first party that they had quieted. 

A great d(>al of damage had been done by the lime they ar
rived. The }"Juths had gotten drunk and loud. They had created 
a disturbance when the party broke up and the manager of the 
building had called the police. The officers advised the manager 
to exercise more care in deciding upon the people to< whom she 
rented her apartments. Since the persons causing the disturb
ance had already gone, there was nothing else that the officers 
could do; they departed. 

They again asked permission to take time for food, but were 
instead dispatched to the scene of a stabbing. They hurried to 
the location, which turned out to be a new portable public swim
ming pool. 

There were three persons present-two lifeguards and a watch
man. One of the lifeguards had been knifed. He was placed in 
the police car and officers started off for the nearest hospital. 
Enroute, the victim told the officers that a man had tried to go 
swimming in the pool after it had been closed for the night. 
When the lifeguard attempted to stop the intruder, he was 
stabbed during the scuffle. The other lifeguard called the police. 
At the hospital, the officers made out their reports while the vic
tim received medical care. They later returned to the scene but 
found no additional information or people who would assist in 
the identification of the assailant. The reports were turned in 
for attention by the detectives. 

The officers then, without asking, took their meal llreak, after 
which they reported that they had completed their work on the 
stabbing. They were dispatched to a party disturbance. Upon 
arriving at the scene, they encountered a young fellow walking 
out of the building carrying a can of beer. 

He was stopped and questioned about the party. Officer Smith 
told him that "this is not Kentucky" and drinking on the street is 
not allowed. The fellow agreed to take the officer up to the 
party. When he turned to lead the way, Officer Jones observed 
a knife in the youth's back pocket. He took the knife away. 
There was not much going on at the party. Those present.. were 
admonished to keep it quiet. 

Back on patrol, the g.<Jio:ers cruised for a short period. It was 
soon quitting time, so they headed in the direction of the precinct 
station. As they turned a corner, Officer Smith saw a couple of 
fellows drinking on the street, but rather than get involved at 
this time, nothing was done. 

< This day in the lifc of Officers Jones ana Smith reflects 
the broad and varied demands for police service, the pres
sures under which it is provided, and thc informal and 
improvised responses which tend to develop. While nei
ther articulated nor officially recognized, common re
sponses obviously tend to develop in frequently recurring 
situations. 

A new police officer quickly learns these responses 
through his associations with more seasoned officers. The 
fact that a response is routine does not mean that it is 
satisfactory. To the contrary, many routine responses 
are applied on the basis of indefensible and improper 

criteria. But once developed, the routine response is 
generally immune to critical reevaluation unless a crisis 
situation should arise. Because of their informal charac
ter, such responses tend not to be influenced by develop
ments in police training. And, because they consist of the 
accumulated experiences of frontline officers, they tend 
to take on a vitality which continues even without the 
active suppOrt of the higher echelon of police admin
istration. 

Unique situations do arise, usually where the frequency 
of a given kind of incident is small, for which there is no 
routine response. Unless time permits him to confer with 
his sergeant, the individual officer is left to respond with
out any form of guidance. Under such circumstances, 
the decision of the individual officer will reflect his own 
personal values and opinions about people and about 
group behavior. 

Improvement in the capacity of law enforcement 
agencies to perform the essential and highly sensitive 
functions that comprise the total police task requires a 
willingness on the part of the public and the police to 
take several bold steps. 

There must, in the first place, bc a more widespread 
recognition on the part of the citizenry and the police of 
both the range and the complexity of the problems which 
the police confront. Secondly, there must be a willing
ness on the part of the police to respond to these problems 
by the careful development and articulation of policies 
and practices which are subject to continuing reevalua
tion in the light of changing social conditions. 

POLICE ATTITUDE TOWARD THEIR ROLE IN 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF LAW ENFORCEMENT 
POLICIES 

The absence of carefully developed policies to guide 
police officers in handling the wide variety of situations 
which they confront is in sharp contrast to the efforts 
taken to provide detailed guidance for other aspects of 
police operations. 

Like all military and semimilitary organizations, a po
lice agency is governed in its internal management by a 
large number of standard operating procedures. Elab
orate regulations exist dealing with such varied phases of 
an agency's internal operations as the receipt of complaints 
from citizens, the keeping of records, and the transpurta
tion of non police personnel in police vehicles. Established 
procedures govern such matters as the replacement of 
vehicles, uniforms, and ammunition. Police agencies 
also have established policies with respect to certain public 
service functions, but these usually do not involve im
portant criminal law issues. There are policies, for ex
ample, which provide guidance in determining whether 
to transport a person requiring emergency medical assist
ance, in deciding whetiler to take a stray dog into custody, 
and relating to the inspection of the premises of a vaca
tioning resident. 

Progressive police agencies have developed sophisti
cated methods for establishing procedures in these areas, 
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methods which call for analyzing the basic problems, 
weighing the desirability of various alternative solutions, 
and then developing and adopting criteria to serve as a 
basis for the decisions of operating personnel. 

In contrast, there have been only occasional efforts to 
make use of a deliberative planning process to develop pol
icies to guide and control police officers in dealing 'With 
the wide variety of situations that require the exercise of 
some form of police authority. 

One of the most adequate state:,nents of enforcement 
polIe)' was produced in New York State in conjunction 
with the enactment in 1964 of the new "stop and frisk" 
law. Police and prosecuting officials recognized that this 
newly legislated authority to stop and question persons 
short of arrest and to subject them to a frisk was vulnerable 
to attack on constitutional grounds, and they were aware 
that opposition to its passage would result in its imple
mentation being closely watched. 

It was for these re'i.Sons that the New York City Police 
Department and the District Attorney's Office joined with 
other law enforcement agencies throughout the state to 
publish a set of guidelines for operating personnel prior 
to the date on which the new law became effective.1 

Five pages of specific requirements, limitations, prohibi
tiOllS, and exampLes were used to elaborate upon the legis
lation which itself is contained in two relatively brief 
paragraphs. Emphasis was not placed upon defining the 
law so much as it was upon urging the police to exercise 
restraint and to act well within the outer limits of their 
prescribed authority. 

In the area of traffic enforcement, a number of juris
dictions have developed "tolerance policies" which estab
lish the point above the speed limit at which officers are 
to warn a motorist or issue a summons to him, and also 
provide criteria for making similar decisions with regard 
to other types of motor vehicle violations. Such policies 
are most frequently found in State police organizations, 
reflecting a need for providing guidelines for the isolated 
officer who cannot frequently consult with his supervisor 
or with fellow officers. They also reflect an organiza
tional response to the demands for fairness and uniformity 
voiced by the cross-section of citizens who commit traffic 
violations-a group with the capability of insisting upon 
consistency in law enforcement. 

There also have been some efforts on the part of police 
agencies to formulate policies relating to the disposition 
of juvenile offenders. This has, for the most part, con
sisted of an attempt to develop criteria to serve as a basis 
for deciding whether to release a juvenile offender to his 
parents, refer him to a social agency, or process him 
through the juvenile court. 

Significant as these efforts are, they deal with but a 
small portion of the total police responsibility. 

There are a number of factors which account for the 
general failure of police to develop policies for dealing 
with crime and potential crime situations, in contrast to 
their willingness to do so for issues of internal management 
of the department. 

In the first place, devising procedures for handling rou
tine matters of internal management can be done with 

1 See Attachment A, a PoIf~y Statement on the New York "6top.and .. Frisk" 
and "Knock, Knock" LaW8 Prepared by New York State Combined Council of 
Law Enforcement Officiale, 1une 1, 1964, apt'caring at the end of this chapter. 
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relative certainty and assurance that the decision will not 
be a subject of major debate in the community. Few 
people are concerned about these issues. To the extent 
that there is public interest, police seem confident of the 
propriety of their making policy decisions and of their 
ability to defend decisions that are made. In contrast, 
procedures for frisking suspects in high crime areas, for 
dispersing crowds which gather, and for deciding who is to 
be arrested inevitably involve difficult and sensitive ques
tions of public policy. 

Many police administrators are caught in a conflict 
between their desire for effective, aggressive police action 
and the requirements of law and propriety. Direct con~ 
frontation of policy issues would inevitably require the 
police administrator to face the fact that some police prac
tices, although considered effective, do not conform to 
constitutional, legislative, or judicial standards. Byadopt
ing a "let sleeping dogs lie" approach, the administrator 
avoids a direct confrontation and thus is able to support 
"effective" practices without having to decide whether 
they meet the requirements of law. 

The police administrator has greater control over 
management questions than he does over the criminal 
justice process, responsibility for which he shares with 
the legislature, the courts, tile prosecutor, and other 
agencies. The fact that the courts in particular have 
assumed increasing responsibility for control in this area 
has resulted in a prevalent attitude by police administra
tors that criminal justice policy decisions are not their 
concern. As a consequence, neither police training nor 
research has been directed toward these basic policy 
questions. 

The reluctance of the police administrator to deal ex
plicitly with important enforcement policies is reflected 
in a common administrative attitude toward "tolerance 
limits" developed in the traffic field which are usually 
maintained with a high degree of official secrecy. The 
reluctance to publicize "tolerance limits" reflects several 
factors: ( 1) a con~ern that the administrative action 
which they reflect would be criticized as a perversion of 
legislative intent-a concern which gives rise to the basic 
issue of the propriety of police policymaking; (2) a fear 
that publication would lead to a public debate as to what 
constitutes an appropriate tolerance and would lead to 
arguments between the officer and the offender in a given 
case-a concern which relates to the willingness of police 
to be held publicly accountable for the policy decisions 
which they make; ( 3 ) a concern that the existence of 
such a document might be used as a basis for litigation in 
those situations in which an officer chooses to enforce the 
be free to deviate from their own policy in an individual 
case without having to justify such deviation; and (4) a 
fear that widespread awareness of the existence of such 
tolerances would result in drivers adjusting their behav
ior, utilizing the established tolerances rather than the 
posted and published laws as their guides. 

In contrast, police agencies that have formulated poli
cies relating to juvenile offenders have generally made 
their policies public. The frankness with which discre
tion is acknowledged in the handling of juveniles is ap-
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parently attributable to (1) general recognition that it is 
both necessary and desirable for police to handle a large 
number of juvenile cases at the police level without refer
ring them to the courts, an assumption less common with 
respect to adults; (2) a feeling that the juvenile process is 
in the "best interests" of the child while the adult process 
is punitively oriented-thus the sort of flexibility con
sidered appropriate in dealing with the juvenile may be 
thought of as a denial of equal protection as it pertains to 
the adult offender; and (3) the usual existence of a 
specially trained group of juvenile police officers to whom 
the decisionmaking function is delegated .. 

The various factors that have been cited, taken to
gether, account for the absence of a tradition for policy
making in most aspects of police functioning that relate to 
crime and potential crime situations. As a result, indi
vidual officers continue to depend primarily upon routine 
responses and upon their individual judgment when func
tioning in these areas. And critical proble'1ls which the 
police confront do not receive the kind of attention which 
they require. 

THE NEED TO RECOGNIZE THE POLICE AS AN 
ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCY WITH IMPORTANT 
POLICYMAKING RESPONSIBILITY 

There are two alternative ways in which police can 
respond to the difficult problems currently confronting 
them: 

(1) The first is to continue, as has been true in the 
past, with police making important decisions, but doing 
so by a process which can fairly be described as "un
articulated improvisation." This is a comfortable ap
proach, requiring neither the police nor the community 
to face squarely the difficult social issues which are in
volved, at least until a crisis-like' the current "social 
revolution"-necessitates drastic change. 

(2) The second alternative is to recognize the im~ . 
portance of the administrative policymaking function of 
poiice and to take appropriate steps to make this a process 
which is systematic, intelligent, articulate, and responsive 
to external controls appropriate in a democratic society; 
a process which anticipates social problems and adapts to 
meet them before a crisis situation arises. 

Of the two, the latter is not only preferable; it is essen
tial if major progress in policing is to be made, particu
larly in the large, congested urban areas. 

To assert the importance of the police playing an im
portant role in the development of law enforcement poli
cies in no way detracts from the importance of the legis
lature, the appellate and trial judiciary, or the prosecutor. 

There is undoubted need for greater legislative atten
tion to the important issues of the criminal law. Major 
improvement can be made by thorough revision and codi
fication of the substantive law, following the lead of some 
of the States and the American Law Institute's Model 
Penal Code. There is need and opportunity to go further 
and to deal with some of the borderline types of criminal 
conduct which have either been ignored or dealt with 

inadequately in the revisions which have taken place. 
Major improvement can also be made by careful legisla
tive attention to some of the basic and important questions 
involved in criminal procedure and administration. How
ever, the opportunity for careful legislative attention to 
this field is complicated by appellate judicial opinions 
announcing increasingly specific rules of constitutional, 
procedural due process. 

However great the legislative contribution may be, ex
perience demonstrates that legislatures can never deal 
specifically with the wide variety of social and behavioral 
problems which confront police. Legislation was inade
quate to deal in detail with regulation of the economy 
during the depression of the 1930's. As a consequence, 
there was a great increase in the number of economic 
regulatory agencies and in the importance of the admin
istrative process. The administrative agency has survived 
as an essential vehicle for the introduction of needed 
flexibility and expertise in the economic regulatory 
process. 

Certainly there is no reason to expect that legislatures 
can be more effective with respect to the work of police 
than they were with respect to the task of the economic 
regulatory agency. The "administrative process" and 
administrative flexibility, expertise, and, most important, 
administrative responsibility are as necessary and as ap
propriate with respect to the regulation of deviant social 
behavior as they are with respect to other governmental 
regulatory activity. This seems perfectly obvious. Yet 
the common assumption has been that the police task is 
ministerial, this perhaps reflecting an assumption that ad
ministrative flexibility and "the rule of law" are incon
sistent. This assumption seems invalid. The exercise of 
administrative discretion with appropriate legislative 
guidance and subject to appropriate review and control 
is likely to be more protective of basic rights than the 
routine, uncritical application by police of rules of law 
which are often necessarily vague or overgeneralized in 
their language. 

The judiciary has played and will undoubtedly con
tinue to play an important role in the determination of 
what are proper law enforcement practices. It is a proper 
and traditional function of courts to listen to complaints 
from citizens alleging abuse of power by governmental 
agencies. And, through their interpretation of the Con
stitution, courts have defined the limitations upon the 
proper exercise of governmental power. 

How specifically courts become involved with detailed 
law enforcement practices in the future may well de
pend upon how willing legislatures and police are them
selves to assume the responsibility for defining appro
priate practices and insuring conformity with them. 
However, no matter how specifically judicial review may 
deal with enforcement practices, it cannot be an ade
quate substitute for res}J9nsible police administrative pol
icymaking. Judicial review is limited, for the most part, 
to cases which "go to court," and many importapt and 
sensitive police practices used in maintaining public ol:"der 
and settling minor disputes are seldom reflected in court 
proceedings. In addition, judicial review is most effective 
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if it relates to carefully developed administrative policies 
rather than to the sporadic actions of individual police 
officers. 

The prosecutor has an important responsibility in the 
development of appropriate law enforcement policies. 
But there are practical reasons why his involvement can
not adequately substitute for a commitment by police to 
the importance of their participating, in a major way, in 
the policymaking process. Usually the prosecutor, par
ticularly in the large urban areas, confines his principal 
attention to cases in which there is a desire to prosecute or 
to issues which are important to the political life of the 
community. He seldom, for example, becomes involved 
in the development of a policy foI' settling domestic 
disturbances or dealing with the down-and-out drunk or 
streetwalking prostitUte. 

The problems which confront law enforcement today 
are sufficiently important and sufficiently complex to re
quire the participation of the prosecutor, the legislature, 
and trial and appellate courts. But it is essential to realize 
that they require as well the mature participation of 
police, as a responsible administrative agency, in the de
velopment and implementation of enforcement policies. 
Some of the advantages to be gained by such participation 
are worth describing in some detail. 

THE MAINTENANCE OF ADMINISTRATIVE FLEXIBILITY 

The problems confronting police are such that it seems 
both necessary and desirable that police be given some 
flexibility to adapt law enforcement practices to changing 
social conditions. Giving police flexibility is not new. 
Police have had a great deal of flexibility in the past, but 
this has been as a result primarily of legislative default 
rather than deliberate, overt legislative choice. A tra
ditional legislative response to difficult issues has been 
either to deal with them by an overly generalized sta1:)1te 
as is the case with respect to gambling, or not to deal with 
the issue at all which has been the case, until recently at 
least, with respect to stopping and questioning suspects. 

The practical consequence has been to leave police with 
broad flexibility, but the delegation of responsibility has 
been at best implicit and police have not taken it as a 
mandate to develop and articulate proper enforcement 
policies. Partly as a consequenl..<: of this, the trend has 
recently been pretty clearly in the direction of increasingly 
speci£.c rules to govern police conduct. This is certainly 
the effect, for example, of the Miranda case. This trend 
is inspired in large part by a prevalent assumption that 
police are unwilling or unable to develop proper policies 
and to conform their practices to those policies. 

In some situations, control by specific judicial or legis
lative rule may be workable. Where this is the case there 
is opportunity for major legislative contribution through 
carefully drafted code provisions which clearly and ade
quately prescribe proper police practice. In other situa
tions, however, highly specific rules may result in an 
inflexibility which makes the system unable to react ade
quately to complex and changing conditions. For exam
ple, police have had broad flexibility in dealing with the 
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domestic disturbance-the fight between husband and 
wife'-:""which, in the large city, often results in a call to 
P?lice. These disturbances occur in such widely varied 
cI:cumstances and there are such varied ways of dealing 
WIth them, that it would be both difficult and unwise to try 
to specify the police' response by categorical legislative 
treatment. Under present conditions, there seems obvious 
meri~ in ~llowing police flexibility in dealing with the do
mestIC dIsturbance provided that this flexibility is not 
abused. The development by police of proper policies for 
dealing with the domestic disturbance and a demon
strated willingness to adhere to those policies would aid 
greatly in maintaining the desired flexibility. 

A SOUND BASIS FOR THE EXERCISE OF !DISCRETION 

The results of efforts on the part of individual police 
officers, under current practice, to improvise their re
sponse to many of the situations they confront are often 
surprisingly good considering the absen~ of systematic 
planning: disputes are resolved i persons are disarmed i 
people not in control of their capacities are protected; 
and many are spared what, under some circumstances, 
would appear to be the undue harshness of the criminal 
process. But there are numerous situations in which 
mere volume and the lack of guidance result in an officer 
disposing of incidents less satisfactorily because of the 
ease with which the matter can be disposed of, the offi
cer's personal attitudes toward the victim or the com
plainant, or his guess as to what form of disposition will 
most please his immediate supervisor. Similarly, com
mand officers and entire departments will often respond 
to situations in a manner primarily dictated by the pres
sures exerted by the community, rather than by careful 
assessment of the competing values involved. 

Proper anrl. consistent exercise of discretion in a large 
organization, like a police department, will not result 
from the individual judgment of individual police offi
cers in ir.-:lividual cases. Whatever the need for the 
exerc.ise of judgment by an individual officer may be, 
certamly the development of overall law enforcement poli
cies must be made at the departmental level and com
municated to individual officers. This is necessary if the 
issues are to be adequately defined and adequately re
searched and if discretion is to be exercised consistently 
throughout the department. 

ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF THE "ruSK FACTOR" 

INVOLVED IN POLICING 

Numerous factors contribute to the defensive posture 
commonly assumed by the police. Among them is an 
awareness on their part that members of the public will 
often question their exercise of discretion in a case in 
which subsequent developments focus attention upon an 
officer's decision. A police officer may, for example, 
locate one underage youth in a group of young people 
engaged in a drinking party. The fact that he is only 
under age by one month may influence the officer to re
lease him with a warning. However, if subsequently the 
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released youth becomes involved in a serious accident, 
the fact that he was released earlier in the evening will 
often result in the officer being castigated by his superior 
because he has no publicly acknowledged right to exer
cise discretion, although all agree that it is both necessary 
and desirable that he do so. 

Given the range of responsibilities which the police 
have, they cannot be held to a system of decisionmaking 
which involves no risk-taking-any more than can psy
chiatrists in deciding whether to release a person who has 
attempted suicide or parole board members in voting 
upon the release of an inmate. The formulation of poEcy 
and its articulation to the public would, over a period of 
time, begin to educate the public into recognizing that 
the police must not only exercise discretion, but must 
assume a risk in doing so. Prior statements which "put 
the community on notice" with regard to police function
ing in various areas would afford some relief from the 
current dilemma in which, in the absence of such policy 
formulations, the police are both subject to ridicule for 
not exercising discretion and subject to condemnation for 
making such judgments when they do not work out. 

A MEANS FOR UTll.1ZING POLICE EXPERTISE 

Many actions which the police officer takes are based 
upon the knowledge and experience which he has ac
cumulated in his years of service. For example, an officer 
may, in deciding whether a situation is a suspicious one, 
reach a judgment quite different from that which would 
be reached by an inexperienced layman or even an ex
perienced trial judge. An officer may have the ability to 
recognize the smell of narcotics or the sound of a press 
used in printing illegal numbers or policy tickets. Yet 
there has been little effort made to capitalize upon police 
experience or to attempt to assess its reliability: to dis
tinguish accurate inferences from inaccurate ones; or to 
systematize experience so that it can be effectively com
municated through police training to new police officers 
and to others, like judges, when the propriety of police 
action is challenged. 

MORE EFFECTIVE ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROL 

OVER POLICE BEHAVIOR 

Lacking a formulated policy and thus a pre announced 
basis for internal disciplinary action, the police admin
istrator is hesitant to impose sanctions upon the individual 
police officer who acts improperly but whose conduct does 
not vIolate the law or departmental regulations. 

The police administrator finds himself caught in a con
flict between his desire to be responsive to a citizen who 
has reason to complain about a policeman's behavior and 
his fear of the reaction of his force to see .. ningly arbitrary 
discipline where there is no clear breach of a prean
nounced standard of proper conduct. 

This reluctance to characterize an officer's conduct as 
unwise is increased when the administrator feels that to do 
so will result in either the officer or the municipality being 
sued for damages. The administrator, therefore, may be 
placed in the position of defending a given action as legal, 

and thus seemingly "proper," even though it reflected poor 
judgment on the part of an officer. To minimize the 
'chance of similar situations in the future, the administra
tor may urge his subordinates to use "common sense," but 
this is not very effective unless he is able to indicate more 
clearly what "common sense" is in the wide variety of 
situations confronted by the police officer. 

Formulated administrative policies to which police of
ficers are required to adhere would provide a basis for 
disciplining those who violate them and would serve also 
in a positive way to inform members of a force what is 
expected of them. Progress in elevating the quality of 
law enforcement is much more likely to come about as a 
result of trying to induce conformity to standards pre
scribed by department policy than by relying solely upon 
those minimal "legal" standards which must be adhered 
to to avoid civil liability or to avoid having important 
evidence suppressed in a criminal prosecution. 

THE IMPROVEMENT OF RECRUIT AND INSERVICE TRAINING 
"PROGRAMS 

Recruit training in police agencies is most often inade
quate because the instruction bears little relationship to 
what is expected of the officer when he goes to work in 
the field. In the a:bsence of recorded and analyzed formu
lations of police experience, the instructor usually is leff 
only with the formal definition of police authority, and 
this is often communicated to the trainee by reading statu
tory definitions to him. Procedures for dealing with ' 
crime and potential crime situations are thus typicall} 
taught in doctrinaire fashion. Laws are read on the as· 
sumption that they are to be fully enforced. With this 
kind of formal training, the new officer finds that he has 
to acquire a knowledge of all the patterns of accommoda
tions and modifications from the more experienced offi
cers with whom he is initially assigned. As he becomes 
aware of the impracticality and lack of realism in much 
of what he learned, he may begin to question the validity 
of all aspects of his formal training. 

The obvious need is for training related to the im
portant problems which the vfficer will face in the field, 
training which will not only inform him of the limits of 
his formal authority but will also inform him of the de
partment's judgment as to what is the most desirable 
administrative practice to follow in the implementation 
of his formal authority. 

This kind of training has an additional advantage. If 
adequately done it ought also to serve as one important 
way of raising the basic enforcement issues requiring at
tention. Thus training can serve to improve the process 
by which administrative policies are developed and the 
adequately developed policies will, in tum, make train
ing more effective. 

A BASIS FOR THE PROFESSIONALIZATION OF THE POLICE 

It is now commonplace to refer to practically any effort 
that is aimed at improving law enforcem~nt as contrib
uting toward the professionalization of the police. 
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Thus, improved training, ~he application of th~ compu~er 
to police wor.k, the adopoon of a code of ethIcs, and m
creased salaries have all, at one time or another, been 
cited as contributing toward police professionalization. 

Certainly, there is much that police do today that would 
not, under any definition, be viewed as constituting pro
fessional work. Directing traffic at a street intersectiQ] L or 
enforcing parking restrictions requires stamina, but Uttle 
knowledge of the social structure of the community. In 
sharp contrast, however, the beat patrolman assigned to 
police a congested, high crime area is called upon to make 
highly sophisticated judgments having a major impact 
upon the lives of the individuals involved. Such judg
ments are not mechanical in nature. They are every bit 
as complicated as the decisions made by any of the be
haviorial scientists and in many instances are more diffi
cult because they must be made under the pressure of the 
immediate circumstances. 

Adequate development of administrative policies for 
dealing with complex social and behavioral problems will 
require the maximum use of police experience, research, 
and experimentation. The effort to systematize experi
ence and to test its validity by research is one important 
mark of a profession. Another, also implicit in the devel
opment of proper administrative policy, is adherence to 
values more basic than those required in the interest of 
efficiency. These relate to the place of police and law 
enforcement in a democratic society. 

'The utilization of experience, research, experimenta
tion, and the effort to define the proper role of police in 
our society would constitute a more adequate basis for 
the development of a true profession. 

INVOLVING THE POLICE IN THE IMPROVEMENT 

OF THE SYSTEM OF LAW ENFORCEMENT 

Decisions relating to the enforcement function have 
traditionally been made for the police by others. The 
police have typically not been consulted when changes 
were contemplated in the substantive or procedural crim
inal law, despite the fact they clearly have more experi
ence in dealing with some of the basic issues than anyone 
else. The reason that they have not been consulted 
is probably because they have not been considered 
qualified to deal with the complicated questions involved. 
But it probably is also true that police lack this skill pre
cisely because they have not been involved in the making 
of important decisions in the past. 

Today there is a strong commitment to the involve
ment of minority groups, younJ people and the poor 
in decisions about their future in the view they will re
spond most affirmatively if they have a feeling of par
ticipation in the initial decision. The same need is ap
parent in relation to police. They too are more likely to 
want to conform and have an ability to conform if they 
are part of the process for making important decisions 
affecting criminal justice administration. 
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CURRENT POLICE PRACTICE.S IN NEED OF 
ADMINISTRATIVE POLICY FORMULATION 

. Most practices currently used by police to deal with 
cnme or potential crime situations give rise to im. 
portant and sensitive policy questions of a kind that can 
and should be dealt with carefully and systematically by 
a law enforcement agency. Illustrative of these are the 
decision ~ to whether or not to make an arrest· the de-
•• • J 

CISIon to use or not use certam methods of detection or 
investigation s~c~ as surveillance, field interrogation, or 
search; the deCISIOn to release rather than prosecute some 
guilty persons who haye been arrested; the effort to keep 
publtc order by breakmg up crowds a,1d ordering people 
to keep moving; the settlement of minor disputes by the 
use of various formal or informal devices; and the effort 
to protect the right of free expressior" for individuals or 
groups who wish to express views unpopular to the ma
jority of people in the communiiy. 

There are other aspects of the police function which 
also raise important policy questions. The ones listed 
are, however, adequate to illustrate the difficulty of the' 
issues and the importance of police developing and artic
ulating policies for dealing with them. They are dis
cussed in some detail to give an indication of the kinds 
of questions which can and should be addressed in re
evaluating current practice and deveioping adequate 
policies for the future. 

THE DECISION WHETHER TO INVOKE 'tHE CRIMINAL 
PROCESS 

Whether a criminal prosecution is initiated against an 
individual depends, in most instances, upon a police 
judgment. Theoretically, this judgment is based upon 
the statutory definition of the crime, but it is abundantly 
clear that there are many situations in which a violation 
has in fact occurred and is known to the police, but 
where there is no effort by the police to make an arrest. 
Among the factors accounting for this exercise of discre
tion are the volume of violations, the limited resources 
of the police, the overgeneralization of legislative enact
ments defining criminal conduct, and tlle various local 
pressures reflecting community values and attitudes. 

Social gambling affords a good example of the dilemma 
which police face. In most jurisdictions, all forms of 
gambling are illegal. Yet it is apparent that legislatures 
neither intend nor expect that such statutes be fully 
enforced. The consequence is that police are left with 
the responsibility for developing an enforcement policy 
for the particular community. The policy of a depart
ment may, for example, be clear, albeit unwritten, with 
regard to games of chance at church carnivals. They may 
be permitted because of their charitable nature. But, in 
the same community, the police response to gambling in a 
private home may va,ry with the circumstances of the 
individual case. 

Usually there is no w'ritten policy but rather an in
formal policy which may reflect factors such as: Is there 
a complainant and, if so, is he adversely affected by the 
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gambling activity? Is the gambling the prime purpose 
in a group's getting together, or is it incidental to some 
other activity or pastime, such as a bridge. game? Is the 
activity organized? Do the participants know each other? 
Were they steered to the location for purposes of engaging 
in gambling, or is the assemblage a get-together of old 
friends? Is the gambling for small stakes? Is there a 
profit separate from winnings being realized by the indi
vidual hosting the activity or by anyone of the individuals 
present? 

It is not clear that the existence of anyone of these 
factors will necessarily result in an arrest. Usually police 
will take action when there is an insistent complainant 
or when there is evidence that the gambling activity is 
commercial in nature. The difficulty is that the employ
ment of such criteria by individual officers may lead to 
disparity in practice and even where practice is consist
ent may involve basic policy questions which are not 
raised and thus not considered and resolved. Complaints 
may originate from neighbors who are disturbed by the 
noise from the gambling or from wives who are either con
cerned over the monetary losses of their spouses or resent 
their absence from home. Should a police agency allow 
itself to be "used" unaer such conditions? Is a pattern of 
enforcement which takes action only when there is al! 
insistent complainant a desirable one? 

The tests used in practice to determine whether the 
game is "commercial" rather than "social" also raise im
portant policy questions which have not been resolved. 
Social gambling in a ghetto area takes on a different form 
than does social gambling in a middle-class neighborhood. 
A number of men commonly get together in a private 
apartment, placing comparatively small bets on a dice 
game. When the police investigate such get-togethers, 
they typically find that the participants cannot identify 
each other; the gambling. is therefore viewed as not 
"social" and thus properly subject to enforcement. Yet, 
considering the pattern of life in a ghetto area, is there 
any reason to characterize such behavior as more repre
hensible than that engaged in by a group of men involved 
in a poker game for some financial stakes at a local country 
club? Under present practice, the participants in the 
dice game will generally be arrested, searched, transported 
to a lockup, detained overnight, and brought before a 
judge the following morning. For the police, the net 
effect of such actions seems obvious; relationships with 
the residents of a ghetto area, which are typically very 
strained, are further aggravated. 

The police action with regard to the dice game in the 
ghetto area is often in response to complaints from ghetto 
residents who are disturbed by the game. It is also a 
response to the general police concern, based on prior 
experiences, that the dice game in such areas frequently 
ends in a fight, sometimes resulting in a homicide. Inter
vention by the police is viewed as serving a crime preven
tion function. But neither of these aspects, i.e., the atti
tude of the community or the relationship of the dice 
game to more seriom crime, is studied and evaluated. 
As a consequenc~ the current police practice gives the 
appearance of improper class and racial discrimination. 

The police handling of aggravated assaults raises issues 
of a different character. These offenses come to police 
attention more routinely because they frequently occur 
in public; the victim or witnesses seek out the police; there 
is a desire for police intervention before more harm is 
done; or simply because the victim desires police assist
ance in acquiring medical aid. But while the perpetra
tor is known to the victim in a high percentage of the 
cases, there frequently is no arrest or, if an arrest is made, 
it is followed by release by the police without prosecu
tion. This is especially true in the ghetto areas of large 
urban centers, due, according to police, primarily to an 
unwillingness on the part of the victim to cooperate. 

The failure to make an arrest for a serious assault is 
especially common if the parties involved are related 
or close friends. Police, based upon their experience, 
feel that there will be an unwillingness on the part of 
the victim to assist in establishing the identity of the as
sailant, in attending showups, in viewing photographs, 
or even in answering questions truthfully. Even if the 
victim cooperates at the investigation stage, the police 
assume from their experience that the willingness to co
operate will disappear at the time of trial when the vic
tim will refuse to testify and may even express a desire 
that the assaultive husband or acquaintance be set free. 

It would be possible for police to achieve some success 
in assault cases by resort to the subpoena in order to com
pel the victim to testify. But this procedure is seldom 
used. Given the high volume of cases and the competing 
demands upon a police agency, the path of least resistance 
is to acquiesce to the desires of the victim. The position 
is often rationalized on the grounds that the injured party 
was the only person harmed and that the community as a 
whole was not affected by the crime. These cases can be 
written off statistically as clearances, which is viewed as an 
index of police efficiency, and thus the most immediate 
administrative pressure is satisfied. 

There is serious question about the relationship be
tween current police practice in ghetto assault cases, on 
the one hand, and the amount of crime and community 
attitudes toward police, on the other hand. If the crim
inal justice process does deter, why will it not deter 
assaultive behavior in the ghetto area? 

To what degree does police tolerance of assaultive con
duct result in the formulation of negative attitudes on the 
part of ghetto residents toward law and order in general? 
What is the impact upon the residents of a ghetto when an 
attack by a ghetto resident upon a person residing outside 
the ghetto results in a vigorous prosecution? 

Today these and other basic policy questions which 
can be raised are not dealt with by the police. Their 
practice continues to be informal, and, as a consequence, 
may very well serve to complicate rather than solve im
portant social problems. Were the police to review their 
current practices, they might well conclude, for example, 
that so far as assaults are concerned, it is desirable to base 
police decisions to arrest on such criteria as the nature of 
the assault, the seriousness of the injury, and the prior 
record of the assailant. 

,I 
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THE SELECTION OF INVESTIGATIVE METHODS 

Although there has been increasing attention given by . 
legislatures and particularly by courts to the propriety of 
current police detection and investigative methods, there 
remain many areas in which the determination as to the 
investigative te'.:;hnique to be used is left for the police. 
Neither legislatures nor courts have been much involved, 
for example, with the propriety of police use of "under
cover" or "infiltration" techniques, surveillance, or the 
employment of methods intended to afford an oppor
tunity for an alleged offender to commit a crime in a man
ner that will make evidence of his offense available to 
the police. 

On the other hand, some police investigative practices, 
like search for physical evidence, have been subject to 
increasingly close judicial scrutiny. 

If the present trend continues, it is not at all unlikely 
that current investigative practices thought by police to 
be proper and effective will be held to be unconstitutional 
or subject to increasingly specific rules. This has occurred 
with respect to in-custody interrogation which is now spe
cifically controlled by the Miranda decision. Whether 
this will happen with respect to other police practices 
will depend in large measure upon whether police can 
develop policies which differentiate th", proper from the 
improper use of the particular investigative practice and 
develop the capacity to see to it that improper methods 
are not used as a matter of informal departmental policy 
or by individual officers out of either ignorance or exces
sive zeal. 

Field interrogation is illustrative of an important police 
investigative technique which mayor may not survive 
attack. Police have generally argued that the right to 
stop and question people is essential, especially when per
sons are observed in an area in which a crime has just 
been committed. 

But, with several exceptions, there has been little ef
fort to provide individual officers with carefully developed 
guidelines to assure that such interrogation is sparingly 
and carefully employed under conditions that justify its 
use. 

The use of field interrogation as an investigative tech
nique is complicated by the fact that it is a part of the 
total preventive patrol program which represents a cur
rent response of police in large cities to the demand that 
the "streets be IJ'1~de safe." Preventive patrol often in
volves aggressive action on the part of the police in stop
ping persons using the streets in high-crime areas and in 
making searches of both persons and vehicles. The pur
pose is not only to talk with individuals who may be sus
pected of having recently committed crimes but, more 
broadly, to find and confiscate dangerous weapons and 
to create an atmosphere of police omnipresence which 
will dissuade persons from attempting to commit crimes 
because of the likelihood of their being detected and 
apprehended. 

It is probably true that an aggressive program of pre
ventive patrol does reduce the amount of crime on the 
street, although there has been no careful effort to meas-
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ure the effectiveness of this technique. It is also apparent, 
however, that aggressive preventive patrol contributes to 
the antagonism of minority groups whose members are 
subjected to it. A basic issue, never dealt with explicitly 
by police, is whether, even solely from a law enforcement 
point of view, the gain in enforcement outweighs the cost 
of community alienation. 

The continuation of field interrogation as a police in
vestigative technique depends upon a police willingness to 
develop policies which carefully distinguish field interro
gation from clearly illegal street practices and to take 
administrative steps to demonstrate that a proper field 
interrogation program can be carried out without it lead
ing also to indiscriminate stopping and searching of per
sons on the street. As yet, police have failed to make this 
kind of demonstration, and thus today field interrogation 
as a police investigative technique remains in jeopardy. 

THE DECISION NOT TO PROSECUTE INDIVIDUALS 

WHO HAVE BEEN ARRESTED 

While it is the practice in some States to take all ar
rested individuals before a judge, it is standard procedure 
in others for the police to release some individuals prior 
to their scheduled court appearance. Drunks are often 
given their freedom when they are sober. Juveniles are 
often released after consultation with parents or a social 
service agency. And in large urban areas, narcotic ad
dicts and minor peddlers are often released with a grant 
of immunity in exchange for information leading to the 
arrest of more serious violators. 

Where it is the practice to release some drunks without 
charging them, eligibility for release tends to be based 
upon such factors as appearance, dress, reputation, place 
of residence, and family ties. The process is generally 
intended to separate the common drunk from the intoxi
cated person who "knows better," but, in the judgment 
of the police, simply had "one too many." Whether this 
kind of distinction adequately serves an enforcement or 
social welfare objective is not entirely clear. Certainly 
police, who are daily confronted with the problem of the 
drunk, ought to give continuing attention to whether 
defensible criteria are being employed. Perhaps more 
import>ant, they ought to lend support to and participate 
in an effort to develop ways of dealing with the alcoholic 
which are more sensible than the current arrest and re
lease programs. 

In some communities meaningful criteria have been 
formulated as a basis for the police decision as to whether 
a juvenile offender should be released to his parents, re
ferred to a social agency, or brought before the juvenile 
court. In other communities, however, such decisions 
continue to be made without an articulated basis and 
often reflect indefensible criteria such as the color of the 
child, his attitude toward the police, or the status of the 
parents in the community. 

The practice of releasing some narcotic addicts and 
minor peddlers in exchange for information or coopera
tion raises complex issues. Persons involved in narcotics 
control assume that the investigation of narcotics traffic 
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requires the accumulation of knowledge from those who 
are involved and that convictions depend upon the help 
of infonnants who are given immunity in return for co
operation. Certainly this is a practice also in need,. of 
continuing evaluation to detennine whether the gain 
really justifies the costs which are involved. 

THE ISSUANCE OF ORDERS TO INDIVIDUALS REGARDING 

THEm MOVEMENTS, ACTIVITIES, AND WHEREABOUTS 

The public, whether as pedestrians or motorists, gen
erally recognizes the authority of the police to direct their 
movements in traffic. But there are many other situa
tions in which police regularly t~ll people what to do 
under circumstances where police authority is less clear. 
Police order people to "keep the noise down" or to stop 
quarreling-usually in response to a complaint from a 
neighbor. They frequently direct a husband to stay away 
from his wife with whom he has had a fight. They order 
a young child found on the streets at night to go home. 
Troublesome "characters" are ordered to stay out of a 
given area. Persons who congregate on street corners 
are often told to disperse. 

Police generally assume that congregating on a street 
corner is likely to give rise to disorderly conduct. This is 
especially true if such assembling takes place outside of 
taverns; if those who assemble are intoxicated to varying 
degrees; and if there is heavy pedestrian traffic which is 
likely to be blocked by the congregating group. The 
police response is to order the persons to "move on"-thus 
presumably minimizing the risk of a group disturbance. 
This response tends to become standard operating proce
dure applied ,to all groups that congregate on sidewalks 
and street corners, without regard to the varying char
acter of the groups. In some cultural groups, for example, 
congregating on the streets is the most common fonn of 
socializing. In some congested areas of a city, the corner 
is used because of the absence of adequate public recrea
tional facilities. For police to respond to these groups 
in the same manner as they respond to an intoxicated 
group outside a tavern may not serve a real enforcement 
objective. It may, instead, strain the relationship between 
the police and the residents of areas where the street 
corner is the place of social and recreational activity. 

The practice of ordering people to "move on" is one 
which has major implications and one which warrants 
more careful use. Confronting the question of proper 
policy in dealing with congregating groups would af
ford police an opportunity to give attention to why groups 
congregate; to distinguish those congregations which 
create risk of serious disorder from those which do not; 
and to relate police work with other community programs 
designed to create positive social and recreational oppor
tunities for persons who now lack these opportunities. 

THE SETTLING OF DISPUTES 

A substantial amou.nt of the on-duty time of police 
officers is devoted to the handling of minor disputes be
tween neighbors; between landlords and their tenants; 

between merchants and their customers; between taxi
cab drivers and their riders; and between husbands and 
wives. Relatively little importance is attached to the 
handling of, such matters by police administrators, partic
ularly in large urban areas. The patrolman who re
sponds to the disturbance usually either infonns the par
ties of their right to initiate a prosecution; undertakes to 
effect a resolution of the dispute by ordering the parties 
to leave each other alone (advising the drunk husband to 
go to the movies, for example) ; or uses some other fonn of 
on-the-scene counseling. The method used depends 
largely upon the attitude of the individual officer. 

Important policy questions are raised by the police 
handling of all disputes and particularly by police han
dling of domestic disturbances. Yet, there has not been 
a systematic effort to measure the results of the alterna
tive methods which police use or to develop more ade
quate referral resources (to social agencies, for example) 
which might, if they existed, provide a basis for a posi
tive police program for dealing with disputes like the 
domestic disturbance. In an effort to develop adequate 
policies to guide the actions of the individual patrolman, 
police should learn how often disturbances are caused by 
families who are the subject of police intervention on a 
repetitive basis; how often the husband or wife does 
swear out a complaint; the disposition of such cases and 
their impact upon the likelihood of future disturbances; 
the number of serious assaults or homicides which result 
from domestic disturbances and whether these follow a 
pattern which will enable the patrolman to identify a 
potentially dangerous situation; and the kinds of cases 
which can be referred, with positive results, to existing 
community resources for dealing with family problems. 

Through the process of' careful evaluation of existing 
practices, police can acquire a competence which should 
enable them to develop more adequate methods of fol
lowup work in the domestic disturbance case, thus giving 
the emergency intervention of the individual officer more 
meaning and perhaps in the long run reducing the heavy 
burden on police who deal with this type of recurring 
social problem. 

THE PROTECTION OF THE RIGHT TO FREE EXPRESSION 

None of the functions which police perfonn so illus
trates the sensitive and unique role of the police in a 
democratic society as that involved in the safeguarding 
of the constitutional rights of free speech and assembly. 
Police frequently find themselves in situations where they 
are called upon to provide adequate protection for a 
speaker or demonstrating group that wishes to exercise 
the right to express opinions, however unpopular their 
opinions may be and however hostile their audience. 

Many urban police have not developed and formulated 
policies to guide police action in such situations. Al
though the issues involved in recent demonstrations re
flect many factors which are beyond police control, it is 
nonetheless a fact that the manner in which police re
spond to demonstrations will detennine, in large measure, 
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whether violence will break out and, if it does, the degree 
to which the resulting conflict will escalate and spread. 

The problem is particularly difficult because of the fact 
that police officers may themselves identify more with 
maintaining order in their community, particularly to 
prevent disorder created by outsiders, than they do with 
their basic responsibility to preserve the right of free ex
pression of social and political views. Thus, the officer 
assigned to a white neighborhood may view a Negro 
march through the neighborhood in favor of open hous
ing as both a threat to public order in his district and also 
a threat to the values of the people in the neighborhood 
on whose support he depends in his day-to-day work. 

In rural ar- 1S or small cities, the population may be 
relatively homogeneous, and thus the police officer can 
be responsive to the local citizens without this producing 
conflict for him. But the large urban areas today are 
made up of communities which differ in economic, racial, 
religious, and other characteristics. The officer who pro
tects the right of free expression of ideas may find himself 
protecting an attack upon the segment of the community 
with which he identifies. 

Adequate and consistent response by police in the highly 
tense situations which arise in some political and social 
demonstrations obviously requires a careful effort to work 
out in advance those policies which will govern their ac
tions. Development of policies must be coupled with an 
effort to communicate them to individual officers in a 
way which will give each officer a basis for identifying 
with the protection of freedom of expression as an im
portant enforcement objective. In addition, an effort 
must be made to articulate such policies to the affected 
community so that the public understands the reasoning 
behind police actions. This, in itself, can serve to lessen 
the likelihood of major disorders. 

THE POLICY FORMULATION PROCESS 

The formulation of policies is a difficult undertaking. 
For police officials who have not previously been called 
upon to fulfill the function, the task requires the develop
ment of a systematic process by which important issues 
are identified, studied, and resolved. The police are, 
of course, in a position to benefit in this effort from the 
experiences of other administrative agencies that are, 
in varying degrees, committed to developing guidelines 
covering their respective operations. 

IDENTIFICATION 

Police attention is currently drawn to problem areas 
only when crises arise. The recent civil rights disorders, 
for example, have resulted in a reexamination of police 
practices in some jurisdictions. There are obvious limita
tions in examining operating practices under the kinds of 
pressures generated by such crises. It would be prefer
able for the police to make use of a number of alternative 
methods by which issues can be dealt with before they 
reach crisis proportions. 
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One method of identifying important issues is by the 
analysis of routine complaints that are received. While 
the"- Are dangers in relying on complaints as an adequate 
index of discontent with police actions because of the re
luctance of large segments of the population to file com
plaints, they nevertheless often reveal patterns of police 
action which at least suggest the need for inquiry. 

Another method of identifying important issues is by 
observation of field procedures. The size and semimiIi
tary nature of large police organizations often result 
in those at the top of the agency having a quite different 
concept of prevailing practices than actually exists at 
the operating level. Absent an opportunity for occa
sional involvement at the operating level, adIninistra
tive and supervisory personnel tend to discuss practices 
and resolve problems while quite oblivious to what is 
happening on the streets. 

A third method of identifying important issues is by 
analysis of court decisions. Recurring problems become 
apparent to the trial judge, but typically are not com
municated to the police. Motions to suppress evidence 
may, for example, be routinely granted because of the 
procedure used by the police in acquiring the evidence. 
Systematic review of these cases wou.ld disclose to the 
police administrator patterns of field practices which 
ough t to be reevaluated. 

Many operating police officers are themselves con
scious of the need for addressing particular problems, 
but the semiInilitary nature of the police agency tends 
to stifle the initiation of suggestions or the calling of at
tention to major problems by persons occupying the lower 
ranks of the organization. One means for overcoming 
this is through an effective in-service training program. 
Experienced officers, placed in a classroom setting which 
takes them out of the chain-of-command, can be en
couraged to discuss the relationship between existing 
policies and apparent needs in the field. Training in
structors ol,lght to encourage such discussions and to com
municate the field problems to those who are in a posi
tion to correct them. 

STUDY AND RESEARCH 

Systematic study of a problem requires that the police 
develop a research methodology that equips them to clar
ify issues; to identify alternatives; to obtain relevant facts; 
and to analyze these facts in an effort to develop a basis 
for the formulation of a departmental policy. 

Research methods must be devised to produce accurate 
understanding of current practices and, so far as it is 
measurable, their impact upon crime and the community. 
Adequate evaluation of existing practices may require the 
collection of a substantial amount of data not now gath
ered. Study of alternative practices may be aided by a 
willingness to engage in experimentation and demon
stration projects. 

Developing adequate research in a police department 
will require some specializoation. It has, in recent years, 
become common for a police agency to establish a "plan
ning and research" unit and to assign a number of police 
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Formulation and Execution of Police Policy 

Identification 
of need for policy 
as determined by: 
Court decisions 
New legislation 
Citizen complaints 
Analysis of crime and social problems -------.. 
Analysis of existing field practices 

r.----->~ Decision to review policy 

Evaluation of policy based upon: 
Court decisions 
New legislation 
Citizen complaints 
Analysis of crime and social problems 
Analysis of existing field practices 

t 
Execution of policy by field personnel 
Controlled through supervision 
and inspection 

t 
Promulgation of policy 

To community through: 
Published policy statements 
Neighborhood Advisory Committee meetings 
To personnel through: 
Training manual and orders 

Formulation of policy by 
Head of Police Department 

Referral by Head of Police Department 
to Planning and Research Unit 
for study in cooperation with 
divisiolis and staff specialists. 

1 
Referral of findings to 
staff for consideration 

1 
Consultation by staff with: 
Chief Political Executive 
Neighborhood Advisory CommiW·es 
Prosecution, Court, Corrections, and 
Juvenile authorities 

... 
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personnel to such a unit. But their function, until now, 
has focused almost exclusively upon the analysis and im
provement of internal operating and managerial pro
cedures, such as the deployment of manpower, the evalu
ation of equipment, and the streamlining of clerical 
procedures. The responsibility of these units should be 
expanded to include the continual review of practices and 
formulation of policies relating to the crime control and 
crime prevention functions of the police. 

In the creation of a research staff an effort should be 
made both to utilize the rich and untapped knowledge of 
experienced police officers and also the knowledge and 
techniques of behavioral scientists like the urban sociolo
gist; a criminologist capable of relating the existing body 
of knowledge regarding criminal behavior to lawen
forcement practices; -and a lawyer trained to recognize 
and deal with the basic legal issues which police confront 
today. 

Essential is a strong commitment on the part of the 
police administrator to the importance of research. He 
must give meaning to this commitment through the de
votion of a substantial proportion of his own time, by 
providing for adequate staffing, and by closely relating 
the function of the research unit to other aspects of de
partmental operations. 

CONSULTATION BOTH WITHIN AND OUTSIDE 

THE POLICE AGENCY 

The final stages in the formulative steps of the policy
making process should con.sist of achieving agreement 
on the part of the command staff of the agency and 
those outside the agency whose approval may be neces
sary or desirable. 

Consideration by the command staff of policy propos
als affords an opportunity to weigh the practicality of 
what is being advocated; to consider ramifications that 
a new policy might have throughout an agency, and to 
crystallize opinions and hammer out compromises. The 
process serves as a means for focusing the attention of 
operating personnel upon important issues that they . 
might othenvise tend to ignore under the pressure of 
their daily tasks. Participation also should serve to elicit 
a commitment on the part of the command personnel to 
support the policies which are adopted. 

Because many important police practices are of con
cern to other criminal justice agencies, particularly the 
prosecutor, trial judge, and correctional officer, it would 
be desirable to discuss proposed poiides with these 
agencies. 

ARTICULATION, PUBLICATION, AND DISSEMINATION 

The major chaIIengc in the formulation of policy is to 
deal a.dequately with the complex problem. involved and 
to do so in terms that are clear, sufficiently precise, and 
meaningful to the officer at the operating level whose job 
it will be to implement it. Police agencies stand to gain 
from exploration of existing methods and from c},"peri
mentation with new methods for more effectively com
municating written policy to operating personnel. 
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Most police agencies already have available to them 
the mechanical means for disseminating administrative 
directions. They are variously referred to as general 
orders, memoranda, or bulletins. Existing procedures 
could easily accommodate the series of publications likely 
to result from reducing operating policies to paper. 

Emphasis on methods for disseminating and commu
nicating policies refiectl? the assumption that openness, 
affording an opportunity for public criticism, is of major 
importance as a protection against the arbitrary exercise 
of governmental powers. It foIIows that policies of ad
ministrative agencies, including those of the police, ought 
not to be kept secret except in those exceptional cases in 
which confidentiality is necessary in order to maintain 
their effectiveness. 

TRAINING 

However successful a draftsman may be in building 
clarity and preciseness into a policy statement, dependence 
cannot be placed upon the written word in order to 
achieve effective implementation. Opportunities must 
be afforded for officers at the lowest level in the organiza
tion to ask questions and, more importantly, to gain a 
full understanding of how the policy came about and 
why it is important that it be implemented. An officer 
who knows why a policy is adopted is more likely to com
ply with it and, to the extent that he identifies with the 
new policy, is more likely to work toward its successful 
implementation. 

If adequate policies exist, they can best be communi
cated to the individual officer by a problem approach to 
training rather than the more traditional lecture form of 
police training. The problem approach, if done well, 
serves to test whether the training staff understands the 
important situations encountered in the field and whether 
existing policies are adequately responsive to these 
situations. 

REVIEW 

Flexibility is one 0;: the major objectives in the formu
lation of policy, both as a means for enabling a depart
ment to adjust its operating practices and, at a lower level, 
as a means for affording ir.~i::i..iual officers functioning 
within departmental policies an opportunity to adapt to 
the varied circumstances they confront. The desirable 
degree of flexibility for both the department and for the 
individual officer is not static, but rather changes from 
time to time. A decision as to what constitutes proper 
guidelines for the police must, therefore, be subject to 
frequent review to assure th(1t adequate room is allowed 
for tlle exercise of an officer's judgment, but to assure as 
weII that the guidelines are not so broad as to encourage or 
allow for the making of arbitrary decisions. 

In addition, experimentation with a given policy over 
a period of time is likely to result in experience which will 
make possible a more comprehensive review of the basic 
problem than was possible at the time the policy was first 
formulated. 
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INTERNAL CONTROLS 

It is in the nature of an administrative organization 
that the establishment of policies to guide the exercise of 
discretion by individuals is not enough. There is need 
also for the development of methods for assuring com
pliance. This requires a system of administrative controls 
to hI': applied within an agency. 

METHODS OF INTERNAL CONTROL 

An analysis of patterns of deviations from appropriate 
policy standards indicates that. such . dev~ation.s usu~Ily 
fall into three general categones: sItuatIOns 111 which 
an officer violates departmental regulations or policies; 
situ_ :ions in which an officer's behavior is considered im
proper, but does not constitute a violation of existing 
departmental policy; and situations in whic~ an ofI!.cer's 
behavior is clearly illegal or improper, but IS conSIstent 
with t..he routine practice of the partkular agency and is 
generally condoned by its administration. 

(1) There are a limited number of situations today in 
which police administrators have issued policy statements 
to control police conduct. These tend to mirror ~~e re
quirements of appellate cases as, for example, pohcles to 
implement the specific interrogation requirements of the 
Miranda case. Field studies conducted by the Commis
sion indicate that such polides, promulgated at the top 
of the agency, are often disregarded in practice. 
Occasionally situations may arise in which a failure to 
adhere to existing policy becomes a source of embarrass
ment to the top echelons of the police agency, as, for 
example, if a failure to give the warnings required by the 
Miranda case were to prevent the conviction of a serious 
criminal in a highly publicized case. 

The fact that administrative policy for dealing with 
crime or potential crime situations does not have a very 
significant impact upon the actions of individual officers 
appears to be primarily attributable to two factors: the 
ambivalent attitude which often accompanies the pro
nouncement of a policy implementing a decision like 
Miranda. and competing influences brougl~t to bear by 
subordinate command staff who are subject to more 
immediate pressures from ,the community they serve. 

Top police officials have been quite outspoken in regis
tering their opposition to recent decisions of the U.S. 
Supreme Court. Pers9nnel within an agency are fully 
aware of the public pronouncements of their l'uperiors. 
They recognize that an order which purports to urge com
pliance with a recent decision is necessitated by the de
cision and is reluctantly issued by their superior. With
out a special effort on the part of the administrator to 
distinguish between his right to enter into public debate 
over the wisdom of court decisions and the need for com
pliance with court decisions, it is likely that departmental 
policies which simply mirror the requirements of an ap
pellate decision will be largely disregarded. 

A somewhat similar situation exists when operating 
personnel believe that a change in departmental policy 
reflects a somewhat reluctant effort on the part of the 

administration to appease some community group that 
has made a complaint against the department. 

In current practice, such departmental policy as exists 
is but one of a number of competing considerations that 
influence police actions at the operating level. Tre
mendous pressures are generated upon the various com
mand levels in a large police agency by community 
groups-pressures from which such personnel cann~t be 
easily isolated. The desire on the I?art of a s~pervIs~r'y 
officer or precinct commander to satIsfy a promment CItI
zen, to meet the demands of a community group on whose 
support his continued effective?~ss and .acceptance .de
pend, to obtain favorable pubhcIty, or SImply to satIsfy 
his most immediate superior may override any desire he 
may have to adhere to established policy. Subordinates, 
in turn have their eye upon their superior rather than 
than upon formal pronouncements which come to them 
in written fonn. The extent to which they confonn with 
policy formulatcd at the top levels will be determined, 
in large measure, by the spirit and tone in which it is 
communicated to them by their more immediate supe
riors. Each of the many levels of supervision in a large 
agency, therefore, constitutes a point at which policies 
may be diluted or ignored. 

(2) An entirely different set of problems is raised whe? 
an individual officer acts in a manner which none of hIS 
superiors would condone, but there is no fonnulated 
policy to serve as a basis for discipline or condemnation. 

The problems are complicated by the peculiar nature 
of the police function. Officers are usually spread out 
about an entire city. They do not have the opportunity 
for immediate consultation with superior officers when 
called upon to take action. The danger of mass disorder 
is always present, and the need for quick decisions often 
requires that the officer take some form of action before 
he has the opportunity to acquire all of the facts. It is, 
therefore, difficult for the police administrator to hold an 
individual police officer to the same standard one would 
hold a person who had an opportunity to consult and to 
think about the matter before acting. 

The actions of individual police officers are not easily 
subject to review. Contacts between police officers and 
citizens are often contentious, tending to evoke an emo
tional response on the part of both the officer and the 
citizen. They occur at times and in locations where 
others are not present. And an informal code among 
police officers, which bands individual officers together 
for mutual support when challenged from the outside, 
silences fellow police officers who may be the only wit
nesses to an incident. As a consequence the typical com
plaint will consist of an assertion of wrongdoing on the 
part of a citizen and a denial by the officer. There us
ually is no available basis for corroborating either story. 
The consequence of continually disbelieving the officer 
would obviously mean a loss of morale. Hence, the ten
dency in such cases is for the police administrator to accept 
the officer's version unless there is some reason to believe 
the officer is being. untruthful. 

(3) The most complicated situations that arise in cur
rent practice are those in which the actions of an officer 
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are clearly illegal or improper but are consistent with pre
vailing practices of a department. Such practices are 
commonly found in the police agencies serving large 
urban areas, where the practices constitute part of the 
informal response which the police have developed for 
dealing with problems of a recurring nature. It is, 
for example, common for police officers to search the 
interior of a vehicle without legal grounds in high crime
rate areas. It is similarly common for police to search 
gamblers or arrest known prostitutes without adequate 
grounds. Since such actions are generally encouraged 
by superior officers, it is inconceivable that the officer 
would be administratively criticized or disciplined upon 
the filing of a complaint. Nevertheless, complaints tend 
to be processed administratively in the same way as com
plaints alleging a violation by an officer of administrative 
policy. As a consequence, the complaint procedure does 
not serve as a vehicle to challenge and cause a reconsid
eration of policies which are sanctioned by the depart
ment even though not articulated. 

PROPOSED IMPROVEMENTS IN METHODS 

OF INTERNAL CONTROL 

Some of the problems of achieving control over the 
conduct of individual police officers would be simplified 
if there were a commitment by the police administrator 
to a systematic policy-formulation process. This would 
require specific attention to present unarticulated policies 
which are clearly illegal and as a consequence would 
create administrative pressure to reject them or develop 
alternatives rather than assume the indefensible position 
of formally adopting illegal practices as official depart-. 
mental policy. The development of adequate policy 
statements would afford the individual police officers 
greater guidance with respect to important decisions like 
the use of force, and the decision to arrest or to search. 

But the mere adoption of administrative policies will 
not alone achieve compliance. This will require "good 
administration," that is, the use of the whole array of 
devices commonly employed in public administration to 
achieve conformity. These include, but are not limited 
to, the setting of individual responsibility, the establish
ment of systems of accountability, the designing of proce
dures for checking and reporting on performance, and 
the establishment of methods for taking corrective action. 

The police administrator currently achieves a high 
degree of conformity on the part of officers to standards 
governing such matters as the form of dress, the method 
of completing reports, and the procedures for processing 
of citizen complaints. Sleeping on duty, leaving one's 
place of assignment without authorization, or failing to 
meet one's financial obligations are all situations against 
which supervisory personnel currently take effective 
action. 

The success of internal controls as applied to such 
matters appears to be dependent upon two major factors: 
( 1) the attitude and commitment of the head of the 
agency to the policies being enforced and (2) the degree 
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to which individual officers and especially supervisory 
officers have a desire to conform. 

The average police administrator, for example, ha~ no 
ambivalence over accepting responsibility for the physical 
appearance of his men. He does not wait to act until 
complaints are received from a third party. He under
takes, instead, by a variety' of administrative techniques, to 
produce a desire in his subordinates to conform. This 
desire may reflect an agreement by the subordinates with 
the policy. Or it may reflect respect for their superior, a 
lack of interest one way or the other, or a fear of punish
ment or reprisal. Whatever the reason, the officer in a 
sort of "state of command" does what he is told rather 
than follow a course of his own choosing. 

In sharp contrast, the police administrator is typically 
ambivalent over the responsibility he has for controlling 
the activities of his force in the exercise of discretionary 
power in dealing with crime or potential crime situations. 
While he views the physical appearance of his men as his 
concern, he often sees the methods by which the law is 
enforced as involving matters which are the primary 
responsibility of others outside the police establishment. 
This deference may, in part, be attributable to the sharing 
of responsibilities with other agencies-particularly the 
courts. Unlike internal matters over which the police 
administrator has complete control, much of what the 
police do relating to crime and criminals is dependent for 
approval upon the decisions of non police agencies. 

Strengthening of administrative control requires the 
creation of the same sense of personal responsibility on 
the part of the police administrator for the implementa
tion of proper law enforcement policies as he presently 
has for implementing policies relating to internal matters. 

This will require that the administrator be given the 
education, training, and resources necessary to fulfill the 
role. It requires also a change in what is expected of 
police administrators by the public and by those occupy
ing key positions in other agencies in the criminal justice 
system. Police officials cannot be expected to develop a 
sense of responsibility, if they are treated like ministerial 
officers, and excluded from important policy-making 
decisions, such as those regarding the revision of sub
stantive and procedural laws. 

Also required is the development of a professional 
identification which can serve police officers as a frame of 
reference within which they can see the importance of 
their conforming to appropriate law enforcement policies. 
Blind obedience to orders, such as is currently elicited for 
some aspects of police operations, is limited in both its 
value and desirability to functions of a purely administra
tive nature. Personnel called upon to deal with complex 
problems of human behavior and expected to make deci
sions on the basis of professionally developed criteria must, 
thttmselves, have some form of professional identification 
as a common basis from which to function. 

Professional identification has, for example, been a 
major element in the rapid development of what are now 
some of our more highly regarded correctional systems. 
With training and education in social casework as a pre
requisite to employment, operating personnel function 
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from a framework for decision-making which is cQnsistent 
with and supportive of departmental policies. The whole 
administrative process is facilitated because both adminis
trators and field personnel are on the same "wave length," 
talking the same language and supporting the same values. 

A somewhat similar development is essential in the 
police field. Individual police officers must be provided 
with the training and education which will give them a 
professional identification consistent with the police role 
in a free society. Such training and education will equip 
them to understand the policies of their superiors; make 
them receptive to efforts to make law enforcement both 
fair and effective; and enable the officer to take appro
priate action in the unpredictable situations not dealt 
with by even the best efforts at policy formulation. 

EXTERNAL CONTROLS 

The operations of the police, like the operations of 
any other administrative agency that exercises govern
mental authority, must be subject to effective legislative, 
executive, and judicial review and control. This is im
portant when the police are called upon to carry out spe
cific legislative: executive, or judicial mandates. It is 
doubly important in areas in which the police are left with 
discretion to develop their own policies within broad leg
islatively or judicially fixed limits. 

METHODS OF EXTERNAL CONTROL 

While there is a very strong formal commitment to 
local control of law enforcement in this country, the actual 
means for exerting control has become quite obscure. To 
whom is a police agency responsible? By what means 
may citizens influence its functioning? 

By City Councils qnd Mayors. Ultimate control, in 
local government, is normally exerted through the ballot 
box. But efforts to protect the police from partisan polit
ical influence have, in many jurisdictions, made the police 
immune from the local election processes. Early efforts 
to assure popular control of the police did include pro
visions in some cities for the chief of police to be elected. 
In others, the police were made responsible to the local 
legislative body. It became quickly apparent, however, 
that such direct control led to a pattern of incompetence, 
lax enforcement, and the improper use of police authority. 
Elected office holders dictated the appointment and as
signment of personnel, exchanged immunity from en
forcement for political favors, and, in some cities, made 
use of the police to assist in the winning of elections. 

In more recent times there has been a continuing effort 
to compromise the need for popular control with the need 
for a degree of operating independence in order to avoid 
the undesira:ble practices that have generally resulted 
from direct political control. Election and city coun
cil supervision of the police function gradually gave way 
to the establishment of administrative boards, vari-

ously constituted, in an effort to assure both independence 
and some semblance of civilian control. 

These organizational patterns have, in turn, often led 
to an obscuring of responsibilities, resulting in a swing 
back to more direct control in the form of a movement for 
the appointment of a single executive, directly answerable 
to the elected mayor or, more recently, to a city manager 
who in turn is responsible to a city council. Variations of 
each of these arrangements, including some attempts 
at State control, continue to this day, with periodic shift
ing from one organizational pattern to another in response 
to a community's conclusion that its police force has too 
much or too little independence. 

. The record of involvement by elected officials in police 
operations, to the detriment of both the efficiency 
and effec~iveness of the police establishment, has had 
a lasting and somewhat negative impact on the lines 
of control between the citizenry and the police. In cities 
in which the desire to isolate the police from political 
interference led to the adoption of special organizational 
patterns, the change in some instances has had the effect 
of making the polke impervious to citizen demands of a 
legitimate nature. Although the organizational struc
ture provides for direct control, the results have neverthe
less been somewhat similar even in those cities in which 
the police administrator is directly responsible to an 
elected mayor. 

Fear of being accused of political interference and an 
awareness of the sensitive nature of the police task have 
often resulted in the mayor abdicating all responsibility 
for police operations by granting complete autonomy to 
his police department. Indeed, the mayors of several 
of the largest cities, considering police department auton
omy to be a virtue, have campaigned for reelection on a 
platform stressing the independence which they have 
granted to their police agencies. A mayor's apprehen
sions are created by his knowledge that any action on his 
part affecting the police, no matter how legitimate, may 
be characterized as political or partisan interference. The 
consequence is that we are now in a period of uncertainty 
as to the best relationship between police and the city 
government, the issue aggravated by the situation of un
rest in large urban areas. 

By Prosecutors. The prosecutor, State's attorney, or 
district attorney is designated as the chief law enforce
ment officer under the statutes of some States. How
ever, despite this designation he is not generally conceived 
of in this country as having overall responsibility for the 
supervision of the police. His interest in police opera
tions .is usually limited to those cases likely to result in a 
criminal prosecution, thereby excluding the non-prose
cution-oriented activites that constitute so high a percent
age of the total police effort. 

Practices vary significantly from one jurisdiction to 
another as to the degree of involvement on the part of 
the prosecutor in the review of police procedures and 
actions in those cases in which the police objective is 
prosecution. While some cases are subject to review prior 
to the effecting of an arrest, the vast majority of arrests 



by municipal police officers are made prior to consultation 
with the prosecutL'f. Some prosecutors establish proce
dures for the review of all arrests prior to their presenta
tion in court, while others do not become involved until 
the initial hearing is begun before a magistrate. Sys
tematic review of all cases prior to thf;ir present>ation in 
court tends to result in the adoption of standards that 
are informally and sometimes formally communicated to 
the police agency. Police practices may be criticized 
or changes suggested, but such criticism and sug
gestions are not generally viewed as a form of con
trol. Rather, they are seen as being primarily motivated 
by a desire on the part of the prosecutor to facilitate his 
task in the review and prosecution of cases. Where there 
is no prior review, th~ staff of the prosecutor in large 
cities often routinely presents in court cases in which the 
practices by the police were clearly illegal, apparently 
feeling no responsibility for reacting to the police practice, 
either in the form of a refusal to prosecute or in the form 
of a communication through appropriate superiors to the 
administration of the police force. 

In general, instructions or guidelines issued by the pros
ecutor relating to procedures for the prosecution of crimi
nal cases will be accepted and followed by the police, 
particularly if the prosecutor is viewed by the police as 
seriously interested in the effective presentation of the 
case in court. But neither the police nor the prosecutor 
assume that the prosecutor has the responsibility either 
to stimulate or to participate in the development of ad
ministrative policies to control the wide range of police 
practices. 

By the Judiciary. In many jurisdictions the trial 
judge has acted as a sort of chief administrative officer 
of the criminal justice system, using his power to dismiss 
cases as a method of controlling the use of the criminal 
process. But except in those cases in which his action 
relates to the admissibility of evidence, this has been done 
largely on an informal basis and ·has tended to be hap
hazard, often reflecting primarily the personal values of 
the individual trial judge. 

In contrast, the function of the trial judge in excluding 
evidence which he determines to have been illegally ob
tained places him very explicitly il, the role of controlling 
police practices. However, trial judges have not viewed 
this role as making them responsible for developing ap
propriate police policies. Many trial judges, for example, 
when asked if they would explain their decision to the 
police, indicate that they have no more responsibility for 
explaining decisions to police than they have with regard 
to private litigants. When asked whether they would 
suggest to the police proper ways of acquiring evidence in 
the future, some judges assert that it would be unethical 
for them to do so unless they also "coached" the defense. 

Occasionally a judge will grant a motion to suppress 
evidence in order to dismiss a case he feels should not be 
prosecuted because the violation is too min'or or for some 
other reason. Use of a motion to suppress evidence in 
this manner serves to confuse the standards that are 
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supposed to guide the police, and has a destructive effect 
upon police morale. 

Most often, the process of judicial review is seen. as a 
decision about the propriety of the actions of the individ
ual officer rather than a review of departmental admin
istrative policy. Judges seldom ask for and, as a conse
quence, are not informed as to whether there is a current 
administrative policy. And, if the!';; is one, they seldom 
ask whether the officer's conduct in the particular case 
conformed to or deviated from the policy. As a result, 
police are not encouraged to articulate and defend their 
policy; the decision of the trial judge is not even com
municated to the police administrator; and the prevailing 
police practice often continues unaffected by the decision 
of the trial judge. 

The effectiveness of trial court review is further compli
cated in courts of more than a single judge by the dis
parity of their views ahout the propriety or desirability of 
given police practices. Ordinarily the prosecution has no 
opportunity to appeal adverse decisions. And where 
appeals are allowed; prosecutors seldom view them as a 
way of resolving conflict between trial judge rulings. As 
a result police often tend to ignore all of the decisions, 
rationalizing that i~ is impossible to conform to conflict
ing mandates. While increasing attention has been given 
to minim~ing sentencing disparity through such devices 
as sentencing institutes, designed to minimize disparity, 
no similar attention has been given to disparity in the 
supervision of police practices. 

Finally, the effectiveness of the exclusionary rule is 
limited by the fact that it deals only with police practices 
leading up to prosecution. Many.highly sensitive and 
important practices are confined to the street and are not 
reflected in prosecuted cases. 

Civil Liability of the Police Officer. One much dis
cussed method of controlling police practice is to impose 
financial liability upon the governmental unit as well as 
the police officer who exceeds his authority. A somewhat. 
similar approach is provided for under the Federal Civil 
Rights Act. 

The effect of the threat of possible civil liability upon 
police policy is not very great. In the first place, plain
tiffs are seldom able to sustain a successful lawsuit be
cause of the expense and the fact that juries are not likely 
to have compassion for a guilty, even if abused, plaintiff. 
Insurance is also now available along with other protec
tive methods that insulate the individual officer from 
financial loss. 

The attitude of the police administrator is to try to 
protect his man or the municipality from civil liability 
even though he may privately be critical of the actions of 
the officer. Usually legal counsel will instruct the police 
administrator to suspend departmental disciplinary pro
ceedings because they might prejudice the litigation. 

Even in the unusual case where an individual is able 
successfully to gain a money judgment in an action 
brought against a police officer or governmental unit, this 
does not cause a reevaluation of departmental policy or 
practice. 

.J 
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In general, it seems apparent that civil litigation is an 
awkward method of stimulating proper law enforcement 
policy. At most, it can furnish relief for the victim of 
clearly improper practices. To hold the individual officer 
liable in damages as a way of achieving systematic re
evaluation of police practices seems neither realistic nor 
desirable. 

By Citizen Complaint. Complaints alleging police 
misconduct may relate to an isolated incident involving 
the actions of a specific officer or may relate to a formal or 
informal practice generally prevailing throughout a de
partment. However, the citizen complaint process, like 
the civil action, is typically limited, in its effect, to the 
specific case which is subjected to review. Experience has 
shown that most complaints come not from the ghetto 
areas where there may be most question about police prac
tice, but rather from middle income areas where an 
articulate citizen becomes irate over the actions of an 
officer which deviate from prevailing police practice in 
his neighborhood. 

Most attention in recent years has focused upon the 
means for investigating such complaints, with public dis
cussion concentrated upon the relative merits of internal 
departmental procedures versus those established by a 
form of citizen complaint board functioning in whole or 
in part outside the department. Whatever the method for 
conducting an investigation, there is no evidence that the 
complaint procedure has generally served as a significant 
vehicle for the critical evaluation of existing police prac
tices and the development of more adequate departmental 
policies. 

PROPOSED IMPROVEMENTS IN METHODS OF EXTERNAL 

CONTROL 

The primary need is for the development of methods of 
external control which will serve as inducements for police 
to articulate important law enforcement policies and to be 
willing to have them known, discussed, and changed if 
change is desirable. There is obviously no single way of 
accomplishing this. 

The task is complicated by the fact that popular, 
majority control over police policy cannot be relied upon 
alone. Often the greatest pressure for the use of improper 
police practices comes from the majority of articulate 
citizens who demand that "effective" steps be taken to 
solve a particular crime, to make the streets safe, or to 
reverse what is often seen as the trend toward an increase 
of lawlessness. 

Effective response to crime is obviously a proper con
cern of police. But it is also apparent that police policy 
must strive to achieve objectives like consistencY1 fairness, 
tolerance of minority views, and other values inherent in 
a democratic society. 

The creation of an institutional framework to encour
age the development and implementation of law enforce
ment policies which are effective and also consistent with 
democratic values is obviously difficult. To achieve this 
requires a basic rethinking of the relationship between 

the police and legislatures, courts, prosecutors, local gov
ernment officials, and the community as a whole. 

The Legislature. Adequate external control over po
lice policymaking requires first an explicit recognition of 
the necessity and desirability of police operating as an 
administrative policymaking agency of government. 
One, and perhaps the best, way to accomplish this is 
through legislative action which will delegate an explicit 
policymaking responsibility to police in areas not pre
empted by legislative or judicial action. Often it is neither 
feasible nor desirable for the legislature to prescribe a 
specific police practice; there is a need for administrative 
variation, innovation, and experimentation within limits 
set by the general legislative purpose and such legislative 
criteria as are provided to guide and control the exercise 
of discretion. 

Legislative recognition of the propriety of police policy
making should encourage the development of means to 
develop enforcement policies and their subjection to ade
quate external control. It should also encourage flexibil
ity and innovation in law enforcement while at the same 
time providing some guidance to police policy-making 
through the prescription of appropriate legislative stand
ards or criteria. 

Judicial Review of Police Policymaking. Given ex
plicit legislative recognition of police policymaking, it 
ought to be possible to develop effective methods of judi
cial review which will not only serve to minimize the 
risk of improper police practices but will also serve to 
encourage the development, articulation, defense, and, 
if necessary, revision of police policies. 

If there is legislative acknowledgment of the propriety 
of police policymaking, it would seem to follow that it 
would be appropriate for a person, with proper standing, 
to challenge existing policy, formal or informal, on the 
ground that it is inconsistent with general legislative 
policy. Where there is challenge, courts would have an 
opportunity to require the law enforcement agency to 
articulate its policy and to defend it, and, if the chal
lenge is successful, to change the policy. 

It is possible and certainly desirable to modify the cur
rent system of judicial control and to make it consistent 
with and, in fact, 'Supportive of the objective of proper 
police pulicymaking. To accomplish this would require 
some basic changes in judicial practice: 

(a) When a trial judge is confronted with a motion to 
suppress, he, and the appellate court which reviews the 
case, should request a showing of whether the conduct of 
th .. officer in the particular case did or did not conform to 
existing departmental policy. If not, the granting of such 
a motion would not require a reevaluation of depart
mental policy. However, it ought to cause the police 
administrator to ask whether a prosecution should, as a 
matter of police policy, be brought when the officer vio
lated departmental policy in getting the evidence. 

If departmental policy were followed, the judge would 
be given an opportunity to consider, the action of the in
dividual officer in the light of the overall departmental 



judgment as to what is proper policy. Hopefully, a judge 
would be reluctant to upset a departmental policy without 
giving the police administrator an opportunity to defend 
the reasons for the policy, including, where relevant, any 
police expertise which might bear upon the reasonablen~ss 
of the policy. To do this will slow d<?wn the proceedings, 
will take judicial time and effort, but if judicial review of 
police policy is worthwhile at all, it would seem that it is 
worth doing properly. 

(b) Trial judges in multijudge courts should develop 
appropriate formal or informal means to avoid disparity 
between individual trial judges in their decisions about 
the propriety of police policy. The Sentencing Council, 
created in the Eastern District. of Michigan to minimize 
judicial disparity in sentencing, would seem to be a help
ful model. This council uses a panel of judges to con
sider what is an appropriate sentence rather than leaving 
the decision entirely to a single judge. The panel serves 
to balance any substantially different views of individual 
judges, and results in a more consistent judicial standard. 
Again, this involves cost in judicial time. 

( c) It seems obvious that judicial decisions, whenever 
possible, ought to be effectively communicated to the 
police department whose policy was an issue. Yet it is 
common in currerlt practice for the police administrator to 
have to rely primarily upon the newspaper as a source of 
information about judicial decisions, even those involving 
an officer of his own department. One way of achieving 
effective communication might be through making the 
police officer commonly assigned by departments to regu
lar duty in the courtroom responsible for reporting signifi
cant decisions to the police administrator. This would 
require a highly qualified, legally trained, court officer. 
In addition, trial judges would have to be willing to 
explain their decisions at least orally, if not in writing. 

(d) . If the exclusionary rule is to be a principal vehicle 
Tor influencing police policy (as distinguished from dis-

. ciplining an individual officer who act$ improperly) then 
it seems apparent that the appellate process must be ac
cessible to the prosecution as well as the defense so that 
inconsistent or apparently erroneous trial court decisions 
can be challenged. It is nonetheless often urged that 
allowing appeal in a particular case is unfair to the par
ticular defendant. M~re'over, where the authority to 
appeal does exist, prosecutors often limit appeals to cases 
involving serious crimes rather than systematically appeal
ing all cases in which an important law enforcement policy 
is affected. 

Other Forms of External Control Over Police Policy
making. Even with carefully drafted legislation and 
a more adequate system of judicial review, there will still 
be wide areas 'Of police practice which give rise to very 
important issues which must be resolved by administrative 
action without specific legislative <?r judicial guidance. 
This is particularly true with regard to the wide range of 
police contacts with citizens on the street, contacts which 
usually do not result in criminal prosecution but which do 
have a major impact upon public order and upon the 
relationship between police and the ·community. It is 
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very important that these practices be the subject of 
careful administrative policymaking and be subject to 
appropriate methods of external control. 

It has been said that one of the major current challenges 
to our system of governmental control is to devise appro
priate methods for safeguarding the exercise of discre
tionary power by governmental agencies in situations 
where judicial review is not feasible or not desirable. 

Because there is no "best" answer to the question of 
control over the exercise of discretionary power, it seems 
obviously desirable to encourage a multifaceted approach, 
stressing innnovation and experimentation, with the hope 
that, in the process, enough will one day be learned to 
afford an adequate basis for deciding what methods are 
best. 

The basic need can be stated briefly, though at some 
risk of oversimplification. It is for giving police policy
making greater visibility, so that the problems and current 
police solutions are known to the community; to devise 
methods of involving members of the community in dis
cussion of the propriety of the policies; and to develop in 
police a willingness to see this process as inherent in a 
democratic society and as an appropriate way of develop. 
ing policies which are both effective and support~d by the 
community. 

There are some worthwhile alternatives which can be 
identified: 

The Involvement of the Mayor or City Council in Policy. 
making. It may be helpful, in the long-range interest 
of law enforcement, to involve local officials in the process 
of devclopine; enforcement policies, particularly those 
which have an impact upon a broad segment of the com
munity. If, for example, a police agency is to adopt a 
policy to govern individual officers in deciding what to 
do with the down-and-out drunk, it would seem appropri
ate and helpful to report that policy to the mayor and 
city council in order to see whether there is opposition 
from the elected representatives. Where the issue is 
significant enough, a public hearing may serve to give an 
indication of the community response to the particular 
policy being proposed. Although this involvement of 
city government may give rise to concern over "political 
influence," the risk of improper inflllenee is minimized by 
the fact that the involvement is open to view. The vice 
of political influence of an earlier dai was that it tended 
to be of a personal nature and was secretive. 

The Involvement of the Prosecutor and Trial Judiciary. 
Where a police policy deals with an issue such as investiga
tive practices, which have impact upon the arrest, prosecu
tion, and conviction of offenders, it would seem desirable 
to involve those other criminal justice agencies which a!so 
have policymaking responsibility. 

This will require, in practice, a greater interest by the 
prosecutor who often today conceives of his role as limited 
to the trial and appeal of criminal cases rather than the 
development of enforcement policies which anticipate 
many of the issues before they arise in a litigated case. 

J 
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The participation of the trial judge on an informal basis 
in poIicymaking raises more difficult questions. In 
theory, the judge is the neutral official not involved until 
an issue is properly raised in the course of the jUdicial 
process. In fact, some trial judges do act as if they are 
the administrative head of the criminal justice system in a 
particular community, and do deliberately try to influence 
policy with regard to when arrests are to be made, who is 
to be prosecuted, when charges are to be reduced, and 
other matters which vitally affect law enforcement. 

Citizen Involvement in Policymaking. In some areas 
of governmental activity, there is increasing utilization of 
citizen advisory committees as a way of involvlng members 
of the community in the policymaking proc~ss. In some 
cases, the group may be advisory only, the governmental 
agency being free to accept or reject its advice. In other 
instances, the group is official and policies are cleared 
through the committee as a regular part of the policy
making process. The advantages of both methods are 
that they serve as an inducement for the r ;:>lice adminis
trator to articulate important policies, to formulate them, 
and to subject them to discussion in the advisory group. 
How effective this is depends upon the willingness of the 
group and the police administrator to confront the basic 
law enforcement policy issues rather than being preoccu
pied with the much easier questions of the mechanics of 
running the department. Where there is a commitment 
to exploring basic enforcement policy questions, the citi
zens' advisory group or policymaking board has the ad
vantage of involving the community in the decision
making process, thus giving a broader base than would 
otherwise exist for the acceptance and support of enforce
ment policies. 

Official or Unofficial Inquiry Into Police Practices. In 
some other countries of the world there is a greater com
mitment to continuing inquiry into governmental activity 
designed to learn and assess what is going on. Thus, in 
England a royal commission has, on several occasions, . 
been used as a vehicle for helpful inquiry into the state 
of police practice there. In other countries, especially, 
in Scandinavia, there has been reliance upon the om
budsman, not only as a way of handling complaints, but 
also as a vehicle for continuing official inquiry into gov
ernmental practice, i;:)cluding the practices of police. 

There has been les,\ tradition for systematic, official 
inquiry into governmental practice in this country. 
Where there has been inquiry i!lto police practice, it 
has commonly been precipitated by a crisis, has been 
directed toward finding incompetence 01' corruption, and, 
whatever the specific finding, has failed to give attention 
to the basic law enforcement issues involved. 

It would be helpful to have systematic legislative in
quiry into important police practices at the local, state, 
and federal level. If devoted to an effort to learn what 
the existing practices are and to give the police an induce
ment to articulate their policies and a forum for explaining 
and justifying them, the process of legislative inquiry can 
have a positive impact upon the long-range development 

of the police as a responsible policymaking agency. To 
achieve this objective, the short run price which police 
would have to pay in criticisi.n and controversy would be 
well worth it. . 

Unofficial studies of law enforcement practices can also 
be helpful. For example, a bar association may make 
an important contribution by the maintenance of a stand
ing committee which has as its mandate a continuing 
concern with important law enforcement policies. 
The police field would, in the long run, be aided by the 
critical, but at the same time sympathetic, interest of the 
organized bar. 

There is also need for greater involvement of univer
sities and especially social science research into the basic 
problems which confront police. Continuing university 
interest is itself a fonn of inducement to confront some 
of the basic policy questions; and by reporting and crit
ically evaluating r-urrent law enforcement practices re
search can serve as a method of review and control in 
the same way that law review comment has served this 
function with regard to the appellate judicial process. 
Greater involvement of the university would also serve as 
a basis for the development of badly needed social science 
courses which deal adequately with the tasks confronting 
police and the role which police play in our society. 
This in turn should increase the number of educated and 
articulate citizens who are knowledgeable about and 
interested in tile important problems of law enforcement 
and who thus hopefully will constitute a support for 
proper police policies. 

Establishing Communication With the Inarticulate Seg
ments of the Community. . One of the most impor
tant ways of asserting appropriate control over police 
practice is to have an informed and articulate community 
which will be intolerant of improper police practice. A 
difficulty in the law enforcement field is that the groups 
which receive most police attention are largely inarticu
late, and no formal system for the expression of views will 
be utilized by the groups. There is need, therefore, for 
development within the minority community of the ca
pacity and willingness to communicate views and dis
satisfactions to the police. 

Fulfillment of this need would not only be in the in
terests of the community, but is desirable from the police 
standpoint. If the minority community could better 
articulate its needs, a more balanced community support 
for the role that the professional police administrator sees 
himself as filling in a democratic society would be pro
vided. A stronger minority voice would also serve to off
set some of the pressures brought to bear upon the police 
to adopt policies and engage in practices that are of ques
tionable nature. 

Secondly, the police have a very practical reason for 
wanting to be informed about what is bothering the resi
dents of an area. However narrow a focus a police ad
ministrator may assume with regard to the development 
of the police function, it seems apparent that if he is to 
take seriously his responsibility for preventing outbreaks 



of violence in his community, he must undertake programs 
which will keep him informed of the basis for unrest. 

There has been substantial progress toward meeting this 
need through the estabiishment of a wide range of police
community relations programs. The success of these is in 
large measure dependent on the degree to which they 
serve as a vehicle for enabling the otherwise unorganized 
citizenry to make themselves heard. It seems apparent 
that programs which rely primarily upon contact with 
well established and organized interest groups, while of 
value in their own right, do not serve to meet the kind of 
needs that are most critical. Properly developed, police
community programs afford an opportunity for police to 
take the initiative in soliciting the kind of insight into 
their own operations and the way they affect a com
munity, which should in turn contribute to the develop
ment of more adequate police policies. 

Total dependence obviously cannot be placed upon.the 
police to assist the minority community in articulating its 
needs. Indeed, the lack of sensitivity to the problem on 
the part of the police in some jurisdictions may place the 
entire burden on other methods, such as the development 
of community action programs and neighborhood law 
offices. Services of this kind, which are becoming in
creasingly available, are likely to bring demands upon the 
various governmental agencies, including demands that 
the police review some of their policies for dealing with 
problems encountered in the ghetto area. A sensitive 
police administrator ought to recognize that such groups 
can contribute to a process of development and contin
uing evaluation of important law enforcement policies. 

IMPLICATIONS FOR POLICE LEADERSHIP. 
PERSONNEL, TRAINING, AND ORGANIZATION 

Achievement of an important policymaking role for 
police will require major changes in police leadership, 
personnel, training, and organization. These changes are 
described in detail in chapter 5, but the relevancy of the 
need for change as it relates to policy-making is briefly 
discussed below. 

Asserting that there is need for change does not 
mean that current leadership is not capable, but it does 
mean that the traditional attitude of the police leadership 

. toward their own function will have to be altered. There 
will obviously have to be a commitment to the importance 
of police playing this kind of role and a willingness to have 
police policies the subject of community interest, discus
sion, and debate. 

There is also need for police personnel adequate to de
velop and articulate policy and for individual officers who 
can apply general departmental policies in the difficult 
and sensitive situations in which police find themselves, 
particularly in the congested urban areas. Large police 
departments will have to take on some of the organiza
tional characteristics of traditionally recognized regula
tory agencies, staffed to engage in on-going research and 
policy development. Training will have to reflect the 
importance of trying to deal in an adequate way with the 
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function of the police officer in sensitive situations, like 
his on-the-street encounters in high crime areas, and 
do so in a way which supports his professional identifica
tion, including a willingness to conform to rules devised 
bY' courts and other nonpolice agencies. 

LEADERSHIP 

Police administrators, in the past, have been primarily 
selected on the basis of their demonstrated technical skill 
in the apprehension of criminal offenders. This tendency 
has apparently been supported by the fact that appointing 
authorities share the common impression that the appre
hension and prosecution of criminals constitutes the major 
aspect of the law enforcement task. 

Investigative skill by itself is obviously an inadequate 
criterion by which to evaluate and select persons to head 
police agencies. As has been noted, there is much more 
to the police task. For example, there is no reason to 
believe that the abilities required of a good detective 
relate sufficiently to the talent and skill required to be an 
administrator capable of leading a police agency which 
has a major policymaking responsibility. 

The current need for police administrators to effec
tively handle the broad range of social issues with which 
they must deal makes obsolete the narrow standards for 
selection which have been utilized in the past. The need 
today is for a police administrator who is much more of a 
generalist rather than a person possessing 11arrow techni
cal skills. He must have a sound grasp of the unique 
function of the police in a democratic society. He must 
support values which often are in conflict with the most 
immediate goals of arrest and successful prosecution. He 
must have the ability to relate police functioning to the 
functioning of the other agencies in the criminal justice 
system; to analyze and resolve complex issues relating to 
the exercise of police authority; to direct his subordinates 
in a manner which will elicit their compliance with the 
policies he establishes; and, in the process, to be especially 
sensitive to legitimate community demands and interests. 

Such leadership is not likely to develop on its own. If 
it is to emerge from within the police establishment, means 
must be designed to afford police officers having the basic 
intellectual capacity with the opportunity to acquire a 
broad college-level education. Promotions in rank must 
be based more directly upon the degree to which officers 
possess the abilities required of the police administrator, 
rather than upon measures of seniority or technical 
knowledge. 

The monolithic structure of police agencies must be 
altered to enable greater freedom of movement on the 
part of supervisory personnel between and among agen
cies. It is essential that appointing authorities be afforded 
the opportunity to select the best available person to head 
a police force; they ought not to feel any inhibition in 
recruiting their leadership from outside their own police 
agency. The current tradition of limiting appointments 
to persons employed within an agency has served to reduce 
the caliber of police leadership to a low common denom
inator. Selection practices should instead serve to en-
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courage a steady flow of the most competent leaders into 
police agencies, thereby serving to 11ft the overall quality 
of law enforcement throughout the country. Such a 
change is also essential if competent police officers are to 
be afforded a broader basis for the development of their 
careers than is typically available in a single police agency. 
Freedom of movement is an important characteristic of 
a profession. Creation of more opportunities for such 
movement is thus needed in the development of profes
sional status for police officers. 

If means are not devised to meet the need for more 
effectively identifying and developing leadership from 
within the police field, it is likely that the increasing need 
for competent leadership will lead to the appointment of 
individuals without prior law enforcement experience to 
head-police agencies. To the degree that such a tendency 
is viewed by police as undesirable, it may serve as an 
impetus to them to make the changes essential to the 
development of leadership from within their ranks. 

SELECTION OF PERSONNEL 

Until recently, the dominant concern in the screening 
of applicants for the job of a police officer has been to 
assure that they met the rigid physical standards that 
were established. Such standards are still applied in 
many jurisdictions, despite the fact that they do not bear 
directly on the most difficult problems faced by the police 
officer today. Emphasis upon physical strength and ag
gressiveness reflects the popular image of what the police 
do rather than a careful analysis of job requirements. 

There has been a failure to stress important character
istics which relate directly to the ability of an officer to 
perform the police function well, namely, inteiligence and 
emotional stability. The adequate performance of th'~ 
complex task given the patrolman in highly congested 
urban areas requires a great deal of talent. Perhaps this 
is not so with respect to some police functions like enforce
ment of parking and traffic regulations. This suggests 
that there may be need for job classifications which will 
reflect the different needs. 

Certainly, many of the duties required of patrolmen 
and supervisory officers in urban areas require a per
son of above average intelligence and a high degree of 
emotional stability. This is necessary if the officer is to 
function adequately in an organization which assumes 
policymaking responsibility, and which leaves to the in
dividual officer sufficient flexibility to make appropriate 
decisions under the varying and complex circumstances 
which characterize crime and threats to public order 
today. 

There is need for careful reassessment of the assump
tion that the highly aggressive individual makes the best 
police officer. If, as it appears, there is need for media. 
tion and conciliation more often than there is need for the 
use of force or the making of an arrest, it would seem to 
follow that the emphasis should be placed upon getting 
officers who are able to understand the problems of the 
community and who relate well to its members. This 
would increase their ability to participate effectively in the 

solution of the social and behavioral problems which con
front the police officer. 

There is need for educated police officers. Certainly a 
liberal education should be a prerequisite for those police 
officers who aspire to positions of leadership in the police 
service. Encouraging the educated young man to enter 
the field of law enforcement is increa~ingly important. 
Most intelligent, well-adjusted high school graduates now 
go on to college. Unless law enforcement attracts indi
viduals from this group, it will be forced to recruit from 
among those who lack either the ability or the ambition 
to further their education. 

Ways exist of attracting the college qualified high school 
graduate. Very effective methods, such as the work 
study program, have been developed in other fields like 
corrections. Basically these programs consist of the per
son being sent to college as part of his job. There is no 
reason why these kinds of programs cannot be adapted to 
the law enforcement field. But police leadership must b-: 
wiIIing to take the view that it is essential to have educated 
police officers; that education is 'relevant to the major 
problems of the field; and, therefore, that support should 
be given to programs which create an opp'ortunity for 
recruiting the college educated person or offering the 
coIIege qualified person an opportunity after he joins the 
police force, through a work-study or similar program. 
Certainly police departments cannot perform as respon
sible policymaking agencies of government unless they can 
successfuIIy recruit, inspire, and retain their share of 
intelligent, educated young persons. 

TRAINING 

While considerable progress has been made in recent 
years in the development of training programs for police 
officers, the total training effort in this country, when 
related to the complexity of the law enforcement task, is 
grossly inadequate. 

Many smaller jurisdictions continue to put men to work 
as police officers without giving them any formal instruc
tion as to their duties. Training in numerous depart
ments consists primarily of assigning a new man to work 
with a senior officer. More formal efforts to provide 
instruction are often of a very amateur quality. Some 
agencies put together a string of speakers who talk 011 

subjects which represent their special interests, but with 
no real effort either to relate the talks to each other 
or to assure comprehensive treatment of the areas that 
ought to be covered. Others depend for their training 
upon special programs. One or two men are typicaIIy 
selected to attend national or regional institutes, often 
concerned with but a single aspect of police work, these 
ranging in duration from one day to several months. 

Large cities do have their own training programs and 
facilities for both recru~ts and officers with years of ex
perience. But even these established programs are 
limited in their effectiveness by inadequacies in course 
offerings, staff and facilities, and by the tendency on the 
part of administrators to resolve the competing pressures 
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for manpower by restricting the amount of time allocated 
for instruction.' . • 

While current police training programs are better than 
what has existed in the past, they nevertheless continue to 
be a somewhat fragmented, sporadic, and rather in
adequate response to the training needs of the field 
in a day when police are confronted with some of 
the most perplexing social and behavioral problems we 
have ever known. 

For there to be basic improvement, it is essential that 
the legitimacy of the training neerls be recognized. 
There ought not to be any hesitation or reluctance on the 
part of police administrators or the public to support 
police training. It should be viewed as a vital and 
indispensable process in equipping a police officer to per
form highly sensitive and complex functions. It ought 
also to be recognized as a continuing need. Training 
cannot be accomplished by occasional and improvised 
programs. Rather there is need for established programs, 
qualified staffs, and adequate physical facilities. -

Course offerings must be revised. Police officers should' 
be given a much more solid foundation in the fundamen- " 
tal principles of democratic government and the society 
in which we live. They should be provided with sufficient 
background on the growth of democratic institutions to 
enable them to understand and appreciate the complexity 
of the law enforcement task and the challenge inherent in 
its fulfillment. 

Training programs should be designed to elicit a com
mitment on the part of a police officer to the importance 
of fairness as well as effectiveness in the exercise of his 
authority. He must be provided with much more than 
has traditionally been provided in the way of guidance to 
assist him in the exercise of his discretion. He should be 
provided with a basis for understanding the various forms 
of deviant behavior with which he mnst deal. And he 
should be acquainted with the various alternatives and 
resources that are available to him, in addition to the 
criminal process, for dealing with the infinite variety of 
situations which he is likely to confront in his daily work. 

This kind of training is beyond the capacity of the police 
officer, no matter how experienced, who is drawn from a 
force and temporarily assigned to the training function. 
There is an obvious need for more adequate staffing of 
training operations and new and better training materials. 
In the case of small departments, achievement of this ob
jective will require a statewide effort or some other form 
of cooperative endeavor by which agencies can pool their 
resources to support a single training program. 

ORGANIZATION 

Efforts to improve the organization of law enforcement, 
both within an agency and on an areawide basis, have 
been influenced primarily by a desire to achieve a greater 
degree of operating efficiency. Within police agencies, 
the trend has been toward centralization designed to 
facilitate the control of the chief executive, to make more 
efficient and more flexible use of manpower, and to enable 
the development of expertise through specialization. 
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These same objectives account for inany proposals that 
have been made to consolidate police agencies on a 
metropolitan or county basis, but there has been much 
less movement in this direction, due primarily to the high 
value which Americans place upon the control, at least 
in theory, of their local police forces. 

The need for creating a sufficiently broad base to sup
port the kind of leadership required if the police are to 
fulfill their policymaking function is another reason sup
porting the current trend toward centralization and con
solidation. But it is, at the same time, increasingly clear 
that one of the other major needs in law enforcement is to 
establish closer relationships and more direct lines of 
contact between the police and the citizenry. One can 
only speculate on the degree to which current antagonism 
toward the police is due to too great an emphasis having 
been placed upon the desire to achieve operating effi
ciency, characterized as it has been by the move toward 
centralization which has resulted in a degree of de
tachment by the police from the communities they serve. 

This suggests that a pattern of organization must be 
devised to balance more adequately the need for central
ization, which is a very compelling need for the admin
istrator, with the necessity for having a form of organiza
tion that facilitates contacts with the community. 
The concept of community service officers described in 
chapter 5 is one way of achieving a better balance; another 
is the organization of the British police which has been 
designed to achieve such a balance. Training pro
grams, for example, are established and administered by 
the Home Office for the entire country; regional crime 
squads have been cr..:ated to work on crime problems that 
cut across jurisdictional boundaries; the special services 
of Scotland Yard are available to police agencies outside 
of London that require assistance in the investigation of 
major crimes; and a program of amalgamations has 
served to combine the resources of small police forces 
into larger units. But, at the same time, a continual 
effort is being made within this framework to assure a 
direct relationship between police officers and citizens. 
Thus, for example, the police in several urban areas are 
currently running experiments in which a police officer 
takes up residence in the area he serves, thereby estab
lishing the same kind of relationship between the officer 
and the neighborhood as exists in rural areas where the 
constable is the resident officer. The situation in this 
country is probably more complex than that which exists 
in Britain, and therefore calls not only for careful exami
nation of the British experience, but for much more in 
tqe way of experimentation in meeting specific needs. 

Insofar as police policymaking is concerned, it seems 
clear that the police agencies serving our major cities are 
sufficiently large and have sufficient resources to develop 
their own capacity to fulfill their policymaking role. For 
smaller agencies, the need should serve as a stimulus for 
development of new patterns of cooperation or for the 
creation of a unit within a state agency, such as the office 
of the attorney general, that would develop the capacity 
to assist the administrators of the smaller agencies in 
meeting their policymaking function. 
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CONCl.USION 

Certainly there is a real need for basic improvement in 
law enforcement. To assert this is not to be unfairly 
critical of those who now devote themselves to a police 
career. Major responsibility for current inadequacies 
lies with the community as a whole which has made large 
and complex demands upon the police and has failed to 
furnish to police the resources necessary to adequately 
discharge their task. 

However, some of the fault lies also with police leader
ship which has found it more convenient to leave major 
policies ambigu'ous and invisible rather than risking dis
cussion and controversy; has mirrored the public's con
ception of the good police officer as an aggressive crime 
fighter despite the fact that police spend much of their 
time dealing with sensitive social problems which are 
aggravated rather than solved by aggressiveness; and, as a 
consequence, has been content with a process 'of drift 

rather than with direct confrontation of major law 
enforcement problems in America today. 

The need can be stated very briefly, though at the obvi
ous risk of oversimplification: 

( 1) There is need to recognize the variety of functions 
which police perform today, particularly in the large 
urban community. The demands upon police are likely 
to increase in number and complexity rather than 
decrease. 

(2) Important and complex social, behavioral, and 
political problems can adequately be dealt with by Ameri
can government only if there is room for administrative 
variation, innovation, and experimentation of a kind 
presently lacking in the police field. 

(3) To deal adequately with current law enforcement 
needs requires an explicit acknowledgment that police 
are one of the most important govf.rnmental administra
tive agencies in existence today. It requires also that 
major changes be made to equip police to develop appro
pdate administrative policies and a willingness and 
capacity to conform with these policies. 

ATTACHMENT A: POLICY STATEMENT 

TO: All Law Enforcement Officers in Ne~ York State 
FROM: New York State Combined Council of Law Enforcement Officials, June 1, 1964 

Re: The ((Stop-and-Frisk" and ((Knock, Knock" Laws 

Two new statutes, with major impact on police author
ity, become effective in New York State on July 1, 1964. 

These laws, if properly utilized, can be of considerable 
aid in safeguarding our communities. Their passage 
resulted in part from the combined strenuous efforts ex
pended by New York State's various law enforcement 
agencies. As is the 'case with all other law enforcement 
powers, whether or not these sorely needed enactments 
will withstand the attacks that will be made upon their 
constitutionality, and will stand as laws upon the books 
of this State, will depend in large measure upon the 
fashion in which they are carried out. They should be 
enforced with full recognition that their purposes are to 
protect the community, while simultaneously protecting 
and treating fairly all persons in it. 

Every law enforcement officer in the State of New 
York has the responsibility of seeing to it that the powers 
conferred by these new statutes are used to further those 
purposes for which they were enacted. Some guidelines 
for law enforcement conduct pursuant to these statutes 
are set forth here. 

I. The. ((Stop-and-Frisk" Law 

The new statute, which becomes section l80-a of the code 
. of criminal procedure, provides as follows: 

.:.......-~-'--------------

§ l80-a. Temporary questioning of persons in public 
places; search for weapons. 

1. A police officer may stop any person abroad in a 
public place whom he reasonably suspects is com
mitting, has committed or is about to commit a felony 
or any of the crimes specified in section five hundred 
fifty-two of this chapter, and may demand of him his 
name, address and an explanation of his actions. 
2. When a police officer has stopped a person for ques
tioning pursuant to this section and reasonably suspects 
that he is in danger of life or limb, he may search such 
person for a dangerous weapon. If the police officer 
finds such a weapon or any other thing the possession 
of which may constitute a crime, he may take and 
keep it until the completion of the questioning, at 
which time he shall either return it, if lawfully pos
sessed, or arrest such person. 

A. General principles: 

1. The new law does not permit an officer to stop 
just any passer-by and search him, nor does it 
allow the search of any person merely because 
he has a criminal record. 
2. The new law does not permit the stopping and 
searching of any person found in the vicinity of a 
cnme . scene, merely because he happens to be 
there. 
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3. The new law does not dispense with the need 
for adequate observation !ind investigation, de
pending upon aU the circumstances, before a stop 
is made. 
4. No officer should stop anyone, under the new 
law, unless he is prepared to explain with par
ticularity his reasons for stopping such person. 
5. No officer should stop anyone, under the ne,\' 
law, unless the crime he reasonably suspects is a 
felony or one of those misdemeanors listed in sec
tion 552 of the code of criminal procedure. 
6. When a person is stopped under the new law, 
the officer-if not in uniform-must properly and 
promptly identify himself to the person stopped. 
7. Not everyone stopped may be searched; 
searches are only permitted when the officer rea
sonably suspectf, he is in danger. 
8. The right to stop provided in the new law in no 
way change,~ the previously existing authority of 
an officer to make an arrest without an arrest 
warrant, as provided by section 177 of the code 
of criminal procedure. The new rights to stop 
and to search, as defined in the new statute, are 
separate and distinct from the established right to 
arrest, as provided by existing law, and to make 
a complete search incident to such arrest. 
9. Whether or not an arrest follows a stopping 
wnder the new law, whenever any force is used in 
stopping the suspect, or whenever any frisk or 
search is made, a written report shall be made to 
the officer's superior officer. A proposed form 
for such report will be provided. 

B. The right to "stop." , 

1. "stop": 
The new statute gives the officer the right to 
stop a person under the indicated circumstances. 
If the suspect refuses to stop, the officer may 
use reasonable force, but only by use of his 
body, arms and legs. He may not make use 
of a weapon or nightstick in any fashion. (Of 
course, if there is an assault on the officer or 
other circumstances to justify an arrest, the 
officer may use necessary force to effect that 
arrest.) 

2. "abroad in a public place" : 

a. For the purposes of practical enforcement 
procedures, this phrase is viewed as being re
stricted to public highways and streets, beaches 
and parks (to include outdoor facilities open 
to the public although privately owned) de
pots, stations, and public transportation facil
ities. 
b. For the purposes of practical enforcement 
procedures, this phrase is viewed as not in
cluding the public portion of private buildings 
such as hotel lobbies, moving picture theaters, 
licensed premises, etc. 
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c. Definitions of the words "public place" as 
found in other laws, such as those dealing with 
disorderly conduct, are not to be substituted 
for the strict definition of "abroad in a public 
place" 'as outlined above. 

3. "whom he reasonably suspects": 

a. The words "reasonably suspects" are not to 
be lightly regarded; they are not just an inci
dental phrase; they have real meaning. "Rea
sonable suspicion" is clearly more than "mere 
suspicion." At the same time it is something 
less than "reasonable ground for believing" 
that a crime is being committed, as is necessary 
for an arrest. 
b. No precise definition of "reasonably suspects" 
can be provided, other than that it is such a 
combination of factors as would merit the sound 
and objective suspicions of a properly alert law 
enforcement officer, performing his sworn 
duties. Among the factors to be considered in 
determining whether or not there is "reasonable 
suspicion" are 

i. The demeanor of the suspect. 
ii. The gait and manner of the suspect. 
iii. Any knowledge the officer may have of 
the suspect's background or character. 
iv. Whether the suspect is carrying anything, 
and what he is carrying. 
v. The manner in which the suspect is 
dressed, including bulges in clothing-when 
when considered in light of all of the other 
factors. 
vi. The time of the day or night the suspect 
is observed. 
vii. Any overheard conversation of the sus
pect. 
viii. The particular streets and areas in
volved. 
ix. Any information received from third 
persons, whether they are known or unknown. 
x. Whether the suspect is consorting with 
others whose conduct is "reasonablY,suspect." 
xi. The suspect's proximity to known crimi
nal conduct. 
(This listing is not meant to be all inclusive) 

c. "Reasonable suspicion" of any crime at all 
does not afford a basis for stopping under the 
new bilI; there must be reasonable suspicion 
that the suspect is committing, has committed, 
or is about to commit either any felony or one 
of those misdemeanors enumerated in section 
552 of the code of criminal procedure. (These 
misdemeanors are weapons crimes, burglar's 
tools, receiving stolen property, unlawful entry, 
escape, impairing, carnal abuse, indecent ex
posure, obscenity and other indecency provi
sions, sodomy, rape, narcotics, amphetamines, 
and hypodermic needles.) Suspicion of dis-
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orderly conduct, an offense, is not for the pur
pose of practical enforcement procedures a basis 
for stopping. 

C. The right to "question." 

1. No questions are to be asked until the officer 
has, either by being in uniform or by showing his 
shield and stating he is a police officer, identified 
himself. 
2. Promptly thereafter, the suspect should be 
questioned (and "frisked", when appropriate) in 
the immediate area in which he was stopped. 
3. Should the suspect refuse to answer the offi
cer's questions, the officer cannot compel an an
swer and should not attempt to do so. The sus
pect's refusal to answer shall not be considered as 
an element by the officer in determining whether 
or not there is a basis for an arrest. 
4. In ascertaining "his name" from the suspect, 
the officer may request to see verification of his 
identity, but a person shall not be compelled to 
produce such verification. 
5. If the suspect does answer, and his answers 
appear to be false or unsatisfactory, the officer may 
question further. Answers of this nature may 
serve as an element in determining whether a 
basis for arrest exists. (But if an officer deter
mines that an answer is "unsatisfactory" and relies 
upon this in part to sustain his arrest, he should 
be able to explain with particularity the manner 
in which itis "unsatisfactory.") 

D. The right to "search." 

1. Clearly no right to search exists unless there is 
a right to stop. 
2. Nor is a search lawful in every case in which a 
right to stop exists. A search is only justified un
der the new law when the officer reasonably sus
?ects he is in danger. This claim is not to be 
used as a pretext for obtaining evidence. In in
stances in which evidence is produced as a result 
of search, the superior officers, the prosecutors, 
and-it is anticipated-the courts, will scrutinize 
particularly closely all the circumstances relied 
upon for justifying the stopping and searching. 
3. No se~rch is appropriate unless the officer 
"reasonably suspects that he is in danger." Among 
the factors that may be considered in determining 
whether to search are: 

a. Nature of the suspected crime, and whether 
it involved the use of a weapon or violence. 
b. The presence or absence of assistance to the 
officer, and the number of suspects being 
stopped. 
c. The time of the day or night. 
d. Prior knowledge of the suspect's record and 
reputation. 
e. The sex of the suspect. 

f. The demeanor and seeming agility of the 
suspect, and whether his clothes so bulge as to 
be indicative of concealed weapons. 
(This listing is not meant to be all inclusive) 

4. Initially, once the determination has been made 
that the officer may be in danger, all that is neces
sary is a frisk-an external feeling of clothing
such as would reveal a weapon of immediate dan
ger to the officer. 
5. A search of the suspect's clothing and pockets 
should not be made unless something is felt by 
this frisk-such as a hard object that feels as if it 
may be a weapon. In such event, the officer may 
search that portion of the suspect's clothing to 
uncover the article that was felt. 
6. If the suspect is carrying an ohject such as a 
handbag, suitcase, sack, etc. which may conceal 
a weapon, the officer should not open that item, 
but should see that it is placed out of reach of the 
suspect so that its presence will not represent any 
immediate danger to the officer. 

E. An example: 
An example may help to illustrate. Assume that 
a mugging has just occurred. The officer ques
tions the victim. She says that her pocket book 
was taken and she gives a description of the sus
pect stating, among other things, that he is about 
six feet tall and was wearing a brown leather 
windbreaker. While the victim is receiving medi
cal treatment, the officer starts a search of the 
area. He sees a man hurrying down a dark street. 
The man's hand is clutching at a bulge under his 
brown windbreaker, and he glances back at the 
officer repeatedly. The suspect meets the descrip
tion of the perpetrator except for one discrep
ancy-he is only five feet tall. 
The officer does not have reasonable grounds to 
arrest the suspect for his description· is clearly 
inconsistent with the victim's estimate of the per
petrator's height. However, from the officer's 
experience he realizes that victims of crime, in an 
excited condition, often give descriptions which 
are not correct in every detail. Although he lacks 
reasonable grounds to make an arrest, from all of 
the circumsfances the officer "reasonably suspects" 
that the man he has spotted has committed the 
crime. Under the new law, the officer may stop 
this person, and may ask for his identification and 
an explanation of his actions. And beca~se the 
crime involved violence and tl}.e suspect's wind
breaker seems to conceal unnatural bulges, a frisk 
may be in order. 

II. THE «KNOCK, KNOCKJJ LAW 

The new statute amends section 799 of the code of 
criminal procedure, which will read as follows: 

§ 799. Officer may break open door or window to 
execute warrant. The officer may break open an 

.. 
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outer or inner door or window of a building, or any 
part of the building, or any thing therein, to execute· 
the warrant, (a) if, after notice of his authority and 
purpose, he be refused admittance, or (b) without 
notice of his authority and purpose, ·if the judge, jus
tice or magistrate issuing the warrant has inserted a 
direction therein that the officer executing it shall not 
be requirf!d to give such notice. The judge, justice and 
magistrate may so direct only upon proof under oath, 
to his satisfaction that the property sought may be 
easily and quickly destroyed or disposed of, or that 
danger to the life or limb of the officer or another may 
result, if such notice were to be given. 

A. General principles: 

1. Seeking to dispense with the usual notice re
quirements when executing search warrants 
should be the exception, not the rule. Stereotyped 
forms should not be prepared that might encour
age too ready use of this extraordinary procedure. 
When it is to be used, it should be upon carefully 
drafted papers. 
2. The' facts relied upon as indicating that "the 
property sought may be easily and quickly de
stroyed or disposed of, or that danger to the life 
or limb of the officer or another may result if such 
notice were to be given" should be spelled out in 
detail in the affidavits. 
3. Every application for this type of search war
rant shOl.!ld have the endorsement or approval of 
a superior officer, who must be satisfied' that the 
case is of sufficient significance to justify this proce
dure, and that the danger or risk of destruction is 
soundly anticipated. 
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4, When it is permitted, unannounced entry 
should be made with the least disruption possible. 
Often a passkey or the help of a superintendent 
may assist an officer to enter the premises with a 
minimum of disturbance. Every action possible 
should be taken to allay the fears of the occupants . 
of the premises, or others, which may be occa~ 
sioned by an unannounced entering. 
5. Copies of all affidavits and court orders should 
be filed in the office or command of the executing 
officer. A proposed form· will be provided for 
reporting the execution of all search warrants. 

These instructions were prepared by the New York 
State Combined Council of Law ~nforcement Officials, 
and unanimously recommended by that Council for adop
tion by all law enforcement agencies in the State of New 
York. 

The Combined Council consists of: 
The New York State Association of Chiefs of Police 
The New York State District Attorneys' Association 
The New York State Sheriffs' Association 
The Police Conference of the State of New York 
The Temporary State Commission of Investigation 
The Waterfront Commission of New York Harbor 
The Grand Jury Association of New York County 
The Attorney General of the State of New York 

This Training Bulletin is distributed by the New York 
State Municipal Police Training Council for the informa
tion of and use by law enforcement officers throughout 
the State. Additional copies may be obtained from: 

Municipal Police Training Council 
Office for Local Government 
155 Washington Avenue 
Albany, New York 12210 

J 
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Chapter 3 

Police Organization, Management 
and Operations 

INTRODUCTION 

Significant strides have been made during recent years 
in the organization of police departments, the manage
ment of personnel, and operational procedures. Excel
lent municipal police departments have been created in 
many urban centers. Each year, more forces abandon 
antiqup.ted methods, reorganize internally, and initiate 
new techniques for general supervision and improved 
day-to-day operations. Progress has not been limited to 
urban forces. Several sheriffs' departments have suc
ceeded in modernizing their departments, and now pro
vide better protection in urban fringe areas and the 
nearby inhabited countryside. 

Among the recommendations of the Wickersham Com
mission 36 years ago was one that State police forces be 
established to provide protection for rural areas. In 
1931 there were but 21 such forces.1 Today, 49 of the 
50 States have organized State police or highway patrols, 
Hawaii being the exception. 

In 1931, Wickersham noted that the fractionalization 
of law enforcement agencies and their lack of coordina
tion were seriously affecting the fight against crime: 2 

The multitude of police forces in any State and the varying 
standards of organization and service have contributed immeag
urably to the general low grade of police performance in this 
country. The independence which police forces display toward 
each other and the absence of any central force which requires 
either a uniform or a minimum standard of service leave the 
way open for the profitable operation of criminals in an a.rea 
where protection is often ineffectual at the best, generally only 
partial,and too frequently wholly absent. 

As described in detail in chapter 4, some jurisdictions 
have recognized these deficiencies and are taldng step3 to 
counter them by consolidating police forces or pooling 
common resources. For examlJle, in Nashville, Davidson 
County, Tenn., the police service previously provided by 
numerous departments has been consolidated into one 
central law enforcement agency. . 

In Salt Lake County, Utah, and Pierce County, Wash., 
city a.nd county police departments are housed in one 
facility, and pool several common resources. Other juris
dictions, such as Suffolk and Nassau Counties, N.Y.; 
Marion County, Oreg.; St. Louis County, Mo.; and De~ 
kalb County, Ga., are devi.sing practical plans designed 
to result in partial consolidation. 

Some smaller commumtles, noting the limitations of 
maintaining their own police forces, have;: contracted with 
larger agencies to have them assume their policing needs. 
These include 62 California municipalities that have con
tracted for policing with 21 separate county sheriff de
partments; 46 Connecticut tqwns that by contract have a 
resident State police trooper; 7 cities and villages policed 
by the St. Louis County, Mo., police; and the unincor
porated portions of Fulton County, Ga., which are policed 
by the Atlanta Police Department. 

States are playing an increasing role in improving local 
P9lice service.. For example, State-level agencies in Il
linois, California, and Kansas upon request provide local 
law enforcement forces with crime scene and laboratory 
analyses. The New York State intelligence and identifi
cation system spans that State, and the California De
partment of Justice operates the bureau of criminal 
identification and investigation which houses crimin . .:ll 
records and modus operandi data on a statewide basis. 
Several Sta.tes, including Connecticut, Rhode Island, 
Oregon, and Illinois provide police training for the per
sonnel of small departments. Further, many States are 
now playing an active role in upgrading the preparedness 
of law enforcement personnel within their boundaries. 
To date, 23 States have programs to improve the quality 
of police training. 

At the national level, the Federal Bureau of Investiga
tion has since 1924 assisted local law enforcement in such 
important areas as fingerprint identification and training, 
and since 1935 in laboratory analysis of physical evidence. 
This assistance has had significant impact on local re
sponse to crime. Further, repre3entatives of other Fed
eral agencies such as the various investigative agencies 
within the Treasury Department and the Post Office De
partment work dosely with State and local officials in 
facing common problems which have assumed area, re
gional, or interstate scope. 

Improvement has been far from universal, however. 
America is still unrivaled in the number and range of 
quality of its police agencies; advances in technology have 
not as yet been widely adapted for police use, and many 
police departments are still plagued by poor organiza
tional structures: 3 

[Considering the 40,000 separate departments in this Na
tion] * * * the vast majority of American police agencies 

1 Nationnl Commission on Law Observance and Enforcement, "Report on the 3 Bruce Smith, "Police Systems in the United States" (2d rev. ed., New York: 
Poli.~" (Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office. 1931). p. 125. Harper & Bros •• 1960). p. 209. 

"Ibid •• t p. 124. 
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continue to function according to patterns laid down several 
generations ago. 

Since traditional police practices have at best been 
only modestly successful in deterring criminal behavior 
and in apprehending offenders, it is obvious that blind 
adherence to tradition will not do. .41so, traditional or
ganizational structures and operational procedures have 
detracted from the attractiveness of police work. This is 
one reason for the rising resignation rates in our Nation's 
police departments, and for the increasing difficulty many 
departments have had in recruiting adequate numbers 
of personnel. Other than such factors as low pay and 
financial insecurity, these problems are caused by pro
cedures which stifle initiative, and, in some departments, 
by poor direction and control, by confused responsibility, 
and by improper grouping of duties. Even though these 
conditions are apparent, there is only slight evidence 
that the departments most in need of reorganization are 
taking steps in that direction. 

EXISTING ORGANIZATIONAL AND OPERATIONAL PATTERNS 

To assist in evaluating the present state of Ameri~an 
police organization, management, and operations, the 
Commission st.aff: 

o Conferred with expert advisory panels; 
o Sought guidance from 250 police leaders and rep

resentatives from professional bodies; 
o Reviewed police literature and textbooks; 
o Reviewed police consultant surveys of 75 police 

departments; 
o Reviewed a comprehensive study of police organi

zation and management which was prepared by 
California State College at Los Angeles for the U.S. 
Department of Justice; and 

o Reviewed responses to a letter sent to 2,100 police 
agencies by the Attorney General requesting infor
mation on effective procedures. 

Advisory Panels. Discussions of the advisory panels
four in number-were of a comprehensive nature. Par
ticipants included police chiefs, sheriffs, mayors, a county 
commissioner, city managers, political scientists, police 
consultants, and professors of police science. These 
panels met 'between December 1965 and March 1966 in 
San Francisco, Los Angeles, Chicago, and Washington, 
D.C. They discussed the present state of police organi
zation and allied problems, and sought to identify the 
greatest needs of police administration. 

Review of Literature and Consultant Surveys. Over 
the years an impressive body of knowledge about police 
organization, management, and operations has been as
sembled in police consultant reports. One of the most 
complete collections of such literature is housed in the 
Inte:national Association of Chiefs of Police library in 
Washington, D.C. The Commission staff took the op
portunity to review in detail over 75 survey reports, some 
prepared as early as 1926 and others as recently as the 
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fall of 1966. Most of them were products of such organi
zations as the International Association of Chiefs of Po
lice; the Public Administration Service of Chicago; 
Michigan State University'S Institute for Community De
velopment and Services; the Institute of Public Admin
istration in New York City; the Harvard Law School; 
and the University of Iowa Institute of Public Affairs. 

Others were products of such experts as August 
Vollmer; Bruce Smith, Sr. and Jr.; Esther and George 
Eastman; Donald S. Leonard; Mayor John Lind
say's Police Task Force; and Donal E. J. MacNamara. 
Departments that were surveyed ranged in numerical 
strength from one full-time officer as in Norton Town
ship [Muskegon], Mich., to forces many hundreds strong 
as in Baltimore, Boston, Washington, D.C., Pittsburgh, 
Seattle, and New Orleans. 

The Californi(J State College at Los Angeles Study. 
The report prepared by the police science department 
faculty of the California State College at Los Angeles was 
based on a study conducted between May and August 
1966 of American police organization and management. 
Underwritten by a research grant from the Office of Law 
Enforcement Assistance, it was completed in the fall of 
1966. During this study, 6 researchers (all of whom at 
one time were police officers) consulted with 155 police 
chiefs and sheriffs and 259 personnel of midmanagement 
rank in 277 different law enforcement agencies at State, 
county, and local levels of government. The college staff 
also reviewed 41 different police consultant surveys, 195 
different police texts and pamphlets, and 226 articles 
appearing in police journals., 

Survey of Effective Field Operations. Also available to 
the Commission's staff were the responses received by then 
Attorney General Nicholas deB. Katzenbach, Chairman 
of the National Crime Commission, to an inquiry con
cerning the effectiveness of field operations, which he had 
directed to police forces serving cities of 10,000 or more 
inhabitants; to sheriffs with forces of 50 or more sworn 
members; to 49 State police and highway patrol forces; 
and to professors supervising the Nation's 125' police 
science college, university, and junior college police edu
cation programs. 

The inquiry expressed the National Crime Commis
sion's interest in "* * * learning of specific police field 
procedures which effectively meet and reduce crime." 
It also asked that forces report their techniques for pre
venting and solving crime and for support data. Re
sponses to the Attorney General's l(!tter were received 
from 414 forces located in 47 States, and from 33 colleges, 
universities, and junior colleges. Some of the responses 
were further enlarged upon through personal staff con
tact with c.ertain police officials and observation of some 
procedures. 

FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The Commission's studies enabled it to identify a num
ber of generally prevalent deficiencies in police 
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organization, management and operations, and suggested 
to it the means for correcting those deficiencies. This 
chapter will discuss these findings and recommendations 
in some detail. First, however, it is in.portant to point 
out that putting the recommendations into effect will not 
be easy. It will require a fundamental change in attitude 
on the part of many police administrators and local offi
cials. It will require spending considerable sums of 
money. In the police world, as anywhere, significant 
reform requires imagination, labor and sacrifice. 

In summary, the Commission has found: 

<:··.:~.:..c..-.o Many'-dep,artments lack qualified leadership. Police 
chiefs and personnel in middle management ranks 
shouid be required to have sufficient education and 
training to enable them to administer the complex 
affairs of a police force, and should receive salaries 
sufficient to attract and retain top administrators. 

o Many departments are not organized in accordance 
with well-established principles of modern business 
management. They should be reorganized in ac
cordance with such of those principles as best apply 
to the police, and those principles themselves should 
be periodically reexamined in the light of the chang
ing nature of the police role. 

o Many departments resist change, fail to determine 
shortcomings of existing practice and procedures 
through research and analysis, and are reluctant to 
experiment with alternative methods of solving 
problems. The police service must encourage, in
deed put a premium on, innovation, research and 
analysis, self-criticism and experimentation. 

o Many departments lack trained personnel in such 
fields as research and planning, law, business admin
istration and computer analysis. Specialist units, 
staffed by sufficient personnel trained in a variety 
of disciplines, should be utilized to plan and project 
programs, evaluate and streamline procedures, im
prove management and administration, engage in 
special operations and establish methods for maxi
mizing the use of personnel. In-house legal advice 
must be made available to medium-sized and large 
police forces on a full-time basis. 

o Many departments fail to deploy and utilize person
nel efficiently. Police administrators should study 
such matters as (a) the basis for deploying uni
formed personnel; (b) the use of one- or two-man 
motor patrol; (c) whether or not, and for what 
purposes, men should be assigned to foot patrol, and 
whether men so assigned should serve alone or in 
pairs; (d) the feasibility of "team policing"; (e) the 
extent to which civilians can be used in staff and 
clerical work; and (I) the extent to which such 
police activities as jailing, communications, records, 
and laboratories can be "pooled" with other depart
ments or assumed by other governmental units. 

o Many departments have not adequately applied 
technological advances that would be beneficial to 
law enforcement. Regional information storage 

4. Raymond B. Fosdick, "American Police Systems" (New York: The Century 
Co., 1921), p. 215. 

ft Supra, note 1 at p. 3. 
6 George W. O'Connor and Nelson A. Watson, uJuvenile Delinquency and 

Youth Crime: The Police Role" (Washington: International Association of 
Chiefs of Police, 19(4), p. 79. 

and retrieval systems, communications and 
command-control systems, and radio-frequency
channel sharing concepts must be adapted to the 
police service. 

o Finally, States, through their commissions on police 
standards or other appropriate agencies, should pro
vide financial and technical assistance to depart
ments to conduct surveys and make recommenda
tions to improve police organization, management, 
and operations. 

DEVELOPING POLICE LEADERSHIP 

As long ago as 1921, there was recognition that the un
even development of American police organization ap
peared to be caused, more than by any other factor, by 
the lack of trained and intelligent leadership.4 Ten 
years later the Wickersham Commission concurred, not
ing that uninformed and unimaginative leadership was 
a major contributing cause to existing weaknesses in 
police organization and management. The Wickersham 
Commission report said: G 

Not infrequently the chief is wholly incompetent to discharge 
the onerous duties of his position. He may lack experience, 
executive ability, character, integrity, or the confidence of his 
force, or all of them put together. 

In the years following the Wickersham report, some 
progress has been made in upgrading the level of police 
leadership. Even so, the overall need for infusing police 
departments throughout the nation with well-trained, ed
ucated, and able administrators is still clear. For ex
ample, a 1964· study disclosed that only 33.6 percent of 
America's police administrators had attended college, and 
of these only 9.2 percent possessed one or more college 
degrees. a Unfortunately, as a rule, procedures for select
ing police administrators have changed little during the 
past 25 years. One police executive in 1966 describes 
the traditional road to the top: 7 

The time-honored, uninspired path of promotion sees an ad
ministrator fish-Iaddering his way up through the ranks without 
being prepared in anything more than a "by chance" manner 
for the new and difficult responsibilities of successive commands. 
The consequence is that many of today's police commanding 
officers are simply promoted policemen, not professional admin
istrators carefully prepared for demanding roles in the complex 
enterprise that is the hallmark of contemporary police work. 

The reason this condition is so prevalent is not hard to 
find. With few exceptions, police departments have not 
set minimum standards of education and achievement for 
administrators and middle managers, and do not offer 
training in administration, management and supervision 
to candidates for, or appointees to, such jobs. The Com
mittee for Economic Development has pointed out: 8 

* * * young employees contemplating careers as professional 
administrators should receive additional training in basic ad
ministrative techniques such as those used in budget preparation 
and administration, organizational techniques, space and 

1 Samuel G. Chapman, "Developing Pelllonnel Leadership," "The Police Chief," 
March 1966, 33: 24. 

B Committee for Economic Development, "Modernizing Local Government" (New 
York: Committee for Economic Development. luly 1966). p. 52. 



manpower studies, and procedural analysis. Local units without 
enough recruits each year to conduct their own on-the-job pro
grams should use contract systems with universities, professional 
associations, or other governments. 

Beyond training for new employees, there is pressing need for 
continuous development of persons in responsible positions. A 
program of continuing education and midcareer development
with universities and professional associations--is crucial to ef
fective administration in all local governments. Universities 
should accept responsibility for provision of such programs, and 
federal grants-in-aid for them would yield large returns at small 
cost compared with potential benefits. Universities should also 
develop or strengthen schools of public administration to play 
positive roles in training students for technical and managerial 
responsibility in governments. 

The subject of standards and training is discussed in 
further detail in chapter 5. Lateral mobility among 
police forces, without loss of such fringe benefits as re
tirement credits, is another means for increasing the 
numbers of qualified police middle and executive man
agers as well as permitting competent civilians a career 
opportunity in police staff work. And there will never 
be more than token lateral police mobility without a sys
tem of transferable retirement credits. These concepts 
also are discussed in chapter 5. The issue of lateral mo
bility was posed by prominent police authority Frank 
Kreml at the 1965 International Association of Chiefs of 
Police meeting: 9 

Why should a department be denied access to fresh outside 
executive talent of proven ability? What is there about the 
management of police resources that causes it to be different, in 
this respect, from all other professions? Why, only in the police 
field, are the managerial skills not regarded as transferable? 

Other means of developing personnel, once they achieve 
mid-management and executive levels, is to rotate them 
among the various command positions within a force or 
temporarily exchange key personnel with other law en
forcement agencies or even with nonpolice governmental 
agencies. Cornmand~level personnel should be exposed 
to new, diverse experiences as a practical means of instill
ing broader executive vision, and removing narrow, 
parochial thinking. 

Exchange and rotation programs are not without prece
dent in the police world. A few forces have as a matter 
of practice rotated their command level personnel inter
nally for several years. And one department, the Mult
nomah County Police, exchanged a police lieutenant for 
a Lancashire, England, Constabulary police inspector (a 
rank equivalent with lieutenant) for a 6-month period in 
1966.10 And in the summer, 1966, a police science college 
professor served the sheriff as visiting chief-in-residence. 
Programs such as these should be experimented with by 
other law enforcement agencies. 

Finally, to insure that individual departments establish 
appropriate qualifications for executive positions, each 
State should assume responsibility for establishing mini
mum educational and training standaq:ls for such posi
tions. The concept of minimum statewide standards is 
fully discussed in chapter 8 of this volume. 

o Franklin M. Kreml, "The nole of Colleges and Universities in Police Man .. 
agemont," tiThe PeJlice YearbOf)k, 1966" (Washington: International Association 
of Chiefs of Police, 1966), p. 36. 
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IMPROVING ORGANIZATION 

Although some forces have long been recognized as 
being well-organized and progressively managed, far too 
many of America's city and county forces have serious 
organizational deficiencies. In fact, many police forces 
appear to have evolved over the years without conscious 
plan. These forces are characterized by diffusion of 
authority, confused responsibility, lack of strong lines of 
direction and control, and improper grouping of func
tions. An example of one such department is seen in 
figure 1. This force of over 300 men was reported by a 
consultant as having: 

* * * serious deficiencies of internal communications, coordi
nation, supervision, and direction of effort and control. 

This general dissipation of personnel resources-the scattering 
of specialized work units about the Department without the 
essential bond of control and direction to hold each such unit 
to the main objectives of thc organization-has reduced the 
ability of the Department to function as an organized group. 
The ultimate result is a reduction in the efficiency of the total 
effort. 

With virtually no exception, other consultant reports 
found seriou,s weaknesses in forces that were surveyed. 
For example, one consultant noted the following organi
zational and management defects in a force having more 
than 450 personnel: 

Sound management practices apparently are not understood 
nor used by administrative and command personnel * * * 
Planning and research are not utilized * * * to resolve present 
problems of organization, personnel deployment, performance 
inadequacies * * * nor to prepare programs, procedures, and 
policies for strengthening the [department]. Career develop
ment programs have not been formulated. Staff inspection as 
a control device is not known * * * and therefore not used. 

Another consultant body reported these findings in a 
force of about 3,000 persons: 

The Department suffers fvom a deficient organizational struc
ture which contributes to poor management. These weaknesses 
make it difficult for the Department leadership to exercise full 
control over the entire police operation; the chain of command 
is confused and supervision is erratic. The excessive decentrali
zation of the Department's operations into 14 precincts add, i(, 
these problems. One of the important consequences of poor 
organization and management is the diversion of police per
sonnel to specialized or administrative assignments, thus unduly 
curtailing the number of men available for the street operations 
of the Patrol Division. 

That the Nation's small police forces are also not free 
of organizational and management problems is confirmed 
in a consultant report which noted the following condi
tions in a 10-man force: 

It may be said unequivocally that the department has no or
ganization pattern * * * The chief ,. * * has had [no] train
ing in police administration, command, or supervision * * * 
[T]he chief's desk duties have created an unfavorable situation 
in which proper administrative and command precepts are not 
followed and in which field supervision and training is 
nonexistent. 

10 For a detailed description of the exchange program see: John P. deB. Ken· 
nard, HAn Account of an Exchange Visit to the United Slates and Canada" 
(Lancashire, England: The Lanca.hire County Police, December 1966), 27 pp. 
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Figure l.-An Example of a Poorly Organized Municipal Police Department 
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There is little justification for American police forces 
not to be well organized. Available for the asking since 
the tum of the century has been a large and authoritative 
general body of guidance in public administration. And 
for some 30 years there have been adaptations of this to 
police management prepared by such knowledgeable 
police authorities as O. W. Wilson and V. A. Leonard, and 
the International City Managers' Association.n 

The crax of the problem seems to be that relatively few 
police forces have taken advantage of this valuable com
pilation of organization and management principles. 
This is the more regrettable in view of success~s achieved 
by the departments that have utilized them. 

Almost all highly regarded police practitioners, public 
officials, management consultants and university faculty 
members agree that an essential need in police organiza
tion and management is for all police departments, pref
erably with the assistance of recognized consultants, to 
examine their internal organizations in order to determine 
whether: 

11 Sec O. W. WilsOD, "Police Administration" (2d ed., New York: McGraw.Hill, 
1963), 528 pp.; V. A. Leonard, "Police Organization and Management" (2rl ed., 
Brooklyn: The Foundation Press, Inc., 1964), 459 pp.; "Municipal Poiice Admin
istration" (5th ed., Chicago: IntenJational City Managers' Association, 1961), 
545 pp.: and R. Dean Smith, "Organization," liThe Police Chief," June 1962, 29: 
10-34, 44. Forerunners to the a.bove include: Leonhard Felix Fuld, "Police 
Administration: A Critical Sludy of Police OrganiQtions in the United States 
and Abroad" (New York: G. O. Putnam & SOD, 1909), 551 pp.; Elmer D. 
Graper, "American Pollce Admini.stration" (Naw York: The MacMillan Co., 1921), 
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o The force's work is apportioned among the various 
individuals and units according to a logical plan. 

o Lines of authority and responsibility are made as 
definite and direct as possible. 

o The number of subordinates who can be effectively 
supervised by one officer is not exceeded. 

o There is "unity of command" throughout the orga
nization. 

o Responsibility, once placed, is accompanied by com
mensurate authority, and that once delegated, the 
user is held to account for the use he makes of it. 

o The efforts of the organizational units and of their 
component members are coordinated so that all will 
be directed harmoniously toward the accomplish
ment of the police purpose. The components thus 
coordinated will enable the organization to function 
as a well-integrated unit.12 

Police department objectives can be achieved more 
easily, efficiently, and satisfactorily when these principles 

357 pp.; Raymond D. Fosdick, "American Police SY8temsu (New York: The 
Century Co., 1921). 408 pp.; and "Municipal Police Administration" (lBt ed., 
Chicago: International City Managers' Association, 1938) t 441 pp. 

12: For a more comprehensivB treatment of these six principles sce: O. W. Wilson, 
"Police Administration" (2d cd., New YDrk: McGraw.Hill Co., 1963), pp. 34-36; 
and the International City Managers' Association, "Municipal Police Administra· 
tion" (5th ed., Chicago: International City Managers' Association, 1961), pp. 
44-45. Sixth ed., In preparation for publication by 1968. 
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Figure 2.-0ne Form of a Well Organized Municipal Police Department 
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have been applied. Figure 2 shows one fonn of a well 
organized police force. Its structure coincides with the 
requirements noted above. 

Even though there is considerable knowledge about 
police organization, insufficient experimentation and re
assessment of traditional principles is taking place in the 
police service today. In general, too many police depart
ments appear unwilling to abandon outmoded concepts, 
to work in close collaboration with community agencies 
(especially social service agencies), or to encourage per
sonnel to show initiative or offer suggestions. This pre
vailing attitude must change if the police are to meet the 
changing conditions of police service: 13 

Every activity of police administration will require new ideas 
effectively put into practice to meet new conditions. This is 
particularly true within the area of police management. * * * 

Unfortunately, the police and academic worlds have 
not yet collaborated to induce necessary change. There 
seems to be a schism between the two, which includes 
mutual suspicion and lack of confidence: 14 

Large police departments * * * are for the most part secre
tive about the internal life of the force. Almost anyone who 
undertakes research on police administration in a big city quickly 
discovers the extent to which he is held in suspicion and treated 
circumspectly * * * But the commitment to secrecy far exceeds 
what normal prudence would seem to dictate. Secrecy in fact 
is * * * one of the most important ways by which policemen 
defend themselves against the presumed hostility of civilians. 
An outsider is considered * * * to be antipolice until he is 
proved otherwise. 

Many police departments do not have the expertise to 
recognize their shortcomings or to correct them when they 
are recognized. Most do not have the financial resources 
to pay the costs of organization surveys, and some cities 
are not interested in refonn even when it is desperately 
needed. These are some of the reasons for the wide dis
parity in the effectiveness and efficiency of law enforce
ment agencies. Citizens within the same State, or even 
within the same county, do not always receive the same 
quality of police service because of differences in agency 
management and in operational policies. 

Some departments and local governments have recog
nized their own limitations in assessing their police serv
ice, and have engaged outside consultant assistance to 
perfonn this task. But the costs of surveys by qualified 
consultants are often considered by public officials to be 
simply another financial burden on already over-extended 
city budgets. Such an attitude seems shortsighted since 
a comprehensive survey, if implemented, is likely to lead 
to a wiser allocation of funds and personnel. As Mayor 
John Lindsay's New York Police Task Force stated in 
its report: 15 

** * Police departments must be subjected to an unrestricted 
and unstinting review of long-standing traditions, attitudes, and 
practices * * * the experience of revitalized police departments 
in other cities as well as of other governmental and private or-

13 International City Managers' Association, "Municipal Police Administration" 
(5th cd., Chicago: International City Managers' Association, 1961), p. 515. 

14 James Q. Wilson, "The Police and Their Problema: A Theory," "Public 
Policy," 12: 207-8, 1963. 

ganizations will be highly instructive to this inquiry. An effec
tive means of tapping this expertise is through the temporary 
employment of individuals from outside the department. These 
outside experts could provide the commissioner with fresh in
sights and also act as a training mechanism for those in the 
department. 

To encourage research, development, and experimen
tation, it seems timely for Federal ~nd . State funds to 
be made available to stimulate such activity, and partially 
offset the costs which must otherwise be borne by,law 
enforcement agencies, universities, and private research 
organizations. For example, certain agencies external 
to the police may help improve organization, manage
ment and operations through research and analyses in 
collaboration with the police. These include colleges 
and universities, research institutes, privately funded 
foundations, and research anns of State criminal justice 
agencies and the Federal Government. 

ADMINISTRATIVE AND STAFF SUPPORT 
PERSONNEL AND UNITS 

In addition to improving the competence of top and 
middle management and applying known principles of 
organization, police departments must establish special 
units whose function is the continual planning, adminis
tration and assessment of ~lice practices and procedures. 
A chief of police, particularly as his force grows larger, 
cannot alone effectively administer a department, devise 
policy, or evaluate perfonnance. He needs supporting 
staff, administrative personnel and management special
ists who can supervise and train personnel, assist in pol
icymaking, fulfill administrative functions, and assess the 
soundness of existing practices and procedures. 

These personnel must be sufficient in numbers and they 
need not all be sworn members. For example, before a 
police budget can be utilized as a management device, 
personnel skilled in fiscal matters must be assigned to 
budgetary responsibility. In medium- and large-sized 
police forces, lawyers should be available to provide legal 
advice to the chief and his staff. Training should be 
handled by persons who have backgrounds and skills in 
education. Planning and research should be conducted 
by men or women trained in social science and research 
methodology. 

In many forces today these functions either are not 
perfonned at all or are perfonned by persons who do not 
possess the necessary qualifications to perfonn them well. 
Support services historically have been weak primarily 
because many police chiefs feel compelled to give greater 
priority to staffing operational rather than specialized 
service and administrative positions. 

Often, city managers or city councils discourage in
creasing staff support by asserting that crime is fought 
in the streets, not in the office, and therefore, staff sup
port units should be cut to a minimum. For example, 
in 1964 the 283-man Fresno, Calif., police force had to 
discontinue its personnel, planning, and training division 

til Law Enforcement Task Force, "Report to Mayor-Elect John V. Lindsay" (New 
York: 1965), pp. 3-4. . 
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because of a major budget cutback.16 The 250-man' 
Multnomah County, Oreg., police department has but 1 
man each assigned to such key special units as training, 
staff inspections, and planning and research. This cir
cumstance has existed since the units were created in 
1963 despite annual requests for additional qualified 
staff to make the units truly productiveY 

The fields in which staff experts are most badly needed 
by most· departments are training and education, as dis
cussed in chapter 5; police-community relations, as dis
cussed in chapter 6; planning, research and analysis; staff 
inspection; internal investigation; the law; and the search 
of crime scenes and the analysis of the evidence thereby 
obtained. To the extent that this last activity involves 
the setting up of crime laboratories, which are beyond 
the resources of all but the .largest departments, it is 
discussed in chapter 4. 

PLANNING, RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS 

A police force cannot be effective if it is administered 
on a day-to-day or crisis-to-crisis basis. It needs plans: 
contingency plans about, for example, how to handle 
a visit by the President or how to capture an armed 
desperado holed up in an apartment; operational plans 
about how to deploy men in various neighborhoods at 
various times of day or how to deal with the problem of 
apartment burglaries; long-range plans about improving 
the quality of. personnel, installing new equipment or 
controlling widespread vice activities; budgetary plans, 
community-relations plans, technological plans, plans of 
many other kinds. It needs not only to develop new 
plans but to review continually the operation of plans 
already in effect and to amend them or discard them 
when necessary. To do this kind of planning to best 
advantage, a department must first engage in research 
and analysis. Crime trends, long range and short range, 
must be studied, as well as the social conditions asso
ciated with them. Experimental projects must be de
vised to test novel police techniques on a limited scale 
and under controlled conditions. Such departments as 
Chicago, St. Louis, and Los Angeles already have good
sized, expertly staffed research, analysis and planning 
units, but even in those places, it can be said, the enor
mous possibilities of this kind of police staff work are 
still largely unexplored. 

A department's planning and research unit should: 

o Review and analyz~ periodically all department 
plans and suggest, either directly to the heads of 
operating divisions or to the police chief, the mod
ernization and improvement of their plans. 

o Develop plans having departmentwide application. 
o Analyze the operations of plans to ascertain their 

suitability; when a new plan is placed in operation, 
discuss its weaknesses with operating and clerical 
persOIinel to effect needed improvements in it. 

o Prepare statistical and other reports of police de
partment activities, needs, and objectives. 

16 International Association of Chiefs of Police, uA Survey of the Police De~ 
partment of Fresno, California" (Washington: International Association of Chiefs 
of Police, May 1965). p 71. 

11 Interview with Donald E. Clark, sheriff of Multnomah County, Portland,· 
Oreg., Dec. 21, 1966. 
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o Pepare the annual budget and extend project fiscal 
and manpower requirements for up to 5 years. 

o Engage in crime and traffic analyses and supply 
data and patterns to operating divisions. 

STAFF INSPECTION 

Only a few American police forces use staff inspection 
as a management control process. Yet staff inspection is 
an essential component of modern police organization 
and management. 

Staff ir~ ,?ection is a process outside the normal lines 
of authority and responsibility. It is detailed observation 
and analysis of a line or service unit designed to inform 
the chief of police of the performance of the unit. Staff 
inspection is a standard military practice and is used in 
one way or another by r.everal Federal agencies. It is 
also a cornerstone of good police practice in many progres
sive police forces. 

Consultants recognize the concept as important to the 
the police. For example, in its comprehensive survey of 
the Baltimore police in 1965, the International Associa
tion of Chiefs of Police said: 18 

In all organizations there is need for a system of quality con
trol. This is usually accomplished by line supervisors, by direct 
observation and supervision, and by report-review. When the 
organization is large and decentralized there is a need for a 
further examination of procedures to insure that the policies 
of the top administrator are being followed with precision and 
uniformity. This can most effectively be accomplished by the 
creation of a staff inspection unit. 

It must be clearly understood that the staff inspection 
concept differs substantially from the casual daily exam
ination 'Of process and personnel reasonably expected of 
all supervisors. The staff inspection unit should look at 
a broader picture and seek to insure, among other things: 

o That accurate records are maintained without in
efficient and unnecessary duplication. 

o That sworn personnel are properly deployed and 
not wasted on menial, clerical tasks. 

o That manpower is deployed on the basis of analysis 
of need. 

o That supervisory and command personnel 'Operate 
within the framework of announced policy declara
tions, and adhere to objectives. 

o That line and service units are coordinated. 
o That policies, procedures, and regulations are car

ried out in the spirit for which they were designed. 
o That policies, procedures, and regulations are ade-

quate to attain the desired results. . 
o That resources at the force's disposal, both person

nel and material, are utilized to the fullest extent 
and that resources are adequate to carry out the 
mission of the department. 

Findings and recommendations should be forwarded 
through channels to the chief. After staff discussion, 
they may be sent to the planning and research unit for 
further study and the preparation of appropriate policy 

18 International Association of Chiefs of Police, UA Suney of the Pollee, De. 
partment of Baltimore, Maryland" (Washineton: International As.ociaUon of 
Chief. of Pollee, 1965), p. 52. 
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or procedures; forwarded to the internal investigations 
unit .. for ae;tion; ?r assigned to. tl~e training unit for 
additlOnal In-servIce and recrmt Instruction. In any 
event, staff inspection should have a salutary effect on 
personnel since it seeks to counteract the inherent weak
nesses of a self-inspection process. 

INTERNAL INVESTIGATION 

All large police departments should maintain an in
ternal investigation unit whose purpose is to investigate 
all ~lleged breaches of police integrity and complaints, 
offiCIal or anonymous, made against members of a de
pa~tment.l0 The ~unction of an internal investigation 
umt has been deSCrIbed by the International Association 
of Chiefs of Police as follows: 20 

* * -: all complaints and breaches of discipline must be thor
oughly mvestig~t~~ and reported ~o admi~istra~ors through chan
n~ls. Re~ponslbt1~ty an? a!ltho~t~ .for mvestIgations is placed 
:>Vlth the mternal mvesbgatlOn dlVlSlon. Other subunits of the 
departInent. are required to ~p~rate with these investigations. 
The order msures that penaltIes Imposed for breaches of disci
pline are fair and equitable. 

Over an?above i!s :ol~ in the.invest!gation?f oomplaints and 
t~e sup~rylSlon of dlsclplme by lme U,nlts, the mternal investiga
tion. dlvlslo.n shoul~ constantly and cntically examine all areas of 
polIce actIon w~Jch represent hazards to the integrity of the 
department. ¥Isconduct must be discovered at its earliest stages 
and prompt action taken to correct unsatisfactory conditions. 

The key to an effective internal investigation unit is an 
imparti.al and fairminded staff. Properly staffed and 
supervised, an internal investigation unit affords protec
.tion both to. the public and to the department. By expos
Ing co~pl~Ints made :naliciously, it can in appropriate 
cas~s Vindicate a? unjustly accused officer. By investi
gatmg all complamts fully and objectively it will serve to 
assure the public that harassment undu'e use of force 
or other police misconduct will not be tolerated ' 

Most of the existing internal investigation unit~ operate 
?y ~h~ case method-tracking down and bringing to book 
mdividual ~fficers who misbehave. However, they should 
also sez:re Ill: a. deterrent or preventive capacity. This 
means IdentifYIng the problems that cause police mis
conduct and the neighborhoods or situations in which 
such miscon~uct is most likely to occur; devising proce
dure~ ~h.at Will he!p ~olve the problems; patrolling and 
sc~tmlzmg the nelghoorhoods; and keeping track of sit
uatlOn~. Ways must be found to rid police mores of the 
pervaSIve fe.ehng that an allegation of misconduct against 
one officer IS an attack upon the entire police force, and 
that to report a corrupt fellow officer is a detriment 
~ather th~n a .ben;fit, to. the department. Finally, a~ 
mternal InvestigatIOn umt should be responsible to a 
~epartment's chie~ and to him alone. By these means 
It . s~ould be pOSSIble to bring police misconduct to a 
mmI.mum. Th~ r<;>le .of internal investigation in pre
ventmg corruptlon IS dIscussed in chapter 7. 

THE POLICE LEGAL ADVISOR 

An a?dition to the police management team that seems 
well smted to forces of about 250 men or more is the 

. 19 T~i8 UD~tf8 imp?rtance in sssuring that police field practices Rrc executed in 
hne With pohcy and 10 countering police corruption is described in chapters 6 and "f 

2!J Supra, Dote 18 at p. 136. to 
21 0. W. Wilson, uPolice Plan?ing" (2d ed., Springfield, Ill.: Charles C. 

Thomas, 1962). p. 11; O. W. WJlson, "Police Administration" (2d cd New 
YEorlk: McGraw.Hill, 1963), p. 60; and Raymond L. Bancroft "Municip~'l Law 

n orcement, 1966, It "Nation's Cities," 4: 24. February 1966. ' 

police legal advisor. He should be a part of the depart
ment's administrative bureau staff so that he will be 
n~a~ t~e ch!ef as wel~ as n~ar .those engaged in training, 
dlsclplme, Internal mvestigatIOn, crime analyses and 
similar activities. ' 

The need for continuing legal advice within a de-
1?artment ~as long been recognized by authorities on po
~lce .operations, and. should now be evident to everyone 
In VIew of the great mterest in police practices the courts 
',lre now evincing. For example, even though Super
mtendent O. W. Wilson of Chicago wrote in 1962 of a 
need for a "legal unit" to furnish "advice to staff and 
field J?ers~nnel" a.nd to survey "departmental orders and 
practices In the hght of actual or proposed changes" in 
the law, a 1965 nationwide survey of police departments 
conducted by the National League of Cities revealed that 
only 14 of the 276 departments responding employed 
lawyers, and of these, 6 were only part-time advisors. 21 

Many municipal governments do not appear to realize 
the importance of legally trained personnel in law en
forcement. Given the wide range of duties to which a 
legal advisor can apply his special training, this omission 
is a. seriol!s on~. A .legal. advisor could perform ma!ly 
services WIth hIS speCIal skIlls. He could help with tram
ing and continuing education, police planning commu
nity relations, legislative drafting and lobbying and de
p~~entallegal pr?blems, and could advise on problems 
a~lSlng out of speCIfic cases. And legal skills are espe
Cially relevant to police policy planning and liaison with 
prosecutors. 

The legal advisor's role in policy planning is linked to 
the fact ~at total enforcement of the law is neither prac
tical nor desirable; discretion in the enforcement of the 
law must be exercised. Generally, the police have been 
hesitant to articulate or record for either internal use or 
public information the criteria upon which enforcement 
decisions are made. The difficulty is that although wide 
areas of flexibility are now left to police agencies without 
general legislative or judicial policy guidance, police have 
not assumed it to be their responsibility to develop and 
articulate their own policies. As a result, important 
policy decisions affecting such problem areas as under
cover investigations, informants, and drunkenness offend
ers are seldom brought to light. It is here, in the develop
ment of policies-particularly those arising from the 
necessity for selective enforcement-that the legal adviser 
can p!ovide substantial assistance to troubled police 
executlves. 

Very few prosecutor's offices endeavor systematically 
to provide legal counsel to the police.22 Save for those 
few departments which employ legal advisors, most police 
forces receive only sporadic counsel from the prosecutor's 
office or from individual prosecutors who have developed 
a special relationship with certain squads or officers. As 
the American Bar Foundation researchers noted: 23 

* * * While private counsel representing a business client 
w?uld .beli.eve it to be of the utInost importance to consult fully 
WIth hIS chent, prosecutors commonly proceed on the assumption 
that the police need not be consulted. A prosecutor who under
stood the problems of the police * * *' could better decide what 

~ Conversation with California Attorney Gcncral Thomas C. Lynch and Chief 
ul PulIce Thumiis; J. Cahill, Jan. H, 1966, in Washington. These men noto a few 
model cities, 8uch as San Francisco, where each of the police department's 
specialized investiga.tive squads hao an assigned prosecutor, and where the police 
also have two lawyers on the force. 

23 Wayne R. LaFave, UArrcst: The Decision to Take a Suspect Into Custody" 
(New York: Little, Brown & Co., 1965) , p. 516. 



issue.~ are in greatest need of clarification * * *. [Commonly) 
communications between the prosecutor and the police chief 
[are virtually) nonexistent. 

A legal advisor could be a civilian employee, or a 
policeman, or a prosecutor. If he is a member of the city 
attorney's or district attorney's staff, he could be assigned 
to the force either on a rotating or permanent basis. It 
does seem, however, that a civilian advisor (rather than 
a police officer-lawyer) would be preferable in most 
cases; a civilian is likely to be more sensitive to the nu
ances and needs of other agencies, particularly govern
mental agencies such as welfare, education, and housing, 
which should coordinate their efforts more closely with 
law enforcement. The legal adviser would also be essen
tial to review pending legislative proposals for the force 
as well as proposals drafted by non police agencies whose 
provisions, if passed, would bear on the police. 

It is impossible to calculate the number of legal advisors 
now needed by'police agencies. An estimate of manpower 
needs will depend upon the duties the legal adviser will 
perform, which will of course, vary from department to 
department. For the very large departments, a legal 
advisory unit consisting of from 5 to 10 lawyers may be 
needed to meet minimum needs. For other departments 
one individual may be able to service the entire agency. 
In smaller communities, particularly suburban ones whose 
police force is far below 250 personnel, it may be neces
sary to obtain a part-time lawyer, or to share the services 
of one lawyer among several departments. Viewing the 
needs of departments for police legal advisors nation
wide, approximately 250-400 attorneys knowledgeable 
in criminal law, administrative law, and police sci
ence seem needed on a full-time basis to meet minimum 
requirements. 

The law schools of Northwestern University and the 
University of Wisconsin now have programs to train peo
ple in law enforcement legal processes. These programs 
alone cannot train enough people, but they do provide 
models for other schools to study and emulate. Private 
foundation and government grants to support programs 
for providing departments with police legal advisors 
would be an important step toward more just and more 
effective law enforcement. A more detailed discussion of 

'the need for police legal advisors is given in a staff report, 
attached as appendix A to this chapter. 

,mARCHING THE CRIME SCENE 

The comments of Justice Goldberg, speaking for the 
majority of the Supreme Court in Escobedo v. Illinois, 
should have alerted public officials and the police 
throughout the country to the necessity of more adequate 
police crime scene searching and painstaking laboratory 
review: 24 

We have learned the lesson of history, ancient and modern 
that a system of criminal law enforcement which comes to de~ 
pend on the "confession" will, in the long run, be less reliable 
than a system which depends on extrinsic evidence independ
ently secured through skillful investigation. 

: Esc!,bedo v: Illinois, 378 U.S. 476, 488 (1964). ' 
Pohce Department of Kanaae City, MD., "1966 Survey of Municipal Police 

Department"s (Cities of 300,000 to 1,000,000 Population., 1960 Census)" (Kansas 
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More and more, the solution of major crimes will hinge 
upon the discovery at crime scenes and subsequent scien
tific laboratory analysis of latent fingerprints, weapons, 
footprints, hairs, fibers, blood, and similar traces. As a 
resuit, departments must train and devote greater num
be~s of men to searching crime scenes for physical 
eVIdence. 

While forces are aware of the need to search crime 
scenes for physical evidence, few seem prepared to do so 
on a broad scale for want of adequate manpower. For 
example, the following summary shows by shift the small 
number of personnel assigned as evidence technicians in 
1965 in four cities: 25 

Eyldence lechnicians Tolal 
Number by shifl serious 

City of sworn crimes, 
members 1965 

Day Eyening Night 
---

Buffalo ••••••••••.••••.• 1,349 2 I I 9833 
Cleveland ••• _. _., ____ ••• 2,014 2 2 2 16;697 Omaha ____________ • ___ 403 I I I 5,752 
Honolulu. ______ •• __ .... 818 I 2 0 9,281 

In addition to limited manpower, forces lack equip
ment and training for evidence technicians. Every 
force, regardless of size, should devise an adequate system 
suited to local needs so that crime scenes are fully 
searched. Furthermore, the staff and facilities of the 
crime laboratory should be bolstered to accommodate 
what may be a dramatic increase in workload. This is 
so whether the laboratory is State, regionally, or locally 
administered. 

Each department should keep a statistical check on the 
assignments of evidence technicians so that an index of 
need for their services may be established. With such an 
index, a force may be able to distribute them better 
according to the demonstrated demand for their services 
both by location and hours of the day. 

UTILIZING FIELD PERSONNEL 
MORE EFFECTIVELY 

Many American police forces do not utilize their avail- \ 
able field personnel effectively. The most significant .\ 
weakness appears to be the failure of departments to dis
tribute.patrol officers in accordance with the ae:tual need 
for theIr presence. Other weaknesses, present to varying 
degrees in various forces, include too great reliance on 
foot patrol without providing officers with either modern J 
communications or mobility; the extensive use of two-man 
motor patrol; detectives deployed in pairs; loose and in
sufficient patrol and ddective supervision, and a lack of 
unity at the field level among investigators; outmoded 
report preparation systems; and the assignment of too 
many diverse tasks to police field officers. These weak
nesses are outward signs of the failure of many police de
partments to develop field assignments on the basis of 
systematic evaluation of street needs. 

City t Mo.. Police Department, 19(6) r p. 22. Dats on Reriaue crime is sourced 
in U.S. Department of Justice, Federal Burellu of Investigation, "Uniform Crime 
Reports, 1965" (Washington: U.S. Government Printing Ollie., 1%6), p. 176. 
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At least seven steps must be taken to assure that police 
departments derive maximum u,tilization from field 
personnel: 

D Distributing available field officers according to need 
for their services. 

D Improving supervision of the field force. 
D Improving coordination of effort among field 

personnel. 
D Improving patrol techniques by critically analyzing 

the need for foot patrol and two-man motor patrols. 
Unless there is found extraordinary personnel hazards 
of more than an occasional nature, uniformed per
sonnel should be deployed singly. 

D Deploying investigators singly unless there is an un
usual series of cases which demands that two or more 
men be assigned jointly. 

D Modernizing report preparation and duplicating 
techniques. 

D Relieving police officers of certain routine menial tasks. 

PROPORTIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF PATROLS 

AND SATURATION TECHNIQUES 

Efforts must be made to schedule police patrol at the 
times when, and places where, crimes are most likely to oc
cur. This concept is known as proportional distribution 
of the patrol force. It involves measuring the relative 
need for police patrol services, and distributing personnel 
to beats on the basis of a crime variation index derived 
from data collected over an extended period. 

Proportional distribution was conceived as early as 
1909, when Chief August Vollmer assigned the Berkeley, 
Calif., patrol force (which then was bicycle-mounted and 
in 1911 became autoborne) to two 12-hour shifts and to 
beats which were laid out in accordance with the number 
of calls anticipated in each part of the city. Some men' 
worked very large beats and some patrolled areas far . 
smaller, where "action" was more localized. Following 
Vollmer's move, Elmer Graper and Raymond Fosdick 
elaborated on the distribution concept. This in turn led 
to further sophistications of it by Bruce Smith and O. W. 
Wilson, and to its implementation by several police forces. 
Today in dozens of cities patrols are distributed according 
to the best available need-for-patrol formulas. 26 The suc
cess inherent in distributing uniformed personnel in ac
cordance with the need for their services was noted in the 
"Missouri Crime Survey" in 1926 in language that seems 
valid today although infrequently heeded: 27 

* * * several forces are faced with the fact that under their 
present scheme of distribution, uniformed patrols are inadequate 
in number. Rising police costs render personnel increases both 
inexpedient and undesirable. But this survey shows that the 
effect of a substantial increase can be secured if outworn schemes 
of distribution are abandoned, and the patrol force distributed 
and administered not according to conditions which existed a 
generation ago, but in line with conditions existing today. 

m A comprehensive discussion of distribution of police strength, applicable to 
the interests of both small nnd large forces, may b~ found in Samuel G. Chapman. 
"Police Patrol Reedings" (Springfield. Ill.: Charles C. Thomas, 1964), pp. 171-233. 
Pages 234-276 describe the tcatn policil1 t~ concept which has had some limited 
application in Great Britain. 

Z1 "The Missouri Crime Survey" (New York: The MacMillan Co., 1926), pp. 
-'6-47. 

The concept of proportional distribution of manpower 
is essentially sound although not necessarily fully devel
oped, and every force of more than a few men could 
advantageously be allocated on a need-for-service basis. 

Several departments with computer capacity have 
commenced a continuous statistical assessment of patrol 
workloads and deployment. The St. Louis police are 
actively engaged in implementing a program that not only 
will predict the police field problems for the forthcoming 
tour of duty but will also monitor the crime picture as it 
emerges, and adjust the predictions as changes develop. 
Although this is a highly sophisticated application and 
is practical for only a few departments, any agency can 
engage in continuing manual reassessment of patrol areas 
through record analysis. 

Saturation is another method which makes fullest use 
of available operational personnel. This is accomplished 
by assigning additional men to patrol areas that, accord
ing to available statistics, require greater-than-usual pa
trol coverage. Given the manpower, a chief may assign 
some men to a fourth shift, which overlaps two of the 
present shifts (i.e., serves from 7 p.m. to 3 a.m. as has 
been done in Toledo, Phoenix, San Diego, and Birming
ham) ; form a tactical patrol unit as Savannah, Ga., and 
Berkeley have done; or payoff-duty personnel overtime to 
work a regular day off as is done in Washington, D.C. 
The purpose of each of these operations is to saturate high 
crime areas with officers when there is need for greater 
coverage and when the use of more men would not aggra
vate, but would help resolve, the conditions . .28 

IMPROVING SUPERVISION . 

The fact that uniformed personnel operate throughout 
a city at all hours of the day and night sometimes pre
vents the desired level of supervisory control. Accord
ingly, opportunities for personnel to engage in minor 
delinquencies, and to bestow or receive special favors, are 
always present. The whole scheme of patrol is such 
that supervisors are challenged to stimulate initiative and 
individual judgment. The relationship between organi
zation, management, and full utilization of personnel and 
supervision is well stated in the District of Columbia 
Crime Commission's report to the President: 29 

Closely related to organizational and management deficiencies 
is the poor quality of supervision which is pervasive through the 
Department. The inadequacies in supervision can be attribJ;ced 
to the follcwing factors: Too few supervisors at some levels, a 
failure to use a supervisory probation period, a lack of in-service 
supervisory training, inadequate transportation available to 
supervisors, unclear Department policies and procedures, and a 
failure to define supervisory responsibilities or to perform ade
quate line inspection. As a consequence, there is "excessive 
.familiarity with subordinates and lack of bearing" and a "fre
quent loss of respect for the supervisor and administrator." 
These conclusions have been confirmed by the comments of many 
police officers to Commission representatives. Officers have 
repeatedly complained of the inadequacy of supervision and the 

~ See chapter (; for a discussion of the kinds of problems in which the uae 
of saturation patrol may be subject to qucstion. 

:ro The President's Commission on Crime in the District of Columbia, uA Re· 
port on the President's Commission on Crime in the District of Columbia" (Wash. 
ington: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1966) t p. 9. 
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lack of encouragement and support by high-ranking officers. 
Such attitudes reflect a low state of morale which cannot help 
detracting £l'om police efficiency. 

Viewed from any aspect, supervising a widely dispersed 
field team constitutes a difficult problem. In Denver, 
newspaperman Mort Stern vividly described the events 
that led to the burglary indictments in 1960. He showed 
that when field personnel are free-lance operators and 
lack sufficient supervision, they are susceptible to special 
temptations: 110 

The rule book forbids [delinquent acts]. But it isn't enforced. 
It's winked at, at all levels. 

A force must provide a sufficient number of supervisors 
at the first command level-that of sergeant-to control 
adequately and direct all police activities and assure 
the maximum utilization of personnel. These supervisors 
should spend most of their time in the field, providing 
personnel supervision, leadership, training, and incentives, 
and checking on conditions throughout the city to insure 
that proper and immediate police action is taken. Suo. 1 
pervisors should be charged with inducing men to apply; 
themselves, and should also be notified of and dispatched I 

to all incidents that might reflect discredit on the police 
department or on an individual officer. The additional 
supervisory role of police agents will be described in the 
ne~t section of this chapter. 

IMPROVING PATROL-DETECTIVE DIVISION COORDINATION 

In almost all large police departments there is a consid
erable amount of organizational fragmentation. Tradi
tionally and almost universally, patrol and investigative 
forces have separate lines of command and tend to be 
isolated from one another; often they keep separate sets 
of .records; frequently they work different shifts or are 
based in different places so that there is a minimum of 
contact between patrolmen and detectives. In addition, 
investigators are more often than not divided at both 
headquarters and precinct levels into squads-vice, rob
bery, burglary, fraud, homicide, and so forth-that may 
themselves keep separate records, use separate informants 
and remain more or less isolated from each other in other 
ways. 

At both the staff and the field levels, this overseparation 
of functions, or overspecialization, can have undesirable 
results. When intelligence is not centralized and co
ordinated, staff planning for the purpose of either appre
hending specific criminals, or solving crime problems such 
as, for example, an outbreak of burglaries in some neigh
borhood, is almost impossible. When lines of command 
are kept rigidly separate, it is difficult to bring the fuII 
resources of a department to bear on crime solution. 
Also considerable conflict exists in many forces between 
uniformed branch officers and the detective division. An 
early report of the problem is found in the 1926 "Missouri 
Crime Survey": 81 

The ancient rivalry between the uniformed and plainclothes 
forces has a substantial basis. It arises from the fact that in a 
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given case the patrolman is often the first to risk life and limb. 
With the arrival of detectives, however, he is automatically dis
placed. The plainclothes operative takes command of the situ
ation, and the patrolman returns to his beat. This condition in
spires a natural resentment, which sometimes leads to a series 
of retaliatory acts by the two branches. In the maneuvers 
which follow, the public functions of these officers are lost sight 
of. Their energies are directed at causing each other confusion, 
discomfort, and discouragement. 

A 1962 consultant report shows that this issue is still 
current: 32 

The lack of coordination between detective and uniformed 
divisions leads to duplication of effort, un articulated field work, 
and the loss of some cases, and the missing of arrests which 
might otherwise be made. 

The most promising means of overcoming this prob
lem is to combine the patrol and detective field forces 
under a common supervisor. 

The agent-officer-community service officer recom
mendation made in chapter 4 of the "General Report" 
and discussed further in chapter 5 of this volume has 
not only the improvement of the quality of police per
sonnel as its objective, but also a change in the way the 
police work in the field. The concept, which might be 
called "team policing," is that police work, including 

, patrol and criminal investigation, in a given number of 
city blocks should be under unified command. A "field 
supervisor" would have under his command a team of 
agents, officers, and community service officers. The 
team would meet at the beginning of a tour of duty and 
receive a briefing on the current situation in the neigh
borhood-what crimes were unsolved, what suspects were 
wanted for questioning, what kinds of stolen goods to look 
out for, what situations were potentially troublesome and 
so forth. On this basis the members would be assigned 
to specific areas or duties. If conditions warranted it, 
agent,> might be assigned to patrol, and wear uniforms 
or plainclothes. Officers might be assigned to investiga
tion. Community service officers might be delegated to 
help either. In specific investigations or incidents, agents 
would be given authority 'Over the actions of CSO's and 
officers. If the conditions in the area changed during 
the tour, if a major crime was committed or a major 
disorder erupted, the assignments would be promptly 
changed by the field supervisor. 

Obviously, this proposal does not envision the aban
donment of special duties or special squads. An agent 
serving as a narcotics, juvenile, or community-relations 
specialist, for example, would almost always cover a ter
ritory policed by several teams, and would be moved into 
other work only in emergencies. There would still be 
a need for squads of officers with special knowledge of 
certain kinds of crime. 

IMPROVING PATROL TECHNIQUES 

Patrol may be executed in a host of ways. The time
honored fashion is on foot, but the mass-produced motor 
vehicle has brought auto and motorcycle patrol into 

:10 "The Denver Post," Oct. 8, 1961, as reprinted in Samuel C. Chapmnn, "Police 3!J Puble Administration Service of Chicago, "Police nnd Fire Services in 
Patrol Reading." (Springfield, Ill.: Charles C. Thoma., 1964), p. 49. Meriden, Connecticut" (Chicago: Public Adminiatratlon Service, 1962), p. 36. 

31 Supra, note 21 at p. 49. 
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prominence. More recently, some forces, including the when an officer has responded to a call. Forced to stay 
Michigan State Police, Los Angeles County Sheriff's Po- J near the car's radio, waiting an assignment, most patrol 
lice, and the California Highway Patrol, have integrated officers have few opportunities to develop closer relation
fixed wing aircraft and helicopters into their field forces. ships with persons living in the district. 
Of course, where large bodies of water or rivers must be r There is considerable merit in "getting the policeman 
patrolled, appropriate marine equipment must be used. back on the beat" in high crime rate areas. But this can 
Other forces, including many park police agencies, con- be accomplished without depriving an officer of the many 
tinue to use horses, solo -c<1otorcycles, four-wheel-drive advantages of radio-equipped vehicles. For example, 
vehicles, and bicycles for patrol as needs dictate. motor patrol officers should be equipped with very small 

Selecting the patrol method best suited to protect a transistorized portable police radio transmitting-receiving 
city and derive at the same time maximum usefulness equipment. Small, compact portable radio devices would 
from personnel challenges administrators. There has greatly expand the operational radii of motorized per
been little research in this area, consequently hard facts sonnel by pemlitting them to engage in extensive foot 
are lacking about the practices that really are most ef- patrol and to range well away from their vehicles at any 
fective. Decisions governing a force's patrol methods hour of the day or night without sacrificing contact with 
are, unfortunately, usually linked solely to tradition. headquarters. Police forces serving Oakland; Berkeley; 

Meriden, Conn.; and Kalamazoo, Mich., reported they 
had patrolmen so equipped. As discussed below, chapter 
11 of Commission's General Report recommends Federal 
support to develop :such eguipment to be available at 

Foot Patrol. Many of the Nation's forces have some 
uniformed personnel assigned to patrol on foot. With-

lout question, there are certain areas in some cities that 
require the kind of intimate, personal, police-citizen con
tact and police presence which only patrol on foot affords. 
However, in many cities, ~til~ially srall o~there is 

\ less and less justification for 1 A1me oot patr en. 
That there is no "standard" for foot patrol duty is 

clear when one studies the 1966 foot patrol deployment 
pattern in 37 American cities of between 300,000 and 
1 million population. Of these, all but Forth Worth, 
Memphis, St. Paul, and San Diego had some personnel 
assigned to walking beats. But among cities having foot 
patrol beats, the total beats on each shift varied greatly, 
ranging from 2 in Birmingham and Phoenix, and 3 in 
Dallas, Kansas City, Oklahoma City, and Omaha, to 
185 in Boston, 212 in Pittsburgh, and 434 in Baltimore.ss 

A decision to use foot patrols should be made only after 
.Jcareful analysis, since it is a highly expensive form of cov

erage, geographically restrictive in nature, and can be 
wasteful of manpower. Without transportation at hand, 
it provides extremely inflexible and rigid close patrol for 
specifically limited g~ographical areas and does not permit 
the ready reassignment of the personnel to surrounding 
locations when and where police services may be specifi
cally requested.3.1 Moreover, close supervision of foot 
patrolmen has pfofifn ve!UJffic1:ili;. 

The essen .' of t e problem was well stated in the Dis
trict of Columbia Crime Commission report: S5 

The Department's continued reliance on foot patrol is an in
efficient and outdated utilization of manpower resources * * * 
Leading police authorities are in general agreement that, with 
few exceptions, foot patrol is not the most efficient method of 
patrol * * * Of course, officers should be assigned walking beats 
in particular commercial and high-crime areas where the need 
can be demonstrated. As long as the Department uses foot 
patrol as the primary method of patrol, however, available 
economies will not be realized and the city will not be provided 
the best possible police service. 

Putting the Officer "Back on the Beat." The most 
significant weakness in American motor patrol operations 
t~day is the general lack of contact with citizens except 

:13 Supra, note 25; col. 61, table 5, p. 22. 
34. Police chiefs will find a Chicago Police Department staff report on foot 

patrol utilization very helpful in assessments of their cities' needs (or footmen. 

reasonable prices. . 
Chiefs may also wish to equip their footmen with 

motor scooters, which can be parked unobtrusively and 
with ease almost anywhere. New York City; Washington, 
D.C.; New Rochelle; North Bergen, N.].; and Newport, 
R.I., have so equipped some of their footmen and re
port the system to be working satisfactorily. Smaller 
forces, which feel they must assign some men to toot 
patrol, should carefully consider the motor scooter-radio 
equipment concept to insure full availability of these men 
and their mobility. 

Whether equipped with portable radios, motor scooters 
or standard police vehicles, patrolmen should be consid
ered as foot officers who possess vehicles available nearby 
for quick, nonfatiguing transportation from one point to 
another. It is while out of their cars on foot that motor
ized patrol officers can serve very effectively as the "eyes 

j
and ears" of the police department and yet be subject 
to immediate recall and assignment. Consequently, by 
distributing the patrol force on a basis of need, and pro
viding close supervision to its operation, the Nation's 
policemen will, in fact, be "on the beat" providing protec
tion and acC\.."Ssibility for America's citizens. 

One- and Two-Man Motor Patrol. There has been a 
discernible pattern away from the exclusive use of two
man cars in American cities, and a distinct movement 
toward the far greater use of one-man patrols as is shown 
in table 1. This trend lends support to those police au
thorities who believe that local police problems can 
be most immediately met by covering a city with motor
ized one-man patrol units, rather than by a system of less 
intensive patrolling caused by an exclusive pattern of two
man units. The District of Columbia Crime Commission 
presents this concept in its report: S6 

Conspicuous patrol, conveying a sense of police omnipresence, 
is best effected by a highly mobilized force, with considerable 
emphasis on one-man cars. The Commission endorses the De
partment's recent experimental efforts in this direction and 
recommends an accelerated program to increase the number of 
one-man cars. 

This appears in Samuel G. Chapman, uPolice Patrol Readings" (Spi.ingfield, Ill.; 
Charles C. Thomas. 1964). pp. 105-110. 

ae' Supra, note 29 at p. 53. 
:w Ibid. 
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Table 1.-Manning of Police Patrol Cars in Cities Over 10,000 Population 

Number cities reporting motorized patrol Cities using 2-man patrol cars only 

Population group 1946 1954 1964 
1946 1954 1964 

Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent 

Over 500.000 ••....••••.•••••...•••..•••...••.•.•••.. 13 18 20 8 61.5 9 50.0 4 20.0 

~g~:~~8::~~~:~~~::::::::::: ::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::: 21 21 31 10 47.6 5 23.8 2 6.0 
52 63 75 30 57.7 24 38.1 3 4.0 

50,000-100,000 .....•••.••• _ •..••...•••.•.•••.•••••.. 90 120 160 48 53.3 43 35.8 14 9.0 
25,000-50,000 ••••. " ••..•.••..•••••••.••...•••..•••. i71 260 320 69 40.4 63 24.2 13 4.0 
10,000-25,000 •.•••••••• , •.. _ ••...•.••..•••..•••..••• 493 518 728 140 28.4 89 17.2 32 4.0 

'All over 10,000 ••• _ .••••...•••...••••.•••••.••• 840 1,000 1,334 305 36.3 233 23.3 68 5.0 

Cities using I· and 2-man patrol cars Cities using l-man patrol cars only 

Population group 1946 1954 1964 1946 1954 1964 

Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent 
---------------------------------

'Over 500,000 ...••..•....•..••..•.•.. 5 38.5 9 50.0 15 75.0 0 0 0 0 1 5.b 
250,000--500,000 •..•.• __ •.•.•.• """ 10 47.6 14 66.7 25 81. 0 1 4.8 2 9.5 4 13.0 
100,000-250,000 •..•.•• , •..•..•••.. 19 36.5 33 52.4 59 79.0 3 5.8 6 9.5 13 17.0 
50,000-100,000 •••••.•.••..... _ •. ____ . 35 38.9 66 55.0 102 64.0 7 7.8 11 9.2 44 27.0 
25,000-50,000.. .••.. ________________ 77 45.0 147 56.5 171 53.0 25 14.6 50 19.3 136 43.0 
10,000-25,000. __ •.. ______ • __________ 238 48.3 300 57.9 342 47.0 115 23.3 129 24.9 354 49.0 ------------------------~-----------Ali over 10,000.. ________________ 384 45.7 569 56.9 714 54.0 151 18.0 198 19.5 552 41.0 

Source: "The Municipal Yearbook, 1947," p. 385; 1955, p. 411; and 1965, p. 426 (Chicago: International City Managers' Association). 

Another consultant supports the view that one-man 
units should be the rule wherever possible: 37 

The more men and more cars that are visible on the streets, 
the greater is the potential for preventing crime. A heavy 
blanket of conspicuous patrol at all times and in ali parts of 
the city tends to suppress violations of the law. The most 
economical manner of providing this heavy blanket of patrol is 
by using one-man cars when and where they are feasible. 

Almost all cities have long forsaken the practice 
of having two patrolmen walk a beat together. For 
the same reasons it seems generally undesirable and un
necessary to have two men in a car. One-man operations 
permit more intensive patrol of a city with a like number 
of officers, prevent partners from spending much of their 
time aimlessly conversing with each other, and contribute 
to the safety of the individual officers by compelling each 
officer to give his undivided attention to his duties. One
man cars allow rapid assignment of more vehicles from 
more directions as another means of combatting crime. 

Conditions which justify the use of two-man patrol 
cars are similar to those which dictate the assignment of 
two-man teams to patrol duty on foot. Such conditions 
include those of too many incidents for one man to handle 
in a physically limited, densely populated area; a high 
frequency of circumstances in which officers are likely 
to be assaulted; and the high prospect of raucous mis
behavior that can only be prevented by the concerted 
action of two or more officers. S~h decisions must be 
made locally and, whatever the deployment practice, 
forces should periodically reevaluate their one- and two-

:17 International Association of Chiefs of Police, U A Suney of the Police 
Department of Youngstown, Ohio" (Washington: International Association of 
Chief. of Police, June 1964), p. 89. 

man districts to be sure of the wisdom of their decisions. I 
For example, in its 1965 survey of the Baltimore police, 
the International Association of Chiefs of Police recom~ 
mended a broad pattern of one-man motor patrol with 
some two-man units. In addition, the consultant very 
properly urged: 88 

After some experience (6 months to a year) with the new 
distribution, workload and the incidents that seem to justify .... · 
two-man cars may be reevaluated with changes made in staffing 
as appropriate. Workload varies in many ways, and annual 
study is needed. Of course, a particular event such as an assault 
against an officer cannot be predicted to the day, hour, and lo
cation, but the likelihood of such events can be predicted reason
ably well, provided the data base is current and is a valid 
sample, if not the total, of all events. 

IMPROVING INVESTIGATOR DEPLOYMENT 

The same deployment principles should apply to head
quarters-based plainsclothes investigative personnel. Sev
eral cities, both large and small, routinely deploy detec
tives in twos and sometimes threes! Since the bulk of a 
department's investigative work is routine, the widespread 
use of investigative teams is an unnecessary waste of man
power. In many departments today, including such Fed
eral agencies as the FBI and Secret Service, investigative 
personnel primarily work alone. This should be the prac
tice in all departments. A basic pattern of one-man 
plainclothes investigations, with exceptions as conditions 
indicate, would have the effect of increasing the effective 
manpower of those detective divisions in which two-man 
teams are presently the rule. 

38 Supra, note 18, at p. 93. 
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Some American forces have a formally established de
tective rank whose incumbents have tenure and, other 
than for gross misconduct, cannot be removed from plain
clothes status. Such a practice is basically unsound and 
overprotective. Plainclothes investigative positions should 
be filled by appointments of worthy police officers who 
would serve for indefinite duration. Such appointment 
latitude is significant for several reasons, the most impor
tant being the urgency of maintaining the vitality of a 
force by having some especially challenging assignments 
open to men who seem ready to assume greater responsi
bility. 

Chiefs of police should take full advantage of their 
power to make occasional changes of personnel assign
ments at the patrol and investigative levels of execution. 
In some citie',;, the chief is free to do so, uninhibited 1: ' 
civil service restriction as to classification of detectives in d 

special rank complete with special pay and tenure. . But 
where civil service precludes the chief from assigning men 
to plainclothes status at his discretion, he is unduly 
hindered and the system should be changed. The lateral 
transfer of men from any unit of a department to another 
should be the sole prerogative of the chief. 

REPORT PREPAkATION AND DUPLICATION 

There are two other means by which the police may 
maximize the field time of personnel. One is to give 
uniformed police officers the means to prepare reports 
while in the field so that they need not go to head
quarters or to the precinct for this purpose. 

The extent of street contact hours lost to report writ
ing at headquarters in some forces is notable. For exam
ple, in one large city, departmental procedure requires a 
police car team to return to the district station and pre
pare a report after handling almost any type of incident. 
Then the t am returns to its prescribed patrol area. 
In another large city an average of 14 percent of a police 
officer's time is spent writing reports. 

If patrol officers, investigators, and other field person
nel are to be fully utilized, a force should c0nsider im,
plementing a system whereby reports may be dictated 
without requiring personnel to leave their patrol area. 
The same is necessary to free detectives from countless 
hours they are required to spend at their typewriters. 
One way to accomplish this is to install dict:::.tion equip
ment either in each vehicle or at headquarters so tllat an 
officer or detective may "call" his report onto a tape. 
Clerical employees conld then transcribe repoI'ts and the 
officer could quickly resume his field duties. Many forces, 
including Wichita Falls, Tex.; Tulsa, Okla.; Stockton, 
Calif.; New Bedford, Mass.; and the Adams County, 
Colo., Sheriff's Police are so equipped. 

Some forces report that they require their uniformed 
personnel to handwrite reports in the field on pre
prepared master forms suitable for subsequent offset 
duplication at headquarters. These include Los An
geles, Oakland, Chattanooga, and Moline, Ill. 

aD AuguF.t Vollmer, "The Police in Chicago" as pUblished in the uIllin?is 
Crime Survey" (Chicago: Association of Criminal Justice, ]929). p. 366. 

40 "First Annual Report to the Board of Commi!Jsioners of Metropolitan Police 
of the City of Detroit" (Detroit: Dally Post Printing House, April 1866). p. 6. 

Whether officers dictate reports while in the field or 
handwrite them, the means by which adequate copies of 
such reports are prepared and distributed at headquar
ters affects the optimum utilization of clerical personnel. 
Many small forces still find that typewritten carbon copies 
satisfy their distribution requirements. Larger forces, 
however, often require more copies than can be prepared 
on a typewriter, and hence have integrated various dry 
copy processes into their records procedures. 

ROUTINE TASKS 

Another means for making better use of police officers 
is to relieve them of many less important tasks so that 
they may attend to matters criminal and preventive in 
nature. The real issue here centers around the role of 
the police and the problem Of overextending available 
personnel. August Vollmer noted ilie problem in 
1929: 39 

* ·If * Protecting lives and property and preserving the peace 
of a community is a huge task, Apparently it is believed to be 
an unimportant anti small responsibility, and the legislative 
bodies continue to henp innumerable duties upon the police, 
until they are loaded to the breaking point. 

The problem was noted long before Chief Vollmer's 
lament. For example, in 1866, the president of the Board 
of Commissioners of the Detroit Police Department re
ported to the Common Council: 40 

* * * for the last year the force has been compelled to 
perfonn an excessive amount of service, the present police 
establishment is not deemed sufficiently large. The force should 
be large enough, without being overworked, to afford protec
tion to life and property equally throughout the city. 

Related problems arise when towns and cities grow in 
population; the police are assigned to a broader range 
of tasks, and become. especially involved in a host of non
criminal functions. 

The police workload increases each year. Discussions 
with police officials and a review of several forces' an
nual reports over the ll-year span of 1955-65 confirm 
the trend. 'The gross workload for three cities reflected 
in Table 2 providf;;li an example of iliis trend: 41 

Table 2.-r~umber of Casee 

City 

lanla. _________ • ____ .. ____ At 
De 
Ph 

nver ____ ... ________________ 
iladelphia _____________ • ___ .' 

1955 

383,171 
332,352 

1,123,477 

I 1960 1965 

-
514,599 778,35a 
381,797 466,581 

1.319,611 1,567,088 

Percent 
increase 

1965 over 
19G5 

103.1 
40.4 
39.5 

Increasing caseloads compel that sworn officers be re
lieved of responsibility for minor tasks. Methods fOi' 
accomplishing this end are described in chapter 5. 

oil Telephone conversations with Superintende:Jt Beerman, Services Division, 
Atlanta Police Department; Captain Smith, Records, IdentificatioD, and C.t)mmuni~ 
cations, Denver Police Department~ and Lieutenant Powers, Director of Research 
and Planning, Philadelphia 'Police Department, Dec. 5-16, 1966. 
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APPLYING TECHNOLOGY TO POLICE SERVICE 

Only token progress has been made in introducing 
technology into the police world. Some police depart
ments, mainly the largest ones, have taken solid steps 
alone or in collaboration with nearby forces toward ap
plying advances in science and technology to law en~ 
forcement. They have done so in spite of the costiiness 
of equipment. Laudably, those large forces tl1at have 
installed information storage and retrieval and communi
cations systems have invited smaller forces to draw on 
the !urger departments' facilities once the systems .become 
operative. 

Nevertheless, a majority of our Nation's police depart
m{.nts are com trained by limited funds and a few by lack 
of appreciation of the role of technology in law enforce
ment. Los Angeles Police Chief Thomas Reddin reported 
at the National Symposium on Science and Criminal 
Justice that: 42 

Resl!arch should be a program of discovery and desiGn, not 
merely patching the dike. * * * This nation's "knowledge 
explosion" has so far left law enforcement untouched. * * * 

The Commission's Science and Technology Task Force 
has completed preliminary investigations of four specific 
areas in which there is promise of a major scientific con
tribution to law enforcement. 

First, the task force determined that modern informa
tion systems can greatly assist the police in identifying 
persons as currently wanted; provide the basis of studies 
whose goal is to better deploy police personnel and analyze 
community crime patterns; and provide the basis for both 
short and long range research. This includes the outline 
of a national information system, but not the detailed de
sign of the system. 

Second, the task force has outlined a new command 
and control system with which to improve a police 
agency's field operations by enabling men to be more 
quickly dispatched to those calls which by their nature 
may escalate into grave discrder or where suspects are 
still on the crime scene or in the vicinity. The system is 
based on the premise that too much time elapses between 
the time a call for service comes in from the public and 
the moment cars are dispatched under present: dispatch
ing-command-control techniques. Valuable minutes can 
be saved. 

Third, the task force has attacked the problems of 
police radio-frequency usage and has shown how a dra
matic reduction in radio frequency congestion may be 
made. 

Fourth, the task force has proposed a research and de
velopment program for law enforcement. 

THE NEED FOR INFORMATION 

It is readily evident that many criminal justice prob
lems result from the lack of complete and timely infor
mation. For. example, a police officer does not know 
whether an arrested suspect is wanted for a more serious 

CI ThomBs Reddin, "Police Weapons for tho Space Age," "The Police Chief," 
November 1966, 33: 1(}-17. Chjef Reddin's article suggests severd. police cnter· 
prises which '1ay be broadly influenced through science, technology, and rescarch. 
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crime elsewhere. There are other such information 
problems, characterized by the inaccessibility of stored 
information. Government and industry have made ex
tensive use of computer technology to solve related prOb
lems in such diverse fields as continental air defense, 
production scheduling, ai.line reservations, and corporate 
management. Some police agencies already use or have 
ordered computers. 

The technical development potentially most profoundly 
affecting criminal justice operations is the advent of 
computer-based information systems. Some pioneering 
installations have been or in the immediate future will be 
established at the city, county, State, and National levels. 
These include the St. Louis, Chicago, and New York 
Police Departments, the inter-county "Police Information 
Network" (PIN) of Alameda County (Calif.), the State 
police systems of California, Pennsylvania, and New York 
and statewide criminal justice information systems of 
California and New York. The FBI is now operating 
a National Crime Infmmation Center (NCIC) providing 
15 police terminals around the Nation with on-line com
puter-based information on wanted persons, stolen ve
hicles, and stolen property . 

A greatly expanded development of computer-based 
information systems is one concrete step that would make 
a dramatic impact on the police service. Such systems 
can aid the police in the following functions: 

o Police patrol.-Enabling a police officer to check 
the identifir.ation of people and property against a 
central "wanted" file in a few minutes. 

o Crime investigation.-Providing a police officer or 
investigative agent with supporting information files 
such as crime patterns, modus operandi, criminal 
associates and personal appearance and, hopefully 
in the future, matching latent fingerprints from a 
crime scene against a central fingerprint file. The 
latter process, when ,it is developed, would consti
tute a major breakthrough in the war on crime. 

o Manpower deployment.-Altering police deploy
ment in response to changing patterns of crime on 
an hourly or daily basis. 

o Individual protection.-Completing arrest records 
to include court disposition, presenting a fairer pic
ture to the polit:!e and judges. 

o Federal, State, and local budgeting.-Collecting 
uniform statistics on agency operations and work
loads, providing a basis for estimating personnel 
needs and for optimum allocation of men ~nd 
dollars. 

The Science and Technology Task Force volume con· 
tains a full discussion of the need for integrated informa
tion systems to which all criminal justice agencies can 
contribute. 

COMMUNICATIONS, COMMAND, AND CONTROL 

The scientific community has more to offer the modern 
police organization than the prospect of information 
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storage and retrieval networks and data for research. It 
holds promise for improving a department's ability to 
operate more efficiently in the field as well by modern
izing the traditional radio dispatching system in large 
departments. The main purpose of modernizing the 
dispatching function is to reduce the total time it takes 
an officer to reach an incident from the time a call for 
assistance is received. 

The question of what deters people from criminal acts 
is very complex, and one about which little is known. 
Basic to deterrence is the ·assumption that to increase 
the threat of apprehension raises the risk in committing 
the crime, and so reduces the likelihood of the crime being 
committed. Projecting that threat of ap'prehension is a 
primary objective of police field operations. Improving 
the apprehension capability itself is one approach to rais
ing the threat thereof. 

The apprehension process can be viewed as a sequence 
of actions taken in response to the commission of crime. 
These are shown schematically in Figure 3 and listed 
below: 

o The crime is detected-
( a) By police on patrol. 
( b) By an alarm device. 
(c) By a victim or another citizen. 

Q In the latter two cases, information about the crime 
is communicated to the police, usually by telephone. 

o An appropriate police response (e.g., choosing a 
patrol car to send to the scene) is selected; this is 
part of the "command and control" function. 

o The assignment, or "dispatch order," is communi
cated to the patrol force, usually by voice radio. 

o The appropriate patrol cars travel to the crime 
scene. 

o A. search is conducted for the perpetrator of the 
cnme: 

(a) A "hot" search at the crime scene. 
(b) A "warm" search in the general vicinity of 

the crime. 
( c) A "cold" investigative search by officers or 

plaindothes investigators. . 
o Throughout the search, suspects appear and have 

to be checked out. 
o If the search is successful, a suspect is captured and 

evide!1::e to support a charge is assembled. 

Apprehension Process Figure 3 

Throughout this process, there are many opportunities 
for technological contributions: Better alarms, more ac
cessible telephones to help the public reach the police, 
up-to-date police personnel status boards, more reliable 
radios, faster vehicles, nonlethal weapons, and modern 
crime laboratories. 

Selecting the best of these technological aids from 
among the many possibilities requires information on the 
conditions that make apprehension likely. 

To examine the question of what factors give rise to 
apprehension, Commission consultants conducted a pre
liminary survey of over 4,700 calls for service to a very 
large city police department. Over the period of the 
survey for 2 police divisions, all calls to the police com
munications center, all actions reported by the police 
patrol, all crimes reported, and all eventual arrests were 
studied. In the survey, there were 1,905 crimes exam
ined, of which 482 (25 percent) resulted in arrests or 
other clearances. Of these, 70 percent involved arrests, 
90 percent of which were made by the patrol force. More 
than half the arrests were made within eight hours of the 
crime, many at or near the crime scene, and almost two
thirds of the arrests were made within the first week after 
the crime. If a suspect is neither known to the victim nor 
arrested at the scene of the crime, the chances of ever 
arresting him are very slim. Of the 482 cleared cases, 63 
percent involved "named suspects." In the 1,556 cases 
without named suspects, only 181 (or 12 percent) were 
solved later by arrest.43 . 

Common sense suggests, and the data from th0 survey 
seem to confirm, that response time--the speed with 
which police can arrive at a crime scene--is important to 
apprehension. But to establish firmly the relationship 
between response time and apprehension rate, further 
studies are necessary. The limited research already con
ducted, however, supports the conclusion that a greater 
expenditure of funds is warranted to mount a concerted 
effort to reduce the total response time in the apprehen
sion process. 

The technology of communications and police com
mand and control have developed markedly in recent 
years, and they can help provide better information faster 
both to reduce the field response time and to improve the 
quality of the response. The vital links in the appre
hension process are the information-transfer functions in
dicated in figure 3. 

By Alarms 
Witnesses 
Victims and 
other means 

___ Information 
Communicated 
to Police 

___ Appropriate __ Police Cars _ 
Police Dispatched 
Response to Crime 
Selected Scene 

Crime ___ Crime 
by Radio 

Committed Detected 

By Patrol __________________________ _ 

013 For a detailed description of this study Bce chapter 2 and A~pendix B of the 
Science and Technology Task Force volume. 
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The Police Communications Center. The police com
munications center is the link thatlconnects the citizen 
in trouble to the police officers wh;o will respond. Its 
role has increased as the telephone lias become the :more 
common access means to police, and as more and more 
police officers are equipped with radios. 

Considering that the communications center is the 
nerve center controlling the minute-by-minute deploy
ment of the police force, it has received surprisingly little 
attention. . It is often squeezed into a spare corner of po
lice headquarters, frequently under the command of a 
sergeant or a patrolman, and usually operated with obso
lete and poorly designed equipment, and in accordance 
with procedures that have tended to evolve by chance 
rather than through careful design. 

An important question is what constitutes the optimum 
division of functions within a communications center. 
Few, if any, communications centers are organized in the 
same fashion. In some, mostly those of small forces, the 

. same person serves as the complaint clerk and dispatcher; 
as forces become larger, the functions are separated. 
Some centers in turn have a dispatcher handling only part 
of a city. Other centers have a more desirable arrange
ment wherein dispatchers handle calls for the whole city. 

The advantages and disadvantages of the various pos
sible patterns should be experimentally assessed, both by 
measurements in operating centers and under laboratory 
control in a simulation laboratory. In this manner, 
standard and emergency plans and procedures can be 
tested, doctrine and decision rules evaluated, and train
ing and experience can be provided police personnel 
under simulated extreme conditions. 

Computer-Assisted Command and Control. The 
above modifications could svrely lead to some immediate 
improvement. However~ needed even more urgently 
than short-range improvements is a basic reexamination 
of the entire police command and control function tak
ing full account of the promising new technological op
portunities offered by computers and communications 
links. The review should not begin with the new tech
nology, however. It should begin by considering ques
tions of when, where, and how to use the police patrol 
force, and how to respond to various types of routine 
and emergency situations. It should examine on paper 
and by experiment the extent to which preventive patrol 
really deters crime, the manner in wl).ich forces should 
be allocated by time and by geography, optimum patrol 

Arrive 
. at Scene 
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tactics, appropriate conditions for conspicuousness and 
for covertness, how to respond to riots, and many other 
related questions. The patrol operation will then be able 
to benefit markedly from computer assistance-much 
more than if the current procedures were merely auto
mated. 

It is possible at this stage to describe only the gen
eral outlines of a computer-assisted command and control 
system. In such a system, a properly applied computer 
could reduce control-center response time significantly
from about 90 seconds under optimum conditions to 
about 30 seconds. For example, in a computer-aided 
command and control system, telephone calls to the police 
would still be answered by a complaint clerk, or "con
troller." He would enter the type of incident, the 
address, and a priority code into a keyboard connected 
to a computer. The controller can specify any additional 
requirements, whether a one- or two-man car should be 
sent, whether two, three, or more vehicles should respond, 
or any other requirement posed by the situation. The 
rest is then automatic. 

The computer maintains records of street-address loca
tions and the location and availability of each patrol car. 
From these it finds the closest car to respond to the call. 
It prepares a dispatching order which is automatically 
sent to the selected car as a computer-generated voice 
message, or by a digital data link such as teletype. If 
the patrol officer does not acknowledge the message 
within, say, 10 seconds, a second car can be sent on the 

. call. The control orders the status of the patrol cars, 
events in progress, and other basic control information can 
also be generated by the computer and displayed to dis
patching command officers who can always countermand 
the computer-originated orders if required. Having 
"override" capability, they can concentrate on tlle unusual 
while the computer deals with the routine. 

Since the field response time depends strongly on the 
car's distance from the call, automatic electronic car 
location devices could be tied directly to the computer 
so that it could dispatch the closest car. Analysis shows 
that extreme precision is not essential, and that knowing 
position within a radius of about one-quarter mile would 
ordinarily be adequate. 

With such a computer-assisted command and control 
system, many new possibilities are presented for the de
ployment of the patrol force. As the crime pattern in the 
city changes hour-by-hour, the patrol force could be re
deployed to respond to it. As parts of the city are 

- Police Cars ~ Hot Search ' Warm Search --= Cold Search 

to Crime Vicinity Vicinity 
Travel in Crime \ in Crime by Police 
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stripped of patrolmen by called-for-services, other units 
could be assigned as back-up. Under a riot or ,other 
emergency situation, contingency plans could be pro
grammed so that the appropriate units are deployed to 
the emergency, and adequate backup maintained. 

An advantage of the modern command-control sys
tem is its option that all the information stored in the 
computer on the locations of various kinds of calls is 
available when needed for complete analysis of the opera
tions of the department. This study could be conductec. 
daily or every few hours. 

Mobile Radio Equipment. Communications must be 
maintained with police officers, even when they leave 
their cars, as well as with foot patrolmen. It is noted 
above that police officials are interested in securing small 
portable radios so that patrolmen can call for assistance in 
any emergency and so that more effective use can be made 
of the entire police force. 

Miniaturized transceivers for the officer away from his 
car and for the foot patrolman would have similar fea
tures. Both will require base stations-the car for one 
and probably the precinct structure or other public build
ings such as a firehouse for the other. Large-scale pro
duction economies can produce a minjaturized unit at a 
low cost (perhaps under $150). To assure a market war
ranting such production, the Commission has recom
mended in chapter 11 of its General Report that the Fed
eral Government should assume leadership in initiating 
these two programs and should assume responsibility for 
guaranteeing the sale of the first production lot of per
haps 20,000 units. 

A modest standardization program of car radios is pos
sible and would add flexibility to a police department's 
choice of radio suppliers. Gross standardization of size, 
mounting brackets, receptacles and control heads can be 
accomplished immediately, and should go far toward 
making it possible to use the products of different manu
facturers interchangeably. More detailed standardiza
tion of electronic equipment is less obviously useful for if' 
may serve to inhibit the manufacturers from improving 
their product. 'Certain obvious electronic features which 
involve system compatibility-such as selective codes
should be standardized as early as practicable. 

Digital data links to and from the police car can re
move a large part of the normal voice traffic and also pro
vide a paper copy of the message to the car. The link can 
be a minimal system for routine messages or a more com
plete teletype system. While digital lin~s may save 
band-width, the need for redundant transmissions to 
eliminate teletype errors may substantially reduce much 
of that saving. Further investigation of the error char
acteristics of mobile digital links 'in a city envir0nment 
is required. 

Standardit:ed Computer Code and Formats. Finally, 
it is essential to develop a standardized computer code 
and formats, fingerprint classifications, and other such 
uniform systems and "language" to assure p.ational con
sistency of procedu;e when mutual support is required. 

Once developed, these uniform systems must be imple
mented, and media for dissemination must be developed. 
With Jut a standard computer code and formats, com
puters and systems will be unable to "talk" with each 
other and systems will be correspondingly weakened for 
lack of direct, immediate communication ability. 

OVERCOMING RADIO SPECTRUM LIMITATIONS 

Radio-spectrum congestion and frequency compatibil
ity seriously hamper police radio communications. For 
example, although 50 police cars are considered normal 
radio-channel capacity, New York City until recently had 
to control over 100 cars with 1 radio channel, and relied 
on the telephone to relieve its radio congestion. In the 
Chicago area, 38 separate cities with 350 patrol cars must 
all share one frequency. This congestion results in ex
cessive delays and underutilization of the police force 
while patrol officers or dispatchers try to gain the air. In 
emergency situations, such as riots, storms, major confla
grations, aircraft disasters, and so forth where mutual sup
port is required, neighboring police departments are un
able to maintain communications because their radios 
operate on different frequencies. 

To overcome the problems of radio-spectrum ~on
gestion and frequency incompatibility, the implementa
tion of frequency-sharing concepts through the develop
ment of larger, more efficient police mobile radio 
networks should be encouraged. The larger number of 
small, independent, overlapping, and inefficient systems 
should be reduced through voluntary sharing. In this 
way, each user, when its demand peaks, can utilize the 
others' slack capacity, a basic concept common in tele.., 
phone and electric-power networks. For instance, if two 
police departments each use their private channels 50 
percent of the time, then each finds a busy signal half the 
time. If they were to share their channels, a user would 
find both channels bm} about 35 percent of the time. If 
four such users were to group together, then all channels 
would be busy less than 20 percent of the time. Any 
peak-sharing advantages are in addition to these. 

Two d~ltinct trends must be set in motion to encourage 
such sh2.r:i.ng. First, the relationship between the Federal 
Communications Commission and the police and other 
public saiety band users must be restructured so that the 
Federal Communications Commission no longer receives 
piecemeal individual requests from the ultimate public 
safety .user. Rather, coordinated requests :nust come 
through governmental entities which represent reasonably 
large areas and populations. 

The core cities themselves are large enough to be able 
to develop efficient mobile radio networks for their own 
use, sharing their own pU,blic safety frequencies to bal
ance the peak loads as school buses, highway maintenance, 
police, etc., peak at different times. With the gradual 
creation of coordinated networks, the Federal Communi
cations Commission will be in a position to require projec
tion of future needs so that radio spectrum can be allo
cated more rationally. 

I 
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The second trend to be set in motion for more efficient 
use of the mobile radio spectrum requires greater use of 
switchable radio channels and of multichannel trunks. 
Generally, addressing will have to be accomplished by 
selective address coding rather than, as at present, by 
frequency. Selective coding minimizes the present sys
tem's inflexible dependence on frequency, but enables 
the individual user agency to retain its independence 
while using the system. It is evident that usage of these 
techniques will increase the cost of the mobile radio net
work. Basically, the networks will be less wasteful of 
radio spectrum, more flexible in use, but more costly to 
implement than the many small individual networks now 
existing. Federal Government encouragement in the 
form of fina:1cial support appears essential. 

Finally, frequency space is available within the VHF
TV band between TV static-Jns and within the under
loaded UHF-TV band. One TV channel can provide 
over 100 radio channels. The Federal Communications 
Commission should consider allocating portions of the 
TV spectrum to land-mobile use from which the police 
should receive a significant share. This would represent 
a small loss (2 percent for 1 channel in UHF) to the TV 
community. 

OPERATIONS RESEARCH 

It might seem that the most important contribution 
that science and technology could make to public safety 
would be to develop equipment for law enforcement 
with the same degree of ingenuity that it has demon
strated in a great variety of human needs. But ad
vanced "hardware" is only one aspect of the promise 
that science and technology hold for the police. One of 
the most promising contributions, yet one most obscure 
by present standards of adoption, is that which involves 
operations research. 

As an important mechanism for innovation within 
police agencies, it is urged that police departments of 1,000 
or more employees establish an operations research group 
comprising professionally trained scientists, mathemati
cians and engineers, including at least one person with 
a broad statistics background, and at least one with elec
tronics competence. There are today about 37 State, 
county, and local forces of 1,000 or more personnel. 

An operations research group once formed would study 
the organization of the department, provide technical 
guidance to the department management, analyze 
operations, and assess the effects of all experimentation 
within the department. Such groups, which have proven 
extremely effective in industry, the Federal Government, 
and the military! should prove to be a significant force 
for experimentation and innovation. The group need 
not be large; depending upon the size of the .force, it 
may include up to about seven professionals. The dollar 
investment for thus significantly llnproving the effective
ness of over 1,000 men is small compared to that of most 
other operations of this sort and size. 

STATE ROLE IN PROVIDING 
CONSULTANT ASSISTANCE 
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Legislative bodies, City managers, mayors, and chiefs 
should seek consultant assistance in reviewing the organi
zation of forces. This will lead toward police force mod
ernization across the nation. Individual States have a 
key role to play in inducing improvements. Most of the 
organization, management, and operational suggestions 
presented in this ch"i'te-: could be implemented locally if 
States were to create !;Ommissions on police standards to 
upgrade county and local police effectiveness through sur
veys and inspections. In order to overcome management 
and operational weaknesses, these commissions should be 
given certain powers and responsibilities: 

o Authority to increase police effectiveness through 
surveys and inspections; 

o Authority to see that physical resources common to 
a given area are jointly pooled; 

o Authority to provide financial assistance to juris
dictions which comply with established standards; 

o Responsibility for encouraging research in police 
organization, management, and operations and the 
publication and dissemination of such research. 

The formation of commissions with power to survey 
the organization and management practices of police 
agencies, which is more fully described in chapter 8 of 
this volume, focuses attention on the State government 
as the catalyst for improving local law enfor,cement. 
Periodic surveys of the organization, management, per
sonnel standards, and operations of all law enforcement 
agencies by recognized consulting experts are of such lm
portance that each department should be so surveyed flIt 
least once every 5 years. Moreover, other State funds 
should not be made available to local departments unless 
they show good faith in their intent to implement survey 
recommendations which are clearly necessary and 
feasible. 

CONCLUSION 

Law enforcement cannot remain ~tatic and st;11 serve 
the public adequately. Progress will require change in 
many of the time-honored ways in which numerous police 
officials have habitually functioned. Progress will also 
require an infusion of more promising police recruits, an 
openmindedness and daring previously unknown on the 
part of many police administrators, and financial and 
public support of higher order than that heretofore af
forded the police. And progress will require time and 
personal commitment by public and police officials alike. 
The present state of police organization in the United 
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States remains essentially similar to the way it was when 
summarized in 1962: 44 

* * * about 40,000 police jurisdictions and approximately 
300,000 police officers conform to no fixed or definable standard 
of organization, structure, public responsibility, or general effi
ciency. Among them are some of the best law enforcement 
agencies that have been developed anywhere in the world, at 
any level of government. Others are in the process of changing 
over from antiquated methods and are now embracing new 
techniques for popular control, general supervision, and im
proved day-to-day functioning. Included also are a consider
able number of agencies that have failed to show any sign of 
renaissance and seem bypassed by constructive impulses that 
have brought development and progress to the first two groups. 
These last police forces constitute a burden on the entire ma
chinery of justice and are detrimental to the process of achiev
ing a professional police service held in esteem by the citizens of 
the nation. 

The task of police executives is becoming more difficult 
each year, particularly as forces become numerically 
larger. For example, police management in the 28,671-
man New York City Police Department is as demanding 
as supervising a vast industrial or manufacturing corpo
ration, managing an airline or railroad, or commanding a 
miJ.ttalY division. In fact, it seems that police adminis
tration is essentially similar in principle to managing any 
complex nonpolice enterprise. One writer asserted: 45 

* * * Study of scores of police reorganization surveys makes 
abundantly clear that there are few if any principles of police 
administration which are not at the same time principles of 
business, military, and general public administration. 

Inducing America's police chiefs to implement proven 
organizational principles intended to streamline their 
forces and accommodate innovations is an important step 
forward in the war on crime. Without internal reorga
nization, police forces can only become larger, more in
efficient likenesses 'Of their present structure, and offer 

H Samuel G. Cbapman, "The Police Heritage in England nnd America: A 
Developmental Survey" (East Lansing, Mich.; Michigan State University Institute 
for Community Development lind Services, 1962), p. 30. 

45 Donal E. J. MacNamara, "American Police Administration at Mid·Century," 
"Public Administration Review," summer 1950, p. 188. . 

scant hope of furnishing better police service. All that 
such forces can promise is a steady commitment to medi
ocrity, drastically rising expenses over an indefiI].ite period 
of time, and growing frustration among personnel. Ex
cepting some departments from his statement, 0ne writer 
thus capsulized the state of police organization and the 
feeling within the ranks in 1960: 40 

* * * Typical police organization in 1960 cannot or will not 
utilize top brain power. Young policemen who are "too intelli
gent" do not remain with the police force. If they do, they all 
too frequently get into trouble. They become frustrated sowers 
of seeds of discontent. These men obviously do not fit into 
the general pattern of police organization in 1960. 

Legislative and nonpolice administrative officials in
cluding mayors and city managers must take at least 
some responsibility for the current organizational condi
tion of many police forces. These officials may induce 
cl;1ange and modernization by demanding it, supporting 
modernization programs fiscally, and defending change 
designed to result in streamlining government citywide. 

And the public must shoulder some responsibility, too. 
They can cause elected officials to initiate police as well 
as citywide governmental reforms. 

Any city may have an outstanding police department
but only if it really wants one and is willing to pay for it. 
The public, through sustained demand for improved law 
enforcement, may also influence the quantitative and 
qualitative levels of police service. The late Chief 
William H. Parker wrote: 47 

Despite the most aggressive and enlightened leadership, law 
enforcement cannot rise above the level set by the electorate. 
A condition precedent to the establis!:'milnt of efficient, protes
sionallaw enforcement in a community is a desire and a demand 
on the part of the residents for that type of serflice. 

46 Richard A. Myren, "A Crisis in Police Management," "The Journal of 
Criminal Law, Criminology and Police Science," March-April 1960, p. 600. 

4T William H. Parker, "The Police Challenge in Our Great Cities," uThe 
Annals," January 1954, p. 6. 
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Appendix 

THE POLICE LEGAL ADVISOR 

In recent years the criminal law has become increas
ingly complex. The appellate courts have dramatically 
enlarged their supervision over law enforcement agencies 
in opinions that reflect a heightened concern with the 
detail and routine of policing.l. These opinions have 
narrowed the range of police behavior and demanded 
more refined judgments at the earliest stages of an 
investigation. More and more, these initial judgments
especially regarding admissions, confessions, and searches 
-serve to determine the ultimate disposition of the case. 
A mistaken conclusion by a patrolman, usually the first 
officer on the scene, is often irremediable, dooming an 
entire investigation, particularly if the error invokes one 
of the exclusionary rules. The short story is that today 
cases are "harder to make." 

A necessary response, now more than ever before, is 
police departments and policemen that are better trained 
in the law and more sensitive to current judicial pro
nouncements. Such sensitivity will mean that the 
enormous power and responsibility entrusted to the police 
will be exercised more discriminately and effectively. 
Cases will be more expertly screened, and those cases 
which ultimately go forward will have a sounder eviden
tiary foundation. 

A major instrument for insuring this increased effec
tiveness is the introduction of lawyers into the law en
forcement process, particularly in the areas of planning 
and investigation. Even the best policeman and the 
best police administrator will, at times, need the advice 
of a lawyer who is knowledgeable in administrative and 
criminal law. In fact, the better the officer and the 
department, the more sensitive they will be to the com
plexity of the law, and the more likely to test their judg-
ments against those of the legal advisor. . 

Many police executives and police studies have rec
ognized the value of a legal advisor unit. As long ago 
as 1934, a study of police administration in Boston recom
mended that "a staff of lawyers be included in the police 
organization." 2 Nearly 30 years later, Chicago Police 

lOne appellate court even made findings on the permissible length of an under
cover narcotics investigation, concluding that the officer remained "undercover" 
too long. Ross v. United States, 349 F. 2d 210 (D.C. Cir. 1965). The dissent 
criticized the IDajority for undertaking to "supervise the police in their conduct 
of nn investigation." Id. at 126. 

.3 Harrison, I'Police Administration in B08ton" (Survey Crime and Criminal 
Justice in DostOD, vol. III, Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1934). 

:; O. W. WilSOD, uPolice Planning," 11 (2 cd. 1962); cf. Wilson, upolicc Ad. 
ministration," 60 (2 ed. 1963). 

.J, Report of the President's Commission on Crime in the District of Columbia 
173-174 (1966). See also the remarks of former New York Police Commissioner 
Michael J. Murphy, "Courts Must Be Told What Laws Needed To Halt Crime 
T:rend," American Trial Lawyers 17 (December-January 1965-19(6): liThe 
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Superintendent o. W. Wilson reemphasized the need for 
a legal unit to furnish advice to staff and field personnel 
and to survey departmental orders and practices in the 
light of actual or proposed changes in the law.s Most 
recently, the Report of the President's Commission on 
Crime in the District of Columbia called for a permanent 
legal advisor for the Metropolian Police Department.4 

Despite the!>e repeated expressions of need, few depart
ments today employ legal advisors. A recent, nationwide 
survey of police departments conducted by the National 
League of Cities revealed that only 14 of 276 respondents 
employed lawyers, and of these, six were part-time em
ployees.5 The Commission's own research, particularly 
in the study of municipal court systems in Baltimore, 
Detroit, Denver, and the District of Columbia, supports 
the view that police legal services today are inadequate 
at best and often nonexistent. The fact is that with few 
exceptions State and municipal governments have not 
recognized the importance of staffing law enforcement 
agencies with law-trained personnel. 

DUTIES OF '{'HE LEGAL ADVISOR 

It is neither possible nor desirable to blueprint here the 
precise functions a legal advisor or legal unit should per
form. These will necessarily vary from department to 
deparltment. It is useful, however, to provide a catalog 
of the: types of duties that a lawyer is especially capable 
of performing. These include: training and continuing 
educa.tion; policy planning; liaison with the legislature 
and the community; liaison with prosecution and courts; 
civil suits against individual officers; and problems arising 
out of specific investigations. From this catalog, in
dividual police agencies can provide for assignments that 
best reflect their own special needs. 

TRAINING AND CONTINUING EDUCATION 

The legal advisor could assume a large, perhaps a pri
mary, role in recruit and inservice training; or he could 

police * •• ~eed competent advice 8S to how best to proceed to protect tho rights 
of all" and "this professional assistance is not usually available." 

Ii Full.time attorneys: Boston, New York, Syracuse, Memphis, San Antonio, Kan
sns CitY' Missouri~ and Portland, Oreg. Part· time assistance: New Haven, Ann 
Arbor, 'I'ampn, Scotts Bluff, Nebr., and Oriina, Minn. Oklahoma City employs 
both 8 full· time and a part-time legal edvisor. 

Chief Hilton Geer of the Oklahoma City Police comments that "the valua of 
policemen·lawyers has been so amply demonstrated that this department waives 
tho usual rules to permit officers to attend law school by preferred shift Rssjgn
ments." (I"eUer to the author, Mar. 17, 1966.) 

Since the survey Wli9 taken, soveral other departments have retained legal 
advisors. 
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limit himself to preparing specific aids such as an an
notated manual on the criminal code or rollcall training 
bulletins on recent judicial decisions and legislative enact
ments. In addition, he could prepare materials on court
room procedures, including brief explanations of the most 
frequently encountered rules of evidence, and courtroom 
manners and decorum. 

More generally, a need exists to anticipate trends in 
the law and develop operating procedures to cope with 
them. By alerting officers to current trends, it may be 
possible to initiate innovative administrative procedures 
that will ward off overly restrictive court decisions. 

In performing these various training tasks, the legal 
advisor can help line officers achieve a better understand
ing of their complex role in society. For example, in 
attempting to understand judical decisions, most officers 
have little to draw upon except a thorough awareness of 
the day-to-day problems of battling crime. When ex
planations of complex legal procedures are cast only 
against this narrow backdrop, it become!; difficult for the 
individual officer to develop more than a superficial un
derstanding of the case law. A legal advisor has the 
background to construct broader gauged training pro
grams, programs that will heighten sensitivity to the com
peting goals underlying judical decisions and provide a 
better foundation for assessing them. 

POLICY PLANNING 

Because total enforcement of the criminal laws is-for 
reasons given earlier in this report-neither practical nor 
desirable, discretion in the enforcement of the laws has 
to be exercised. Generally, the police have been hesitant 
to articulate or record for either internal use or public 
information the criteria upon which enforcement decisions 
are made. The difficulty is that although wide areas of 
flexibility are now left to police ageneies without even 
general policy guidance from the legislature or the courts, 
police agencies have not considered it their task to de
velop and articulate their own policies. As a result, im
portant policy decisions affecting such problem areas as 
undercover investigations, informants, and alcoholic of
fenders tend to vary from precinct to precinct and often 
from officer to officer. Uniformity is lacking and deci
sions are seldom clear cut within the department itself. 

Here, in the development of policies, and particularly 
those arising from the necessity for selective enforce
ment, the legal advisor can aid uncertain police execu
tives. According to one former police executive, Herman 
Goldstein, "the greatest potential and need is in the use 
of the law-trained man to assist the police administrator 
in the formulation of policies relating to enforcement and 
to the processing of the offender." 6 

Another series of tasks concerns the review of cases 
under investigation, particularly in organized crime. 
These would include unsolved cases as well as those 
cleared by arrest, and cases "lost" in court or "dumped" 
by the prosecutor or grand jury.7 The goal would be to 
identify and evaluate current department, sguad, and 
precinct practices in a critical manner, and then to sug-

o Letter to the Commission, Feb. 23, 1966. 
1 A legal advisor is suited for this continuing review fUllction, in part because 

Hin mnny cases the officer will not discuss the problem with the prosecutor he
causo he feels the arrest was good but the prosecutor 'lost' t]le calle in court." 

gest remedies. Some department or squad practices have 
survived over time only because of insufficient familiarity 
with the case law. For example, one prosecutor who 
became familiar with police practices identified several 
standard procedures that unnecessarily weakened en
forcement. One related to enforcement of the laws pro
hibiting the sale of whisky after hours. In Washington, 
cases against liquor establishments are made by sending 
an undercover man inside the premises to make a pur
chase. The undercover man then swears to a search 
warrant and a raid is made on the warrant. Under cur
rent law, however, it is not necessary to have the under
cover man himself sign the warrant, and thereby reveal his 
identity when a motion to suppress is made in court. The 
detective in charge of the raid could swear to the warrant· 
on the basis of the information given to him by a reliable 
informant, the undercover agent.s Another example, far 
more serious in its consequences, "concerns the practice 
of the homicide squad of rounding up all witnesses to a 
case and taking them to headquarters to sort out the 
case. That procedure is potentially defective if one of 
the witnesses turns out to be the defendant and then con
fesses or incriminates himself while at headquarters." 9 

LIAISON WITH THE LEGISLATURE AND THE COMMUNITY 

Typically, police agencies are remote from the legisla
tive process. When law enforcement officials do recite 
grievances, they commonly do so WitllOut eonsideration 
of possible governmental remedies. Consequently, areas 
which are subject to legislative solutions often remain ig
nored. A legal advisor could draft needed statutes and 
evaluate the legislation proposed by others. He could 
establish communications with the various legislative com
mittees concerned with enforcement and utilize them as 
a routine forum for the airing of police problems. In 
addition, the legal advisor could help prepare the testi
mony of the chief and other officials before legislative 
committees and, on occasion, could himself represent the 
department. Unlike the city attorney who presents a 
package of legislation, some of which may have to be 
sacrificed, the. legal advisor's only task is to make police 
needs known to the legislature. 

Associated with these functions would be various com
munity relations efforts aimed at winning support for law 
enforcement positions. These could be directed not only 
to the general public, but also to special governmental. 
agencies, such as the public school and housing author
ties, or the local poverty program, with whom infonna
tion and ideas could usefully be exchanged. 

In particular, a need exists for cooperation between 
the police and the antipoverty programs. There is a 
common untapped interest in the elimination of crime 
and poverty. Police agencies could be incorporated into 
efforts to improve housing, recreation, and mental health 
facilities, among others. Too often, however, no com
munication exists between the police and antipoverty 
workers. A legal unit within the police department could 
be the means for the identification of common problems. 

Letter from Walter H. Guibbini, chief trial attorney, San Francisco district attornet" offico (Mar. 8, 1966). 
Memorandum from Theodore Wiesscman, assistant United States attorney, 

District of Columbia (Mar. 14. 1966). 
• Ibid. 
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LIAISON WITH PROSECUTION AND COURTS 

Excepting those few departments which employ legal 
advisors, most police forces receive only sporadic counsel 
from the prosecutor's office or from individual prosecu
tors who have developed a special relationship with cer
tain squads or officers.1o The American Bar Foundation 
researchers paint a black picture: "While private counsel 
representing a business client would believe it to be of 
the utmost importance to consult fully with his client, 
prosecutors commonly proceed on the assumption that the 
police need not be consulted. A prosecutor who under
stood the problems of the police * * * could better de
cide what issues are in greatest need of clarification." 
Commonly, "communications between the prosecutor and 
the police chief are virtually nonexistent." 11 

Perhaps the primary explanation for this lack of co
ordination is that most prosecutor's offices are under
staffed, sometimes severely so, and cannot spare additional 
manpower for needed consultations with the police. Here 
the legal advisor could act as liaison officer translating, 
articulating, and implementing the policies of each 
agency. He could channel the complaints of the prose
cutor and propose remedies for legitimate grievances. He 
could also maintain communications with sections such 
as the appellate division, which rarely consult the police, 
even when issues vital to law enforcement are being 
litigated. In this way conflict would be minimized and 
understanding and cooperation increased, not only among 
local agencies but with Federal investigators and prose
cutors as well. In addition, appellate courts would be 
better informed, since more enforcement data would filter 
up to them. 

Equally important is the need to translate judicial de
cisions into standard operating procedures. . The recent 
Miranda decision/2 for example, requires that substan
tial time and skill be devoted to the preparation of orders 
detailing interrogation policy. Since most prosecutors' 
offices do not consider it their responsibility to translate 
appellate decisions into operating procedures, the task 
falls to police agencies themselves who typically perform 
this considerable task without legal assistance, or abandon 
the effort entirely. 

The legal advisor could also serve as an informal liaison 
with the trial courts, discussing with them police practices 
that concern or trouble them. In New York City, for 
example, police executives routinely visit certain courts. 

NONCRIMINAL ADVERSARY PROCEEDINGS 

Typically, the responsibility for defending civil suits 
against policemen arising out of official action belongs 
to the city attorney's office. Sometimes, however, these 
offices are so overloaded with other cases that they are 
unable to perform well. And sometimes the lawyers are 
unfamiliar with the legal issues involved. A legal advisor 
could assist-or even assume primary responsibility-for 
defending police officers in false arrest and other suits. 

Policemen' should not live in fear of civil suit; they 
should know that they will be supported by able counsel if 

10 There may be a few model cities, such 8S San Francisco, where each or the 
specialized squads has a prosecutor &Bsigned to it, and where the police also 
have lawyers on the force. Interviews with Attorney General Thomas C. Lynch 
and Chief "f Police Thomas J. Cahill (January 1966). 

11 LaFave, "Arrest: The Decision To Take a Suspect Into Custody," 515-516 
(1965). 

12 Miranda v. Arizona. 384 U.S. 436 (1966). 
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they are accused of wrongdoing. Otherwise, an officer 
may become unsure, excessively timid, or lack the incen
tive to initiate imagi'native and vigorous investigations.13 

PROBLEMS ARISING OUT OF SPECIFIC CASES 

Much police work consists of making legal decisions 
in complicated fact situations with minimal time for 
deliberation or discussion. An erroneous decision may 
produce an illegal search or an inadmissible confession 
that will condemn the investigation to failure and result 
in the guilty escaping prosecution and remaining free in 
the community. In these situations where there are few 
minutes to spare, a phone call to the legal advisor could 
prove invaluable. If the legal advisor were at head
quarters, the precinct, in the cruiser, or otherwise readily 
available on an around-the-clock basis for visits to the 
scene, he would be even more effective. Even a tele
phone conversation, however, would permit key ques
tions to be posed and answered. The routine use of a 
legal advisor in this capacity would also aid in the identi
fication of practices which are contrary to law or ineffi
cient, or both. 

The legal advisor could also, in conjunction with the 
district attorney, prepare warrants and supporting afD 
fidavits, especially th.>se which, due to the danger of 
destruction or disappeari:,nce of the evidence, are needed 
at once. His routine availability could increase com
pliance with the judicial preference for arrests and 
searches on a warrant. In those jurisdictions where the 
police themselves draw up the information, he could draft 
the forms and aid in filling them out. 

DEPARTMENTAL LEGAL PROBLEMS 

The multitude of legal problems affecting the police 
department as an entity is omitted from discussion here. 
Many of these legal problems are not unique to the police, 
but affect governmental agencies generally. Moreover, 
they are not directly related to crime-combatting activity 
and are presently handled-on at least a semi-systematic 
basis-by the corporation counselor city attorney. 

A CIVILIAN LEGAL ADVISOR 

As indicated earlier, most police departments, includ
ing those in large metropolitan centers, have no legal 
counsel, and only a few police agencies in the entire 
country have adequate legal assistance programs. Con
sequently, opportunities for empirical evaluation of the 
performance of the legal advisor are minimal, and con
clusions about the status of the advisor within the depart
ment and the qualifications of the advisor must be drawn 
cautiously. ' 

Three distinct ways of providing counsel exist, each of 
which offers special benefits and drawbacks: a civilian 
employee; a policeman-lawyer; a prosecutor, assigned 
either on a rotation or permanent basis. 

A civilian advisor holds the greatest promise. Unlike 
the prosecutor, who must to some degree serve two 

13 In this connection, Superintendent O. W. Wilson, in n departmcntwidc 
memorandum, wrote: "I will nlwnys support the police officer who, in th~ per. 
!ormance of his assigned tasks, exercises what he believes to be his lego.l autbority 
l,! n reasonable manner. Such nn officer need not fear complaints filed against 
hlm. He need not fear the threat of a lawsuit. The department aud the city 
will defend the officer against any Jegal action brought against him and, by 
statute, will assume liability for Bny damages which might be aBsessed." p. SOl 
(Feb. 5. 1963). 
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masters-the district attorney and the chief of police
or the policeman-lawyer, who may reflect narrow agency 
perspectives, the civilian employee is most likely to rep
resent the fullest range of police needs while at the 
same time reducing police isolation from other municipal 
agencies and the public. Free from any particular in
stitutior.al ties, the civilian advisor is likely to be more 
responsive both to civilians outside of law enforcement 
and to agencies, such as welfare, education, and housing, 
which communicate routinely with police agencies. A 
prosecutor-advisor may be ins\'!nsitive to policing not 
geared exclusively to prosecution as, for example, in the 
handling of the prostitute, the drunk, and the intrafamily 
assault. 

Of course, a legal advisor who is responsible to the 
police commissioner and not to an outside agency, such 
as the prosecutor, might lead the department down a 
legal path different from that charted by the district at
torney. Such divergence could produce uncoordinated 
activity. It could also reflect legitimate police interests, 
and thus serve to preserve organizational integrity by 
surfacing important differences in approach. In any 
event, the relationship between prosecution and police 
should be no different-and no moreO difficult-than that 
existing between trial counsel and house counsel. 

If the legal advisor is detailed from the prosecutor's of
fice, there is more likelihood that police and prosecution 
will travel similar tracks, and that investigations will be 
prosecution oriented rather than directed to clearance by 
arrest or to peacekeeping functions. But there is aio a 
greater possibility that the prosecutor-advisor will be 
overly sensitive to the policies of the district attorney, and 
comparatively i'nsensitive to possible areas of difference. 
In some areas, the prosecutor will belong to a different 
political party than that of the mayor who appoints the 
police chief. If political" rivalry exists, the effectiveness 
of the prosecutor-advisor will be impaired. 

Of course, in a very small department where it is not 
feasible, financially or otherwise, to employ a civilian, a 
prosecutor-advisor may be preferable. If the legal ad
visor is on the staff of the prosecutor, he should have 
substantial experience in that office, since senior police 
officers often know more law than junior trial attorneys 
and so may avoid the errors and omissions which in
experienced prosecutors often make. 

Regarding the prior experience of the legal advisor, 
it is difficult to list specifically any special set of back
ground skills. Presumably there are many career tracks 
that would adequately prepare one to be an advisor. 
These include: experience as a prosecutor; private prac
tice, particularly in the criminal field; law enforcement 
experience, such as with the Federal Bureau of Investi
gation or the Treasury Department; a police intern pro
gram (discussed infra) . 

MANPOWER NEEDS 

It is impossible to calculate with confidence the num
ber of advisors needed now by police agencies across the 
country. An estimate of the outer limits of manpower 

H Letter to the CommissioD, Nov. 16, 1966. 

needs is dependent upon knowledge of what functions 
the legal advisor will perform, and these will necessarily 
vary, often substantially, from department to department. 
In some places, the advisor will be responsible for train
ing, or legislative relations, or policy planning; in others, 
he will perform none or all of these duties. A reasonable 
estimate of minimum needs, however, may be made, even 
though it is difficult to specify underlying criteria. The 
following estimates represent the best guess of those most 
experienced. 

There are five police departments servicing cities in 
excess of 1 million population. At least five legal advisors 
may be needed to meet minimum needs of these depart
ments and even this figure is probably very conservative. 
Based on his experience as deputy commissioner for legal 
matters of the New York Police Department, Franklin 
Thomas feels that "twice the number recommended 
would be the absolute minimum to fulfill properly the 
functions required of such advisors." 14 

Approximately 17 cities range in population between 
500,000 and 1 million. At least three advisors should be 
available. There are about 33 cities withfu the 250,000 
to 500,000 population range. At least two advisors 
should be budgeted. There are nearly 80 cities under 
250,000 and over 100,000 population. At least one 
advisor would fulfill minimum standards. 

In smaller cities, such as those below 100,000 or 50,000 
which may not need or be able to afford a full-time legal 
advisor, pooling arrangements-by which several police 
agencies in a given area would share a legal advisor
should be made. Fragmentation of police services is 
notorious and the common use of a legal advisor could be 
a device not only for acquiring counsel, but of achieving 
greater coordination among separate police departments. 

All of the States, except Hawaii, maintain police or 
highway patrol organizations. These departments range 
in sworn membership from 50 men in Nevada to 2,795 
men in California. Total personnel as of December 31, 
1964, was 26,784 men. At least one advisor should be 
budgeted for each State, and the largest States, such as 
New York (2,464 men) and Pennsylvania (2,015 men), 
should employ several law-trained men. In addition, 
there are 773 counties which operate road patrols, about 
100 of which have uniformed forces of over 100 men. 
Each of these should employ a full- or part-time advisor. 

Totaling these figures, the manpower needed to supply 
minimum needs ranges from 250 to 400 men skilled in 
criminal law, administrative law, and police science. 

RECRUITING LEGAL ADVISORS 

Two innovative programs, one of which is specifically 
aimed at producing legal advisors, have recently been 
initiated pursuant to Ford Foundation grants. The pro
gram at the Northwestern University Law School is "di
rected primarily toward the development of police legal 
advisors." 15 It provides for a 2-year training program 
for graduate students, the first year being spent in resi
dence at the law school and the second actually working 
in a police department. The police department receives 

" Revised Propos.l to the Ford Foundation (Aprill9li4). p. 2. 
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the services of the intern free of charge under the terms 
of the fellowship.I6 At the end of the second year-by 
which time a thesis must be completed-the trainee re
ceives a master of law degree. 

Unlike the Northwestern University program, the 
"police internship program" ,at the University of Wis
consin Law School is not "committed to the training of 
lawyers specifically for assignment in a police agency," 
but rather to expanding the opportunities for "interested 
students to become familiar with the major issues con
fronting the police and other agencies in the criminal 
justice system." 17 Under the terms of a $260,000 grant, 
a program for law students to intern with police agencies 
lias been developed. During the summer of 1966, five 
specially selected students were placed with the Chicago 
Police Department, and a sixth with a Wi!lconsin police 
agency.IS 

Both the Northwestern and Wisconsin programs are 
imaginative and promising. In particular, the structur
ing of the Northwestern internship, which gives a lawyer 
to the police department for a full year, acts as an induce
ment to the city authorities to retain an advisor on a 
permanent basis. 

Both programs, however, represent only small steps 
forward in meeting manpower needs. If the necessary 
pool of talent is to be created within the next 5 years, 
it is essential now to finance both new training programs, 
expand existing ones, develop plans for the involvement 
of more lawyers generally in the police process,I9 and, 
most important of all, recruit skilled lawyers from the 
outside. 

RESISTANCE TO EMPLOYING LAWYERS IN LAW 

ENFORCEMENT 

Despite the long recognized need for.law-trained per
sonnel in pqlice work, there has been over the years only 
a handful of lawyers working in local law enforcement. 
While the need has been great, the demand has been 
low, and the obstacles to employment often overwhelming. 

One major source of resistance to the hiring of legal 
advisors is the city attorney or corporation counsel. Police 
departments which have retained a legal advisor, as well 
as those who have unsuccessfully attempted to do so, re-

16 young lawyers, who have 1 or more years' experience, arc given annual 
stipends ranging between $6,500 and $8,SOO, from which is deducted approximately 
82,000 in tuition over the 2·year period. Recent law graduates without experience 
receive S4,600 for the first year and $7,000 the second. All stipends arc tax exempt. 
The grant to Northwestern, made in 1964, was for $300,000 extending over 5 years. 
To date, five fellowships have been granted. 

11 Letter from Prof. Herman Goldstein to the Commisoion, Feb. 23, 1966. 
13 Prior to the summer internship, the students were given a special seminar 

to. orient them toward police work. Seminar topics included: the police patrol 
function, aggressive preventive patrol, ferreting out vice activities, policing at 
the operating level, role of the lawyers in the police agency, and investigating 
crime. 

19 One set of plans demands greater involvement of the bar associations. 
Typically, the local bar 8ssociation has one committee, orten several, dealing with 
the important problems of defendanto' rights and the defense of a criminal case. 
Few have a single committee aiding law enforcement in a comparable manner. 
Recently, former New York Police Commissioner Michael J. Murphy wroto that 
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port strong resistance from the city attorney who com
monly claims that servicing the police is his exclusive 
province.. Such a position reflects too narrow a view of 
what it is the legal advisor does; most of the duties of 
the legal advisor-outlined earlier in this paper-do not 
fall within the scope of responsibility of the city attorney's 
office, nor are they matters that he is especially equipped 
to handle. In areas where there is overlapping responsi
bility, as, for example, defending suits for false arrest, 
a record of vigorous performance by the city attorney 
could relieve the legal advisor of all responsibility. Too 
often, however, the city attorney, although unwilling or 
unable to do the job himself, is also unwilling to permit 
others to do it. 

As a result of opposition from the city attorney, several 
departments have camouflaged their legal advisor with 
such titles as "research analyst" or "research director," 
and generally kept his status unofficial. 

Another source of resistance has been paradoxically 
the police executive himself. The n:asons for this resist
ance are harder to identify since they are rarely made 
explicit. No doubt they emerge from a general reluctance 
to hire civilians or change the status quo. To some ex
tent, they derive from ignorance about what it is a legal 
advisor can do. In addition, in many departments, par
ticularly the more professionalized ones, civil service re
strictions combine to prevent the retaining of a lawyer. 

A final factor inhibiting recruitment is that attorneys 
who would be best qualified to serve as legal advisors have 
access to more attractive career opportunities. Both in 
terms of prestige and salary the talented prosecutor or 
private practitioner is unlikely to leave to serve as a 
police legal advisor. But the gains to the community and 
the police-measured in more effective and fair law en
forcement-are so essential that efforts to establish the 
position of police legal advisor and to make it an attrac
tive one for skilled attorneys must begin immediately. 
If salary and career opportunities were at least competi
tive with other legal positions within the criminal justice 
system, competent lawyers could be hired. Without ques
tion, the position of police legal advisor for a busy depart
ment could become one of the most challenging positions 
in government. 

U each Bar Association should consider a Legal Advisory Committee to Low 
Enforcement as part of its community rcsponsibilities. tt Murphy. supra, note 5. 
Such committees may accomplish little that demonstrably aids law enforcement, 
but their mere existence could serve to boost morale, decrease isolation, and set 
the framework for continuing interchange. The PhiladelphIa Bar Association 
recently hegan a pl'ogram aimed at training officers to make a pinch that sticks. 
"Bar To Teach Police New Arrest Wrinkles," Philadelphin Inquirer, Aprll 18, 
196~. 

Another approach involves the establishment of courses in the law school cur
riculums that focus on enforcement problems. These could inclUde periods of 
field observation, and could be elective or required, as is the C8se at Willametto 
Law School in Salem. Oreg. There, David Geary, then chief of police, permitted 
law students to ride in squad cars and observe the complaint desk, radio room, 
amI jails. It may be that municipal governments could subsidize the legal educa
tion of students interested in law enforcement, students who would eventually 
serve as legal advisors. 



Chapter 4 

Coordination and Consolidation· 
of Police Service \ ~? 

~~ -

INTRODUCTION 

Nearly every critic of local government in recent years 
has pointed with alarm to the proliferation of local gov
ernmental jurisdictions, especially in metropolitan areas. 
The desire for local self-government no doubt accounts 
for the zealous development and protection of numerous 
local units-even when larger, more cohesive units would 
seem to be a logical solution to metropolitan area 
problems. 

Going hand in hand with the large number of local 
governments is the apparent need each feels to maintain 
its own law enforcement program. Commenting on this 
situation, Prof. Gordon E. Misner says, "Despite gross 
changes in other facets of our society, the basic organiza
tional structure of law enforcement has remained rela
tively unchanged since the turn of the century." Con
tinuing, Misner notes that regardless of size, location in 
relation to other units of general local government, or 
financial resources, each local governmental unit is 
deemed "capable" of administering basic law enforcement 
within its own jurisdiction.1 

The 1966 "Municipal Yearbook" reported that there 
were 91,236 governmental units in the United States 
at the beginning of 1962: 56,507 local governments; 
34,678 school districts; 50 State governments; and 1 Fed
eral Government. A further breakdown shows 3,043 
counties, 17,977 municipalities, 17,144 township gov
ernments, and 18,323 special districts. Of additional 
interest is that, although the total number of local gov
ernments has been reduced in recent years, the reduction 
has occurred only through the elimination of school dis
tricts. Nonschool special districts and municipalities 
have actually increased in number. 

A fundamental problem confronting law enforcement 
today is that of fragmented crime repression efforts re
sulting from the large number of uncoordinated local 
governments and law enforcement agencies. It is not 
uncommon to find police units working at cross purposes 
in trying to solve the same or similar crimes. Although 
law enforcement officials speak of close cooperation 
among agencies, the reference often simply means a lack 

1 Gordon E. Misner, "Recent Developments in Metropolitan Law Enforcement," 
Journal of Criminal Law, Criminology, and Police Science, 50: 497-508, 497 t 
Ianuary-February 1960. 

:I StafT services are DonUne functions and activities used to develop personnel and 
departments to effectively meet police reapoDaibilities. 
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of conflict. There is, in fact, little cooperation on other 
than an informal basis, not a very effective means of 
meeting current needs. 

Formal cooperation or consolidation is an essential in
gredient in improving the quality of law enforcement. 
Crime is not confined within artificially created political 
boundaries but, rather, extends throughout the larger 
community. A workable program of formal cooperation 
or consolidation for law enforcement services within a 
"common community of interests" is the desired goal for 
improving the quality of law enforcement at the local 
level. 

DEFINITION OF TERMS 

Briefly stated, the concern of this study is an analysis of 
the problems of local police administration and the po
tential of coordination or consolidation of services as an 
aid to the repression of crime. Since the concern of this 
study is with police functions normally associated with 
the repression of crime, attention will not focus on police 
activities related to traffic law enforcement. To be dis
cussed are staff services 2 typical of law enforcement 
agencies, such as the recruitment, selection, and training 
of personnel, planning, purchasing, internal investigation, 
and the like; auxiliary services,3 such as records and com
munications systems, detention facilities, laboratory serv
ices, and the like; and selected field services,4 incl!lding. 
criminal investigation, delinquency control, special task 
force operations, vice control, and related activities. 

It is important at this point to establish soine working 
definitions of "consolidation," "cooperation or coordina
tion," and "region." In the context of this report, con
solidation is the merging, in whole or in part, of one 
governmental jurisdiction, or function thereof, with an
other governmental jurisdic~\on, or function thereof. 
This definition is made as broad as possible, to include 
any type of governmental jurisdiction or function and 
any type of formal agreement which constitutes the assimi
lation of one unit or function, in whole or part, into 
another. 

Cooperation or coordination presupposes a formal 
agreement between two or more governmental jurisdic-

3 Auxiliary senices are Danline functions, separate from 8taft flomccs. which 
provide technical, epeeial, or supportive senices to other nonline or line elemente 
of a department. 

4. Field services Bre Une fUDctlons and sctlvitics directly concerned with the rul· 
6llment of primary police re8ponBibilitie •• 
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tions each with defined responsibilities to jointly provide 
a common service. This definition is limited to fonnal 
agreements and does not extend to infonnal arrange
ments.5 The phrase "defined responsibilities" is used to 
suggest that each participating unit has a particular re- . 
sponsibility in a cooperative venture, whether in terms' 
of providing :financial aid, equipment, personn.el, or sup
port by some other means. 

A definition of region poses some problems. The word 
"region" immediately suggests some established bounda
ries, albeit artificial ones. The English common law 
concept of a region (or community) as an area having a 
commonality of interests is accepted as' a definition of a 
region in this study; thus, it is not restricted to defined 
political boundarie~. Rather, one is speaking of two or 
more governmental jurisdictions with political, economic, 
social, or other ties and with common problems. And 'a 
region may encompass jurisdictions in two or more States 
such as in the Washington, D.C.-Maryland-Virginia 
area. 

SCOPE OF T~E REPORT 

Two basic assumptions regarding the status of local 
government in the United States underlie the ensuing 
discussion regarding coordination or consolidation of law 
enforcement services. First, local government will con
tinue as a vital force when some governments are com
pletely consolidated with others. Second, it is desirable 
to preserve as much local governmental control as is 
reasonable while increasing the quality and quantit;r of 
service. 

The sections on coordination and consolidation of staff, 
auxiliary, and selected field services are concerned with 
analyzing the problems and potentials of coordination or 
consolidation of sele~ted police functions. It will be as· 
sumed in these sections that proliferation of police juris
dictions is necessary, and that each jurisdiction is capable 
of providing at least a modicum of service to its cith-.ens. 
The mission in these sections, then, is to suggest methods 
of improving selected police functions through coordina
tion or consolidation, with the hope that each jurisdic
tion will be better able to cope with the problems of law 
enforcement. 

In the section on police service and jurisdictional con
solidation, the problem is viewed in a different way. It 
is assumed that the number of police jurisdictions must 
be reduced in order to deal effectively with the need for 
more and better police service. Significant methods used 
in consolidating police jurisdictions will be described. 
It is a fair assumption that where these methods have been 
utilized, it was realized by the affected governmental ju
risdictions that fragmented, decentralized policing was 
either uneconomical or ineffective. It will be assumed, 
also, that coordination or consolidation of selected police 
functions was not sufficient and that jurisdictional consoli
dation was the only answer. r\ Throughout this chapter it will be evident that quality 

6 Informal arrangements tend to be those of a mutual·aid nature in which one 
department agrees to come to the BSsistance ~f another 8S required, uauaHy during 
emergencies. Such arrangements serve a valid purpose, but they do not materially 

~. 

~
. in police service is the desired goal. 1£ quality can be 
I achieved only through coordinating or consolidating se

lected police functions, or. only through total consolida
tion of police jurisdictions, these are the routes that should 
be taken.· 

Thus, although this study is clj2',~cted toward improving 
the quality of police service through coordination or con
solidation, the transfer or shift of selected functions or 
total law enforcement from one unit to another cannot 
be argued simply in this manner. Present-day realities do 
not :;tHow it. Interest in local self-rule has been strong 
enough to develop the present system, and it certainly is 
strong enough to retard or prevent changes in it. The 

I democratic process implies a desire for local control 
whether or not there is local control in fact. The section 
on obstacles to coordination and consolidation describes 
some of the constraints to the redistribution of law en
forcement functions. 

RESEARCH METHODS UTILIZED 

Several techniques were utilized in the preparation of 
this report. A detailed review was made of available 
literature, ranging from general metropolitan studies to 
studies of specialized police activities. Special attention 
was· given to the literature on existing arrangements for 
intergovernmental cooperation, even though most such 
arrangements do not relate to police activities. Publica
tions of the Advisory Commission on Inter-Governmental 
Relations were carefully reviewed, and some applicable 
recommendations have been incorporated into this report. 
Also consulted were other project reports prepared for 
the President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Ad
ministration of Justice. 

The project staff also reviewed selected State constitu
tions, pertinent legislation, opinions of attorneys general, 
court decisions, and other sources to detennine legal au
thorizations, prohibitions, or restrictions relating to the 
coordination or consolidation of law enforcement 
activities. 

Members of the project staff made several field visits 
to a number of governmental jurisdictions and agencies 
to obtain firsthand impressions and factual data relating 
to the coordination and consolidation of law enforcement 
activities. Law enforcement and general government 
officials were interviewed in Phoenix, Ariz.; Los Angeles 
County and the cities of Lakewood, Norwalk, Downey, 
and Oakland, Calif .. ; the metropolitan government of 
Nashville, Davidson County, Tenn.; the municipality of 
Metropolitan Toronto, Canada; Metropolitan Dade 
County, Fla.; and Nassau and Suffolk Counties, N.Y. 
Visits also were made to the California Department of 
Justice; the California Disaster Office; the California 
Commission on Peace Officer Standards and Training; 
the Chicago Police Department; the Illinois State Police; 
the Illinois Division of Criminal Identification and In
vestigation; and the Sauk-Prairie Police Department, 
Sauk City, Wis. Discussions were also held with staff 
members of the League of California Cities and the As
sociation of Bay Area Governments. Other Public Ad-

add to the quality o£ service provided by a specific departmunt nor do ther improve 
the quality of penonnel. 

---------------------,,~.-------~.~~.-------------------------------------
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ministration Service personnel provided information Primary Conclusions. Police activities related to man- ~ ~ 
regarding law enforcement activities in other cities with power needs should be organized on the basis of areas r'\' 
which they were familiar, including, among others, large enough to support good programs. Through joint 
Kansas City, Mo.; Baltimore, and Atlanta. recruitment, selection, and training, police agencies in-

Two ~onferences were of special value. A 2-day con-I crease their ability to secure the best available personnel. 
ference, held in mid-June 1966, brought together a num-' The State should participate in the programs through 
ber of law enforcement and general government officials developing standards and requirements, assisting in mak
of States, counties, and cities; several members of univer- ing training facilities available to all departments, and 
sity faculties; and members of the staff of Public Admin- establishment of manpower reserves upon which local de
istration Service especially conversant with the problems _, partments can draw to maintain their strength when their 
of law enforcement. The possible areas of coordination. personnel at whatever level are receiving training. 
or consolidation of 1<1.'.'1 enforcement activities and poten-! The fulfillment of police responsibilities depends upon 
tial alternative soJutions to law enforcement problems' the effective use of manpower. To this end, all police 
were discussed. A second, smaller conference of similar . agencies need planning assistance on organizational and 
authorities, held in August 1966, reviewed drafts of the procedural matters, and access to areawide crime and 
project report and evaluated recommendations. modus operandi analyses. Such planning tools are be-

yond the capacity of all but the larger departments. 

GENERAL FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS 

The ensuing discussion summarizes the general findings 
and conclusions of a detailed study of the problems and 
pofentials of coordination and consolidation for the 
achievement of better police services. The discussion 
follows the section arrangement of the chapter, present
ing first the general findings and then the more important 
conclusions or recommendations. 

Other Conclusions. Organized crime ~ 
should be shared between local, State, and Federal agen
cies to the extent possible. Public information services 
should be coordinated in Pletropolitan areas. A practical 
example would be a coordinated public information 
program between a central city and its suburbs. 

Each State should consider the establishment of an 
independent unit which would have as its sole responsi
bility provision of internal investigation assistance as re
quired and the initiation of investigations when necessary. 

COORDINATION AND CONSOLIDATION OF STAFF .MJ3X!CES 

~ -- COORDINATION AND CONSOLIDATION OF 
Findings. On the basis of their potential for coordi- AUXILIARY SERVICES 
nated and consolidated action, staff services fall into two - "' " 
major groupings. ~cmitment,~lection, and trainin of Findings. The a1uxiliaq services of records a.nd com- ~,; 
~rsonnel. and ~ingiend themse ves to Joint action; munications, crime aboratory services, a"lli1Cl~tion are 
w~public informa ion, internal investigation, and the police responsibilities beSt suited to coordination and 
st.'tff inspection are more closely identified with individual consolidation on an areawide basis; and with the possible 
jurisdic~ions. exception of training, these are the services most often 

All police agencies need qualified, trained personnel performed jointly. Joint action is possible primarily be
capable e:f performing assigned duties. Unfortunately, cause it involves cooperation only on technical matters; 
many lack the necessary resources for recruiting, and in this, auxiliary services differ significantly from other 
seiecting qualified personnel and for providing the train- police functions, particularly field services. Auxiliary 
ing needed at all h;vels of service. Many also lack the services are 'costly, and resources beyond the competence 
resources and capabilities for providing the sound, con- of most jurisdictions are needed in order to perform them 
tinuous planning that is the basis for evaluating depart- with any degree of effectiveness. 
mental effectiveness and assigning personnel. These en- Auxiliary services make it possible for police agencies 
cleavors lend themselves to an areawide approach to fulfill their basic responsibilities by dispatching person
through coordination or consolidation of the effmts of a nel promptly, bringing to bear the information in records 
number of jurisdictions. files in the solution of crimes, and studying and analyzing 

Staff activities associated with public information, in- the physical evidence pertinent to a particular investiga
spection, and internal investigation are appropriately the tion. Many police agencies cannot adequately perform 
tools of the individual police administr;ltor and only these services alone. 
rarely, or in limited degree, lend themselves to perform-
ance on an areawide basis. Primary Conclusions. The increased pooling of re- J 

Organized intelligence is a staff service that does not n sources among police jurisdictions is essential to the 
faU precisely into either of the two general groups. In 1\ provision of effective records, communications, and lab
one sense, it is a tool of the individual administrator; . oratory services. Certain records mllst be maintained, 
however, in order to be fully effective, the organized and certain records services provided, on an areawide 
crime intelligence activities of one department must be basis. 
coordinated with the activities of other departments en- Communications systems must be improved through 
gaged in similar and related work. int"e;j;irisdictional contractual arrangements, coordina-
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tion among radio systems, and through an increased role 

J 
for the State as a coordinating agency. ~ 

Crime laboratory services must be available to every 
police department. With proper training, the routine 
gathering of evidence can be performed on the local level, 
but expensive analytical services must be provided by 
areas capable of supporting them, preferably by the State. 
Often the resources of poorly operated laboratory facili
ties in close proximity can be combined to establish one 
good facility. 

One auxiliary service, detention, is not concerned with 
the fulfillment of basic polIce responsibilities and should 
be handled by a correctional agency whenever ossible. 
If it is necessary for Ice m so a es to con mue 
to provide detention services, consideration should be 
given to coordination and consolidation among police 
departments. 

COORDINATION AND CONSOLIDATION OF 

SELECTED FIELD SERVICES 

Findings. Field services are a controversial area for the 
implementation of coordinated and consolidated police 
service, primarily because such activities involve the ful
fillment of basic police responsibilities that involve direct 
contact with the public. Opposition to the coordination 
or consolidation of programs in police service is most apt 
to be concentrated in this area. 

Selected field services, among them giminal invesm
tion;,"vlce "i'ila delinquency control, and speClaITask force 
operatiO'I1s, require s e . lize"d-training and maD'powc;r 
beyond the ca aCI y 0 most Jun . to supply ade
quately. Criminal investigation and vice control tend 
to be concerned primarily with criminals who most fre
quently operate areawide, rather than within a single 
jurisdiction. Control of delinquency requires special 
knowledge, and special task force operations can be char-

f 
acterized as emergency situ.ations requiring large numbers 
of trained personnel. These selected field services lend 
themselves to performance through coordinated or con
solidated programs covering wide areas. 

Primary Conclusions. Since cri.u.!inal investigation and 
vi..£Si cOOJ;rol ... particularly, are concerned wml' a highly 
mobile criminal element and require significant man
power investments, they are susceptible to areawide 
performance. --
D~lJ£Y .. control responsibilities are the most local 

and 7aStSusceJ{U-SieOf performance on a coordinated 
basis. Special training and knowledge are essential, 
however, to successful programs, and consequently this 
aspect of delinquency control is applicable to areawide 
development. 

Policing of special events is a proper activity for co
ordinated action,. particularly through the use of mutual 
aid pacts. In some cases, a statewide task force fer this 
purpose could provide needed manpower which would 
not be available to individual jurisdictions acting alone. 

\ Other Conclusions. Special tacti,cal units should be or-
ganized on an areawide bc.sis in ord '~r to be fully effective. 

However, the continuing need for manpower, as distin
guished from manpower needs for the policing of special 
events, precludes the use of mutual aid agreements for 
their establishment. A State or county police organiza-,/ 
tion might provide such units. 

POLICE SERVICE AND JURISDICTIONAL CONSOLIDATION 

Findings. Not every police department is capable of 
providing needed staff, auxiliary, and selected field serv
ices; nor is every local government capable of providing 
a desirable quality of police services generally. Many 
local jurisdictions cannot provide adequate police pro
tection unless they receive assistance from other juris
dictions; and many jurisdictions, for one reason or 
another, cannot provide even basic patrol services. 
These situations call for the coordination or consolidation 
of effort and services. 

A number of approaches have been used successfully 
in consolidating police responsibilities. They include: 
comprehensive reorganization under metropolitan-type 
governments; the use of subordinate service taxing dis
tricts under a strong county government; intergovern
mental agreements; and annexation by municipalities of 
fringe areas. One additional approach, the use of 
single-purpose special districts, has been utilized 
occasionally. 

Primary Conclusions. Comprehensive reorganization 
under a metropolitan-type government offers the best 
possibilities for fully unifying police services on an area
wide basis, but such reorganization is difficult to 
accomplish. 

The provision of police service through use of sub
ordinate service taxing districts offers a viable means of 
achieving consolidation within the existing framework 
of local government, especially through a county policing 
agency operating under a county charter. 

At present, consolidation is perhaps most easily 
achieved through the use of intergovernmental agree
ments or contracts. The prime advantages are that 
permissive legislation is already available, and that con
solidation can be accomplished without appreciably dis
turbing existing governmental structures. 

Other Conclusions. Annexation and police special 
districts are also tools which can be used in achieving 
consolidation of police responsibilities. Both, however, 
have serious limitations. Annexation cannot be used 
effectively when the central city is largely surrounded by 
other municipal corporations, a situation that frequently 
prevails. Special districts covering a large territory may 
be created to provide police protection, thus eliminating 
jurisdictional problems. However, this method involves 
the creation of a single-purpose local government over 
which little popular control can be exercised. 

OBSTACLES TO COORDINATION AND CONSOLIDATION 

Findings. Obstacles to the coordination or consoli
dation of the police services of different jurisdictions are 
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similar to the obstacles to restmcturing and relocating jurisdictions, however, the supply of qualified applicants 
other functions of local government. The fragmented, I has not kept pace with demand, and police administra
decentralized system of police administration parallels tors generally have difficulty in filling vacancies.6 Re
the organization of local government generally. How- cruitment and selection are critical processes in main
ever, the obstacles to coordination and consolidation of taining and building police departments. Recruitment 
police services tend to be among the most formidable, is the process by which potential employees are brought 
primarily because police service is generally one of the to the initial point in selection, and selection is the proc
most local of governmental services, and also because ess by which qualified individuals are identified. 
even the smalle8t ::xal governmental jurisdictions like When two or more jurisdictions conduct joint recruit- \ I 
to believe that they can provide at least minimal needed ment and selection programs, several advantages accrue. 
police services. It is possible to conduct a more widespread and efficacious \ 

Generally, the political and social pressures inherent I recruiting program through the pooling of available fi
in the desire for local self-government, rather than legal nancial and other resources. More sophisticated adver
restrictions, militate against the coordination and con- tising of openings usually can be justified, and the 
solidation of police services. Most counties, however, potential number of qualified applicants may thereby be 
operate under legal restrictions that limit their ability to increased. Another advantage, especially for smaller 
provide urban-type services, including law enforcement. I jurisdictions, is the opportunity to initiate and conduct 
Moves for the coordination and consolidation of local recruitment and selection programs under the leadership 
police services must take into account the strength of the of professional personnel officers, which should result in 
political and social pressures for local self-government. more effective recruitment and a higher degree of validity 

Primary Conclusion~. Broad joint-exercise-of-powers 
legislation that permits many types of intergovernmental 
agreements appears to be the most convenient authority 
under which coordination and consolidation of policf; 
services can be accomplished. Action under such legis
lation involves no changes in existing governmental 
boundaries or political structures, nor does it negate 
principles of local self-government. Rather, it represents 
responsible exercise of the powers of local self-govern
ment. All aspects of police service-staff, auxiliary, and 
field services, and even total police service·-can be co
ordinated and consolidated. Many States already have 
adopted some form of joint-exercise-of-powers lerslation. .. 

COORDINATION AND CONSOLIDATION 
OF STAFF SERVICES 

Staff services of law enforcement agencies are those 
nonline functions and : .ctivities that help to develop de
partmental personnel, assist the departments to perfonn 
their basic police responsibilities effectively, and provide 
meaningful internal controls. Included in staff services 
are such activities affecting law enforcement personnel as 
recruitment, selection, -training, staff inspection, and in
ternal investigation. Also included are planning, crime 
analysis, purchasing, and public information services, 
among others. 

Views on the susceptibility of certain staff services to 
coordinated or consolidated efforts are mixed. The ad
vantages of coordinated recruitment, selection, and train
ing services seem obvious. However, the value of 
combined activities in internal investigations and staff 
inspections and certain other staff services is unclear. 

RECRUITMENT AND SELECTION 

The need for quality in police officers is one of the 
major needs in law enforcement today. Except in a few 

6 Raymont! L. Bancroft, "Municipal Law Enforcement, 1966," "Natiun's Citics," 
February 1966, pp. 15-17. For a morc comprehensive report on personnel proh. 
lems nnd requirements, scc chapter 5, Police Personnel. ' 

and reliability in screening. The applicant has the oppor
tunity of taking a single test for openings in several 
jurisdictions. 

Joint recruitment and selection may take many forms. 
For example, a local jurisdiction may request a higher 
level of government to perform these services. Again, 
two or more jurisdictions at the same level may join in 
the recruitment and selection of personnel. Joint re
cruitment and selection C?..n be partial, stopping at any 
mutually agreed upon point. 

To have a successfu.l program, the participants in a joint 
venture must agree substantially on how the program is , 
to be conducted and the type of candidates desired. 
Standards and meaningful prerequisites .must be estab
lished, and the means for their measurement devised. 

Standards. Although the establishment of the basic 
qualifications of applicants is of major importance, the 
methods generally used to determine minimum standards 
or to measur relative uahHcatlOns of applicants ha\7e 
not een especia y noteworthy. T e establishment of 
standards for the qualifications of applicants requires 
specialized knowledge, common sense, and freedom from 
prejudice or caprice. Attention should be given to stand
ards for intelligence, education, personal and psychologi
cal characteristics, background or personal history, and 
physical characteristics. 

The desired level or degree of acceptability may vary 
from one community to another, and the cooperating 
agencies need not always agree upon the precise degree 
of qualification required. If emphasis is placed upon 
those factors which bear an identifiable relationship to 
quality in performance, the less significant but more com
mon points of disagreement, such as those concerning 
residence, physical size, or vision, will become less im
portant to the joint effort. However, the success of a 
combined recruitment and selection program will depend 
largely upon the careful work:ng out of a basic core of 
mutually acceptable standards or qualifications. 
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its merit system rules, Bloomington was required to main
tain the list for 1 year. 

Program Development. Jurisdictions interested in a 
joint recruitment and selection program must first agree, 
in principle, upon methods and techniques. Factors of 
major concern should inclucle: 

o Specific goals. I o Scope and depth. 
o Reconcil~ation with existing legal requirements. 
o Organizational and administrative structure and the 

Other Considerations. Some law enforcement agen
cies may be reluctant to participate in joint recruitment 
and selection programs because they do not have salary 
and fringe benefit schedules competitive with those of 
other agencies and jurisdictions with which they might 
join. However, several other factors, including promo-

relationships between and among the participants. 
o Budgetary and staffing requirements. 
o Strategy and tactics. 
o Intent, content, and format of needed brochures, 

forms, and publications. 
o Protest, appeal, and arbitration procedures. 
o Adherence to recognized professional and scientific 

practices. 
o Objective, continuing review of processes and pro

grams to determine their relative worth, to measure 
their validity and reli~.bility, and to insure a con
sistently high level of performance in keeping with 
the established goals. 

The experience of Bloomington and Burnsville, Minn., 
two fast-growing Minneapolis suburbs, indicates the prac
tical value of a joint recruitment and selection under
taking. 7 

Bloomington and Burnsville initially agreed that the 
recruitment program should be scheduled immediately 
prior to an established annual recruit training program. 
This timing insured that no men would be without prompt 
recruit training. The area covered by the joint recruit
ment effort included the three largest Minnesota cities 
and their environs, plus some communities in adjacent 
States. However, the limited number of vacancies did 
not justify sending a recruiting team to the more distant 
locations. 

Since Burnsville was relatively inexperienced in recruit
ing, it had no members on the recruitment team, but it 
participated actively in the selection process. The tests 
that had been used by Bloomington were determined to 
be insufficient by Burnsville, so new tests were developed. 
These were administered by the Bloomington City per
sonnel officer and a police captain. The Bloomington 
staff also conducted background investigations of the 
applicants passing the tests. A group interview, a rating 
interview, and a final interview were used to select can
didates. The group interview was conducted by repre
sentatives of the two departments, but the rating inter
view was conducted by police officials of other com
munities more experienced in this technique. The final 
interview was conducted by the chiefs of the two 
departments. 

The selection process was completed with a formal 
offer of employment by the participating jurisdictions. 
Most of the candidates certified for appointment stated 
they would be willing to work for either department, and 
all vacancies were filled. It was agreed by the two juris
dictions that .Bloomington would maintain an eligibility 
list, since it had an established pers~mnel office; and by 

7 Bloomington. Minn., Personnel Office. "Joint Recruitment of Policemen by 
Bloomington and Burnsville, Minnesota: A Casc Study" (Bloomin&,ton: Personnel 
Office, 1965). 

tional opportunities, community preference, and present 
residence, maybe deciding factors for potential employees. 

The Bloomington-Burnsville experience suggests that a 
joint effort can succeed when interjurisdictional differ
ences have been resolved. It now seems likely that some 
type of recruitment program involving all of Hennepin 
County, in which the two towns are located, will soon 
become a reality. 

Despite the advantages of joint recruitment and selec-
tion of police officers, such programs are not widespread. 

(

Many police administrators, even where favorable con
ditions exist, are not taking advantage of these efficient 
and economical procedures, apparently because of an 
inability or unwillingness to explore possibilities in re
cruitment and selection beyond their own jurisdictions. 

Joint Activities at the State Level. Perhaps more has 
been done collectively for police service on a statewide 
basis in California than in any other State. Several 
groups and agencies have been instrumental in mobilizing 
police departments to accomplish many things which 
they could not or would not have done individually. 
The impetus for a proposed statewide program arose from 
several factors associated with large-volume demands for 
personnel and potential large-volume employee retire
ments. The proposed program will be organized and 

l administered by the California Peace Officer Standards 
and Training Commission (poS'lj". 

In the recruitment phase, POST proposes to utilize the 
resources of a regional advertising association to conduct 
a statewide publicity campaign. Promotional materials 
will be distributed at various locations throughout the 
State, particularly at colleges, universities, and State em
ployment offices. Trained recruitment teams, which will 
include educators, interested citizens, and representatives 
of minority groups, will travel throughout the State, and 
speak at colleges, universities, junior colleges, and public 
and parochial schools. A concerted effort also will be 
made to encourage minority group members who possess 
requisite qualifications for police service to apply. 

In the selection phase, potential candidates will be 
able to complete an initial screening test at a State em
ployment office. Tests will be graded immediately, and 
applicants receiving passing scores will be fingerprinted 
and their records will be checked. It is hoped that the 
initial written test, given at State employment offices, 
will suffice for all associated jurisdictions. The list of 
successful candidates will be distributed to all police agen
cies in the State, and the individual jurisdictions may 
then ask an applicant to take an additional examination, 

.. 
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and may perform background investigations, and make 
such other checks as they deem necessary. 

Agreement has already been reached on important 
prerequisites and basic qualifications for police officers. 
Although the requirements for applicants are not man
dated by State law, to qualify for reimbursement of train
ing costs from the State, a police department must hire 
only men who meet the standards set forth in the Cali
fornia Law Enforcement Standards and Training Act.s 
Since police departments representing 98 percent of the 
State's population have qualified for this aid, the effect 
is a State standard for applicants. 

The proposed California plan could serve as a guide 
for other States. While there are many elements in the 
program, one important feature is implementation on a 
statewide basis to eliminate a disjointed, uncoordinated 
search for manpower by hundreds of jurisdictions. 

Limited Programs. Should two or more communities 
be unable to reach agreement on alI phases of a recruitment 
and selection program, this need be no bar to a limited 
program, such as the use of common forms or of a central 
employment information center. There is ample prece
dent for this approach in other employment fields. For 
example, the League of California Cities administers a 
test for young men interested in employment as adminis
trative assistants to city managers. After grading by the 
league, the test results are made available to managers, 
who may then call in a man for an interview or initiate 
additional selection processes. The Federal Service En
trance Examination is anothe" example of a single selec
tion device used by a number of individual agencies. 

TRAINING ~~ 
Police training is a recognized need that is receiving 

increased attention from educational institutions and 
police and other organizations, and at alI levels of gov
ernment. In its 1966 "National Municipal Policy," the 
National League of Cities pinpoints its significance.D 

The enforcement of laws and the regulation of human be
havior in our complex urban society requires providing recruits 
with extensive basic training in all facets of police work and pro
viding veteran officers with rell'ular refresher training as well as 
specialized training in selecte~ areas of knowledge. 

At the national level, the Office of Law Enforcement 
Assistance provides for grants for professional police 
training and related education. The Federal Bureau of 
Investigation and the Federal Bureau of Narcotics have 
long had an impact on local law enforcement through 
their training programs. 

States have entered into the police training field with 
laws and assistance programs perhaps more extensively 
than into any other areas of support for local law en
forcement. Twenty-three States now have some form of 
training legislation; a few provide for mandatory recruit 
training and some provide financial assistance to local 
jurisdictions for this purpose.10 

Universities, colleges, and junior colleges are expand
ing existing vocational programs and establishing new 

• 51 Cal. Penal Code secs. 13500:.13523 (1966 Cum. Supp.). 
o National League of Cities, "National Municipal Policy" (Washington: National 

League of Cities, 1966) • sec. 15-3. 
IG Norman C. K0880ff, ."State Laws on Police Training Standards t " "The Police 

Chief," Aug ... t 1966, p. 10. 
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ones. In fact, hardly a month passes without some new 
junior or community colIege law enforcement program 
being started.ll 

The need for adequate training at reasonable cost seems 
to indicate that training functions should be coordinated 
or consolidated. The rate of growth and the variety of 
approaches in police training programs are of signifi
cance when considering training on a muItijurisdictional 
basis. 

Despite the current level of activity in police train
ing, much remains to be accomplished and several fac
tors tend to impede progress. Unfortunately, some police \ 
administrators insist that their personnel, particularly re
cruits, be trained only in their own facilities and by their 
own instructors. This insistence :,tems largely from a 
sense of insularity which presumes a nonexistent unique
ness and does not recognize that most departments need 
officers with the same basic core of knowledge_ Al
though each department must supplement core courses 
with instruction in local organization, policies, proce
dures, and regulations, such local orientation is but a small 
part of total training needs. 

A lack of understanding of training as a meaningful 
support to improved police service is an impediment to 
training in many departments. This is understandable, 
in view of the rather general lack of training and educa.
tion among chiefs of police and their command and ad
ministrative staffs. As described in chapters 3 and 5 of 
this volume, few such personnel have college degrees, 
even fewer have advanced degrees, and most have had 
no significant training for their professional responsibili
ties. 

Limited finances and shortages of manpower are com
plementary problems that may exist in fact or be offered 
simply as rationalizations for inaction. Financiallimita
tions are real, however, when departments cannot budget 
for needed complements of personnel and when man
power cannot be provided to allow development of ade
quate training programs. Manpower shortages are in
creasingly a problem, even to departments with ade
quate financial resources. There is growing recognition, 1~1 
however, that manpower shortages can be substantially 
offset by recruiting top quality personnel and giving them 
superior training. It is being recognized, more and more, 
that mere numbers of personnel are not the answer to 
problems of police efficiency and effectiveness. 

Financial limitations and manpower shortages are 
both factors influencing decisions on training, particularly 
out-of-city and out-of-State training and educational pro
grams. Many small departments feel they cannot release 
men even for local or incity training. For example, if 
one man is released from a five-man department, the 
others must work overtime and without regular days off, 
and local police service suffers. 

Areawide Training Efforts. Many areawide efforts are 
being made to satisfy the growing demand for better 
training. These efforts divide rather naturally into: 
( 1) central city assistance to nearby smaller departments, ~ 
(2) State and regional training programs, (3) institutes 'I 

11 Most junior college programs are in California with the remainder concen· 
trated in New York, Florida, and Michigan. In 31 States, no junior college police 
administration Dr police science programs exist. 
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and academies for police training, and (4) university and 
college programs. 

J Central City Assistance to Other Departments. Most 
large departments, historically, have made their training 
facilities available to surrounding smaller communities. 
Extension of training programs to smaller communities, 
under new concepts of reimbursement, may be of in
creasing va1ue. 

In 1965, the Chicago Police Training Academy trained 
147 recruits from 35 suburban departments and 4 recruits 
from a department in a neighboring State. Realizing 
that the normal 14-week school designed for Chicago 
needs included studies which did not pertain to all local 
operations) it ran a special 10-week recruit school for 
these trainees. In addition, police officers from 77 munic
ipal, county, and State police agencies took correspond
ence courses offered by the Chicago academy; numerous 
departments used its reference and film libraries; and 
the instructional staff of the academy conducted special 
courses for many outside agencies.12 

sist in establishing area training centers in appropriate 
locations, and shall cooperate with other governmental 
jurisdictions in establishing and operating these centers.u 

Following the passage of the New York Municipal Po
lice Training Council Act, the State was divided into 13 
areas or training zones, primarily for the purpose of assur
ing the availability of a training school for every new 
officer. Zones consist of from two to nine counties, and 
each zone has a coordinator and a sub coordinator who 
are responsible for carrying out the purposes of the act 
within their zones.:18 The council has received a Federal 
grant to assist it in establishing regional police training 
centers throughout the State, and it is planned to place 
them in str:ategic locations where there are junior and 
community colleges.:19 

Training facilities now blanket the State of California, 
and programs are within the reach of practically every 
department in the State. By January 1967, 46 facilities 
had been certified to teach the prescribed recruit course 
and 36 the 80-hour supervisory course, The California 
POST program also allows credit for preservice college 
training. 

State and Regional Training Programs. There are a 
number of programs in existence or planned which are Institutes and Academies. Several institutes and acad
based on the concept of areawide service to provide es- emies, affiliated with a university or a Federal agency, 
sential training to many departments. For example, the have long provided valuable instruction to the American 
Metropolitan Fund of Detroit, a nonprofit research cor- police. Some date from the mid-1930's. Among those 
poration concerned with intergovernmental relations in universi.ty-affiliated are the Traffic Institute of North
the six-county region of southeastern Michigan, has western University, the Southern Police Institute of the 
initiated a study of existing facilities and programs for University of Louisville, and the Delinquency Control In
training in the region with the intention of providing stitute of the University of Southern California. Other 
information necessary to implement a regional system of less structured programs also exist-for example, the An
police training. 13 The Southeastern Michigan Chiefs of nual Institutes on Police and Communit· Relations at 
Police organization has established a 6-week recruit pro- Michigan State University. All such programs need to 
gram, as has the Metropolitan Police Academy of Mich- be maintained and expanded, and additional means need 
igan, Inc., with headquarters in an armory.H to be found to enroll students. Among the Federal 

"" In Oregon, in 1965, an advanced program. coordinated agency programs are the National Academy of the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation and the training facilities of the 

by the Oregon Association of City Poli~e Officers trained Bureau of Narcotics. In October 1966 the 5 OOOth po-
852 law enforcement officers at 15 regIOnal schools. In l' . 1 d h 7 h '. 
dd'f 3 k b . 't h 1 1 ld t Ice offiCIa was gra uated from t e 8t seSSIOn of the 

a ~ lon, a -wee aSlc recrUl sc 00 was l1e a a FBI's National Academy. 
NatIOnal Guard camp near Portland. Both of thesej 
programs had mod,est b~ginnin,gs? but in recognition of Universities and Colleges. Institutions of higher learn
the nee~ for .more mten~lve trammg, they have been ex- ing are sponsoring and supporting two kinds of efforts
panded m recent years,10 ,recruit and inservice training-and both are increasing in 

Through the ef~orts of t~e t<?p comma~ders of S.lX New importance, Four-year colleges and universities have 
England State polIce orgamzatIOn,s, and Wlth the rud of an long been active in police training, and now the junior 
Office of Law En,forcement ASSIstance grant,. t?e New and community colleges are undertakine an active role. 
Engla?d State ~ohce Staff,C.olleg~ began a tralmng pr?- The Dade County (Fla.) police training program is a 
gram m 1,966 WIth ,36 ~dml:lIstratlve offic;~s from the, SlX good example of a cooperative effort on the part-of a 
~tate poIrce orgam~abons m ,attendanc~, The obJec- county and a school board.20 The school board has pro
bV~ ?f the school. IS to prOVIde executIve ma?agement vided, without charge, State certified instructors and fa
tral.mng and .thus l:np~ove the managen:et;lt skIlls of the cilities at the Dade County Junior College for both recruit 
polIce executIve, WIth Its goal that of trammg all men at and inservice training. The Dade County Public Safety 
the rank of s~rgeant .and ~bove. T~e course lasts 4 weeks Department provides an officer to administer the program 
and the ~urnculum ~s vaned accor~mg to rank. and maintain liaison with the junior college staff. The 

AreaWIde emph.as.IS also ~pp~ars m son:e of the recently whole program is available without charge to all local 
enacted State trammg legIslatIOn afi'ectmg law enforce- jurisdictions within the county. 
ment agencies. The pertinent sections of the Michigan 
law provide that the Law Enforcement Officers Training 
Council shall provide advisory training standards and as-

1:3 Chicago Police Department, Training Division, uAnnual Report," 1965. 
13 "Metropolitan Fund, Inc., Initiates '.~l'nining Study," tiThe Police Chief," 

August 1965, p. 22. . 
It Claude E. Broom anel Marvin C. Lane, uNew Academy for Michigan," "The 

Police Chief," May 1962, p. 20. 
15 Karl A. Van ASBelt, "Cooperative Training Program. Assists Oregon Local Law 

Enforcement Officers," "Westem City," June 1966, pp. 34-35. 
18 "New England State Police Staff College Holds First Se.,ion," "The Pollee 

Chief," June 1966, p. 12. 

Current Problems. Despite the vast amount of activity 
in police training, accomplishments still fall short of needs. 

1"117 Mich. Stat. Ann. 8ee. 3.29 (157) (1966 Cum. Supp.). 
18 State of New York, Office for Local Government, Municipal Police Training 

Council, "Municipal Police Training in New York State" (no dote), pp. 12. 52-56. 
1U "State Gets Training Grant," "Public Management," 48: 229. August 1966. 
!!Q Metropolitan Dade County, Office of County Manager. "Survey of Area-Wide 

Got!ernment Cooperation," mimeograph, Sept. 16, 1963, p. 41. 
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manpower pool is that of stand-in officers performing in 
r:;;0~0~t~o~m~u~c~~0~WJerJ.re~s~1~s ~a~n~cf;~~~~~e~c~o~~n~~e~J accordance with local agency rules, regulations, and pro
t; . . e core concept is widely accepte In an- cedures. While not categorically rendering the stand-in 
a~For example, in the Province of Ontario, only two concept worthless, the issue must be worked out locally. 
departments, Toronto and Ottawa, have their own re- If a force were able to allocate sufficient funds to pay 
cruit training programs. All other departments, includ- regular officers for overtime work while others were in 
ing some very large ones, send their recruits to the On- training, the need for outside personnel to stand in would 
tario Police College; and Toronto, with nearly 3,000 largely be obviate~. 
sworn personnel, is considering amalgamating its training 
facility with the Ontario Police College.21 Statewide Manpower Reserve. State police depart-

Truly areawide multijurisdictional training programs, ments may be the agency in which to establish reserves 
will probably require State support. This has already of men for facilitating local training. Legal ob~tacles to 
been accomplished in many States that have created State this approach are minimal even where the State agency 
police councils which have authority to develop statewide is one of limited jurisdiction. State officers could be as
curriculums of sufficient depth in all areas of training, to signed to local jurisdictions and given the necessary 
compel all police officers to take the required courses of authority to enforce local ordinances. The numerical 
study, and to give financial assistance to local departments strength of such reserves would have to be determined on 
to allow this to meet mandatory standards. the basis of a survey of training needs and the adequacy 

A State training agency can be in a most favorable, of replacements at the local level. 
position. to act. The duties of a State agency, established" In our complex society, the training period for recruits 
by law, should include responsibility for determining the should be a minimum of 10 weeks. With an adequate 
need for all phases of training in every department manpower reserve, this period of training should be with
throughout the State, including recruit, inservice, super- in the reach of most departments, and each new recruit 
visory, specialized, and command and administrative should be able to receive this training before he' is placed 
training. The State agency should make an inventory on basic patrol duty. A manpower reserve should also 
of the training programs of State, county, and local police encourage training of shorter duration for command and 
departments; police associations, Federal agencies; junior other inservice personnel. 
and community colleges; and 4-year colleges and uni
versities. Following this inventory, the agency should 
make recommendations on the location, size, and cur
riculum of each program and the area it should serve. 

Those States that already have agencies are either fol
lowing this approach or working toward it. The duties 
of the Michigan council, mentioned above, include this 
function. The California Commission on Peace Officer 
Standards and Training has the power "to contract with 
other such agencies, public and private, or persons as it 
deems necessary, for the rendition and affording of such 
services, facilities, studies,' and reports to the commission 
as will best assist it to carry out its duties and responsi
bilities." The New York Police Training Council has 
similar duties. 

Countywide Manpower Reserve. A manpower reserve 
established by the county sheriff or a county police agency 
may, in many circumstances, be a more likely alternative 
to a State program. Except for some outstanding excep
tions, however, the level of sophistication in county or
ganizations is less than in municipal departments. The 
alternative of a county reserve can be used only wher 
there is a county law enforcement agency of sufficient pro 
fessional competence to be able to assist local depart
ments. AI:m, many counties do not have enough popula
tion to support such a program. In these circumstances 
the responsibility should go to the State. 

PLANNING 

The Manpower Problem. A problem, particUlarlY\ There are two vital needs of police departments which \" 
acute in small departments, is the inability to free men can be served by areawide, coordinated planning. One 
from their regular police assignments to receive training. is crime and modus operandi analysis, which calls for 
Many departments are so short of manpower that training areawide planning because of the regional nature of cer
can be accomplished only on the job or during very tain crimes and criminal activity. The other is assistance 
limited periods of time away from it. Indeed, the small on administrative and operational matters, in which many 
number of hours of recruit training specified in some small departments lack competence and facilities. Both 
legislation is undoubtedly due in part to the practical are functions which should be performed on a metro
limits on the time a small department can spare a man politan or statp.wide basis. 
from regular service. Crime analysis is a planning function regardless of the 

Two solutions to this problem appear possible: (1) A organizational unit in which it is placed. The primary 
manpower reserve of State police officers available on a purpose of crime analysis is to study "daily report.s of seri
statewide basis, and (2) a manpower reserve of officers ous crimes in order to determine the location, time, special 
under the jurisdiction of the county sheriff, county police, characteristics, similarities to other criminal attacks, and 
or public safety department available on a countywide various significant facts that may help to identify either 
basis. a criminal or the existence of a pattern of criminal 

A major problem inherent in either a State or county activity." 22 

:u Interview with James Mackey, Chief. Metropolitan Toronto Police Department, 22 o. w. Wilson,. "Police Administration" (2d cd., New York~ McGraw.HiIl, 
June 17, 1%6. Inc., 1963), p. 103. 
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Modus operandi, or method of operation, refers to the 
criminal's individual peculiarities--his methods, tech
niques, and the tools he uses in the commission of a crime. 
Modus operandi analysis is concerned primarily with per
sons, whereas crime analysis relates principally to events 
although they are interrelated. 

Sound police organization and procedures depend upon 
good planning. Frequently, the emergency natl<re of 
police work and the constant attention that must be given 
to day-to-day operations do not leave enough time for 
effective planning. Much planning is done daily in all 
police operations, but, primarily, it is to serve an immedi
ate need. Most police administrators seek to improve 
their organizations, but many do not know how or do not 
have enough time to correct deficiencies in organization 
and faulty procedures. Some large police departments 
have established planning units to assist the administrator, 
and, for the most part, these units are staffed by police 
officers and civilians who know how to analyze the proce
dures and organizational structures of police departments. 
It is principally the smaller departments which do not 
have the time, manpower, or financial ability to plan im
provements in their organization and operations. 

Crime and Modus Operandi Analysis. The crime 
a~unit of the Chicago Police Department, for ex'I ample, is responsible for th. e al/!'llysis of reports of major t crimes for strategic and tactical purposes. When definite 
and identifiable patterns have been established, reports 
are sent to the concerned line commanders for appropriate 
action. 

This unit is limited in its operations to the boundaries 
of Chicago, although it is dbvious that crime patterns do 
not coincide with political boundaries. A trucking theft 
a year ago in a suburban jurisdiction may be related to a 
continuing series of such crimes in the central city, yet 
the central city had no knowledge of this crime, and the 
suburban jurisdiction was uninformed about the central 
city crimes. Undoubtedly, many such crimes fail to be 
cleared because of the lack of areawide crime analysis. 
The fact that reported crime is increasing in the suburbs 
faster than in the central cities should give additional 
support to areawide crime analysis. 

Modus ~erandi analysis which requires the timely 
sub~n 0 C'a'Se'1eports and other information and data 
to a central point is properly a large department or State 
responsibility. California and Michigan have established 
rather sophisticated modus operandi files which serve all 
jurisdictions in the State. The Michigan State Police 
Department maintains a file on sex offenders and fraudu
lent checkpassers. Michigan jurisdictions are required 
by law to submit reports to the sex offender file from 
which they, in turn, receive the names of suspects best 
fitting the description of persons wanted. In 1965, 45 
percent of the items searched against the fraudulent check 
file were identified with known fraudulent checkpassers.23 

The California modus operandi system is fairly com
plete since California law requires each jurisdiction to 
submit reports on all felonies daily to the California 
Bureau of Criminal Identification and Investigation 

13 Slate of Michigan, Department of State Police, "Annual Report. 1965:' p. 17. 
21 Interview with O. J. Hawkins, 45si8tant director, California Department of 

Justice. May 16, 1966. 
.. N.Y. E~cculive Law, secs. 55()-S53 (l9ji6 Cum. Supp.). 

(C~I). Crime reports are divided into five major cate
ganes: Questioned documents, sex, burglary (including 
receiving stolen property), fraud, and robbery. Modus 
operandi analysts are assigned to work on each of these 
categories. Much of the work performed could be con
sidered crime analysis since it is related primarily to 
correlating crimes and providing investigative data to 
local jurisdictions. However, specific subject identifica
tion is a primary purpose of the operation.24 

Staff Assistance on Administrative and Operational 
Matters. There appear to be few organizations pro
viding staff planning assistance on administrative and 
operational matters to other agencies and, in fact, there 
is little recognition of this need. A few consulting or
ganizations, such as the International Association of 
Chiefs of Police and Public Administration ')ervice, have 
provided assistance to many jurisdictions on f5eneral police 
matters, and some universities and colleges have occa
sionally aided local departments on specific problems. 
There is, however, almost no pooling of governmental 
resources for planning. 

It was precisely for this reason that the Division of 
Police Administration services was established in the New 
York State Office for Local Government on January 1, 
1966, as a free service to local police departments. The 
legislature in establishing this division declared: 25 

* * * it is the intent * * * that all units of local govern
ment maintaining police forces should be encouraged to promote 
the highest possible standards of police administration alld opera
tions. To that end, this article is enacted to offer such units of 
local government voluntary advisory services for improving the 
administration of their police services. 

The functions, powers, and duties of the division of 
police administration services are: 26 

o To collect, compile, and disseminate current infor
mation regarding general developments in the field 
of police administration. 

o To serve as a clearinghouse, for the benefit of police 
agencies, of information relating to common prob
lems and to assist in the solution of those problems. 

o To conduct studies and analyses of the administr~
tion or operations of any police agency upon request 
by the head of the agency, and to make the results 
available to the agency. 

o To refer police flgencies to appropriate departments 
and agencies of the State and Federal Governments 
for advice, assistance, and available services in con
nection with particular administrative problems. 

o To encourage the further professionalization of 
police administration. 

Interestingly, the division will not answer questions 
pertaining to the consolidation of departments. This is 
considered a matter of local concern. 

Although in existence only a short time, the division 
has received many requests for service. One of its recom
mendations resulted in the consolidation of police com
munications in one county.27 In addition to its consult
ing service, the division is collecting manuals and forms 

"" Id. at see. 552. 
21 Interview with Charles C. McCloskey, Jr., executive director, Division o( 

Police Administration Services, New York State Office for Local Government, 
Aug. 5, 1966. 
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from leading police departments across the Nation, and 
establishing a reference library in the fields of police 
science, public administration, and political science. 

Conclusions. The New York Division of Police Ad
ministration Services represents the first attempt of one 
government to provide this assistance to other govern
ments on an organized basis. The opportunities for ac
complishment in this approach are great. In the future, 
for example, departments in the same area might be 
using the same reporting forms to facilitate central records 
and crime analysis. They may, after study by the division, 
amalgamate communications or crime laboratories or 
many other costly facilities if it is shown that economies 
will result and service levels improved. The division is 
in a position to bring about standardizL'.tion and improve
ment in many areas of New York law enforcement. 

ORGANIZED CRIME INTELLIGENCE .28 

Many departments refuse to acknowledge the existence 
of organized crime and thus rationalize a preoccupation 
with more local and isolated criminal matters. In many 
instances, this position has led to virtual operational im
munity for the crime syndicates. Further tending to give 
them freedom of action is the unwillingness of depart
ments freely to exchange intelligence. Often called a] 
trust gap, suc, h reluctance seriously impedes effective local 
or joint action. The close and unwarranted holding of 
information by individuals and elements of a department 
denies it the basis for effective action. 

Recent Developments. In recent years, several de
partments have offered encouraging signs of improved 
interdepartmental relations which are leading to more 
effective action. Probably most significant is the belated 
recognition of' syndicated crime as inimical to the 
country's security and well-being and a problem of great 
seriousness which cannot be resolved locally. 

In 1956, a voluntary organization of law enforcement 
agencies, the Law Enforcement Intelligence Unit 
(LEIU), was organized to work for increased sharing of 
criminal intelligence data. In addition to furthering per
sonal contact between individual members, the LEIU 
has established a central clea~inghouse for criminal in
telligence information in the California Bureau of 
Criminal Identification and Investigation (CII) to which 
all members contribute and from which they receive in
formation. Membership is divided into three categories: 
(1) Regu.lar, (2) associate, and (3) affiliate. Regular 
membership is limited to 70 individuals representing a 
number of agencies; agencies as such are not members. 
Regular members are differentiated from the Otl1erS in 
that they have voting rights and have access to the com
plete file maintained by the CII. The membership of 
LEIU is divided into four zones: (1) Northwestern, (2) 
Southwestern, (3) Eastern, and (4) Central. Each zone 
has a chainnan, and members in each zone meet annually. 
The entire membership also meets annually. Discus
sions of the attributes of LEIU with a number of mem-

28 For a .detailed discussion. of organized crime intelligence, see chllpter 7 of 
the "General Report" and the separate volume of the Task Force on Organized 
Crime. 
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bers indicate that it serves as an excellent means for 
contact between law enforcement intelligence officials on 
matters of mutual concern. 

The New England State Police Compact developed 
,from discussions of the commissioners of the six New 
England State police organizations and will come into 
operation upon ratification by the required three States. 
The primary provisions of the compact are: (1) A cen
tral criminal intelligence file to facilitate the sharing of 
intelligence information among the member State police 
forces, and (2) authority to the commissioner of State. 
police of a member State to invite personnel from the 
State police forces of other member States to work in his 
State with power of arrest. The second provision is par
ticularly far reaching, permitting the sharing of personnel 
for investigations, a vital need in long-term surveillance 
and investigative work. 

The Law Enforcement Committee of the New York 
Metropolitan Council has formed a subcommittee on 
organized crime. The subcommittee encourages contact 
between law enforcement intelligence units in the New 
York City area, but its principal undertaking has been 
to make the intelligence files of the New York City Police 
Department available to the other police departments in 
the area. 

The New York State Identification and Intelligence 
System (NYSIIS) is discussed in a subsequent section 
in connection with its function as a records exchange 
center for all types of criminal records. When fully 
operational, NYSIIS will include criminal intelligence in
formation on the organized criminals of concern to New 
York and other police departments. 

The Oyster Bay conferences, held in New York in 1965 
and 1966, assembled representatives of agencies from 
throughout the United States for the purpose of further
ing efforts against organized crime. The conferences 
have reached some interesting conclusions, among them 
the need to share information on individuals engaged 
in organized crime: 29 

The relationship of the conspiracy and the criminal act must 
be shared by the investigative agencies if an effective assault 
is to be mounted against organized crime * * *. The op
timum pooling of intelligence information should include both 
vertical and horizontal dissemination-vertical as between local, 
Statt', and Federal levels of government, and horizontal between 
separate jurisdictions at the s~me level of government. 

The participants did recognize, however, that "a pri
mary consideration for information sharing is security." 30 

Curren.t Needs. A basic need for the uprooting of ~ 
organized crime is the increased pooling of resources. 
This includes exchange of information and also making 
intelligence files available to more people involved in law 
enforcement. Substantial files of some intelligence units 
on the activities of organized criminals are unknown to 
law enforcement officers who could give them major as
sistance in solving crimes. 

Information in the files of large intelligence units should 
be made available to responsible law enforcement officials 
on a meaningful basis. It is obviously impractical for an 
intelligence unit to reveal the contents of working files 

29 Oyster BaYt New York, 1965 Conference on Combatting Organized Crimc, 
"Combatting Organized Crime. tt (Albany: DElee of the Counsel to the Governor, 
Agril 1966). pp. 33-34. 

o Id. at p. 34. 
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on developing cases unless it is working in concert with 
another agency. However, much of the informatio~ in 
intelligence unit files on individuals relates to organIzed 
crime's "legitimate" business enterprises, meeting places, 
personal data, and other information which may be widely 
disseminated. 

Even the largest intelligence unit has difficulty obtain
ing the manpower necessary to perform continuous sur
veillance and investigative work to gather information 
on organized criminals. The members of the New Eng
land State Police Compact have recognized this fact and 
have taken steps to share personnel. 

There is a need for agreement on the objectives and 
definitions of purpose of intelligence units. The effec
tiveness of many intelligence units is dissipated byactivi
ties not even remotely connected with the task of gather
ing data on organized criminals. 

There is continuing need for coordination between the 
law enforcement agencies of the Federal Government on 
the one hand, and State and local intelligence units on 
the other. 

Finally, there is a need for better coordination between 
local and State crime commissions and police intelligence 
units. Too often the police scoff at the .activities of in
dependent crime commissions when, in fact, these agencies 
can assist the police by making known the actions and 
objectives of organized crime. 

Means must be found to redefine concepts of organized 
crime intelligence and to strengthen local services. Or
ganized crime intelligence services also should be de
veloped 'on broader bases. It would be sound to central
ize some intelligence services at the State level while leav
fig intact effective local efforts. Under some circum
stances, centralized programs and efforts could cover 
several States. 

I t is impossible in this brief analysis to suggest a full 
program of organized crime intelligence. Such a pro
gram is suggested, however, in the "Organized Crime 
Task Force Volume." 

PURCHASING -
Purchasing is an activity undertaken by every public 

jurisdiction, large or small. Traditionally, purchasing 
was primarily conducted on a departmental basis with 
little or no centralized purchasing for the jurisdiction. 
More recently, however, governments, and especially the 
larger jurisdictions, are abandoning departmental in favor 
of centralized purchasing. The cities of Chicago, Cin
cinrioli, and""1JIlIwaukee are in the forefront in this type 
of buying. Chicago reports that savings run as high as 15 
percent on total expenses of up to 200 million a year! 31 

Purchasing is not a static concern-prices change fre
quently, the uses of products change, new products are 
developed, and the materials in products may change 
significantly. Consequently, purchasing requires a spe
cial knowledge of products and a firm grasp of specifica
tions development and of negotiating and contracting 

\\ 

technigpes. It is a function which logically should be 
performed by a professional purchasing agent with re-

31 uThe Christian Science Monitor," Dec. 8, 1966, Ie: 1. 
3!1 C. T. Hardwick, "Purchasing Study of Locnl Government in the Southeast 

Michigan Metropolitan Six· County Regiontt (Detroit: Metropolitan Fund, Inc., 
1965). 

33 James D. Kitchen, "Cooperative Governmental Purchasing" (Los Angeles: 

sponsibility for all procurement activities within a juris
diction. Purchasing is a vital tool of management, and 
the purchasing function is most appropriately carried out 
under the general direction of the chief administrative 
office of a jurisdiction rather than at the departmental 
level. 

There are several advantages to programed centralized 
purchasing: n 1 Lower prices may be obtained through 
volume buying{ f?i the quality of goods purchased can 
be improv¢. thr~h the development of adequate speci
fications, (J) ther~'s better opportunity to test and in
spect products" c~ralized records and storage 
facilities are availa e, 5 \ items used by many agencies 
throughout the jurisdict will be recognized, and (6) a 
systematic program can be developed and operated"1or 
the salvage of obsolete supplies. It would be difficult for 
most individual departments to operate such programs 
with their own limited resources. 

Some jurisdictions are not of sufficient size to justify 
the employment of a specialized employee such as a pur
chasing agent. Frequently, in smaller jurisdictions, the 
city manager or other local official assumes the central
ized purchasing responsibility for all jurisdictional pur
chases. 

There is no need for purchasing to be conducted by 
individual departments, especially in smaller jurisdictions 
where volume buying is .a significant improvement over 
departmental buying. The individual department is, 
of course, the judge of the type of equipment or other 
supplies best suited to its needs; but this does not mean 
that the department should conduct its own purchasing 
program. 

Role of Police Department. The police department 
should identify its needs and assist ir the development of 
specifications to be used in the purchase of items. On 
occasion, the police department should also perform tests 
of various types of equipment or supplies to aid in the 
systematic evaluation of products, a role performed by any 
department within the jurisdiction. 

Intergovernmental Purchasing. Most equipment and 
supplies utilized by one jurisdiction are the same as those 
utilized by its neighbors, as responsibilities are commonly 
the same. Thus, purchasing is very susceptible to a joint 
or coordinated program. Any intergovernmental pur
chasing program should not be conducted on a depart
ment-to-department basis, but rather should involve 
entire jurisdictions. 

A comprehensive intergovernmental purchasing pro-. 
gram was the focus of a detailed study prepared by the 
Metropolitan Fund, Inc., for the, Detroit metropolitan 
area.32 The study pointed out the various areas in which 
cooperative, centralized purchasing could be undertaken 
between governments, and a program to implement joint 
purchasing was developed. Certainly, purchases neces
sary for the operation of a police department could be 
included in such a joint purchasing program. 

Studies of possibilities of joint purchasing have been 
made in several States, including California,33 Idaho/4 

University of Cnlifomill, Los Angeles. Bureau of Governmental Research, 1953). 
3·1 Robert J. Huckshorn, Waino M. Peterson, and A. M. Rich, "Cooperative 

Centralization of Purchasing for Idaho Municipalities" (University of Idaho, Bureau 
of Public Aff.irs Research, 1962). 
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and Pennsylvania.as Los Angeles County now performs 
a number of purchasing functions for municipalities with
in the county, and Dade County, Fla., also provides some 
purchasing services for smaller municipalities within the 
county. 

An example from Pennsylvania illustrates how joint 
purchasing activities could be beneficial to police depart
ments.a6 It was suggested that a centralized specification 
agency be established to prepare detailed specifications 
for products to be purchased. Among the sample specifi
cations are those for two products which every police 
department utilizes-gasoline and police cars. Pooling 
the resources of a number of governmental units, com
plete and detailed specifications were developed which 
could be of considerable value to all governments-even 
if actual purchases were not performed jointly. It is 
doubtful that individual police departments, acting on 
their own, could have had access to all the information 
available to the group that developed the specifications. 

OTHER STAFF SERVICES 

Three staff functions remain to be considered-public 
information, internal investigation, and intradepart
mental staff inspections. Basically, these are responsibili
ties of the individual chief police administrator, and it is 
doubtful whether they can be divorced from his imme
diate control. Many police administrators, however, 
could profit from what other police departments are 
doing in these areas, and for this reason there are some 
limited possibilities for coordination in these functions. 

Public Information. In a public information program, 
primary emphasis should be placed on planning and per
forming activities which will keep tM public aware of 
what the police are planning and doing. One of the 
crucial problems, particularly in metropolitan areas, is 
that many people live and work in different jurisdictions. 
The life of the suburban resident may be regulated more, 
and his property protected as much, by the central city· 
police department as by the police department of the com
munity in which he lives. For example, in one Chicago 
suburban communit:-, 65 percent of the working residents 
are employed outside the community, primarily in 
Chicago.aT 

With this in mind, a practical, cooperative public in
formation program could be developed by the central 
city department and the suburban departments to inform 
the mobile public and solicit its assistance in observing 
and reporting suspicious circumstances, and in adopting 
protective practices designed to forestall burglaries, lar
cenies, child molestations, and other criminal actions. 
Such a program could consist of joint appearances at in
formational programs conducted in the suburban com
munities, distribution of literature describing the activities 
of the participating departments, and visits to business 
and indu,stry to' analyze needs, promote sound security 
practices, and so on. Such joint efforts should do much 
to improve the image of the central city department, to 
upgrade the public information programs of the sub-

35 AS80ciatillD of Pennsylvania Municipal Managers. 1962 Research Committe!!, 
"Inter. Governmental Purchasing Agreements" (University of Pittsburgh, Institute 
of Local Government. 1962). 

36 Association of Pennsylvania. Municipal Managers, 1962 Research Committee, 
"The Establishment of a Centralized Specification Agency" (University of Pius
burgh, Institute of Lacol Government, 1962), pp. 9-13. 
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urban departments, and to stimulate cooperation by the 
public in many needed ways. 

Internal Investigation. In large departments, internal 
investigation for control purposes is often performed by 
a unit responsible for providing assistance to line com
manders and the chief of police. As discipline is a func
tion of command, it therefore is primarily the respon
sibility of the individual commanders to oversee this 
activity. It is usually the line commander's responsibility 
to control the investigation of complaints against his 
officers and to ferret out any evidence of corruption in 
the force. The existence of a separate unit with the sole 
function of assisting line commanders, however, is of 
considerable value. At times, this unit will also conduct 
internal investigations, unknown to line commanders, un
der the direction of the chief police administrator. 

Most large departments have internal investigation 
units, but small departments usually cannot afford such 
units and have no place to turn for this assistance. Here
outside assistance might sometimes prove valuable. 
Commenting on this problem, the city manager of a 
community of 75,000 population mentioned that his de
partment was conducting an internal investigation and 
needed assistance; but there was no person or agency to 
which it could turn.as This situation describes the con
dition in a majority of departments. 

Pooling resources in internal investigation is fraught 
with dangers. As has been mentioned, discipline is a 
function of command, and for this reason, outside as
sistance might be considered interference. Moreover, 
many jurisdictions would not be interested in becoming 
involved in the internal affairs of another jurisdiction. 
There are also problems implicit in the nature of internal 
investigation, problems that are not uncommon in an in
ternal investigation operation serving only one 
department. 

Nevertheless, there are enough instances when outside 
assistance is needed that there should be available an 
agency totally detached from the normal channels of in
ternal investigation. In California, the attorney general 
has a constitutional responsibility for coordinating and 
supervising the activites of the local law enforcement 
agencies. The department which he heads--the depart
ment of justice-is the principal integrating agency for 
all police functions within the State. Through the ef
forts of this department, cooperation between all ele
ments of California law enforcement has been achieved. 
At the same time, however, the attorney general has the 
responsibility for initiating investigations pertaining to 
local law enforcement corruption. It is difficult to vis
ualize an agency which has both the responsibility for in
ducing cooperation and the duty to enforce police moral
ity. It would seem that an agency which has these con
flicting objectives must relax one activity to achieve the 
objectives of the other. Nevertheless, a unit in the office 
of the State attorney general may be of significant value 
on matters of internal investigation, provided that this 
is its only function. 

31 Northeastern llli~oia Metropolitan Area Planning Commission, HSuburban 
Foctbook" (Chicago: NIMAPC, 1962). unpaged. Sec: Table 17. "Commuting 
Characteristics, Employed Residents of Suburban: Northeastern I1Un"ia Municj .. 
palitlest 1960." 

38 Int~rview with Wayne F. Anderson, city manager, Evanston, 111., June 28, 
1966. 
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In Wisconsin, such conflicting objectives have r~ulted 
in the demise of a unit in the attorney general's office.39 

This unit was concerned with two things: (1) Organized 
crime and (2) problem!> of internal affairs. ItH useful
ness in organized crime investigation was hampered as 
a result of investigations of possible corruption in a 
large municipal police department. It was reported that 
Wisconsin law enforcement officials would not cooperate 
with this unit in crime investigation ... ctivities because of 
its role in the investigation of specific police departments. 
This is not to say that both activities ought not to be 
performed; it is only to say that they should be separated. 

Perhaps what is needed in every State is a unit which 
is completely independent, and has no responsibilities 
other than assisting local law enforcement with problems 
of internal affairs and, on its own initiative, conducting 
investigations. To give these units no other responsibili
ties would enhance their utility. A State unit for internal 
investigation would be a log:cal extension of the principle 
upon would local units are based. 

Staff Inspection. In large departments, the chief often 
assigns staff inspections to a separate unit. The primary 
interest of a staff inspector is in discovering and examin
ing specific areas where irregularities and weaknesses 
occur and in keeping supervisory officers informed about 
them, so that corrective action may be taken. He is not 
basically concerned with evidences of breaches of in
tegrity but is responsible for identifying and reporting 
them. 

The role of the staff inspector is conditioned by the 
provisions of a departmental plan. If there is a plan 
that all units are to follow, it is the duty of the staff in
spector to determine that they are all carrying it out. For 
example, if the department has a plan to be followed in 
crime reporting, the staff inspector must inspect case reo, 
ports for compliance with it. Nearly every police de
partment has a manual of mles and regulations; it is the 
staff inspector, in addition to the line commander, who 
determines that these rules and regulations are being 
followed. 

Unless two or more departments agree on following 

ment agency. They include records and communica
tions, detention, laboratory sel'Vices, and buIidhtgs arrci
equip'm~After held servIces;"" auxiliary services are 
the most costly part of police management. Generally, 
auxiliary services as a group are susceptible to joint per
formance between or among law enforcement agencies. 

RECORDS SERVICES 

The value of a complete criminal records system to the 
police effort is well-established. In the words of O. W. 
Wilson, "The effectiveness of a police department is 
directly related to the quality of its records." 4<> Records 
are needed: 

o To provide the information from which intelligent 
decisions can be made in matching government 
resources to community needs. 

o To provide the information to be communicated 
within and between departments so that police 
objectives can be accomplished effectively. 

o To assist in the supervision and control of personnel 
and the measurement of their accomplishments. 

o To inform the public. 

Advantages of Areawide Central Records. The ad
vantages of an areawide central records operation are an 
extension of the advantages of a departmental central 
records system. A departmental central records operation 
involves the consolidation of all key aspects of criminal, 
traffic, and service-to-the-public records under a single 
command. The concept of a central records system is 
not new. Wilson concluded in 1942 that: 41 

The extent to which the records system facilitates police man.
agement * * * depends in large measure upon how it is or
ganized and administered * * *. The records unit is the in
formation center of the police department * * *. All phases 
of police records work must be fitted together to form an inte
grated system *" * *. A well-administered central records sys
tem contributes to the effective operation and management of 
the police department. A centralized system places the responsi
bility for the effectiveness of records work in a single division 
head. 

similar plans, it is unfeasible to establish coordinated staff There are many reasons why the concept of a central 
inspections. Situations such as in California, requiring records system should be expanded to encompass many 
submission of crime reports to the State, necessitate some jurisdictions. Some of the more meaningful advantages 
control over local reporting procedures. Staff inspectors are discussed below. 
from the California Department of Justice are responsible ~ When basic information collected by many jurisdictions 
for ass~ring c~mpliance with this ~andatory requirement. is centralized in one place, an inquiring jurisdiction need 
.All m all, It would seem that mtradepartmental staff check only one source for information rather than several. 

inspection has little suscepHbility for coordination. Centralization eliminates duplication of effort and fa
However, staff inspection on a statewide basis in conjunc- cilitates and reduces the possibility of error, and increases 
tion with certain State standards is a distinct possibility. the speed with which an inquiry or search can be han-

dled. For example, when each department in Alameda 

COORDINATION AND CONSOLIDATION 
OF AUXILIARY SERVICES 

Auxiliary services are nonline functions other than staff 
services which provide technical, special, or supportive 
services to line or other nonline elements of a law enforce-

39 Interview with Prof. Herman Goldstein, University of Wisconsin Law School, 
June 29, 1966. 

40 Supra, note 22 at p. 384. A more comprehensive description of police records 
may be found in chapter 11 of the Commission'a General Report and in the Task 
Force volume on Science and Technulogy. 

County, Calif., maintained its own warrant files, the time 
required for one department to check, all of these files 
was over 39 minutes. When the files were consolidated 
within the automated police information network (PIN), 
the total elapsed time from the moment a request was 
made until the information was received was reduced te, 
less than 2 minutes.42 The time would have been greater 

4.1 O. W. Wilson, "Police Records: Their InSWllation and Usc" (Chioago: Pub· 
lic Administration Service, 1942) , pp. 8-10. 

42 Bay Area Law Enforcement Information Control Study Committee, UCentral· 
ized Electronic Information System" (unpaged, no date). 



if a computerized system were not employed, but it still 
would have been enough less to justify centralization. 

If an areawide records operation includes the COllectiOW· 
and compilation of statistics, reporting and documenta
tion can be reduced, an accurate overview of crime i 
the area may be obtained, and detailed analysis of th 
data will be possible. 

A jurisdiction that turns certain records over to an. 
areawide operation may eliminate related files. In thelll 
Dade County, Fla., area, for example, one department 
eliminated its accident report file when the Dade County 
Public Safety Department instituted centralized collec
tion, processing, and filing of accident reports.43 

,1 Finally, areawide centralization may result in are-II 
duction of personnel involved in records operations. It 
When the Los Angeles Police Department turned over 
its stolen property files to the State bureau of criminal 
identification and investigation (eIl), it was able to re
d'lce its work force by 10 people and the CII needed to 
add only two. The only new cost to Los Angeles was a 
monthly charge for a telephone line to Sacramento.44 

Scope of Areawide Central Records. The scope of an 
areawide records operation will depend upon, among 
other things, the geographical area covered, the quality 
of the participating agencies, and the support of the po
lice administration involved. Classes of information that 
may be made available to all users include: 

D Operational information services. 
D Administrative information services. 
D Reporting and statistical services. 

Operational information services are concerned with 
information of value to field personnel. Included would 
be data relating to wanted persons, identification of sus
pects, stolen and wanted vehicles, and other stolen and re
covered property. 

Administrative information services are concerned with 
data of value to command and administrative personnel 
in making decisions. This type of data includes analyti
cal reports based upon data gathered, along with opera
tional information (e.g. time and location of incidents, 
workload measurement, clearance statistics and analysis, 
and personnel management data). This is one of the 
most valuable and least recognized uses of police records. 

Reporting and statistical services relate to the collec
tion of crime reporting information for general statistical 
uses and for compilation of annual or periodic reports to 
the FBI uniform crime reporting program and to State 
or local reporting programs. They also encompass cen
tral report recording and transcribing services. 

The provision of operational information services ap
pears to be most amenable to early implementation on an 
areawide basis, since there is at present some uniformity of 
demand, both in content and in volume. Incident re
porting and other related data collection and distribution 
seem the next best suited. There is also sufficient experi
ence with intradepartmental report recording and tran
scribing systems to warrant consideration of areawide 
systems. 
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The prOVlSlon of administrative information services 
offers the greatest potential return for individual agen
cies, but will probably be the most difficult program to 
secure or to implement, because of a limited knowledge 
regarding the use of such information by many police ad
ministrators. Areawide centralization of vital informa
tion such as time and location of police services and man
power deployment is of paramount importance in the ef
fective provision of police service. Until individual agen
cies, regardless of size, recognize the need for using police 
records to deploy police forces, the gains made in other 
uses of police records may be offset by improper or in
effective utilization of manpower. 

Other Systems Considerations. A basic impediment to 
the development and effective use of areawide central 
records systems is the failure of management to recognize 
their purposes and values. There are certain records 
which...mJJst be decentralized. This, howevllf, Is noi a" 
valiet argument agamst ar'e1tWide central records opera
tions which can provide information promptly to field 
personnel for use both in emergency and in routine situa
tions, to police administrators to form the basis for sound 
administrative and operational decisions, and to the public 
to inform it on police problems and services. 

The following factors should be considered in advance 
of any serious attempt to establish an areawide central 
records system or a data processing center to provide 
statistical, analytical, or general operational or admini
strative informational services. 

o An effective areawide records system depends upon 
the utilization of the communkati s s stems of the 
coopera ng juns IctiOns. The respective com
munications operations also must be integrated into 
a single system working in concert with the area
wide records center to the extent that the two 
systems are interdependent. 

o Information contained in an areawide central rec
ords file must be easily retrievable if the system is to 
realize its full potentIal. Data Ot immediate. con
cern to local agencies (e.g. traffic warrants) shoiiI"d 
te aVailable locally, while State or Federal systems 
coulcr-trouse other types of information serving 
broader needs. 

o Areawide records services can be ~~ only with 
the use of relativel ensive data rocessin e ui -
men. ere ore, care ul stu y 0 ot t e Im
llieCliate and the long-range costs of an areawide 
central records operation must precede any decision 
to establish it. The cost of such equipment may be 
beyond the ability of the jurisdictions considering 
the areawide service or may not be justified by 
volume of work, relative needs, and potential service 
return. 

o L..ack of ,~eijt on t11M c~kmLQf a p~ 
would senously weaken it; therefore, m any area
wide records unae¥t~ all participants must 
agree upon the type and level of information serv
ices to be provided. 

431ntcrnntional Association of Chiefs of Police, "A Survey of Police Services In . 4t Interview with Dr. John P. Kenney, deputy director, State of Calirornia De-
Metropolitan Dade County, Florida" (Washington: Intcrnational Association of partment of Justicc, JUDe 28, 1966. 
Chief. of Police, 1963), p. 101. 
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o The information services of police departments vary 
widely in form and content, and the potential for 
human or machine error would probably be greater 
with increased volume. Therefore, control of the 
q~ of information put into an ar~Wlde' system 
is especially fritical. r Control over the timely addi
tion or cancellation of information also becomes in
creasingly a problem when many jurisdictions are 
involved. 

Organization for Areawide Records Systems. Deter
mination of the size of the area to be served by a central 
records system presents some problems. Although it is 
usually less costly and more effective to perform certain 
functions and maintain certain files for a large than for 
a small area, the size of the area must be related to the 
uses to be made of files and the need for immediate serv
ice. Time and distance influence the physical location 
of files and services. For example, police reports must 
be available to courts or copies provided the public with
out undue delay. Decentralized demands point up the 
need to recognize the limits of physical and functional 
centralization. 

The possibilities for areawide records services range 
from a single National system with various subsystems to 
State systems, with or without intersystem communi
cations capabilities, to local systems, which can serve as 
effective areawide records centers. Most current. rec
ords systems are oriented toward providing operational 
and/or statistical information, while very few yet provide 
administrative informational services. 

A National System. At the Federal level, the existence 
of the Federal Bureau of Investigation's (FBI) finger
print collection attests to the long-time recognition that 
police records can be centralized on a nationwide basis. 
Factors of time and distance, however, have mitigated 
against full use of this system, and many local and State 
systems also have been developed. 

The FBI is also embarking upon an operational infor
mation services program which will result in the National 
Crime Information Center (NCIC). The philosophy 
behind the establishment of the NCIC is stated as 
follows: 45 

The logi~al development of electronic information systems 
proceeds from local metropolitan systems to statewide systems 
and then to a national system. In effect, each succeeding sys
tem would afford greater geographical coverage. The informa
tion stored at each level will depend on actual need, with local 
metropolitan systems naturally having a data base much broader 
than that of either the statewide or national system. It is most 
important to avoid any concept that a national system eliminates 
the need for systems of lesser geographical.scope-metropolitan 
and statewide systems must develop to serve local needs which 
could not possibly be met by any national systems. The ulti
mate nationwide network will not be achieved until such systems 
develop in each State and the larger metropolitan population 
centers. 

4S "A National Crime Information Center," FBI Law Enforcement Bulletin, 
May 1966, p. 3. 

The concept of the NCIC is clear. It is intended to 
complement, not to replace, local and State systems. The 
National system should be a coordinating mechanism that 
will further the exchange of information of mutual con-

. cern among smaller, independent but coordinated systems. 
Provision should be made for use of the system by Fed
eral and regional law enforcement agencies, but parallel 
or duplicatory systems should be avoided unless for specific 
backup purposes. 

Almost everyone in law enforcement is familial' with 
the FBI's uniform crime reporting program. From its 
inception in 1930, this voluntary nationwide program has 
become progressively valuable to the Nation in docu
menting the crime problem. Despite its voluntary nature, 
law enforcement agencies serving over 92 percent of the 
Nation's population submit data to the program. 

State Systems. To date, most of the statewide records 
systems arernanual or mechanized programs dealing with 
the collection and compilation of simple crime statistics; 
the provision of clearinghouse service in matters concern
ing the identification of criminals, victims, and other 
persons, and wanted or found property and the provision 
of auto and driver license registration information. Some 
also provide rudimentary modus operandi and/or crime 
analysis. 

The California Department of Justice, particularly its 
bureaus of criminal identification and investigation 
(CIl) and of criminal statistics, has long been involved 
in providing areawide records services to California law 
enforcement agencies. Services go well beyond the func
tions normally performed by "State bureaus." The CIl 
alone employs more than 500 persons in activities ~irectly 
related to operational information services. 

The bureau of criminal statistics, concerned primarily 
with statistical functions, employs more than 40 persons 
and has an annual budget of approximately $370,000. 
Its statewide coverage and the fact that the reporting to 
it of crime is mandatory make the California system per
haps the most complete and accurate in the Nation. Its 
annual publications, "Crime in California, Delinquency 
and Probation in California," and "Drug Arrests and 
Dispositions in California," indicate how far the bureau 
of criminal statistics has gone in providing local jurisdic
tions with meaningful statistics. Such a statewide statis
tical program has several advantages and should be 
considered when attempting to support and augment the 
uniform crime reporting program. 

The California system may be modified if electronic 
data processing techniques are introduced. The "total 
system" approach which is being considered would in
clude not only the CIl files for operational information 
services, but also those of the CIl maintained for the 



statistical purposes of the bureau of criminal statistics, 
files of the bureau of narcotic enforcement, and files of 
agencies outside the Department of Justice (e.g., Judicial, 
correctional, motor vehicle registration, and State high
way patrol) . 

There is increasing interest in other States in providing 
total systems. The New York State identification and 
intelligence system is being planned to include not only 
police data, but also data from the files of courts, prosecu
tors, probation and parole agencies, and correctional 
institutions. 

The proposed Michigan Law Enforcement Informa
tion Network (LEIN), to be operated by the Michigan 
State police, will start with a computer-based file of 
stolen and wanted vehicles and warrants and then be 
expanded to include much more data. Plans call for 
35 terminals located throughout the State and for com
plete financing of the system, including terminals and 
lines, by the State.46 

There are also some existing or proposed Statewide 
systems of more limited scope. The California Highway 
Patrol operates Autostatis (automated statewide auto 
theft inquiry system), a Statewide file of stolen and 
suspicious vehicles accessible "on-line" to over 200 police 
agencies via 150 teletype terminals. The use made of 
this system is indicated by the fact that approximately 
9,000 inquiries per day are logged and, on the average, 
1,200 daily file changes are made.47 A similar system 
is being readied for implementation by the New York 
State Police. 

Metropolitan Systems. At the local level, the best 
~1e.Qf a,wcon18"5y:rtem of areawide importance is the 
:Bay Area Police Information Network (PIN). PIN was 
conceived by the Bay Area Law Enforcement Information 
Control Study Committee, a group composed of represent
atives of police agencies in the San Francisco Bay area. 
The distinguishing features of PIN are its (1) limited 
scope, (2) areawide nature, (3) "real-time" emphasis, 
and (4) use of the existing county data processing facility. 

It was decided early in the planning stage that PIN 
would be limited to warrants, both criminal and traffic, 
rather than become involved in a "total systems" ap
proach. In its second progress report, the Bay Area 
Study Committee states: 48 

While the committee is mindful of the "total systems" ap
proach it is :uso of the conviction that any "total system" must 
be based upon local needs and must develop from local experi
ence. Hence * * * our first concern should be to estab
lish * * * an active warrant * * * program and utilize our 
experience to build toward the "total system". A "total systems" 
approach would involve a massive conversion of existing * * * 
files and entry into a new program on such a scale that, while 
we are certain that the concept is sound, failure * * * could 
be both economically and politically disastrous. 

It was felt that the warrants systems of all area police 
agencies were sufficiently alike, whereas other records 
lacked uniformity to a degree which prevented including 
them in the initial system. Plans call for additional appli
cation when possible. 

,. Interview with Capt. Iohn Brown, deputy director, Michigan State Police, 
AUf' 17, 1966. 

f. Letter trorn Bradford Crittenden, commissioner, CaUfomla Hjghway Patrol, 
Aug. 15, 1966. 
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PIN is an areawide service. Each of the 13 police 
agencies in Alameda County has access to the computer
ized warrant file without charge; and police agencies 
outside Alameda County have access upon payment of 
the foll.owing charges: 49 

o Terminals, data sets, and lines: 100 percent of 
actual cost. 

o Hardware costs: 30z cents per warrant input per 
month. 

o Personnel and other nonhardware costs: $1 per 
1,000 population per month. 

Charges have been set low to encourage participation 
by police agencies outside Alameda County. When the 
18 cities in San Mateo County became part of PIN, the 
county assumed all of their costs. 

The Chicago Police Department has an automated file 
of stolen cars and wanted persons. The file contains the 
following information: Stolen cars, wanted persons, stop 
orders, criminal and traffic warrants (names), mental 
institution stop orders, military stop orders, missing per
sons, revoked and suspended drivers' licenses and licenses 
of vehicles driven by known criminals. There are some 
plans to make this file available to other departments 
through terminals and lines directly to the the computer. 
Several advantages would ensue: (1) An existing data 
processing facility would be more fully utilized, (2) the 
system would cover a larger area, and (3) a step would 
be taken toward a regional records center with data 
collected from as well as disseminated to adpitional agen-

\

cies. The last advantage is perhaps the most important. 

Conclusions. In summary, the following conclusions 
can be drawn from an examination of existing and pro
posed large area systems: 

o The scope of a coordinated or consolidated records I 
operation must be based upon such factors as area, 
population size and concentration, quality and 
quantity of law enforcement services, and the rela
tive needs of each type or kind of data services. 

o The appropriations of a particular joint records 
system should be determined in part by an evalua
tion of the capabilities of the several agencies to 
contribute to and use the system. 

o There are certain readily identifiable classes of data 
which lend themselves to Jomt or consoHdated re
cording. They include especIally dataconcernetl 
w"'itfi operational or field matters and administrative 
information regarding the analysis of crime and 
deployment of personnel. 

o The State should assume IQajr res£=~~~~/n the 
direction and coordination 0 aw en 0 t data 
systems, including the total provisions of certain 
information services, and support of qualified local. 
or regional systems within the larger system. 

o An area or statewide system encompassing several 
major operational information services (e.g., wanted 
persons, stolen property, stolen autos) should be 
implemented at the metropolitan level whenever 

48 Bay Area LaW' Enforcement Inrormation Control Study Committee, uSec:ond 
ReRuIar Progress Report," May 19, 1964, p. 16. 

40 Letter from Gordon F. Milliman, chief, Data Processing Center, Alameda 
County, Calif., Iune 9, "966. 
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circumstances warrant. However, the State can 
also perform these services, provided it receives ade
quate support at the local'level. 

o The receipt and analysis of crime statistics is a 
proper responsibility of the State. A State program 
should include the receipt and analysis of crime 
reports, mandatorily submitted by local depart
ments, and the submission of statistics to the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation. 

o Care must be taken in implementing records systems 
which bring together data from many varied sources 
of dissimilar responsibilities for the purpose of pro
viding a single, all-encompassing file. Total systems 
which include information from many other agen
cies could easily jeopardize the real and meaningful 
value of a police information exchange. 

COMMUNICATIONS 50 

Perhaps the most perplexing situation confronting 
police communications is the multiplicity of single de
partment radio systems, sometimes sharing the same 
frequency, in most metropolitan centers. As Professor 
Misner points out, the availability of communications 
equipment may tend to aggravate the problems associated 
with the fragmentation of police resources. 51 

Current Trends. There are enough examples of co
ordinated and consolidated communications systems to 
indicate some recognition of this need. 

M Radio. Perhaps the most usual means of integrating 
II communications systems is through interjurisdictional 
, agreements for the joint use of police radio. The primary 

motivation for such agreements is cost. When new de
partments are established, or existing departments decide 
to become radio equipped, they often join with other 
departments to provide radio communications or seek 
service from an established system. 

In a 1960 study of interjurisdictional agreements in 
the Philadelphia area, 52 it was found that agreements 
covering police radio communications were the most 
numerous and inclusive. There was a total of 107 
agreements encompassing 112 of the 128 departments 
that had radio-equipped cars, and 13 stations provided 
this service for the 112 departments. Thus, each station 
served an average of more than 8 departments, with the 
range from 2 to 35 departments. 

The normal agreement in this area included the provi
sion of full dispatching and maintenance services for an 
annual charge, with both the base station and the mobile 
units purchased by the central agency. A second type 
of agreement provided that individual agencies purchase 
the mobile equipment, with parts charged at cost, and 
the centr~l maintenance and dispatching were provided 
without charge. A third type provided that the in
dividual agencies buy the mobile units and pay for parts 
and services, with central dispatching available without 
charge. 

In suburban Lake County, Ill., to the north of Chi-

no Police communications nrc discussed in Borne detail in chapter II of the 
General Report and in the Task Force volume on Science and Technology, 

lil Supra, note 1 at p. 502. 
ii2 George S. Blair, "Interjurisdictional Agreements in Southeastern Pennsyl. 

vania" (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania, Fels Institute of Loenl and State 
Government, 1961), pp. 38-45. 

cago, the county communications department operates a 
radio net for some 20 police departments with base sta
tions and mobile units on a contractual basis. Included 
in the contract charges are the cost of the equipment and 
complete maintenance. The county takes out the li
censes and thus controls the use of the system, but each 
department handles its own dispatching. 58 

In the Cleveland suburban area, 26 police departments 
provide communications services for a total of 64 depart-_ 
ments. Thus, communities which cannot afford, or do 
not wish to operate, their own base station can benefit 
from the facilities of established departments. The larg
est of these systems, operated by University Heights, serv
ices 13 departments with complete dispatching. The 
weakness in this system, however, occurs prior to dis
patching. Each department answers its own telephones 
and then relays the information to the dispatcher, a prac
tice that entails delay. Moreover, several departments 
do not have 24-hour answering service, and contract with 
private _ answering services or use other stopgap meas
ures. 54 Ideally, all emergency phone calls should come 
directly to the dispatching facilities at all times. 

Twenty-seven police departments in Dade County, 
Fla., are serviced by five separate radio systems operated 
by the Dade County Public Safety Department and the 

(

cities of Miami, Miami Beach, Coral Gables, and Hialeah. 
The Dade County and Miami systems are used by other 
jurisdictions; the others are used only at the base station 
city. The Dade County system provides complete radio 
service free of charge, including telephone Mswering and 
dispatching, but each using department must purchase 
its own mobile radio equipment. The Miami system 
provides complete service for a monthly charge which 
covers rental and maintenance of equipment and dis
patching. Some departments favor contracting with the 
Miami system because they do not have to purchase their 
own equipment. 

The successful use of interjurisdictional agreements 
for the provision of police communication services indi
cates that when service is economical, facilities are main
tained in good order, and cars are dispatched promptly 
and with precision, radio communications is a police 

fl

function which can be consolidated. 
One of the more common practices in metropolitan If reas is the monitoring or cross-monitoring of radio fre

fguencies of adjacent departments. The advantages of 
cross-monitoring are essentially of an operational nature, 
but seldom does it result in substantial efficiencies in op-
eration. There is usually no formal agreement between 
the agencies concerned, and the action taken as the result 
of an intercepted message is generally voluntary. Fur
ther it does not resolve the more fundamental problems 
of a multiplicity of radio broadcasting stations. 

Much the same may be said of the intersystem networks 
found throughout the Nation. Commonly called point
to-point nets, these systems provide a "party line" that 
enables a dispatcher in one department to talk with a 
dispatcher in another. These point-to-point systems 
carry a considerable amount of administrative traffic, 

t;.:J Interview with Jay McClaskey~ supervisor, Lake County Communicatibns De
partment, June 4, 1966. 

114, Cleveland Metropolitan Services Commission, 'I Police Protection in Cuyahoga 
County" (Cleveland: Cleveland Metropolitan Services Commission, 1958), pp. 
38-39. 
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particularly vehicle registration requests and wanted per
son property checks. However, the basic purpose of 
these networks is for interjurisdictional communication 
on emergency matters. 

An emerging pattern is a point-to->oint system which 
enables a car on a one-radio system to communicate with 
a car on another system in emergencies. Such a system, 
the Illinois State Police Emergency Radio Net 
(ISPERN), is being implemented in Illinois. In order 
to establish the communication net, the Illinois State 
Police relinquished one frequency, and placed it under 
the control of a governing board to which any police 
agency desiring access must apply. Once admitted, the 
agency installs equipment in its mobile units that enables 
it to broadcast over the ISPERN frequency to all other 
mobile units on it. Thus far, approximately 30 Illinois 
police agencies have received permission to install equip
ment utilizing the ISPERN frequency. 

Teletype. Interjurisdicti£ug.l use of teletype com
munications has been one of the si~ificanrcoopera~e -efFor~s In law enforcement. Teletype commuMcatitms 
networks now span the country through the Law En
forcement Teletype System (LETS). Each State has 
some form of teletype network linking many or most law 
enforcement agencies in the State. County systems are 
on the increase, as are systems linking central cities and 
their surrounding suburban areas. Direct teletype links 
with computerized records centers are also utilized by 
some police agencies. 

LETS consists of six circuits, each with a control station 
and a line running to a switching center in Phoenix, Ariz. 
When a message is directed to another network or to all 
networks, the Phoenix center automatically handles the 
routing and switching according to the coded message 
instructions received from the sending station. Each of 
the control stations pays for a share of the equipment 
common to the entire system. This conllists of .lines, 
switching center equipment, and circl'it conu_vl stations. 
Because of variations in needs, each station assumes the 
cost of its own equipment. 

At the local level, 11 California counties operate tele
type networks, some free of charge to all participating 
municipalities. The county networks are linked into a 
statewide system operated by the California Department 
of Justice. Also, numerous municipal departments and 
other law enforcement related agencies are linked through 
the State network. In the Chicago area, several teletype 
networks link the Chicago Police Department with 
numerous suburban police departments and with the 
Illinois State Police. Similar nets are found in most 
metropolitan areas. 

Current Problems. Despite the extensive use of inter
jurisdictional radio agreements, intersystem radio com
munications, and nationwide teletype service, much more 
coordination and consolidation is necessary in order to 
develop complete areawide communications systems. 

One of the primary problems is the existence of many 
separate police communications systems in close proximity 
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particularly in metropolitan areas. ~hen these systems 
share the same fre uenc the . becomes acute. 

mergency ca s m one epartment are often 0 

by routine calls in other departments which perhaps could J 
have been handled differently. 

Other problems relate to the cost of maintaining and 
operating separ. . 1 an to the 

Ie 0 many police administrators that they lose control 
over field personnel if radio dispatching is provided by 
another agency. In its study of police services in Dade 
County, the International Association of Chiefs of Police 
commented: 55 

Each system maintains its own service facilities * * * and 
its own complaint dispatching staff. Each system in looked 
upon * * * l/". an important part of the department's opera
tions, and a function which cannot be assigned to another agency 
without serious loss of supervision and control. 

Although his opinion is not universally held, Sheriff 
Pitchess of Los Angeles County feels that radio com
munications need not be handled by each individual 
department if there is available to it a system operated 
and maintained by a competent central agency. 56 

In the use of teletype communications, cost· is still a 
problem for smaller jurisdictions. Existing systems re
quire the lease of costly telephone lines, and unless State 
systems pay some or all of the cost of lines, or cost is other
wise reduced, participation by small jurisdictions will not 
reach its full potential. 

Many intersystem teletype systems have fallen into dis
use because of continued use of point-to-point radio for 
routine information needs. A distinction must be made 
between the two types of systems so that teletype is used 
for routine information purposes and point-to-point sys
tems reserved for emergency communications. 

Possible Solutions. At present, the problems of r~ 
communications are more serious than those of tele
communications. Indeed, cciOrCl'i1'!ated police use of tele
type has reached a high point. It is not suggested here 
that problems in the use of police radio can be solved by 
consolidating all radio systems in a particular area, for 
the chances of implementing such a program are not 
great. 

Increased use of interjurisdictional agreements cover
ing radio communications is a possible approach in many 
areas. Such agreements should include maintenance, 
dispatching, and telephone answering services. Through 
contracting for radio services, equipment costs could be 
reduced, irrelevant communications controlled, and in 
some instances, positions collapsed or personnel diverted 
to other tasks. 

Short of agreements that would remove the respon
sibility for radio disp:>.cching from some jurisdictions, 
much could be done to solve the communications muddle 
through the use of effective radio-dispatching procedures 
and dispatcher training. 

Improvements will depend, however, upon coordinat- / 
ing agencies, such as the Federal Communications Com
mission (FCC), giving concentrated attention to police 
radio communications problems. It is doubtful that the 

"" Supra, note 43 at pp. 239-240. Reglonaliz.tlon Somlnar: D1lcuSllon Not .. , lun. 28, 1966" (unpublished, Chicago: 
.. Peter 1. Pitch ... , sheriff, Los Anlele. County, Caur., In "La .. Enforcement Public Adminlatratloft Service, 1966), pp. 211-29. 
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present State frequency advisory committees of the FCC, tention facility. Nearly every police department has at 
with their limited approach, can meet this need. least a holding facility for temporary detention and many 

The FCC could adopt a policy by which its license operate full-scale jails, althou,gh most are not adequate 
granting procedures are handled through the State. according to modern penological standards. In many 
Such a policy should assign the States more authority to States, sheriffs are required by law to operate such 
supervise public safety communications. A State agency facilities...· ---
could establish standards for and techniques to evaluate Accepted principles of jail management are that pris., 
the conduct of local police radio, recommend the amal- oners must be segregated by sex, age, and type of crime; 
gamation of radio communications systems where feasible, be secure; have ample opportunity for work and recrea
<Jeny licenses to those police agencies. which could tional activity; live under sanitary conditions; and be 
readily use another agency's communications system, and provided a well-balanced diet. The capital outlay for 
establish and operate statewide nets for intersystem police the personnel, equipment, and facilities needed to meet 
radio communications. The merger of radio communi- these standards is prodigious, even in a modest under
cations systems should be encouraged through State taking. For example, to provide continuous round-the
grants-in-aid. clock supervision of prisoners by one correctional officer 

If the FCC gives the States the power to enforce and \reqUires approximately five full-time men working 40-
coordinate police radio responsibilities, the States would hour weeks. Such supervision would require an annual 
be provided with a valuable management tool and the outlay of at least $30,000, if the salary and fzinge benefits 
power of the FCC to regulate civilian communications of each officer amount to $6,000 per year. 
would be enhanced. Because they are interstate in na- The most common problems faced by municipal and 
ture, agencies such as large port authorities should be county jail administrators, according to a State of Wash
exempted from conducting business with' the FCC ington survey, is a severe;ruu;J:.age.ef P=OIl~ 58 Many 
through one particular State agency. local jails are not !fupervised round-the-clock y persons 

on duty in the building, even when prisoners are confined 
in them. Prisoners are locked in cells, often under un
safe conditions, and helpless in case of disaster. Some 
jailkeepers, concerned about this problem, have gone so 
far as to leave cells or even jails unlocked when prisoners 
are without supervision to obviate potential danger. 

Conclusions. On the basis of the above analysis of 
present problems in police communications, the following 
conclusions seem warranted: 

o Areawide communications systems should be de
veloped in concert with areawide records centers 
to the extent that the two systems are interde
pendent. 

o The State should be granted greater power to reg
ulate the use of police radio, including the authority 
to establish operational standards and to recom
mend the amalgamation of two or more communi
cations systems. The State's responsibility in this 
area could be enhanced through the use of grants
in-aid. 

o Greater use should be made of interjurisdictional 
agreements .yhereby one system can provide com
plete radio communications for two or more juris
dictions. 

o Police teletype networks should be used increasingly 
for routine police communications, thus making in
tersystem radio communications systems available 
for ~trictly emergency uses. 

DETENTION FACILITIES AND SERVICES 57 

Throughout the country, most detained and sentenced 
persons are housed in local detention fa.t:itities. State 
and Federal ~1 m8t~ti!l:tiUflS ilOrrnaIly hoIa prisoners 
serving more than a I-year sentence, whereas local jails 
or stockades seldom house p;:isoners for more than 1 year. 
Local institutions usually hold defendants in felony cases 
during the judicial process. Upon sentencing, they are-
sent to State or Federal institutions. 

Current Local Practices. Many local police adminis
trators believe that it is necessary to maintain a local de-

liT The issue of whether police agencies should maintain detention facililies is 
also discussed in chnpter 6 of the General Report. 

riB State of Washington, Department of Institutions, uJail Information Report" 
(Olympb: State of Washington, Department of Institutions, Nov. 17, 1964), sec. 
1, p. 3. 

In evaluating the local jail program in the State of 
Washington, the department on instituti!Jns noted, "In 
some instances the best thing that can be said is that the 
jail is seldom used." 59 It concludes that many local 
jails are inadequately staffed, poorly maintained, and 
inefficiently operated. ' The mere fact that some jails 
receive only limited use is a sound argument for the elim
ination of unnecessary facilities and the operation of joint 
detention programs. 

Local jail problems in the State of Washington are in 
no way unique. For example, Connecticut over the 
years experienced many similar ills, and dissatisfaction 
with local jail administration was a factor contributing to 
the abolishment in 1960 of all county governments. GO 

As an alternative to county jail::; operated by elected 
sheriffs, Connecticut established an office of State jail 
administrator, responsible to the Governor, with control 
over the detention of all local prisoners throughout the 
State. This system is separate from the State penal in
stitutions. Jail personnel of the old county system were 
absorbed into the State merit system at appropriate levels 
wherever possible. Old facilities were demolished and 
physical improvements made when necessary. Local 
police agencies do not operate detention facilities other 
than units to hold prisoners temporarily until they can 
be transferred to a nearby State facility.G1 

This type of solution appeals to Sheriff Pitchess of Los 
Angeles County, who operated the largest county deten
tion facility in the country. In his opinion, the.c.ustodial 
~nction shpuld he--s~ted from the police, an~ 

li9 Id. at Bce. 1, p. 2. 
00 Rosaline Levenson, HCounty Government in Connecticut-Its History nnd 

Demiac" (Storrs, Conn.: University of Connecticut, Institute of Public Service, 
1966), pp. 83-l/S. 

Olld. at pp. 165-168, 182-185. 
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suggests that the proper office to operate it might be the 
State correctional agency.62 

Sheriff Pitchess normally has some 11,000 inmates in 
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be to have the State agency operate exiRting facilities, 
even if they are located in local police buildings. 

custody at any given time, operates one of the most mod- Police Officer or Correctional Officer. An additional 
em jails in. the country, and has approximately 1,200 problem at the county and municipal level is the use of 
personI).el engaged in full-time jailor correctional duties. sworn police officers in the care and custody of inmates. 
This operation represents approximately 40 percent of the The work performed by a guard in a jail facility is quite 
sheriff's total budget of '$50 millIon, yet he would be different from the work that should be performed by a 
willing to tum over complete control of the jail to a quali- police officer, yet most county and municipal jails are 
fied agency, and operate his department strictly as a police operated by such officers. In the Chicago Police Depart
agency.' ment, for example, nearly 300 sworn police officers are 

The question has been raised whether it is even neces- used to operate temporary holding facilities and provide 
sary for the police to be responsible for temporary hold- prisoner transportation services. If correctional officers l 
ing facilities. Many chiefs of police contend that they r were utilized, 300 additional trained police officers would . 
need to have jail facilities to"provide ready access to be available for normal police duties. 
prisoners for investigative purposes. This argument has The Los Angeles County Sheriff's Department has 
increasingly limited validity in light of recent U.S. Su- recently decided to turn, at least in part, to this system. 
preme Court decisions concerning the interrogation of It was found in Los Angeles County that recruitment 
prisoners. In reference to this question, Prof. Herman was hindered because many potential police officers were 
Goldstein of the University of Wisconsin Law School not interested in working in a detention facility as is, 
says: 63 usually required at some point while working within the 

The mere fact that [the police] have custody of the individual 
for a period of time, that he is under their control, has created 
the widespread image that in this period of time he is subjected 
to a great deal of coercion and pressure * * * Anyone familiar 
with this system recognizes that the demands on a prisr 

oner * * * are not that great * * * It seems to me that 
there is great value in ridding the police of this responsibility, 
so that * * * once the police arrest an individual they turn him 
over to an independent agency * * '* which has no vested in
terest in the case, and is not out to prove the man's 
guilt * * * it places the police in a much more favorable 
light. 

An independent agency responsible for detention seems 
the logical answer. Sheriff Pitchess feels nothing is ac
complished if the de',entlon responsibilities of municipal 
police departments are merely transferred to the local 
sheriff, unless the duties of the sheriff are redefined. 
"You would have the same problem and you would create 
the same evil in another place." 64 If the sheriff optS:"e.tes 
only detention facilities, improved correctional and deten
tion services are more possible; but if the sheriff remains a 
law enforcement official, and also has detention respon
sibilities, the problem has not been solved, merely shifted. 

The system used in Connecticut, or in Rhode Island 
which has a similar detention program, offers the greatest 
possibility for improvement in jail management. Con
necticut through its office of State jail administrator op

sheriff's department. Consequently, a decision was made 
to create the new position of corrections officer and use 
this employee in the minimum security institutions op
erated by the county. 

One difficulty in this approach is evident in the prac
tice of Los Angeles County. In the jail, which is a 
short-term holding facility where all types of inmates are 
housed, maximum security is a prime C0ncern'. Sen
tenced prisoners held by the county, however, usually are 
not convicted felons, and maximum security facilities 
normally are not necessary. Thus, the county is really 
operating two facilities-one for presentencing and de
tained prisoners and another for convicted prisoners 
sentenced for less than a I-year period. A sound argu
ment can be made for using sworn personnel in maximum 
security institutions where incidents are more probable 
and the risks greater, and correctional officers in mini
mum security institutions. This argument pertains, how
ever, only to counties or municipalities that continue to 
provide detention services. 

A corollary problem in using sworn police officers in 
detention work is that it creates a false impression of the 
number of police personnel available for law enforcement 
duties, for effective strength is reduced proportionately to 

, the number of personnel utilized for deteqtion. 

erates all local jails throughout the State in a system Sharing Physical Facilities. Several alternatives, other 
separated from the State penal system. This system has than shifting detention operations to the State or re
improved the management of detention facilities and definirig the responsibilities of the office of sheriff, are 
created a more favorable public attitude regarding jails available. In 1958, the city of Tacoma and Pierce 
and law enforcement agencies. Under it, sound correc- County, Wash., built a new city-county building which 
tional training procedures can be developed, greater includes detention facilities. Each jurisdiction has its 
attention can be given to achieving and maintaining own jail, but kitchen and laundry facilitits are operated 
accepted penological standards, and more efficient orga- jointly. This limited joint operation has also made it 
nization and administration are possible. possible to use one facility to house certain catergories of 

In brief, the State should operate jails through an ,(Offenders and the other facility to house others. For 
a~ropriate State agency. ina: local jaHrylOcrtOb~ example, one jail confines all male juvenile prisoners, the 
~d. A logical alternative or interIm step would other all female prisoners. In this way, neither the city 

02 Supra, note 56 at pp. 8-10. 
6.'l Id. 'at p. 11. 

.. Id •• t p. 12. 
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nor the county has to provide the total range of j~.il 
facilities.65 

Basic philosophical or financial problems have arisen 
in some areas when the merger of two reasonably large 
jails or correctional systems is considered or contemplated. 
Efforts to bring the Miami, Fla., city jail system into the 
Dade County system have been unsuccessful, in spite of 
the fact that annual savings to the city of Miami would 
approximate $500,000, because the city of Miami expected 
compensation from Dade County for the sale of its facili
ties. The county takes the position that the public has 
already paid for the facility and to "purchase"it again 
is unnecessary. A similar difference occurred between 
the city and county of Los Angeles. 

Short of the complete assimilation of one system into 
another, it is apparent that two jurisdictions can share 
facilities through a contractual arrangement. Such a 
program exists between Alameda County and Oakland, 
Calif., where, . under the tenus of the contract, Oakland 
pays the county for each city prisoner detained in the 
county jail and vice versa.66 

Los Angeles County provides complete jail service on 
a contract basis for alI cities in the county except Bur
bank, Glendale, Long Beach, Los Angeles, and Pasadena. 
The sheriff feels, however, that sufficient centralization 
has not yet taken place. He says: 67 

Several custodial agencies should not have charge of the 
operation of custodial facilities in a metropolitan area. We are' 
constantly in conflict with the larger cities. We take custody 
of all prisoners charged with felonies. The city which has 
custodial facilities keeps in custody its own misdemeanants and 
those charged with violations of the city ordinances. 

The Puget Sound Governmental Conference in a 
recent report, recommended that a regional jail be estab
lished in a joint county jail district consisting of King, 
Kitsap, Pierce, and Snohomish Counties in the Seattle
Tacoma area.68 The jail would be used for sentenced 
prisoners while the existing smaller units would be re
tained for presentence detention. King County is in the 
process of building a new facility which it is hoped will 
eventually become a regional jail under a joint jail district. 

At Conclusions. unicipal jails lar el . ate the 
~, services oLg>unty Jal s Y m e olding of sen

tenced prisonerS. ~ sets of conclusions are offered 
regarding the operation of detention facilities. The 
first is based on the premise that municipalities will not 
operate their own facilities. 

o :MJ,wicipal 1l0Ikt;.s:!eIJ1Htmepm..~hould not ~ 
their 0e detention facilities. They should turn 
such operahons ovm t6 another governmental jur-

ties, the county, through the office of sheriff, should 
operate all jails within the county. The sheriff, 
however, should not engage in law enforcement 
activi ties. 

The second set of conclusions is based upon the prem
ise that local governments will continue to operate jail 
detention facilities: 

o Police officers should be used only in maximum 
sec . , and in supervisory positions, m t1'i:t 
care an custody of inmates. Correctional officers 
should be utilized in minimum security jails. 

o A number of local jurisdictions shoulrl join in the 
operation of detention facilities, sharing physical 
facilities under contractual agreements, eliminating 
duplicate facilities, or establishing jail districts. 

Jo The State should establish minimum standards for 
the opE-ration of jails, training of personnel, se
cnrity, It.;ding programs, and related concerns. It 
should also maintain a full-time inspectional 
program. 

LABORATORY SERVICES 69 

Laboratory services are essential to effective law .en
forcement. Success in· complicated investigation may 
depend in large part upon the scientific evaluation of 
pertinent data. The import of recent U.S. Supreme 
Court decisions suggests that law enforcement agencies 
must depend increasingly upon scientific analysis of 
crimes rather than rely upon traditional methods such as 
interrogation of suspects. 

Two distinct activities are involved in laboratory work: 
( 1) The gathering of evidence at the scene of the crimes, 
and (2) the scientific analysis of evidence. Both activ
ities are essential to the adequate evaluation and use of 
evidence. Evidence must be gathered and preserved 
according to established court criteria to guarantee its 
value in court testimony and for use in laboratory analysis. 
A laboratory technician can make a detailed and thorough 
analysis of evidence only if it has been properly gathered, 
labeled and handled before reaching the laboratory. 
Evidence that has been mishandled is not admissible in 
court proceedings. 

Competent technicians and good equipment are essen
tial to the success of any laboratory evaluation. This re
port does not attempt ·to suggest how many persons or 
what equipment is needed to perfonu minimal laboratory 
services. Suffice it to say that a good laboratory facility 
is beyond the means of almost all police departments in 
the United States. 

isdiction, preferably an independent State agency. (C t L 1 P t' Th ". I bo ~. " f 
I d· d . f '1" al h h h urren oca rac tces e cnme a raevnes 0 IIJ mme late etentlOn aCl ltles, t oug per aps re- . ..... 
maining within the walls of a police facility, should. ~any.law .enforcc:ment agenc.Ies are pr~manly bureaus of 
be administered by a separate agency. . IdentificatIOn ~hi~h house ~ ~umber of. re~o~ds. but per-

o S4W pY[nments should ~stablish a jail admir:-is- 7form no ~eal sCIentIfic an~lysIs. O~her Junsdlctio~s h~v2 JJ) 
tratlon agency wIi~ responsIbIlIty lor tllro'~ fully eqUIpped laboratones filled WIth the latest sCIell'<.lfic 
ailct management of all local detention facilities. tools, but no qualified technicians to operate them. One 

o If the State does not assume detention responsibili- of the greatest obstacles to the development of regionally 

65 Supra, note 58 at sec. 2, p. 36. 
M BP.e.Jlpp. A for details of the contract between Oakland and Alameda County. 
07 Supra, note 56 at p. 7. 
68 Puget Sound Governmental Conference, 1962, URegional Joint County Jail 

District: A Fea:-jbility Sturlyu (Seattle: Puget Sound Governmental Conference, 
1962), p. 15. 

69 For further discussion on crime laboratories, see chapter 11 of the General 
Report and the Task Force volume on Science and Technology. 

TO Paul L. ·Kirl.:: and Lowell W. Bradford, "The Crime Laboratory: Organization 
and Operation" (Springfield, Ill.: Charles C. Thomas, 1965), p. 5. 
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oriented laboratory operations is the unwillingness of de
partments to lose their laboratories,. even if they are not 
effectively utilized. . 

Local practices relating to laboratory services vary 
greatly. Evanston, Ill., for example, established a police 
laboratory in 1948, but the facility was never used, pri
marily because of lack of professional staff, and is now 
not operationalY In Arizona there is only one crime 
laboratory, that of the city of Phoenix. This facility per
forms all necessary tests, including some complex work, 
for the city police department, but services beyond the 
cIty are severely limited because it has only two full-time 
fully trained technicians.12 The Sauk-Prairie Police De
partment, serving Sauk City and Prairie du Sac, Wis., 
sends materials needing scientific analysis to the Wiscon
sin State Crime Laboratory in Madison.73 Kansas City, 
Mo., maintains a laboratory which is equippec!\to provide 
such basic services as blood analysis, tool mark 1qentifica
tion, firearms identification, and some limited documents 
examination, but all more sophisticated laborato~ work 
either is not done or is sent to the Federal Burew\of In
vestigation in Washington, D.C. 

In sharp contrast is the laboratory operation ,pf the 
Chicago Police Department. Operating one of t~e best 
equipped and staffed facilities in the country, th1 Chi
cago Police Laboratory in 1965 processed materi1ls fort 
140 jurisdictions, including Federal and State agjncies, 
counties, 'and other municipalities, in addition to its reg
ular work for the Chicago department. Physic~l evi
dence submitted to the laboratory for scientific evalua
tion involved' some 150,000 specimens requiring' more 
than 250,000 individual examinations. 74 

The Chicago Police Department J;&Qoratory serves the 
needs of"tIi'einrrounding me.tropolitan area. With few 
exceptions, all municipalities in Cook County call upon 
it for specialized services, and these services are performed 
free of charge to any requesting agency with a legitimate 
need. Consequently, much more use is made in the 
Chicago area of scientific aids in criminal investigation 
than in many other sections of the country. 

In addition to providing laboratory services, the Chi
cago Police Department will train the personnel of other 
departments, especially in the collection and preservation 
of physical evidence but also in some more technical 
operations. For example, the microanalysis section of 
the laboratory has the only staff within the Chicago area 
which can successfully group dry blood stains. The next 
closest facility with this capability is at the Wisconsin 
State Crime Laboratory in Madison and the technicians 
working there were trained by the Chicago Police De
partment. 15 Because of the capabilities of the Chicago 
Police Laboratory, and because the department is willing 
to serve all jurisdictions there is no need for other crime 
laboratories in the Chicago area. 

Finally, since 1934, local agencies have SUbmitted! 
evidence linked to their more sophisticated cases to the 
FBI Laboratory in Washington, D.C., for analyses. In 
1966, the Bureau's facility performed some 304,000 
scientific examinations at no cost for local police forces 

>l Supra. noto 56 at p. 28. 
'l!l Interview with Lawrence M. Wetzel, assistant chief of police, Phoenix, Ariz., 

May 10. 1%6. , 
13 Interview with Robert Rent~'eeatert Chief, Sauk.Prairie Police Department, 

Soule City. Wb •• July 18. 1966. I 
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from all 50 States, the District of Columbia, other Fed
eral agencies, and several foreign nations. 

Problems in Local Practice. This capsule summary of 
current local practices in police laboratory services indi- j 
cates some pervasive problems. Proximity, timeliness, V 
and quality are the most important measures of laboratory 
service. Some local police forces fail on all three counts 
because they do not perform scientific evaluations requir-
ing sophisticated analysis, or fail to provide for tests. 
While it may make good sense for forces in the proximity 
of Washington, D.C., to use the facilities of the FBI 
exclusively for scientific analyses, the latter facilities may 
not be close enough for forces hundreds of miles distant to 
readily secure timely service. For example, one major 
police force largely ignores the facilities of the Food and 
Drug Administration which has a large regional labora-
tory adjacent to the police headquarters which is capable 
of performing most necessary examinations. Jurisdic-
tions should attempt to resolve the questions of timeliness 
and roximi re' all. 

ro lem IS du licatio facilities. The 
ab1 loa epar ment to mamtam an a e labora
tory should not be the only criterion in establishing one. 
Both the city and the county of Los Angeles have such 
facilities when one would suffice for the area. "The 
prime concern should be a matter of its availability from 
a geographic standpoint." 'lO Duplication of facilities 
within the same region should be avoided. 

With but one police laboratory in the State of Arizona", 
many jurisdictions have no opportunity to obtain scienti
fic examination and evaluation of physical data. A num
ber of jurisdictions make frequent use of FBI services, 
but reservations regarding timeliness and proximity 
usually apply. Recently, Maricopa County (of which 
Phoenix is a part) proposed that a central laboratory 
serving the county and the cities of Phoenix, Scottsdale, 
Tempe, Mesa, and Glendale be established. Under the 
proposal, the county would provide the facilities, and all 
the jurisdictions would share the cost. Such a laboratory 
would not meet the needs of other jurisdictions in the 
State, however, which suggests that perhaps the State 
should provide laboratory facilities. This has been the 
decision in Wisconsin and in several other States. 

When States establish laboratory facilities, they should 
place them judiciously. The division of criminal investi
g'ation and identification in the Illinois Department of 
Public Safety provides technical service to law enforce
ment agencies in the State. Recently, the division 
built a new laboratory faciIi.ty in Joliet, which is within 
the area already served by the, Chicago Police Department 
Laboratory. One reason given for the selection of this 
location was that it is near the population center of the 
State. Other factors should be considered, however, 
among them the pattern of requests for assistance from 
police agencies. 

The Role of States in Laboratory Services. The State 
can provide meaningful laboratory assistance to local 
police agencies through several possible alternatives. 

't ... Chicago Police Department, Crime Laboratory Division, HAnnual Report," 
1%5. mimeD, pp. 5-9. 

'Its "Microanalysia-The ·Catch.All' Section of the Crime Laboratory," "Chicago 
Police Star," June 1966, pp. 4-6. 

... Sheri! Peter J. Pitch .... Lo. Augel .. CouDly. iD ouprn. Dote 56 ot p. 27. 
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A State Crime Bureau. Several States have established 
crime bureaus to provide technical services to local law 
enforcement agencies throughout the State. They are 
generally not successful in providing complete technical 
service, tending to emphasize records activities more than 
laboratory services. Or, if they do provide technical 
services, these tend to emphasize such routine activiti.es 
as latent fingerprint and blood alcohol analysis-work, 
usually accomplished as effectively on the local level. 

The first requisite in establishing a State program of 
laboratory service is to determine what can be done best 
by the State and what on the local or regional level. 
Much laboratory work is of a simple, routine nature, if 
the evidence has been properly collected and preserved. 
Consequently, local units may well maintain the small 
laboratory facilities concerned with primary analysis an.:! 
forward all complex work to a State or regional agency 
or the FBI Laboratory for detailed or specialized analysis. 
The State agency could also perform crime scene work 
in appropriate cases. This arrangement permits all needs 
to be met; the local facility provides timely service in 
simple analyses, and the State laboratory provides sophis
ticated analyses and quality control. 

All police laboratory technicians need specialized train
ing in addition to formal training in a specific scien~!E.c 
field, and the State agency could also perform this training 
function. Gathering and preserving evidence is so cru
cial to the entire police laboratory program that sound 
training is mandatory even at the initial level of operation. 
Qualified instructors should be available to local juris
dictions to as~ist with in service training programs, and the 
State agency also could operate training programs for the 
instructors of local departments in evidence gathering 
and preservation. Like the FBI Laboratory services, the 
entire State program should be available free of cost to 
any requesting law enforcement agency. 

Provision of a State central laboratory would not en
tirely eliminate the problem of duplication of facilities, 
but would reduce it to manageable proportions. At the 

. s'ame time, such a program would allow for the training 
of personnel in the gathering and preservation of evidence. 

Other Approaches. In order to obtain a well-inte
grated operation, it may be desirable to place the smaller 
local laboratories and the central State laboratory under 
a single administration. Such an arrangement is in op
eration in Texas. The same division of work would 
prevail, but the local jurisdictions would not control their 
laboratory operations; rather, they would be under the 
direction of the State laboratory or some other independ
ent agency. 

Medical examiners, as well as police, need laboratory 
services. In many communities a sirigle facility is used 
for both functions. Prof. Donald E. Clark, formerly 
sheriff of Multnomah County, Oreg., suggested that police 
laboratories as such be eliminated and placed under the 

\ 

control of a separate agency, possibly a university or State 
or local medical examiner.77 One benefit would be to 
have expert . witnesses not affiliated with the police de
partment-a concern of some courts. 

11 S~pra, note 56 at p. 27. 

Conclusions. The cgst of staffing and operating a labora
tory facility capable of handlmg all neM'S of..a,..police de
partment is considera~ and a complete program is be
yond the ll:nanclat abl lty of most departments. At the 
same time, the need for adequate professional laboratory 
services is readily apparent. The following conclusions 
have been reached: 

O!Basic laboratory services must be readily available 
within each locality or region to handle routine 
requests for service. Facilities for such services 
could be operated jointly by two or more jurisdic
tions with costs shared on an agreed basis. These 
facilities should perform only those scientific evalua
tions considered to be routine and those not requir
ing a heavy investment in limited-use equipment. 
Duplications in local facilities should be eliminated. 

o States should provide central laboratory facilities 
capabfe' of performing ~ost all coi.'i'rpkx and
sophisticated scientific evaluations needed in police 
work. Local agencies would forward all complex 
work to this agency, and perform only routine work 
themselves. State services should be provided free 
of cost to all law enforcement agencies. Training 
of local personnel would be an important aspect of 
the State laboratory's work. The FBI Laboratory 
should continue to analyze the sophisticated evi
dence submitted to it. 

o Well-developed police laboratories serving metro
politan needs should be continued, freeing State 
agencies to develop needed laboratory facilities in 
other parts of the State. Duplication of facilities, 
between locai and State agencies, and between local 
agencies in the same area, should be avoided. 

o Consideration should be given to coordinating and 
consolidating laboratory services for medical ex
aminers and law enforcement, and related agencies, 
in one facility capable of serving all needs. In 
many areas such services could be provided on a 
local or regional basis. 

o Consideration should be given to placing all police 
laboratories in a State under the direction of a 
single administration, possibly an independent 
agency. 

A PRIORITY SCALE FOR JOINT PROGRAMS 

Equipment and physical facilities are needed for the 
performance of all staff, auxiliary, and field functions of 
law enforcement agencies, although needs vary with the 
type of law enforcement activities undertaken. Usually, 
the law enforcement agency of a particular government is 
viewed only as another department when the equipment 
and space requirements for the entire jurisdiction are 
being determined. Consequently, the special needs of 
the police department often are not met. 

This fact suggests that the equipment and building 
needs of law enforcement agencies are susceptible of co
ordination and consolidation. It should be remembered, 
however, that while the merger of physical facilities will 



result in economies, law enforcement will not improve 
unless there is also joint performance of activities. 

Throughout this report, it has been demonstrated that 
certain law enforcement supportive activities are best per
formed on a joint basis. Particularly, they include the 
operation of detention facilities, laboratories, communi
cation centers, records systems, and training facilities
all commonly performed law enforcement supportive ac
tivities which require extensive and expensive physical 
facilities and equipment. If any or all of these functions 
are performed on a joint basis, it follows that equipment 
and buildings needs will also be supplied jointly. 

It IS not necessary for joint operations actually to op
~rate out of the same physical facility in order to have 
a joint program. If, for example, one police department 
provides central communications service for several de
partments, equipment is shared and the other depart
ments can eliminate their duplicate equipment and facili
ties. In other words, if law enforcement functions are 
operated on a joint basis, it naturally follows that equip
ment and buildings will be shared, whether or not only 
one building is used. 

City-County Buildings. One of the current trends in 
cooperation between municipal and county governments 
is the construction of city-county buildings. Common 
housing should be encouraged, although by itself it does 
not materially assist in law enforcement activities. Lo
cation in the same building, however, may be a first step 
toward the joint performance of law enforcement activi
ties of the two governments.78 

Mutual Aid Agreements. One of the most common 
devices providing for the sharing of personnel and equip
ment is the mutual aid agreement. Some involve formal 
arrangements, but frequently they are simply informal 
agreements for mutual use of personnel and equipment 
when needed. While such arrangements are useful by 
themSelv~s, they do not materially improve the quality of 
law enforcement nor are they binding if the participating 
agencies need to use the same personnel or equipment 
at the same time. They are apt to be concerned only with 
personnel and equipment, not physical facilities, a fact 
that somewhat restricts their usefulness. More attention 
should be paid to coordinating and consolidating law en
forcement efforts on a formal basis, restricting the use of 
mutual aid agreements to special or emergency circum
stances requiring 1apid augmentation of the resources of 
one department or the other. 

COORDINATION AND CONSOLIDATION 
OF SELECTED FIELD SERVICES 

Field services constitute a controversial area in co
ordination or consolidation of law enforcement activities 
for one simple reason: Field services are line functions 
and activities concerned with the fulfillment of the pri
mary police responsibilities, and are characterized by 
direct contact with people. The police in performing 

73 For a discussion of abaring joint physical facilities, !lec Samuel G. Chapman 
and Donald E. Rocks, "Planning for Adequate Police Facilities in a Highly Ur· 
banized Setting," "Police," November-December 1966, pp. 11-17. 

79 Gordon E. Misner, "Recent Developments in Metropolitan Law Enforcement, 
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such functions as criminal investigation, vice and delin
quency control, and special tactical operations are con
stantly in the public eye and the public becomes possessive 
abolit these activities. Communities and law enforce
ment officials willing to operate joint communications 
centers often are less willing to consider coordinated or 
consolidated field operations. Political opposition also is 
most apt to focus on coordinated or consolidated efforts 
at the police operational level. 

CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION 

Criminal investigation is a police function not usually 
included in recommendations for functional consolida
tion of selected police services. The nature of investiga
tive work explains a great deal of the reluctance to con
solidate, or even to coordinate, efforts in seeking solutions 
to crimes. It is natural for every department to want to 
solve the "big case" on its own. This is not a sound 
argument against coordinating or consolidating criminal 
investigation functions, but one which is current. 

A more valid argument is based upon the responsibility 
which a chief has for preserving order and protecting 
property in his community. Misner states: 70 

Since a chief of police should properly be held responsible for 
,,:;me conditions within his city, the responsibility for criminal 
investigation is one of his most valuable assets. If he loses the 
authority to investigate, or. if it is necessary for outside agents 
to intervene within his jurisdiction, his effectiveness as a police 
executive is in question. Consequently, the normal police execu
tive protects jealously his authority to investigate crimes. 

A third argument against coordinating or consolidating 
criminal investigation is its initial dependence upon local 
patrol for effectiveness. A thorough investigation de
pends largely upon an adequate preliminary field investi
gation, and often investigations must be initiated a second 
time because of inadequate preliminary work. It may 
be argued that separating investigators from the depart
ment which is responsible for the preliminary investiga-
tion complicates the work. . 

Many reasons may be advanced, however, for some co' 
ordination or consolidation of criminal investigation. 
Most small departments cannot afford full-time special
ists; and if they could, it is doubtful whether they would 
assign an investigator to conduct extended investigations 
throughout several jurisdictions. In metropolitan areas, 
many criminals are the object of investigations by a num
ber of departments, and one department often seeks assist
ance from others in the area. 

Sheriff Pitchess of Los Angeles County, whose depart
ment provides assistance to many departments in the 
county, had this to say about the need of many depart
ments for aid in conducting investigations: 80 

You do not train a homicide investigator by reading 
books. ·It * * When you are confronted with a homicide that 
is more than just a dead body, you must turn to people who 
are experts; and the only experts in the field are those who have 
investigated homicides. Every department in this county, with 
the exception of Los Angeles and Long Beach, will call us. 
Pasadena, with over 100,000 population, will also call us, al
though they are in a better position to train their people be
cause they have homicides. Even Beverly Hills, with perhaps 

Part II:" Journol of Criminal Law, Criminology nnd Police Science, 51: 265-272, 
268. July-Augu.t 1960. 
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the highest police budget per capita in the United States, used 
us the other day. 

If one department feels that a crime is beyond its capac
ity to invert;gate, it should naturally turn to a jurisdic
tion that h~s that capacity. However, it sometimes hap
pens that even if a department desires assistance, there is 
no reliable agency to which it may turn. 

The primary advantage of dividing the responsibility 
for criminal investigations is flexibility. Concentrating all 
such investigations in single departments unduly restricts 
the effectiveness of local law enforcement activities and 
may make the individual departments a series of local 
watch services. Again, the establishment of a voluntary 
central criminal investigation operation will have the de
sired results only if the local departments turn to it when 
in need. 

Consolidated Criminal Investigation. The consolida
tion of criminal investigation is most apt too(:cur in areas 
~ere trre4:btal consdiimttion or I-a:w 1!!lff5rte'fu"tffl't ~ 
~mraFlcttlity. 
. I h~ SuH6lk c,g,umy (N.Y.) Police Department makes 
mvestlgatftfn ServICeS avmlmrte ta all departments in the 
county. Although these services are provided only upon 
request, the local departments use them almost exclusively 
since there are no independent detective operations in the 
county. The county police department has the sole re
sponsibility for policing the entire western portion of the 
county with the exception of 2 communities with depart
ments of fewer than 20 men each, and 5 villages with de
partments of fewer than 5 men each. These seven in
dependent operations provide basic patrol and initial in
vestigative services to their residents, but rely upon the 
county for followup investigation and case completion. 

In the eastern part of Suffolk County, basic patrol is 
provided by the elected sheriff who exercises nominal 
powers as a peace officer. Basic investigative services 
are provided by 19 detectives assigned by the county 
police department to this area; and these men are sup
ported by 61 specialists in auto theft, homicide, arson, and 
other specialized investigations. 

The Metropolitan Police Department of Nashville
!2.!!:vids~nfty provides a similar service, Sut there 
IS an import an tlifference resulting from the way the 
police services in the two jurisdictions are organized. 
The Nashville-Davidson department provides complete 
police service to all Davidson County including the areas 
served by three small municipal departments, none of 
which employs criminal investigators. If a citizen in an 
area served by a separated department needs immediate 
~ervice, he may call either the metropolitan police or the 
mdependent department; but even though it receives the 
initial call, the independent department usually relays 
it to the metropolitan department.s1 Thus, the metro
politan department assumes complete control of cases 
from initial through followup investigation. In Suffolk 
~?,:nty! the ~nd~pendent departments are responsible for 
InItIal mvestIgatIOn, and the Suffolk County detectives 
thus must rely upon them for some basic information. In 
order to improve the capabilities of the independent de-

811ntervicw with Hubert O. Kemp, chief, Metropolitan Police Department of 
Nashville-Davidson County, Tenn., June 7,1966. 

B!I. Interview with John P. Finnerty, deputy commissioner, Suffolk County (N.Y.) 
Pohee Department, Aug. 17, 1966. 

83 "The Charter of Metropolitan Dade County, FIn.'., art It scc. 101-104 .. 

partments in initial investigations, the Suffolk County 
Police Department is now giving them extensive inserv
ice training in investigative techniques.s2 

Partial Consolidation of Criminal Investigation. A 
jurisdiction may choose to employ its own investigators 
but to call also upon other jurisdictions for assistance. 
The services of .th~ ~~e CQll~~b1ic. Safeo/ ~epart
ment to local JUrISdICtions are typIcal of this kmd of 
voluntary arrangement. 

In Dade County, 12 independent municipal depart
ments have turned over general criminal investigation 
functions to the Dade County Public Safety Department, 
and 10 other departments are given assistance upon re
quest. Only the five largest departments (Miami, Miami 
Beach, Coral Gables, Hialeah, and Miami Shores) have 
staffs capable of performing fairly extensive general in
vestigations. The Public Safety Department also inves
tigates all capital crimes in the county except those 
occurring in the three largest jurisdictions (Miami, Miami 
Beach, and Hialeah). The various phases of initial in
vestigation are handled by the independent departments. 

Except when a small department relies completely on 
the public safety department there is no clear assignment 
of responsibility between it and the public safety depart
ment. The latter, by virtue of its countywide authority 
~an enter into a l~al investig~tion at any time, but onl; 
mfrequently does It take such mdependent action. 

It is clear that the planners of Metropolitan Dade 
County intended that criminal investigation be centralized 
in the Dade County Public Safety Department. The 
charter provides that Metropolitan Dade County shall 
have the power to: S3 

Provide central records, training, and communications for fire 
and police protection; provide traffic control and central crime 
investigation; provide fire stations, jails, and related facilities' 
and subject to section 1.01A(18) provide a uniform system fo; 
fire and police protection. 

Commenting on t.~e divided situation 6 years after the 
charter was adopted, John Pennekamp editor of the 
Miami Herald, stated: 84 ' 

Over the years many failures, growing out of the multifaceted 
police situation, had become apparent. Criminal cases failed of 
solution in disputes over jurisdiction. In easy criminal cases 
two or more units wanted to get into the action, to take the 
credit. When cases became complex there was considerable buck 
passing with the possible solution evaporating somewhere inside 
the dispute. Facts were withheld by one unit from the other. 
Frequently when cases came for trial in court evidence would be 
missing, lost somewhere in the contest for control of the case. 

The International Association of Chiefs of Police 
(IACP), in its 1963 study of Dade County police services 
attempted to bring order out of the apparent chaos re~ 
lating to the criminal investigation function, by recom
mending that criminal investigative responsibilities be 
divided between local police departments and the public 
safety department as follows: S5 

Local departments shall conduct all preliminary investigations 
except those involving fraud, bad checks, and vice operations 
and some continuing investigations such as those involving mino; 
thefts, malicious mischief, simple assaults, and domestic problems. 

8-i John Pennekamp, "Behind the Front Page," Miami Herald, Jan. 15, 1963, 
sec. A, p. 6. 

81i International Association of Chiefs of Police, uA Survey of Police Services in 
Metropolitan Dade County, Florida," (Washington: International A6Sociation of 
Chief, of Police, 1963), p. 255. 
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The public safety department and the detectives of Miami, 
Miami Beach, and Hialeah Police Departments will conduct all 
continuing investigations except those assigned to uniformed 
patrolmen, and some preliminary investigations, including bad 
checks, fraud, and vice operations. 

No action has been taken on these recommendations. 
Under present arrangements, the local departments 

benefit greatly from the services of the county department, 
but the continued existence of numerous detective units 
causes friction, loss of time, and unsatisfactory areawide 
investigations. 

In Dade County, or elsewhere, it is not feasible to 
divide the responsibility for investigations according to 
the type or seriousness of crimes. In each instance it 
would be necessary to establish a central review unit 
charged with deciding whether the central unit or the 
local department would investigate. The local depart
ments with detective forces would be reluctant to approve 
this approach since it might result in a dilution of their 
authority. Also, precious time would be lost waiting for 
decisions of the review unit. 

Cooperation and Coordination. Many criminal in-or 
vestigations involve considerable exchange of information 
among departments. A good investigator pursues all 
possible leads including those that require consultation 
with investigators in neighboring departments. These 
consultations occur because a department, although 
jealous of its reputation and conscious of the favorable 
publicity that results from solving a major crime, often 
must depend upon the help of other departments. While 
informal cooperatinn is desirable, it falls short of the or
ganized efforts emphasized in this study. Three examples 
of more formal cooperation and coordination will be 
described briefly. 

The Kansas City Area ~uad is made up of men 
from 7 sheriffs' deparune~dlU8Pal police depart
ments, and 2 State Departments (Missouri and Kansas) 
in the area. Each agency provides a specified number of 
men for the metro squad, which is governed by a board 
of directors that has established criteria for participating 
agencies to use in calling upon it for assistance. Kansas 
city, Mo., which has approximately 125 men assigned 
to investigation, calls upon the metro squad as often as 
Independence, which has appfoximately 6 detectives. 
When the metro squad is called, up to 50 detectives may 
be sent on a major case. Metro squad training classes 
are conducted, members carry metro squad identification 
cards, and they work in both KansHs and Missouri. 
Members of the squad, however, do aot have the power 
to make aITests throughout the metropolitan area. When 
not on metro squad assignments, members work on regular 
assignments in their respective departments. 

The growing "metropolitan" crime problem was a 
factor leading to the formation of Atlanta's "MetropoI." 
The idea for the organization developed when the city 
of Atlanta asked the Atlanta Council of Governments to 
suggest a program which mig-ht improve areawide law 
enforcement. On June 1, 1965, a meeting was called 
with representatives of the 38 law enforcement agencies 

sa Major C..., Squad of the Greater St. Louis Ar ... "Manual of Instrucllons and 
Procedurel," Ianuary 1965. p.l. 
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in the 6-county Atlanta region in attendance. Out of this 
meeting came five projects: (1) Development of area
wide teletype services, (2) adoption of uniform radio call 
signals, (3) establishment of a metropolitan fugitive 
squad, (4) creation of a metropolitan training school, and 
(5) publication of a daily bulletin for alI departments. 

One of the more important projects is the metropolitan 
fugitive squad made up of officers from the Atlanta Police 
Department's fugitive squad and from surrounding de
partments. These men are available to conduct investi
gative work on a metropolitan basis. Each department 
provides an automobile which has Atlanta police radios 
and other common equipment. Consideration is being 
given to providing all members of the fugitive squad with 
arrest powers throughout the metropolitan area. 

The Major Case Squad of the Greater St. Louis Area, 
similar to the Kansas City Metro Squad, is comprised of 
investigators from both IIlinois and Missouri police de
partments. The b~ard o~ ~rctors of the squad states in 
its manual: 80 ~~ ~ 

We feel that larger law enforcement agencies with their 
greater police facilities should make them available to the 
smaller municipalities, as a cooperative gesture. 

The 'hoard goes on to state the specific reasons for the 
existence of the squad: 81 

o A smaller municipality rarely is sufficiently staffed 
or equipped to investigate a major case. 

D The perpetrator in many cases resides or takes 
refuge in the larger city while he preys on the 
smaller. 

D Witnesses, leads, and evidence may be found in 
more than one jurisdiction. 

o The general pooling of resources seems to be the 
only answer to the "fight against crime. * * *" 

The Major Case Squad has already proved its worth. 
Only recently activated, the squad failed to clear the 
crime that led to its establishment, but has already cleared 
many other crimes. 

In contrast to the Kansas City and Altanta operations, 
each member of the Major Case Squad from St. Louis 
County has the power to make arrests throughout the 
county by virtue of deputization by the St. Louis County 
Police Department. 

I t should be noted, generally, that though such organi
zations are multijurisdictional in an operational sense, 
individual officers' legal authority arises from deputiza
tion. Thus, there is no common source of authority or 
responsibility throughout such organizations. 

CONTROL OF DELINQUENCY 

The problem of juvenile delinquency, perhaps more 
so than any other police problem, is dealt with by many 
individuals and agencies. If effort were the criterion for 
success in reducing or eliminating delinquent behavior, 
it would have been achieved long ago. Part of the failure 
to curb juvenile delinquency may lie in the plethora of 
agencies established to try to cope with it. Many factors 

sr Id. at p. 1. 
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cloud the issue of delinquency control. First, there is 
no universal definition of what constitutes delinquent 
behavior; and indeed, some communities maintain that 
they have no juvenile delinquency.88 Second, the police 
are not sure of their role in curbing delinquent behavior. 
Third, even if they were, other agencies and individuals 
have differing views of what this role should be. These 
unsettled issues have been dealt with at length by others. 
In this brief section, therefore, suggestions are limited 
to avenues of approach to the problems of cooperation 
among the police themselves and between the police, on 
the one hand, and the total community, on the other. 

Cooperation Among Police Departments. Generally, 
the curbing of delinquent behavior is a primary responsi
bility of each individual police department regardless of 
size. It is also the responsibility of each patrol officer. 
Nevertheless, there are occasions when specialized tech
niques are useful in dealing with delinquents. 

A question may be raised on the desirability of special
ization in police juvenile work. The fact that a separate 
court system for juveniles has been developed is one 
reason, for it calls for special knowledge on the part of 
the police to understand the operations of this system as 
differentiated from the other court proceedings. Also 
different State and local laws apply to the conduct of 
juveniles and of adults and it is often necessary to have 
specialized personnel available to decide what procedures 
and techniques will conform with these laws. 

One alternative is to have specialists from large de
partments train the personnel of small departments in 
the techniques of handling juveniles. Because of in
adequate training, officers bring many juveniles before 
the courts unnecessarily when other a.:tions would have 
served better in particular cases. Universities and col
lege throughout the country have established institutes to 
train officers in methods of handling juveniles, but not 
every department is in a position to send such personnel 
to these schools. 

Another approach is to have specialists in large depart
ments handle cases that are beyond the capability of the 
small jurisdiction. Such action is particularly advan
tageous when cases must be brought into the juvenile 
courts. 

Areawide associations of police juvenile officers are 
eff~cti,,:e ~n. st~mulating the exchange of ideas among 
police JunsdlCtIOns and can serve as a means of increasing 
the level of competence of small jurisdictions in this field. 
The Metropolitan St. Louis Police-Juvenile Officers 
Association is an example. Formed in 1959, the associa
tion, although limited to police juvenile officers has been 
~ucce~sful in establishing procedures for the h~ndling of 
Juvemles that are followed by all departments in the area 
including those without juvenile officers.8o ' 

Cooperation Between Police and Other Agencies. 
A pooling of the resources of police and community 
agencies is a sound approach to reducing the incidence 
of delinquent behavior. The Oakland, Calif., associated 
agenci~s program, for example, was established primarily 

83 J. Robert Moakin, uThe Suburbs: Made to Order for Crime," "Look," May 
31. 1966, pp. 21-27. 

80 Normnn Hertel, "Metro Cooperation in Youth Services," "The Police Chief," 
January 1962. pp. 24-26. 

DO Wayne E. Thompson, "Developing 8 City's HumaR Resources," "Public Man
agement," 45. 74-78. 74, April 1963. 

because of the difficulties the Oakland Police Depart
ment was encountering in trying to deal with juvenile 
delinquency alone. In a report to the Oakland city 
manager, the chief pointed out, among other things, that 
"the 15 police cars we are sending to Technical High 
School every day are not the answer to this problem." 00 

~t his urging, the associated agencies program .was estab
lIshed. Composed of representatives of some 10 city, 
county, and State departments, including the police, the 
group meets regularly to work out ways of dealing with 
specific kinds of juvenile problems. Similar programs 
have been developed in other cities.91 Suffice it to say 
that all agencies, including the police, are coming rapidly 
to a realization that juvenile delinquency can be con
tained only through joining forces. 

VICE CONTROL 92 

The Federal Bureau of Investigation does not include 
vi?lations of vice laws in its documentation of the rising 
c~me .rate. natio?wide .. Yet t?e public is apt to equate 
VIce vIOlai:io?s WIth the Increasmg problem of crime, and 
breakdown In the enforcement of vice laws often has 
been the basis of criticisms of local law enforcement. 
Many moves for police reorganization have grown out of 
investigations into local vice conditions. 

Vice includ~s. types and classes of personal or group 
cOI}duct or a~tl~ty that has been ?eclared through legis
latIon to be InlffilCal to the publIc welfare and subject 
to commercial exploitation. Vice is usually considered 
to embrace prostitution, the illegal use and sale of nar
cot~cs, illegal gambling~ the use and sale of illegal alco
hohc beverages and the Illegal sale of legal alcoholic bever
ages, and the distribution and sale of obscene or porno
graphic material. 

This section defines the relationships that should exist 
among law enforcement agencies to help in the enforce
I?en~ of vice laws. In considering this question, a dis
tmctIOn must be made between local and areawide vice 
activities, although the line between the two is often 
indistinguishable. Localized vice can be largely con
trolled by effective local law enforcement and where the 
laws prohibiting vice are rigidly enforced: open vice does 
not eXIst to a~y great ex.tent. Real problems occur, how
~ver, when VIC~ operatIOns become so deeply imbedded 
In the commumty or are so controlled by outsiders that it is 
practically impossible for local law enforcement agencies 
to repress them effectively. 

Cooperation and coordination in vice control efforts 
~.re essential i~ all vice control activities and are especially 
Imp?rta~t for control, areawide. The emphasis in this 
sectlOn IS on cooperatIon and coordination not on full
s~ale. interv~ntion by outside agencies; altho~gh interven
tIon IS reqUIred when local enforcement fails to curb vice. 
I t is assumed in this discussion that local police depart
ments and officers are diligent in their efforts to enforce 
the law and have a desire to cope with vice conditions 
both local and areawide. 

Local Vice Problems. Basically, every local vice prob
lem can be handled by the local police department and 

91 I~tcrnnt~onnl City Managers' AS5?,ciation, "Intcr~Agency Coordination of 
JuvcDllo Delinquency Control Programs, Management Information Service Report 
N~~ 269 (Chicago: International City Managers Association, June 1966). 
Crim~~c chapter 7 of the Genernl Report nnd the Task Force volume on Organized 
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responsibility should reside at that level. Nevertheless, 
assistance from an outside agency is occasionally neces
sary. The training of local officers in the recognition of 
vice activities and in the enforcement of laws against 
them is often inadequate, and the needed training may 
be best supplied by outside assistance as is the case also in 
other police training. Some departments are so small 
that lengthy vice investigations would divert manpower 
from needed patrol activities, as is the case with other 
criminal investigations. For these departments to pursue 
many such investigations to their conclusion would be 
impractical. Manpower can be made available from 
other jurisdictions. This is also true for surveillance ac
tivities where local officers may be not only inadequate 
in numbers but also well known and easily recognized. 

Areawide Vice Problems. It is readilx. apparent that 
areawide vice problems are intertwmed WIth the rostem 
o 0 lze cnme. v major mvestlga IOn 0' suc 
crIme tl$'""eonctriOel"l' that there is need for greater co
operation among law enforcement agencies. In only 
a few areas does a single agency have the responsibility for 
coordinating the vice control activities of the many 
agencies involved in them. 

Most of the cooperation among police jurisdictions in 
controlling vice is on an informal basis and confonns to 
no common pattern. Joint raids are conducted, infonna
tion is exchanged between chiefs who know one another, 
and one department may request the services of specialists 
in another department when it realizes its own inade
quacies. Yet all of these efforts, though laudable, are less 
than adequate. The sum total of agencies involved in 
vice control call for some coordinating mechanism. 
Speaking to this problem, one author states: 93 

The * * * local-State-Federal mixture of responsibility, legal 
structure, and action should be of primary concern. Frag
mented, repetitive efforts are commonplace j local detectives find 
themselves following Federal agents. Amidst the welter of com
peting interests and separate governmental units, there is much 
warm talk of cooperation but no mechanism to make coordination, 
work. 

Discussing possibilities for control and coordination, 
he suggests that: (1) the collection of infonnation should 
be on a broad scale, (2) assimilation or coordination 
should be on a narrow scale (by one agency), and (3) 
dissemination should be on a wide scale and action should 
be taken based upon the patterns emerging from dissimilar 
and apparently unrelated facts.94 

At the Federal level a coordinating agency has been 
established in the Organized Crime and Racketeering Sec
tion of the Justice Department's Criminal Division. This 
unit, with offices in a number of larger dties, coordinates 
the work of many Federal investigative and prosecutive 
resources. 

At the State level the pattern varies. In some States, 
the State police provide some coordination areawide in 
vice control. In Illinois, a State crime commission has 
been established with duties and responsibilities which ap
pear to provide some coordination in vice control on a 
statewide basis. This agency has certain investigative 

93 Eliot H. Lumbard, "Local and State Action Agoio8t Organized Crime," liThe 
Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Science, n May 1963, p. 86. 

IH Id. at p. 88. 
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responsibilities in vice matters and a wide range of respon
sibilities associated with organized crime, but it also con
ducts investigations into the alleged misconduct of local 
and State legislators and into arson and bomb incidents. 
In California, coordination of statewide narcotics control 
efforts is the responsibility of approximately 100 agents of 
the Bureau of Narcotics Enforcement of the Department 
of Justice, but this is its sole vice responsibility. 

At the local level, any vice conditions existing in a small 
community with which the local patrol force cannot cope 
should be made the responsibility of a larger agency with 
areawide jurisdiction. It will remain the responsibility of 
the local patrol officers, however, to identify these condi
tions and bring them to the attention of a larger unit. 

SPECIAL TASK FORCE OPERATIONS 

The concept of a mobile striking force or task force has ~ 
been growing in importance in recent years. This may 
be defined as an element designed to operate as a com-
pact, mobile, effective operational striking force in given 
locations at times where the record indicates the need for 
a special concentration of enforcement pressure. 

In the words of O. W. Wilson, "A mobile striking force 
is of value in those situations which call for a saturation 
of an area either to prevent the outbreak of criminal 
activity or a racial, religious or nationalist conflict, or when 
an emergency of major proportions necessitates the assist
ance of additional personnel.95 He goes on to say that 
"in large cities, the continual demand for details to police 
special events may justify a detail section of the task force 
for this purpose." 00 

There are two types of situations where there is need for 
a task force or body of manpower to serve more than one 
jurisdiction. The first is the special event, whether it be 
a large public event or a civil disaster or emergency, wnere 
the individual jurisdiction cannot provide sufficient police 
manpower to cope with it and outside assistance becomes 
necessary. The second is the situation where crimes are 
beyond the ability of a single jurisdiction to solve because 
it lacks some special type of tactical operation. 

SPecial Events. The task force concept has been ex
panded to cover more than one jurisdiction for the po
licing of special events or emergency situations, although 
the manpower thus assembled has never officially been 
described as a task force. 

Among the things that must be covered in any agree
ment for the pooling of resources are the power of arrest 
and the privileges and immunities of police officers when 
requested to act outside their own jurisdictions. State 
police officers have the power of arrest statewide when en
forcing State criminal or penal codes, and county law 
enforcement officers nonnally have this power throughout 
their jurisdiction. At the municipal level, the situation 
is less clear. Extraterritorial arrest powers are limited 
primarily to situations in which an officer is engaged in 
fresh pursuit or is executing an arrest warrant. A typical 
decision has been rendered by the California District 
Court of Appeals: 97 

We assume without deciding that a * * .. police officer lacks 
the authority of a peace officer to make an arrest under penal 

.s O. W. Wilson, "Police Administration" (2d ed., New York: McGraw.HIIl, Inc., 
1963), p. 250. 

00 Id. at p. 250. 
97 People v. Alvarado, 208 C.A. 2d 629 (1962). 
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code section 836, when he is outside the city limits unless he is 
engaged in fresh pursuit or is executing a warrant authorizing 
such arrest. 

This type of decision has led California to amend its 
penal code as follo~s: 98 

Upon the request or authority of a chief, sheriff, or chief ad
ministrative officer of any county <.Ir city, officers from other 
localities, jurisdictions, or communities shall exercise full police 
powers -as relate to their normal jurisdictions. 

Another means of overcoming legal barriers is the local 
mutual aid agreement, and the number of these in exist
ence attests to its value. (See app. B for a typical mutual 
aid agreement.) Perhaps the most encompassing pro
vision for mutual aid in the country is contained in the 
California Disaster Act which establishes the California 
civil defense and disaster plan. This plan provides the 
guidelines for full-scale mobilization of police resources in 
California in the event of civil or military emergency. 
The plan has been used recently in Vallejo to prevent civil 
disorder, in the Los Angeles area to help curb disorders 
following a police-resident incident in the Watts a!'<;!a, 
and in San Jose to help contain similar problems. Of
ficers can be summoned from all parts of the State to the 
scene of a disturbance and, while acting under authority 
of the Disaster Act, they have the same authority they 
WQuid have if they were acting in their own jurisdictions. 

The pertinent provision of the act states: 99 

All of the privileges and immunities from liability, exemptions 
from law, ordinances and rules, all pension, relief, disability, 
workmen's compensation, and other benefits which apply to the 
activity of such officers, agents, or employees of any such agency 
when performing their respective functions within the territorial 
limits of their respective public agencies shall apply to them to 
the same degree and extent while engaged in the performance of 
any of their functions and duties extraterritorially under the 
provisions of this chapter. 

T.actical.S?perations. It is difficult to find a single ex
ample of a mulhJunsdictional task force directed to pre
vent or control specific crime problems. The metropoli
tan detective u,nits in Kansas City, Atlanta, and St. Louis 
come closest to this concept although they are strictly 
investigative units. Multijurisdictional task forces for 
enforcement purposes, however, have thus far not been 
developed, although legal and other barriers to such forces 
could be overcome. 

The need for concentrations of police personnel can be 
determined from an analysis of the crime problems in any 
given area. Essentially, t.~e deployment of a mobile 
striking or task force is- related directly to crime analysis. 
If such analysis is performed on an areawide basis, as 
suggested earlier in this chapter, an areawide task force 
will be an effective extension of it. 

One means of establishing an areawide task force is 
through some form of mutual aid agreement. Normally, 
provisions on compensation are not included in such an 
agreement. However, since a task force will be utilized 
on a more regular basis than a force mobilized for special 
events, some consideration needs to be given to its con
tinuing financing. 

o. 49 Cal. Penal Code sec. 817 (1966 Cum. Supp.). 

Cooperative ventures in criminal investigation, how
ever, have not included any provisions for financing; 
salaries of the men participating in these efforts are paid 
by their employing departments. The method of fi
nancing an interjurisdictional task force must be decided 
by the participants if mutual aid agreements are utilized. 
Effective organization calls for a commander and other 
supervisory personnel, an established set of rules under 
which the unit will operate, and agreement on the crimes 
on which the unit will focus its attention. Such a unit 
may well be organized along the lines of the metro squads 
of investigators, but it should also have the power to make 
arrests in any cooperating jurisdiction, and, to be effective, 
should be continuously employed in its task force capacity. 

Implementation of the concept of a multijurisdictional 
task force by the localities involved will require each par
ticipating jurisdiction to donate manpower over an ex
tended period of time, and this may not be possible. 
Thus, it may be necesary to tum to the county or the 
State police agency to establish a unit specifically designed 
to serve local departments in this capacity. 

POLICE SERVICE AND JURISDICTIONAL 
CONSOLIDATION 

Thus far, this chapter has considered methods of 
ameliorating the effects of decentralized local police ad
ministration through the coordination or consolidation of 
staff, auxiliary, and celtain field functions. It has not 
considered coordination or consolidation in relation to 
basic patrol services; yet, if these services are not con
sidered, it must be on the assumption that every police 
agency, regardless of size, is capable of providing them 
effectively if staff, auxiliary, and certain field services are 
available on a coordinated or consolidated basis. Such 
an assumption is not valid. 

It has been shown that every new police officer needs 
basic training upon appointment. But even though ade
quate training programs are available, the fact remains 
that some police agencies, for one reason or another, will 
never make use of them. High standards for the recruit
ment and selection of police officers can be established, but 
some jurisdictions will escape these provisions. Crime 
laboratories, records centers, centralized communications, 
centralized investigative staffs, and other supplementary 
services can be established with the intent of assisting de
partments who cannot provide these services for them
selves. Once again, some departments, because of a 
variety of limitations, will not effectively use them. 

The number of departments ~inistered ancLstaffed 
by untrained. part-time rsonnel1Schstressmg. A recent 
survey of pohce mii'iiPt>wer m two coun 1 the Chicago 
metropolitan area revealed that many of the small de
partment~ employ more part-time (not auxiliary) police 
officers than full-time officers. Indeed, one department 
was entirely so staffed. (App. C presents the tabulation 
of this survey.) A similar survey in Onondaga County, 
Syracuse, N.Y., showed that there are 13 towns and 17 
villages employing a total of only 34 full-time police 

00 46 Cnl. Militnry nnd VeternD' Code .ee. 1587 (1966 Cum. Supp.). 
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officers and that the bulk of police service is provided by 
104 part-time officers.loo 

The cost of providing basic police service is of para
mount importance in considering total consolidation. It 
has been pointed out in previous sections that certain staff, 
auxiliary, and field services are beyond the resources of 
many departments to provide. This is also true in many 
areas with regard to basic patrol services. 

Partial or complete consolidation of police services re
duces conflicts over jurisdiction; with consolidation there 
are fewer jurisdictions with which to contend. The 
compelling reason for consolidation is the elimination of 
the law enforcement powers of jurisdictions that do not 
provide quality law enforcement because of administra
tive deficiencies or financial inadequacies. 

This section considers alternative approaches to the 
consolidation of the police services of two or more juris
dictions. Discussed in turn are consolidation of police 
services through the establishment of a metropolitan-type 
government, through formation of a subordinate service 
district under a county police agency, through annexa
tion, through contract with another jurisdiction for law 
enforcement, and through the establishment of a separate 
special district. 

POLICE SERVICE UNDER METROPOLITAN GOVERNMENT 

There have been many efforts for comprehensive re
organization of local government in metropolitan areas, \1 

but with only two noteworthy examples in this country
Nashville, David~y, Tenn., and Miami, Dase 
Co~, Fla. -rIieinaJor reorganization of local govern
ment in Metropolitan Toronto, Canada, has had much 
impact upon local government in the United States. 
Each of these reorganizations takes a different form. 

Nashville Davidson County represents a total consoli
da IOn 0 a CIty an a coun m 0 a new overnment 

e a e Countx;.e
organization represents the "rantin of certam areawIde 
powers to a charter county wi ou a ectmg 
i~t, bf fflmtuig municip1thues. Tmonto is a ed
emea- form of government, with the municipality of 
Metropolitan Toronto providing all services deemed to 
be metropolitan and the local governments maintaining 
control of all services deemed to be local. The Toronto 
structure resembles that of Dade County, but differs sig
nificantly from that of Nashville, Davidson County. 

Law enforcement services are organized differently in 
each of these areas. The Metropolitan Toronto Police 
Department is the largest of the departments and the most 
consolidated. The Nashville-Davidson County depart
ment is similar in form to that of Toronto, but bas not 
met the success of Toronto, in part because it is not the 
only law enforcement agency in the county. In Dade 
County, there is no single metropolitan police force, 
although the county department has countywide 
jurisdiction. 

Metropolitan Dade County. Metropolitan Dade 
County has a strong county government providing urban---

100 Onondaga County, N.Y., Division of Research, "Law Enforcement in 
Onondaga County" (Syracuse: Onondaga County, Division of Research, Mar. 23, 
19(6). pp. 8-11. 
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~rvi~;;l.n the unincorporated areas and performing ./ 
certam wide functions throughout the county. 
Metropolitan Dade County was the first metropolitan-
type government in the United States. Often there is 
a misconception that there is only one government in 
Dade County, whereas, in fact, there are 28. 

Dade County had a 1963 estimated total population 
of more than 1 million, 40 percent of whom reside in 
the unincorporated area of the county and 60 percent in 
one or the other of the county's 27 municipal corpora
tions. The municipalities range in size from the central 
city of Miami, with 330,000 persons, to the recently 
created city of Islandia which is virtually uninhabited.101 

In May 1957, the voters of Dade County adopted a 
county charter that brought three basic changes. First, 
it transformed the former typical county government to 
the commission-manager form, making numerous elective 
offices, including that of sheriff, appointive. Second, it 
gave Dade County home rule and vested in the board of 
county commissioners the authority to adopt locallegisla
tion in a, number of areas. Finally, it gave the board of 
county commissioners the power to carry on a central 
metropolitan government. Among the enumerated pow
ers of the county are some pertinent to law enforcement, 
including provision of central police records, crime in
vestigations, communications, jails, and training and set
ting reasonable minimum standards for all governmental 
units in the county for the performance of any service 
or function. 

Law Enforcement. Law enforcement services in the 
county are provided in a variety of ways. Each incor
porated municipality except Islandia offers some police 
protection, and some municipalities provide almost com
plete law enforcement services. The Dade County Pub
lic Safety Department, under the supervision of the di
rector of public safety, who also bears the title of sheriff, 
provides some law enforcement services for those munic
ipalities that choose to avail themselves of them and 
also provides complete police service to unincorporated 
areas. Table 1 shows the services performed by the 
county for the municipalities. 

Law enforcement in Dade Cpunty has two principal 
problems caused primarily by the congeries of jurisdic
tions. Police strength of the several law enforcement 
agencies, shown in table 2, is distributed unevenly, some 
departments consisting of fewer than five men. Also, as 
is typical in many metropolitan areas, municipal bound
aries have little order, and large unincorporated pockets 
exist in the heart of some municipalities. Law enforce
ment services in these pockets are the responsibility of the 
Dade County Public Safety Department, but frequently 
adjacent municipal departments answer calls for service 
initially while awaiting the arrival of the county per
sonnel who have primary responsibility. Formal proce
dures are lacking and residents are confused as to juris
dictional responsibility. 

There are solutions to both these problems, under 
powers granted in the charter, short of the total amalga
mation of all police departments in the county. Section 
1.0 1A ( 18) of the charter, states that the Board of County 

101 ltThe Firat Ten Years: A Proposed Government Information System for Dade 
County, Florida" (Miami: Metropolitan Dade County Government, Office of 
County Manager, Data Processing Division, 1966), p. 66. 
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Table 1.-Services provided by the Dade County Public Safety Department 
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Source: Dade County Public Safety Department. 

Table 2.-Police Manpower in Dade County;1965 

Jurisdiction 

1 Private patrol. 

Population 

424,720 
329,900 
73,750 
76,700 
37,600 
31,710 
24,000 
12,600 
10,540 
9310 

10:440 
9,920 
3,330 

320 
2,870 
3,660 
5,530 

480 
2,150 

200 
4,500 
3,070 

820 
200 

3,~~~ 
60 
o 

Police 
strength 

(full time) 

\t~ 719 
627 
209 

94 
74 
47 
38 
30 

<,~ra 29 
24 
22 
21 
18 
14 
13 
13 
8 
6 

~r 
5 
5 
4 
4 
3 
2 
1 
1 

(I) 

Source: "The First Ten Years: A Proposed Government Information System for Dade 
County, Florida," p. 66. 
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Commissioners may set reasonable mInImUm standards 
for all governmental units in the county for the perfonn
ance of any service or function. If a governmental unit 
fails to comply with the established standards, and does 
not correct deficiencies, the county may take over and 
perfonn, regulate, or grant franchises to operate any such 
service. 

In addition, section 1.0 1A ( 17) grants the Board of 
County Commissioners the power to enter into contracts 
witp. other govenunental units within or outside the 
boundaries of the county for joint performance, or per
formance by one unit in behalf of the other, or any au
thorized function. Neither of these provisions has been 
invoked thus far in connection with the provision of law 
enforcement. 

The minimum standards provision could be used to 
remove all law enforcement responsibilities from certain 
municipalities and have them performed by the Dade 
County Public Safety Department. This action would 
require the county to establish certain minimum stand
ards and a system of inspection. Under this provision 
it is also possible for a municipality to divest itself of law 
enforcement responsibilities in favor of the county by 
referendum or ordinance. 102 

The contract provision enables a municipality to con
tract with the county for police services. One munic-

provision to mean that unlcss a munioipality voluntarily abdicates a lunction, the 
power of the county to assume such function rests upon judicial determination. 

, 



ipality requested the public safety department to estimate 
the cost of contract policing, but although the county 
could provide the service for considerably less than the 
municipality, the city decided that it preferred to have 
its own police department. 103 

It is the responsibility of the county planning director 
to study municipal boundaries with a view to recom
mending their orderly adjustment and improvement. 
Proposed boundary changes may then be initiated by the 
Board of County Commissioners, the governing body of 
a municipality, or by petition of any persons or group con
cerned. Municipal elections are required in most cir
cumstances to change boundaries. 

At present, the chances for a merger of all police de
partments in Dade County are slight. Since the office 
of sheriff was returned to appointive status, as a result 
of a referendum on November 8, 1966, however, co
ordination and consolidation of certain services may be
come more attainable. A continuing difficulty arises 
from the constitutional amendment which gives the coun
ty the power to perform a wide range of services but 
limits its taxing powers to those of other Florida counties 
which do not have like powers. The present law en
forcement budget is supported almost entirely by ad 
valorem taxes. Expanded services would require an in
crease in the county tax rate and, unless accompanied 
by a proportionate decrease in municipal property taxes, 
the burden on the Dade County taxpayers would be sub
stantial. Another possibility would be to consider new 
sources of revenue. 

A first step toward consolidation could be a merger 
of the smaller police departments with the county opera
tion by contract or other means. Larger municipalities 
could continue to be self-sufficient in basic police serv
ices, but could gain help from the county agency in staff, 
auxiliary, and certain field functions. 

The powers granted to the county are considerable and 
could become of greater significance in coordinating and 
consolidating law enforcement services. Of particular 
importance is the minimum standards provision which 
allows the county to exercise important controls over local 
services. 

Metropolitan Nashville-Davidson County. The met
ropolitan government of Nashville, Davidson County is 
the most complete metropolitan government in the United 
States. Separate city and county governments were 
merged into a new government servicing the entire area. 
Among the functions performed by the metropolitan gov
ernment is law enforcement. 

Several factors contributing to Nashville's success in 
forming a metropolitan government are unique. The 
Nashville-Davidson County area experienced the same 
suburban population growth as other metropolitan areas, 
but not the new municipal incorporations that plague so 
many areas. Only six incorporated municipalities out
side Nashville remain in Davidson County. 

Mounting population and governmental problems of 
the area led to the formation of the metropolitan govern
ment. In 1953, the State constitution was amended to 

103 Interview with George Leppig, acting sheriff, Dade Counly, Fla" Iune 10, 
1966. 

104 Tpnn. Const., art. XI, sec. 9. 
, .... Tenn. Code Ann. Bee. 6-3701 (1966 Cum. Supp.). 
100 }i'bt a fuU discussion of events leading to consolidation see David A. Booth, 

UMettopolitics: The Nashville Conllolidlltion" (East La.nsing: Michigan State 
University, Institute for Community Development and Services, 19(3). 
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authorize the legislature to provide for the consolidation 
of any or all functions of cities and counties in Tennes
see.104 In 1957, the legislature passed a general enabling 
act which permitted cities and cOtlllties having a combined 
population of more than 200,000 to establish a charter 
commission that could propose a charter for a consolidated 
city and county government to the voters.105 The Nash
ville area met these requirements, but in 1958 the voters 
turned down a charter providing for the amalgamation 
of the governments of the city of Nashville and Davidson 
County. The issue was decided by the large negative 
vote in the suburbs and the rural areas. 

Meanwhile, Nashville was trying to solve its own prob
lems, particularly those related to a declining tax base. 
Property taxes were increased and a new vehicle tax was 
imposed both on residents and on certain nonresidents. 
The city also annexed by ordinance, and without an ad
visory vote of the affected residents, an adjacent area 
that included some 80,000 people. The residents of the 
newly annexed area were incensed because they were re
quired to pay higher taxes without an appreciable increase 
in municipal services, and it was in essence the city's 
annexation policy that provided the necessary stimulus 
for success when a second election was held on forming a 
metropolitan government in 1962.106 

Two provisions of the new charter are particularly 
relevant to police service in Nashville, Davidson County. 
First, the county is divided into two districts-an urban 
services district and a general services district-with resi
dents of the urban services district paying. higher taxes 
for urban-type services.107 In effect, the urban services 
district is the old city of Nashville, and the general services 
district is the entire county. Residents of each area pay 
for the level of services they receive, including law en
forcement. The second provision relates to the expan
sion of the urban service district. lOS Whenever the met
ropolitan council finds that areas of the general services 
district require urban-type services (e.g., more police pro
tection)', they are included within the urban services 
district and are made subject to higher taxes. 

Law Enforcement. Prior to reorganization, law ep
forcement was provided primarily by the Nashville Police· 
Department and the elected county sheriff. The sheriff 
had a 2-year term, and changes in management and man
power were frequent. In addition, elected constables 
with constitutional status had some law enforcement re
sponsibilities and were paid on a fee basis. Private police 
agencies whose personnel had deputy sheriff's commis
sions provided law enforcement for some areas under a 
subscription service. Only three municipal police de
partments were in operation, each of limited proficiency. 
Police protection in the county was inadequate at best. 

Upon establishment of the metropolitan government, 
approximately 100 sheriff's deputies were absorbed by the 
new metropolitan police department, which now has an 
authorized strength of approximately 550 sworn officers 
and 110 civilians. 

The sheriff's sole responsibility, in addition to serving 
civil processes, is custody and control of the metropolitan 

101 "Charter of the Metropolitan Government of Nashville and Davidson County I 
Tennessee" (Nashville: Metropolitan Government Charter Commission, 1962), sec. 
1.03. 

108 Id. nt sec. 1.04. 
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jail.~09 The metropolitan police department has no de
tentlOn responsibilities. Soon after the charter took 
effect, the newly elected sheriff initiated court action to 
restore his criminal law enforcement powers on the basis 
that he was an independently elected constitutional 
officer. The Tennessee Supreme Court, however, up
held the charter, stating that the sheriff had no criminal 
law enforcement powersYo No change was made in the 
constitUtional office of constable; but without exception 
constables no longer perform any law enforcement 
functions. 

Three municipalities continue to have their own de
partments, but all others rely on the metropolitan police 
department. Seven private agencies continue serving 
both incorporated and unincorporated areas by subscrip
tion. The metropolitan department patrols the entire 
county as if the other departments did not exist, and any 
need for major police services is immediately forwarded 
by the smaller departments to the metropolitan 
department. 

The division of charges for law enforcement between 
the urban services district and the general services district 
presents a problem. The police department budget for 
the 1966-67 fiscal year is $4.6 million, of which $2.6 
million is chargeable to the urban services district for 
services beyond normal police protection. In other words, 
the tax rate in the urban services district is based on the 
entire police department budget, whereas the tax rate for 
residents of the general services district is based on only 
that portion of the department's budget considered nor
mal police protection, or 55 percent of the total. 

As the population of the suburban areas has increased, 
the charge for extra police protection to the urban serv
ices district has decreased from $4 million in fiscal year 
1963-64 to the present $2.6 million. There is some feel. 
ing on the part of residents outside the urban services 
district that they may be paying for more police protec
tion than they receive from the metropolitan police 
department.1l1 The present distribution of charges is not 
calculated on any precise basis, and calculations are made 
difficult by the fact that patrol beats of the services dis
tricts overlap. 

Another problem is the continued existence of private 
police services and of small municipal police departments. 
This is unfortunate because of some overlapping jurisdic
tion and because the residents of areas served by the 
metropolitan department and the private or small muni
cipal agencies, as a matter of local choice, are paying 
more for police protection than is necessary. As has been 
noted, however, jurisdictional problems are minimized by 
the unquestioned authority of the metropolitan depart
ment. As a practical matter, the chief of the metro
politan department feels that the independent depart
ments served a useful purpose in the period following 
the reorganization before the metropolitan department 
could adequately cover the suburban and rural areas.1l2 

This situation has now been remedied through the ~ddi
tion of personnel and an increase in patrol coverage. 

The experie ce of Nashville . olitan over -
me 0 unate, ut It seems doubtful that Its approach 

Metropolitan Toronto. The Metropolitan Toronto 
Police Department provides police protection for the en
tire Toronto metropolitan area, which includes 241 
square miles, nearly 2 million people, and 13 incorporated 
municipalities including the city of Toronto. There are 
no independent policing agencies in Metropolitan 
Toronto. 

The Metropolitan Toronto Police Department is re
sponsible to a five-man metropolitan board of commis
sioners of police appointed by the Province of Ontario. 
It is financed by an assessment on each of the 13 incor
porated municipalities, the amount varying v.)h the 
proportion of the total that each municipality's assessed 
valuation is of the assessed valuation of all 13 municipali
ties. Budgetary control is exercised by the Council of the 
Municipality of Metropolitan Toronto, comprised of 
areawide representatives and heads of the government 
of the 13 municipalities. The only ties between the metro
politan police department and the municipality of 
Metropolitan Toronto are on matters of budget, finance, 
and taxation. The municipality of Metropolitan 
Toronto is based upon the concept that certain functions 
of government in metropolitan areas must be performed 
on an areawide basis, whereas others can be reserved to 
local jurisdictions. Police protection is considered a 
metropolitan function. 

In order to understand the development of the metro
politan police department it is necessary to describe briefly 
the formation of the municipality of Metropolitan 
Toronto. The primary reason for establishing a metro
politan government was that suburban areas were in
creasingly unable to supply certain services themselves, 
and a system of intermunicipal agreements had proved 
inadequate to the task. A study was conducted in the 
early 1950'5 which recommended the establishment of c. 
federated government that would have jurisdiction over 
matters of common concern to the 13 members of the 
federation. 

Hearings were conducted before the Ontario Municipal 
Board (the provincial agency concerned with local af
fairs), with representatives of the 13 municipaliti.es in at
tendance to present their views. Not every municipality 
favored the particular solu.tion, but the board recom
mended it to the Ontario Provincial Legislature, and the 
legislature thereupon passed the act creating the munici
pality of Metropolitan Toronto, to take effect January 1, 
1954. Law enforcement was not one of the original func
tions of the metropolitan government. 

In 1954, a special committee was appointed by the 
metropolitan council to study the feasibility of amalga
mating the 13 police departments. After hearing argu
ments from the affected municipalities, and despite the 
arguments against it by nine of them, the committee rec---

'OIl Id. at sec. 16.05. '''' Interview with Hubert O. Kemp, chief, metropolitan pollc. department 01 
110 Metropolitan Government T. Poe, 383 S.W. 2d 265 (Tenn. 1963). Nashville, navida.n County, Tenn., June 7, 1966. 
111 Interview with Robert HortoD. fiscal assistant to the mayor of the metro. 

poUtan government of Nashdlle, Davidson County, Tenn., Iune 7, 1966. 
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ommended the merger. ll3 The metropolitan council 
then recommended to the provincial legislature that the 
13 forces be merged and following the enactment of 
legislation, the metropolitan department came into being 
on January 1,1957. 

Staff and auxiliary services are now provided by the 
metropolitan police department in a degree that would 
have been impossible even under partial merger. A 14-
week recruit-training program is provided where prior 
to amalgamation only two departments had recruit-train
ing programs. Centralized communications is a reality. 
Records are centralized and central investigation is pro
vided for all jurisdictions. 

One measure of the effecti\'eness of the consolidated 
police department is the rate of crime clearances. In 
1957, the clearance rate for major offenses was 39.5 per
cent; in 1965, it was 46.2 percent. In terms of the cost, 
the police budget has risen from $11.6 million in 1956 to 
$27.7 million in 1966, or approximately 140 percent. 
Total expenditures for fire protection, stilI a municipal 
function, have risen, however, by a greater percentage.114 

Shortly after the department was formed, criticism was 
leveled against the consolidation because patrol service 
has been reduced in certain areas. This criticism was 
correct in substance, as personI1:el of the consolidated de
partment were allocated according to need, not prior 
assignment. 

More recently, the concern has been that there is not 
enough contact between police and community officials. 
In its brief to the Royal Commission on Metropolitan 
Toropto, officials of the township of Scarborough stated 
that: 115 

Our concern is that the police force is too centralized and there 
is too little association directly with the local municipalities. If 
there were a larger measure of authority at the local level there 
would be a greater participation by the police in community func
tions to the end that their association with local residents would 
be on a more personalized level. 

The officials went on to state that the district com
mander should have more authority, and transfers of 
personnel should be less frequent so that officers would 
become more familiar with local problems.1l6 It is ~ow 
standard practice for the district commanders to attend 
meetings of the municipal councils. 

The federated form of government in the Toronto area 
provides some possible approaches to achieving compre
hensive reorganization in this country, and the success of 
the consolidated law enforcement program demonstrates 
that a total system approach is possible. It should be 
borne in mind, however, that comprehensive reorganiza
tion in the United States depends upon local participa
tion in the decisions to change the structure of govern
ment, whereas it is accomplished by the provincial govern
ment in Canada. 

POLICE SERVICE THROUGH COUNTY SUBORDINATE 

SERVICE DISTRICTS 

It is common practice for county police agencies to 
provide police services to unincorporated areas of the 

113 Five of the nine municipalities opposed to the merger, howercr, recommended 
the centralization of certain staff and auxiliary services. The four in favor of 
the merger recognized that this was only a partial solution to the problem and 
that without total amalgamation local municipalities would still be forced to expand 
police protection to meet the rising population dellland. The number of unsolved 
crimes was also a dramatic argument for amalgamation. See app. D for the 
arguments for and against consolidation. 

11, Interview with Magistrate Charles O. Hick, chairman, Metropolitan Toronto 
Board of Commissioners of Police, June 17, 1966. 
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county. Normally, such services are financed from gen
eral county revenues. It is uncol1!mon, however, to find ~~ 
a county department providing police services to residents 
of incorporated areas with financing through a special tax 
on these residents-the pattern found in Suffolk and Nas-
sau Counties (Long Island), N.Y. 

S.!!.ftsJlk C41l11~ Suffolk County is one of the largest 
and fastest growing counties in the United States. The 
county police department, through the police district, pro
vides complete police protection services for 560 of the 
county's 922 square miles, and 765,000 of the county's 
population of 900,000. 

Govermnental functions are performed by the county, 
10 towns, and 36 villages, each with its own elected offi
cials. The county is made up of two distinct areas, the 
western and the eastern. Most of the growth has taken 
place in the western portion, whereas the eastern part 
remains basically agricultural. In thf< western half are 
5 of the 10 towns and 27 of the 36 villages. 

In order to understand law enforcement in Suffolk 
County, it is necessary to trace the events that led to the 
formation of the Suffolk County Police Department. 
Prior to the formation of the department in 1960, law 
enforcement was provided by some town police depart
ments, some village departments, district attorney investi
gators, and an elected sheriff. Not only was law enforce
ment in the county inadequate, but government was not 
organized to cope with problems inherent in the growth 
of the area. In order to strengthen both county govern
ment and law enforcement, a special act of the State 
legislature, the Suffolk County Charter, was passed in 
1958.117 This charter called for a strong county govern
ment and a county police department to be voted on by 
the electorate of Suffolk County in November 1958. 
Two votes were taken; one secured the adoption of the 
charter and the other the formation of the county police 
department, financed in part through a special police 
district tax on residents voting to receive complete police 
service from the department. 

Six provisions of the charter pertain to the formation 
and· services of the department. First, each town and 
village wishing to transfer its law enforcement functions 
to the county department must vote on the issue and be 
subject to a special police district tax. Second, in order 
to form the district, an affirmative vote of three contigu
ous towns was necessary. Third, any village within a 
contiguous town joining the police district could, by 
majority vote, transfer its police functions to the county 
department, and be subject to the special tax. Fourth, 
for the future, any town or village contiguous to a town 
already served by the county department could elect to 
join it. Fifth, any town or village not choosing to be
come a part of the police district could contract with the 
county department for police service for a period of 2 
years. And, finally,a decision taken to receive county 
department service and be subject to the special tax is 
irrevocable. 118 

Initially, the 5 contiguous western towns and 20 of the 
27 villages within these towns voted to turn over police 

1115 H. Carl Goldenberg, commissioner, "Report of the Royal Commission on 
Metropolitan Toronto," (Toronto: Province of Ontario, 1965), p. 61. This report. 
commonly called the Goldenberg report, recommended reduction in the number 
of municipaUties from 13 to 4. By act of the provincial legislature, tIle number 
was to be reduced to six on Jan. 1, 1967.) 

11. Ibid., p. 61. 
111 "Laws of New York," 1958, ch. 278. 
111J This rather complex method is covered in "Laws of New York," 1958, Suffolk 

County Charter, eh. 278. 8ee8. 1206. 1207, 1209. 
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functions to the county police department, and the de
partment came into operation on January 1, 1960. 
Manpower came primarily from the towns and villages 
which elected to divest themselves of their police func
tion; 3 of these had more than 100 officers each at the 
time of merger. The investigators of the district attor
ney's office were also brought into the new department. 
Present strength is approximately 1,300 sworn police 
officers. 

Seven villages within the joining towns voted not to 
join the police district, and so maintain their own depart
ments, the largest of which has fewer than 20 men. An 
elected sheriff provides a modicum of patrol to the resi
dents of the five eastern towns and the villages within 
them. In all cases, the county police department sup
plements the efforts of the independent agencies. The 
county department also supplies all criminal investigation 
services and performs most staff, auxiliary, and field func
tions. Detention, however, is handled by the sheriff. 

The police budget is divided into two parts: one is 
for the services provided solely to the special police dis
tricts (in 1966, it amounted to an expenditure of $14 
million, or more than 85 percent of the total budget of 
$16 million), and the other covers the cost of services 
that are provided countywide. Services to the police 
district are financed by a tax on the residents of the 
district; countywide services are financed from county 
general revenues. Services charged to the respective 
funds are detailed in table 3. 

Table 3.-Distribution of Services Between Those Financed by 
Police District Tax and Countywide Revenues 

FINANCED BY COUNTYWIDE REVENUES 

o Commissioner of Police and his staff. 

o Chief Inspector in charge of auxiliary services. 

o Deputy Chief Inspector in charge of detectives. 

o Deputy Inspector in charge of Communications and 
Information Bureau. 

o Central Records' and Statistical Bureau. 

o Personnel Bureau except Inspection Section. 

o Property Bureau. 

o Civil Defense Bureau. 

o Finance Bureau. 

o Special Service Bureau of Detectives (e.g. homicide 
squad, auto theft squad, narcotics squad, etc.) . 

o Squad of detectives assigned specifically to area outside 
police district. 

o Crime Laboratory. 

o Juvenile Aid Bureau. 

o Part of Planning Bureau. 

FINANCED BY DISTRICT TAX 

o Chief of Police District. 

o All personnel assigned to Police District including dis-
trict detectives. 

o Communications and Information Bur~au. 
o Transportation and Maintenance Bureau. 

o Traffic and Safety Bureau. 

o Tactical Platoor,. 

o Marine Bureau. 

o Inspection Section of Personnel Bureau. 

o Part of Planning Bureau. 

o Principal and interest on bonds of police district 
stations. 

Source: County or Suffolk, N.Y. "Budget, 1966," pp. 164-186. 

Finally, the wisdom of the charter provision which 
precludes a town or village electing to join the county 
police district from subsequently withdrawing might be 
questioned. But, in order to provide consistent police 
protection, it has been considered to be necessary. 

The county police department was established because 
existmg law enforcement agencies were not able to meet 
the. needs of the increasing population in the western 
portion of the county. More recently,a request by the 
county legislators representing the five eastern towns 
resulted in expansion of the criminal investigation squad 
serving this area. As population in the eastern section 
grows the five eastern towns are likely to find that existing 
law enforcement arrangements will not meet their needs 
and may turn to the county department. 

Nassau County. Nassau and Suffolk Counties resemble 
one another in their provisions for law enforcement, but 
with differences that reflect the geographical and political 
composition of the two counties. 

The Nassau County Police Department, with approx
imately 2,600 sworn officers, provides complete police 
protection to 45 of the 69 incorporated municipalities in 
the county. This service is financed by ad valorem tax 
on their residents. The police district, the area on which 
the tax is assessed, includes 205 of the county's 300 square 
miles and 1.1 million of its 1.4 million population. Of 
the total 1966 budget of $30 million, $21 million is to be 
expended for services rendered to residents of the police 
district. 

Twenty-four jurisdictions continue to provide law en
forcement services through their own police departments, 
but the county department provides certain supplemental 
services to them. The cost of these servlces, financed by 
countywide revenues, amounts to $9 million for 1.966. 

The essential differences between the two county de
partments stem in part from their respective histories. 
Whereas the Suffolk County Department was established 
only in 1960, the Nassau County Department dates from 
1925. The original force consisted of 55 men transferred 



from the county sheriff's office (the sheriff no longer has 
police responsibilities). The police district originally 
encompassed the unincorporated area of the county and 
two special districts which have since been dissolved. 

To join the police district, the governing body of an 
incorporated community must adopt a resolution, which 
must then be acted on favorably by the county board, a 
more simple method than that employed in Suffolk 
County. The area policed by the district need not be 
contiguous, and a municipality may withdraw from the 
county police district upon petition and a referendum 
vote. As in Suffolk County, a municipality may contract 
with the county department for service for a period of 
2 years. 

The departmf;nts also differ in their internal organiza
tion and methods. For example, communications are 
centralized in Suffolk County so that residents need call 
only one number when desiring service from the county 
department. In Nassau County there are eight tele
phone numbers, each terminating in one of eight precinct 
stations. Cars are dispatched from a central radio room 
after the message is relayed by direct telephone line from 
the precinct station. It could be said that the Suffolk 
County department has used its unique position to better 
advantage in this respect. 

The division of charges between the police district and 
the county also differs. Whereas more than 85 percent 
of the Suffolk County department's budget is charged to 
the police district, in Nassau County the percentage is 
only 72. The major reason for the difference is that the 
cost of the total detective force in Nassau County is 
charged to the countywide budget; whereas in Suffolk 
County the costs of only specialized units and the detec
tive unit serving the eastern portion of the county are so 
charged. 

Conclusions. In terms of their applicability to other 
areas, the following conclusions have been drawn on the 
experience in Suffolk and Nassau Counties: 

o Provision of police service through a special tax on 
areas provide8 this service on an equitable method 
of financing. 

o The subordinate service district can provide for a 
contiguous policing jurisdiction guaranteeing a 
consistent level of service throughout an area. 

ANNEXATION 

The practice of adjusting municipal boundaries through 
annexation is widespread. Annexation is the absorption 
by a city of territory which is normally contiguous, unin
corporated, and smaller than the annexing city. Thc 
result is a larger jurisdiction, usually with essentially the 
same form of local gov.ernment. 

Techniques of Annexation. Annexation practices 
vary significantly from State to State, but five principal 
methods are utilized: (1) Legislative detelmination in 
which municipal boundaries are extended by special' act 
of the State legislature; (2) popular determination, in 

110 Advisory CommIssion on Inter·Governmental Relations, "Alternntivc Ap. 
proaches to Governmental Reorganization in Metropolitan AreaB" (WaBhington: 
A~BOry CommiBsion on Inter·Govcrnmental Relations, 1962), p. 58. 

Id. at pp. 63-64. 
121 Id. at pp. 64-65. 
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which the voters decide whether an annexation shall take 
place (this vote may be taken separately or jointly by the 
voters of the enlarged municipality, the territory to be 
annexed, and/or the jurisdiction that. will lose the an
nexed land); (3) municipal determination, by unilateral 
action of the annexing municipality; (4) judicial deter
mination, in which a State court decides whether a pro
posed annexation shall take place; and (5) quasi-legis
lative determination, in which a commission or board 
makes the decisions.ll9 Several of the principal methods 
also may be used in conjunction with one another. 

The major strength of annexation as an approach to 
reorganizing local government is its broadening of the 
geographical jurisdiction of existing municipalities. It 
can forestall the creation of special districts or new mu
nicipal incorporations and thus help prevent local govern
mental patterns from becoming more complex. Because 
annexations are usually of the fringe areas around cities, 
the cities can then include them in their total program of 
governmental services and prevent the fringe areas from 
becoming a source of spillover problems.12o 

. Although there is a trend toward making annexation 
easier to accomplish through the use of quasi-legislative 
groups like State boundary commissions, in most States 
the laws do not work to the advantage of an annexing 
municipality and thus present obstacles to consistent 
growth through annexation. Also, the prospect of annex
ation frequently precipitates "defensive" incorporations 
by fringe areas which work against orderly growth and 
development. Finally, annexation is of limited use to a 
city surrounded on all sides by incorporated areas. l21 

Annexation and Police Services. One city which has 
experienced major growth in recent years through a strong 
policy of ~nexation is Phoenix, Ariz. In the 16-year 
period fr?m 1950 to I§5~y H!iS grown from 16 
square mIles to nearly 250, and the population has in
creased from 100,000 to over 500,000. All of the growth 
in the area has come through the annexation of unincor
porated areas surrounding the city and lying within Mari
copa County. 

Phoenix activel sought annexations as a means 
provl 1 or. rowt an eve 0 ment 0 

CI Y rough preventing t le ormation 0 specIa IS ts 
ana new"ffrtI'fii'ei'p'lrt"'COrporatlOns on HS outskIrl:S-:-Most 
'Of the aiM aIltie~(m Has l'tor1ttltlm:}"Sttlfieiel'l'kevooues to 
meet the cost of the necessary expansion of services, but 
the city is convinced, under its circumstances, that an
nexation is the best approach to resolving a number of 
municipal problems. m 

Law enforcement service in annexed areas was for
merly provided by the county sheriff, who had a huge 
land area to cover with a small staff. The sheriff pro
vided this service on a request basis, and no significant 
attempts were made to set up established patrol areas. 
With annexation, the city police department extended 
complete law enforcement service to the newly added 
areas immediately, with a corresponding increase in the 
size of the department.123 

l23 Interview with Marvin Andrews, assistant to city manager, Phoenix, Ariz., 
May 10, 1966. 

123 Interview with Lawrence M. Wetzel, assistant chief of police, Phoenix, Ariz" 
May 10, 1966. . 
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The need for better law enforcement usually is not a I of the sheriff's department serving Lakewood functions 
prime factor in moves for annexation, but improvement completely as a chief of police, according to the city ad
in enforcement service~ in the added areas is usually a ministrator, and ~e:e are ~o problems of comm';lnication 
direct result of annexation. \between the adml111strator s office and the station com-

mander. At no time has the contract program become 
CONTRACT LAW ENFORCEMENT a political issue in Lakewood, which suggests that the 

Intergovernmental ageements are the most widely used 
means of broadening the geographical base for handling 
common functions, especially in metropolitan areas. 
They provide one of the least complicated means of ac
complishing coordinated or consolidated governmental 
services, including law enforcement. Under a contract 
program, one government agrees to provide certain speci
fied services to another for a fee-in brief, to act as an 
agent of the other in its jurisdiction. 
C~ams for services are most commonly as

sociated with IDCar government in California, where 
nearl 3 000 such ro rams are in 0 eration inc1li'CIiiig 

en orcement fie. ontract programs 
in California usua y involve an agreement between a 
county and a city whereby the fonner provides services 
to the latter. In Atlanta, Ga., by contrast, the city pro
vides law enforcement services to Fulton County under 
the tenns of a contract. In Connecticut, the State pro
vides law enforcement services to municiTJalities on a 
contract basis. 

Count to City. Los Angeles County provides com
plete law enforcement service to 29 of 77 incorporated 
municipalities within the county. In addition, it pro
vides selected staff, auxiliary, and field services to all jur
isdictions. The major advantage of the total program is 
that the sheriff's department is able economically to pro
vide professional police services directed to the overall 
needs as well as services adapted to the particular needs 
of any local community. The major disadvantage is that 
the municipalities participating in the contract program 
are not contiguous, and law enforcement, therefore, is 
somewhat uneven. Total consolidation of the metropol
itan area has not been achieved, nor does it seem likely to 
occur through the contract program. 

Beginning in 1954, there have been 29 new municipal 
incorporations in Los Angeles County, the first since 1939. 
Each of these new cities was immediately confronted with 
the basic problem of providing the usual municipal serv
ices to its residents. A logical solution was to have the 
county continue to provide services on a contract basis. 
The city of Lakewood initiated the program, and it has 
been accepted in large part by 27 of the other 29 new 
municipalities. The one exception, the city of Downey, 
chose to provide its own basic services, including law 
enforcement.125 

In evaluating the contract program, one city adminis
trator stated, "A central police authority in the metro
politan area is not the answer in the administration and 
enforcement of justice. You must have local control 
because law enforcement is a local government function. 
The city must participate in all decisions." 126 The city 
administrator considered contract law enforcement pro
grams to meet this requirement. The station commander 

12. Samuel K. Gove, "The Lakewood Plan, It Co~miesion papers of tbe Institute 
of Governmenl and Public Allal... (Urbana: Unlverolty of Illinois, . May 1%1), 
table 3, p. 15. (Sometimes tho conlract plan. are referred 10 as Ihe Lakewood 
plan, because the program, as it la pretlently known, originated In tho city of 
Lakewood.) 

1= Ibid. Gove provide, a delalled resume of Iho developmenl of Iho conlracl 
prl':flomnl~~ A"nll'hel"M~~~aUnIY._. 

....... ........ Julian, clly Admlnl.lralor, Lakewood, Calil., 
Kay 13. 11166. 

community is satisfied with the quality and level of service 
it receives. 

Cities enter into a contract program with the county 
on a voluntary basis, and it is this aspect which has con
tributed to its succ~ss. No effort is made to sell a par
ticular kind of service to them. The program has been 
described by Arthur G. Will, county-city coordinator of 
all contract programs, as: 127 

'* '* '* a partnership of cities and the county to provide joint 
services at the least cost while both agendes retain the power 
of self-determination and horne rule. It is further a voluntary 
partnership under which cities may establish and maintain local 
identity without heavy initial investment in capital plant, equip
ment, and personnel. Thus, neither agency loses any of its 
powers but cooperates for the provision of the services at a· 
mutually satisfacto::y level. 

Objections to Contract Program. Two principal ob
jections have been made to the contract program in Los 

l 
Angeles County. First, many noncontract cities have felt 

. that the county was subsidizing the contract cities, at least 
in part, at the expense of noncontract cities. Second, it 
has been objected that the contract.pr~am is an abroga-
tion of local home rule. fc:lletCJ! \~ .-trl.( f, 

It is the express policy of Los Angeles County to recover 
the entire cost of any services perfonned for another 
government; and the State constitution, in fact, prohibits 
a county from underwriting costs of another govern
ment.12S Table 4 shows a summary of contract charges 
per unit, per year, from 1958 to 1966. A contract pro
gram costs a city less than if it provided the service for 
itRelf, largely because of the economies resulting from 
larger programs, but charges would seem to reflect the 
actual costs of services accurately. 

Table 4.-Rates Charged by Los Angeles County Sheriff's 
Department for Patrol Car Service to Contract Cities 

(July 1,1958, to June 30,1966) 

July I, July I, July I, I July I, July I, 
Cost elements 1958, to 1962, to 1963, to 1964, to 1965, to 

Pee. 31, June 3D, June 3D, June 30, June 3D, 
1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 

------------
Station: 

Salanes and employee 
$81,779 $8f':M $88,776 $90,853 . benofits ________________ $68,919 

Services and supplies ______ 901 1,855 2,015 2,062 
Vehicle expense _____ • ____ • 4,003 5,337 5:445 5,794 5,930 

Administrative overhead: Patrol dlvlsion _____________ 525 
---------~ ---------- --- .. - .. - .. -- ----------Sheriff's departmenL ______ 

General county ____________ 1,426 
2,626 ---"4;932" ----5;029" '---5;352" ----"5;477 

---------------
Cost for a 24-hour shift 

using one I-man 
car and two 2-man cors ___ • ____________ 78,400 93,903 95,781 101,937 104,322 -

Source: los Angeles County Sheriff's Department. 

m Arlhur G. Will, "Anolher Look al Lakewood," addr ... presenled to tho 21th 
Annual Conlerence 01 tho National Auoclallon of Counly Officials, July 11, 1962, 
mimeo, p. 4. 

1%S See Howard H. Earle, "Contract Law Enforcement Seniccl by tho Los 
Angel .. Counly Sherill'. Departmenl," John Donnor publlcallon No.9 (Los An
geles: Unlv.nlty 01 Soulhern California, 1%0), p. 123, lor a copy ollhe Gonora! 
Sorvlc.. Asreem.nl, e.p"olally ICC. I, which b the balle coniraci belween Los 
Angeles Connly and munlclpalltl .. roqueoU", 8CmC... ~ ~\) 

~ ~ijOl 

• 
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The cost of a law enforcement program is determined The plan of improvement originated following the 
according to an established formula based on the total failure of an annexation program in Atlanta in the late 
annual cost of providing one patrol unit. A patrol unit 1940's. The legislature thereupon created a local gov
consists of one deputy during the daytime and two depu- ernment commission to make a comprehensive study and 
ties during both the evening and the early morning' shifts, to report to the legislature a plan for improving govern
and the vehicle used in the operation, 24 hours per day ment in Atlanta and Fulton County. The suggested 
throughout the entire year. In addition, the contract in- plan was completed and submitted to the legislature in 
cludes the prorated costs of other departmental services 1950 and was approved in an advisory referendum in 
and operations including investigation, detention facili- June 1950. The necessary constitutional amendments 
ties, laboratory services, and similar staff, auxiliary, and were approved in November 1950, and implementing 
field services. The cost for one patrol unit in 1966 was legislation was passed by the legislature in 1951. The 
slightly more than $104,000.129 A contracting agency plan of improvement went into effect January 1, 1952. 
may have as many units as it desires, but must meet the A joint performance committee, consisting of equal num
minimum standards established by the sheriff. bers of city and county officials, handled the details of 

The principle of home rule is not violated through the the transfer of personnel. 
use of a contract program because the program is initiated The significant features of the Atlanta plan are provi
by the city desiring the service. One city official in testi- sions for continuing annexation by the city of Atlanta of 
mony to a California legislative committee studying the urbanized areas contiguous to it and the reallocation of 
question of contract programs stated: 130 functions between the city and t.."Ie county. As a result 

The use of the contract plan does not mean an abolition of of the plan, law enforcement has become the sole respon
local home rule. The city council, in electing to use and operate sibility of the city which furnishes police service to un
under the contract system, set the level, the type, of services. incorporated areas under contract with the county. 
Each contract has a clause whereby they can be termi- The city of Atlanta and Fulton County jointly decirle 
nated. * * * This is not an abrogation of local home rule. the level of police service to be provided in the unincor
All we did was simply substitute city departments, personnel and 
payrolls, for county departments, personnel and payrolls, to per- porated area and prepare the contractual arrangements. 
form these municipal' functions as contractual agents of the Other municipalities in the county continue to maintain 
cit>:, thereby eliminatIng a costly duplication. their own police departments. The city-county contract 

The legislative committee concluded that home rule is reviewed regularly to reflect changes in police needs. 
was, in fact, not abrogated under the contract program, Day-to-day decisions on the allocation of specific per
and this is also the point of view of the League of Cali- sonnel and equipment are made by the chief of police 
fornia Cities, one of the most articulate defenders of 'of Atlanta, consistent with terms of the contract. Staff, 
home rule prerogatives in the State. l3l auxiliary, and field services are included in the cost of 

The validity of this position has been questioned, on basic patrol service and are utilized as needed. 
the basis that the sheriff determines the minimum stand- All direct expenses incident to and necessary in fur
ard of service, and that the local community may only nishing police protection and servic'l are reimbursed to 
accept or reject the sheriff's definition of what constitutes th.e city by the co~mty, with lO,p.ercez:t added to cover 
mllllmum service. Richard D. Yerby has conduded that ffilscellaneous servICes and admIlllstratIve e.xpenses. In 
this is a system geared to cost rather than to local II 1965: the total cost for the contract servIces was ap
flexibility· "as a result a very limited degree of home proXimately $375,000. 
rule is pre~erved." 132 ' The office ?f electerl sheriff is retained in Fulton County, 

While this objection might seem to have some merit, it but !'te exerCIses. z:o actual law enforcement powers; the 
may be countered if home rule is viewed as the right to shenff acts as JaIler for the coun~y an? serves as an 
make basic decisions regarding principle. If the munici- officer of the court for all approprIate CIVIl matters. 
pality has an opportunity to determine whether it will ac- . 
cept the minimum standard established by the county the State to Local. A~ unusual contract pro~ram for basIC 
principle has not been violated. Also, the municipality It law ~~~or~ement sc;:rvI~es, known ~s the "reSIdent trooper 
can expand the program beyond the minimum level at its plan, IS III operatIon III ConnectIct;t. Th~ State P?ltce, j 
own discretion providing it is wiIIing to pay the additional through a contract program, prOVIdes a smgle reSIdent 
costs. ' trooper to furnish basic law enforcement service to any 

requesting municipality that meets certain criteria. Un
City to County. Atlanta and Fulton County, Ga., have der this plan, ~6 towns ranging in popul.ati~n from 1,000 
together formulated a plan of improvement to strengthen to 17,?0~ rc;:celve law .enf~rcement servIce. 84 The pro
local government in the area while preserving the existing gram IS lImIted by legIslatIOn to 46 towns for budgetary 
structure. The Atlanta plan of improvement is based reasons. 
upon these premises: (l) All municipal services should be The State police have full law enforcement jurisdic
furnished by a city, preferably Atlanta; (2) the county tion in all parts of the State, but they do not exercise this 
should furnish only traditional county ~crvices; (3) areas authority in areas that have their own police departments, 
needing municipal services should be annexed to a city; unless so requested by local officials. Criminal matters 
and (4) until they are annexed, the city should furnish not handled by local police are cared for by the State 
such services by contract.133 police. 185 The sheriff does not perform any law en-

120 For. a complete description of the method utilized .in determining tIle cost 
of the contract law enforcemen,t program in 'Los Angeles County, Bce app. E. 

130 "Functional Consolidation of· Local Governnlent," Final report of the 8S. 
sembly interim committee on- municipal and cqunty go;emment (Sacramento: .As. 
sembly of the State of California; assembly interim' committee reports 1957-59, 
vol. 6. No. 10), p. 26; . 

131 Interview with Jack D. Wickware, assistant counsel, League of California 
Cities, May 17, 1966. 

132 Richard D. Yerby, "The PoJice Function," in Beatrice Dinerman, Ross 
Clayton, and Richard D. Yerby, "Metropolitan Services: Studies of Allocation in 

a Federn.ted Organizution" (Los Angeles: University of California, Dureau of 
Governmental Research, 1961) r p. 99. 

133 Details of the historical develo!Jmcnt of the Atlanta plan of improvement arc 
summarized in "Govenlmental Problems in the Chicago Metropolitan Area, H a 
report of the Northeastern Illinois Metropolitan Area Local Governmental Services 
Commission, cd. Leverett S. Lyon (Chicago: University of Chicago Prcss, 1957), 
pp. 276-278. 

13-1. Lcttcr from Leo J. Mulcahy, commissioner, Connecticut Department of State. 
Police, June 1. 1966. 

""Ibid. 
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forcement functions in Connecticut and, in fact, county 
government has been eliminated. Because of these two 
factors, the State police have become more involved in 
local law enforcement than have similar agencies in other 
States. 

! ~ Any town, or two or more towns (up to the total of 
: 146), lacking a police department, may contract for a 

resident trooper. Towns receiving such service jointly 
must share equitably in the total cost .of the pregram. 
Apprepriate cests of the program are determined by the 
State police cemmissiener and appreved by the State cem
missioner .of finance and centrel. Centracts are fer a 2-
year peried and are subject te review by the State atterney 
general. Under the current arrangement, the State pays 
40 percent .of the cest .of a pregram and the contracting 
town 60 percent. The State pelice cemmissioner exer
cises supervisery centrol ever the resident troopers.136 

Each centract prevides for .only a single resident 
treeper, which .often does net give adequate police pretec
tien, especially when an emergency may remove the 
troeper frem routine duties. In additien, because .only 
.one treeper is previded, the cemmunity dees net receive 
24-heur pelice pretection. A State pelice substation in 
the immediate area will send eccasienal patrels threugh 
an area when the resident treoper is not en duty, but this 
is .only a partial answer te previding cemplete pretectien 
around the cleck. 

As the name .of the pregram suggests, the resident 
treoper resides in the cemmunity in which he is previding 
basic law enforcement. As the system has developed, 
some treepers use their hemes as lecal State police .offices, 
and frequently their wives will serve as Ie cal dispatchers. 
Assignments to the resident treoper program are made on 
a volunteer basis, and lecal .officials have a right to ap
prove the appointments te their respective co~unities. 
For budgetary purpeses, resident treepers are maintained 
in a categery separate frem regular State police persennel, 
although selection and training standards are the same fer 
beth greups. 

All towns which have resident treopers have lecally 
elected censtables, but, altheugh they have police pewers, 
they have not previded effective law enfercement. Ner
mally, they engage in previding school cressing services 
and related activities. Seme communities have arranged 
to have the lecal censtables under the day-te-day super
vision .of the resident treeper whe directs their activities 
and training. Such arrangements, hewever, are net cen
sidered part .of the centract, and the State dees net assist 
in financing a censtable pregram. 

l 
Conclusions. QQQtract law enfercement is .one of the 

I 
~st complicated wa~ te ""achieve cgDSQ]i,datien .of law 
enforc~fit SeIvlces. Under· broad jeint-exerclse-ef
powers legislatien, gevernmental jurisdictions can con
tract for services frem other governmental jurisdictions. 
As later noted in the sectien en "Obstacles to Coordina
tion and Consolidation," legal authority to centract is 
found in nearly every State (although some provisiens are 
not se broad a~ others) or is more easily attained than are 
other metheds of attaining consohdations. 

'00 Connecticnt General Statutes, sec. 29-5 (195B). 
]31 John C. Bollens, "Special District Governments in the United States" (Ber. 

keley and Lo. Angeles: University 01 CnlilolDi. Pres., 1967), p. 68. 
138 Max A. Pock, "Arc Metropolitan Police Districts Legally Feasible?" "Jour. 

nnl 01 Public Law," 12: 313-336, 317-318, 1963. 

General conclusiens are: 

o Centract law enforcement programs can be effective 
without altering existing governmental structures. 

o Any level of government can provide contract law 
enforcement services to ether governments. 

o A contract program can be effectively utilized to 
meet law enforcement needs in staff, auxiliary, and 
certain field services; it alse can accomplish cem
plete censolidatien of all law enforcement activities. 

o Cests of a contract pregram .of law enfercement 
can be distributed equitably ameng participants and 
need net werk to the disadvantage of nenpartici
pants. 

o No centract law enfercement pregram can be effec
tive if it is based upon arbitrary standards relating 
te the allecatien .of personnel and equipment. 
Each centracting jurisdiction sheuld determine, in 
conjunction with the centractor, the actual needs .of 
the jurisdictien, and the allecatien of persennel and 
equipment sheuld be based upen this analysis. 

o Contract pregrams are limited and veluntary and 
de not necessarily cever areas that are contiguous. 

POLICE SPECIAL DISTRICTS 

Special districts for law enforcement are rare-no more 
than 9 among the mere than 18,000 special districts in 
the United States. Altheugh mos~ States have enacted 
legislatien autherizing many types .of special districts, au
therizations fer police districts also are fairly rare.137 At 
the same time, .one autherity notes that a mest persuasive 
argument fer adoptien .of special pelice districts is the fact 
that permissive legislation for such districts requires .only 
a modicum of legal change.1S8 

Advantages and Disadvantages. The chief acl'lantage 
of police special districts m~y be briefly summarized. 
First, district boundaries can be drawn to correspond 
with the mest logical areas fer providing police service 
and witheut regard to existing governmental boundaries. 
Second, police special districts can be free of immediate 
local pelitical influence in their day-te-day activities. 
Third, pelice districts are legally feasible without need for 
significant legislative .or censtitutienal change,13g 

In general, special districts do not represent a reor
ganizatien .of gevernment but, rather, the creation .of a 
new single-purpese unit to furnish a service which, for 
seme reasen, existing local units are net providing ade
quately, Functienal specialists and ether greups con
cerned about the performance .of existing governments 

. frequently seek to separate the functiens in which they 
are particularly interested and have them perfermed by 
special districts. It seems easier te establish a special 
district 'han te reform the existing unit.14° 

Special districts nern1ally are financed in twe general 
ways: through user charges and through property tax 
assessments. The first methed does net lend itself te 
police services as it dees, for example, to sewer and water 
services. The secend method places the district in direct 
cempetition with units .of general lecal government fer 

100 Max A. Pock, "Consolidating Police Functions in Metropolitan Arens" (Ann 
Arbor: University of Michigan Law School, Legislative Research Center, 1962), 
p.40. 

140 Advisory Commission on Inter·Governmental Relations, uThe Problem of 
Special Districts in American Government" (Washington: Advisory Commission on 
Inter·Governmental Relations, 1964), p. 7:l. 
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property taxes. Although in most instances special dis
trict tax levies are small in comparison to those of general 
units of local government, their combined impact can be 
significant. Overlapping of districts levying property 
taxes is not unusual as there is no limit on the number of 
special districts that may tax a given piece of property.141 
Also, special districts may increase the total cost of gov
ernmental services unduly because of a duplication of ad
ministrative costs.142 

A principal criticism of special districts is that they 
may function largely unnoticed and uncontrolled by the 
public. It is much easier for citizens to focus their atten
tiop. on units of general government than on special 
districts. The multiplicity of special districts often pre
vents the citizen from knowing exactly what is going on 
in his community. The programs of many districts ap
pear to be completely independent from and uncoordi
lIaled with similar programs of general governmentya 

The lack of visibility and public awareness strongly 
suggests that law enforcement is a function which should 
not be performed by an independent special district. 
The nature of law enforcement makes empathy with the 
public desirable, and such a relationship normally cannot 
be developed through a special district. 

OBSTACLES TO COORDINATION AND 
CONSOLIDATION 

Obstacles to the coordination or consolidation of the 
police services of different jurisdictions are similar to the 
barriers faced in restructuring and relocating other func
tions of local government. They tend to be among the 
most fonnidable for the police, principally because police 
service is generally among the most local of govern
mental services and because even the smallest local gov
ernmental jurisdictions like to believe that they can 
provide at least minimal needed police service. Often, 
political and social pressures linked to the desire for local 
self-government, rather than legal restrictions, offer the 
most significant barriers to the coordination and con
solidation of police services. But it is important for all 
jurisdictions to be aware of any legal obstacles to coordi
nation or consolidation which may exist. 

LEGAL OBSTACLES-CONSTITUTIONAL AND STATUTORY 

In some States, existing statute law authorizing local 
provision of police services, combined with doctrines of 
"strict construction" of munici ·m. ede 
v Juntar,! es a IS ent o. ormal collaborative arrange
mentS amo~ll'i1its, unless legislation is- adopted' 
stJeEificCljly authorizing such arrangements. But this 
problem will lessen as an ever increasing number of States 
enact general "joint exercise of powers" legislation in ac
cordance with recommendations by the Council of State 
Governments and the U.S. Advisory Commispion on In
ter-Governmental Relations, as is described later. 

Even where statutes clearly authorize voluntary collab
oration, or establish metropolitan agencies or otherwise 

HI Id. al pp. 34-37. 
1421r!. al p. 75. 
113 Supra, nole 137 III pp. 252-256. 
l-U These include: Advisory Commission on Inter·Governmental RelationR, "State 

Constitutional and Statutory Restrictions Upon the Structural, Functional, and 
Personnel Powers oC Local Government" (Washington: Advisory Commission on 
Inter·Governmental Relations, 1962L 80 pages; Charles S. Rhyne, "Municipal Law" 
(Washingtou: Nationnl Institute of Municjpal Law Officers, 1957), 1,125 pages; 
John M. 'Vinlets, "State Con(Jtitutional Limitations on Solutions of Metropolitan 
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clearly encourage required consolidation or joint admin
istration of traditionally local police service, it is con
ceivable that constitutional difficulties wiII materialize 
in some States. Such statutes may, in a relatively small 
number of States, be subject to plausible challenge under 
various constitutional provisions. The basis for such chal
lenges include: ( 1) "Home rule" provisions purporting 
to grant the several municipal electorates a range of in
violate control over the structure and/or power of local 
government; (2) prohibitions against enactment by the 
legislature of "local" or "special" acts; (3) prohibitions 
against the establishment of "special commissions" to per
form "muncipal" functions; or (4) prohibitions against 
diversion of municipal assets. 

To note that plausible challenges can be raised, how
ever, is neither evidence nor proof that courts will ulti
mately sustain them. In fact, there is a clear trend on the 
part of State courts dealing with the four classes of con
stitutional matters shown above to prevent them from 
interfering with metropolitan re ')rganization. Never
theless) it is suggested that in thos( States where constitu
tional prohibitions would not perm t the improvement of 
local law enforcement through co(;tdination and consoli
dation, that such restrictions be removed through con
stitutional amendment. 

Since the laws relating to home rule vary significantly 
among the States, it is essential that each jurisdiction 
examine local'constitutional and statutory provisions and 
court decisions to determine what legal obstacles, if any, 
may exist to coordination and consolidation of police 
service. There are several texts notably helpful to the 
scholar, lawyer, public official, or study group who seeks 
definitive information pertaining to the legal obstacles 
and means for surmounting them.144 

Joint Exer.cise of Powers. The augmenting of coordi
nation and consolidation of services beh'leen or among 
governmental jurisdictions may be accomplished through 
intergovernmental agreements. Such agreements open 
the way to joint efforts and to transfers of responsibilities 
for the performance of governmental functions. 

Objections to Intergovernmental Agreements. It may 
be argued that intergovernmental agreements tend to im
pede more comprehensive reorganization by ameliorating 
current dissatisfaction with a particular condition which 
in the long run could :be dealt with more effectively 
throu~h governmental reorganization.u5 It is difficult 
to counter the argument that comprehensive reorganiza
tion is the more logical solution to providing better, more 
efficient local government. It is incumbent upon govern
ments, however, to provide the best possible services 
within the legal and political frameworks in which they 
operate. A provision most commonly found, and the one 
which will off!;!r.. the fewest political obstacles, is a joint 
exercise of powers act. Comprehensive reorganization, 
albeit a desirable goal, is generally not a realistic one for 
meeting immediate problems. 

Counties and municipalities as legal creatures of the 
State have limited powers, even under home-rule pro
visions. Express statutory authority is therefore neces-

Area Problems" (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Law School, Legislative 
Research Center, 1961), 169 pages; Max A. Pock, "Consolidating Polico Functions 
in Metropolitan Areas" (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Law School, Lcgialn. 
live Hesearch Center, 1962), 51 pages; and "The Book of the States, 1966-U7" 
(Chiengo: Council 01 State Governmenls, 1966), 584 poges. 

ItG For a more complete discussion of the objections to interlocal agreements, 
sec: Advisory Commission on Inter·Governmental Relations, uAlternative Ap. 
pronches to Governmental Reorganization in Metropolitan Art'n" (Washington: 
Advisory Commission on Inter·Governmental ReIntions, 1962), pp. 29-32. 
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sary for functional consolidation or joint action through 
intergovernmental contracts. More than half of the 
States have now adopted legislation which permits inter
governmental contractual relationships. Unfortunately, 
however, most of these enabling acts relate only to the 
particular requirements of a particular area and have 
been enacted to meet a specific need as it arose. Conse
quently, a number of States have many uncoordinated 
statutes pertaining to specific problems and areas. Critics 
are correct in identifying this type of interjurisdictional 
authorization as stopgap solutions that do not go to the 
basic issue of governmental reorganization. 

Q,p.JjJ.oUJ.ia [oint Powers Act. A notable exception to 
this pattern IS WUnd in E1a+ifornia, which has adopted 
broad joint powers legislation. The Joint Exercise of 
Powers Act 146 allows any designated public agency 147 to 
exercise any power common to the contracting parties, 
even though one or more of the contracting parties may 
be located outside of the State. This act is as brief as it 
is broad in scope and serves as one of the most effective 
vehicles for interlocal cooperation in the United States. 
Experience in Los Angeles County offers abundant 
evidence. 

Early in this century, Los Angeles County entered into 
contractual arrangements with a few cities located within 
the county to assume tax assessment and collection re
sponsibilities for them. Questions were raised about the 
legal status of the contract program and, in an effort to 
legitimatize what was already an accomplished fact, the 
State legislature proposed a constitutional amendment 
sanctioning the relationship, which was adopted in 1914. 
The amendment authorized the legislature to provide by 
general law for the intergovernmental agreements, and 
the Joint Powers Act of 1921 was the result of this action. 
The act was redesigned in its current form in 1964 to 
meet certain critic~ms. 

Among the features of the California act are provisions 
that (1) allow the continuance of privileges and immuni
ties, workmen's compensation, and other benefits of em
ployees when engaged in the performance of any of their 
fUnctions extraterritorially; (2) allow contracting parties 
to use public funds, supplies, and equipment in carrying 
out a joint activity; and (3) enable the participating 
jurisdictions to establish a separate agency to administer 
or operate a joint program, including such specified pow
ers as the right to enter into contracts, employ personnel, 
acquire, construct, maintain, manage, or operate build
ings, and related powers and activities. 

An act of the scope of the California Joint Exercise 
of Powers Act permits intergovernmental agreements for 
nearly any type of activity. The Association of Bay Area 
Governments (ABAG), a council of governments provid
ing an areawide forum for discussion of common prob
lems encompassing a nine-county area around San Fran
cisco, was formed under the aegis of this act, and contract 
programs for services by a number of California counties 
to other jurisdictions fall within its scope.148 

The implications of this act for law enforcement are 
considerable, and several programs have been worked out 

"0 32A Cal. GOyt. Code, sec •• 650!Hi514. 
141 The broad concept of a public agency in this act includes the Federal 

Go.ver~mcnt or any Federal department or agency, the State of Callfornis, an 
adJoimng State or any State ,department or agency, a county, city public corpora-
tion. or public diBlricl 01 Ca:aorDia or any adjolniDg Slalc. ' 

,14' IDtere,tiDgly. tbe legal authority upon whieb tbe Bo·ealled Lakewood plan 
was formed in 1;0. Angeles County i. tho State co::atitDtioD (art. XL, sec. 7.5), 

under it. A prime example is the police information 
network (PIN) operated by Alameda County for city 
and county governments in the San Francisco Bay area. 
Alameda County provides a police records center for 
county and municipal governments in the bay area which 
eventually will house all warrants and other police records 
on a regional basis. Similar programs for other regions 
of the State are being studied. Other possibilities under 
the act would be the joint operation by the State, coun
ties, and municipalities of detention facilities, crime lab
oratories, training schools, and related programs. 

Other Joint Powers Acts. Unfortunately, the joint 
p~ States generally is not so broad 
as that of California. Connecticut, for example, has 
legislation on interlocal agreements that permits certain 
types of joint action by public agencies, but the concept 
of a public agency is not so broad as that of California, 
and areas for agreements are also limited.1J9 In the law 
enforcement field, only radio communication systems can 
be operated under interlocal agreements. 

Tennessee authorizes an unrestricted range of inter
local aGreements, but limits them geographically; only 
contiguous counties and municipalities within the same 
county may enter into agreements to provide for the joint 
operation of functions and services. 

Enabling legislation for interlocal agreements that is 
restrictive in nature is not an effective means of fostering 
interlocal cooperation. Broad and all-encompassing 
legislation is needed. 

The Council of State Governments proposed a model 
interlocal or joint exercise of powers act in its "Suggested , 
State Legislation Program for 1957." (A complete copy 
of the model act can be found in appendix F.) This 
model suggests provisions for States that wish to initiate 
legislation or revise existing acts. Under the model, a 
State will authorize joint or cooperative activities on a 
general basis, which aIJows the local governmental units 
to decide what functions they wish to contract for or 
perform in concert. The act does not suggest that new 
powers be granted to localities but encompasses only 
existing powers. The model act would also permit agree
ments between jurisdictions located in more than one 
State. Most existing legislation does not provide for 
agreements across State lines, but patterns of population 
frequently would make such agreements advantageous. 

An act similar in scope and content to the model act 
should be adopted by all States to further intergovern
mental activities. At present, at least six States (Indiana, 
Kentucky, Maine, Nebraska, Utah, and Virginia) have 
adopted the model act in substance. Th~ California 
Joint Exercise of Powers Act is even more permissive than 
the model act. 

Interlocal Agreements Across State Lines. A question 
has been raised whether States can authorize agreements 
for interlocal cooperation across State lines because they 
are assumed by some to be interstate agreements or 
compacts requiring consent of the U.S. Congress under 
the Federal Constitution. While this question has not 

which authorizes ch'arter counties to provide contract services, if 80 atoted in the 
charter. No onc questions the lact, however, that the Joint Exercise of Powers 
Act encompasses the contract services program. See: Jack M. Merelman "Legal 
Machine.ry ~or Providing Services:' in "County Government 1963, Pro~e~ding8t 
sixth Blennll~1 County Government InstituteU (Sacramento: County Supervisors 
Association of Calilomia. 1963). p. 7. 

HO Conp. Gin. Stut. Bees. 7-339a-7-339l 0966 Rev.). 
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been settled through court decisions, it may be argued 
that because the powers exercised by local governments 
are under jurisdiction of the States, not the Federal 
Government, it is within their power to authorize inter
state cooperation at the local leveJ.150 Because some legal 
doubt still exists, however, it seems appropriate that the 
Advisory Commission on Inter-Governmental Relations 
review the problem and make appropriate suggestions to 
clarify these questions. 

OTHER OBSTACLES 

Relinquishment of Responsibility. Another argument 
made against coordinating or consolidating law enforce
ment services is that no government should allow another 
to assume responsibilities it will not undertake itself. 
Criminal activities, however, are not confined within 
political boundaries, but spill over into other govern
mental jurisdictions, and single jurisdictions, therefore, 
cannot adequately repress them. The objection that no 
government should allow another government to provide 
a service that it cannot itself provide fails to acknowledge 
the fact that not every governmental jurisdiction is 
financially or otherwise capable of providing compre
hensive services. 

III 

o Proposals for governmental reorganization in metro
politan areas have faced a largely apathetic public. 

o Reorganization efforts should not be undertaken 
lightly, but with full recognition of obstacles to their 
success. 

o Any consequential local government reorganization 
in a metropolitan area will inevitably involve 
"political" issues. 

o One condition for success in metropolitan reorgani
zation is an intensive and deliberate effort to de
velop a broad consensus on the best attainable 
alternative to the status quo. 

Il 
0 Enlistment of popular support for governmental 

change in a metropolitan area calls for the use of 
a variety of promotional methods, suited to the 
diverse composition of the electorate. 

In brief, a comprehensive reorganization of local gov
ernment in metropolitan areas faces many hazards. The 
success of such an endeavor is l'elated directly to the de
gree of local consensus that has been achieved and, most 
particularly, to the degree of consensus reached by the 
political leadership. 

Robert C. Wood, now Undersecretary of the U.S. 
Department of Housing and Urban Developments, has 
noted that the political leadership of a metropolitan area 
must be involved in the decisions regarding the functional 
coordination or consolidation of services. In the past, 
most such proposals have been advanced largely by the 
technicians involved in the immediate administration of 
a functional specialty, "Little real attention was paid to 
the construction of meaningful political communities, or 
to the question of obtaining political responsibility, al
'though these objectives were honored in passing." 154 
~ ~uch proposals have raised almost insuperable problems 
r Of representation and shifts in political influence and have 

\ 

<l,aIled for a surrender of local political privileges and 
prerogatives in return for only increased administrative 
benefits. -

It is imperative that questions regarding representation 
and political influence be met before -programs of co
ordination and consolidation of local government activi

Difficulties in Achieving Local Government Reorganiza-1J ties can be adopted. Especially in the area of law en-
tion. Comprehensive reorganization has been a usual, forcement, where so much local control is being exercised, 
goal of reformers in trying to restructure local gQvern- such programs must enlist the agreement of the political 
ments for the provision of more adequate services. leadership of the governments involved. 

Governments have a basic responsibility to provide 
needed services for their constituents. If it is beyond the 
ability of an individual jurisdiction to provide adequate 
basic services, there are three alternatives: (1) Abolish 
the jurisdiction and make some other jurisdiction re
sponsible'for the services; (2) continue inadequate serv
ices; and (3) seek, through joint action, to meet its local 
responsibilities more adequately. The first choice usually 
is not feasible politically. The second choice invites an 
increaSe in criminal activity and direct action by a higher 
level of government to protect the public security. The 
best alternative is the third, the initiation of joint pro
grams with other governmental jurisdictions. Such ac
tion is not a rejection or relinquishment of responsibilities 
but, rather the recognition that certain problems require 
resources beyond the capacity of a particular jurisdiction. 

Political and other obstacles to comprehensive reorganiza
tion of local government, especially in metropolitan areas, 
are, however, formidable. The failure of most such at
tempts is well documented; 151 the principal successes 
in the United States, in Nashville-Davidson County and 
Dade County have also been treated in depth else
where.152 It is sufficient here merely to note what types
of obstacles will be met. 

The Advisory Commission on Inter-Governmental 
Relations suggests some of the difficulties in.its report on 
attempts at government reorganization in 18 of the 
Nation's standard metropolitan statistical areas: 1G3 

150 John M. Winters, "Interstate Metropolitan Areas" (Ann Arbor: University 
of Michigan Law School, Legislative Research Center, 1962). pp. 85-95. 

151 See: Government Affairs Foundation, Inc., "Metropolitan Surveys! A Digest" 
(Chicago: Public Administration Service, 1958); James A. Norton, "The Metro 
Experience" (Cleveland: The Press of Western Reserve University, 1963); and 
Henry J. Schmandt, Paul G. Stein bicker, and George D. Wendel, "Metropolitan 
Reform in St. LouisH (New York: Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, 1961). 

152 See Edward Soren. "The Miami Metropolitan Experiment" (Bloomington: 
Indiana University Press, 1963); and David A. Booth, UMetropolitics: The Nash. 
ville Consolidation" (East Lp"..sing! Michigan State University, Institute for 
Community Development and Services, 1963) .. 

153 Advisory' Commission on Inter·Governmental Relations t "Factors Affecting 
Voter Reaction. to Governmental Rco~gan.ization in Metropolitan Are .... (W.sh· 

Councils of Governments. A device that holds some 
promise of lessening the impact of political obstacles to 
consolidation and coordination is the council of govern
ments. A council of governments is a voluntary associa
tion of governments, usually county and municipal, which 
attempts to solve areawide problems on a common basis. 
Currently, eight such councils exist, and the ninth is in the 
planning stages .155 

The best known council is the Association of Bay Area 
Governments (ABAG), which includes in its membership 
8 counties and 78 municipalities in the San Francisco Bay 

ington: Advisory Commission on Inter-Governmental Relatiolls, 1962), pp. 24-33. 
154 Robert C. Wood, "A Division of Powers in Metropolitan AreDs," in "Area 

and Power: A Theory of Local Government," ed. Arthur Maass (Glencoe, Ill.: 
The Free Press, 1959), p. 60. 

105 The eight existing councils of government are: ABAG, San Francisco area; 
New York Metropolitan Regional Council, New York City area; Metropolitan 
Atlanta Council of Loc&1 Governments, Atlanta area; Metropolitan Washington 
Council of Governments, District of Columbia area; Mid·Willamette Council of 
Governments, Salem, Oreg., area; Puget Sound Governmental Conferencc, Seattle 
area; Regional Conference of r Jected Officials, Philadelphia area; Southern Cali· 
fornia Association of Governments, Los Angeles area; and East~West Gatcway 
Coordinating Council, St. Louis area. A pinth council is now beipg formed in the 
Detrolt metropolitan areR. 
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one of the strengths of ABAG is its interest in preserving 
local government. Thus, a council of governments may 
also allay some of the fears of home rule advocates. 

area. It has been described as a "comprehensive, mul
tiple, butJimited purpose, regionally based institution for 
developing cooperative, coordinated approaches to area
wide problems." 156 A significant factor is that ABAG 
is an association of the political leaders of its member ~conomic Obstacles. Any program of coordinated or 
jurisdictio.ns. Organized under the California Joint Ex- 'consolidated services in law enforcement (or any other 
ercise of Powers Act, ABAG is capable of bringing governmental activity) must be concerned with financing. 
authority to bear upon areawide problems because it is As noted, one impediment to the participation of low 
politically viable, representative of the local government social-ranking communities in joint ventures is the fear of 
in the area, and also because it is concerned with main- increased costs. Higher-ranking communities may want 
taining effective local government institutions.l51 to provide even more law enforcement service than is 

While ABAG has not been directly concerned with the really needed-because it is considered a public amenity. 
coordination or consolidation of law enforcement service, Also, no central city wants to be in the position of financ
other councils of government have been.158 The Metro- ing a joint program for the benefit of suburban communi
politan Washington Council of Governments has prepared ties. Each of these situations, then, poses problems of 
a detailed study for a computer-based regional law en- costs. 
forcement records system which will encompass the For e;.:ample, suburban areas in the Chicago metropoli
District of Columbia, several Virginia and Maryland tan area have approximately 49 percent of all assessed 
counties, and the city of Alexandria.159 The Metropoli- property valuation and the city of Chicago and Cook 
tan Atlanta Council of Local Governments took the lead County have the remaining 51 percent. The suburban 
in establishing Metropol (the Metropolitan Police), the areas, however, are not paying anything approaching 49 
areawide police unit which provides communications, percent of the total law enforcement expenses in the 
training, and investigative services to a six-county area.100 metropolitan region under the current fragmented sys
In all, five of the eight existing councils of government tern. A metropolitan police force, financed by property 
have some concern with law enforcement activities.161 taxation, would call for increased taxes in the suburbs 

A c(:lUncil of governments, with a committee on law l/' unless Cook County and the city of Chicago absorbed 
enforcement, can be an effective vehicle in metropolitan 'the increased costs. Suburbs would not view a redistri
areas for promoting consolidation or cooperation in law bution of the tax burden favorably,163 even if more cf
enforcement activities. Four of the councils are now en- fective law enforcement resulted. This points to a basic 
gaged in negotiating cooperative agreements among mem- i . rdinatin or consoli a ug, iLw...en e-
ber units, and three also mediate disputes. All of the' e an suc ro r ust be -afs'trirt-
councils have been active on an informal basis in pro- ~ AD an ~itable baSIS. 
moting interjurisdictional agreements.162 It is a simple Several tee nIques have been devised to redistribute. 
step to include law enforcement as part of a council's costs for services, including special service districts, sub
total program. ordinate service districts, contractual agreements calling 

Because these councils of government are comprised for specified payments for services rendered, and related 
primarily of the political leaders of the member jurisdic- approaches. Each of these techniques has its individual 
tions, the political obstacles to coordinated or consolidated problems with regard to equitable distribution of costs, 
programs are not so great as when the development of but each provides partial answers to the dilemma. Suf" 
such programs originates with the day-to-day administra- fice it to say at this point that it is as important to'proyide 
tors. It would appear that the problem of political rep- for the proper distribution of costs as it is to include the 
resentation and influence suggested by Undersecretary political leadership in any joint program of coordinated or 
Wood can be met through such an association. As noted, consolidated law enforcement services. 

". Randy H. Hamilton. "ABAG Appraised: A Quinquennial Review of Voluntary 
Regional Cooperative Action Through the Associatioi'" of Bay Area Governments." 
(Berkeley, Calif.: Institute for Local Self Government, 1%5), pp. 5-6. 

,.7Id. at pp. 55-56. 
158 Interview with Warren Schmid, executive director, ABAG, May 18, 1966. 
159 Systems Science Corporation, "A Regional Law Enforcement Systems Dc· 

sign," a study prepared for the Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments 
(Bloomington, Ind.: Systems Science Corporlltion, 1966). 

160 UMetropol: Working TOJether for Better Law Enforcement," "Georgia Mu
nicipal 10urnal," September 1965, pp. 8-11. 

lGl Citizens Research Council of Michigan. uResearch Brief on Staff Services 
and Programs of Councils of Government" (Detroit: Citizens Research Council 01 
Michigan, 1966), p. lI. 

,.2Id. at p. 9. 
163 Gilbert Y. Steiner, "Metropolitan Go\'crnrnent and tlle Real World: The 

Cose of Chicago" (Chicago: Loyola University, Center for Research in Urban 
Government, 1966), pp. 12-14. 

_____ 1 
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APPENDIXES 

A. JAIL C?NTRACT AGREEMENT, CITY OF OAKLAND AND D. ARGUMENTS FOR AND AGAINST UNIFICATION OF THE 13 

ALAMEDA COUNTY, CALIF. POLICE DEPARTMENTS IN THE METROPOLITAN TORONTO 

AREA INTO A METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

B. POLICE COOPERATION AGREEMENT, CITIES OF ALLEN-

TOWN, BETHLEHEM, AND EASTON, PA. E. METHOD OF DETERMINING COST FOR CONTRACT LAW 

C. NUMBER OF FULL-TIME AND PART-TIME POLICE OFFI

CERS IN COOK COUNTY, ILL. (EXCLUDING CHICAGO) 

Appendix A 

JAIL CONTRACT AGREEMENT-
CITY OF OAKLAND AND ALAMEDA COUNTY 

This agreement, made and entered into this _ day 
of , 1960, by and between the City of Oakland, 
a municipal corporation organized and existing under 
and by ,virtue of the laws of the State of California, 
hereinafter called "City," and the County of Alameda, 
a political subdivision of the State of California, acting 
by and through its board of supervisors, hereinafter called 
"County: " 

WITNESSETH: 

Whereas, each of the parties hereto now owns and 
maintains jail facilities; and 

Whereas, pursuant to section 4004.5 of the Penal Code 
of the State of California, City and County may enter 
into an agreement, through their respective legislative 
bodies, whereby City shall furnish jail facilities for 
County prisoners upon such terms as may be mutually 
agreed upon; and 

Whereas, it is considered necessary and desirable and 
in the public interest that the County and the City exer
cise the rights and privileges afforded by said section. 

Now, therefore, it is mutually agreed by and between 
the City and the County as follows: 

1. The jail facilities owned and,maintained by the City 
are hereby made available and furnished for holding 
prisoners held for examination, held for trial, or 
held subsequent to sentencing until transported to 
other facilities. 

2. The reimbursement for costs of maintaining prison
ers in the parties respective jail facilities shall be 
computed and paid as herein provided, to wit: 

(a) For each person sentenced and transported 
to the County owned and maintained jail 
facilities a rate of $3.11 per day; however, 

ENFORCEMENT SERVICES IN LOS ANGELES COUNTY 

F. INTERLOCAL COOPERATION ACT 

said rate may be modified as provided in ((;) 
of this paragraph; provided that any such 
payment shall be made solely for such persons 
as have only been charged with, and found 
guilty of, violations of city ordinances or city 
charter provisions. 

. (b) For each person sentenced and transported 
to the City owned and maintained jail fa
cility a rate of $3.11 per day; however, said 
rate may be modified as provided in (c) of 
this paragraph, provided that no such pay
ment shall be made for prisoners charged only 
with the violation of city ordinances or city 
charter provisions. ' 

(c) The parties further agree that the rate es
tablished in (a) above may be adjusted 
annually based on costs of operation of said 
County jail facility and set by resolution of 
the Board of Supervisors adopted before the 
first of May and effective on the first of July 
of each year, and that the rate for prisoners 
maintained by City, as provided in (b) above, 
shall increase or decrease automatically to 
equal the rate when set by County's Board of 
Supervisors by resolution. 

3. It is mutually agreed by and between the parties 
hereto that the term "per day," as used in paragraph 
2 of this agreement, shall mean the 24-hour period 
from midnight to midnight, or any fraction thereof, 
that a prisoner is held in the jail facilities: except 
that such term shall not include, nor shall charge 
be made for, any fractIonal period of time the ,pris
oner is held upon the date of his discharge from thc 
jail facilities. 

4. In the event that prisoners charged with or found 
guilty only of violations of city ordinances or chart~r 
provisions are removed to the County Hospital for 
examination, medical services, or hospital care, City 
shall reimburse County at the rate per day fixed by 
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the Board of Supervisors of County together with 
the additional cost of necessary guards and for the 
safekeeping of such prisoners. 

5. The amounts due under this agreement by the 
County to the City, and by the City to the County, 
shall be due and payable 30 days from and after the 
receipt of itemized invoices by each party to this 
agreement for services rendered to it by the other. 

6. This agreement shall be in force from and after the 
first day of July 1960, and may be modified or ter
minated at any time by mutual consent of the parties. 
Either party may terminate by giving notice to the 

Appendix B 

POLICE COOPERATION AGREEMENT-CITIES 
-OF ALLENTOWN, BETHLEHEM, AND EASTON, 
PA. 

Whereas, increasing population and an increasing 
number of common problems have tended to obliterate 
municipal boundaries in the enforcement of laws of the 
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania in the Lehigh Valley; 
and 

Whereas, there is an urgent need for uniformity and 
continuity in the enforcement of s~ch laws in the Lehigh 
Valley; and 

Whereas, cooperation among adjoining cities in the 
exercise and performance of their governmental powers, 
duties, and functions is authorized by the Act of Pennsyl
vania Assembly of 1959, September 29, Public Law 990, 
as amended (53 P.S. 472 et seq.). 

This Agreement executed by the cities of Allentc..,vn, 
Bethlehem, and Easton. 

WITNESSETH: 

1. Each of the parties intends to be legally bound by the 
terms of this Agreement and has executed the Agree
ment in accordance with authority conferred by 
Ordinance or Resolution duly enacted by its city 
council. 

2. The mayor of each municipality shall swear in the 

other party in writing of its intention so to do at 
least 2 months prior to the end of the fiscal year in 
which it is so terminated. 

CITY OF _~ _____ _ 

BY 

COUNTY OF ALAMEDA, a body politic and corporate 
and a political subdivision of the State of California. 

(Chairman 0/ the Board a/ Superuisars) 

3. In the event of emergency, the mayor of the munici
pality affected may call on the mayors of the other 
two municipalities for the services as auxiliary police
men of such number of personnel and such equip
ment as he deems essential. On the receipt of such 
a call, the mayor called upon shall assign to service 
in the requesting community such number of per
sonnel as auxiliary policemen and such equipment as 
in his judgmeflt may be released for such purpose. 

4. Personnel and equipment from any municipality as
signed on such an emergency call shall be subject to 
recall by the mayor of that municipality. 

5. At periodic intervals, compensation on the basis of 
payroll cost of personnel supplied and fair rental for 
equipment supplied shall be' mutually determined. 

In Witness Whereof, this Agreement has been executed 
in sextuple as of the _ day of __ _ 

ATTEST: CITY OF ALLENTOWN: 
BY ___________ _ 

(City Clerk) (Mayor) 

ATTEST: CITY OF BETHLEHEM: 
BY __________ _ 

(City Controller) (Mayor) 

police officers below the rank of sergeant of the other ATTEST: 
two municipalities as auxiliary policemen of his 

CITY OF EASTON: 
BY ___________ _ 

municipality. (City Clerk) (Mayor) 

I 
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Appendix C 
Number of Full·time and Part·time Police Officers in Cook County, III. (Excluding Chicago) 1966 

Estimated Cook County Estimated Cook County 
population Grand population Grand 

Municipality (in thou· 

I 
total Municipality (in thou· total 

sands) Full·time Part·time sands) Full·time I Part·time 
officers officers officers officers 

._---
Alsip •••••••.••• _ •••••••••..••••..••• S.5 7 4 11 Markham ••••.••••••••• """"" •.•. 17 13 3 IS 
Arlington Heights •.••.••.•••.••••••••• 42.5 40 0 40 Matteson ••• '" •• , •••••••••••.•••••.• 4 5 1 6 
Barrington ••••••• : ••••••• "" ••.•••• , 6.5 15 14 29 ~~~~g~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : 29 40 10 50 
Barrington Hills •••.••••••••.•••.••.•• 2.5 7 6 13 0.5 12 3 15 
Bartlett. •••••••••.•.•••••••.•••••••• 2.5 3 3 6 Melrose Park ........................ 25 36 20 56 
Bedford Park ••••••••••.••••••••..••. .75 15 0 15 Midlothian ........................... 14 10 8 18 
Bellwood ••.•••••••••.•.••••••••.••.• 22.8 24 15 39 Mount P .. ospecL •••••••••••.•••.••••• 31 28 0 28 

~rJ~el~~~nd::::::::::::::::::::::::: : 7 7 8 15 Niles ••••••••••.••••••• ,. "" """" 29.5 43 0 43 
25 17 4 21 Norridge •••••.•• , ••••• , •••.••••••• ,. 17 10 0 10 

G~~~~e~~e:::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: 9.5 8 11 19 Northbrook •••••.••••••••• ""'" .••• 19 23 0 23 
9.6 18 6 24 Northfield •• "'" .••••••.•••..•.•• , •• 5 14 0 14 

Brookfield. ""'" ••.•••••••••• """ 23 23 0 23 Northlake •••••••.••••..••••• " •••• ,. 16 20 5 25 
Burnham •.•••••••••••.••••.•• , •.••• , 3 3 3 6 North Riverside •.•••.•••••••••••••••. 8.5 16 8 24 
Calument City ••••.•..•••••••••••••••• 30 23 8 31 Oak Fores!. •••••••••.••••••••••••.•• 11 6 15 21 
Carpentersville •••••.••.•.•.•.••.••.•• 22 20 0 20 Oak lawn ••••••••.•••••••..••••.•••• 49 49 0 49 
Chicago Heights •••••••••.•.••••••••.. 40 55 0 55 Oak Park •••••••••••••••.••.••.•.••.• 63 76 0 76 

.'. Chicago Ridge •••••.•••••••••.•••.••.• 8.2 8 10 18 Olympia Fields ••..•••••••••••.•.••••. 2.5 3 7 10 
Cicero ••••.••••••••.•••••••••.•••••.• 70 98 0 98 Orland Park •••••.•••••••.•.••••••••• 4.5 4 8 12 
Cook County Sheriff ••••.•.•••••••.••. ·······5···· 176 0 176 Palos Heights •.••••••••••••••.••••.•. 5.3 3 12 15 
County Cluti Hills •••.••.•••••••.••.••• 2 11 13 Palos Park •.•••.•••••.••••••••••.•••• 3 1 10 11 
Countryside •••••••.••••••.••.••••••.• 3 8 0 8 Park Fores!. •.• ""'" ••• , •.•••••••.• 32 21 0 21 
Des Plaines ••••.••.•••••.••••••.••.•• 50.7 55 0 55 Park Ridge •••••.•..••.••.••••••• , ••• 40 40 0 40 
Oixmoor •••••.••••••••••.•••..•••••.• 3.2 0 12 12 Phoenix ••. "" •• ' •.••• , ,., •• " .••••. 4.2 7 13 20 
Dolton ••••••••••••••••. '" """ .••• 2.5 14 8 22 Posen ••••.•••••••••••••.•••••••••••• 4.5 3 8 11 
East Chicago Heights .................. 4.7 .5 4 9 Richton Park ••..•.••••• , .• '" •.•••••. I 0 7 7 
Elk Grove Village ..................... 13.5 21 5 26 Riverdale •••••..••••.•••••••••••••••• 13.6 12 0 12 
Elmwood Park •••••••••••.••••••••••• 24 21 0 21 River Fores!. ••. "'" ••••.••••••••••• 12.6 25 0 25 
Evanston ••••.••.••••.•• , •.•.••.••••• 80 127 0 127 River Grove •••••••.••••••.•• '" ••.••• 10 11 0 11 
Evergreen Park ....................... 25 26 23 49 Riverside .••••••••••••••••••••••••••. 10 15 0 15 
Forest Park ••••.•••••••••••.••••••••• 15 23 0 23 Robbins •••••••••••••••••••.••••••.•• 7.5 10 10 20 
Franklin Park ••.••••••.••.•.••••••••• 22 27 12 39 Rolling Meadows ••••..••.•••••.•••••• 15 14 5 19 
Glencoe •••••••••••.••••••••••.•••.•. 11 18 0 1B Sauk Village •••.••••.••••.•.•••••.••• 6 3 7 10 
Glenview ••••••••••.•••.•.••••.•••••. 24 29 0 29 Schaumburg •.•••••••••••.•••••••.••. 7 7 15 22 
Glenwood ••.••••..•••.•••.••..••• "" 3.5 2 5 7 Schiller Park .•.••••.••••••.••••.•.••• 10 11 20 31 
Hanover Park •••••••••••.•.••••.••••• 6.6 3 10 13 Skokie ••••••••••••.••.•••••••••••••• 69 117 0 117 
Harvey ••••••••••• " •• ,.,.",., ••••.• 33 26 15 41 South Chicago Heights ••••.••••.•.•••• 5.5 4 7 II 
Harwood Heights ..••••.•.•.•••.•••••• 9.5 9 12 21 South Holland •.•• , "'" •••••••••• , ••• IB.5 11 10 21 
Hazel Cres!. ......................... 9 7 12 19 Stickney ••••••••••••••••••••.••••.••• 7 9 10 19 
Hickory Hills ......................... 8 3 14 17 Stone Park .......................... 4.5 12 2 14 
Hillside •••.•••• """ "., •••.• " •••• , 12 24 10 34 Summit. ••••••.••••••••.•••••••••••• 10.3 12 13 25 
Hoffman Estates ••••••.•••..••••••••.• 17.5 14 0 14 Thornton .••••••.•••••••.••.••••••.•• 3.9 I 14 15 
Hometown ••••..• ""'" ""'" ...• ,. 7.6 I 26 27 Tinley Park ••.•••••••••••••..••.••..• B.7 8 5 13 
Homewood ........................... 17.S 16 0 16 Villa Park ........................... 25.4 26 0 26 
Justice .............................. 5.5 2 10 12 Westchester .......... , ., ............. 22 20 6 26 
Kenilworth .•••••.••.•••••••.••..••••. 3 II 0 II Wheeling •• , ••..•.••••••••••••••..••. 12.5 15 0 15 
la Grange ............................ 17.5 29 0 29 Wilmette ••• '" •••••.• ""'" •••.. '" 32 32 0 32 
la Grange Park ••.•••••••.••.••••••.• 17 24 0 24 Winnetka •.••..•• "" .... , .••••••.••• 13.4 27 0 27 
lansing ••••• "" ••.••.•••..••.••.•• , 22 15 26 41 Worth ............................... 10.3 8 B 16 
lincolnwood •••••••.••••••••••••••.•• 14 24 0 24 ---------
lyons ..••••••••••••••.••.••..••••..• 11 14 14 2B TotaL •••.••.••.••••••••.••••. a ••••••• ____ 2,060 591 2,651 
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Appendix D 

ARGUMENTS FOR AND AGAINST UNIFICATION 
OF THE 13 POLICE DEPARTMENTS IN THE 
METROPOLITAN TORONTO AREA INTO A 
METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT n 

ARGUMENTS AGAINST: 

1. Police administration would be removed from the 
close contact with the residents of local municipality. 

2. The local police force has a much better appreciation 
of local problems, and the means whereby they may 
be solved. 

3. ',rhe present arrangements are satisfactory and ade
quate. 

4. Police protection in the suburban municipalities is not 
less sufficient than in the city of Toronto. 

5. The concentration of all calls through one communi
cation center would result in the "jamming" of such 
center with consequent delays. 

6. The formation of a metropolitan Toronto police force 
was not recommended by the Ontario Municipal 
Board in the recent amalgamation proceedings, and 
this decision should not now be interfered with in any 
summary or less exhaustive review. 

7. All area municipalities do not have the same police 
problems, and therefore, local police forces can best 
deal with local situations and enjoy the pride of local 
residents. 

8. Transfers of personnel to distant divisions would 
result in hardship for such personnel due to exces
sive traveling. 

9. It would be too difficult to unify police services of the 
entire area in one operation and if the proposal is 
considered at all it should be done by degree. 

ARGUMENTS FOR: 

1. Duplication of police services would be eliminated. 

2. A central communications department would r,emove 
costly delays which now ,exist in emergency and crit
ical situations where speed is an important factor in 
apprehending an offender. 

3. A properly equipped crime laboratory could be estab
lished which would provide expert witnesses for 
court actions. 

4. A proper system of centralized records of offenders 
would be available to the entire area and eliminate 
delJ.ys involved in searches of several police files. 

5. Uniform control of traffic would result from direction 
received from a central traffic bureau. 

6. Specialized bureaus could be est'ablished which would 
operate over the entire metropolitan area and release 
personnel for the very important and too often ne
glected duties of foot patrol. 

7. The entire metropolitan area would have the benefit 
of central (a) morality branch, (b) traffic branch, 
(c) criminal investigation branch, ( d) criminal 
identification branch, (e) training school, and (f) 
transportation of prisoners. 

8. Substantial savings to the taxpayer through central 
control of purchasing would result. 

9. Policing the metropolitan area would be more effi
cient, and the costs of such policing would be 
equalized over the various municipalities. 

10. A unified police force would provide better control 
over those criminals who operate as receivers and 
disposers of stolen goods by making it possible to pro
vide adequate surveillance of such persons. 

11. The number of unsolved crimes in the metropolitan 
area indicates that a change in police organization is 
necessary. 

12. Differences that presently exist in wage schedules for 
police officers doing similar work in different munici
palities would be eliminated. 

13. Local councils should no longer attempt to direct and 
administer the activities of a local police force. 

14. Adequate finances would be available to properly 
equip a unified force. 

15. There would be one police commissioner who would 
administer the entire metropolitan area in an im
partial manner resulting in a uniform enforcement 
of police regulations and the criminal code, free from 
the possibility of local political interference. 

16. Unification and modernization of police departments 
by the formation of a metropolitan police force would 
result in greater benefits to every municipality. 

a Source; "Report No.1 01 tho Special Committee Re(gardiDg) Unification of tho Council of the Municipality of Metropolitan Toronto" (Toronto: Municipality 
the Police and Fire Departments in the Metropoiit.n Area: For Consideration by of Metropolitan Toronto, Sept. 29, 1955), pp. 2-4. 

, 
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Appendix E 

METHOD OF DETERMINING COST FOR CON
TRACT LAW ENFORCEMENT SERVICES IN LOS 
ANGELES COUNTY n 

The basic unit of contract law enforcement service is 
one car on continuous around-the-clock duty in three 8-
hour shifts-one 1-man shift and two 2-man shifts. 

The chargeable rate is based on the combined direct 
operating costs of four selected stations whose workloads 
consist mainly of providing law enforcement service to 
contract cities. 

The operating costs of these stations were determined 
from the budget allocation records maintained by the 
sheriff's department. From these costs, the following 
items were deducted: 

1. Cost of services applicable to other contracts such 
as prisoner maintenance, school safety officers, cross
ing guards, etc. 

2. Costs indicated by the sheriff as representing the nor
mal staffing of each of the four stations. (Staffing 
required if patrol car services were not rendered to 
contract cities.) 

The remaining costs, plus applicable county retirement 
and social security contributions and workmen's compen
sation insurance, were allocated between one- and two
man cars fielded by each of the stations as follows: station 
supervision was allocated on the basis of the salaries of 
patrol deputies assigned to cars. Station support such 
as detectives, clerical, desk sergeants, etc., were allocated 

a. Los Angeles County sheriff's department. 
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on the basis of number of one- and two-man car shifts 
fielded in the ratio of 1 to 1.5, respectively. Services 
and supplies costs were allocated on the basis of the ag
gregate salary costs including supervision and support 
previously distributed to the one- and two-man cars. 

The station costs allocated to one-man cars and the 
cost allocated to two-man cars were then divided by the 
number of one- and two-man car shifts, respectively. 
This computation provides the basic cost per one-man 
and two-man car shifts. In addition, auto expense and 
applicable county indirect expense were added to the 
station cost per car shift. 

County indirect expense recovers the cost of activities 
of service departments (auditor-controller, county coun
sel, purchasing agent, etc.) and expenditures from cen
tralized service appropriations (utilities, telephone, insur
ance, etc.) which are not charged to operating depart
ments. 

The cost per shift of one 1-man and two 2-man cars 
were combined to arrive at the cost for around-the-clock 
services. Each fiscal year, this rate is updated to reflect 
salary adjustments provided for deputy sheriffs. 

The sheriff's departmental and divisional administra
tive overhead and central support services were not con
sidered a chargeable cost in the computations made sub
sequent to 1962. The exclusion of these costs recognizes 
that the sheriff retains his countywide responsibility for 
law enforcement, and that the only proper charge to 
contract cities are for the additional costs incurred in 
order to provide the contracted services. Accordingly, 
all sheriff overhead and central support activities (special 
units, crime laboratory, training, etc.) were considered 
applicable to the sheriff's statutory responsibility and, 
therefore, not chargeable to a contracting city. 

. ...... __ ............... ___ ,_Ci,""" __ · ___ '_' ______ ._ . 
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Appendix F 

INTERLOCAL COOPERATION ACT a 

[Title should conform to State requirements.] 
(Be it enacted, etc.) 

SECTION 1. PURPOSE. It is the purpose of this act to 
permit local governmental units to make the most efficient 
use of their powers by enabling them to cooperate· with 
other localities on a basis of mutual advantage and there
by to provide services and facilities in a manner and pur
suant to forms of governmental organization that will 
accord best with geographic, economic, population and 
other factors influencing the needs and development of 
local communities. 

SEC. 2. SHORT TITLE. This act may be cited as the 
Interlocal Cooperation Act. 

SEC. 3. PUBLIC AGENCY DEFINED. (a) For the pur
poses of this act, the term "public agency" shall mean any 
political subdivision [insert enumeration, if desired] of this 
State; any agency of the State government or of the 
United States; and any political subdivision of another 
State. 

(b) The term "State" shall mean a State of the United 
States and the District of Columbia. 

SEC. 4. INTERLOCAL AGREEMENTS. (a) Any power 
or powers, privileges or authority exercised or capable of 
exercise by a public agency of this State may be exercised 
and enjoyed jointly with any other public agency of this 
State, and jointly with any public agency of any other 
State or of the United States to the extent that the laws 
of such other States or of the United States permit such 
joint exercise or enjoyment. Any agency of the State 
government when acting jointly with any public agency 
may exercise and enjoy all of the powers, privileges, and 
authority conferred by this act upon a public agency. 

(b) Any two or more public agencies may enter into 
agreements with one another for joint or cooperative ac
tion pursuant to the provisions of this act. Appropriate 
action by ordinance, resolution, or otherwise pursuant to 
law of the governing bodies of the participating public 
agencies shall be necessary before any such agreement 
may enter into force. 

(c) Any such agreement shall specify the following: 

1. Its duration. 
2 .. The precise organization, composition, and nature 

of any separate legal or administrative entity created 
thereby together with the power delegated thereto, 
provided such entity may be legally created. 

3. Its purpose or purposes. 
4. The manner of financing the joint or cooperative 

undertaking and of establishing and maintaining a 
budget therefor. 

5. The permissable method or methods to be employed 
in accomplishing the partial or complete termina
tion of the agreement and for disposing of property 
upon such partial or complete termination. 

6. Any 'other necessary and proper matters. 

n Source: Council of State Governments, "Suggested State Lc~islation Program 
ror 1957" (Chicago: Council of State Governments. October 1956). pp. 93-97. 

(d) In the event that the agreement does not estab
lish a separate legal entity to conduct the joint or 
cooperative undertaking, the agreement shall, in addition 
to items 1, 3, 4, 5, and 6 enumerated in subdivision (c) 
hereof, contain the following: 

1. Provision for an administrator or a joint board 
responsible for administering the joint or coopera
tive undertaking. In the case of a joint board, 

. public agencies party to the agreement shall be 
represented. 

2. The matter of acquiring, holding, and disposing of 
real and personal property used in the joint or 
cooperative undertaking. 

(e) No agreement made pursuant to this act shall 
relieve any public agency of any obligation or responsi
bility imposed upon it by law except that to the extent 
of actual and timely performance thereof by a joint board 
or other legal or administrative entity created by an 
agreement made hereunder; said performance may be 
offered in satisfaction of the obligation or responsibility. 

(f) Every agreement made hereunder shall, prior to 
and as a condition precedent to its entry into force, be 
submitted to the attorney general who shall determine 
whether the agreement is in proper form and compatible 
with the laws of this State. The attorney general shall 
approve any agreement submitted to him hereunder 
unless he shall find that it does not meet the conditions 
set forth herein and shall detail in writing addressed to 
the governing bodies of the public agencies concerned 
the specific respects in which the proposed agreement fails 
to meet the requirements of law. Failure to disapprove 
an agreement submitted hereunder within [* * *] days 
of its submission shall constitute approval thereof. 

[(g) Financing of joint projects by agreement shall be 
as provided by law.] 

SEC. 5. FILING, STATUS, AND ACTIONS. Prior to its 
entry into force, an agreement made pursuant to this 
act shall be filed with [the keeper of local public recordsJ 
and with the [secretary of state]. In the event that an 
agreement entered into pursuant to this act is between 
or among one '01' more public agencies of this State and 
one or more public agencies of another State or of the 
United States, said agreement shall have the status of an 
interstate compact, but in any case or controversy in
volving performance or interpretation thereof or liability 
thereunder, the public agencies party thereto shall be real 
parties in interest, and the State may maintain an action 
to recoup or otherwise make itself whole for any damages 
or liability which it may incur by reason of being joined 
as a party therein. Such action shall be maintainable 
against any public agency or agencies whose default, fail
ure of performance, or other conduct caused or contrib
uted to the incurring of damage or liability by the State. 

SEC. 6. ADDITIONAL ApPROVAL IN CERTAIN CASES. 
In the event that an agreement made pursuant to this 
act shall deal in whole or in part with the provision of 
services or facilities with regard to which an officer or 
agency of the State government has constitutional or stat-

___ J 



utory powers of control, the agreement shall, as a condi
tion precedent to its entry into force, be submitted to the 
State officer or agency having such power of control and 
shall be approved or disapproved by him or it as to all 
matters within his or its jurisdiction in the same manner 
and subject to the same requirements governing the ac
tion of the attorney general pursuant to section 4(f) of 
this act. This requirement of submission and approval 
shall be in addition to and not in substitution for the 
requirement of submission to and approval by the attorney 
general. 
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SEC. 7. ApPROPRIATIONS, FURNISHING OF PROPERTY, 
PERSONNEL, AND SERVICE. Any public agency entering 
into an agreement pursuant to this act may appropriate 
funds and may sell, lease, give, or otherwise supply the 
administrative joint board or other legal or administra
tive entity created to operate the joint or cooperative un
dertaking by providing such personnel or services there
for as may be within its legal power to furnish. 

SEC. 8. [Insert severability clause, if desired.] 

SEC. 9. [Insert effective date.] 



Chapter 5 

Police Personnel 

As with any enterprise, the effectiveness of our Nation's 
law enforcement agencies depends upon the competence 
of personnel: 1 

It is impossible to separate the performance of local govern
ments from the abilities of their personnel. Ordinances are not 
self-executing and no other service of local government has mean
ing except as it is planned, directed, and delivered by people. 
If these things are done well, communities may thrive; if poorly, 
the future demand may outstrip all services, all facilities, all 
planning. 

Commission surveys show that there is substantial variance 
in the quality of police personnel in the United States. 
They indicate that, in general, law enforcement personnel 
meet their difficult responsibilities with zeal, determina
tion, and devotion to duty. They also indicate that many 
actions of individual police officers and administrators are 
ill-conceived. This is cause for concern; for rising crime 
rates, social unrest, and expanding police functions de
mand personnel of ever-increasing competence. 

This chapter will explore the nature of the challenge 
confronting the police. It will describe the persons needed 
to meet this challenge, and some methods for attracting 
them into the police service. Finally, it will discuss pro
grams for improving the overall quality of police 
personnel. 

THE POLICE TASK: ITS CHALLENGE AND 
DIVERSITY 

THE COMPLEXITIES OF CRIMINAL LAW ENFORCEMENT 

It is generally assumed by the public that the police 
enforce the criminal laws and preserve peace mechani
cally, by simply arresting anyone who has deviated from 
legislative norms of acceptable behavior. 

Unfortunately, some police spokesmen publicly enun
ciate this same view. As chapter 2 has explained, this 
concept of mechanical enforcement of all criminal laws 
dramatically underplays the difficulties of the police role. 
First, the police do not have the res'ources. to enforce all 
criminal provisions equally. Second, the other parts of the 
criminal justice system simply cannot cope with all law 
violators.2 Further, the police are faced with enforcing 
numerous laws regulating social conduct-drunkenness, 

1 "Government Manpower for Tomorrow's CitIes: A Report of the Municipal 
Manpower Commission." (New York: McGraw.HilI, 1962), p. 20. 

2 Frank Remington, "The Law Relating to 'On the Street' Detention, Questioning 
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prostitution, and gambling to name a few-which are 
,often unpopular, ambiguous, unenforceable, or which can 
apply to the common activities of law-abiding citizens 
even though they were intended to apply only to the 
activities of certain kinds of criminals. 

In light of these inherent limitations, individual police 
officers must, of necessity, be given considerable latitude 
in exercising their arrest power. As a result, no task com
mitted to individual judgment is more complex or delicate. 
A mistake in judgment can precipitate a riot or culminate 
in subsequent criminal activity by a person who was er
l':m~ously released by an officer. An unjustified arrest 
can seriously, and perhaps permanently, affect the future 
course of a man's life. The importance of the arrest power 
and the need for rational exercise of this power cannot be 
overstated. 

A further complication is that the framework of pro
cedural rules within which the police must function is 
often unclear and difficult to apply. Only years of litiga
tion may resolve ambiguities in procedural rules, but a 
police officer must make his own resolution instantly, 
under stress, and often without advice. 

Since the police are also expected to prevent crime, they 
must constantly be alert to potential violations and must 
attempt to reduce the opportunity for criminal behavior. 
This requires vigilance on the part of police officers, an 
intuitive sense for suspicious conduct, and an understand
ing of human behavior. 

The police are also regularly called upon to resolve 
volatile situations for which legislative or judicial direc
tion is either vague or nonexistent. Calls for assistance 
besiege police departments, and officers must respond to 
such problems as domestic disputes, unruly juveniles, or 
suspicious persons. Many of these problems will not re
sult in arrest or do not even involve criminal conduct. 
But only the police are available to render assistance, and 
as a result, every officer mU!lt resolve delicate social situa
tions, even in the absence of a clear direction to do so. 

THE COMPLEXITIES OF POLICE ADMINISTRATION, 

SUPERVISION, AND TECHNICAL SERVICES 

Police work is not only complicated for police officers 
on the street. Administrative and supervisory personnel 
must operate a complex business, which entails assessing 

and Frisking of Suspected Persons and Pollee Arrest Privileges in GenerAl." 
in Claude R. Sowle, cd., "Police Power and Individual Freedom: The Quest for 
Balanc." (Chicago: Aldine Publi,hlng Company, 1962), p. 20. 
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community needs; determining policy; selecting, training, 
deploying, and supervising personnel; and utilizing a 
budget in the best possible manner. Further, a depart
ment must have a technical staff that responds to the 
need for optimum recordkeeping and information retrie
val; communications; community relations; and analysis 
of evidence. In large municipalities, the administration 
of a police department is a massive undertaking. In 
1965, the New York Police Department employed 28,363 
personnel and had a budget of over $364 million; the Chi
cago Police Department had a budget of over $90 million 
and had 11,726 employees.3 

In summary, and as was observed in 1931 by the Wick
ersham Commission,4 policing a community is one of the 
most complex responsibilities confronting any governmen
tal agency: 5 

Reviewing the tasks we expect of our law enforcement officers, 
it is my impression that their complexity is perhaps greater than 
that of any other profession. On the one hand we expect our 
law enforcement officer to possess the nurturing, caretaking, 
sympathetic, empathizing, gentle characteristics of physician, 
nurse, teacher, and social worker as he deals with school traffic, 
acute illness and injury, juvenile delinquency, suicidal threats 
and gestures, and missing persons. On the other hand we ex
pect him to command respect, demonstrate courage, control hos
tile impulses, and meet great physical hazards. . . . He is to 
control crowds, prevent riots, apprehend criminals, and chase 
after speeding vehicles. I can think of no other profession which 
constantly demands such seemingly opposite characteristics. 

THE NEED TO IMPROVE PERSONNEL 
ASSIGNMENTS 

CURRENT USE OF THE PATROLMAN AND DETECTIVE 

Under traditional police organization, the initial re
sponsibility for confronting the entire range of police 
problems rests with the patrolman. Along with respond
ing to criminal behavior, the patrolman is responsible 
for such matters as enforcing traffic regulations and 
for performing a myriad of services for the public. On 
any tour of duty a patrolman may confront a burglary in 
progress, an incapacitated drunk, an injured or ill person, 
a violation of a littering ordinance, an unlicensed peddler, 
a suspicious person, a traffic violation, a person locked out 
of his residence, or a domestic dispute.o 

As a result of these divergent demands, patrolmen often 
are overextended to the point of being unable to give 
adequate attention to criminal matters. In spite of rising 
crime rates and a continuing low rate of crimes cleared by 
arrest, a patrolman must normally devote a considerable 
portion of his time to the performance of noncrime related 
tasks. A survey of the Kansas City Police Department 
in 1966, for example, revealed that patrol officers devoted 
only 32 percent of their time to criminal matters.7 This 
problem is not easy to solve. The nonenforcement tasks 
the police perform are extremely important, and in most 
places the police are the only people available to per
form them. 

a International City Managers Association. "Municipal Yearbook, 1966." (Ann 
Arbor: Cushing.Molloy, 1966), p. 444. 

"National Commission on Law Observance and Enforcement, "Report on the 
Police." (Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1931), p. 19. 

5 Statement of Dr. Ruth I,evy, Director, Peace Officers Research Project, Health 
Department, City of San J08C. Calif. Presented at Conferencc for Police Professors, 
Michigan State University. April 6-8, 1966. 

o In 1933, a job analysis of the police service in California determined that poBce 
work requjred over 3,000 types of skills and applications of knowledge. U Analyais 
of Police Service." (Sacramento: California State Department of EducatioD, 1933). 

1 Survey conducted by Public Administration Service for the Preaident's Com· 
mission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice. 
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In nearly all departments, a patrolman does not con
duct follow up investigations on criminal offenses; this 
task is performed by a detective. However, since there 
are relatively few detectives in a police department
normally about 10 percent of all sworn personnels-they 
also are overwhelmed by their caseloads. As a result 
extensive investigations can be undertaken only on majo; 
crimes, and little, if any, time can be devoted to a syste
matic search for witnesses, or for leads on the perpetrators 
of most offenses. 

The existing wide range of patrol respons~bility hampers 
efforts to attract more highly qualified personnel into 
police service. Present police departments are monolithic 
in structure. All sworn police personnel, regardless of 
individual qualifications or experience, normally begin 
their careers as patrolmen, assigned to patrol or traffic 
duties. Normally, personnel must remain in this cate
gory from 1 to 5 years before being eligible for promo
tion or transfer. Since a police officer serving in this 
capacity must respond to all demands upon police, 
whether they involve removing a cat from a roof or ar
resting a robbery suspect, his status is adversely affected 
both within and outside of the police agency. Police 
work, therefore, tends to attract persons who are willing 
to perform its mechanical aspects and to accept its status 
and compensation. For example, in a survey conducted 
of the Metropolitan Police Department of Washington, 
D.C., in 1966, it was revealed that over 60 percent of the 
applicants for positions in that department were holding 
clerical, sales, manufacturing, or transportation jobs at 
the time of application and that the majority of the re
maining applicants were in the military service.o 

Few persons whose ability or academic achievement 
gives them other professional career opportunities are 
willing to spend as many years performing mechanical, 
undemanding duties which consume a large part of a 
recruit's time in most police departments. Insofar as 
personnel assignments diminish the attractiveness of 
police work they reduce police effectiveness: 10 

If progress is to be realized in achieving professional stature, 
there must be a separating out of functions so that those of a 
purely ministerial nature are performed by persons of lesser talents 
receiving compensation commensurate with the job. Admittedly, 
there are major problems involved in accomplishing such a classi
fication of employees in smaller agencies where flexibility of per
sonnel is important. But the need is greatest within the large 
departments and it is in these departments that the concept that 
all police tasks are equally important so seriously impairs the 
possibility of achieving professional status for those who are 
engaged in what might be termed the "guts" of police work. 

It seems evident that a more rational division of assign
ments, particularly in the larger departments, would 
greatly alleviate some of these deficiencies. This was 
noted by the British Royal Commission in their 1960 In
terim Report on Police: 11 

The reason for this failure [to recruit a proper share of able 
and well-educated young men] is not in our view, that the police 
service is inherently unattractive as a career .... It lies in the 

8 O. W. Wilson, "Police Administration." (2d cd .. New York: McGraw-Hill. 
1963), p. 293. 

o Century Research Corp .. "Recruitment and Retention Foctors in the Metro· 
politan Polico Department," prepared fpr the Prcsirl"':.";!fn ~\lmmis8ion on Crime in 
the District of Columbia and the Office of Law Enror(f<m~nt Assistance. (Arlington: 
Vo., 1966), tobIe 11, p. 23. 

JIJ Herman Goldstein, address delivered at tho University of Wisconsin on May 13, 
1965~ as quoted in "The Police Function in the United States, American Bnr As· 
sociation Project on Minimum Standards [or Criminal Justice, Committee on the 
Police Function." (Sept. 8, 1966), p. 3. 

11 Royal Commission on Police, "Interim Report, 1960:' (London: Her 
MoJesty's Stotionery Office, 1960), p. 19. . 
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neglect of those responsible to adjust the opening stages of a 
police career, in the way that other professions have found it 
necessary to do, so as to attract able candidates. It cannot 
be doubted that it is the early prospects that influence young 
people to choose one career rather than another. Nor does it 
call for any great insight or a deep knowledge of psychology to 
understand how the police service must appear at a disadvantage 
in this respect compared with almost any other profession today. 

THE REVAMPING OF EXISTING PATROL AND 

INVESTIGATIVE ASSIGNMENTS 

A promising way to attract better personnel, to utilize 
them more effectively in controlling crime, and to pro
vide better service for the,community is for departments 
to divide police functions more rationally among their 
personnel. At present a patrolman is equally responsible 
for the most complex and the most menial of police tasks. 
The wide range of skills required in performing all these 
tasks seems possible of attainment for only limited num
bers of personnel.12 This being so, these tasks should be 
divided according to the skills required to perform them. 
For example, instead of having all patrol officers respond 
to all demands placed upon a department, the most com
petent officers should devote their time to the police work 
that requires the greatest degree of ability, education, and 
judgment. 

To implement this recommendation, police depart
ments in large and m~dium-sized cities should establish 
three classes of officers, whiCh for purposes of this report 
will be referred to as the police agent, the police officer, 
and the community service officer (OSO). Tasks would 
be assigned to these officers on the basis of the skills, intel
ligence, and education necessary to perform those tasks 
well. An individual would then devote his time to work
ing on matters suited to his level of competence. This 
proposal has been evaluated and influenced by police prac
titioners at all departmental levels and 'by other experts 
from across the country. . 

It is recognized that some departments are simply too 
small to revamp current patrol responsibilities, and that 
many rural departments devote nearly all of their time to 
the enforcement of traffic regulations and the performance 
of services for their communities. These departments, 
therefore~ are compelled to use their personnel for all 
tasks. 

The Police Agent. A critical need exists in law en
forcement (1) to identify the tasks that require the high
est degree of judgment, intelli~ence, education, initiative, 
and understanding of a community and of human be
havior; (2) to assign these tasks to the most competent 
personnel, and (3) to accord proper status to the offi
cers who perform these tasks. Although these are obvious 
principles, they are not widely followed in the police 
service. 

To accomplish this end, police departments should 
establish a distinct classification of officers, designated 
herein as police agents, who would be assigned to the 
most complicated, sensitive, and demanding police tasks. 
For example, police agents could be assigned to patrol 

.1:1 August Vollmer, "The Police ond :Modern Society." ·(Bcrkeley: University of 
California Press, 1936), pp. 221-223. 

high-crime neighborhoods or areas of social unrest, to 
investigate major crimes, or to respond to the more serious 
domestic disputes or a gathering of troublesome juveniles. 

As described later in this chapter, a police agent should 
have considerable educational attainment: At least 2 
years of college and preferably a baccalaureate degree in 
the liberal arts or social sciences. For the present, how
ever, the position of agent should also be open to officers 
who cannot make such an· academic. showing but who 
demonstrate a capacity. for imaginative and' responsible 
work. 

Agent~ would replace, but have a much wider respon
sibility than, the existing detective. In most departments, 
the detective is limited to an investigative function. Many 
tasks currently performed by detectives, such as routine 
followup investigations on certain classes of crime, could 
be assigned to police officers, and in some cases) to com
munity service officers. 
. An obvious asJvantage of the police agent position is 
that it could rrlake police work an attractive career for 
highly qualified young men. This involves more than 
merely creating a new title, of course. A police agent 
must be accorded the status and compensation of a skilled 
professional who requires a minimum of close supervi
sion. He should be permitted great latitude in his per
formance and should be judged by his ability ;'0 solve 

. problems and to reduce crime as well as apprehend 
offenders. . 

While it is not possible t6 describe, in detail, the scope 
of police agent responsibility for all departments, the 
following is illustrative of some functions that could ap
propriately be performed by the most competent per
sonnel: 

(a) Serve as a: uniformed patrol officer in high crime 
and high tension areas; 
(b) Investigate major crimes in a plainclothes 
capacity; 
(c) Acquire an understanding of and develop solu
tions for police-community problems ; 
( d ) Make difficul t arrests; 
(e, Investigate crimes in which juveniles are in-
volved; , 
(f) Enforce gambling, vice, and narcotic statutes; 
(g) Maintain contact with citizens in the commu
nity to ascertain potential signs of strife. 

The character of problems requiring the attention of 
police agents will necessarily change from time to time. 
An agent may be needed' to patrol a sensitive neighbor
hood in uniform for a period of time, but could next be 
assigned to a series of major investigations. The crux of 
,the agent concept is that the best.officers in a department 
should be us~d flexibly to confront problems placing the 
greatest demand for talent upon police personnel. 

The Police Officer. The police officer would perform 
the police duties of enforcing laws and investigating those 
crimes that can be solved by immediate followup investi-
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gations or are most likely to have suspects close to the 
crime scene. He would respond to selected called for 
services, perform routine patrol, render emergency serv
ices, and enfo:(fe traffic regulations and investigate traffic 
accidents. In addition to these responsibilities, the police 
officer would be an integral part of the police teams dis
cussed in the General Report, working in concert with 
police ag,~nts and eso's in solving crimes and meeting 
other police problems. 

Since a substantial portion of police time is currently 
devoted to these tasks, police departments would undoubt
edly need a greater number of police officers than agents. 
The ratio of officers to agents would depend to a large 
extent on the magnitude and character of a community's 
crime and social problems. Police officers would be en
couraged and assisted to qualify for the position of police 
agent. 

The Community Service Officer. The purposes of 
creating the position of community service officer are 
many: (1) To improve police service in high crime rate 
areas; (2) to enable police to hire persons who can provide 
a greater understanding of minority group problems; (3) 
to relieve police agents' and officers of lesser police duties; 
( 4) to increase the opportunity for minority group mem
bers to serve in law enforcement, and (5) to tap a new 
reservoir of manpower by helping talented young men who 
have not been able as yet to complete their education to 
qualify for police work. 

Problems of major proportions confront the police in 
deprived communities. Aside from the existence of sub
stantial crime in many of these communities, the police 
face widespread hostility and resentment. One of the 
primary reas(ms for this hostility and resentment is the 
failure of the police and citizens living in impoverished 
conditions to understand each other's problem! There is 
a critical need to improve this understandinJ. For ex
ample, although a primary function of the police is to 
perform many serv:ices for the community, there is little 
recognition of this fact by citizens in slum sections of a 
city. And it is they that often have the greatest need for 
such services. Further, since relatively few persons from 
slum communities ber-ome police officers, police personnel 
have limited knowledge of conditions that encourage 
criminal behavior in these communities. 

The need to improve police operations and efficiency, as 
described in chapter 3, has further isolated the police 
from the slum community. To reduce the time it takes for 
police personnel to respond to called for services, they 
have become motorized. Thus, in most cities, a police 
officer no longer walks"his beat. Another movement in 
police departments is to centralize police operations and 
reduce the number of neighborhood precincts. For ex
ample, in 1961 the ehicago Police Department reduced 
the number of precincts from 38 to 21, and in a 1966 
suwey of the Metropolitan Police Department of Wash
ington, D.e., the International Association of ehiefs of 

l3 International Association of Chiefs of Police, teA Survey of the Metropolitan 
Police Department. Washington. D.C." (WashiDgton: I.A.C.P •• 1966). p. 448. 
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Police recommended that the existing 14· precincts be 
consolidated into 6 districts: 13 

In the 19th and early 20th centuries police precinct stations 
were a necessary convenience to the public and served as work 
centers to reduce the time and distance involved in an officer's 
travels from his place of duty to his station. Today, however, 
the widespread use of the telephone and modern police radio and 
transportation systems have drastically reduced the need for 
neighborhood police stations. The consolidation of unnecessary 
facilities can result in considel'able economies to the ta""payer 
because of the savings involved in operational and maintenance 
costs and in the reduction of utility expenses. 

Although the move toward more efficient and eco
nomical police operations is a necessary 'one, it must be 
accompanied with efforts to gain a greater understanding 
of slum problems and to provide adequate police serv
ices for the poor. It is douhtful that these goals can be 
accomplished without a greater participation of minority 
group persons in police service. ~or these reasons-and 
b:'!cause of the need to broaden recruiting efforts-the 
position of community service officer should be established 
in urban police departments. This officer would be 
recruited primarily from neighborhoods of the type he 
would serve. 

It is visualized that the eso would be a young man, 
typically between the ages of 17 and 21, with the apti
tude, integrity, and stability to perform police work. 
A eso would be, in effect, an apprentice policeman
an entirely new type of police cadet working on the street 
under close supervision, and in close cooperation with 
the police officer and police agent. He would not have 
full law-enforcement powers or carry arms, neither would 
he perform clerical duties as many police cadets do today. 

The duties of the eso would be to assist police officers 
and agents in their work and to improve communication 
between police departments and the neighborhood as a 
uniformed member of the working police. He would 
render certain carefully selected police services to these 
neighborhoods. For example, the eso might play an 
important role in police work with juveniles; refer citi
zen complaints and problems to appropriate agencies; 
and perform services s~ch as emergency aid for the sick, 
the mentally ill or the alcoholic. The eso would, more
over, investigate certain minor thefts and loss of prop
erty; provide continuing assistance to families encounter
ing domestic problems; and work with specialized police 
units such as a community relations unit. 

To counteract the isolation of the police from the com
munity created by the present centralization of police 
operations and the motorization of personnel, small 
neighborhood offices could be established in deprived 
communities which could serve as locations where the 
community service officer, the police agent, and police 
officer could be contacted or could be available for con
sultation with citizens during certain hours of the day. 

Applicants for the position of community service officer 
would not have to meet the conventional educational re
quirements of a department. For example, a high school 
diploma should not be a rigid prerequisite for serving as 
a eso. Rather selection should be made on an individ-
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ual basis with pnonty being given to applicants with 
promising aspirations, honesty, intelligence, a desire and 
a tested capacity to advance his education, and an under
standing of the neighborhood and its problems. And an 
applicant might well be selected despite a minor offense 
record. Otherwise, it might be difficult to recruit mem
bers of minority groups as CSOs since Commission studies 
reveal that there is a 60 percent probability that a Negro 
youth who grows up in the slums will have such a record. 
Programs to assist CSOs to continue their education and 
to become eligible to serve police departments in other 
capacities are discussed in subsequent sections of this 

. chapter. 
This new division of functions should increase the at

tractiveness of police work by making it possible for a 
college graduate to assume the responsible position of 
agent after a brief internship but without long prior serv
ice as a patrol officer, and for officers and CSOs to become 
agents as soon as they qualify and vacancies exist. The 
opportunity to continue with education at the expense of 
and with the help of a police department would surely 
incre::J.se the attractiveness of police work to members of 
minority groups-or to any young men who are unable to 
further themselves because of insufficient schooling. Cre
ating the positions of eso and agent might do much to 
solve the manpower problems of those departments that 
have them, and might be the fastest way of recruiting 
large numbers of well-qualified and experienced minority 
group officers. However, it is important to add in the 
latter connection that every department should 
strengthen its efforts to recruit minority group police of
ficers and agents who do not need to go through the CSO 
phase. A department that admits minority group per-

Career Development and Educational Standards 

Community 
Service Officer 

sonnel only at the CSO level will merit the charge that it 
is practising a subtle kind of discrimination. 

THE ROLE OF CIVILIANS IN POLICE WORK 

Many tasks now performed by sworn officers do not 
require police skills. Police officers are now used in 
many departments as record clerks, seho'ol crossing 
guards, lab technicians, court bailiffs, receptionists, and 
mechanics. For example, in 1965, over 100 sworn police 
officers were used for the purpose of regulating taxicabs 
in New York City.l4 Many tasks now performed by 
sworn officers should be assumed by civilian personnel 
within a department. 

Several departments have already recognized the value 
in utilizing civilian personnel for the performance of 
collateral police tasks. In 1965, 10.7 percent of the total 
personnel in police departments were civilians.'15 This 
represents an increase of nearly 3 percent over the total 
used in 1960.10 For example, nearly all large depart
ments are now using "meter maids" to enforce parking 
regulations. This is an encouraging trend and law en
forcement agencies should increasingly utilize civilians 
to perform clerical and mechanical functions. 

Civilians are needed for the performance of more than 
mechanical tasks, however. There are critical needs in 
police departments for skilled specialists in such fields as 
fiscal planning, personnel management, law, research and 
planning, and science and technology. Many depart
ments now utilize sworn personnel for all staff and tech
nical positions, even when such personnel do not possess 
the requisite skill for these positions. Police administra
tion and operations will suffer at. long as this continues 
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14 Law enforcement task {orcc, appoi'ntcd for the period of governmental transi· 10 Bruce Smith, revised by Druce Smit.h, Jr., uPolice Systems in the Unitel! 
tion, "Report to Mayor·Elect John V. Lir'd •• J." (New York: 1965), p. 8. St.te.... (2d rev. ed., New York: H.rper .nd Brolher., 1960), p. 114. 

JIi U.S. Department of Justice, Federal Burellu of Investigation, "Uniform Crime 
Reporl.-1965." (W •• hlngton: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1966), p. 152. 
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to be the case. Hence, because skills needed for fiscal 
planning or for research are unrelated to the skills required 
of police officers, police departments should not restrict 
such positions to sworn personnel. Instead, whether 
they be civilians or sworn officers, persons should be 
selected who possess the ability and academic background 
necessary to meet the demands of specialized positions. 

Several departments have already recognized the value 
of using civilians with specialized skills in certain ad
ministrative and staff capacities. For one, Superintend
ent O. W. Wilson, of the Chicago Police Department, has 
utilized civilians in research and training, and recently 
hired a civilian as the department legal advisor; and the 
Ventura, Calif., County Sheriff's Department has a civil
ian business manager. 

The President's Commission on Crime in the District 
of Columbia, in its "Report on the Metropolitan Police 
Department," suggested that several divisions within that 
department could be administered by civilians: 17 

In the future more responsibilities should be assigned to highly 
trained civilians. Civilians can bring needed technical disci
plines to the Department as it begins the reorganization and 
modernization outlined by the IACP and recommended by this 
Commission. In the new organization plan there are important 
Divisions which could properly be commanded by civilian di
rectors. In the areas of planning, training, communications, 
public information, recordkeeping, computerization and many 
others, there are important jobs requiring professional skills not 
now available within the Department. The reorganization pre
sents a unique opportunity to add to the Department's comple
ment of skills and thereby equip it to provide better service to 
the community. 

The recommendation that certain administrative and 
staff positions should be assigned to specialists does not 
mean that sworn personnel should be precluded from 
serving in these positions. It does mean, however, that 
sworn personnel should be selected for administrative, 
supervisory, and staff assignments only if they possess the 
requisite skills. 

THE ROLE OF WOMEN IN POLICE WORK 

Women were first appointed to the American police 
service 56 years ago by the Los Angeles department. This 
was 4 years before they were appointed to the Metro
politan Police of London and 7 years after the first female 
was commissioned on the European Continent in 
Stuttgart, Germany.IS The first American woman police 
were charged with: 10 

The protection of young girls and the prevention or minimiza
tion of social evils . . . the return of runaway girls to their 
homes, the warning of young girls, the suppression of dance 
hall evils, ... petty gambling in stores frequented by chil
dren . . . [and] the sale of liquor to minors, service at railroad 
depots, the conducting of investigations and the securing of 
evidence. 

In 1960, there were 5,617 female police officers and 
detectives in the United States. Of these, all but 400 
served in urban areas:20 

17 The President's Commission on Crime in the District of Columbia, "A Re· 
port: of the Prc_sident's Commission on Crime in the District of Columbia on the 
Metropolitan Police." (Washington; U.~. Government Printing Office, 1960) t p. 31. 

lS Elmer D. Graper, "American Police Administration." (New York: The Mac. 
Millan Co., 1921), p. 226. 
,. rd. at pp. 228-229. 
!!O U.S. Bureau 01 Census, "U.S. Census 01 Population 1960. Subject Reports: 

Occupational Characteri.tic.-Flnal Report PC (2)-(7A)." Wa.hlngton: U.S. GOY
ernment Printing Office, 1963), table I, p. 9. 
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The role of the policewoman today is essentially what 
it always has been. Female officers serve in juvenile 
divisions, where they perform investigative and social 
service oriented activities for women, teenaged females, 
preteen youngsters (both male and female), and infants. 
In addition, some larger forces, including those of New 
York, Detroit, and Los Angeles, routinely assign female 
officers to other operational commands, where they par
ticipate in narcotics and gambling law enforcement and 
routine patroling. 

Policewomen can be an invaluable asset to modern 
law enforcement, and their present role should be broad
ened.21 Qualified women should be utilized in such 
important staff service units as planning and research, 
training, intelligence, inspection, public infonnation, com
munity relations, and as legal advis'ors. Women could 
also serve in such units as computer programming and 
laboratory analyses and communications. Their value 
should not be considered as limited to staff functions or 
police work with juveniles; women should also serve 
regularly in patrol, vice, and investigative divisions. 
Finally, as more and more well-qualified women· enter 
the service, they could assume administrative re
sponsibilities. 

NEEDED QUALITIES AND THE 
SELECTION PROCESS 

It has often been stated that policing a community is 
personal service of the highest order, requiring sterling 
qualities in the individual who performs it.22 The Com
mission's evaluation of police work confirms this observa
tion. Few professions are so peculiarly charged with in
dividual responsibility.23 Officers are compelled to make 
instantaneous decisions-often without clearcut guidance 
from a legislature, the judiciary, or from departmental 
policy-and mistakes on judgment could cause irrepara
ble harm to citizens, or even to the community. 

Complexities inherent in the policing function dictate 
that officers possess a high degree of intelligence, educa
tion, tact, sound judgment, physical courage, emotional 
stability, impartiality, and honesty.24 While innumerable 
commissions and expert observers of the police have long 
recognized and reported this need, communities have not 
yet demanded that officers possess these qualities, and 
personnel standards for the police service remain low. 

The failure to establish high professional standards for 
the police service has been a costly one, both for the 
police and for society. Existing selection requirements 
and procedures in the majority of departments, aside from 
physical requirements, do not screen out the unfit. Hence, 
it is not surprising that far too many of those charged with 
protecting life and property and rationaIIy enforcing our 
laws are not respected by their fellow officers and are in
competent, corrupt, or abusive. One incompetent officer 
can trigger a riot, permanently damage the reputation of 
a citizen, or alienate a community against a police depart
ment. It is essential, therefore, that the requirements to 

21 This was also rccol'tnized by the President's Commission on Crime in the Dis
trict of Columbia, supra, note 17 at p. 30. 

2:l Supra, note 11 at p. 19; and Leonard V. Harrison, "Police Atlministration 
in Boston," vol. II. (Cnmhridge: Harvard University Press, 1934.), p. 28. 

23 Leonard V. Harrison, "Police Administration in Boston: Harvard Law School 
Survey of the Boston Polico Department," vol. Ill. (Camhridlje: Harvard Univcr· 
.ity Pre", 1934), p. 30. 

!!-J, Supra, note 12 at p. 223. 
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serve in law enforcement reflect the awesome respon
sibility facing the personnel that is selected.25 

Higher standards . .. must be established. Whatever may 
be achieved in remedying police defects must be done through 
enlisting the services of intelligent men of excellent character, who 
are sufficiently educated to perform the duties of a policeman .... 
The police organization suffers in reputation and society pays 
the bill when policemen are dishonest, brutal, stupid, or physi
cally or tempermentally unsuited. 

The purpose of this section is to determine what at
tributes must be possessed by police personnel, what char
acteristics should preclude an applicant from serving the 
community as a law enforcement officer, and what defi
ciencies exist in the current selection process. 

EDUCATION 

The Need for Advanced Education. The quality of 
police service will not significantly improve until higher 
educational requirements are established for its personnel. 
As was indicated earlier in this chapter, the complexity of 
the police task is as great as that of any other profession. 
The performance of this task requires more than physical 
prowess and common sense: 20 

I t is nonsense to state or to assume that the enforcement of 
the law is so simple th!.. it can be done best by those unencum
bered by a study of the liberal arts. The man who goes into 
our streets in hopes of regulating, directing or controlling human 
behavior must be armed with more than a gun and the ability 
to perform mechanical movements in response to a situation. 
Such men as these engage in the difficult, complex and impor
tant business of human behavior. Their intellectual armament
so long restricted to the minimum-must be no less than their 
physical prowess and protection. 

The need for highly educated personnel was recog
nized as early as 1931 in the report of the Wickersham 
Commission.27 But despite the admonition of that com
mission to improve low entrance standards, educational 
requirements remain minimal in most departments. 
. In 1961, a survey conducted of over 300 police depart
ments showed that 24 percent of those departments had 
no minimum educational prerequisite, while less than 1 
percent required any level of cl)Uege preparation.28 In 
one region of the country, the New England States, over 
72 percent of the departments surveyed did not even re
quire their applicants to have high school diplomas.2G 

Although minimal educational requirements have not 
prevented some persons with higher academic achieve
ment from pursuing careers in law enforcement, these ex
ceptions are few in number. In a survey conducted of 
6,200 officers in 1964, only 30.3 percent had taken one 01' 

more college courses and only 7.3 percent possessed a 
college degree. so A more recent survey of over 5,700 
police officers employed by police agencies in the metro
politan area of Detroit revealed that over 75 percent of 
these officers had not attended college.31 In the Metro
politan Detroit survey, it was further shown that nearly 13 
percent of the officers had not received high school diplo
mas. In many departments, particularly in New England 

Zi August Vollmer, "The Police in Chicago:' in IIIlUnols CrIme Survey," 10hn 
H. Wigmore, ed. (Chicago: A"ociation of Criminal Ju.tice, 1929), 1'. 360. 
~ Quinn Tomm, "A Change for the Better" in "The Police Chief." (Washing

ton: I.A.C.P., 1962), p. 5. 
zr Supra, note 4 at p. 56. 
211 George W. O'Connor, USurvey of Selection Methods'-' (Washington: I.A.C.P., 

1962.) 
"" Ibid. 
30 George W. O'Connor nnd Nelson A. Watson, "Juvenile Delinquency aud Youth 

Crime: Tho Police Role." (Washington: I.A.C.P., 1954), p. 79. 
81 Michigan State University, Institute I~r Community Dcvelo~mcnt, "Police 

and Southern States, a majority of the officers are not 
high school graduates. For example, a 1962 survey of 
one Connecticut department revealed that 53 of the 85 
sworn officers had not completed high school. S2 

Sworn personnel, who, in various unpredictable situa
tions, are required to make difficult judgments, should 
possess a sound knowledge of society and human behavior. 
This can best be attained through advanced education: 33 

A superior officer of any police department should certainly 
be conversant with the structure of our government and its phi
losophies. He must be well grounded in sociology, criminology, 
and human relations in order to understand the ramifications of 
the problems which confront him daily. He must understand 
what makes people act as they do and what impact his actions 
in the performance of duty wiII have on them. 

Minimum Educational Requirements. Due to the 
nature of the police task and its effect on our society, there 
is need to elevate educational requiremwts to the level 
of a college degree from an accredited institution for all 
future personnel selected to perform the functions of a 
police agent. The demands on the police should preclude 
a lower requirement for persons responsible for confront
ing major crime and social problems. Functions to be 
performed by the police officer, although not as demand
ing, are also complex. Hence, all future personnel serving 
in that capacity should be required to have completed at 
least 2 years of college preparation at an accredited 
institution. 

While such educational requirements could be imple
mented in only a limited number of departments today, 
it is imperative that all law enforcement agencies strive 
to achieve these goals as quickly as possible. As an appro
priate first step, all departments should immediately estab
lish a requirement that no person be employed in a sworn 
capacity until he has received a high school diploma and 
has demonstrated by appropriate achievement tests the 
ability to perform successfully college level studies.s.1 

Cities and counties which fail to recognize the vital neces
sity of upgrading the educational level~ of their depart
ments are guilty of perpetuating ineffective police service 
and are not providing their citizens with adequate police 
service and protection. To assist departments in ulti
mately reaching desirable requirements, educational 
standards should be increased progressively as conditions 
permit. The ultimate goal is that all personnel with gen
eral enforcement powers have baccalaureate degrees. 

At least twenty-two departments, twenty-one of which 
are in California, have already established minimum 
college requirements, varying from one semester of college 
education to a 4-year degree. For example, the San Jose 
Police Department has had a minimum entrance require
ment of 2 years of college since 1957 and the Berkeley 
Police Department has had the same requirement since 
1960.35 The only non-Federal law enforcement agency 
now requiring that all entering officers have a 4-year 
college degree is the Multnomah County Shedff's Depart
ment in Oregon.aa 

Although it is recognized that most departments are 
encountering difficulty in filling current positions under 

Training in tho Detroit Metropolitan Region: Recommendations for a Regional Ap
proach." (Detroit: Tho Metropolitan Fund, 1966), p. 69. 
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33 Statement of Stephen Kennedy, former Commissioner of Police, cited in 
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34 National League of Cities, "Notional Municipal Policy." (Washington: Na
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existing entrance requirements, little attempt has been 
made thus far to attract college students and graduates 
into the police service. In 1966, 55 percent of all high 
school graduates enrolled in college and this percentage 
will continue to increase.37 The police service can be one 
of the most rewarding and challenging callings in govern
ment, and police departments should be in a position to 
compete for college graduates. Positive programs for 
attracting highly qualified students into law enforcement 
careers will be discussed in a later section of this chapter. 

The need to elevate educational standards is not limited 
to sworn officers of lower rank. The 1964 national sur
vey conducted by the International Association of Chiefs 
of Police disclosed that only 33.6 percent of the police ad
ministrators had attended college, and of this figure, only 
9.2 percent possessed one or more college degrees.3s These 
percentages approximate the educational level of subor
dinate officers, and with reason. In nearly all agencies, 
police administrators are selected from among men of 
lower rank within the department. Although a great 
majority of the chief administrators in our nation's police 
departments have achieved enviable records as outstand
ing police officers, only a few have achieved the appro
priate level of training and education in management and 
administration to administer a law enforcement agency.59 

The police officer who has walked his beat as a patrolman, 
investigated crime as a detective, and managed the technical 
routine of stationhouse activity as lieutenant or captain, is not 
fitted by this experience to administer the complex affairs of a 
large police department. 

In the early part of the 20th century, a police chief would 
typically be appointed by a mayor. On many occasions 
this appointment was used as a method of rewarding 
friends or repaying political favors. The misuse of this 
appointing authority was illustrated in the Wickersham 
Commission "Report on Police" in 1931: 40 

As an illustration, a few years ago the mayor of Indianapolis 
was called upon to introduce the police chief of that city to an 
assemblage of police chiefs during one of their conferences. In 
the course of his introductory remarks the mayor said, "I know 
that my man is going to be a good chief because he has been 
my tailor for 20 years. He knows how to make good clothes; 
he ought to be a good chief." 

Stringent civil service regulations were enacted in many 
communities to counter this evil, and the requirement 
that a chief of police had to be selected from among men 
presently in the department ensued. Stamping out one 
evil, however, simply created another, since the men 
selected were often not qualified to assume the adminis
tration of the department. The operation and manage
ment of a large police department is as complex as 
administering a business of comparable resources and re
quires similar skiIls.41 

In that respect, there are problems of police management that 
are Quite similar to problems of big business, and soluble in 
familiar managerial techniques; efficiency, planning, communica
tion, and technological innovation. 

31 Fjgurcs obtained from the National Center for Educational Statistics, Office of 
Health, Education, nnd Welf.re, Aug. 1966. 

38 Supra, note 80 .t p. 79. 
3t) Raymond B. Fosdick, uAmerican Police System." (New York: The Century 
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It can no longer be assumed that the affairs of a police 
department can be administered effectively by a person 
whose single qualification is extensive police experience. 
With few exceptions, the completion of 4 years at a college 
'01' university is a minimum requirement for top adminis
trative and staff positions in other branches of govern
ment.42 No less should be demanded of administrative 
and supervisory personnel in our police departments. 

Therefore police departments, and particularly larger 
departments, should take immediate steps to establish 
the minimum educational requirement of a baccalaureate 
degree at an accredited institution for all major adminis
trative and supervisory positions. The need for an influx 
of trained or experienced persons possessing college cre
dentials into top management positions is a current and 
critical one. Although the educational requirements for 
many supervisory and middle management positions may 
have to be increased progressively-in the same manner 
as for the police officer and the police agent-a hac
caluareate degree requirement should immediately be es
tablished for all future chief administrators. Further, 
and as will be more fully discussed in the later section on 
career development, all present supervisors, middle man
agers, and administrators should be exposed to advanced 
training in supervisory and management principles. If 
no candidate within a department is fully qualified to fill 
a vacancy for chief of police, this position should be 
opened to applicants from outside of the department who 
do possess the requisite qualifications. In some jurisdic
tions, this will require a revision of civil service regula
tions. The position of chief administrator has already 
been opened to outside applicants in such large cities as 
Chicago, Boston, Philadelphia, New York, Syracuse, De
troit and Baltimore, as weII as numerouS medium-sized and 
small departments. 

Educational Programs for Law Enforcement. There 
is a current and rapidly growing movemem. <>.mong 
colleges and especially junior colleges to develop degree 
programs for potential and existing law enforcement per
sonnel. In 1966, there were 134 degree programs which 
could be identified as oriented toward police service, 100 
of which were 2-year degree programs in police science 
offered at junior colleges:J3 To encourage the develop
ment of such programs, the U.S. Department of Justice, 
through its Office of Law Enforcement Assistance, has 
been providing grants to institutions interested in es
tablishing such programs or improving existing ones . 

The Commission's examination of these programs 
disclose that many of them are highly vocational in nature 
and :ue primarily intended to provide technical skills 
necessary in performing police work. College credit is 
given, for example, for such courses as traffic control, 
defensive tactics and patrol procedures. Although there 
is a need for vocational training, it is not and cannot be a 
substitute for a liberal arts education: H 

The trained man has developed skills and attitudes needed to 
perform a complex task. The educated man has developed his 
capacity to judge the worth, the performance, and the excellence 
of human action. 

41 Franklin ?tf. Krcml, "The Role of Colleges and Universities in Police Manage .. 
mllnt," "The Police Yearbook." (W.shington: I.A.C.P., 1966), p. 86. 
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The wisdom of glvmg degree credit for technical 
courses, therefore, must be questioned. Training may be 
properly offered at college or junior college facilities but 
not as part of the school's basic program. The facilities 
of these institutions, since they are designed for teaching, 
may serve as the location for basic or specialized police 
training programs. Twenty-six out of forty-four Cali
fornia certified police academies are, for example, co
ordinated and financed through the junior college system 
in that State.45 When courses are offered for vocational 
training, however, they should be considered as such and 
not as degree credit offerings of the institution. 

While there has been some progress made in deter
mining the training needs of police personnel, there has 
been far too little analysis either by the police or by col
leges and universities of their educational needs. First of 
all, the diverse demands on the police dictate that depart
ments recruit persons with specialized educational back
grounds in various disciplines. For example, lawyers are 
needed as legal and administrative advisors; business and 
public administration experts are needed for fiscal. and 
management positions; engineers and scientists are needed 
for communications and other technological programs; 
and personnel with a variety of backgrounds are needed 
for planning and research. 

That being the case, the educational requirements 
cannot be identical for all police positions. A police 
agency must select personnel on the basis of their qualifi
cations to fulfill a particularized need. Although it is 
obvious that certain subjects such as sociology, psy
chology, history, and political science should be taken 
by police agents and officers in order to give them greater 
insight into human behavior and the governmental proc· 
ess, much more research is needed to determine which 
specific courses of study are most beneficial. Colleges 
and universities have long ignored the problems and edu
cational needs of law enforcement.46 As FBI Director 
J. Edgar Hoover has observed, these institutions "should 
be initiating and increasing courses of study oriented 
toward the development of a career police profession." 47 

Until the educational needs of field officers are more 
fully evaluated, however, undergraduate programs should 
emphasize the social sciences and liberal arts. The com
plex responsibilities and duties of police work require that 
field personnel understand .heir community and condi
tions which breed critninal and delinquent conduct. This 
understanding can best be gained through a liberal 
education. 

Independent Examination of Educational Qualifica
tions. There are pitfalls in relying upon a college or 
junior college degree as the sole means of measuring 
whether an education is suitable to meet minimum re
quirements. Experience in other disciplines and in law 
enforcement has revealed that there are "diploma mill" 
institutions that award the requisite degree but that fail 
to provide a meaningful education.48 For this reason, 
police departments should either require that a college 
degree be obtained from an institution accredited by a 

4:' State of California, Department of Justice, Commission on Peace Officer Stand. 
ards and Training, "California Peace Officers Standards Program." (Sacramento: 
California Department of Justice, 1966). 

4.0 L. Dana Gatlin, "Police Chiefs Win Diplomas," Christian Science Monitor. 
(Boston), August 20, 1966, p. a, col. 1. 

41 J. Edgar Hoover, "Message from the Director, FBI Law Enforcement Bulle· 
tin," editorial. (Washington: U.S. Department of Justicc, Federal Bureau of 
Investigation, May, 1964.) 

48 Supra, note 41 at p. 39. 

recognized accrediting body or should independently test 
candidates to measure their educational achievement. 

Also, until such time as educational requirements are 
elevated to acceptable levels, police departments should 
administer tests to all applicants to determine capacity 
and potential and should accept only those applicants 
who demonstrate an ability to perform successfully uni
versity level studies. Nearly all departments today ad
minister written examinations to their applicants. In a 
survey conducted in 1961,98 percent of the departments 
surveyed conducted entrance examinations to test mental 
ability.40 However, many of these examinations either 
test for knowledge of police work alone or do not appro
priately measure intelligence. For example, one writ
ten examination given to applicants of a metropolitan 
police department in Tennessee measured memory and 
general knowledge of police practices, local government, 
and general inforrr.ation only. 50 The written examination 
given to applicants of the Metropolitan Police Department 
of Washington, D.C., consists of an 80-question multiple 
choice aptitude test. When the exalnination w~ given 
to 206 applicants in three cities in June of 1965, 188 
passed.51 

If a department accepts applicants with an educational 
achievement of a high school diploma or less, it should 
admini~ter and have interpreted by trained experts an 
intelligence test of trustworthy reliability and validity, 
such as the Wechsler Bellevue, the California Mental 
Maturity Test, or the Otis Quick Scoring Mental Ability 
Tests.52 Too, it should accept only those applicants whose 
intellectual capacity is above average. 

INDIVIDUAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Just as advanced education and above average intelli
gence are fundamental requisites for law enforcement 
personnel, so are emotional stability, commonsense, and 
integrity. In addition, the law enforcement officer must 
be free of prejudices which might interfere with the proper 
carrying out of his responsibilities: 53 

The police are frequently confronted with emotion-charged 
situations that tempt strong responses from them. Important 
to success in dealing with such situations is a stability impervious 
to work-related and other emotional stresses and unhampered 
by prejudices and undesirable attitudes in getting along with 
people under trying circumstances .... Police service affords 
unusual opportunities and temptations to accept graft, to indulge 
in other forms of dishonesty, immorality, and excesses and to 
wreak vengeance on persons who have offended. Successful 
police service is predicated on the integrity, morality, and fairness 
of the members of the force. 

It is doubtful whether current selection procedures in 
most police departments effectively screen out persons 
unsuited for police work. In the early years of this cen
tury, personal qualifications were deemed sufficient if 
laudatory letters were received from friends or "ward 
heelers" in support of a candidate. 54 Although there have 
been improvements in procedures for evaluating personal 
characteristics in the past 35 years, they are not widely 
used. Further, there are as yet no reliable screening 

40 Supra. note 28. 
liO I.A.C.P., "A Survey of the Department of Metropolitan Police, Nashville-

Davidson County, Tennessee." (Washington: LA.C.P., 1964), p. 86. 
01 Supra, note 13 at p. 100. 
52 Robert L. Thorndike and Elizabeth Hn(!cn, "Measurement and Evaluation in 
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cago: Public Administration Service, 1955), pp. 10~1l0. 
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devices to identify applicants who are emotionally unfit 
for police employment.55 Although reliable methods may 
have been devised for measuring suitability for a limited 
number of other occupations and professions, these meth
ods are not as effective in measuring fitness for police 
work. 56 

Selection techniques in law enforcement cannot merely emulate 
those devised for business, industry, or teaching. Law enforce
ment, which vests authority and power in its representatives, also 
imposes on them stresses unlike those encountered in any other 
profession. 

Even though it is not yet possible with existing knowl
~dge to ascertain all factors which contribute to the devel
opment of a good or an unfit policeman, pro, ;dures for 
discovering undesirable traits in applicants do exist and 
are being used by some departments. 57 These meth
ods, their value, and their limitations, are the subject 
of this section. 

Character Investigation. If properly conducted a 
background investigation can provide invaluable informa
tion on the character of applicants.5s 

In a recent survey by the National League of Cities, 278 
of the 284 cities surveyed reported that a background in
vestigation was employed to investigate the character of 
police applicants.59 This survey indicated that a majority 
of the cities checked identification records at the local, 
State, and Federal levels, and also checked character 
references supplied by the applicants. 00 In many cities, 
however, character investigations are extremely limited 
in scope and investigators seldom probe deeply enough 
to uncover the information needed for professional 
evaluation.o1 

Few municipal forces have yet devoted enough attention to 
the character investigation of applicants. Civil Service routines 
often merely require that the applicant provide character vouch
ers or "references" which are accepted without further question.a" 

This is not true, however, of all departments. For ex
ample, during the period between August 1957 and Octo
ber 1964 over one-fourth of the applicants of the Los 
Angeles Police Department were rejected on the basis of 
intensive background investigations after they had success
fully passed written, oral, and medical examinations.03 

No department should admit any person into the police 
service until his background has been comprehensively 
investigated. Trained investigators should examine 
school, credit, and criminal records; interview persons 
used as references and other persons in the applicant's 
neighborhood; and interview past and present employers. 
The investigative process should extend to other com
munities as well, if the applicant has lived elsewhere. To 
assist in the check of criminal records, the fingerprints of 
each applicant should be obtained. Prior convictions, 
work habits, prejudices, emotional stability, among other 
characteristics, should be determined to ascertain whether 

W Dr. Ruth Levy, "Summary of Report on Retrospective Study of 5,000 Peace 
Officer Personnel Records," liThe Police Yearbook." (Washington: I.A,C.P. 
1966), p. 61. 

54 Id. at. p. 61. 
5j Dr. James H. Rankin, HPrevcntive Psychiatry in the Los Angeles Police De-

partment," "Police." (Springfield: Charles C. Thomas, July-August 1957), p. 28. 
58 Richard H. Blum, "Police Selection." (Springfield: Charlcs C. Thomas, 
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the applicant is fit to perform police work. 04 Since back
ground investigations are expensive, if properly conducted, 
they should be restricted to those who otherwise have 
qualified. 05 

Emotional Stability. Within the past 30 years, many 
police administrators and educators have contended that 
prospective policemen should be examined for personality 
defects prior to their appointment.°o The emotional 
stability to withstand the stresses of police work must, of 
necessity, be a primary requisite of police personnel. Offi
cers must rationally cope with violence, verbal abuse, 
resentment, and emergencies. The emotionally unfit 
cannot meet these stresses. Although a comprehensive 
character investigation will eliminate many socially mal
adjusted applicants, personality defects in some of the ap
plicants will be latent and not easily discernible. 07 

For this reason, several police departments conduct 
psychological and psychiatric examinations. A survey of 
over 300 police departments by the Internatio~al Asso
ciation of Chiefs of Police in 1961 revealed that 5.0 depart
ments administered such examinations. os In 1955, 
Thomas W. Oglesby, then a personnel technician for the 
city of Pasadena, Calif., conducted a survey that disclosed 
that 14 cities with population of over 100,000 had for
malized programs for psychiatric or psychological testing 
of police applicants.oo These examinations vary con
siderably. For example, in Philadelphia, applicants are 
interviewed by a psychiatrist; in Kansas City, a clinical 
psychologist interviews applicants. In Los Angeles, the 
psychiatrists who interviews applicants also administers 
two tests-The Minnesota Multiphasic Personal Inven
tory (MMPI) and the Group Rorschach, primarily to 
determine neurotic and psychotic tendencies. 70 

Between 1953 and 1957, of the 760 persons tested by 
the Los Angeles Police Department for personality dis
orders, 86, or 11.3 percent, were rejected as not meeting 
acceptable psychiatric standards.71 Fifty-one percent of 
these applicants were found to be latently or borderline 
psychotic and 22 percent were diagnosed as schizoid per
sonalities.72 Although there is considerable conflict over 
the reliability of such tests as they relate to vocational 
success or failure in police work,73 properly administered 
tests and interviews can eliminate many of the emotionally 
unfit. 

Psychological tests, such as the MMPI, and interviews 
to determine emotional stability should be conducted by 
all departments. These examinations should be admin
istered only by trained professionals and their limitations 
should be fully understood. Federal and State funds 
should be made available in the form of research grants 
for the purpose of devising reliable tests or other means 
of evaluating the characteristics of applicants which may 
be detrimental to successful police work. 

A majority of police departments use another proce
dure, the oral interview, to assess the character of appli
c-ants.74 Under this procedure, a selected group of offi-

man, UInterdisciplinary Problems in Crirnillology~ Papers of the American Society 
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cers or a combination of officers and civilian personnel 
specialists interview individual applicants, then sub
sequently determine the applicant's suitability. This 
procedure has numerous advantages. Representatives 
of the department have the opportunity to evaluate 
the demeano; and attitude of the applicants, and 
through probmg questions can determine their ability 
to handle stress situations and to respond appropriately 
to judgmental questions.7s However, since this technique 
of screening is primarily a subjective one, it has received 
criticism which arises out of three considerations: ,0 
( 1) the difficulty of developing valid and reliable oral 
tests; (2) the difficulty of securing a reviewable record 
on an oral test; (3) public suspicion of the oral as a chan
nel for the execution of political influence through the 
destruction of anonymity. 
. Although each department, utilizing skilled representa

tlves, should have the opportunity ·to evaluate its appli
cants for police positions, the opinions derived from an 
oral interview, which is necessarily subjective, should not 
be the sole method used for disqualification. If this 
proce~ur~ is appropriately util!zed along with background 
mvestIgatIOns and psychologIcal testing, the selection 
process could become a reliable method for screening out 
the unqualified.77 

Even if more reliable devices for screening applicants 
were used in all departments, candidates with personality 
disorders or other defects cannot always be discovered 
before they are accepted into police service. It is essen
tial, therefore, that procedures exist to remove such offi
cers before permanent tenure makes removal extremely 
difficult. Such procedures are discussed in a later sec
tion on probationary period. 

Physical Requirements. Any police officer working in 
the field must possess physical courage, stamina and 
agility. These qualities may help to save his own life or 
the lives of others. But existing requirements on physical 
stature and condition in many departments are unduly 
restrictive, with the result that many applicants, who may 
otherwise have exceptional qualifications, are summarily 
rejected because of height, weight, or vision. For exam
ple, in +956, a survey conducted by the International 
Association of Chiefs of Police revealed that nearly 85 
percent of the police departments surveyed had a man
datory height requirement of 5'8" or higher.'s 

All departments should eliminate inflexible mandatory 
physical requirements. While physical characteristics 
and conditions such as freedom from disabling diseases or 
physical handicaps should be carefully considered in the 
selection process, factors such as height should be consid
ered along with other attributes of the candidate, rather 
than be automatically disqualifying.'o 

Height, like age, is a factor which must be evaluated in terms 
of the full abilities of the candidate. It should not be used as a 
hurdle with a fixed standard except to eliminate persons below 
normal sta~dard~ lacking other. compensation qua~ities. Physi
cal ~tature .IS ~ ~mgle factor whIch should not deprtve the police 
servlce of mdlvlduals who are capable of physically defending 
themselves. The police image is not likely to suffer any severe 
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d~age if fully capable men are employed despite their lack of 
heIght. 

Likewise, there is little justification for requiring near 
pe~ect uncorrected vision of all applicants. Sight re
qUIrements are often set at 20/20 uncorrected for both 
eyes, or slightly less fo~ one eye, correctable to 20/20.80 

Other occupations, in which excellent vision is of equal 
necessity, have less stringent standards. For example, the 
Federal Aviation Agency will license commercial pilots 
whose vision is 20/100 as long as the vision is correctable 
to 20/20.81 Professional athletes, who participate in 
body contact sports such as basket:ball or football, often 
wear corrective contact lenses, and this does not adversely 
affect their ability to perform. Also, police departments 
continue officers in employment after selection even 
though they subsequently require correctiye lenses . 

Many departments are beginning to recognize the arbi
trariness of traditional standards. In 1965, the Philadel
phia Police Department lowered the height minimum 
from 5'8" to 5'7" and began accepting recruits with vision 
defects correctable by spectacles.82 

In place of mandatory rigid requirements for all en
tering personnel, physical requirements should be assessed 
on an individual basis. The opinion of an examining 
physician on whether an applicant is fit to serve would 
prove far more reliable than mandatory civil service 
requiremen ts. 83 

For this reason, a police administrator should be given 
the discretion to establish flexible standards. These 
standards may vary in relationship to the position being 
filled. For example, if a person is hired from outside 
of the department to fill a staff position, physical stature 
and vision would not have to meet minimum standards 
required of sworn personnel. 

Residency Requirements. A major deterrent to re
cruiting is local restrictions on the residency of applicants. 
A 1961 survey by the International Association of Chiefs 
of Police revealed that nearly 75 percent of the respond
ing departments had preservice residency requirements 
varying from 6 months to 5 years.S! 

These requirements can be traced back to the depression 
era when employment was scarce and municipalities at
tempted to give job preferences to local residents.85 

Since nearly all police departments are encountering great • 
difficulty in filling current positions, these restrictions now 
serve only to inhibit attempts to improve the quality of 
police personnel. Many departments, such as the Metro
politan Police Department of Washington, D.C. and 
the Public ~afety Depa!tment of Dade County, Fla.: have 
deleted reSidence reqUIrements and nearly all police ex
perts are calling for their removal: so 

!'reemployme?t residence. in the community should not be re
qll1r~d of candIdates, for It reduces the number of qualified 
appll~ants from whom the most promising may be selected. 
Qualified young men who are residents of other cities or of small 
cr.~munities a?d rura! areas often lack attractive opportunities in 
!helr local pohce servIce and are frequently interested in service 
I~ the departments of a lar~er community. Local-residence can
didates deny the commumty the opportunity to recruit prom-
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ising candidates who may, in some instances, provide a quality 
of leadership lacking among local applicants. 

Each department should attempt to obtain the best 
policemen that can be recruited anywhere in the 
country.s, Police and city administrators should im
mediately take steps, therefore, to remove local residency 
requirements and should also encourage the removal of 
State residency requirements, if they exist. This is con
sistent with the recent recommendation of the American 
Bar Association in their minimum standards for police 
recruit qualifications and selection.s8 

Age Requirements. In most cities, the minimum per
missible age for becoming a policeman is 21, although 
some cities require that recruits be 25.s0 Thus, police de
partments that accept applicants who have completed 
high school or less cannot actively recruit persons until 
they have been out of school for at least 3 years. The ef
fect of this delay is that many of the talented high school 
graduates will begin other careers, and therefore, will be 
otherwise committed before they are eligible for the po
lice service. 00 

The 21 years of age standard restricts recruitment. Potential 
police applicants who graduate from high school find it neces
sary to obtain other employment and are likely to fall in career 
channels which take them away permanently from their original 
police interests and aptitudes. 

As a result, police departments often attract applicants 
who have already experienced one or more job failures. 

If police departments required all applicants to possess 
a college degree, a minimum age requirement of 21 would 
not create a significant problem. But as long as the police 
continue to recruit high school graduates or even junior 
college graduates-and this is likely for some time-it is 
essential that the police be permitted to compete more 
effectively for younger men. 

There are at least two potential methods of overcoming 
this problem. First, the minimum age requirement for 
police service could be reduced to 18, 19, or 20. This 
would allow the police to recruit persons before they 
become committed to other careers. At least five cities. 
Chicago, Oak Park (Michigan), Minneapolis, Houston: 
and Dallas, already hire persons under the age of 21 to 
serve as police officers.01 The Houston Police Department 
in 1964 hired 26 men u'1der the age of 21. It was the 
unanimous view of that department's supervisors that 
these officers performed successfully and that the depart
ment would continue to select mature men of 19 and 20 
to become police officers.92 

Police departments should carefully evaluate their 
existing minimum age requirements. In the light of 
the great responsibility of policemen, however, there is 
is some question whether age requirements should be auto
matically lowered for all applicants. It may be more 
appropriate to establish a special procedure whereby the 
minimum age requirement could be waived when a person 
under the age of 21 demonstrates the necessary maturity 
and intelligence to merit special consideration. 
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The second, and possibly the most promising, method 
of bridging the period between graduation from high 
school and the age of 21 is the development of an entirely 
new type of cadet program-the CSO concept. 

Under the traditional cadet or trainee program, a police 
departmen t hires persons between the ages of 17 and 21 
and assigns them the responsibility of performing non
sworn police tasks or assisting sworn officers until they 
qualify to take the entrance examination. Such a pro
gram has been in existence in England since the 1930's 
and n~w const.itutes the primary source of recruiting men 
to polIce servIce.03 In a 1966 survey by the National 
League of Cities it was reported that 52 police depart
ments in the United States now have cadet programs.04 
In .the New York City Police Department, those in its 
tramee program perforn1 certain clerical and other tasks 
not directly related to crime control, rcceive police train
ing ~nd earn salaries competitive with other salaries paid 
to hIgh school graduates. The trainee can take his qua li
fying examination before reaching 21 and when he reaches 
the minimum age required for sworn status can imme-
diately enter the service as an officer. ' 

Many of the departments that initiated cadet programs 
found them wanting.05 The primary reasons are that the 
work done by cadets often did not justify the expenditures 
for the program, that a limited number of persons were 
attracted to the program, and that many cadets left the 
program and did not become sworn officers.9G 

Most cadets n?w perform clerical functions only and, 
therefore, learn httle about police work or the rewards of 
a police career. If cadets were given financial aid to con
tinue their education and received extensive police train
ing as CSOs, as~isting pol,ice officers and police agents, as 
well as performmg noncnme related functions, CSO pro
grams could serve as a valuable recruiting device and a 
method of upgrading the quality of personnel. Educa
tion and incentive programs for CSOs will be more fully 
described in the next section of this chapter. 

In summary, the current minimum age in most police 
departments may unnecessarily restrict the recruiting base 
and discourage persons, otherwise qualified, from pursu
ing careers in law enforcement. Communities should 
adjust current requirements and should experiment with 
CSO-type programs for the purpose of interesting quali
fied persons in law enforcement careers. 

Concomitant with minimum age restrictions, most com
munities impose maximum age restrictions on police de
partment applicants. A 1961 survey by the Interna
tional Association of Chiefs of Police revealed that 30 
percent of the departments surveyed 'barred persons over 
30 years of age and 80 percent barred men over 35 years.01 

Many police experts favor lowering the maximum age 
reqUIrement to 29. For example, the International Asso
dation of Chiefs of Police has recommended that the 
maximum age be reduced to 29: os 

The upper age limit of 35 is considerecl to be too high. There 
~re many advantages in lowering the upper limit. It assists 
III reducmg turnover because young men, not having established 
themselves in a trade or occupation, are less likely than others 
to leave the force during periods of economic prosperity . . . 

Oi Supra, noto 59 at p. 17. 
.05 Indiana University, Department of Police Administration, uRecommenda .. 
u~ns Based Upon a Study of Police Cadet Programs in the United Statcs," Bub
mItted to Office of Law Enforcement Assistance, Department of Justice (April 
1966). 
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Younger men can also be expected to fulfill their maximum 
working years with greater eridurance for the tremendous physi
cal exertions required of the working officer. In addition 
younger men present easier training subjects and are probably 
more readily amenable to the discipline necessary in a police 
operation. For these reasons a maximum age should be es
tablished that is no higher than 29. 

While every effort should be made to recruit younger 
men for police service, it is doubtful that mandatory maxi
~um age requirements of 29 would always serve thl'. best 
mterests of a department. In some cases, a highly quali
fied person, who had pursued a successful career in an
other law enforcement agency or in another profession, 
such .as the military service, may possess skills needed by 
a pollee department. To prevent the automatic rejection 
of such persons, maximum age requirements should be 
maintained at higher levels-the Federal Bureau of In
vestigation has a maximum age requirement of 41 9D-or 
police administrators should be given wide latitude in 
waiving a lower maximum age requirement when they 
consider such waiver to be justified. 

PROBATIONARY PERIOD 

Regardless of how carefully a department may select 
and screen its personnel in accordance with the best tech
niques known today, these procedures alone do not ac
cur~tely m~asure fitness to perform police work.100 The 
pohce ~efVlce and other government agencies have long 
recogmz~~ that a period of probation is necessary to judge 
the quahtles of new employees. Full evaluation must be 
made of a police. recruit's ability to determine whether 
he can cope with the unusual demands of the police 
service and to detect weaknesses which may develop un
der actual working conditions. Since civil service com
missions, cent~al personnel agencies, or police boards of
ten select pohce. personnel, a probationary period is the 
only. metho~, ~sIde from a brief oral interview, by which 
a chIef admmlstrator can evaluate officers and eliminate 
those who do not meet the needs of the department.IOl 

In a 1956 survey of 368 departments by the Interna
tional Association of Chiefs of Police, it was reported that 
93 percent of these departments required new appointees 
to serve a period of time on probationary status.102 How
ever, in over 74 percent of these departments the proba
tionary period was limited to 6 months or le~s.103 Only 
2 percent of the departments had a probationary period 
l~nger than 1 y;ar:104 In contrast, the probationary pe
rIod for the pohce m England and Wales is 2 years.105 

Few. departments today make appropriate use of the 
probationary process. An earlier national commission in
dicated that this was common of all government 
agencies: 106 

. In spite of the frequently heard complaint that the examina
tions are even l!0w. unsatisfactory, ~nd that t~e departments 
are now filled With Incompetents, thiS commiSSIOn was able to 
find scarcely a single jurisdiction which is giving systematic 
attention to the probationl!ry period. 

Probation should invoh:e a system~tic ~va!uati'On of per
formance and a correction of defiCIenCIes m the selection 

00 u.s. Department of Justice, "Facts About a Career in the FBI ft (Washing-
ton: U.S. Government Printing Offiee, 1966). • 

100 Supra, note 28. 
101. Supra, note 77 at p. 67. 
102 Supra t note 28. 
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lOG Supra, note 16 at p. 132. 

pro~ess by. "dismissing the inept recruit in the early stages 
of hIS servIce ... before he has acquired the extraordinary 
p:otection thrown about him by tenure-of-office acts." 107 
Smce current selec~ion method~ cannot screen out all per
sons w~o are unsUIted for pohce work, a comprehensive 
evaluatIOn of recruits d~ring probation is extremely im
portant. For example, m the Berkeley, Calif. Police De
partment ~n average of 20 percent of the recruits initially 
accepted mto the department are removed prior to the 
end of their 2-year probationary period. lOB Between Oc
tober. of ~961 and September 1962, 10 percent of the 
recrUIts hIred by the Department of Public Safety of Dade 
County, Fla., were d.ismissed during their probationary 
period.loD 

. In most ~epartments, however, the length of the proba
tIonary penod and methods of evaluation are insufficient 
to meast;re the effectiveness or the personal characteristics 
of recrUIts. The first 3 to 6 months of a recruit's employ
~ent should b~ de,":oted. to a training }lrogram. Thus, 
httle opportumty WIll eXIst to observe performance in a 
variety of wor~ing situatioI?s until after training is com
pleted. A relIable evaluatIon cannot be made in a few 
months. For this reason, a probationary period should 
be 18 months in length, and certainly no less than 1 year. 
. Even an extended period of probation will not be mean
mgful, however, unless a careful evaluation of each recruit 
is undertaken. In many ~epartments, probationary offi
cers are not .closely supervIsed and no fonnal reports are 
made of theIr performance. As a result, it is typical for 
officers to be. elevated t? regular .status automatically upon 
the completion of theIr probatIonary period. The per
fo~~nce of all offictrs, both during and after recruit 
trammg, should. b~ sy~tematically .observ~d and formally 
rated by all trammg mstructors, ImmedIate supervisors, 
and carefully selected officers who have worked with the 
I!robationary officer.l1O And if, for example, a proba
tIOnary offic~r demonstra~es biases which prevent him 
from ImpartIally perfonnmg police work he should be 
rat~d as unquaiified.. Along with ratings, citizen com
plamts rendered agamst probationary officers should be 
evaluated both to protect the officer and to determine 
possible derogatory qualities and conduct. All noted de
ficiencies in performance and aptitude should then be 
assessed to determine whether they are rectifiable. If 
they are not, the officer should be dismissed from the 
service. 
.l?ismis~al of probationary officers is complicated by the 

CIVIl servIce la~ ~n maI?Y jurisdict~ons.1l1 A 1961 survey 
showed that CIVIl servIce regulations in 82 of the 345 
cities surveyed required police departments to show the 
same documented cause for dismissing probationary 
officers as for dismissing regular personnel. Far greater 
latitud~ for ?ismissal sh~>uld be granted to the hiring 
authOrIty dUrIng a probatIOnary period . 

In many cities, however, incompetent personnel is not 
remove~ ~uring prob<l:tionary .p~riods solely because of 
the unwIllmgness of chIef admInIstrators to exercise their 
power of dismissal.ll2 . 

While much remains to be done to improve civil service law 
and regulations with respect to police probation, the whole prob-

106 Commission of Inquiry on Public Servico Personne] "Better Government 
Personnel." (Washington: 19:16, U.S. Government Printing Office), pp. 48-49. 
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Jem will remain unchanged until municipal police administra
tors more frequently exercise the powers of dismissal lodged 
with them. Until this is done, little sympathy need be accorded 
to the police chief who complains that he does not possess 
sufficient power to discipline the rank and filej for even when 
the chief's powers in this respect are complete and unrestricted 
during the probationary period, almost never are they exercised, 
with the result that the errors arising out of inadequate ~elec
tion processes quickly come under the full protection of civil 
service laws and regulations. 

Thus, it is incumbent upon all chief administrators to 
take action quickly and remove any officer who does not 
possess the requisites to meet effectively and impartially 
the demands placed upon police personnel. 

AUTHORITY FOR REMOVAL 

Even the careful screening of officers during probation 
will not insure that a department will be free of personnel 
who are corrupt, incompetent, or emotionally unqualified 
to perfonn police work. While the need to protect career 
officers from arbitrary dismissal by chief administrators is 
recognized, civil service regulations in a majority of our 
cities unduly restrict the authority of an administrator 
to weed out undesirable officers. In many cities, he has 
no authority to dismiss, but only the authority to recom
r;nend that a civil service board determine whether there 
is cause for dismissal. 

The experience of removal procedures under civil serv
ice has revealed that officers are normally dismissed only 
under flagrant circumstances. Even if an administrator 
is desirous of upgrading the quality of his personnel and 
removing all officers who do not meet the standards of 
his department, it is doubtful whether, under current 
procedures in many cities, he would be able to do so. 
Commission surveys report that these conditions con
tribute to a situation where too many officers remain in 
police departments even though they are unsuitable for 
public service and tarnish the image of all police 
personnel. . 

The primary authority for removal should be vested 
in the chief administrator of a police department. To 
curb abuses of authority, an independent agency, such as 
a civil service commission, should review dismissals. 

THE EFFECT OF RAISING STANDARDS 

This report has strongly urged that selection standards 
be significantly raised. This has been done with the full 
realization that the nation's police departments are seri
ously understaffed. 

The raising of standards, however, should actually have 
the overall effect of attracting more and better candidates 
by bolstering the prestige of police service. There are 
many able young men who will be willing and even eager 
to enter police work if police departments offered pro
fessional opportunities. As a former Chief of Police of 
Kansas City, Mo., recognized almost 10 years ago: 113 

Some have reasoned that current police working conditions, 
longer hours, and lower salaries than private industry, are large 

113 Bernl1rd C. Brannon, "The Set of the Sail,tt "Police." (Sept.-oct. 1957), 
p.17. 
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(September, 1966}. 
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enough obstacles in the way of obtaining new police personnel. 
They say that if we add another barrier, such as preservice State 
examinations, the employment problem will become more acute. 
I have reminded them that there is no permanency to status quo; 
there must either be progression or regression in our push to 
better standards. If we make the acquisition of a police posi
tion too easy, we discourage incentive and invite inefficiency. 
Any move on our part that tends to make the attainment of the 
policeman role a more honorable and proud accomplishment will 
tend to attract more and better recruits, men of the kind and type 
we now seek with eagerness. 

Departments which have college requirements, such as 
the Multnomah County Sheriff's Department, have re
ported that the elevation of standards has enhanced, not 
hindered, recruiting efforts.ll4 

This of course will require more than a mere appeal to 
college men or better public relations. First, as was em
phasized ab()ve, police departments should relax unduly 
restrictive standards relating to height, weight, eyesight 
and residency. Police departments will often have to 
decide which is more important-an office:- who is in
telligent and has insight into community enforcement 
problems or an officer with lesser intelligence and edu
cation who meets all the present rigid physical and resi
dency requirements. The decision. should be that 
modern professional policing must place a priority on 
education, intelligence, and emotional stability, and pro
vide greater flexibility in physical requirements. 

Second and most important, higher educational stand
ards can be successfully implemented only if police orga
nizations are drastically reorganized and improved to 
attract able recruits. The two can only be accomplished 
together. Consequently, the police departments of this 
nation must simultaneously work to recruit better edu
cated personnel and to examine and change their own 
operations to make police service a challenging and re
warding career. 

ATTRACTING PERSONNEL 

The Nation's police departments are encountering seri
ous difficulty in maintaining their forces at authorized 
strength. A survey conducted by the National League of 
Cities in 1966 disclosed that over 65 percent of the depart
ments surveyed were understaffed; that these departments 
were 5,840 officers, or 5 percent below authorized 
strength; and were 11,864 officers, or 10 percent below 
preferred strength. ll5 In 1965, for example, Baltimore 
was 229 officers below strength; Cleveland, 512; Pitts
burgh, 80; Kansas City, 215; and Memphis, 78.116 

Since, on the average, police departments are currently 
5 percent below authorized strength, since the authorized 
strength of police departments has increased at the rate 
of approximately 3 percent each year,117 and since an 
average of 5.4 percent of existing personnel leave their 
departments each year (due to resignation, dismissal, re
tirement, or death) 118 50,000 new police officers will be 
needed in 1967 alone. 

Commission recommendations for the addition of com
munity service officers and staff specialists will require 

no Police Department, Kansas City, Mo. "196'5 Survey of Municipal Police De· 
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even greater numbers of police personnel. But mere ad
dition of manpower without accompanying efforts to 
make the best use of existing personnel strength might 
serve only to aggravate the problem of inefficiency. In 
many departments police personnel are being wasted on 
trivial duties. In others, increased investment in staff 
work or more sophisticated equipment would do more to 
improve police work than investment in more men. 
Switching from 2-man to 1-man patrol cars would in some 
instances free large numbers of policemen for added patrol 
or investigative duties. Each department should assess 
its manpower needs with considerations such as these in 
mind and ask for additional men only when the organiza
tion, policies, and practices of the department are such 
that the increased personnel can be effectively utilized in 
the reduction of crime. When the case for this need has 
been made, it is the responsibility of each jurisdiction to 
see that this need is met. 

Although police departments are encountering diffi
culty in hiring new officers, this is not due to a dearth of 
applicants, but to a lack of qualified applicants. In 1961, 
only 22.3 percent of the applicants for positions in 368 
police departments were accepted.no The applicant suc
cess rate in many departments is far lower. For example, 
in 1965, only 2.8 percent of the candidates for the Los 
Angeles Police Department were eventually accepted into 
the force.12O In 1966, only 29 of 1,033 applicants were 
hired by the Dallas Police Department.121 

There is a critical need, therefore, for police depart
ments to attract more acceptable applicants to careers in 
law enforcement. This is particularly true in light of the 
recommendation that educational standards be elevated 
and that candidates be more carefully screened to insure 
acceptable emotional stability. As was noted by the 
British Royal Commission on Police in 1962, police work 
is not inherently unattractive as a career.122 The investi
gation or prevention of crime, the protection or assistance 
of citizens, and the administration of a complex govern
mental agency all provide stimulating career opportunities 
for the talented and the educated. 

This chapter has already discussed the inhibiting effect 
on police recruitment of the single level of entry into police 
work for recruits, and of restrictive physical and residency 
requirements. These are by no means the only deterrents 
to attracting able police recruits. There are other "pol
icies and practices that are obsolete and inadequate in 
today's competitive labor market." 123 

THE POLICE IMAGE 

Ther!,! is limited understanding by the public of the 
nature of the police task. The public as a whole may see 
the police as a whole as the front line of defense against 
crime, but more often than not individual citizens en
counter individual policemen when the policemen are 
directing traffic, rendering emergency treatment, issuing 
citations for parking or traffic violations, providing infor
mation, or performing other routine duties. On the other 
hand, to some persons who are poor or who are in minor
ity groups, the police are viewed as oppressive enforcers of 
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the status quo. Although support and respect for the 
police is increasing, the status accorded to the police is 
still far lower than that of other professions that compete 
for college graduates. In a 1961 survey of status given to 
occupations, the poFce ranked 54th out of 90 occupations, 
which tied them with playground directors and railroad 
conductors.124 

In short, the primary challenges confronting law en
forcement are often not apparent to the public, and the 
police, to date, have done little to highlight the demands 
on their personnel that do call for professional skills. 
Little effort is devoted to describing the complexity of in
vestigating or preventing crime, of reducing delinquent 
behavior, of administering police operations, or of solving 
community problems. Instead of promoting the ad
vantages of a career in the police service, police depart
ments, all too often, tarnish the attractiveness of 
police service. Police administrators frequently bemoan 
the plight of the policeman, the low compensation, the 
long hours, and the hostility and resentment of the pub
lic. Although the police should publicly discuss their 
problems, this can be accomplished, as it is in other pro
fessions, without undermining the attractiveness of police 
service itself. The hardships confronting the police, if 
positively presented, are precisely the challenges that 
could make the police service attractive to the highly 
skilled. As Glenford S. Leonard, the Director of Public 
Safety of Oak Park, Mich., recently stated: 125 

If we continually complain that our image is being adversely 
affected by our problems ... (then) it is being affected. I 
believe that we should start insisting and advertising that it is 
a career service of action, of prestige, and of the greatest im
portance in our democracy. We may even convince ourselves of 
this, and if we do, we have taken a big step toward attracting 
people .... 

CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT 

Compensation. If the police service is to be an at
tractive career opportunity, it must offer compensation 
that is competitive with other occupations or professions 
that seek men of education or ability. In most com
munities, the police service presently does not offer com
petitive salaries to the college graduate or to other talented 
persons. 

In 1966, the median starting salaries for patrolmen 
ranged from $4,920 in smaller communities to $5,834 in 
cities of over 500,000 population.m Starting salaries 
varied from $2,820 in Durant, Okla., to $8,790 in Anchor
age, Alaska.121 In most cities, the maximum salaries paid 
to patrolmen were not significantly higher than the en
trance salary. The maximum median salary in 1966 was 
$5,650 in smaller communities and $7,008 in larger cities 
or an average increase of only $730 and $1,174 respec
tively over starting salaries.12S 

Of the 228,798 sworn personnel reported in the 1960 
census of occupational characteristics, only 464 earned 
salaries of more than $15,000 and only 4,500 earned over 
$10,000.129 These figures clearly reflect the limited 
financial oportunities in the police service today. 
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Although it if; difficult to determine what occupations 
or professions compete with the police for personnel, it can 
be seen that police salaries are below those of most skilled 
occupations. In 1960, the median salary for professional 
and technical workers was $7,124; for craftsmen and fore
men, $5,699; and for police, $5,321.130 

In Seattle, policemen are paid $375 a month less than 
cable splicers; 131 in Nashville, electricians earn an hourly 
rate of $3.22 in contrast to the police rate of $2.55; 132 and 
retail buyers in Los Angeles earn a median salary of 
$9,492 as compared with maximum salary of $8,820 paid 
to patrolmen.133 

As earlier indicated, starting and maximum salaries for 
the police service should be competitive with salaries of
fered by other employers who seek men of the same age, 
ability, education, and experience. This will require that 
police salaries for all positions be increased in nearly all 
cities. For example, police departments must attract 
competent college graduates to perform as police agents. 
In many cities, this will require that starting salaries range 
from $7,000 to $lO,OOO-based upon 1967 wage levels
with maximum salaries for police agents exceeding $15,-
000. Special agents for the Federal Bureau of Investi
gation now earn starting salaries of $8,421 and can ulti
mately earn $16,905 in that same position. 

Not all police salaries, at least in the foreseeable future, 
will have to be competitive with salaries offered college 
graduates. Many police officers will continue to be high 
school graduates or will have' only completed 2 years of 
college. Salaries for this position, however, should at 
least be competitive with salaries paid to craftsmen and 
other skilled laborers. 1M In many communities this will 
require a starting salary-again based upon 1967 wage 
levels-between $6,000 and $9,000 with a maximum sal
ary of at least $12,000. Many large departments are al
ready paying beginning salaries to patrolmen which fall 
within this range. For example, the San Francisco Police 
Department has a starting salary of $8,220; Los Angeles, 
$7,692, and New York, $7,032.135 But in these depart
ments, as ""ell as nearly all others, the maximum salary 
opportunity is limited. Although the starting salary in 
San Francisco is camparatively high, the maximum salary 
for patrolmen is only $600 higher.laG Since the number 
of supervisory and administrative positions in any police 
department are limited, relatively few sworn officers ad
vance to these levels. Also, since it is essenti9-1 that highly 
skilled personnel remain as police officers and police 
agents, all departments should create greater career op
portunities within these positions. 

The median salary for the top police executive, the po
lice chief, ranges from $7,504, in smaller communities, to 
$17,600 in cities of over 500,000 population.l.87 In only 
8 of 38 cities of between 300,000 and 1 million popula
tion, do captains receive more than $11,000. Sergeants 
receive $9,600 or more in only nine cities.us Supervisors 
and administrators in police departments must receive 
salaries comparable with the magnitude of their respon
sibility. Administering a police department requires 
skills similar to those required of management in 
private industry. Before a police department can attract 
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persons who could ultimately assume management respon
sibility and who aspire to do so, the salary paid to super
visors and administrators must be closely competitive with 
analogous responsibility in that community. 

In many cities, police salaries are tied to the salaries 
of other government employees. For example, it has 
been a tradition for police and fire department salaries to 
be identical. Police compensation should be based solely 
on the nature of work being performed by various classes 
of personnel within the department as well as within the 
entire structure of local government, Since policemen 
and firemen perform entirely different jobs, neither serv
ice should base its salaries upon those of the other. If, 
considering all factors, firemen require higher salaries, 
they should be so compensated. The opposite should also 
be true. 

In addition to competitive salaries, all police depart
ments should insure that fringe benefits such as retirement 
plans, group health and life insurance, and vacation and 
sick leave are comparable to those offered in private in
dustry. At one time, many police departments had 
fringe benefits which were superior to those offered by 
private industry, and they assumed that benefits such as 
early retirement or lengthy vacation periods were a sub
stitute for competitive salaries. However, since most 
occupations and professions now have comparable or 
superior fringe benefit programs, police departments can 
no longer rely upon these benefits as the sole means of 
attracting personnel. 

In summary, the police cannot be expected to recruit 
competent personnel until communities are willing to pay 
the price for improved police performance. Many com
munities have already recognized this need, but starting 
and maximum salaries are still insufficient in nearly every 
department. Until salaries are increased to competitive 
levels, the police service will fight a losing battle in its 
efforts to upgrade the quality of its personnel. 

Working Conditions. Another deterrent to the at
tractiveness of careers in law enforcement is the working 
conditions of many police departments. All too often, 
police precinct stations are old, cramped and badly main
tained; equipment is deficient; and clerical help is limited. 
These conditions adversely affect police morale and de
tract from the professional nature of police work: U9 

Police morale is ad.versely affected as long as police activities 
are housed in outmoded buildings and personnel are forced to 
work with inferior equipment. Without proper facilities and 
equipment even the most conscientious officer finds it difficult 
to perform his tasks properly. Good police buildings and equip
ment also create a favorable public impression enhancing the 
prestige of the department. 

Recent surveys of several departments indicate that 
deplorable working conditions are widespread. For ex
ample, in Baltimore, the walls of the police headquarters 
building "were dirty, inadequate lighting made the lobby 
appear dingy, and the disinfectant used to clean the floors 
permeated the air with a pungent smell." 140 In Wood
bridge, N.]., "police headquarters was inadequate in area, 
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poorly laid out, inadequately lighted, unsanitary, and 
unattractive." 141 There are 900 persons in the head
quarters building of the Washington, D.C., police occupy
ing less space than had been allocated for 385.142 Fur
ther, in many departments uniforms are drab; the num
bers of automobiles and other equipment are totally 
inadequate; and sworn officers are often required to write 
or type their own reports and maintain their own 
records.143 

Competent officers cannot easily be attracted or retained 
under conditions such as those described above. All 
police buildings should be attractive, provide adequate 
space and be well maintained. Modern equipment such 
as dictating machines should be used for reports, and 
officers should only be required to perform work suited to 
their ability. 

Professional Climate. As was earlier indicated, the 
police service will not stimulate the interest of the college 
graduate unless tasks are more rationally separated among 
different classes of officers and immediate opportunities 
are provided for the qualified to confront the most diffi
cult law enforcement problems. It will also be essential 
that police departments encourage the use of professional 
skills. At the present time, personnel are closely 
regimented in most departments and initiative is not 
encouraged. For example, there is far more emphasis on 
making arrests and following orders than on questioning 
traditional procedures or solving community problems. 
This is not an appealing environment for a person of 
professional stature. Thus, the overregimentation of 
personnel, which was noted in a 1934 survey of the 
Boston Police Department, continues to exist today: 144 

Too often the military aspect of organization pushes the essen
tially individual character of police work into the background. 
A policeman is regimented with his fellows. He is given a uni
form, badge, and number; he is assigned to a squad and platoon; 
he carries a book of rules in his pocket and a schedule of duty 
calls in his mind. He is a cog in a machine. Everything seems 
to be numbered, labeled, covered by rules, and arranged far in 
advance. Yet, when he goes out on post he is alone and on his 
own responsibility. . 

Unquestionably, police organizations must have certain 
military characteristics; officers must be responsive to de
partmental policies and must act in a disciplined fashion 
during emergency situations. However, police work also 
requires considerable independent judgment and an abil
ity to adjust police practices to complex and changing 
conditions. Extreme regimentation prevents these needs 
from being fulfilled. 

Therefore, if the police sincerely want professional rec
ognition, they must afford professional status to their 
sworn officers. Unnecessary regimentation should be 
removed, independent judgment should be encouraged, 
and criticism of existing practices should be solicited. 
Police departments traditionally have resisted change and 
have been wary of the intellectual. As long as this attitude 
prevails, the police will never successfully compete for the 
type of person they so desperately need. Although other 
factors, such as compensation, bear heavily on the ability 

1{1 The New York Institute of Criminology, UReport of Survey: Police Depart .. 
ment Township 01 Woodbridge, Middlesex County, New Jersey." (New York: 
The New York Institute of Criminology, May 19, 1962), p. 52. 

1'" Sup"a, note 17 at p. 41. 

to attract qualified applicants, none bears as heavily as the 
professional opportunity available to the officer. 

RECRUITMENT PROGRAMS 

The Commission has suggested many reforms calculated 
to enhance the attractiveness of careers in law enforce
ment for the college graduate or other qualified persons. 
But improvements in career opportunities alone will not 
alter the current crisis. Concomitant with reforms, the 
police must adopt vigorous recruiting programs. At the 
present time there is little coordinated effort among law 
enforcement agencies to stimulate interest in careers in 
law enforcement. As a result, each of the 40,000 separate 
agencies must undertake its own recruiting program, and 
these programs rarely extend to the college campus. 

If law enforcement is ever to upgrade the existing levels 
of personnel, it ffi':1st do so 'by concentrating recruiting 
efforts among college students or among persons who have 
the capacity to perform college work. In light of the cur
rent unfortunate image of police work, successes in such 
recruiting programs may initially be limited. It will be 
necessary, therefore, to develop programs to stimulate in
terest in law enforcement. The following proposals sug
gest some metllOds for attracting the college graduate or 
other persons with needed skills. There is an additional 
need to attract persons with less education, but with a 
knowledge of the community, to serve as community 
service officers. Methods to accomplish this end are 
explored in chapter 6. 

The Coordination of Recruiting Efforts. While many 
police departments currently have extensive recruiting 
programs, recruiting efforts by a majority of the law en
forcement agencies are haphazard, poorly financed and 
limited to the community where the individual depart
ment is situated. . Several of the smaller police depart
ments do not have sufficient funds to undertake extensive 
recruiting efforts, and because of strict residency require
ments, the search for candidates must be restricted within 
city boundaries. 

It is imperative that all departments be permitted to 
r~.::ruit on a nationwide basis. Residency requirements 
currently imposed on police departments should, there
fore, be removed, as has already been done in such cities as 
Washington, D.C., and Miami, Fla. Also, aside from 
recruiting programs conducted by individual departments, 
all law enforcement agencies within a State should jointly 
engage in statewide campaigns-and even campaign na
tionally-for the purpose of describing the challenge of 
law enforcement careers and the available opportunities 
for qualified candidates. Innumerable advantages exist 
in jointly administered recruitment programs: (1) poten
tial candidates would be informed of all vacancies in 
police departments throughout a State; (2) comprehen
sive efforts to promote careers in law enforcement could 
be undertaken; (3) more extensive budgets could be ap
propriated for recruiting at substantially less cost than 
would necessarily have to be incurred by individual de
partments; and (4) common procedures for applying for 

1-43Id. at p. 43; See also Bureau of Police, St. Paul, Minn.~ leA Study ond 
Report." (East Lansing: The Eastmans 1962) pp. 79, 142. 

1« Supro, note 23 at p. SO. 
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positions for all departments could be devised. Joint pro
grams could easily be administered by State commissions 
on police standards, which are described in a later section 
of this chapter. Recommended joint recruiting programs 
were extensively described in chapter 4, and will not 
therefore he repeated here. 

I ncentive Programs. Because of the immediacy of 
the recruitment problem and of the urgent need for col
lege graduates in law enforcement, special financial incen
tives should be offered to persons who desire to complete 
their education and pursue careers in the police service. 
For example, under the National Defense Education Act 
of 1965, the Federal Government is currently providing 
loans to college students.14s Under this act, 50 percent of 
a loan is forgiven if a student becomes a full-time teacher 
in an elementary or secondary school or in an institution 
of higher education.14G This act should be amended to 
apply also to students entering the police service. As a 
supplement to this act, State or local governments could 
also provide student loans which would be partially or 
totally forgiven over a period of years if students enter 
police departments within that jurisdiction. 

Another method of stimulating interest in law enforce
ment would be for police departments to provide part
time employment to college students as civilians, thereby 
enabling them to finance their college educations. If, 
upon graduation, the student enters the department in 
either a civilian or sworn capacity, he could receive re
tirement and pay credit for the time employed while 
attending college. 1{etirement and pay credits are given 
to graduates of the military academies who pursue careers 
in the military service. Such a program is also now 
being used by the Arlington County Police Department.w 

It was earlier recommended that police departments 
establish programs for the purpose of attracting quali
fied high school graduates into police service before they 
select other career opportunities. At the present time, 
cadets are primarily used to perform clerical tasks, and arc 
admitted into police departments as sworn officers upon 
reaching the age of 21. To derive greater benefits from 
a cadet or police intern program, participants should be 
required to attend an accredited college or university on 
a full-time basis. While attending a college or university 
an intern could perform clerical tasks, field work, or staff 
functions fOI' the police department on a part-time basis 
during the school year, and full-time during summer 
vacations. For example, the intern could assist police 
officers and police agents, or could serve as community 
service officers. The police department, with Federal, 
State or local financial assistance, Gould defray the col
lege expenses of the intern as wen as pay him a salary 
and these expenses would have to be repaid only if he 
did not enter the police department and serve a specific 
length of time upon his graduation from college. 

At least 19 police departments now require their cadets 
to take college courses.14B However, in many of these 
programs, the cadet is required to pay for his own edu
cation and his academic courses are frequently restricted 
to technical police science courses. For example, cadets 

14.~ United States Senate. . Subcommittee on Education of t]1O Committee on 
Labor and Public Welfare. "National Defen •• EducaUon Act of 1958. a. amended 
by the 88th Congres.... (Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office. Novem· 
ber 1964) • p. 22. 

146 Jd. at p. 22. 
101'1 FBI National Academy, "Police Cadet.: System: Research Paper." (Wash. 

ington ~ Department of Justice, June 3, 19(4) I p. 34. 
1.48 Supra, note 95. 
140 Chicago Police Department, "Personnel DivIsion-Cadet Program." (Chicago: 

Polic. Department. 1966.) 
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in the Chicago Police Department are required to enroll 
in at least two units of college study each year "along 
police career lines." 149 A majority of the other depart
ments which do pay the college tuition for cadets also 
restrict college study to police science subjects.15o As was 
earlier observed, police science programs, as presently 
constituted, do not fulfill the educational need of police 
personnel. 

For this reason, cadets and interns should be required 
to enroll in the broader college offerings at accredited 
institutions. If cadet programs are utilized in this way, 
their attractiveness will be enhanced and they could serve 
as a valuable method of recruiting qualified persons into 
the police service. 

CAREER DEVELOPMENT 

TRAINING 

Recruit Training. No person, regardle~s of his in
dividual qualifications, is prepared to perform police 
work on native ability alone. Aside from individual in
telligence, prior education, judgment, and emotional fit
ness, an officer must receive extensive vocational training 
before he can understand the police task and learn how to 
fulfill it: 151 

When recruits are properly selected they bring to the job 
considerable native ability but little knowledge or experience in 
police work. In a short time, they must be prepared to operate 
alone on the streets under a variety of conditions that call for 
knowledge of laws and ordinances, legal procedures, police prac
tices, and human relations. As they progress, they must not 
only acquire more of the same kind of knowledge but also should 
develop some specialized understanding of investigative tech
niques and scientific crime detection. This will enable them to 
conduct initial or preliminary investigations and to preserve vital 
eviden.ce for the specialists who will assist them on difficult 
cases. 

Training "is one of the most important means of up
grading the services of a police department." 1fi2 The 
need for such training, however, was not fully recognized 
until the decade prior to World War IUsS 

In years gone by, it was an opinion among both police and 
public that any man of general ability could learn to "police" by 
doing it. Consequently, the then prevailing "training" philoso
phy was one of providing the recruit with a uniform and badge; 
arming him with a baton, revolver, and handcuff's; assuring his 
geographical orientation by issuing him a local street map; and 
instructing him to "hit the street" and enforce the Ten Com
mandments. This philosophy conforms conveniently with that 
which proclaims "there is more justice and law in the end of a 
night stick than is to be found in all law books." 

Although the Wickersham Commission reported in 
1931 that formalized recruit training was no longer con
troversial, its survey of 383 cities in that year showed that 
only 20 percent of these cities conducted such training.154 

In the majority of the cities surveyed, particularly the 
smaller cities, there was not even a pretext of training.155 

IIiO See e.g., Report of President's Commission on Crime in D.C. Supra, note 17 
at p. 28. 

1:i1 Winters, "Itccruit and In-Service Training: A Must" Speech delivered to the 
First Annual Southern Institute for Law Enforcement, the Florida. Jnstitute for 
Continuing Universitj Studies, Tallahassee, Fla., Nov. 7-8, 1963. 

lG2 Supra, note 11 at p. 32. 
''''' Supra. nato 32 at p. no. 
1M Supra, note 4 at p. 71. 
'5:'1 Id. at pp. 70-71. 
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Briefly, then, in the counties, towns, and hamlets of this class, 
it must be stated that assumption of badge, revolver, and the 
authority of law, has as a prerequisite no training or police ex
perience, in fact, nothing. 

Spurred by the Federal Bureau of Investigation, which 
dramatized the need, set standards, and provided curricula 
and instructors for police training, the police have made 
great strides in the past 30 years in \'ridespread institution 
of formal recruit training programs. In 1965, a survey 
of 1,352 cities conducted by the International City 
Managers Association found that 1,135 of these cities 
conducted some type of recruit training for their police 
officers.1uu A recent survey of 269 law enforcement agen
cies by the National League of Cities, conducted in 1966, 
reported that 97 percent of the agencies surveyed had 
formal training.157 But another survey of 4,000 police 
agencies conducted in 1965 by the International Associa
tion of Chiefs of Police revealed that 85 percent of the 
officers appointed were placed in the field prior to their 
recruit training.158 

Even though a substantial number of today's police 
departments require their recruits to undergo some initial 
training, an examinatior. of many of these programs re
veals that the vocational training needs of recruits are 
inadequately met in most departments. 

Content of Training Programs. In 1934 a survey of 
one police department indicated that the primary courses 
offered in its recruit training program were: 159 

Criminal law of the State and common law. 
Ordinances and bylaws of the city. 
Rules and regulations of the police department. 
Traffic signals with hand and arm. 
First aid to sick and injured, and Schaeffer prone pressure 

method of resuscitation for cases of suffocation by drowning, 
gas, hanging, electric shock, smoke, and ammonia fumes. 

Military drill (U.S. Army Drill Regulations) in the school 
of the soldier-squad, platoon, and company. 

U.S. Army calisthenics. 
Use and care of the revolver; dry practice and practice with 

fixed ammunition. 
Use of gas masks, gas bombs, bulletproof vests, and Win

chester (riot) shotgun. 
Jiu jitsu holds and breaks. 

While it is obvious that such a trammg program is 
totally inadequate to prepare recruits for police work, few 
of our smaller police departments today provide even this 
amount of training. For example, the city of Meridan, 
Conn., had almost no regular training aside from firing 
range instruction until 1961,160 This is not true of our 
Nation's larger departments, however. Metropolitan 
police departments, particularly those in cities of over 
500,000 population, have greatly expanded the scope of 
their training programs. These now include instruction 
in such subjects as investigation, field procedures, crowd 
control, basic sociology and race relations, administration 
of justice, criminal evidence, and juvenile procedures. 

While a few of these programs are highly commendable, 
it remains doubtful whether even a majority of them 
provide recruits with an ample understanding of the 
police task. For example, very few of the training pro-

150 Supra, Dote 3 at p. 435. 
151 Supra, note 59 at p. 20. 
158 I.A.C.P., "Police Training," report submitted to the President's Commission 

on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice. (Wa.hington: I.A.C.P., 1966). 
lISe Supra, note 23 at p. 70. 
'00 Supra, note S2 at p. 1l0. 

grams reviewed by the Commission provide course mate
rial on the history of law enforcement, the role of the 
police in modern society. or the need for discretion in law 
enforcement. The fact that appropriate consideration is 
not given to police discretion was also noted by the Presi
dent's Commission on Crime in the District of 
Columbia: 161 

Throughout the training program there must be a frank recog
nition of the fact that policemen exercise broad discretionary 
powers in enforcing the law. The maxim that policemen exer
cise no discretion but only enforce the law must give way be
fure the blunt realities of the law enforcement process. One 
important test of a good recruit training program, therefore, 
is the extent to which it equips the recruit to exercise his dis
cretion wisely when confronted with actual enforcement prob
lems. In the past the department has neglected this important 
ingredient of recruit training; we urge that the curriculum be 
extensively reshaped to reflect more fully the actual dimensions 
and difficulties of police work in the District of Columbia. 

Current training programs, for the most part, prepare an 
officer to perform police work mechanically, but do not 
prepare him to understand his community, the police role, 
or the imperfections of the criminal justice system. 

Some police departments are just beginning to recog
nize the significance of improving the relationship of the 
police with the community, and particularly with the 
minority community. Although several departments have 
incorporated courses on police-community relations, these 
units are limited, both in time and substance. For exam
ple, two of the largest police departments devote under 
10 hours of their over 400 hours of training exclusively 
to police-minority group relations. Thus, an earlier ob
servation on police training in the United States is still 
applicable today: 102 

It can be said of police training schools that the recruit is 
taught everything except the essential requirements of his calling, 
which is how to secure and maintain the approval and respect of 
the public whom he encounters daily in the course of his 
duties. 

Length of Training Programs. In those departments 
that provide recruit training, programs vary in length 
from less than 1 week in many of the smaller depart
ments to as many as 20 weeks.1oa The recruit training 
program of the Los Anegeles County Sheriff's Depart
ment in 1966 consisted of 820 hours. While a majority 
of the departments in cities above 250,000 population 
provide 8 weeks or more of training, the average depart
ment in the remaining communities provides not more, 
and typically less, than 3 weeks of training. lao! Cost fac
tors are undoubtedly the primary reason for this disparity. 
Very few small departments can afford to establish ex
tensive programs.10u 

I t is economically feasible to provide recruit training to a class 
of 20 men whereas it is not feasible to do so with a group of 2 or 
3 men. Thus, the smaller cities are confronted with the problem 
of either going so far under strength, awaiting a recruit group 
of adequate size, or of hiring men in small numbers without pro
viding training. 

161 Supra, note 17 at p. 35. 
''''' Charles Reith, "TLe BlJnd Eye of History: A Study of the Origin. of the 
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The latter course has been taken far too often. Some 
of the small departments, however, do send their recruits 
to training academies in nearby departments, community 
colleges, or state academies.10o But most of the smaller 
agencies cannot spare an officer for any prolonged period 
of time and local governments are often unwilling to pay 
the salary and expenses necessarily incurred in sending 
a recruit to another part of the State for extensive 
training. 

The choice then is typically between sending a recruit 
for a limited time or not sending him at all.· When the 
demands on the police are considered, it is doubtful that 
any department can fulfill training needs in less than the 
400 hours utilized by the majority of the departments 
in the cities over 500,000 population. 

Relatively few departments provide supervised field 
training as an adjunct of classroom instruction. A 1966 
Survey by the National Council on Crime and Delin
quency reported that only 23 of 109 departments, for 
example, provided field observation of street problems. 
Classroom instruction will not suffice in and of itself. 
Ideally, a recruit should initially receive classroom ori
entation on the nature of the police task and law enforce
ment responsibility. The remainder of the training pro
gram should be balanced between closely supervised field 
training experience and classroom sessions devoted to 
problem solving situations which closely parallel actual 
street problems. Under such a training program, class
room instruction and field experience could be inter
spersed over a period not exceeding 6 months. 

At least two police departments now combine recruit 
training with supervised field experience. In the Tucson, 
Ariz., Police Department, recruits devote 1 week of field 
work to each of the three principal departmental divisions 
as part of their formal training. The San Diego Police 
Department has 2 weeks of classroom and range instruc
tion and devotes the remaining 12 weeks to a blending of 
classroom instruction and field experience. After the 
first 2 weeks, the recruit normally spends 4 hours of each 
day in the classroom and 5 hours obtaining field experi
ence under the supervision of carefully selected police 
officers. The sixth hour of the daily field training por
tion is spent in a critique session reviewing experiences and 
problems. The benefit of these programs is that a ,ecruit 
can better assimilate classroom instruction that is rr:1ated 
to actual incidents in the field. Through exposure to 
actual field problems, investigations and crime incidents 
the need and value of classroom training becomes vividly 
apparent to the trainee. In summary, formal training 
programs for recruits in all departments, large and small, 
should consist of an absolute minimum of 400 hours of 
classroom work spread over a 4- to 6-month period so 
that it can be combined with carefully selected and super
vised field training. 

Methods of Instructions. Consideration must also be 
given to present methods of instruction. In nearly all 
training prograins, the administrative and teaching staff 
are comprised totally of sworn officers who hav~ been 
assigned to the academy on a full- or part-time basis.101 

10<1 Ibid. 
161 Deportment of Health. Education, and Welfare. National Council on Crime 

and Dellnquency and Omce of Juvenile Delinquency and Youth Development, "Pilot 
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The need for use of experienced officers to train recruits 
in performance of police work is an obvious one. Cer
tain courses, however, could more appropriately be taught 
by or with the assistance of civilian specialists. For ex
ample, talented instructors from other disciplines should 
be used for instruction of such specialized subjects as law, 
psychology, race relations, and teaching techniques. The 
FBI National Academy has long had civilian instructors 
as part of its visiting faculty. For example, in 1966, the 
following civilian instructors taught at the National 
Academy: a professor of psychology, a sociologist, a chief 
clinical psychiatrist, four judges from various levels of 
the court system, a professor of history, a physicist and 
a chemist to cover the field of criminalistics, a superin
tendent of schools, and a representative from the news 
media. This is done on only a limited basis in most police 
departments today, although FBI instructors do teach 
subjects in many training programs. In 1965 alone, FBI 
personnel provided 42,224 hours of instruction to over 
149,000 persons. 

Most training courses are taught almost exclusively by 
lecture method, even though the limitations of such in
struction have long been recognized by professional 
training directors and educators. The extent to which 
training academies utilize methods of instruction other 
than the lecture method was repOlied in a 1966 survey 
of the National Council on Crime and Delinquency: 108 

TEACHING TECHNIQUES 
(Survey of 109 police departments-1965) 

Technique Number and percent uslng 
1. Lecture and discussion________________ 105 (96.33) 
2. TV-films and recordings______________ 68 (62.38) 
3. Simulation of practice________________ 45 (41. 28) 
4. Actual practice______________________ 37 (33.94) 
5. Practice in use of work devices_________ 30 (27.52) 
6. Field observation of communication fa- 23 (21. 10) 

cilities and conditions. 
7. Discussion of assigned readings________ 19 (17. 43) 

This survey indicates that many police departments are 
either unaware of newer educative techniques or do not 
recognize the need for them. In order to insure that 
department instructors are qualified to teach in a train
ing academy, all regular instructors should be required 
to complete a teacher training course of no less than 80 
classroom hours taught by professional educators. This 
is the number of hours that the Federal Bureau of Inves
tigation requires its special agents to complete before they 
are assigned to teach police subjects. 

Continuing Training Programs. Deficiencies in cur
rent police training are not limited to recruit programs. 
New laws are enacted and old ones amended; the en
forcement needs of a community change, and new con
cepts of police technology and department policy emerge. 
These facts dictate that training be a continuing process. 

In a recent survey of the 54 police agencies within the 
metropolitan area of Detroit, only one-third of these de-. 
partments provide refresher training for its personneI,lOD 

The Nation's departments that do provide continuing 
training are typically large departments that also conduct 

168 Ibid. . 
101) Survey of the International Association of Chief of Pollce, Washington, D.C., 
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extensive recruit training programs. But even in these 
departments, intensive in service training is normally lim
ited. There are some notable exceptions, however. For 
example, after police officers in the Los Angeles Police 
Department complete their basic training, they return 
to school after 1 year on the job for an intermediate 
course that ranges from 40-80 hours. This course marks 
the end of their 1-year probationary period. Between 
the 3rd and 5th year each officer in the department re
turns for another training course of the same length. Be
tween their 7th and 14th year all officers must again return 
for a formal training period of 40-80 hours. The Federal 
Bureau of Investigation sends each of its special agents 
back to its training academy for a comprehensive 2-week 
refresher course after approximately 2 years of service, 
and thereafter such training is given every 5 years. ~ 

Much of the existing inservice training is given in brief, 
daily form. For example, many departments conduct 
rollcall training for from 5 to 20 minutes at the beginning 
of each tour of duty, and utilize excellent training aids 
such as "Training Key" or Sight/Sound films provided by 
the International Association of Chiefs of Police. While 
the short, daily training sessions for police officers have 
great value, these programs should be supplemented by an 
annual period of intensive inservice training. The nec
essary length of such training will vary among depart
ments. It is doubtful, however, that yearly training 
needs can be fulfilled in less than 1 weekl70 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF CAREER OPPORTUNITIES 

Of equal concern is the fact that little consideration is 
given to preparing personnel for supervisory and admin
istrative positions. As was indicated earlier in this re
port, an officer is not qualified to administer the complex 
affairs of a large department or to supervise the perform
ance of others simply on the strength of police experience 
acquired in subordinate positions. 

Supervisory and middle-management personnel per
form functions and have responsibilities largely unrelated 
to their early experiences within the agency. Additional 
skills needed by prospective administrators and supervi
sors must be acquired through advanced education and 
specialized training. 

Inservice Education. The future elevation of educa
tional requirements will not alter the fact that a majority 
of today's police officers have not advanced beyond high 
school. In line with the critical need to upgrade the 
educative achievement of police personnel, it is essential 
that departments undertake massive programs to provide 
the opportunity for interested personnel to continue their 
educations. 

One State, Virginia, has enacted legislation to enhance 
this opportunity. By a statute adopted in 1966, the Vir
ginia Department of Education was authorized to pay 
50 percent of all tuition costs to any officer who attends 
college. The department of education was further au
thorized to pay the remaining tuition costs when it re
ceived evidence that the officer continued to serve with 

17. Supra. Dote 31 at p. U3-1H. 
171 Va. Code ADD., tit. 23, sec. 23-9 (1966 Cum. Supp.). 

the same department for 1 year following the completion 
of such courses. l71 Several cities, such as Tucson, pro
vide financial assistance to their officers to enable them 
to take college courses. Such programs are commenda
ble, and local, State, and Federal funds should be 
provided to assist police personnel to continue their 
educations. 

Since it is extremely difficult for any person to acquire 
a meaningful education on a part-time basis, it would be 
preferable if a department could allow personnel to de
vote a complete year, for example, to college work. Mili
tary programs permit personnel to return to college for 
1 academic year to complete requirements toward an 
advanced degree. They also permit those who have not 
completed baccalaureate degree requirements to return 
for up to 1 academic year while on a leave status. As 
recommended in chapter 13 of the General Report, Fed
eral and State Governments should provide assistance to 
local governments so that similar programs can be ini
tiated for the police service. 

Most personnel, however, will undoubtedly have to ac
quire college education on a gradual basis by enrolling 
in one or two courses each semester. This gradual route 
to education unfortunately poses many hardships for 
police personnel. Duty rotation and court appearances 
often present conflicts with off-duty education, and many 
officers are not within commuting distance of a college or 
university. It is essential, therefore, that meaningful cor
respondence courses be available for interested officers. 
State and Federal Governments should finance the de
velopment of university extension level courses for police 
personnel. 

Few departments today provide sufficient encourage
ment for personnel to return to school. For example, 
the fact that an officer has an advanced degree does not, 
in most cases, qualify the officer for a pay increment and 
is not normally one of the factors considered in promo
tions. A department should provide these additional in
centives to encourage officers to advance their educations. 

As was recommended earlier in this chapter, no officer 
should be eligible to qualify for promotion to police agent, 
supervisor, or administrator until he has acquired a bac
calaureate degree. Based upon the current level of edu
cational achievement, however, it is obvious that such 
a requirement would be unattainable at the present time. 
Until such a goal is attainable, however, departments 
should progressively increase educational standards for 
these positions at the earliest opportunity. Such a con
cept is not new to the police field. For example, in 1962 
a consultant to the St. Paul, Minn., department made the 
following recommendation: 112 

Patrolmen should not be appointed to the rank of sergeant un
til they have had 1 year of college work; 2 years should be re
quired for promotion to lieutenant; 3 to captain; and 4 years 
to 'posi tions above this rank. . . . 

In addition to requiring higher educational standards 
for such advanced positions, all departments should pro
vide pay incentives for college education. For example, 
a pay increase could be provided for each year of college 

173 "Survey of the Bureau of Police: St. Paul, Minnesota." (Enst Lansing: The 
Eastmans, 1962), p. 128. 



education completed, with a substantial increase for per
sonnel completing the work required for a degree. The 
California Commission on Peace Officers Standards and 
Training has suggested an education incentive program 
which certifies officers who attain specified levels of educa
tion and experience, and thereby qualifies such officers for 
pay increase: 

SUGGESTED EDUCATION INCENTIVE PROGRAM, 
CALIFORNIA COMMISSION ON PEACE OFFICERS 
STANDARDS AND TRAINING 

l. Must possess the P.O.S.T. Basic Certificate to qualify for 
the final step in the pay scale for police officer, deputy sheriff 
or higher ranks. 

2. Possession of P.O.S.T. Intermediate Certificates shall 
qualify the officer for a 5 percent pay increase. 

3. Possession of P.O.S.T. Advanced Certificates shall qualify 
for a 10 percent increase. 

4. To remain eligible to receive the incentive program pay 
increase, the applicant must requalify each year by completing 
no less than 50 hours of education or training which would be 
recognized by P.O.S.T. as courses credited toward inter
mediate or advanced certificate or by completing a project ap
proved by the department head. All education, training or 
projects approved under this section (annual qualification) shall 
be completed on the officer's own time unless otherwise approved 
by the department head. 
For the purpose of annual qualification, the department head 
may specify and approve credit courses other than those recog
nized by P.O.S.T. when in his judgment the course has added 
to the professional development of the training or education 
specified. 

Career Development Training. While a liberal. edu
cation provides the foundation for enlightened leadership, 
it cannot totally provide the required specialized knowl
edge for police administration. 

The demands on administrators, supervisors, or spe
cialists also require advanced skills not developed uy 
basic police training.178 And yet, only a few large metro
politan departments provide even a limited amount of 
executive training,174 To require vocational training for 
errtry level officers, but not for specialists, supervisors, or 
administrators within a department, is incongruous. In 
the Los Angeles Police Department, each newly appointed 
sergeant, lieutenant, and captain must complete an ad
vanced training course in preparation for his newly 
assigned duties. The sergeant's course is 160 hours, 
the lieutenant's and captain's courses vary from 40-80 
hours. A command officer's school is also held peri
odically for ranks above captain whenever the need for 
training at this level is apparent. Such advanced train
ing for supervisory and administrative positions is essen
tial. Each State, therefore, should establish mandatory 
statewide standards which require that all personnel, prior 
to assuming supervisory or administrative responsibilities, 
complete advanced training offered either by the depart
ment or by college or university institutes. Such training 
could include subjects in leadership, fiscal management, 
supervisory decisionmaking, and psychological aspects of 
supervision. Further, specialized training should be pro
vided to personnel assuming responsibility for staff 

173 S!'muel G. Chapman, "Developing Personnel Leadership," "The Police Chief." 
(WaBhmgton: I.A.C.P., March 1966), p. 24. 

17{ Supra, note 31 at pp. 28, 29. 
115 Supra, Dote 8 at p. 132. 
1711 Supra, Dote 16 at p. 133. 
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functions llUch as planning and research and police
community relations. 

Colleges .and universities should cooperate with in
dividual departments in order to provide model career 
development programs. Several universities and colleges 
already provide specialized training for law enforcement 
in traffic,police-community relations, criminal investiga
tion, criminaHHtics, and police administration. Such of
ferings are currently provided by the Northwestern Uni
versitv Traffic Institute, the Southern Police Institute, 
Indiana Univemity, Michigan State University, and nu
mecous colleges and universities in California. 

During the past 32 years, the Federal Bureau of In
vestigation has also conducted inservice training at its 
National Academy for over 5,000 officers. In 1966, the 
Department of Justice provided a grant to the Harvard 
Business School to conduct an institute for improving 
management skills of the chiefs of' police of 40 large 
cities. 

The concept of management institutes should be en
couraged, and State and Federal funds should be allo
cated for the purpose of greatly expanding the role of 
college and universities in providing middle and upper 
management training. 

PROMOTION 

In most cities today, police departments provide pro
motions on the basis of a merit system. In the early 
years of this century, police promotions were the subject 
of political abuse.u5 To preclude such abuses, civil serv
ice procedures were adopted which required that promo
tions be based upon written examination, length of.serv
ice, and existing rank.l1O While these criteria lessened 
the oppo-rtunity for political influence and favoritism, 
they did not insure the selection of the most highly quali
fied personnel for positions of greater responsibility. The 
current promotion system is based largely upon the 
premise that experience and knowledge qf police field
work are the prime requisites for serving as administrator 
or supervisor. 

The qualities needed for serving in such capacities, 
however, cannot be measured by seniority and experience 
alone: 17; 

Seniority may be taken into account but should not govern 
promotion, and promotion by competitive examination would be 
quite unsuited to the police system because of the importance 
of initiative, tact, judgment, and other personal qualifications 
which cannot be gauged by means of an examination paper. 

There is an assumption in the police service that fairness 
dictates that personnel with the longest term of service 
receive a preference for promotions. The effect of such 
preference, however, is to delay the advancement of more 
qualified personnel: :178 

An omnipresent management problem is how to overcome a 
feeling deeply ingrained in most cultures that the most compe
tent and accomplished younger person sh-JUld wait out his time 
in deference to a mediocre individual with longer service. 

171 The British Home Office Committee on the Police Service in England, Scol. 
land, and Wales quoted in Harrison, supra, note 23 at p. 92. 

178 John Pfiffner, "The Supervision of Personne!." (New York, Prentice.HAll, 
1951), p. 408. 
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Under existing procedures, an officer, regardless of his 
qualifications, must normally wait several years before he 
can be considered for promotion to the rank immediately 
above his own. For example, in Baltimore, a patrolman 
must serve in that capacity for 5 years before being eli
gible for sergeant, and all other officers must wait 2 years 
before being eligible to apply for the next higher rank.1

'i'P 

If a person has the necessary leadership qualities, no rea
son exists to restrict his opportunity for advancement as 
long as he meets other qualitative standards. The senior
ity factor should be reduced to a bare minimum. In re
viewing the police system throughout the Nation today, 
it is believed this admonition would apply to all but a few 
departments. 

It is equally inappropriate to rely heavily upon high 
achievement in written examinations: 180 

Written promotional examinations, on the other hand, do not 
test those qualities of leadership or administrative capacity which 
are presumably a major consideration in promotion to higher 
ranks. Such qualities are, therefore, largely ignored before the 
more familiar techniques of personnel management which do not 
attempt any such evaluation of human personality. 

Current promotion procedures should be altered in 
most departments. As stated previously, the period of 
seniority should be reexamined and in most departments 
greatly reduced. While there may be merit in requiring 
all candidates to take a competitive written examination, 
the results of such an examination should be only one of 
the many factors to be considered. Other factors should 
include: (1) An officer's prior performance and reputa
tion in previous jobs as well as within the department 
and in the community; (2) an officer's educational 
achievement; and (3) an officer's demonstrated leader
ship potential and ability to assume greater responsibility. 
In order to ascertain prior performance and personal 
qualities, each department should adopt a system of rat
ing personnel. For example, prior performance could be 
rated by having immediate supervisors, other officers and 
special units submit reports on the proficiency and con
duct of the candidate. Personal qualities could be eval
uated by background investigation and oral interviews. 

LATERAL ENTRY 

Under existing police structures, nearly all local en
forcement agencies restrict advanced appointments to 
personnel within the department. The only exception 
to this restriction is that some departments exempt the 
position of chief administrator from Civil Service, and 
it is possible for persons who are not in the department 
to compete for this position. A consequence is that 
America's police personnel are virtually frozen into the 
departments in which they started. An officer whose spe
cial skills are in oversupply in his own department cannot 
move to a department where those skills are in demand. 
An officer who seeks to improve his situation by moving 
from a small department where opportunities for advance
ment are few to a large department where they are nu
merous cannot do it, nor can a city officer who would 
like to work in a small community follow his inclina-

170 Supra, not. 139 at p. 197. 
180 Supra, note 16 at p. 134. 
]81 A. C. Germann, "Recruitment, Selecdon, Promotion, and Civil Service," 

report submitted to the President's Commission on Law Enforcement and the 
AdministraUou of JusUce (Washington: 1966), p. 110. 

tions. A department that cannot fill important jobs ade
quately from its own ranks is precluded from seeking 
experienced officers elsewhere. 

To improve police service, competition for all advanced 
positions should be opened to qualified persons from both 
within and outside of the department. This would en
able a department to obtain the best available talent for 
positions of leadership.l8l 

To limit promotional appointment to those within any agency 
is to repress initiative, creativity, and critical judgment. . . . AU 
promotional processes must be geared to the objective of getting 
the finest leadership possible. 

If candidates from within an agency are unable to meet 
the competition from other applicants, it should be recog
nized that the influx of more highly qualified personnel 
would greatly improve the quality of the service. 

Before it will be feasible to encourage interchange of 
personnel among police departments, however, current 
civil service rules, retirement systems, department hiring 
restrictions and statutes will require revisions in several 
sections of this country: 182 

The rules and statutes, indeed, usually attach penalties to or 
prohibitions against circulation-such as local residence re
quirements, promotion barriers, cumbersome transfer procedures, 
the loss of pension and retirement benefits. The rules are set 
heavily against circulation, a fact which is emphasized not only 
by the presence of these barriers but also by the absence of 
personnel procedures to overcome them. To these conditions, 
adverse to mobility among bureaucracies, must be added a 
stronger version of the seemingly universal habit of organized 
groups to prefer promotion from within rather than the recruit
ment of "new blood" at the intermediate and higher levels. 

Many of these longstanding tight personnel restrictions 
are stifling the professional development of the police 
service, and should, therefore, be removed. In addition, 
to encourage lateral movement of police personnel, a 
nationwide retirement system should be devised which 
permits the transferring of retirement credits. 

Without question, the police service desperately needs 
an influx of highly qualified college graduates. It is 
doubtful whether suitable graduates will be attracted to 
police service if they are required in all cases to initiate 
their career at the lowest level of a department, and it is 
further doubted that this would be an appropriate method 
of utilizing such personnel. For this reason, college 
graduates should, after an adequate internship, be eligible 
to serve as police agents. Persons who have adequate 
education and experience should be allowed to enter 
directly into staff and administrative positions. 

MINIMUM STATEWIDE STANDARDS FOR 
SELECTION, SCREENING AND TRAINING 

A study of police personnel problems indicates that, 
while all departments are in need of extensive upgrading 
of recruiting efforts, minimum standards, selection pro
cedures and training, the needs are more pronounced for 
the smaller police departments. Many of these depart
ments provide little or no training, use ineffectual selec-

182 Wallace S. Sorce, "The Recruitment and Training of Bureaucrats in the 
United States." UTile Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social 
Science." (Philadelphia: Academy of PollUcal and Social Science, March 1954), 
p.39. 
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tion and screening techniques, and have no organized re
cruiting programs. This results in substantial variation 
in the quality of police service, not only in different areas 
of the country, but within the same State. 

The apparent reason for this disparity is that many of 
our Nation's police departments and local governments 
either do not have sufficient funds to correct current de
ficiencies or do not have the expertise to recognize them. 
The general level of police service will not significantly 
improve unless each State assumes greater responsibility 
for upgrading all local law enforcement agencies. 

Each State, therefore, should establish a commission 
on police standards or expand an existing commission on 
police training and empower such commission to: 
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o establish minimum statewide selection standards; 
o establish minimum standards for training; determine 

and approve curricula; identify required preparation 
for instructors; and approve facilities acceptable for 
police training; , 

o certify sworn police personnel; 
o conduct and stimulate research by private and public 

, agencies designed to improve police service; 
o make inspections to determine whether Commission 

standards are being adhered to; and 
o provide such financial aid as may be authorized by the 

legislature to participating governmental units. 

The proposed role of a State commission is fully described 
in chapter 8. 



Chapter 6 

The Police and the Community 

THE SCOPE OF THE PROBLEM 

THE IMPORTANCE OF POLICE-COMMUNITY RELATIONS 

The need for strengthening police relationships with 
the communities they serve is critical today in the Nation's 
large cities and in many small cities and towns as well. 
The Negro, Puerto Rican, Mexican-American, and 
other minority groups are taking action to acquire rights 
and services which have been historically denied them. 
As the most visible representative of the society from 
which these groups are demanding fair treatment and 
equal opportunity, law enforcement agencies are faced 
with unprecedented situations on the street which require 
that they develop policies and practices governing their 
actions when dealing with minority groups and other 
citizens. 

Even if fairer treatment of minority groups were the 
sole consideration, police departments would have an ob
ligation to attempt to achieve and maintain good police
community relations. In fact, however, much more is at 
stake. Police-community relationships have a direct 
bearing on the character of life in our cities, and on the 
community's ability to maintain stability and to solve its 
problems. At the same time, the police department's 
capacity to deal with crime depends to a large extent 
upon its relationship with the citizenry. Indeed, no last
ing improvement in law enforcement is likely in this coun
try unless police-community relations are substantially 
improved. 

Effect on the Police Department as an Organization 

Hostility, or even lack of confidence of a significant 
portion of the public, has extremely serious implications 
for the police. These attitudes interfere with recruiting, 
since able young men generally seek occupations which 
are not inordinately dangerous and which have the re
spect and support of their r:elatives and friends. 

Public hostility affects morale and makes police officers 
less entKusiastic about doing their job well. It may lead 
some officers to leave the force, to accept more prestigious 
or less demanding employment. 

Many police officers now view their relations with the 
public as poor. This attitude is reflected i'n surveys of 

1 Jerome H. Skolnick, uJustice Without Trial: Law EnCorcement in Democratic 
Society" (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1966), p. 50. 

:! James Q. \Vilson, "Police Attitudes Bnd Citizen HostiJity." quoted in supru, 
note 1 at p. 62. 

3 Albert J. Reiss, Jr., "Police Officer Attitudes Toward Their Work antl Job" 
(Ann :Arbor: University of MicMgan, 1966), table 7. report prepared for President's 
CommIssion on Law Enforcement anu Administration of Justice. This report is a 
preliminary draft which is being included with the Commission's records in the 
National Archives. It is presently being revised and supplemented by the Uni~ 
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patrolmen as well as in frequent statements by police 
officials. 

Recently a survey of policemen in a western municipal 
department disclosed that 70 percent thought that the 
prestige of police work was fair or poor while only 29 
percent said good and 2 percent excellent. Twenty-six 
percent of the officers believed that "relations with public" 
was the principal problem faced by police.1 Another 
survey of officers in a big-city department found that over 
70 percent had an acute sense of citizen hostility or con
tempt. 2 A Commission survey of police officers conducted 
in eight precincts in three large cities found that the 
officers considered "prestige and respect one gets from a 
job" next to last among the factors they liked about police 
work; when asked what was least liked about police work 
when they entered the force, 22 percent cited public lack 
of respect; only the hours worked were rated lower.s 

A dissatisfied public will not support the police enthusi
astically when such issues as police salaries, sufficient 
numbers of officers, and adequate equipment and build
ings are pending before State legislatures, city councils, or 
civilian executives. Perhaps most significant of all, when 
the police and the public are at odds, the police tend to 
become isolated from the public and become less capable 
of understanding and adapting to the community and its 
changing needs. 

Direct Effect on Police Operations 

Poor police-community relations adversely affect the \ 
ability of the police to prevent crime and apprehend crim- \ 
inals. People hostile to the police are not so likely to report I 

violations of law, even when they are the victims. They 
are even less likely to report suspicious persons or incidents, . 
to testify as witnesses voluntarily, or to come forward and . 
provide information. For example, a study in St. Louis . 
found that 43 percent of Negroes and 36 percent of whites 
believed that "most of the city residents seem to be afraid 
to contact their police."·l Yet citizen assistance is crucial 
to law enforcement agencies if the police are to solve an 
appreciable portion of the crimes that are committed: 5 

To most Negroes, policemen constitute an outgrpup whose 
members are antagonistic toward them. Consequently, they will 
do nothing to help the police * * * They are afraid they will 
be treated as roughly as the criminal. 

versity of Michigan and will be embodied in research studies to be published by 
tho Commission. 

·1 Edmund Joseph Casey, "Citizen Attitudes Toward the Police and Law Enforce
ment" (unpublished Ph. D. thesi., St. Louis University, 1966), p. 100. 

n: Mayor's Law Enforcement Committee, "Report" (Houston: ·Office of the 
Moyor), pp. 82, 84. As cited in addre •• by Arthur B. Coldwell, "The Police 
Image-Civil Rights nnd Lnw Enforcement" (Berkeley, University of California, 
Sept. 27, 1962). 



Public hostility can and does influence police field 
operations. For example, it may make officers 
reluctant to act; it may also induce the use of 
unnecessary force, verbal abuse, or other improper prac
tices. The danger under which the policeman must work 
may make him "less judicious, indeed less discreet, in the 
exercise of his authority." G When unfriendly crowds 
begin to gather, officers will necessarily have to call for 
reinforcements and use greater force to secure the offender 
and control the onlookers. Even if not excessive, such 
force wiII often lead to increased police-public tensions. 
On the other hand, "the cooperation of the public * * * 
diminishes, proportionately, the necessity of the use of 
physical force and compulsion for achieving police ob
jectives." 7 Hostility by racial minorities or others may 
also provoke police officers and therefore increase the like
lihood that they wiII discriminate in exercising their dis
cretion. Consequently, poor police-community relations 
tend to perpetuate themselves. 

Effect on Individual Police Officers 

Statistics compiled by the FBI revea~ that 20,523 offi
cers were assaulted, 6,836 injured, and 53 killed during 
1965.8 Many of the serious injuries and deaths were 
inflicted by felons or other persons attempting to escape 
and therefore had little, if anything, to do with problems 
of police-community relations. However, many of the 
minor assaults (and some of the more serious ones as 
well) resulted, at least partially, from general hostility 
toward the police. Consequently, poor community rela
tions can increase the danger of police work. 

Perhaps even more important, poor police-community 
relations place a serious personal burden upon a police 
officer. Though the number of incidents which result 
in police injury is a small proportion of total police con
tacts with the public, the prospect of facing danger in 
hostile neighborhoods is constantly present. Like any 
other person, the officer resents having to work day in 
and day out, frequently for low pay and in danger, for 
people who often verbally abuse him or silently dislike 
him. 

Effect on Community Stability 

Any interference with proper police operations redu.ces 
the ability of the police to handle crime and maintain 
law and order. In addition, poor police-community rela
tions has contributed to the disturbances and riots which 
have increasingly afflicted our cities for the last 3 years. 
Between January 1964 and June 1966, 32 disturbances 
or riots occurred in which 2 or more persons were injured 
or there had been substantial property damage.u Poor 
police-community relations, together with poor housing, 
unemployment, and oppressive commercial practices, 
were basic underlying factors in these riots. In addition, 
more often than not, riots were set off by some quite 
ordinary and proper action by a policeman. Some riots, 
however, started after improper or at least unwise police 
conduct. 

G Supra, note 1 at p. 68. 
7 Charles Reith, "A Short History of the British Police" (London: Oxford 

University Press, 1948), p. 64. 
i U.S. Department of Justice, Federal Durcau of InvesHgation, "Uniform Crime 

l{cpl'rts-196S" (Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1966), pp. 33, 
152-153. 

D Technical Infonnation Center, "Locations of Rielts Involving Minority Gronp 
Members Chronologically from January I, 1964, through June 1966 ns Reported by 
the New York Times" (Washington: U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, 1966) f 

pp. 1-4. 
10 National Opinion Research Center, uA National Sample Survey Approach to 
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It is the purpose of this chapter to detennine the reasons 
for, and the extent of, the difficulties of police-commu
nity relations and to examine ways to improve these rela
tions. Although the extent of the problem varies from 
jurisdiction to jurisdiction, the programs which wiII be 
suggested in the following pages should be particularly 
applicable to all communities that have a substantial 
minority population. 

PUBLIC ATTITUDES TOWARD THE POLICE 

The General Public 

Contrary to the belief of many policemen, the over
whelming majority of the public has a high opinion of 
the work of the police. A national survey conducted by 
the National Opinion Research Center (NORC) for the 
Commission produced these answers to the foIIowing 
questions: 10 

Do you think that the police here do an excellent, good, fair, 
or a poor job of enforcing the laws? 

Percent Excellent _______________________________________ 22 
Good __________________________________________ 45 
Fair____________________________________________ 24 Poor ___________________________________________ 8 

How good a job do the police do on giving protection to 
people in the neighborhood? 

Percent 
Very good_______________________________________ 42 
Pretty good______________________________________ 35 
Not so good______________________________________ 9 
No opinion______________________________________ 14 

The results of other surveys are substantially consistent 
with this one. A Louis Harris poll in 1966 found that 76 
percent of the public rated Federal agents as good or 
excellent in law enforcement and the comparable figures 
for State and local agencies were 70 and 65 percent res
pectively.l1 

Similarly, a Gallup poIl in 1965 showed that 70 percent 
of the public had a "great deal" of respect for the police, 
22 had "some" respect, and only 4 percent had "hardly 
any." H Surveys by NORC in 1947 and 1963 showed 
that 41 and 54 percent, respectively, thought that the 
police had an "exceIlent" or "good" standing in the 
community. This improvement was one of the most 
noteworthy for any occupation during the 16-year period. 
Moreover, a NORC study in 1964 concluded that about 
40 percent of the population believed that the social 
standing of policemen was too low and only 10 percent 
thought it was too high.13 The survey of three precincts 
in Washington, D.C., made by the Bureau of Social Sci
ence Research (BSSR) for the Commission found that 60 
percent thought that the police had a high reputation in 
their neighborhood; 85 percent thought that the police 
deserve more thanks than they get; 68 percent thought 
that the police should get more pay; and 78 percent 
thought that "just a few policemen * * * are responsible 

the Study of the Victims of Crimes and Attitudes Toward Law Enforcement and 
Justico" (Chicago: unpublished, 1966) ch. 8, p. 1. . 

11 Louis Harris, "Eye.for.an.Eye Rule Rejected," The Washmgton Post, July 3, 
1966, scc. E, p. E-3, eol. 4. ( 

"Gallup poll, "Tabulation Request Survey AI PO ~~. 70~" prepar~d for the 
President's Commission on Law Enforcement and AdmlDlstration of Justlce, 1966), 

p~ l~'Robert W. Hodge, "The Public, The Police, and The A~min~Btration of 
Justice" (Chicago: National Opinion Research Center of The Umvcrslty of Chi· 
cago, 1965), pp. 4, 7. 
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for the bad publicity." 14 It is interesting that a re
cent survey in England showed that 83 percent of the 
public expressed great respect for the police, 16 percent 
mixed feelings, and only 1 percent little or no respect.15 

The public generally helieves that the police do not 
engage in serious misconduct. A Gallup poll in 1965 
showed that only 9 percent of ,the public believed that 
"there is any police brutality in this area." 16 The 1966 
NORC survey found, in answer to the question, "How 
good a job do the police do on being respectful to people 
like yourself?", that the public answered: 17 

The BSSR survey of Washington, D.C., disclosed that 
78 percent of those who reported having contact with the 
police considered that the officer acted properly during 
the last contact.1S Almost none believed that the officer 
used unnecessary force; 4 percent thought that he acted 
unethically, unfairly, or illegally; 4 percent thought that 
he was rude; and 11 percent that he was indifferent, in
effective or otherwise did poor work.1v The Harris poll 
in 1966, found that only 4 percent of the public believed 
that many law enforcement officers in their community 
take bribes.20 

The University of California surveys for the Commis
sion in San Diego and Philadelphia found that the large 
majority of white community leaders thought that police
community relations were good, although there was some 
dissent.21 The general findings of the Michigan State 
University survey of 16 jurisdictions were similar.22 

These studies might seem to suggest that there is no 
widespread police-community relations problem. And, 
if the persons showing greatest skepticism toward the 
police were evenly distributed through all kinds of com
munities and neighborhoods, this would be true. In fact, 
however, this is not so. 

The Negro Community 

Police Effectiveness The NORC survey shows that 
nonwhites, particularly Negroes, are significantly more 
negative than whites in evaluating police effectiveness in 
law enforcement. In describing whether police give pro-
tection to citizens, nonwhites give a rating of "very good" 
only half as often as whites and give a "not so 
good" rating twice as often. These differences are not 
merely a function of greater poverty among nonwhites; 
they exist at all income levels and for both men and 
women.23 

1-1 Bureau of Social Science Research, "Salient Findings On Crime and Attitudes 
Toward Law Enforcement in the District of Columbia" (a. preliminary technicnl 
report submitted to the U.S. Department of Justice, Office of Law Enforcement 
Assistance, 1966), pp. 13A, 13B. 

Iii Royal Commission on Police, "Royal Commission on the Police; 1962 Final 
Report" (London: Her Majesty's Stntionary Office, 1962), p. 103. 

10 Supra, note 12 at p. 2. 
17 Supra, note 10 at ch. 8, p. 1. 
18 Supra, note 14 nt p. 16. 
1. Ibid. 
:0 Supra, notc 11 at col. 5. 
:1 Joseph D. Lohman and Gordon E. Misner, liThe Police Bnd the Community" 

(Berkeley: University of California School of Criminology, 1966), vol. I, p. 50; 
\'01. II, p. 78. Heport prepared for the President's Commission on Law Enforce
ment and Administration of Justice by the School of Criminology at the Uni. 
versity of California. The study consisted of intensive analysis of police-com. 
lI1uoity rclnti4?l!s. problems nnd. 'Program". in San Diego and Pltilndclphia, with six. 
man lenms vIsIting the two cltles for 0 weeks cacho During this time they ac
companied the police. in their daily work and interviewed hundreds' of police 
offiCIals and officers, Judgcs, lawycrs, minority group lenders, civic leaders juve. 
niles, and average citizens. ' 

22 Raymond Galvin and Louis Radelet, "A National Survey of Police and Com. 

Other surveys indicate a similar disparity in views. 
The Louis Harris poll, for example, shows that 16 percent 
fewer Negroes than whites-a bare majority of 51 per
cent-believe that local law enforcement agencies do a 
good or excellent job on law enforcement.24 A survey in 
Watts found that 47 percent of the Negroes believed that 
the police did an "excellent or pretty good" job while 41 
percent thought they were "not so good" or "poor." 25 

In Washington, D.C., the BSSR survey found that 
Washington Negroes have decidedly different attitudes 
than whites as to how the police carry out their duties, as 
the responses to the foHowing statement indicate: 

You would have to replace at least half the police force to get 
a really good police. 

Nonwhite Nonwhite White males White 
males females females 

Percent Percent Percent Percent Agree _________________________ 40 28 18 11 Disagree ______________________ 40 52 60 62 
Don't know, eic. _______________ 20 20 22 27 

About half the Negroes, in contrast to two-thirds of the 
whites, believed that the police deserve more respect than 
people in the neighborhood give them. However, almost 
as many Negroes as whites believed that the police had a 
high repu tation in the neighborhood (almost 60 percent) , 
deserved more thanks than they got (over 85 per
cent), and thought that the police should get more pay 
(68 percent) .26 A poll in Detroit in 1965 found that 58 
percent of Negroes did not believe that law enforcement 
was fair, and an earlier poll in 1951 found that 42 per
cent of Negroes believed that it was "not good" or "defi
nitely bad." 27 

Police Discourtesy and Misconduct. Negroes show 
even greater attitude differences from whites with regard 
to police discourtesy. The NORC national survey 
found, as to respectfulness to "people like yourselves," the 
following differences between the attitudes of Negroes 
and whites: 28 

White Nonwhite 
annual income annual income 

$0 to $6,000 to $0 to $6,000 to 
$2,999 $9,000 $2,999 $9,000 
--------------

Males: Percent Percent Percent Percent Police very good ____________________ 56 67 34 31 Police not so good __________________ 4 4 22 6 
Females: Police very good ____________________ 62 66 28 41 Police not so good __________________ 3 1 12 45 

munity Rclation8~' (East Lansing: Michigan State University, 1967), p. l~ • . Rep.ort 
prepared for the President'b Commission on Law En(orcement and Admmlstrahon 
of Justice by the National Center on Police and Community Relations at the School 
of Police Administration and Public Safety of Michigan State University. Ques. 
tionnaires were scnt to the police departments in all cities with populations of over 
100,000; a IO.percent sample of cities between 25.000 a~d 100,000 populatio~ i th~ 30 
most populous counties; and all State police e.genclce. Separatc qucshonnalles 
were sent to approximately a. half· dozen civic and minority group leaders knowl· 
cdgable in police-community relations in the same cities; visitations of 1 or 2 
weeks at a time were made by teams with 1 to 3 men to 12 medium and large 
cities, 2 rural counties, and 2 State agencies. In addition, there was a re
view of the police-community relations literature and a reliance on the Institute's 
extensive experience concerning other localities th;roughout the country. 

23 Supra, nole 10 at table 8-2. 
:1 Supra, nOle 11 at col. 5. 
20j John F. Kraft, Inc., UAttitudcs of Negroes in Variouo Cities". (New York: 

John F. Kraft, Inc., 1966), p. 25. Report prepared for the Senate Subeommitteo 
on Executivo Rcorganization. 

26 Supra, note 14 at 13A. 
.zr Richard W. Oudcrlugs, "How Citizens Rate Police Department on Racial 

Fairness" Detroit News, Feb. 3, 1965, sec. A, p. 1, col. 3. 
:!8 Supra, note 10 at table 8-3. 
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A 1965 Gallup poll showed that only 7 percent of white 
males but 35 percent of Negro males believed that there 
was police brutality in their area; 53 percent of Negro 
males thought that there was none.29 

A survey of the Watts area of Los Angeles concerning 
opinions on the eX'istence of "brutality" found: 30 

Age 
Existence of police brutality Total 

15 to 29 30 to 34 45 and over 
------ -------- --------

A 101.. ______________________ •• __ •• __ ._ 
A little __ . ________________________ . ___ _ 
None at aiL . _________ • ________ . ___ • __ __ 

Percent 
22.2 
24.6 
15.1 

Percent 
24.4 
35.6 
17.8 

Percent 
25.0 
22.7 
11.4 

Percent 
17.1 
14.3 
14.3 

Thus, nearly 47 percent of all respondents and 60 percent 
of all those from 15 to 29 years of age believed that there 
was at least some police brutality. Of those who had 
answered "a lot" and "a little," approximately half 
claimed that they had witnessed it.a1 

Another survey of Negroes in the general area of Watts 
by the University of California at Los Angeles found that 
a high percentage of those surveyed believed the police 
engaged in misconduct, said they had observed acts of 
misconduct, or indicated that such an act had happened 
to someone they knew or to themselves: 32 

Happened Saw it Happened Happened 
Police in area happen to someone to you 

you know 
-------------

Percent Percent Percent Percent 
Lack respect or use insulting language._._ 85 49 52 28 
Roust, frisk, or search people without 

52 48 25 good reason ____ . ____________________ 85 
Stop or search cars for no good reason ____ 83 51 49 25 
Search homes for no good reason ________ 63 22 30 7 
Use unnecessary force in making arrests __ 86 47 43 9 
Beat up people in custody ______________ 85 ?7 46 5 

This study also shows that males below the age of 35 
were most critical of the police. For example, 53 percent 
'of young males reported they had been subjected to in
sulting language; 44 percent to a roust, frisk, or search 
without good reason; 22 percent to unnecessary force in 
being arrested; and 10 percent to being beaten up while 
in custody, Well over 90 percent of young males believed 
that each of these kinds of incidents occurred in the area 
and 45 to 63 percent claimed to have seen at least one of 
them. There were no substantial differences based on 
economic levels. Negroes with higher education re
ported more insults, searches without cause, and stopping 
of cars without cause.aa 

The BSSR survey of Washington, D.C., found that over 
half of the Negroes and only a quarter of whites thought 
that "many police enjoy giving people a hard time." Ten 
percent 'of Negro men and 6 percent of Negro women 
claimed to have seen unjustified police use of violence in 
contrast to no white men and 3 percent of white women. 
The BSSR study also showed a clear difference between 
Negroes and whites in their beliefs concerning police dis
crimination between whites and Negroes. Sixty percent 
of Negro males, as compared to 29 percent 'of white males, 

20 Supra, note 12 at p. 21. 
:10 Supra, note 25 at p. 13. 
"Ibid. 
:.r~ Walter J. Raine, 'iLoa Angeles Riot Study; The Perception of Police Bru. 

tnlily in South Centrnl Los Angeles Following the Revolt of August 1965" (Los 
Angeles: University of California, 1966), at fig. 1. 

3:.1 Id. at figs. 6, 7, 8. 
:u Supr:., note 14 at 13B. 
3:) Supra, note 25. New York Tjmes Survey, July 27, 1964, quoted in tables 

from Watts survey. 
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said the police did discriminate. Of those who believed 
that Negroes were treated worse, the following differences 
existed as to the kind of discrimination: 

Rudeness Picked on Brutality 
more 

Negro males ______________________________ _ Percent 
53 
25 

Percent 
60 
38 

Percent 
48 White males _______________________________ _ 

Yet, as many Negroes as whites (almost 80 percent) said 
that "there are just a few policemen who are responsible 
for the bad publicity." 84 

A survey in Harlem i'n 1964 concerning police brurality 
showed that of the 63 percent of the respondents with an 
opinion, 12 percent thought that there was a lot of bru
tality, 31 percent a little, and only 20 percent none at 
al1.35 

A survey of junior high school students in Cincinnati 
fou'nd that only 41 percent of the Negro boys and 58 per
cent of the Negro girls disagreed with the statement that 
"the police are mean." The following figures show the 
difference between white and Negro teenagers: 30 

Police accuse Police try to 
you of things POlice try to get smart with 
you didn't do act big shot you if you ask 

a question 

Percent Percent Percent White girls _____________________ 40 33 34 White boys _____________________ 56 46 46 Negro girls ____ .. _______________ 60 51 56 Negro boys _____________________ 65 69 70 

A study of teenagers in Kalamazoo, Mich., in 1957 simi
larly found that "only 41 percent of the Negroes (teen
agers) gave favorable answers when questioned on the 
fairness of the police, while 79 percent of the whites re
sponded favorably." 37 

Surveys may not accurately reflect the full extent of 
minority group dissatisfaction with the police. In-depth 
interviews with members of minority groups frequently 
lead to strong statements of hostility, replacing the neutral 
or even favorable statements which began the interview. 
For example, a study of 50 boys from the slums of Wash
ington concluded that, as a result of real or perceived ex~ 
cessive force, humiliation, and other police practices, they 
regarded the police as "the enemy." a8 Attacks on police 
officers, interference with arrests, disturbances and riots 
starting with police incidents, and verbal abuse by citizens 
offer abundant testimony to the strong hostility. The 
way in which such hostility can become an important fac
tor in a riot is illustrated by the following statement of a 
resident of Watts to an interviewer: 30 

Two white policemen was beating a pregnant colored lady like 
a damn dog. They need their heads knocked off. I agree 100 
percent for the Negroes going crazy-they should have killed 
those freaks. Yes, treating niggers like dirty dogs. 

This incident, which was thought by many people in 
Watts to have been the cause of the 1965 Los Angeles riot, 

JO Robert G. Portune, "Attitudes of Junior High Sel.ool Pupils Toward Police 
Officers" (Uni\trfsity of Cincinnati, 19(6), p .2. 

31 Peter Feddema, "Negro and White Student Attitudes Toward the Police" (un
published paper quoted jn Burton Levy, "Law Enforcement nnd Civil Rights'* 
(Lansing: Michigan Civil Rights Commission, 1966», p. 3. 

38 Paul A. Fine, "Neighbors of the President" (New Brunswick: Paul A. Fine 
Associates, 1963), p. 126. Report r>repared for the President's Committee on 
1 uvenUe Delinquency and Youth Crime. 

ag Supra, note 25 at p. 2. 
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never occurred.40 But many Negroes apparently were 
prepared to believe that police officers act in such an im-
proper manner. .., 

A survey of Watts' residents by the Umverslty of CalI
fornia at Los Angeles showed that 21 percent thought 
that police mistreatment was the cause of the riot.41 In 
contrast, only 2 percent of whites considered police bru
tality as the cause. The study further found that those 
Negroes who believed that the po~ice abused people. (used 
excessive force, beat up persons m custody, wef(~ msult
ing, and engaged in other misconduct) or wh? claImed ~o 
have seen such abuse or to have been subjected to It, 
were more likely to have been active participant~, in the 
riots.42 

The Commission's studies of police-community rel~
tions in 11 localities throughout the country showed serI
ous problems of Negro hostility to the police in vi~tually 
all medium and large cities. In short, as the PhIladel
phia Urban League's 1965 report states, "many Negroes 
see the police as their enemies; and they see them as pro
tectors of white people, not as protectors of Negroes, as 
well." 43 

Police Honesty. The NORC survey disclosed that 
sharp differences exist as to how citizens view police 
honesty. About two-thirds of whites, but only one
third of Negroes thought the police to be "almost all 
honest;" less than 2 percent of whites thought that they 
were "almost all corrupt" in comparison to 10 percent of 
nonwhites.H A Louis Harris poll in 1966 found that ap
proximately 15 perc.ent of Negroes (al~ost four t~mes ~s 
many as whites) belIeved that many pollee officers III theIr 
communities took bribes.45 A survey in St. Louis found 
that 46 percent of Negroes in contrast to 24 percent of 
whites believed that "dishonesty is one of the character
istics of many of our city police." 46 

\

' Need for Police Protection. Although surveys disclose 
that Negroes are substantially more hostile to the police 
than whites, Negroes also feel strongly about the need for 
police protection. This is not surpr;~sing since a much 
greater proportion of Negroes than whItes are the victims, 
as well as perpetrators, of crime. For example, in Watts, 
of the 41 percent of Negroes who believed that t~e police 
are doing a "not so good" or "poor" job (4; percent 
thought that the police were doing an "excellent or pretty 
good job"), many cited lack of adequate protection as 
the basis of their opinion rather than brutality, discour
tesy, or discriminationY The Cincinnati survey of 
junior high school students showed that 83 percent of 
the Negro boys agreed that "without police there would 
be crime everywhere." 48 

A survey of Harlem in 1964 showed that 39 percent of 
the respondents considered "crime and criminals" as the 
biggest problem for Negroes in the area. This was the 
third highest category, following economic complaints 
and housing. Complaints about police misconduct were 

-'0 Governor's Commission on the Los Angeles Riots, "Violence in the City-An 
End or n Beginning?" (Los Angeles: Office of tIle Governor, 1965). p. 12. 

-u T. M. Tomlinson, "L08 Angeles Riot Study Methods Negro Reaction Survey" 
(Los AngeleS! University of California, 1966), table 25. 

42 Supra, note 32 at fig. 22-25. 
·13 Philadelphia Urban League, "Year End Report; 1965." Cited in supra, notc 
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41 Supra, note 25 at pp. 25-26. 
48 Supra, note 36 at p. 2. 
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not one of the nine most frequently mcntkit1ed cate
gories.49 A subsequent survey ~n HarleT\'. fO!!l:1.i t~at. 21 
percent of those interviewed belIeved that d(;;p~ addlctlOn 
was the area's biggest problem and 11 percent thought 
crime and juvenile delinquency were the biggest problems; 

l
ese were the first and third most frequently mentioned 

roblems. As to problems in their block, those inter
iewed ranked them in the following order: 50 

Percent 
1. Crime in the streets____________________________ 28 
2. Dope addiction________________________________ 20 
3. Need for better police protection_________________ 15 
4. Murders _____________________________________ 3 
5. Drunks in the hallways of buildings_______________ 3 

A 1966 Louis Harris poll in Washington found that 
Negroes as well as whites considered crime and law en
forcement the greatest community problem.51 The staff 
report of the U.S. Civil Rights Commission on "Police
Community Relations, Cleveland, Ohio" concl.uded that 
the "most frequent complaint [of Negr~es] IS tha.t of 
permissive Jaw enforcement and that polIcemen faIl to 
provide adequate protection and services in ar~as oc
cupied by Negroes." 52 Neighborhood groups III the 
Bedford-Stuyvesant area of New York came to the same 
conclusion. And the Michigan State survey found that 
this was one of the two most frequent criticisms of the 
police by minority groups throughout the country.53 

Most Negroes, regardl~ss of ~e~r f~elings,. do ~ot P?ysi
cally or verbally react WIth hostilIty III routme sltuatl?ns. 
A Commission study which viewed thousands of polIce
citizen interactions in several cities found that 11 percent 
of the citizens reacted deferentially, 76 percent civilly, 
and only 6 percent antagonistically. The differences 
between Negroes and whites were negligible.5

'l Negroes 
talk frequently about the "good cop" who, while ~ulIy 
enforcing the law, treats them as fellow human bemgs. 
And, as has been shown, Negroes greatly desire better 
police protection, Consequently, there is every reason 
to believe that relations between the police and Negroes 
can be substantially improved. 

However, the problem may be aggravated unless imme
diate steps are being taken to improve police-community 
relations while America's cities are becoming more peavily 
populated by minority groups. For example, in Wash
ington, D.C., Negroes now constitute a majority of the 
population; in 9 other cities, they constitute over 40 
percent of the population and in 17 more, over 30 per
cent. By 1970, it is projected that Negroes will con
stitute half the population in 4 cities of over 100,000 
population; 40 percent or more in 10 additional cities 
including Baltimore, Detroit, Newark, St. Louis, New 
Orleans, and Nashville; and 30 percent or more in 23 
more cities including Atlanta, Memphis, Chicago, Cleve
land, Philadelphia, and Cincinnati.55 The problems 
inherent in policing such cities by police forces comprised 
largely of white officers may become even worse if effec
tive action is not taken. 
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Other Minority Groups 

The American Negro is not the only minority group 
which expresses hostility toward the police. The Michi
gan State University survey found that Latin Americans 
also tend to "look upon the police as enemies who protect 
only the white power structure." 56 The University of 
California survey in Philadelphia found that some Puerto 
Rican leaders felt even more alienated from the police 
department than did Negroes.57 Such findings are con
sistent with the evidence provided by the 1966 riots among 
Puerto Ricans in Chicago and Perth Amboy, N.J., dis
turbances which were started by conflicts with the police 
and were followed by expression of community problems 
relating to the police. 

Both the University of California and Michigan State 
University surveys revealed that relations between Mexi
can-Americans and the police in San Diego and other 
western cities could be improved. 58 A survey in Los 
Angeles found that Mexican-Americans were generally 
less negative toward the police than Negroes but con
siderably more so than whites, as the following figures 
show: 59 

Whites. ___ •••. _ .•.•••..•..• ___________ •• __ _ 
Mexican·America ns _________________________ _ 
Negroes. _. _ •...•••.. _ ..•.• _. _. _.c ••••••. _ •. 

Wh ites .•• _ •• _ ..••••..•. _ ••• __ ._ ••• _. _ ..• _ .. 
Mexican· Americans._ .•.••• ____ •••• _ •• __ . ___ . 
Negroes. ___ • __ •. ___ • _. _____________ •.•• __ ._ 

Youth 

One of the very Definitely below 
best police depart· stan.dard in com· 

ments in the parison with other 
cou ntry police departments 

Percent 
30 
22.8 
14.4 

Percent 
8.5 

14.5 
20.3 

Police always reo Police often can· 
spect constitutional scienceless and 
rights of suspected brutal in perform-

criminals ing duties 

Percent 
34.8 
21. 2 
12.1 

Percent 
11.1 
44.4 
38.2 

Tension also exists between the police and youth gener
ally. For example, responses to the following question 
in a 1965 Gallup poll showed significant differences based 
onage: GO 

How much respect do you have for the police in your area
a great deal, some, or hardly any? 

Age A grent Some Hardly any Don't know 
deal 

Percent Percent Percent Percent 20-29. ____ • _. _._ .•. _. _ •.• ___ •• 57 31 8 4 
60-69. ___ •• _. _ •.•..•••..•••. _. 76 19 2 3 

A recent survey among junior high school students in 
Cincinnati showed that only 44 percent of white boys dis
agreed with the statement that the "police accuse you of 
things you didn't do;" only 54 percent disagreed that the 
"police try to act big shot" and that the "police try to get 

00 Supra, D('te 22 at p. 30. 
51 Supra, note 21 at vol. II, p. 106. 
f'i8 Supra, note 21 at vol. I, p. 92; and 8uprn, note 22 at pp. 12, 30. 
li9 G. Douglas Gourley, "Public Relations and the Police" (Springfield: Charles 

c. Thomas, 1953), pp. 75-76. 
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smart with you when you ask a question." The favorable 
answers by white girls were approximately 12 to 16 
percent greater.61 

The Poor 

Two recent polls show that the poor have generally 
less favorable attitudes toward the police than more af
fluent citizens. The NORC survey showed, as to the 
effectiveness of the police in enforcing the laws, the fol
lowing attitudes of white males broken down by income 
levels: 62 

Annual income $0 to $2,999 $3,000 to $6.000 to Above 
$5,999 $9,999 $10,000 

Percent Percent Percent Percent 
ExcellenL ..•.....••..•..••... 17 25 24 32 
G~od ..•••••••..•.•• _ .• _ •••••.. 49 43 47 41 
Fair ••...•••.•••..••• _ ._._ .• _. 24 25 22 23 
Poor .. _. _ .• ___ ••• _. _._ ••.. _ ••• 10 7 7 4 

A 1965 Gallup poll obtained the following responses to 
this question: 63 

How much respect do you have for the police in your area
a great deal, some, or hardly any? 

A great Hardly any 
deal 

Percent Percent 
Under $3.000 a year •• _ ••••••••..•••••. _._ .•••.•. _........ 65 
Above $10,000 a year .•••••.. _ .•.•••.. _ •••• _ ..•.•••.•• _.. 75 

6 
2 

Sixteen percent of those earning under $3,000 thought 
that there was police brutality in their area while only 8 
percent of those earning more than $10,000 believed SO.64 

POLICE PROGRAMS DIRECTLY RELATED 
TO COMMUNITY RELATIONS 

The purpose of this section is to analyze particular 
police policies and procedures as they bear on community 
relations. Of course, all of the observations made do not 
apply to anyone force. Particular police departments 
are doing many different kinds of things relating to 
police-community relations, some good and some bad. 
Moreover, the inability of the police to remedy their 
problems with minority groups and the poor is little 
different froin the similar failure of welfare, education; 
housing, and other government agencies. 

Unless, however, the legitimate grievances relating to 
the police are confronted frankly and effectively, im
provement of police-community relations will be impos
sible. Modification of police procedures on the street, 
stronger internal discipline over o:fficers, greatly enlarged 
and strengthened police-community relations units, im
proved procedures for handling citizen complaints, better 
screening to eliminate candidates for the police force who 
are biased, and many other meaBures deeply affecting 
police agencies and police work will be necessary. 

no Supra, nole 12 at p. 13. 
01 Supra, note 36 at p. 2. 
U:l; Supra, note 10 at table 8-1. 
03 Supra, note 12 at p. 15. 6' rd. at p. 22. 
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Of course, the entire burden cannot and should not be may be a matter of translating a general endorsement into 
placed on the police. Local governments must be willing concrete assistance to the police in preventing crime, ob
to pay for the higher salaries which will attract better taining adequate salaries, and the like. In minority 
police officers and for the training which is urgently neces- communities, the effort must begin at a more basic level 

1 

sary. The community must be willing also to have a with a frank exploration of the attitudes and practices 
genuinely integrated police force and to have its laws which cause hostility on both sides. 
enforced without discrimination. The public, moreover, In this section three main techniques presently em
must recognize that it cannot demand that the ployed by police departments to work with the com
police stamp out crime regardless of how the methods munity are analyzed: (1) police-community relations 
used may affect community relations. Minority leaders units; (2) citizen advisory committees; and (3) special 
must be willing to distinguish their grievances against J programs which bring the police into continuing contact 
other groups from those against the police, to criticize the with the community. 
police responsibly, to withhold allegations until the facts 
are known, and to attempt to prevent criticism from POLICE-COMMUNITY RELATIONS UNITS 

descending into violence. Community organizations 
must be willing to criticize the police when criticism is 
needed, yet to rally support for the police so that they can 
carry out their essential functions. 

To a considerable extent, the police are the victims of 
community problems which are not of their making. For 
generations, minority groups and the poor have not re-

( 

ceived a fair opportunity to share the benefits of American 
life. They suffer from bad housing, inferior education, 
unemployment, underemployment, or low wages. They 
have been discriminated against and abused by welfare 
and public housing officials, private landlords, and 
businessmen. Their frustrations and bitterness are taken 

\
. r out, at least in part, on the policeman as the most 
\ visible symbol of a society and its law which have often 

treated them so unjustly. 

~l 
The police are sometimes blamed for the evils of the 

... rest of the criminal justice system. When a suspect is 
held for long periods in jail prior to trial because he 
cannot make bail, when he is given inadequate counsel 
or none at all, when he is assigned counsel that attempts 
to extract money from him or his family even though he 
is indigent, when he is paraded through the courtroom in 
a group or is tried in a few minutes, when he is sent to jail 
because he has no money to pay a fine, when the jailor 
prison is physically dilapidated or its personnel brutal or 
incompetent, or when the probation or parole officer has 
little time to give him, the offender will probably blame, 
at least in part, the police officers who arrested him and 
started the process. 

Still, the primary responsibility for improving police
community relations must rest with the police. As a 
responsible and organized public service agency, they 
must take the initiative in making good police-commu-

I 
nity relations a reality. 

/ Police-community relations have two essentially dif-

f
· ferent aspects. First, the substantial majority of Ameri
cans respects its police force, supports its actions, and 

{

looks to it for protection. Second, a significant number 
of people, largely the poor or members of minority 

. groups, fears and distrusts the police. Ironically, this 
latter group often has the greatest need for police pro
tection because it usually inhabits the most crime-ridden 
sections of our cities. 

The task of building strong police-community relations 1· 

is different with each population group. In one case, it 

0=; International Association of Chiefs of Police nnd United States Conference of 
Mayorst "Police. Community Relations Policies and Practices" (Washington: IACP, 
1965), p. 9. 

G, Id. at p. 11. 
01 Supra, note 22 at p. 6. 

Although the Commission's surveys clearly indicate 
that most police departments are keenly aware of serious 
community relations problems, they have been slow to 
institute programs to confront them. A 1964 survey 
conducted by the International Association of Chiefs of 
Police and the United States Conference of Mayors found 
that only 46 of 165 cities either with populations over 
100,000, or with more than 30,000 population and 5 per
cent non-white population, had extensive community 
relations programs; of these only 37 had a community
relations unit within the department.G5 Only 6 out of 
145 cities with between 30,000 and 100,000 population 
and less than 5 percent nonwhite residents, had a formal 
community relations program of any kind.GO 

In the last few years there has been some progress. In 
several major departments community relations units re
cently have been established.o7 The need for such a 
unit or its expansion has often been recognized after a 
major disorder, as in Watts, or after an inflammatory 
racial incident, as in Seattle.os Nevertheless, the 1966 
Michigan State University survey showed that only 38 
percent of the cities over 100,000 population had a com
munity relations unit.GO In short, most of the smaller 
departments still have no unit or program; and in many 
large cities, community relations are handled without any 
central organization because of lack of sufficient funds, 
personnel, initiative, or other reasons.70 

The belief is prevalent in many departments that it is 
enough if "every policeman is a community relations 
officer" and if the chief's "door is always open" to citizen 
complaints, suggestions, and problems. Yet the Michigan 
State study found that departments without units tended 
to concentrate their community activities on improve
ment of their public image.71 This conclusion is con
sistent with that of the International Association of 
Chiefs of Police and United States Conference of Mayors 
which found that only a handful of departments with
out community relations units had any formal commu
nity relations program. 72 

Although, ideally, every man on the force should indeed 
be a community relations officer, he also has a full-time 
job of patrol or investigation. What is in effect every 
officer's business can end up being no one's business. 
Even if, as in some departments, community relations 
officers are appointed in each precinct, this is not a total 

08 Los Angeles Police Department, Memorandum No. 27, Sept. 28, 1965; the New 
York Times, July 24, 1966, p. 45, col. 6. 

GO Supra, note 22 at p. 60. 
7' Id. at p. 66. 
71 Id. at p. 126. 
'j'!! Supra, notf! 6S at p. ll. 
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solution. Without a central unit to plan overall pro- / 
grams, conduct training, represent the force with citywide 
citizen groups, and supervise precinct-community rela
tions efforts, the job will either not get done or wiI1lack 
the expertise, coordination, and leadership which are 
needed. 
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investigations chief, who reported to the deputy com
missioner for investigations, who in turn reported to the 
chief. The rank of the commander of the unit depended 
upon the man assigned to the job, which carried nu par
ticular rank of its own.78 The Michigan State survey 
showed that of 18 departments whose community relations 
units it studied, 1 was commanded by the chief himself, 1 
by a civilian director, 2 by deputy chiefs, 1 by a deputy 
i~spector, 1 by an inspector, 2 by captains, 5 by lieutenants, 
and 5 by sergeants.79 A 

If community relations units are to be successful, they 1! I 
must clearly have prestige and authority. Consequently, i 
responsibility for community relations must be placed at 
the highest possible level. In large departments, the 
units should be commanded by officers who are one, or 

While a police-community relations unit is essential, J 
the mere existence of a unit does not, of course, guarantee 
its effectiveness. Too often such units have been regarded 
by the rest of the department as the sole repository of the 
responsibility for good community relations. The activ
ities of the units are not well known in other parts of the 
department and have rarely affected the activities of indi
vidual officers or substantially influenced departmental 
policy in such police activities as field interrogation, re
cruitment, assignment of personnel, and integrated 
patrols.73 

Conversely, both the Michigan State University and 
University of California studies found that community 
relations units have not generally won the confidence of 
minority groups. Individual community relations officers 
have often been liked and respected by minority leaders. 
But the units have usually been known only to a small 
proportion of the minority community and then generally 
only to the middle class. Those who respect the officers 
of the unit have generally seen them as distinct from the 
,department and as having little support from it. This 
belief is often confirmed by the unit's lack of influence 
and prestige within the department itself.7~ 

at most two, ranks below the chief, and who report 
directly to hi~. In smaller departments this may mean 

1 

that the chief him,self, or a close assistant, should assume 
charge of community relations. In any event, community 
relations should not be treated on an organizational par 
with maintenance or records as is now so often the case. 
'The u.nit's status within a department may also be 

affected by its physical location. In Washington, D.C., 

Several factors, discussed below, vitally affect the suc
cess of a community relations unit. 

Responsibility 

the community relations unit was formerly located in 
an obscure office on the second floor of the fourth pre
cinct nine blocks from central headquarters. so In 
another city, the unit was located three blocks from head
quarters because of lack of room in the central building.81 

Although space is usually at a premium in expanding 
police departments, a vital community relations program \ 
demands both the symbol of status and the physical 
proximity to the center of authority which comes from 
being located in headquarters. 

Community relations programs cannot be effective if Relationship to Precincts 
responsibility is split between various police units. In 
one large city, for instance, a public information division Community relations officers should be assigned to each ( 
handles press relations, speeches, tours, and citizen crime precinct and to special squads. Most police-community 
prevention programs; a human relations section working relations units now have inadequate personnel for such 
out of the field services division investigates incidents assignments. In Philadelphia, Chicago, and Nassau 
with religious, racial, or ethnic overtones and gives advice County, however, officers have been assigned to each <\, 
concerning high-tension situations; and, a community precinct. In St. Louis, community relations offi
relati<?ns coord~nator, in the o~ce of the c.hief of patrol, cers have been assigned to three high-crime dis- t 
coordmates neIghbo~hood poh~e-comn;u.n.Ity workshops. tricts (they are responsible both to the unit and the 
On the <?ther ha~d, I;! St .. L~UlS one dIvISIon ~an,dles all precinct commanders), and the Los Angeles department 
comI;lUmty ~e]atlOns: SImIlarly,. San FrancIsco s. C~)l.n- \ has assigned a lieutenant as a community relations officer 
mumty relat:ons umt has b~en gIven full r.esponsIb~hty in each precinct with serious police-community relations 
for formulatmg and executmg a commumty relatIons problems. New York City is in the process of establish
program.7G ing precinct-community relations councils at which a 

Relationship to Headquarters 

In the administrative hierarchy, community relations 
units too often appear as an afterthought. In 1966 the 
community relations unit in Washington, D.C., functioned 
as part of a special services division whi:ch also has respon
sibilities relating to civil defense, court liaison, communi
cations and records, and the police reserve corps.77 The 
head of the five-unit division reported to the executive 
officer to the chief. In Philadelphia the community rela
tions unit was one of five units responsible to the special 

7:1 Supra, nato 22 at pp. 67-68, 72; supra, note 21 at vol. I, p. 46, and vol. n~ 
p.65. 

7·J Supr2., nota 22 at pp. 62-63, 67-68; supra, note 21 ot vol. I, pp. 56-59, and 
vol. II, pp. 65, 286. 

'15 Supra, note 22 at pp. 33-35. 
70 Id. at pp. 44-48. 
i1 Prcpident', Commission on Crime in the District of Columbia, "Report on the 

Metropolitan Police Department" (Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office, 
19(6) f pp. 6-7. The report of this Commission resulted in a reorganization of the 
. {tcpol'tment. 

lieutenant, appointed by the precinct commander, will be 
present and run community relations programs within the 
precinct. In San Francisco, two men in each district 
station are assigned to work on community relations in 
coordination with the central police-community relations 
unit.82 

The prime value of a full-time precinct-community rela-l 
tions officer is that he can ensure that community relations 
does not become merely a job for the headquarters unit 
and can see that community relations permeates every as
pect of police activity. The actions that most critically 

,. Supra, not. 22 at pp. 74-77. 
7D Id. at exhibit I. 
so Inter.Religious Commitcc on Race Relations, "Police, Community Relations 

Unit" (Washington: Inter· Religious Committee on R::cc Relations, 1966) I p. 2. 
81 Supra, notc 22 at p. 62. 
sa Supra, note 22 at p. 69; supra, nole 21 nt vol. II, p. 273; "3 Policemen Get 

Community lteJations Jobs," St. Louis Post Dispatch, Mar. 19, 1966, sec. At p.3, 
col. 8; New York Tjmes, July 24, 1966, p. 45, col. 6; Los Angeles Police Depart· 
rncnt Memorandum No. I, Jan. 6, 1966 . 
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affect police-citizen relations emanate from the officer on 
the beat. The community relations officer can assist by 
advising the commander on policy needs and on specific 
incidents which affect community relations. He can also 
help individual officers, conduct rollc,,]l training, main
tain close communication with neighborhood groups 
whether formally organized 'Or not, ascertain community 
tensions and develop programs to deal with them, and 
provide information for the central unit concerning con
·ditions and programs of the precinct. These duties 
may require more than one officer in particularly large 
precincts or ones with especially difficult community 
relations problems. 

Assignment of a community relations officer in a pre
cinct or special unit, however, requires a delicate balance. 
It is no coincidence that in most of the successful pro-

~ 
grams a strong effort has been made to make community 
relations activities the responsibility of the district com

'I manders.s3 The precinct community relations officer 
must insure that the precinct commander, the command
ers of the canine, traffic, and other special squads, the su-
pervising sergeants and lieutenants, and the patrolmen 
assume more, not less, responsibility because he is there. 
His is an educative and advisory function; they should re
tain the responsibility for community relations within their 
areas. Otherwise, the officers may ignore him, as they 
now often ignore community relations officers, and afford 
little or no consideration to the long-run improvement 
of community relations in the neighborhood in carrying 
out their activities. 

Preferably, precinct-community relations officers should 

\

. ha~e stadffl~esponsibilityb:ol' the cenhtral cor:ununity relatidons 
umt an me responSl 1 Ity to t e precmct cornman er. 
The central unit must maintain close contact with the 
precinct officers and have staff supervision over them so 
that it can provide expert and coordinated leadership to 
the entire community relations program. 

Support of the Department 

In every police department visited, the Michigan State 
survey found problems relating to the support of com
mlljnity relations units by police chiefs, supervisors, or 
ordinary police officers, and often by all three. On close 
examination, this was found to be true even of depart
ments where community relations programs have earped 
national respect. 84 

In one city, where the unit suffered from a lack of 
strong unambiguous support from the chief, a law en
forcement survey found that the chief's directives: 85 

... are insufficient to properly direct, guide, and encourage 
community relations activities. The language of the order, for ex
ample, merely states that "the Police-Community Relations Unit 
shall cooperate with all precincts and units in their problems 
pertaining to police-community relations" but it does not estab
lish. any real re!ationshil?s betw~en the operating units and the 
Pohce-Commumty RelatIOns Umt. The role of the operational 
units is not defined at all. Line operations are without direc
tion in community relation activities because formal policy has 
not been established in directives. 

53 Supra, note 22. at p. 68. 
8\ Id. at pp. 6!Hi8. 
~ International AS8ociati~m of Chiefs of Police, "A Survey of Metropolitan 

PoIJCC Department of Waslungton, D.C." (Washington: IACP, 1966), p. 418; supra, 
note 77 at p. 72. 

BO Supra, note 80. 

The Inter-Religious Committee on Race Relations 
has stated that the Washington unit "enjoys very little 
prestige within the Department" and "is practically a 
stepchild." 86 

In one city, where the unit had been formed as a result 
of outside community pressures, th~ chief 'of police re
fused to make an announcement concerning the forma
tion of the unit and did not invite its commander to a 
key departmental meeting concerning community rela
tions. In another city, one district commander expressed 
resentment at being drafted into community discussion 
groups at the precinct leveLS. The result was that these 
programs were ineffective.88 

A former Negro commander of a community relations 
unit said that few police top administrators "personally 
and honestly believe in [police-community relations]. It 
has been forced on them so they have to go along with it
just giving a lot of lip service and speeches and no mean
ingful action that will develop trust of the police in the 
Negro community." 89 

There is a natural tendency for lilJe officers to compare 
their jobs of keeping order and catching criminals with 
those of community relation officers, who are sometimes 
seen as dabbling in social work and negotiating with per
sons hostile to the police.110 Unless this attitude is met 
forcefully by the top leadership in the department, the unit 
cannot attract capable personnel, cannot feel free to ques
tion police policies and practices affecting community 
relations, cannot have sufficient influence on ordinaIY offi
cers, and cannot gain the real confidence of minority 
groups. Line officers should be shown how necessary, 
difficult, and challenging the role of a community rela
tions officer is and how capable and skillful an officer ful
filling that role must be. 

The· community relations unit must have the full sup
port of the entire department, and such a commitment 
must be reflected in specific directives from the chief con
cerning the unit's funation and responsibilities. The di
rectives in turn must be effectively communicated 
through recruit and inservice training. It is even more 
effective if the chief or his deputies exhibit personal inter
est in the unit through attendance at community meetings 
or programs designed by the unit. 

Authority and Jurisdiction 

The problems of polir.:e-community relations differ 
markedly in quality and degree among cities, and the func
tions of com.muni:y relations units and programs wiII re
flect those dIfferences. At the outset, it is well to distin
guish community relations from related matters with 
which this subject is often confused. 

The primary function of.· many community relations 
units is seen as explaining and justifying police policies 
and practices to the general public. Hence, the Michi
gan State survey found that over 70 percent of the units 
reporting handled the department's public relations; in
deed, in many cities, the very title 'Of the office indi
cates that it has largely a public relations or information 
responsibility.ol In two large cities, police administrators 

81 Supra, note 22 at p. 85. 
88 Id. at pp. 60-68. 
•• Supra, 110te 21 at vol. II. p. 66. 
tiO Supra, note 22, at table II. 
., Springfield, Mass., Daily News, Apr. 19, 1966, p. 4, cols. 1-2. 
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felt that their community relations problems would be mittees, police-community relations institutes, and tours 
resolved if they could hire professional public relations of police stations. 
firms.02 ~oth the University of California and ~iChigav· These programs are discussed below. There can be no 
St~tl~ studIes found that mos.t depar:ments believed the doubt that a primary purpose of community rela
pnI?ary purpose of co~~;mlty relatlOns was to sell the tions units is to plan and run programs for the purpose 
pohce Image to the pubhc. f . t . . .. d d' I . h 

.• ... 0 mam ammg commumcatlOn an la ogue WIt as many 
~u~hc relatlOns and com~umty relatlOns ?ave dlfferex;t ~ civic organizations and individuals as possible. And 

obJe~tIves. The latter reqUlres t~at the pollce a~d publ~c particular emphasis should be placed on those groups and 
candIdly and openly face the Issues concernmg theIr . d' . dIrk I t b t h '1 t th r 
problems. Public relations programs, in contrast, are de- m IVI ua s 1 e y 0 e mos Ostl e 0 e po Ice. 
signed to create a better image and this often requires Yl.. . 
attempting to have the department accepted as it is. Con- I \ Polley FormulatIOn. . In m~st pohce departments the 
sequently, emphasis on public relations will often lead ?roblem.s. of commumty relatl?nS are rarely .translat~d ~ 
departments to mistake the nature of the problem as mto pohcles except under pubhc pressure. It IS essential 
merely a failure to communicate the correct police image that police-community relations units have a formal role 
to the public. Needed community relations personnal in formulating policies affecting community relations, 
a~e. then used for purposes ?f preparing press release~ and such as by membership on the high-level policymaking 
1S1vmg speeches to commu~llty groups. As ~ result, mlIlOr- board, which the Commission recommended in chapter , 
Ity groups a.nd othe.rs. wIll become convmced. that the 4 of the General Report. The community relations 
deP<l:rtment 1.S not wlllmg to face up to !he s.enous con:- unit should be heard on such decisions as deployment of 
mumty relatlOns problem. As the UmveTSlty of CalI- saturat'on at 01 . t f . .e,--=~=::::--=r--
f · d f d h' . I' 1 P r s, aSSl nmen 0 mmon mem orma stu y oun, tl e entire commumty re atlOns h f t t f t 1 £ h . 
program will be seen as a "public relations puff," a "snow ~ e orce, m egra lOU 0 pOI rg t~~ms, use ?- t e cat;me 
job," or "con game." 04 ,corps, and enforcement of polICIes relatmg to mmor 

. . cnmes hke dIsorderly conduct. ThIS of course does not mean that pohce departments . 
should haveno public relations unit or program. Police The c~mumty relahons ~mt must also observe h?v.: 
departments are obligated like other organizations to such pohcle~ are ac~ually carned oat from the standpomt 
give the public a fair picture of police activities and of communIty relations and how the community reacts to 
policies, including those affecting community relations. them. This is consistent with the way other units or 
In doing so, it is important that police departments be divisions in police departments are ordinarily run: 06 

less secretive and work with the mass media to disclose 
as much information as possible to the public. But the 
different functions and methods of public and community 
relations suggest that they be handled by different per
sonnel and units. Otherwise, the credibility of the 
community relations program in openly facing police
community problems is likely to be seriously impaired. 

In addition, it is important that police-community 
relations units not design their activities to gain intelli
gence information. If police-community relations are 
improved, citizens will as a matter of course be more will
ing to volunteer information to the police. However, if 
a community relations unit deliberately engages in intelli
gence activities, many citizens-and particularly those 
already suspicious of the police-will refuse to participate 
in its activities. 

The division that develops an operational plan is responsible 
for its objective, is interested in its purpose, and is qualified to 
direct it; consequently, it is the logical division to inspect the 
operation of the plan. For example, to ensure the successful 
operation of a traffic-control plan, the traffic division should 
inspect the work done by other divisions insofar as that work 
is a part of the plan. * * * 

The indirect control thus provided is vital to the success of 
special operations. 

Personnel Decisions. The most promising way to avert .~~ 
future police-community tensions is to recruit, train, and 
promote only those men with a sound respect for people. 
Community relations specialists should participate in the 
planning of the series of psychological interviews, written 
tests, and background investigation given to applicants for 
police employment. They should attempt to ensure that 
greater numbers of minority group members seek careers 

Citizen Contacts. A commonly accepted function of ~in police work by improving recruitment programs and by 
community relations units is working with citizen groups-·· preventing discrimination, whether conscious or not, 
sending speakers to such groups, participating in their against such applicants. This will require participation 
programs, and listening to their grievances. Over 95 in the selection process itself. 
percent of the units responding to the Michigan State The same considerations apply to promotion. T.b.e ~ 
survey were involved in such efforts. In addition, in precinct community relations officers should regularly 
more than 62 percent of the units, the community rela- evaluate officers from the standpoint of community rela
tions staff ran school programs in order to develop friendly tions, on the basis of knowledge concerning the officer's 
relationships and a positive police image with the children work and the opinion of the community. Such an evalua-
in the community.oii Units also run or conduct a variety tion should constitute an important factor in rating 
of other programs including neighborhood advisory com- or promotion decisions. Promotion criteria should be 

9!! Supra, note 22 at p. 85. 
03 Supra, note 22 at pp. 49-50. Some departments do, ]lowevcr, assign to the 

unit tlte job of handling civilian complaints against the police. Ovcr 24 perccnt 
of tho Ur;tits i,!, the Michigan S!ate survey· did so, including Pltiladelphia, which 
actually Invcsllgntes the complaints. See supra, note 22 at pp. 60 t 90b. 

Dl Supra, note 21 at vol. It p. 58, quotations from citizen interviews. Sec also 
id. at vol. II, pp. 82-83. 

05 Supra, note 22 at p. 90b. 
tlO O. W. Wilson, "Police Administration" (2d cd., New York: McGrnw·Hill 

Book Co., 1963), p. 115. 
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scrutinized to insure that minority officers are treated 
fairly. 

Training. The Michigar: State .survey foun~ .that ~7 
percent of community relatIons umts n<;w partI;Ipate I? 
training. Personnel from the commumty relatlons umt 
should have considerable responsibility for providing that 
portion of a force's recruit and inservice training directly 
affecting community relations, including su~h topi~s as 
civil rights and the purpose of good comm,:mty relatio?s. 
In addition they should be consulted routmely on tram
ing concer~ing other subjects which affect community 
relations, such as procedures for making.arrests and field 
investigations, the use of weapons, and not control. 

the department. Such a role may include holding one 
or more community meetings, open to the whole 
neighborhood. 

The community relations unit should participate in the 
planning that precedes demonstrations and in making 
preparations for handling any incidents that may arise in 
their course. Close and continuing relationships with 
the civil rights and other groups involved often means 
that advance steps can be taken jointly to prevent inci
dents, and to deal with them promptly and firmly when 
they do arise. Such preplanning has worked successfully 
in San Francisco.oo 

The unit's preventive work also extends to the area of 
planning and participating in police responses to disturb
ances or riots. The unit must be involved in every aspect 

~ 
Handling of High-Tension Situations. One of the of preparing the department's riot or civil disturbance 
fundamental purposes of a community relations unit plan and the training of carefully selected line personnel 
is to prevent, if possible, situations of high tension for facing such an eventuality. The unit should know, 
between the police and community residents, and to through its contacts with residents throughout the com
help deal with such situations when they occur. Accord- munity, of high-tension situations, and should be able to 
ingly, the preventive aspects of the unit's wo~k direc.tly mobilize citizen support to prevent disturbances or flare-
relate to its awareness of when and why tenSIOns eXlst. ups from spreading. It should know who the likely 
This kind of knowledge can only come from having staff leaders of such disturbances are, what voices in the com
r~gularly in the field, ~ont,:c~ing both re.sidents and ~re- munity they respond to, and who has the best chance of 
cmct personnel,. analy~mg cltlzen complamts, and. makmg interceding successfully.loo 

f
occasional speclal attltude surveys. When tenSIOns are 
diagnosed, the unit ~as the ~esponsibility of bringing them ~ Evaluation and Research. A community relations unit 
to the prompt attentIO.n. of lme command officers and pa~- must constantly evaluate its own programs. New ideas 
ticipating in staff declSlons ~s to how they car: be .all~vI- are frequently tried, but the programs have rarely received 
ated, for example by changmg personnel pohcy, IssUlng sufficient professional evaluation. Too often the level of 
public statements, initiating a series of community meet- . attendance at community meetings or the' number of 
ings, planning joint programs with citizen groups, or resolutions passed by civic organizations is the criteria for 
making specific suggestions to other municipal agencies success or failure. ) 
whose actions may be contributing to the problem. ~,!le means of evaluation is through attitude mrveys:;;:r 

One example reported :n the Michigan State survey in ~ducted among resldents. Suchsurveys can indicate 
San Francisco illustrates imaginative work in easing now residents view the pollce, where community relations 
tension: 97 programs have succeeded and where they have failed, and 

After a series of rock throwing incidents in a neighborhood 
heavily populated by minority groups, tension in the community 
was runlling high. [A]s a result of efforts on the part of the 
community relations unit and minority group leaders, a rock· 
cleanup campaign sponsored by a local newspaper resulted in a 
sharp reduction of community tensions. Labor organizations, 
trucking companies, and other firms offered their time and 
equipment to work with the youths, many of whom had criminal 
records. This action resulted in praise from previously hostile 
community residents. 

When antipolice feeling is generated by an isolated 
incident ·of police misconduct, the community relations 
unit can help ease the feelings of community residents. 
While it probably should not be directly responsible for the 
investigation of incidents likely to lead to official action 
against the policeman involved, it can work in other ways 
to reduce resentments. It can, when appropriate, suggest 
an official investigation,98 keep the investigative unit in
formed of the nature and level of community tensions, 
and, if requested, assist in gathering information. Of 
course, the unit should ensure that the investigation and 
hearing procedures are fair and adequate, and should be 
prepared to explain to citizens the actions being taken by 

01 Supra. note 22 at pp. 49-50. 
00 This is authorized in San Diego, according to the San Diego Police Depart. 

ment Manual of Rules and Regulations, as cited in supra, note 21 nt vol. I, p. 41-
~ Thomas J. Cahill, "Seminar: Police Training for Inter·Racial Problems," The 

Police Chief, December 1963, pp. 31-37; 35-37. 

what areas need concentrated effort. Similar evaluation 
should be co'nducted of the attitudes of recruits and line 
officers before and after departmental training sessions. 
Such evaluations may require outside organizations, 
staffed with persons having competence in statistics, so
ciology, and psychology. The importance of such peri
odic research to confirm or repudiate the basis and direc
tion of any police-community relations program, and to 
suggest when police policies should be changed or new 
programs initiated, cannot be overemphasized. 

In summary, the job of a community relations unit 
transcends public relations and friendly contacts with 
community residents. It includes continuing involvement 
in aspects of policymaking, personnel decisions, and train
ing which have a community relations impact. This 
means playing a key role in police planning for demon
strations and civil disturbances and in preventing minor 
incidents that can trigger a major outburst. In a few 
cities, as will be discussed later, the units have gone even 
further and begun to take a part in actively helping 
residents with nonpolice problems such as job placement 
and referrals for help. 

100 This was done successfully by n New York police. community relations officer 
in Brooklyn during the Bummer of 1966. Pnul L. Montgomery, "East New York, 
Peaceful, But Polico Stay on Alert," New York Times, July 25, 1966, p. 1, col. 2. 
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Personnel 

Numerical Strength. The strength of existing com
munity relations units often varies substantially between 
cities without any logical relationship to the population 
of the city or the size of the police deF-.irtment. In a 
survey of 165 cities over 100,000 population, or with a 
population of between 30,000 and 100,000 population and 
more than 5 percent nonwhite population, units ranged 
from 1 to 10 men, with an average of 3.101 Washington, 
D.C.'s unit has a deputy chief, an inspector, and 3 
lieutenants; San Francisco has 12 officers including a 
lieutenant, assistant inspector, and sergeant; Denver has 
a deputy chief, lieutenant, and 2 patrolmen. Philadel
phia's unit is the largest, with 46 officers headed by a 
captain, 3 lieutenants, and 5 sergeants. In contrast, 
Buffalo assigns line officers part time to a "community 
relations committee" to deal with community crises as 
they arise.102 

Police departments have generally assigned an insuffi
cient number of personnel to community relations work. 
The appropriate number is properly related to a city's 
population, its economic, social, racial, and et,hnic char
acteristics, the amount and kind of tension or hostility 
which is directed against the police, and the gross number 
of men on the force. However, in view of serious police
community relations problems in most cities and the broad 
responsibilities which should be assumed by community 
relations officers, considerably more personnel must be 
assigned to perform this work. It is doubtful that depart
ments can adequately fulfill their responsibilities unless 
they assign at least one percent of their sworn member
ship to community relations work. 
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skilled officers-in police-community units who are doing 
an exemplary job in view of the serious handicaps im
posed on them. As a general policy, however, the follow
ing changes in personnel policies appear to be necessary 
if the community relations units are to perform their 

~
delicate mission effectively: 

1. The head of the unit should be a person who WillI 
command the respect of the rest of the force and bring, 
prestige to the objectives of the unit. At the same time, 
he must be genuinely dedicated to the importance of his 
task and generally accepted by those whose attitudes 
toward police are negative, particularly the poor and n minority groups. If a capable sworn officer is available, 

I( he is generally preferable to a civilian. Police officers are 
often suspicious of civilians and particularly those con
nected with community relations. Until the unit is firmly 
established within the department and has the respect of 
all levels of personnel, a ranking officer is most likely to 
be able to give the unit the status it deserves. 

2. Subordinates should be selected especially for l 
ability in the field of community relations. Visible in
tegration of minority members in the unit is highly desir
able. Precinct-community relations officers should be of 
the rank- of sergeant or lieutenant in order to provide the 
necessary authority. In areas which are predominantly 
Negro or Spanish-speaking, a Negro or Spanish-speaking 
officer may have a significant advantage in dealing with 
the residents. 

3. Work in community relations should be made attrac
tive to police officers so that they will compete to obtain 
such positions, just as they do for plainclothes work. 
This requires that the units be given real authority arid 
that ranking officers make clear the importance of the 
unit's work. In addition, community relations work 

Cali~er. .The Michigan State survey foux:d that com- should be afforded at least parity with other assignments 
mumty relations officers are genera!ly not I?Icked. on the . when promotions are being made. This would induce 
basis of the best man for commum~y r~latIO~s; Instead, \superior personnel to seek community relations positions, 
they often are chosen on the same c.nten~ as lIne officers, make clear to all officers the importance of community 
or they are next on the appropnate lIst, or they are relations and in the long run result in mort:! ranking 
physically limited to light duty. loa Applicants for such officers ~ith prior experience in community relations 
positions are few and transfer requests out of the units activities. 
have been frequ.ent, probably due in large. part to the 4. Civilian experts in such fields as psychology, 
!act that the umts are not accepted as an ;ntegral and sociology, and urban problems should be recruited as 
Important part of the ~epartm!!nt. One. UnIt. reported a full-time employees of units in large departments. Both 
50 percent turnover m personnel durIng Its first 10 large and small departments can also utilize experts from 
months of operation.104 Whe~ this happens, the. unit universities and other sources as consultants for planning 
loses the benefit of an officer WIth on-the-Job expenence. and carrying out training programs and for other impor-

Only a few cities have employed civilians. The tant tasks . 
~hicago ~,olice-comm.mi~y coordinator in 196~ .was 5. As discussed in chapter 5, community service officers, 
borrowed. from. the NatIonal Conferex:ce of ChnstIans recruited from neighborhoods, should perform a variety 

and Jews; t~e dIrectors of t~e St: LOllI.S pr~gram have of police functions. One important role for such an 
been nonpohcemen, and a unIversIty SOCIOlogIst has been officer would be to assist the community relations officer 
used. as ~ consultant.

105 
• •• in the precinct or the central community relations unit 

Mmonty groups are typIcally represented m such UnIts. by circulating through the community to identify local 
For example, in or~e western city, with la:ge groups who .problems and grass-roots leaders by personal contacts 
sp~ak only a foreIgn language, t~e polIce department and nei hborhood meetings. 
aSSIgned an officer who was fluent m It. lOG Negroes are g 
also often assigned, occasionally as commanders of the Staff Training. Before assignment to the unit, com
units. munity relations officers today rarely receive any special 

The Michigan State survey found frequent examples of training. They may attend, for a week or less, a 

101 Supra, note 65 at p. 9. 
10!! Supra, note 22 ot p. 68; supra, note 21 ot vol. II, p. 61; Inter-Religious Com. 

mittee on Rac.o Relations, "Police-Community Relations Unit" (Washington, 19(6), 
p.2. 

-

103 Supra, not. 22 at pp. 74-75. 
10. Id. at p. 76. 
lOG Id. at pp. 34, 54. 
lOO In. at p. 62. 
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community relations institute. Although such institutes 
are valuable, they alone do not provide sufficient training. 
The officers need special training in such fields as the psy
chology, culture, and problems of minority groups and the 
poor, the dynamics of crowd behavior, the history of 
the civil rights movement, and the attitudes of various 
segments of the public toward the police. Large depart
ments can appoint several.community relations officers at 
once and then train them for several weeks or months. 
Smaller departments can send one or two officers to state
wide' or:regional training sessions. Universities, junior 
colleges, and groups with sufficient expertise should be 
encouraged to run these programs. 

Periodic inservice training is essential since problems 
and techniques change so rapidly, and community rela
tions officers should be encouraged to attend classes at 
local universities or take correspondence courses in soci
ology, psychology, and related subjects. 

CITIZEN ADVISORY COMMITTEES 

Police departments must become increasingly aware 
that isolation from the neighborhoods they protect can 
interfere with good policing, as well as with good police
community relations. For the most part, police readily 

i 
acknowledge the need to keep attuned to developments 
and attitudes in the surrounding neighborhoods. Per
haps the most promising mechanism that has evolved 

' ~ foe th1, pucpo,e ;, the polke adviwry committee. Yet a Jj 1964 survey by the International Assoclahoi"n:tf..Chiefs of 
Police and United States Conference of Mayors found 
that of the 165 reporting cities with over 100,000 pop
ulation, or between 30,000 and 100,000 population and 
more than 5 percent nonwhite population, only 8 had 
organized precinct co~ittees and only 19 a citywide 
committee.l07 Since that time, however, a number of 
other cities have initiated such committees. 

The advisory committees take different forms in differ
ent places. Basically they consist of groups of citizens, 
usually formed, under police auspices, to discuss polic
ing problems. They have no formal authority, but act 
as advisers to the department leaders. A brief sum
mary of the organization and activities of these commit
tees follows: 

(1) St. Louis.-What was probably the first police 
advisory committee in the Nation was formed in St. Louis 
in 1955. Its stated objectives were "to promote increased 
cooperation between the police department and other 
community agencies" and to "educate private citizens 
to their responsibilities in the preservation of law and 
order." 108 Three district committees were formed by 
the citywide committee in high-crime Negro and poor 
white areas. 

The committees, composed largely of clergymen, social 
workers, and other responsible readers, met monthly with 
the district eommanders. During its first few years, 
police support was erratic, and citizen interest waned. 
In 195,7 a full-time professional, paid from private funds, 
was hired to infuse the group with new vitality. He was 
later named the department director of community rela-

lOT Supra, note 101 at p. 9. 
lOS Curtis Bronston, "Police Plannjng Operations and Techniques," The Police 

Chief, June 1963, p. 38. 
lOU Supra, nota 22 at lip. 33-43. 
IlO Community Relations Service,. United States Conference of Mayors. Hpolicc. 

Community Relations in St. Louis" (undated, p. 4). 

tiohs and worked out of the office of the Board of Police 
Commissioners. The committees floundered again in 
1959 when the director resigned. Many of the district 
committees became dormant. In 1960, an expanded of
fice of community relations served as liaison for the dis
trict committees and advisor to the district commanders. 
In 1963 and 1964, however, many district committees 
again became inactive. 

The citywide committee now meets regularly with the 
chief and acts as ~'. sr feening body for programs and 
actions of the distt~·t committees. The nine district 
committees consist of the district commander and sev
eral officers and representatives from churches, PTA's, 
social agencies, and civil rights organizations in the com
munity. Each group elects its own officers and has an 
executive committee to plan activities. Subcommittees 
work in such areas as juvenile crime, auto theft, public 
relations, and traffic. District committee and subcommit
tee chairmen from all 'Over the city meet periodically, and 
a newsletter is circulated to all members. Among the ac
tivities sponsored are: Citizens Against Crime, a 
membership card program to encourage citizens to re
port suspicious occurrences; Boy Scout Explorer troops for 
poor and minority youth; rides for high school students as 
observers in patrol cars; and precinct open houses lon 
Representatives of the department have met with civil 
rights leaders beth at their own meetings and at police 
headquarters in an attempt to give both police personnel 
and civil rights leaders a chance to discuss police and com
munity problems.110 

(2) San Francisco.-After a visit to St. Louis in 1962, 
Chief Thomas Cahill initiated, under the auspices of a 
community relations unit, neighborhood committees in 
three of nine police districts. Section chairmen, ap
pointed for each geographical area of a district, enlisted 
several citizens to work with them. The various section 
chairmen constituted an executive committee for the dis
trict to plan public meetiugs at a different location each 
month. Citizens aired their concerns at these public 
forums.1ll 

Other variations exist. Cincinnatl has an informal 
advisory committee of minoritv group representatives 
which meets with the chief on an ad hoc basis as problems 
arise.m New York City if; developing precinct com
munity relations councils in each of 76 precincts patterned 
after existing precinct youth councils which bring public 
and private youth agency personnel together regularly 
with police to discuss treatment of youthful offenders. 
The councils will be formed by the precinct commanders, 
and a lieutenant will be assigned to represent the com
mander at meetings.113 

Effective communication between the police and the 
neighborhood is essential, and an advisory committee 
offers an ..excellent means to achieve it. However, as 
the following discussion illustrates, existing committees 
have been seriously deficient. 

l1t Supra, nOle 99 at pp. 34--37; supra, note 22 at pp. 411-47. 
11:1 Supra, note 22 at p. 102. 
j1..1 Philip H. Dougherty. "Broderick Orders Police to Form Precinct Community 

Councils," New York Times, Dec. 10, 1965, p. 55. col. 4. ' 
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Neighborhood Advisory Committees 

Composition of the Committees. According to the 
Michigan State survey, most neighborhood advisory com
mittees consist mainly of businessmen, civic organization 
leaders, clergymen, and other people whose "stake in the 
community" is readily apparent,114 Generally, member
ship includes only those persons who agree with the police 
or otherwise do not cause trouble.ll5 It is doubtful that 
such persons are representative of those who are hostile 
to the police or that they are even cognizant or sym
pathetic to citizen grievances. The study found that "all 
current programs (surveyed) have failed to reach the very 
segments which are in conflict" with the police or other 
"grassroots" people,1l6 Although it is difficult to reach 
low-income persons, few attempts have even been made,117 

Such a limited focus is essentially self-defeating. The 
police need to keep avenues of communication open with 
the kinds of people who harbor the greatest hostility to
ward them, who most need an escape valve for their 
antagonisms, real or imagined, and who have the most to 
say about police practices on the street. This is impor
tant not only to influence these people, but also to give 
the department an accurate picture of th.e attitudes of 
persons on the street. All too often, community relations 
units do not have this knowledge and therefore cannot 
realistically plan or program for meeting community 
problems. 

Persons who are hostile may be argumentative, disrup
tive, or otherwise difficult to deal with. Allegations may 
be made which are, or which appear to 'be, radical or irre
sponsible. However, this free discussion allows the com
mittees to become vehicles for meeting conflict head-on in 
a controlled forum. The possibility of unpleasantness at 
a meeting is 'obviously preferable to leaving these confron
tations to the streets. 

Police advisory committees should attempt to attract 
as many participants as possible. There should be at least 
one committee in each precinct and more where precincts 
cover large areas or community relations problems are 
particularly serious. Many of the residents will not, or 
cannot afford to, venture far from their immediate neigh
borhoods. St. Louis, for example, established special 
committees, which are branches of the regular district 
committees, inside public housing projects.llS As it is 
difficult to persuade corner gang members, tavern habit
uees, frontdoor stoop dwellers, and exconvicts to partici
pate in general meetings, special committees aimed at 
these groups seem necessary. 

The neighborhood committees should involve not only 
a broad spectrum of the community but many police 
officers as well. They should not be limited to the pre
cinct commander, his immediate assistants or the com
munity relations officers. They should include, at least on 
a rotating basis, officers at the sergeant and patrolman 
rank who bear the daily brunt of putting community 
relations into practice. 

Purpose of the Meetings. At present the meetings of 
most citizens committees include little frank and open dis-

ut Supra, note 22 at p. 70. 
11. Id •. at p. 72. 
no Supra, note 22 at p. 91. 
JlT Supr., note 22 .t pp So-Sl. 
llB Id •• t pp. 42-43. 
ll9 rd •• t p. 72. 
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cussion of controversial police policies; more typically they 
feature explanatory talks concerning crime conditions in 
the area and other noncontroversial subjects. The intro
duction of controversial topics by citizens was generally 
discouraged in meetings which were attended during the 
Michigan State survey. In one city, when such issues 
as stop-and-frisk were raised, the questions were met with 
the adamant refusal of the police to discuss them. 110 In 
another meeting, the commander became defensive when
ever police practices were questioned and changed the 
subject. The citizens did not express their true feelings 
because, as one later said, it "is useless for the police be
come hostile and [they are] not really interested in listen
ing." 120 The study concluded that while the program 
looked good on paper and was widely so regarded, it did 
not really open communication with persons hostile to 
the police.121 

Such meetings do have the potential for dispelling 
myths and pointing up problems about police practices. 
But those attending need to have confidence that they 
will get honest answers to such urgent questions as: 
Under what circumstances are Negroes stopped in white 
neighborhoods? Why are late strollers stopped so often 
for questioning? Why are juveniles told to move on? 
Ho~ are areas selected for saturation patrols? Com
plamts, whether or not they have basis, should be solicited 
and seriously considered; for as long as they are expressed 
in r~mors, they will create friction. Relatively high
rankmg officers should be present to give au1thoritative 
answers and to take steps to alleviate abuses when this 
is necessary. 

Neighborhood committees also allow the police and 
public to consider the enforcement of minor crimes stat
utes in the area. There is a measure of discretion in the 

_ way these ordinances are enforced that allows the police to 
take account of community more.;;, cultural patterns, pov
erty, and housing conditions. Open discussion with 
neighborhood residents as to what their tolerance 
is for noise, for drunks on the streets, or for youths 
congregating on hot summer nights will help to produce 
law enforcement which protects rather than harasses the 
residents and induces citizens to aid and respect, rather 
than harass, the police. Where police discretion is in
volved, an accurate reading of community sentiment is 
an invaluable guide to the law enforcement officer. 

This lesson is brought home by an incident in 1966 in 
Perth Amboy, N.]. A newly enacted antiloitering ordi
nance was applied to Puerto Rican slum dwellers whose 
leisure time was often spent in street socializing. After 
disturbances occurred and large numbers of police had 
to be assigned to that area every night, city officials finally 
agreed to redraft the ordinance and submit it to Puerto 
Rican representatives for their comments.122 

The police should also use such community gatherings 
to discuss and elicit citizen views of police enforcement 
practices in the precinct. The use of dogs, saturation 
patrols, stop-and-frisk, and other practices all affect com
munity relations. Consequently, the opinions of residents 
should be considered as one relevant factor as to how 
these measures are used. Moreover, such discussion will 

1e" Id. nt p 71. 
121 Id •• t p. 72. 
12:1 James R. Sikes. "Jersey Disorders Lnid to New Law," New York Times, 

Aug. 2, 1966, p. 13, col. 5; "Perth Amboy Gives Pucrto Ricans Plan," the 
Washington Post, Aug. 5, 1966, sec. A, p. 4, col. 3. 
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sometimes result in community acceptance of legitimate 
crime-prevention activities which, without explanation, 
may appear threatening to area residents. For example, 
the use of dogs has aroused resentment among Negro 
residents in several cities; yet, in St. Louis, where the 
neighborhood residents were thoroughly educated by,the 
police beforehand as to why and in what circumstances 
dogs were to be used and with what restrictions, no op
position emerged.123 

In short, the ideal precinct committee would act as 
a real participant in police policy formulation within 
the bounds of law and the requirements of effective 
crime control. Successful counterparts are now perform
ing in some poverty programs and school systems.1U 

Moreover, the modern urban police department needs 
closer citizen contacts to maximize its integration into 
neighborhood life. With a real role to play in police
community relations, such committees will become more 
attractive to area residents and accordingly more valu
able to the police as barometers of community reaction 
to their performance and as a means of confronting the 
basic police-community problems of the neighborhood. 

Organization of Committees. Where active, represent
ative neighborhood organizations already exist, the police 
may profitably utilize them as the focus for their dialogue 
with the community. It takes great effort to organize a 
new group which will be independent and representative; 
seasoned groups may already command more prestige and 
membership than a new one could acquire in several years. 
Confederations of block clubs, for instance, would be 
more likely to convey community sentiment accurately 
than a new group solicited by the police. 

If a new group must be formed, the police may wish 
to encourage neighborhood residents to form it on their 
own, or to enlist the aid of antipoverty agencies or settle
ment houses which have expertise and resources for 
community organization. They also often have good 
contacts with low-income residents; and, they sponsor 
block clubs, credit unions, and youth organizations whose 
members could be encouraged to join in genuine exchange 
with the police. And if only a few representatives 
attended the police meetings, they could in turn transmit 
the message to their groups and thereby influence large 
numbers of their own membership. 

Even where an existing group is used, however, the 
committees should be a major part of the work of the 
precinct community relations officer. To ensure success, 
the precinct commanders must give full support to the 
program and subordinate personnel must also partici
pate. The Michigan State survey found that commit
tees often floundered because of lack of sympathy 
or leadership by district or precinct commanders, lack 
of participation by low-ranking officers, and inadequate 
police staff assistance.125 It should be the responsibility 
of the community relations officer to ensure that the 
necessary police support is provided. 

The police should be careful, however, to avoid an 
appearance of dominating the meetings, choosing the 
agenda, or vetoing topics. The Michigan State survey 

123 SUpra, note 22 at p. 38. 
12-l .. Sce "Break"Up Is UrC:d of School Bonrdp.," New York Times, July 15, 1966, 

po lil, col. 4; S.W. ReSIdents Elect School Advisers," the 'Washington Post, 
Scpt. I, 1966, sec. B, p. 7, col. 1-2. 

found that where police took an interest in neighborhood 
committees, the district commander often took them over 
and denied the citizen any feeling of real participation.12O 

The commit~ee should determine its own membership, 
plan the subject matter of the meetings, and make inde
pendent policy judgments. 

Citywide Advisory Committees 

.Citywide committees serve a different function. They 
brmg together the police leadership and the city's civic 
leaders so that the department can discuss with the com
munity's leaders citywide issues involving departmental 
practices or policies and allied problems. They can also 
coordinate the activities of the local precinct councils. 

To accomplish this, however, the committees must have 
the wholehearted support of the chief and his top-rank
ing subordinates, frequent contacts with them through a 
r~gular sc.hedule of meetings, and an opportunity to offer 
VIews on Important issues before pertinent police policies 
are formulated or put into effect. The committees must 
also maintain their independence if they are to remain 
representative of the community rather than a depart
ment satellite. Free discussion and democratic self-gov
ernment must characterize such groups, if their views are 
to be persuasive in the community at large. 

Such committees, like the neighborhood committees, 
must be representative of all citizens in the city. The 
Michigan State survey found that in most cities they were 
not. In one large midwestern city, for example, the 15-
~a~ committ~e ~as had 1 Negro member, although the 
CI.ty s populatIOn IS 35 I?ercent ~egro. and racial antago
~lsm ~as figured pr~mmently 111 polIce-community ten
sIOns.1

_
7 Race alone IS not, of course, always the determi

nant factor in representation; the upper middle class 
Negro often has less in common with the ghetto slum 
dweller so far as police problems are concerned than do 
other slum dwellers regardless of color. Citywide com
mittees should therefore strive to include several articulate 
representatives of the poor who have the respect of their 
peers. Probably the best way to obtain such representa
tives, as well as to coordinate the activities of the neighbor
hood committees, is to have each qf the local precinct com
mittees represented on the citywide council. 

Committees of Minorit,y Group Leaders 

Many police chiefs have little continuing contact with 
the leadership of minority groups. As Cincinnati and 
St. Louis have found, ad hoc committees composed en
tirely of minority group leaders are useful in dealing with 
police issues. Since citywide councils must be broadly 
representative, some important minority leaders will not 
be members. The ad hoc committee can be an additional 
~hanne~ to minority neighborhoods where police hostility 
IS he.avIly c~ncentrated. Planned demonstrations, com
mumty tenSIOns, and other problems may be discussed 
privately with the chief of police before positions are 
polarized by public exchanges or a crisis has already 
occurred. 

Minority committees must also be representative of 

l:!li Supra, note 22 at p. 70. 
lC'tl Id. at PI'. 70-74. 
121 ld. at PI'. 80-82. 
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the broad spectrum of opinion within minority groups. 
Membership cannot be confined to the less militant Negro 
organizations if more extreme groups reflect the views of 
a significant number of Negroes. The chief must be 
readily accessible, strongly support such a committee, 
and zealously guard its independence if it is to be of any 
real assistance to him. And, whether or not such a 
committee exists, he must be accessible to all kinds of 
minority leaders. 

SPECIAL POLICE-COMMUNITY RELATIONS PROGRAMS 

Besides citizen advisory committees, existing com
munity relations activities normally are of three types: 
programs to educate the public concerning some aspects 
of police work, programs to prevent crimes, and programs 
to provide services other than law enforcement to 
the community. These programs may be run by com
munity relations units, advisory committees, public in
formation officers, juvenile squads, or line o'fficers. Each 
activity must be analyzed on the basis of the target popu
lation, the expectations as to what will be accomplishp.d 
with that group, and a judgment whether the return is 
worth the expenditure of effort. 

Public Education Programs 

Citizens who distrust the police will not easily be con
verted by information programs they consider to come 
from a tainted source. However, even for these groups, 
long-term education based upon honest and free dialogue 
between the police and the public can have an effect. 
Indeed, this is one of the basic goals of the citizen 

. advisory committees. 
On the other hand, citizens who are neutral or sup

portive can benefit from increased understanding of the 
complicated problems and tasks of the police. Informa
tional programs can also generate support for more per
sonnel, salary increases, sufficient equipment, and other 
resources to improve the efficiency of police work. It can 
help the cooperative citizen to avoid 'becoming a victim 
of crime and show him how to work more effectively 
with the police. And, to the extent that the police depart
ment is genuinely working at improved community rela
tions, dissemination of this information to the press and 
other media does have a positive effect on community 
relations. 

Contacts with Civic Organizations and Individuals. 
Most police departments (95 percent in the Michigan 
State survey) readily accept speaking invitations to appear 
before civic organizations.128 Many run a speaker's bu
reau with a list of officers who can speak on specialized 
subjects such as narcotics, the canine corps, or traffic con
trol. The San Diego bureau, for example, offers a choice 
of 35 speakers and is supervised by the community rela
tions unit; 120 the St. Louis speakers bureau makes an 
average of 50 speeches monthly; and St. Louis, Chicago, 
Philadelphia, and Oakland have pamphlets available on 
police topics.13O 

'"s Id. at p. 88. 
1!.'D Supra, note 21 at vol. 1, p. 41. 
~30 Supra, note 22 at p. 89. 
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The Michigan State survey found, however, that the 
speakers are not always chosen to fit the level of sophisti
cation of the group; 131 different organizations may re
quire a precinct commander, a patrolman, a community 
relations expert, or a college-trained administrator. Too 
often the topics offered' are noncontroversial, and, if 
important, constitute merely a recitation of a depart
ment's outstanding programs. The survey found that 
many of the speakers were hesitant to engage in debate 
on police policies or to acknowledge possible departmental 
error.132 The groups with which the police had most 
contact were business or civic organizations. As a Phila
delphia police inspector told the University of California 
survey: 133 

[A]ny time I've ever attended a community meeting, I don't 
care what you try to get across, * * * they're not the people 
you want to get it across to, because they're not the problem. 

Police departments, through community relations units 
and precinc~ community relations personnel, should at
tempt to maintain close liaison with, not merely make oc
casional speeches to, organizations of most importance to 
community relations. Active efforts should be made to 
reach out to low-income groups. The topics which in
terest these people may be the ones closest to their every
day experience, i.e., police protection in the' area, arrest 
policies, and others. For the same reason, close contact 
should be maintained with militant civil rights organiza
tions, civil liberties unions, and the like. The mere 
presence of a police officer in front of such a group, will
ing to llf.ten and to explain, can have a positive effect 
by dispelling stereotypes of the police probably accepted 
by many in the auditnce. 

For example, in San Diego, the lieutenant in charge of 
the community relations unit is personaIly involved in the 
Citizens Interracial Committees, the National Con
ference of Christians and Jews, and the citywide and 
neighborhood committees of the local antipoverty agency. 
His assistant works with the Student Non-Violent Coordi
nating Committee, other Negro civil rights group~, and 
the American Civil Liberties Union. 

In addition to maintaining contact with community 
organizations, personnel should be in contact on the 
street with persons who do not belong to civic organiza
tions. As a police captain in a Washington, D.C., slum 
neighborhood has said: 131 

I feel their attitude could be changed-especially the younger 
ones. We've got to reach the people who don't go to meetings, 
or to church. * * * At one time, the man on the beat was the 
best source. But now we just don't have enough men for 
regular beats. 

The people who do not belong to organizations-in
cluding, no doubt, the young men who cause the police 
the most difficulty-are probably in the majority in high
crime neighborhoods. 

Tours, Cruises, and Demonstrations. In many cities, 
the public is offered tours of headquarters, demonstra
tions of police equipment, and rides in police cars on 
patrol. In St. Louis, there is an annual invitation for 

133 Ill. at p. 89; supra, note 21 at vol. I, Pl)' 11l-.'J6. 
13:1 Supra, note 21 at vol. II, p. 75. 
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school children and cItizen groups to come to police 
headquarters; and police cadets conduct tours for 1,000 
persons a month. An annual open house with special 
demonstrations of police equipment, canine corps, and de
fense tactics is staged in each distri.r.t. High school 
and college students ride in police cars oIl patroP3fi New 
York City has experimented with a police-citizen art show 
at the precinct to show the people that "they are welcome 
and * .X- * can have friendships [there]." 13G 

It is difficult to evaluate the effect of such attempts to 
broaden civilian understanding of the police. Although 
such programs can help the public understand the prob
lems encountered daily by ,t policeman, it must be ac
knowledged that the public who responds to such pro
grams is probably not the public involved in police-com
munity tensions. In short, such efforts can be of some 
assistance but should never be allowed to become the core 
of a community relations program. 

Police-Community Relations Institutes. Police de
partments, often under the sponsorship of private organi
zations, participate in institutes with the public on the 
subject of community relations.137 The St. Louis depart
ment participated in an institute sponsored by the NAACP 
in 1966 with police representation from every district. 
The Dayton department in 1965 participated in such an 
institute organized by the Human Relations Commission 
for 40 of its command personnel and 83 community 
leaders; and Texas A. & M. University holds such an 
institute for police and community leaders from 4 neigh
boring States.l3S These institutes give the police and 
community representatives a concentrated block of time 
together to explore their problems in depth. 

On the other hand, institutes lack the continuity and 
followup of an advisory committee that meets regularly. 
A combination of the two techniques involving many of 
the same participants holds promise. The institutes can 
help make the participation of community leaders and 
police officers in neighborhood or citywide advisory com
mittees more effective. For maximum value, the insti
tutes, like the committees, should include representatives 
of the poor from high-crime areas, as well as high and 
lesser ranking police personnel, and the discussion must be 
candid and nondefensive. 

Institutes held on a neighborhood basis are valuable 
in reaching persons not affiliated with organizations. For 
example, with the cooperation of local ministers, the 
Philadelphia community relations unit has initiated a 
series of neighborhood meetings in high-tension areas. 
The audience is broken into small discussion groups led 
by a district police officer to discuss neighborhood police 
problems.13D 

With the assistance of a financial grant from the Office 
of Law Enforcement Assistance of the Department of 
Justice, the Newark Police Department is bringing to
gether 150 of its men of the rank of sergea,nt and below 
with 150 residents of the poverty districts, mainly young 
men between 20 and 30, to discuss problems between the 
police and community. The participants consider high
tension situations by playing out the roles natural to them 

lUl Supra, note 22 nt pp. 4(}-41. 
1311 Mayor John Lindsay, fIliated in Alfred FriendlYt Jr., "Police Station Art Is 
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in such encounters an.d accQmpany ejich o.ther on police 
patrol and comm~nity activities. Expert lecturers address 
the group on the effects of poverty, the causes of criminal 
behavior, and intergroup reactions. The program, to 
cover 25 hours over a 10-week period, will be evaluated 
through analyses of the participants' attitudes before a.nd 
after the sessions.14o 

With financing from the Office of JuvelJile Delinquency 
in the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, 
Boston has already completed a program of 12 weekly 
informal discussions in the Roxbury area between 18 resi
dents (representing a cross-section of the neighborhood, 
including 2 juveniles and a mother on welfare) and 10 
policemen (including a captain and 4 sergeants). De
tailed interviews showed that while only a few partici
pants changed their points of view, all seemed able to 
discuss police-community problems on a basis of friend
ship and honesty by the end of the program and most 
learned about the problems of the other group.141 

School Programs. Over 80 percent of the departments 
in the Michigan State survey ran special school programs 
to tell pupils about police work or to explain special laws 
or problems which affect young citizens.142 The aim of 
such efforts is to portray the policeman as a community 
helper, rather than as ... n antagonist. 

The St. Louis school Fogram is one of the most com
plete. It begins in Headstart preschool classes when a 
patrolman comes to talk to the children about crossing 
streets safely; continues in grades one through four with 
more advanced talks and films on pedestrian conduct; and 
in grades five through eight provides further instruction 
on the role and duties of a police officer, and a special tour 
of police headquarters. A "Say Hi" program gives mem
bership cards to school children who wave or yell "hi" 
to policemen they see. In high school, a Negro profes
sional football player from the St. Louis Cardinals acts as 
a community relations consultant and, accompanied by an 
officer who is usually the district commander, narrates a 
film on police work. Social science classes are assisted by 
the district citizens committees to organize small-group 
field projects which may involve working with the police 
in such tasks as assisting juvenile officers in delinquency 
prevention programs. District and citywide prizes are 
offered for the best reports on these projects. A youth 
council composed of five representatives from each high 
school meets with police officials five times a year to plan 
the school programs. Selected high school and college 
students also ride in unmarked police cars with officers 
chosen at random and instructed to answer all ques-
tions.143 

. 

The New York City police have experimented with 
comic books on police work, training courses for elemen
tary school teachers, and composition and drawing assign
ments for the children on the role of the policeman as their 
friend.H4 Programs in other departments include: in
tensive 4-day courses, with field trips, on police work in 
all six grades of high-crime area schools in one precinct 
(Washington, D.C.) ; provision of officers to answer the 
questions of teenage panels at open meetings (Washing-

Project" (Washington: Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, 1966), PIl. 
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ton, D.C.) ,145 integrated two-man teams visit schools 
on an informal basis to discuss students' conceptions of 
the police (Kansas City, Mo.); 146 participation in a 
month-long law enforcement unit for grades five through 
eight featuring posters, student interviews with policemen, 
essay contests, panel discussions, and precinct tours (Gil
roy, Calif.); Hi and junior and senior high school pro
grams taugI-.t by qualified police imtructors on specific 
police topics such as curfew regulations, arrest laws, and 
use of force _ (San Diego, Calif. )148 

How much and for how long the appearance of a 
friendly policeman in the classroom affects pupil attitudes 
will vary. Those who already see the police as friends 
will receive confirmation in the schools. Those who have 
had hostile or threatening encounters on the street, or 
whose family or friends have had direct conflicts with the 
police, will often be skeptical. 

In the upper grades, the police lecturer may perform an 
educational function if he informs juveniles of the laws 
which affect their conduct, the police criteria for stop
ping or taking juveniles into custody, and the kind of pro
cessing a juvenile goes through as well as its effects in 
later life. His account must, however, square with the 
facts of street life as the ghetto or slum teenager knows 
them, and the policeman must be willing to discuss frank
ly the complaints of the students. If the poliee officers 
try to convince students of ideas inconsistent with their 
experience, the result may be to make them more dis
trustful and cynical than before. For example, in Phila
delphia, a settlement house had to discontinue a program 
that taught juveniles about due process of law because 
what they were taught did not conform to their own 
experienees.14o 

The participation of ronpolice experts in designing 
courses is indispensable if they are to justify either the 
school's ,or the police department's time. For example, 
the University of Cincinnati under a Law Enforcement 
Assistance Act grant is developing a model curriculum 
on law enforcement for permanent use in Cincinnati 
schools. Scheduled for trial in 1967, the unit's success in 
molding constructive attitudes toward the police will be 
evaluated by student and teacher interviews. While 
more modest in scope, the same kind of intensive curric
ulum development is needed as has been occurring in 
the science field under the leadership of the National 
Science Foundation. 

Crime Prevention Programs 

Police-citizen programs to combat crime are dealt with· 
in another section of this report. It suffices here to 
rec~ize that such programs can be useful to build sup
port with citizens already favorably disposed toward the 
police. For either as individuals or in organizations like 
civic groups and neighborhood advisory committees, citi
zens can be involved in aiding the police. 

In addition, the University of California study found 
a police reserve program in San Diego useful for com
munity relations. Two hundred reserves, of whom 25 

Hi! "Youngsters to Question Police Panel," the Washin:;tvn Post, June 25, 1966, 
sec. E, p. lIt col. 3; "Police Panel Attracts 250 to Church," Washington Post, 
Apr. 9, 1966, scc. H, p. 7, col. 4. 

J.J~ Cuthnlic Reportcr, Kansas City. ~Iu., July 1, 1966, p. 4. cols. 5-6. 
11, C. J. Laizue, "Crime Preventi.:;,n Program," (Gilroy, Calif.: Gilroy Police 

Department, undated). 
1-19 W. S. Sharp, "San Diego Police Department Student Contact Program" (San 

Diego: San Diego Police Department, undated) pp.I-2. 
un Supra, note 21 at vol. II, p. 153. 
]00 rd. nt vol. r, p. 156. 
ml "Patrolman Accused of Brutality Saves LHe of Negro Baby," Nc,." York Times, 

Juiy 19, 1966, p. 29, coi. 8. 
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are Negroes, aid the regular force by working at special 
events and by accompanying 1-man patrols. The re
sult is that members of minority groups and police of
ficers have developed greater respect for each other.lso 

Community Service Programs 

R(;mtine police duty involves many kinds of assistance 
to the public which has nothing to do with crime. Help 
in getting emergency aid for injured or sick persons, ani
mal and human rescue missions, suicide prevention, re
directing confused or lost travelers, finding missing per
sons-ail these are community relations activities in thc 
truest sense of the word and are rendered on an ad hoc 
basis. For example, a New York City policeman who 
had been recently accused of brutality was cheered by a 
Negro crowd after he successfully saved a newborn in
fant's life.151 

I t is sometimes suggested that at least some of the serv
ice functions can be more efficiently handled by one or 
more specialized government agencies which would allow 
the police to concentrate more fully on activities more 
directly related to combatting crime. However, "[pJolice 
time spent in furthering good relations may be justified 
even if it does not contribute directly to law enforce
ment." 152 As an English author has written in answer 
to the argument that the rendering of services is not part 
of the duties and functions of the police: 153 

The answer is that the friendliness, confidence, respect trust 
and affection that they receive from the people are alm~st the 
sole basis of the power and efficiency of the police of Britain. 

Recreation Programs. Several police departments or 
citizen advisory committees sponsor Boy Scout Explorer 
troops, speciali:zing in police-related subjects. In Wash
ington, D.C., and New York City, officers escort boys and 
girls from minority neighborhoods on tours to local show
places and ballgames, and give Christmas parties and din
ners for them.154 

Police athletic leagues and boys clubs are common. 
In many cases, the funds for these activities must be 
solicited on a volunteer basis by the policemen themselves. 
The Police Boys Club in Washington, D.C., for example, 
has 8,300 members and includes baseball, football, basket
ball, and track teams; it operates on a $400,000 budget, 
has a full-time officer from each precinct assigned to it, 
and has both police and civilian volunteers.155 These 
kinds of programs have broad support from the police; 
a recent survey found that 75 percent of police officers 
believed that police agencies should operate such recrea
tional programs. ISO 

Police-sponsored recreational programs have been 
criticized on the grounds that they overlap recreation 
department efforts; police solicitation of funds is said to 
raise question of propriety; and the boys who partici
pate are not the kind who would get into trouble any-

152 New York Law Enforcement Task Forcc, "Report to l\.fnyor.Elect John V. 
Lindsny" (New York: Office of tho !IInyor, 1965), p. 7. 

]53 Charles Reith, "A Short History oC the British Police" (Fair Lawn, New Jer· 
sey: Oxford University Press, 1948), p. ll2. -

1IH M. A. Farber, "Policemen Show They Wear Hearts Under Nightsticks," New 
York Times, Feb. 25, 1966, p. 33, col. 8; u2nd Precinct Starts Fund to Help 
Needy Children," the Washington Post, Apr. 26, 1966, 5!!t'. A, p. 2, coJ. 6; supra, 
note 22 nt pp. 41-42. 

1M For example, sec William Raspberry, "City Funds Needed for Boys Club." 
\Vashington Post, Apr. 21, H)66, se~. B, p. 1, col. 1. 

1M George W. O'Connor and Nelson A. Watson, "Juvenile Delinquency and 
Youth Crime: The Police Role" (Washington: International Association of Chiefs 
of Police, 1964), p. 125. 
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way.lO' Such problems, however, if they exist can be 
overcome. . . . 

Police recreational programs offer opportumtIes to Im-
prove relations with c?ild~en and their par~nts: They 
can change the negative Image of the polIce l~ slum 
neighborhoods. As one Negro teenager m Washmgton 
said alter a visit to the Police Boys Club: 158 

[Sjometimes, when you go down. there you s.ee p.olices there 
boxing. * * * I didn't even know It was a polIce tIl some?ody 
told me. He looked just like a teenager to me. * * * I didn't 
even know police take up activity like that. I didn't think 
they care for nothing like that. I just think they care for 
getting drunks and beating them in the head and all that kind 
~~u~ . 

The effort should be concentrated with the poorest 
children minority groups, and when possible, youngsters 
with p~t records of delinquency or misconduc~. For 
example, in Washington, D.C., a baseball league m each 
precinct consisted of half precinct officers and half hard
core delinquents.loo The programs should be financed by 
means other than police fund solicitation. And they 
should be manned, whenever possible, with police officers, 
not paid staff 'or civilian volunteers, even if extra time or 
pay allowances are necessary. 

Social Services to the Poor, ExotJenders, and Other 
Citizens. Many people think of the police first when 
they are in any kind of trouble; as a result, police depart
ments frequently must relay complaints and refer persons 
to other gove'rnment agencies. Information and com
plaint bureaus are set up in some police departments to 
guide the confused citizen through the bureaucratic maze 
of municipal government. This kind of public service 
should be expanded so that police who observe conditions 
on patrol that require attention from other agencies
uncollected garbage, locked playgrounds, ho.u~i~g. co~e 
violations, consumer frauds-would take the lmtlatlve m 
reporting them to the appropriate agency. Although 
police personnel are already overextended in most com
munities, this valuable service could be performed for the 
most part by the community service officers discussed in 
chapter 5. 

A few departments have become deeply involved in 
remedial work with the social and economic problems of 
residents. In San Francisco, the community relations unit 
has assigned six full-time community relations officers to 
the Economic Opportunity Council and to the Youth 
Opportunities Center of the U.S. Employment Service 
to help boys with police records to secure jobs.loO It has 
also taken on cases like the following: 

1. A mother came to the office of the police-community 
relations unit with her daughter who had recently failed 
a civil service examination for clerk-typist. The mother 
informed the officers that she had attended several public 
meetings of the unit and wondered if they cO\lld help 
her. The officers conducted an investigation into the 
educational deficiences of the young woman and made 
the necessary arrangements for enrolling her in an adult 
training center to correct these deficiencies.lol 

151 Supra, notc 77 at p. 59. 
158 Supra, note 38 at p. 127. 
l.1U Jesse W. Lcwi!:l, Jr" "¥oUllg Toughs, Police to Assault BAil as TC811lJllutcs 

to Improve Relations," the Washington Post, Sept. 3, 1966, scc. B. p. 3, col. 6-8. 
160 Supra, 1I0te 22 nt p. 47. 
,., Id. at pp. 47-4B. 
'.2 Supra. note 22 at pp. 50-51. 

2. Several complaints were received by the police-com
munity relations unit that recreation facilities were ir~ade
quate for many youths, especially in minority group 
neighborhoods. It was felt that this lack of recreation 
caused many youths to commit crimes, particularly on 
weekends. The unit contacted recreation officials in 
the city and arranged to have the recreation centers re
main open for part of the weekend and provided police 
volunteers to staff and supervise the activities.162 

The Atlanta Police Department also has assigned 
policemen to antipoverty centers as youth counselors to 
help juveniles obtain available services. lo3 "Operation 
Help" in Honolulu has a social worker on police call to 
help with the problems of juveniles brought to the sta
tion.164 

Active police involvement in what may be labeled "so
cial work" programs raises profound questions about the 
role of the police. The traditional view espoused by 
most departments surveyed by Michigan State was that 
the police should stick to the role of preventing crime and 
enforcing the law; few regarded the "causes" of crime as 
their concern. Many police officials feel that they do not 
have resources to spare for any new functions and other 
persons criticize the lack of expertise of police officers 
to do social work. I05 

On the other hand, new roles might well be welcomed 
by police officers. A survey of police officers found that 
over 65 percent believed that juvenile officers should try 
to find jobs for older juveniles who come to their atten
t),)n.16O A Commission survey of police officers in eight 
precincts in three large cities found that the thing most 
liked about police work was the "feeling that comes from 
helping people." Forty-three percent of the officers con
sidered this the thing that they liked best and 70 percent 
made it one of their first three choices. 

In fact, police officers now spend much of their time 
in "social work" roles. They attempt to settle disputes 
between spouses and between neighbors, counsel children 
about attending school and obeying their parents, and de
cide when to make arrests for nonserious offenses, partially 
on the basis of whether the criminal process will be likely 
to help the individual or society. 

Plainly, police service programs cannot be of sufficient 
size to solve the "causes" underlying criminality. But an 
expanded police role must be judged. not only by whether 
it alleviates social conditions, but also whether it assists 
the police in improving community relations. Signifi
cantly, the Michigan State survey has found that the San 
Francisco program has probably been more successful in 
reaching the hard-core poor and members of minority 
groups, and changing their image of the police from an 
adversary to a friendly one, than an~' other community 
relations program.IO

' 

These programs point the way toward a reevaluation 
of the basic police role wbich may have a more significant 
long-term effect than merely improvement of the police 
image. The possibility has been suggested that eventually 
the police may become part of a broader sodal service 
team which will include social workers, psychiatrists, and 

lll:l "Police. Counselors," Atb -,;a Journal, May 30, 1966, p. 16, col. 1. 
16( John M. Pfittner, "Some Role Alternatives lor the Police Juvenile Activity" 

(Los Angelcs: University of Southern California, 1964), pp. 23-24. 
165 Supra, note 22 at pp. 92-94. 
100 Supra, note 156 nt p. 12,1. 
lOT Supra, note 22 at p. 90. 
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doctors acting as an intake screening unit for all kinds of 
antisocial or disturbing conduct. Individual decisions 
would then be made on what should be done with each 
case-whether the man should be processed through court, 
treated at a hospital or mental health clinic, or given social 
counseling and help in finding a job or in going back to 
school. Besides its other merits, the effect would be to 
improve police-community relations by reducing the ad
versary role of the police and by making them part of a 
broader process than merely arrest and conviction. Con
sequently, increased experimentation with new helping 
roles for the policeman, especially with youths and ex
offenders, is promising. 

At the same time, precinct stations might well be a part 
of community service centers. Meeting halls and athletic 
facilities could bl< opened to the public; other services, such 
as employment assistance or family counseling, could be in 
adjoining offices. While the consolidation of precincts is 
reducing the number of police buildings, small police 
centers-manned by sworn police officers and community 
service officers 1GB-might be part of other public and 
private service facilities. The result of such programs 
would be to reduce the separation of the police from the 
community. 

Because of their insight into crime-breeding conditions, 
police officers and their organizations should be in the 
forefront of groups seeking legislation and other means to 
provide housing, employment, and recreational facilities, 
improve the schools, and otherwise overcome poverty and 
discrimination. Occasionally, police officials have taken 
such leadership. For example, the executive committee 
of the Michigan Association of Chiefs of Police recom
mended: 160 

That the people of Michigan must oppose segregation in 
housing and education, because it creates distress for all who 
are erltitIed to the responsible exercise of their freedom, and 
crea tes tension which red uces th e ability of the police to servc 
all people; 

That the people of Michigan must protect their liberty by 
providing equal opportunities for employment, limited only by 
fitness and ability, so that every race and persuasion may enjoy 
the fruits of our prosperity, and so that one of the causes of 
poverty and crime may be reduced * * *. 

Such police support, besides serving other beneficial 
purposes, is in the self-interest of police officers themselves 
since poverty and discrimination are basic causes of much 
of the hostility toward the police. As Vice President 
Humphrey told the 1966 annual convention of the Inter
national Association of Chiefs of Police: "[YJou're the 
ones that have to deal with the results of the social prob
lems on the streets. You men are the ones who must 
stand there and be pelted with rocks." 170 The Vice 
President's suggestion that the police support proposals 
to overcome these problems offers the opportunity for the 
police and civil rights and poverty groups, which have 
often been in tragic conflict, to join in a program of 
common interest. 

PERSONNEL 

The characteristics of personnel within a police de
partment have a direct bearing upon police-community 

108 See cit. 5, Police Personnel. 
'laD Michignn Association or Chiefs of Police, Press Release, May 19, 1966, p. 2. 
no As cited in Leonard Downie, Jr., "Police Chiefs Urged to Fight Slums," thl~ 

Washington Post, Oct. 6, 1966, sec. A, p. I, col. 4. 
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relations. If, for example, police departments hire offi
cers who are prejudiced against minority groups or who 
do not understand minority group problems, serious con
flicts will develop. And if police departments, through 
their hiring or promotion policies, indicate that they have 
little interest in hiring minority group officers, the minor
ity community is not likely to be sympathetic toward the 
police. 

In chapter 5 of this volume, a variety of matters 
pertaining to personnel-recruitment, selection, promo
tion, and training-were examined. Several of these 
matters raise issues which have particular relevance to 
police-community relations and they are, therefore, 
discussed here. 

POLICE PERSONNEL GENERALLY 

Selection Standards 

The standards for selection of law enforcement officers 
have a major impact upon the capacity of a department 
to maintain good police-community relations. Appro
priate standards will determine whether a department 
will restrict its hiring to persons who are qualified to 
understand and serve the community as a whole. Few 
departments have appropriate standards today. 

Education. If educational standards are raised as 
recommended in chapter 4 of the Commission' General 
Report and chapter 5 of this volume, it should dave a sig
nificant, positive long-term effect on communi t .. relations. 
Police personnel with two or four years of coli !ge educa
tion should have a better appreciation of people with dif
ferent racial, economic, and cultural'backgrour.,ds or, at 
the least, should have the innate ability to aCl.l"ire such 
understanding. Studies support the proposition that 
well-educated persons are less prejudiced toward minority 
groups than the poorly educated.l11 

Higher educational standards, however, may also create 
collateral problems which must be overcome. A study 
of police handling of juveniles in two cities, one in the 
East and one in the West, found that officers in the 
eastern city, whose education was more limited, generally 
came from poor neighborhoods and appeared to under
stand better such neighborhoods and their inhabitants. 
At the same time, these officers tended to be antagonistic 
toward new ethnic groups which entered their neighbor
hoods. On the other hand, while many of the officers 
in the western city's force had at least some college 
education, these officers had limited personal experience 
with the poor.m This study sugge~ts that when higher 
educational standards are adopted in a department, spe
cial efforts must be made to train officers, regardless of 
of their background, concerning the problems of the poor. 

Raising educational standards may also interfere with 
the concrete and immediate benefit of being able to add 
an adequate number of officers with minority group back
grounds. Such a result need not and cannot be per
mitted to occur; otherwise, the higher standards are likely 
to be seen by members of minority groups as a new and 
subtle form of discrimination just when they are begin
ning to satisfy the existing standards. Therefore, in 

til See Robin M. WHliams, Jr., "Strangers Next Door: Ethnic Relations i'n 
American Communities" (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1964), p. 54. 

Ii:! James Q. Wilson, "The Police nnd the Delinquent in Two Chies" (unpub. 
lished report). pp. 26-27. 
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localities with large numbers of persons from minority 
groups, severe problems of police-community r~lationsJ 
and shortages of officers from these groups-whIch un
fortunately today means almost all cities-a program 
for raising minimum educational standards must be ac
companied by financial aid and other methods of provid~ 
ing the educational opportunity which will enable mem: 
bers of minority groups to meet the new standards in ade
quate numbers. 

Psychological Stability and Racial Attitudes. Screen
ing out candidates whose emotional instability makes 
them clearly unfit for police work-through psychological 
tests and psychiatric interviews-should also improve the 
capacity of police forces to improve community relations. 
Unthinking anger at abuse from a citizen or panic at 
facing a hostile crowd causes obvious community
relations problems. 

A more difficult issue is whether officers should be 
screened also for racial and other bias. Some police 
officials believe that officers must be not only emotionally 
stable but "free of bias or prejudice." 173 Other police 
experts contend that police officers can be trained and 
disciplined to overcome personal prejudices by strong de
partment leadership.1H It is doubtful, however, that the 
complete exclusion of all persons who are biased is realistic 
in view of the high proportion of the population gener
ally who have prejudices against certain types of people. 
Moreover, persons with relatively slight prejudices will 
probably control them if properly trained and supervised. 
On the other hand, there is a serious problem as to 
officers who have strong prejudices. 

The precise extent to which prejudice affects the con
duct of the officer on the street is not known. Social 
scientists, however, believe that discriminatory action is 
influenced not only by individual attitudes, by the social 
structure, and by the views of the rest of the group, but 
also by the policies of the organization. m This would 
indicate that policy directives of a department, if en
forced, can affect the actions of individual officers. On 
the other hand, the seriousness of strongly held prejudices 
by numerous officers should not be minimized. 

Few police departments have yet devised systematic 
methods for screening out biased officers. In one Com
mission study of police practices in several large northern 
cities, it was found that a large proportion of officers 
expressed strong racial prejudice to neutral observers; and 
the Michigan State survey similarly found that officers 
often show prejudice in private references to minority 
groups.17G Further, a study of juvenile officers in a west
ern police force of particularly high standards found that 
18 of 27 officers openly admitted' a dislike of Negroes, 
attributing their-attitude to experiences as police officers, 
and another study of officers generally in that city found 
that "hostile feelings toward the Negro are characteristic 

173 Suprn, note 96 at p. 136. 
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of policemen in general * * *." 177 And a survey of 
Philadelphia policemen, made in the 1950's, found that 
over 59 .percent of white patrolmen said that they would 
object to riding with Negro officers in a patrol car, and 
over onc:-third said that they would object to taking orders 
from a Negro sergeant or captainYs The same survey 
found that some Negro officers were extremely hostile 
to Negro offenders and have emotions of shame, indigna
tion, and disgrace concerning Negro crime.l7D 

Whatever bias an officer has when he joins the force, 
without adequate training it will often get worse. Officers 
see the worst side of life and, in view of the higher crime 
rate, especially the worst side of tl:e ghetto. As a result, 
their stereotypes of Negroes, as well as of other minority 
groups, may be strengthened. And such prejudices are 
likely to become increased by virtue of the large number 
of other officers who express prejudice.lao 

The study of Philadelphia policemen during the 1950's 
found that th03e white officers who were prejudiced-i.e., 
believed there were too many Negroes on the force, and 
objected to riding with Negro patrolmen, taking orders 
from a Negro sergeant, or having Negro patrols in white 
neighborhoods-believed more often that it was necessary 
to be stricter with Negro offenders. For example, of offi
cers who objected to riding with Negro patrolmen, 65 per
cent found it necessary to be stricter with Negro offenders 
and 32 percent did not. Of those who did not object 
to riding with a Negro patrolman, 29 percent found it 
necessary to be stricter with Negro offenders and 66 per
cent did not. l8l The study of a western police depart
ment found that racial prejudice did not have any 
apparent effect as to some assignments. In other assign
ments, however, including patrol, it had an effect such as 
in treatment of Negroes as suspects on the basis of a vague 
description.1E~ A study of patrolmen in one city also 
found that these patrolmen stopped and interro~ated Ne
groes more frequently than other youths, often e len in the 
absence of evidence that an offense had 'been committed, 
and Negroes usually received more severe dispositions by 
the officer for the same violations. One reason for this 
difference in treatment was long-held prejudice on the 
part of the individual officer.lE3 The Commission's stud-, 
ies in several northern cities, however,. found no discrimi
natory treatment against Negroes in comparison to whites 
of the same economic level; indeed, if anything, low
income whites received slightly more severe treatment.1B.! 

With adequate training, supervision, and discipline, 
officers can often be trained and induced to overcome 
personal prejudices which exist generally in our society. 
But this is not enough. It is extremely difficult for the 
best police leaders to prevent all verbal abuse or, in times 
of crisis, unnecessary p.hysical force. It is even more 
difficult to curtail subtle forms of discrimination in the 
exercise' of discretion such as arresting a Negro in situa
tions in which a white man would not be arrested, apply-

];. Ibid. at ]1. 118. 
lS11 Supra, note 171 at pp. 96, 3-t5-3,18. 
1Sl Supr •• note 178 .t pp. 106-107. 196-200. 
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ing handcuffs tighter to a Puerto Rican, or talking more 
harshly to a Mexican-American. In other words, just ~ 
the justification for having far better educated officers IS 

that they must operate alone and make difficult decisions 
in situa;;ions of high tension and great importance, so the 
same reasons underline the need to have officers who do 
not harbor substantial prejudice against minority groups. 
Otherwise, the community, and particularly minority 
groups, cannot be expected to have confidence in police 
judgment. 

While there is no one psychological test which can 
reliably identify all candidates who are emotionally unfit 
for police service, a combination of tests and oral psychi·· 
atric interviews can pinpoint many serious character de
fects. For example, character investigations can include 
interviews with friends, teachers, fellow employees, and 
,others who are acquainted with the candidate. After the 
applicant has been appointed, the probationary period, if 
properly used, offers unique opportunity to evaluate the 
extent to which a recruit is fit or unfit. Precinct com
munity relations officers, by using their contacts in the 
neighborhood and by talking to the recruit's police asso
ciates, should be able to evaluate the recruit's attitude 
and performance. 

Disqualifying candidates and recruits who would be 
likely to allow prejudice to affect their action is crucial. 
It is also important that ability in police-community rela
tions receive special positive weight in the selection proc
ess. Strength in this area should outweigh slight 
deficiencies in less important matters such as height and 
weight.185 The police-community relations unit should 
determine that the selection process adequately evaluate~ 
the potential ability of applicants to work with citizens. 

Preemployment Residence. The Commission has 
recommended that preselection residence requirements 
be eliminated to allow recruitment of the best possible 
officers wherever they may live. Nevertheless, efforts 
should be devoted to recruiting qualified candidates who 
live in the general area by such methods as recruiting at 
local universiti~s and high schools. As the President's 
Commission on Crime in the District of Columbia states, 
"such a policy will make the police force more representa
tive of the citizens it serves" 18G and will result in having 
officers with greater appreciation for the problems of the 
locality. 

Pr.omotions 

Police-community relations ability should be an impor
tant factor in attaining promotion. This may be the 
most effective way to make service to the community an 
important part of the police role along with prevention 
of crime and the apprehension of criminals. Officers 
will begin to understand that the department values an 
officer who is good at keeping the peace by persuasion 
and -building support for the department as much as one 
who shows superior ability in criminal investigations. And 
the positive incentive of promotion is often more effective 

lt1:\ The President's Commission on Crime in the District of Columbia recom· 
mended this kind of .flexibility. Supra, note 77 at p. 2L See also O. W. Wilson, 
"Police Administration," supra, note 96 at pp. 139-140. 

l8G SUpta, note 77 at p. 25. 
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than the negative one of discipline in preventing physical 
or verbal abuse. 

Moreover, as has been emphasized above, the attitude 
of supervisory, and especially command, personnel is cru
cial if police-community problems are to receive the at
tention from the department whiJ~chey require. If such 
officers understand the community and are willing to 
modify police practices whenever necessary, rank-and-file 
police officers are likely to conform. On the other hand, 
if supervisory officers have no special police-community 
relations sensitivity, improvement is likely to be slow. 

If police-community relations ability and achievement 
are to be considered in promotion, the)' r:::;ll:;t be built into 
the formal process. The written examination should 'in
clude, as in San Francisco, questions concerning urban 
life, the people who live in the city, and other community 
relations subjects/s7 as well as technical police subjects. 
The police-community relations officer in a precinct 
should know, based upon his contacts in the neighborhood 
and with the officers, which officers are prejudiced/88 

which treat people with discourtesy, and which make ille
gal arrests. He should also know which officers have 
earned the respect of the people in the area he patrols. 
Regular reports by the precinct police-community rela
tions officer, based in part on interviews with neigh
borhood residents, should be considered as part of the 
efficiency evaluation which is periodically made and con
sidered for promotion. 

Assignments 

The Commission's study of police procedures in several 
large cities found that often men who were acknowledged 
as among a department's worst were assigned to police 
minority group neighborhoods. In fact, such assign
ments have sometimes been given as punishment, a kind 
of exile.18O This practice is harmful to minority groups 
since they will receive inadequate police protection and 
possibly more unfair treatment so long as police depart
ments deliberately choose inferior personnel to serve them. 

The problems of high-crime rates and difficult police
community relations-make poor, minority group neighbor
hoods the most challenging for the police. There is little 
routine patrol. Officers are frequently involved in crime 
and community relations situations of great difficulty. 
The best officers should, therefore, be chosen for these 
areas-officers with intelligence, emotional stability, lack 
of prejudice, and sensitivity to the special problems of 
minority groups. As an incentive to take these posi
tions, departments might give officers who have performed 
well in high-crime neighborhoods special credit toward 
promotion because doing good work is more difficult there. 

OJficers serving in high-crime neighborhoods should be 
assigned in the same area for extended periods, perhaps a 
year or longer, to enable them to understand the culture 
and attitudes of the people. They should, if possible, be 
assigned to particular beats to permit them to know the 
citizens and develop friendly relations with them. More
over, patrol officers should keep the same beats, and super
vising officers should retain the same geographic areas in 

Hl7 San Francisco Police Department, "Police.Community Relations" (San 
Francisco: Police Department, 19(7) , pp. 4-10. 

1M O. W. Wilson suggests that Jack of prejudice shoul,! be considered in pro· 
motion. SUpra, note 96 at p. 153.. . 

lau Supra, note 21 nt vol. II, pp. 162, 191. 
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order that they can be held responsible for community 
relations in a specific neighborhood. 

In some cities short-term assignments are typical. 
Whereas San Diego officers usually keep the same assign
ment for 'I months/oo in Philadelphia, juveniles congre
gating on the same corner at t.he sam~ time each night will 
see five different officers dUrIng a smgle month, because 
shift changes occur every 6 da YS.101 

As a result, the same persons may well be stopped re
peatedly by different officers or the officers may use meth
ods which are unneces:mry or harmful merely because of
ficers and citizens are not known to each other. The 
problem is well expr<!ssed by police officers in Philadel
phia: 102 

Every situation is different, and every corner is different, and 
I think that each policeman, as he is out there awhile, gets to know 
the individual corner and the individual crowd. 

* -* * You can have a group of fellows on one corner, which 
will be there every night of the week, and you don't bother 
them-they don't bother anybody .. * * * You may have the same 
amount in the next block or on the other side of the street, that 
you know, they are the troublemakers. 

* * * * * 
I still think the old adage of the old beat man on the corner 

knew everybody is very, very helpful in many, many areas; be
cause you take a new man and put him on the street on a beat, 
he doesn't know the area, he doesn't know the people, and they 
don't know hh:1. *"* * He'll get challenged every time. As 
soon as he opens his mouth to move somebody or gets into any 
situation whatsoever, somebody is going to be there to challenge 
him, because they don't know him. 

Post-Employment Residencp. 

Many police authorities believe that police officers 
should not live in areas in which they work. In Phila
delphia and other cities, a strict policy forbids this, and if 
an officer moves within the precinct where he is stationed, 
he is promptly transferred. The l'ationale is that an of
ficer will have difficulty i'n impartially enforcing the law 
among his friends and this will diminish the officer's 
ability to perform his duties.1D3 In contrast, in many 
cities iL England, the government provides housing for 
policemen in the area where they work.194 

Aside from convenience, local residence avoids the im
pression that the police come from the outside world to 
impose law on the poor and minority groups, and also 
avoids the risk of police isolation from the needs, moods, 
and customs of the community, As a Negro woman in 
Washington, D.C., has said: 105 

The biggest gripe people have is they don't know the police. 
Most of the policemen live outside the community. They never 
see us unless we have trouble or make trouble. 

Perhaps mote effectively than any 'amount of training, 
off-duty contact between police and the people they serve 
prevents the stereotyping of police by citizens, and of 
citizens by police. 

Either encouraging or preventing police residence near 
their duty stations involves risks and advantages. How
ever, the acute alienation of minority group communities 
from the police should weigh heavy in the scale. Except 

100 Ibi<l., at vol. I. p. 161. 
lOt Id. at yol. II, p. 157. 
10' 1<1. at vol. II, pp. 143-145. 
]flO Id. at yol. lI, pp. 51-52. 
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where special problems of corruption exist, police depart
ments should review their residence policies of prohibiting 
officers to live in or near the precincts where they work. 

Wherever possible, police officers should be encouraged 
to live within the city limits, for it is important that offi
cers have a feeling of commitment to the city, above and 
beyond their obligation to police it. As O. W. Wilson 
has written: "[L]ocal residence after appointment is de
sirable except in communities where compliance with 
such a requirement would work an undue hardship on 
policemen because of limited suitable housing facili
ties." 196 

It is also important to develop new techniques to 
provide both recruits and officers direct contact with the 
problems of the poor and minority groups. For example, 
it might be beneficial if recruits or selected officers visit 
over an extended period with a carefully selected family 
in a low-income minority group neighborhood or act as 
aides in a social work or antipoverty agency. Discus
sions with neighborhood residents and with outside experts 
might be held to focus particular aspects of the experi
ence. The recruit might enter such a program im
mediately after his police field training experience. 

T~le result would be to present graphically the hard
ship and complexity of life in a minority slum, to demon
strate that the citizen of the slum is not always the stag
gering drunk or the abusive husband. And it might help 
the officer to build a creative understanding or the role 
of a policeman. 

Community Service Officers 

In chapter 5 .• a ne~v category of police personnel-the 
community service officer-is discussed. This officer 
could make a major contribution to police-community 
relations. Many would later be able, through a.ssistance 
in improving their education, to serve as police officers or 
police agents. Since many community service officers 
would be drawn from minority groups, this would make 
a substantial contribution to increasing the percentage 
of minority employees on the force. Of course, the ex
istence of a group of eso's drawn from minority groups 
in no way obviates the necessity of seeking minority group 
personnel for other police jobs. 

The very presence of the eso in the neighborhood 
would symbolize a closer relationship between the police 
and the community. Some community service officers 
would be assigned to assist precinct community relations 
officer's. Many more, however, would be assigned to other 
duties, and particularly to assist precinct line officers in 
their regular patrol and investigative work. They would 
help to inform the officers with whom they work bf the 
culture and attitudes of the community and, conversely, 
would help to inform the community of the officers' con
cerns. They could, together with sworn police agents 
and officers, staff neighborhood offices so that the resi
dents had a place near their homes to come for assistance, 
a need which becomes increasingly important as precincts 
are consolidated in the interests of efficiency and economy. 
They could enable a department to refer citizen 

,.. Supra, not. 15 at p. 106. 
19:5 Supra, note 134 at p. 5, col. 3. 
100 Supra, not. 96 at pp. 137-138. 
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complaints, like violations of tl).e housing code or the 
closing of a school playground to other governmental 
agencies and to handle more service calls, such as getting 
a homeowner into his locked house or getting a drunk off 
the street. They could seek to refer delinquent children 
to a social service agency. They could-as in the Rich
mond, Calif., project where five neighborhood aides have 
been assigned to a juvenile unit-work with juveniles who 
were in trouble and explain to parents why their chilo, 
dren had been arrested. And, as that same project has 
shown, they could be extremely effective in organizing 
community meetings to deal with problems relating to 
the police.l07 

It is essential, however, that the community service 
officer not be used for all "helping" functions of the 
police department while police officers are thereby left 
to concentrate on law enforcement alone. Such a divi
sion of functions would make the police officer seem even 
more isolated than at present. 

MINORITY GROUP PERSONNEL 

Attraction .and Selection 

The Need. Police depcrtments in all communities with 
a substantial minority population must vigorously recruit 
minority group officers. The very presence of a pre
dominantly white police force in a Negro community can 
serve as a dangerous irritant as exemplified by the follow
ing comment: 108 

Why in the hell-now this is more or less a colored neighbor
hood-why do we have so many white cops? As if we got to 
have somebody white standing over us. * * * Now if I go to a 
white neighborhood, I'm not going to see a lot of colored cops 
in no white neighborhood, standing guard over the white people. 
I'm not going to see that; and I know it, and I get sick and tired 
of seeing so many white cops, standing around. 

To some extent such a statement is likely to be the result 
of accumulated resentment by Negroes of white persons 
generally, and such prejudice appears to be most preva
lent among those who are more poorly educated, have 
the lowest incomes, and live in high-crime neighbor
hoods.190 To an even more important degree, however, 
the problem is symbolic. In neighborhoods filled with 
people suffering from a sense of social injustice and 
exclusion, many residents will reach the conclusion that 
the neighborhood is being policed not for the purpose 
of maintaining law and order but for the purpose of 
maintaining the status quo. 

In order to gain the general confidence and acceptance 
of a community, personnel within a police department 
should be representative of the community as a whole. 
But the need for competent minority group officers is 
more than a symbolic one. The frequent contact of 
white officers with officers from minority groups on an 

19T Gordon E. Misner, "The Development of tNcw Carecrist' Positions in the' 
Richmond Police Department" (Walnut Creek, Calif.: Contra Costrn Council oC 
Communit)' Services, 1966) pp, 44-15. 

lOS Harlem resident, as quoted in Kenneth B. Clark, "Dark Ghetto" (New York: 
Harper & Row, 1965), p. 4. 

"" Supra. note 171 at pp. 24&-248. 
:!QO SIJpra, note 21 at vol. II, p. 190. 
201 Supra, note 178 at pp. 44-45, 59-61, 83-85. 

!?O:l U.S. Civil Rights Commissiou, "Administration uf Justice 81ntT Report" 
(Washin~ton: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1963), ch. II, p. 23. 
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equal basis can help to reduce stereotyping and prejudice 
of white officers. Minority officers can provide to a 
department an understanding of minority groups, their 
languages, and subcultures, that it often does not have 
today. This obviously has great practical benefits to 
successful policing. In some cities, for example, the lack 
of knowledge of Spanish has led to conflicts between the 
police and Spanish-speaking people.20o Personal knowl
edge of mi>"ority groups and slum neighborhoods can lead 
to information not otherwise available, to earlier antici
pation of trouble, and to increased solution of crime. 

Police officers have testified to the special competence 
of Negro officers in Negro neighborhoods. For example, 
while a study in Philadelphia found that commanding 
officers were divided as to whether Negro policemen are 
more effective in Negro neighborhoods than white police
men, more than three-fourths of the patrolmen thought 
that Negro policemen did better jobs. The reasons 
given include: they get along better with, and receive 
more respect from, the Negro residents; they receive less 
trouble from Negro residents; they can get more informa
tion; and they understand Negro citizens better.201 

Police officials in other cities agree. The chief of 
police of Greenville, Miss., has said that "[o]ne of the 
things that police all over the Nation know is that Negro 
policemen can spot trouble in the Negro district faster 
and do what is needed [better] than whites." 202 Simi
larly, the chief of police of Evansville, Ind., has remarked 
that Negro officers "are in a better position to control their 
districts due to the knowledge of their own people, per
sonal acquaintance, hangouts, permanent residents and 
transients." 203 

But the same standards for selection which must be 
demanded of white officers must also be required of 
minority officers for equivalent positions. While the 
mere addition of policemen from minority groups will un
doubtedly improve police-community relations, it will not 
end hostility to the police if such officers are prejudiced 
or abusive. The University of California survey found 
substantial hostility to Negro officers among Negroes in 
San Diego and Philadelphia on the ground that they were 
harsher than white officers.2o

'
1 An earlier study of the 

Philadelphia Police Department found that many white 
and Negro officers said that the latter were harsher with 
Negroes. This study also found that many Negro officers 
were indignant and ashamed because of the high num
bel" of Negro offenders.205 There is even some evidence 
that in some places, low-income Negroes prefer white 
policemen because of the severe conduct of Negro offi
cers. 205 Observations of consultants in several cities re
vealed proportionally at least as much physical abuse by 
Negro officers as by white officers. 2o • 

The need for greater numbers of qualified minority 
group officers in nearly all police departments in com
munities with substantial minority group popUlations is 
easily documented. A 1962 survey by the U.S. Civil 

"'" rd. at p. 24. 
:?(II Supra, note 21 at va!. [, pp. 93, 101; vol. II, pp. II6, 132-133. 
21);; Supra, note 178 at p. lIB. 
!!I:Q EIJiott M. Rudwick, "The Unequal Dodge: Negro Policemen in the South" 

(At[anta: Southern Regiona[ Council, 1962), p. II. 
201 Albert J. Reiss, Jr., "The Usc of Physical Force in Police Work" (Anl1 

Arbor; University of Michigan, 1966), p. 10, report prepared Cor President's 
Commission on Law Enforcement r..nd Administration of Justice. 
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Rights Commission of all cities with Negro populations 
of over 5,000 showed that 124 cities in the South and the 
border States had 1,128 Negro officers. There was 1 
Negro officer for every 3,125 Negroes, in contrast to 1 
white officer for every 490 whites, a disproportion of 
over 6 to 1.208 The number of Negro officers has risen 
in many southern cities since 1954, but the dispropor
tionate representation of white officers rem a ins 
extreme: 200 

Negro Personnel in Representative Southern Cities 

19591 1961 
Percent Percent 

City 1954 1962 1966 of Negroes of Negroes 
on force in city 

1966 1960 

------------
Atlanta ___________________ 16 31 40 45 73 9.3 38 
New Orleans _______________ 12 43 36 37 44 4 37 
Tampa ____________________ )0 13 13 13 2.6 17 
Richmond _________________ 21 21 ---30- 34 ~_~ ... W~ 

-.-~------
42 

N ashville _______________ --- 16 19 23 32 ---io- -----Tg- 38 
Winston-Salem _____________ 14 12 13 10 37 
Birmingham, Ala. __________ 0 . 0 0 0 I 0.2 40 
Washington, D.C. __________ 417 531 18.5 54 

One hundred and six northern and western cities had 
a total of 2,937 Negro officers in 1962. This was 1 Negro 
officer for every 1,351 Negroes, in contrast to 1 white 
officer for every 442 whites. The following table shows 
the contrast in representative cities outside the South: 210 

Police Personnel in Representative Cities Outside 
the South According to Race 

White Negro 
Perceut of Number officers officers Number Percent of 

City Negroes of Negro per 1,000 per 1,000 of Negro Negroes 
in city, officers, whites in Negroes officers, on force, 

)960 1962 popula- in popula- 1966 1966 
tion, 1962 tion, 1962 

------------
Indianapolis ______ 21 79 2.01 0.81 93 10 
Tucson __________ 3 I 1.2& 0.14 3 1.1 
Oakland _________ 23 IS 2.24 0.18 16 2.3 
Boston __________ 9 37 4.09 1.59 44 1.8 
OetroiL ________ 29 154 3.54 0.32 170 3.9 
Jers~ City, N.J. __ 13 27 3.33 0.74 33 4 
San rancisco ____ 10 28 2.57 0.38 ----.----- ----------
Cleveland ________ 29 108 2.83 0.43 ---------- ----------CincinnatL _______ 22 62 2.00 0.57 -------iz- ------T4 Elizabeth, N.J. ___ 11 IS 2.32 1.28 

Of 170 sheriff's offices in the South and border States 
in counties with over 5,000 Negro population in 1962, 120 
had no Negro deputies; the other 50 had an aggregate of 
137. There was an average of 1 Negro deputy for every 
25,000 Negroes and 1 white deputy for every 4,000 
whites.211 In the North and West, of 102 sheriff's offices, 
33 had no Negroes and the remainder had 546. The 
disparity between Negro and white deputies was less than 
for any other category of law enforcement agencies
there was 1 Negro deputy for every 8,333 Negroes and 
1 white deputy for every 5,000 whites. 212 The following 
table shows the number and proportion of Negro officers 
in responding counties in several States: 213 

208 Supra, note 202 at p. 3. 
!!nB Supra, note 206 at p. 5; supra, note 202 at pp. 5-7, app. II, table 15; supra, 

note 22 at pp. 286-7. 
210 Supra, note 202 at npp. II, table If·; :lupra, note 22 at pp. 286-287. 
~~ :;upca, note 202 at ch. 12, pp. 2-3. 

Td. at p. 6. • 
!!J..1 Id. at pp. 5, 8. 
"it rd .• t ch. 12 at tables 5 and 6, pp. 13 and 15. 

Personnel in Representative Sheriffs' Offices 
According to Race 

Number of Number of White Number of Negro 
State sheriffs' white deputies Negro deputies 

offices deputies per 1,000 deputies per 1,000 
responding whites Negroes 

---------
Alabama _________________ 13 57 0.13 0 0.00 

~I~~W~~-_::::::==: :::::::: 10 74 O. IS 3 0.03 
16 703 0.37 25 0.06 North Carolina ____________ 26 260 0.22 9 0.02 California _________________ 12 4,392 0.44 215 0.29 

Michigan _________________ 13 757 0.15 105 0.15 New York ________________ 9 953 O. IS 25 0.04 

Of 12 State police and highway patrols in southern 
and border States, only 1, Maryland, had a Negro officer 
in 1962. In 19 northern and western States, 1 State, 
Illinois, had 24 Negro officers, and the other 18 States 
together had only 9, plus 3 in training. Of these, Cali
fornia and Pennsylvania had only three each and Michi
gan and Ohio had none.214 

In short, in every city, county, and State where statistics 
are available, Negroes are under represented, usually sub
stantially, on police forces. Although the 'number of 
Negroes in police departments has been increasing, in 
some places rapidly, there is indication that the percent
age of Negroes on police forces may level off well below 
their percentage of the population unless police depart
ments are much more effective in recruiting in the future. 
Thus, while Washington, D.C., has one of the highest 
proportions of Negro officers in the country-18.5 per
cent-and this figure has been rising, the proportion of 
Negro recruits remained static from 1962 through 1965 
at between 22 and 26 percent,215 although in the 1960 
census, Washington had a Negro population of 54 per
cent. And of 165 cities with populatio'ns over 100,000, 
or over 30,000 with more than 5 percent nonwhite popu
lation, 71 percent reported difficulty in recruiting non
whites. 21G 

The Reasons for Under-Representation. In most large 
cities, police officials are genuinely interested in attract
ing more officers from minority groups-Puerto Ricans 
and Mexican-Americans as well as Negroes.217 But, there 
can be little doubt that in many communities, both in 
the North and South, discrimination in the selection of 
officers has occurred in the past and exists today. There 
are very striking and puzzling differences in the per
centage of Negroes employed by police departments. 
For example, in New York City, the standards are ap
proximately the same for employment in the New York 
City Police Department and a policeman for the City 
Housing Authority. Yet, the former has approximately 
6 percent Negroes, the latter 55 percent.218 The Illinois 
State Police had, in 1962, eight times the number of 
Negro officers as the next highest State police agency. 

Furthermore, some police departments have dramatic
ally increased their proportion of officers of minority 
groups within relatively short periods of time. For ex
ample, Philadelphia increased the percentage of Negroes 
on the force from 3.6 percent in 1952 to 13.6 percent in 
1956. In Pittsburgh, the percentage of Negro police 

21u Commbsioners' Council on Human Relations, "Human Relations ill the 
Metropolitan Police DOpnrtment-A Progress Report" (Washington: Government 
01 tho District of Columbia, 1966), p. 6. 

210 Supra, note 65 at p. B. 
211 Supr,., note 22 at pp. 261, 264·. 
~18 Peter Kihs!, "State Senntor Says City Police Lag in Putting Negroes in 

Ranks," New York Times, Feb. 22, 1966, p. 20, co). 2. 
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doubled between 1952 and 1962. And in Chicago the 
percentage quadrupled between 1952 and 1961.219 

Past discrimination or even the belief that discrimina
tion does or has existed has much the same effect as 
actual, present discrimination. Thus, the President's 
Commission on Crime in the District of Columbia found 
that although the Metropolitan Police Department's 
policy was opposed to discrimination, "we doubt that 
many Negro citizens believe that the policy is being 
vigorously implemented." 220 Plainly, such a prevalent 
view hinders recruitment. 

Even in the absence of discrimination, a substantial 
discrepancy would remain. Of 117 departments with 
acknowledged difficulty in recruiting nonwhites, 48 said 
that the problem was too few applicants and 83 noted 
failure to pass the examination and meet other stand
ards.221 The same factors underlying the disproportion
ate failure of members of minority groups in the selective 
service examination and other written tests operate in 
police recruitment. In Miami, the number of Negro of
ficers dropped from 85 in 1959 to 74 in 1962, apparently 
because the recruiting standards for Negroes, which had 
been lower, were raised to match those for whites. Negro 
leaders in Miami have reported that one reason for the 
reduced number of Negroes was that most Negroes can
not meet the present entrance requirements because of 
inferior economic and educational background.222 

In Philadelphia, a study completed in 1957 found that 
about 50 percent of applicants for the police department 
were Negro. While a somewhat higher percentage of 
Negroes than whites failed the physical examination or 
had a criminal record, most of the discrepancy in the rela
tive proportion of Negroes selected was a result of writ
ten examination. Some of the key personnel on the 
Civil Service Commission, which gave the tests, were 
Negro, and the tests were apparently given fairly. The 
study concluded that educational deficiencies were the 
main reason for the failure of Negroes to qualify.223 

The manner in which discrimination and educational 
deficiencies can operate together to interfere with in
creased recruitment of Negroes is shown by a study of 
selection procedures in Detroit. Of the 1,566 applicants 
for the Detroit police force in 1959, there were 434 
Negroes. This approximated the proportion of Negroes 
in the city. Of this group, 71 whites and 2 Negroes were 
eventually selected. 

An investigation by the Commission on Community 
Relations found that 178 :whites but only 36 Negroes were 
allowed to pass the preliminary screening even though 
they failed to meet one or more qualifying criteria. 
More than a score of the whites and none of the Negroes 
from this group were eventually employed. The Com
mission found that white applicants were favored in this 
process. . 

Despite the fact that the anonymity of the individual 
was maintained in processing the written examination, 49 
percent of the whites and 80 percent of the Negroes 
failed. 

Of the remaining 115 whites and 11 Negroes, 4 whites 
and 4 Negroes were eliminated by preliminary oral in-

:110 Supra, note" 202 at ch. 11, p. 16. 
220 Supra, note 77 at p. 165. 
221 Supra, note 65 at p. 8. 
222 Supra, nole 202 at ch, lI. pp. 4 amI 5. 
'23 Supra, note 178, pp, 132, 141-145. 
:!24 Supra, note 202 nt ch. 11, pp. 8, 10-16. 
~ Supra, note 22 at pp. 271-272. 
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terviews. The Commission found that the decision to 
drop two of the Negroes was questionable. Ten whites 
and one Negro were then dropped on the basis of a 
background investigation. Of the 101 whites and 6 
Negroes who appeared before the Oral Examination 
Board, 71 whites and 2 Negroes passed. The Commis
sion again questioned the subjective reasons used to drop 
two of the N egroes;224 

Remedies 

Any program to increase the proportion of members 
of minority group police officers must begin by per
suading qualified candidates to apply. However, the 
hostility of Negroes to police forces is so strong that Negro 
officen; are frequently disliked by their fellow Negroes. 
And Spanish-speaking persons have traditionally re
garded policing as not an appropriate occupation.225 

Consequently, the problem of attracting candidates re
quires police departments to improve all aspects of police 
relations with miilOrity groups. 

On the other hand, the unattractiveness of police work 
to minority groups ~hould not be overemphasized. 
Negroes frequently apply in substantial numbers. A 
recent surVey of three precincts in Washington by the 
Bureau of Social Science Research found that 54 percent 
of the Negro men responding, in contrast to 50 percer.t 
of the white males, disagreed with the statement that "a 
man would make a mistake if he became a policeman." 226 

Improvement of Recruitment Techniques. Police forces 
generally rely heavily upon referrals from their own mem
bers as a source for qualified recruits. A study in St. 
Louis showed that 42 percent of applicants and 57 per
cent of those appointed were referred by precinct police 
officers.227 Since relatively few police officers are from 
minority groups, referrals are an inadequate source of 
minority group candidates. Consequently, new recuiting 
techniques must be developed. Particular effort must bp 
made to recruit minority members from low-income areilll 
because differences in attitudes and opinions frequently 
separate middle- and low-income persons within the same 
minority groups almost as much as persons of different. 
races. 

The police recruiti'ng unit should include officers from 
minority groups. These units must go to high schools 
and colleges which have largely Negro students, as de
partments in New York and elsewhere have begun to 
do.228 Civil rights and church organizations should be 
asked to participate in drives to get recruits. Recruit
ment subcommittees of neighborhood advisory com
mittees can run continuing programs. Advertising cam
paigns have sometimes produced large numbers of mi
nority candidates.22o Advertisements can picture mi
nority group as well as white officers. Athletes, movie 
stars, and other prominent personalities can be enlisted. 
Employment agencies can be notified of the special inter
est of the department in minority candidates. 

It is important, however, in recruiting programs that 
standards and the selection process be carefully explained. 

!!!?O Supra. note 14 at p. I3b. 
!!!!7 Supra, note 22 at p. 266. 
2'18 Bernard Weintraub, IIPolice to Recruit at Negro Schools," New York Times, 

JUliO 30, 1966, p. 42, coJ. 6. 
!!!ID Ernest Reuter, "Report on Investigation of Djscrimination in the Gary Police 

Department" (Gary, Ind.: Gary Humnn Relations Commission, unpublished rellOrt, 
1966), p. 5. 
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Police departments reject as many as 97 percent of their 
applicants with the national average for rejection being 
77.8 percent. Consequently, if minority group appli
cants attracted by broadly based recruiting drives do no 
better than applicants generally, these programs will pro
duce an extremely large group of rejected men, many of 
whom are likely to suspect racial discrimination. I t is 
therefore essential that screening for such basic stand
ards as age, height, physical fitness, and intelligence be 
done early in the process and that the reason for rejection 
be carefully explained. 

Not all recruiting programs need be aimed so generally. 
The existing cadet programs and the community service 
officer proposal in chapter 5 can be used to attract and 
train members of minority groups. One of the problems 
in existing cadet programs, however, is that their SLlccess 
in attracting minority group persons has often been as lim-' 
ited as programs for recruiting police officers directly. 
For example, in the District of Columbia, of the first 25 
cadets appointed in 1965 only 6 were Negro despite the 
fac,t that Washington is 54 percent Negro.23o The pro
portion of 24 percent is almost exactly the percentage of 
Negro recruits to the police force in recent years. 

Programs should be devised which are especially aimed 
at members of minority groups. During the past year, 
such programs have been developed to train young men 
to become police officers using funds of the Manpower 
Development and Training Act administered by the 
Department of Labor. The New York City program is 
illustrative. Since recruiting was concentrated in Negro 
and Puerto Rican neighborhoods, 70 percent of the 1,100 
trainees were from these gr.('ups. The recruiting itself 
and the initial screening was administered by the city's 
Youth Board, the State Unemployment Service, and four 
poverty program agencies rather than by the police force. 

Three hundred of the trainees were high school grad
uates who were trained for 6 months in law enforce
ment, human relations, automobile driving, clerical 
skills, and patrolmen'S duties. Eight hundred of the 
trainees are high school dropouts who receive 6 months of 
general educational courses to enable them to pass the 
high school equivalency examination, after which they 
go on to the 6 months of special training. The trainees 
are given counseling and have a police officer as a "Dutch 
Uncle." Ass.istance is provided in overcoming medical 
problems and students are given $20 to $70 per week 
during training.231 

The regular standards of the police departments apply 
. to entrance into the programs and final determination is 
made by the police department. Students who are below 
the minimum age of 21 at the completion of the training 
program may enter the regular cadet program or take 
civilian positions within the police department until they 
can qualify to become officers. Trainees are given in
struction in office skills so that if they are rejected as police 
officers, they can be helped to obtain clerical positions 
within the police force or other jobs in the city govern
ment or private industry.232 

Similar programs are starting in other cities-Los An
geles, St. Louis, Oakland, Miami, Baltimore, and for 

:!aU Suprat note 215 at p. 14. 
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Spanish-speaking candidates, Chicago. Some of them 
concentrate on persons who, on their first attempt barely 
failed to meet the medical and educational standards of 
the police force,233 others on persons who only failed to 
pass the written test. While as yet these programs are 
too new to be evaluated, they seem to offer great promise. 
They may provide a realistic means fOl police depart
ments to attract recruits from low-income minority groups 
without lowering police standards. 

Removal of Discriminatory Policies. The recruitment 
of minority groups requires that all forms of discrimina
tion in the selection of officers be ended. Indeed, even the 
appearance of discrimination must be eliminated if mem
bers of minority groups are not to be discouraged from 
applying. This can be accompliJhed by screening per
sonnel officers with particular care for prejudice. Writ
ten examinations should be analyzed to ensure no cultural 
or other bias against minority group exists. 

Officers from minority groups should participate in the 
selection process. For example, in Washington, D.C., a 
Negro physician is on the four-man board which screens 
for medical and psychological problems; and in New York, 
two of the three highest ranking Negroes examine all 
rejections of minority applicants subject to the final deter
mination of the Commissioner.234 Minority officers 
should, whenever feasible, serve on personnel interviewing 
boards both to prevent discrimination and to observe 
strong points of minority applicants which other officers 
might miss. 

In addition, no recruiting drive can succeed as long 
as police departments discriminate against their own 
minority officers. In some police departments the legal 
powers vested in an officer depend on whether he is white 
or Negro. For example, a 1961 survey found that 28 
police departments (31 percent of those surveyed) re
stricted the right of Negroes to make felony arrests. In 
18 of the departments, the officer could hold a white sus
pect until a white policeman appeared; if none was avail
able, the Negro officer could make the felony arrest. In 
10 others, the Negro officer could not arrest a white sus
pect at all, although 3 required the Negro policeman to 
keep the suspect under surveillance. The power of 
Negro officers to arrest for misdemeanors was even more 
limited.235 

In only 11 of 41 sheriffs' departments surveyed in 
the southern and blJrder States could Negro officen; arrest 
a white felon. In three northern counties, Negro depu
ties were allowed to arrest white .felon suspects only if a 
white depu.ty was not immediately .available.230 An 
earlier survey of the South in 1959, which covered a 
greater number of small communities, found that over 
half required Negro officers to call white officers to arrest 
a white suspect.237 

As described later, many police forces appear to have 
qenied equal opportunity for promotion to members of 
minority groups. Officers from minority groups have 
often been segregated by being denied entrance to special
ized units, by being usually assigned to Negro areas, by 
being required to patrol with members of their own race, 

!!:Il Emmanuel Permutter, "Police to Review Minority Hiring," New York Times, 
Mar. 17, 1966, p. I, col. 2. 
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by being assigned to a separate shift or even by having 
lockers in a different room.238 They have often been 
made to feel unwelcome or have been harassed by other 
officers.239 In many communities, Negro officers have 
been discouraged from participating in policemen's asso
ciations or have been completely excluded.240 All these 
actions have significantly affected the morale and atti
tudes of minority officers and have surely served as a nega
tive influence on attracting minority group persons to seek 
careers in police service. 

Precinct policemen from minority groups are the best 
possible advertisement for a police career. At present, 
many Negro policemen cannot honestly sell police work 
because they feel that discrimination exists within their 
departments. If police departments really wish to 
attract recruits from minority groups, all aspects of 
segregation and discrimination must end. Minority 
officers m~st have full opportunity for promotion and 
assignment to prestigious units, must not be segregated 
in patrols or in particular areas of the city, and must have 
the same powers of arrest as any other officers. 

Minority 'group police officers must be genuinely wei
'comed. No one warits to work in an organization where 
his' colleagues are merely tolerant. One ancillary bene
fit of programs such ,as police athletic leagues is the op
portunity they provide for members of a police force to 
accept one another fully. All other police organizations 
must likewise be fully open to minority officers. 

Selection Siandards. Certain selection standards may 
have the unintended effect of arbitrarily barring large 
numbers of minority group applicants who could ade
quately perform police work. For example, minimum 
height restrictions prevent many Puerto Ricans, Mexican
Americans, and Orientals from joining police forces. 
The minimum height requirement was recently changed 
in Chicago from 5 feet 8 inches to 5 feet 7 inches, in part 
because of the need to recruit Puerto Ricans. Similarly, 
restrictions on flat feet and other physical defects have 
barred many Negroes; eyesight problems, many Oriental
Americans.241 In the review of traditional physical re
quirements which the Commission has recommended, an 
important factor should be the extent to which inflexible 
standards tend to interfere with the recruitment of mem
bers of minority groups. 

Careful consideration should also be given to the evalu
ation of applicants' criminal records. Young men who 
have grown up in poor, and particularly minority group, 
neighborhoods run a very great risk of acquiring a police 
record. 242 In such circumstances, arrest records or con
viction of a minor offense does not necessarily mean that 
the applicant is irresponsible or of poor character. While 
police departments cannot lower their requirements as 
to good moral character for the sake of recruiting mem
bers of minority groups-the loss in community respect 
alone would be too great a price-criminal records 
should be realistically evaluated. A minor record should 
be considered as part of an analysis of the moral char-
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acter of the applicant based on all available information, 
rather than an automatic disqualification. 

Promotions 

Increasing the number of ranking officers from minor
ity groups is as important as, and closely related to, recruit
ing new officers of minority group background. Success
ful recruitment and promotion opportunities are obvious
ly interdependent. For example, in one western city, 
three Negro officers left a city department after failing 
to get promotions and joined the county sheriff's depart
ment where all were promoted, one reaching the rank of 
captain. This story is still being told by Negroes as one 
reason for Negroes not seeking employment in the city 
department. 2,j3 

There is an even more marked disproportion of minor
ity group supervisory personnel than of minority group 
officers generally throughout the police service. A survey 
in 1952-53 of 19 of the 25 largest departments i.n th~ 
country showed that there were only 40 Negro sergeants, 
14 lieutenants, and 1 captain. Negroes constituted 3.8 
percent of the pa~rolmen, 1.1 percent of the sergeants, 
0.9 percent of the lIeutenants, 0.2 percent of the captains 
and 0 percent of higher ranks. 24-1 ' 

The 1962 survey of the Civil Rights Commission of 
localities with a Negro population of m:er 5,000 showed 
that Negroes were still seriously underrepresented at 
command and supervisory levels. In the southern and 
border States, 30 departments had a total of 70 Negro 
sergeants; 8 communities had a total of 9 Negro lieu
tenants; only St. Louis and Kansas City, Mo., had Negro 
captains.245 

The following table compares the ratio of white super
visory officers to white officers generally and Negro su
pervisory officers to Negro officers in southern and bor
der State cities: 246 

Wh it e __ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Negro ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Sergeants 

1:8 
1: 16 

Lieutenants 

1: 20 
1: 125 

Captains 

1: 37 
1: 246 

In the 106 northe'rn cities responding, 6 had a total 
of 9 NegTo captains, 17 had a total of 26 Negro lieuten
ants, and 48 had a total of 141 Negro sergeants. The fol
lowing table compares the number of white and Negro 
supervisory officers to white and Negro officers generally 
in these cities.2-17 

Wh ite ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Negro ••••••••••• _ ••••••• _ ••••••••••• 

Sergeants 

1: 9 
1: 20 

Lieutenants 

1: 25 
1: 108 

Captains 

1: 45 
1: 311 

Thus, Negro officers h,we been unsuccessful in gaining 
higher rank outside of the South. 

The following table compares white and Negro ranking 
officers in several cities over a period of years: 248 

-wards an Understanding of Juvenile Delinquency" (New York! Columbia University 
Press. 1954), pp. 20, 52. 
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Ranking Officers in Representative Cities According to Race 

1952-53 

1950, 

City 
~ercent 

egroes patrolmen Sergeants Lieutenants 
in po pula-

tion 

W N W N W N 
------- ------ ------

Washington, D.C. ________________ 35 1,378 205 68 0 75 Detn:iL ____________________ ---- 16 3,565 96 344 3 167 St. Louis _______________________ 18 1,240 75 196 5 36 Chicago ________________________ 14 5,927 260 474 7 148 San Francisco ___________________ 6 1,178 5 194 0 42 Newark ________________________ 17 1,~~~ 19 
711 

1 57 Dallas __________________________ 13 4 46 0 14 Cincinnati. _____________________ 16 607 51 43 2 35 

In the 30 State police or highway patrols responding in 
1962, other than Illinois, there were no Negro supervisory 
or command personnel. Of the 24 Negro officers in Illi
nois, however, there were 2 corporals, 1 sergeant, and 1 
lieutenant.24D 

The notable disproportion of Negro officers promoted 
to that of Negro officers recruited and selected is partly 
explainable by the recency of recruitment of many of the 
minority officers. It may take several years before re
cently appointed Negro officers are eligible for promotion 
into supervisory and command positions. In addition, 
the frequently more limited educational background of 
minority group officers takes its toll in promotion 
examinations. 

But there is also evidence that discrimination is prac
ticed against minority group officers, perhaps more in 
promotion than in recruitment. The promotion in some 
police departments of one or two Negroes to relatively 
high rank is often only a token show of nondiscrimina
tion.250 The Michigan State survey found, in a number 
of police departments, that Negro officers are discouraged 
from tak.ing promotion examinations.251 There have 
been examples of separate tracks and hidden job ceilings 
for minority grop~ officers.252 The very upsurge in pro
motions of minority group officers in cities such as 
Washington, D.C., Philadelphia, and Chicago-the num
ber of Negro ranking officers in Chicago rose from 10 
sergeants and 1 captain in 1960 to 50 sergeants, 4 
lieutenants, and 2 captains in 1962 after Superintendent 
O. W. Wilson announced a policy of nondiscrimina
tion 2Z3-suggests that these departments had not pro
moted qualified Negroes before. 

A police department should have several qualified 
higher ranking minority group officers if it is to be respon
sive to the needs of minority neighborhoods. If minority 
groups are to feel that they are not policed entirely by a 
white police force, they must see that Negro or other 
minority officers participate in policymaking and other 
crucial decisions. The interaction of white officers with 
ranking minority officers can do much to reduce the 
stereotyping of minority groups by the white officers and 
therefore lessen racial or ethnic prejudice. 

~ .. o Supra, note 202, at ch. 12, 3t p. 14. 
~jO Supra, note 22 at p. 283. 
!!5l rd. at p. 270. 
'"" Supra, note 202 at ch. 11, pp. 18-19 • 

1 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 

1962 

1960, ----------------------------
C~rains ~ercent P~trolmen Catains an above egroes (including Sergeants Lieutenants an above 

in popula- corporals) 
lion 

W N W N W N W N W N 
----------------------------------

37 0 54 2,086 406 157 8 79 3 70 0 
42 0 29 3,640 148 340 5 152 1 56 0 
23 0 29 1,393 125 192 12 35 2 31 2 
60 0 23 7,708 1,1~~ 962 50 231 4 65 2 

120 0 10 1,273 210 0 50 0 23 0 
21 0 34 970 88 96 3 88 2 22 0 
24 0 19 717 8 249 5 45 0 30 0 
18 0 22 664 57 69 2 34 3 19 0 

Finally, minority supervisory and command officers can 
be of unique value to the police in improving community 
relations. For example, a Negro captain was able to 
quiet police-community tension after a riot in Harlem 
when he was appointed as the first Negro to head a 
precinct. there.254 Similarly, in Washington, D.C., after 
a disturbance, the only two Negro captains on the force 
were assigned to the area. 

The elimination of discrimination in promotions is a 
more complicated problem than that involved in the 
original selection of personnel. The relatively few offi
cers involved in the selection process can be screened 
for prejudice and minority officers can be included in the 
review to help guarantee its honesty and dispel possible 
appearances of discrimination. Insofar as promotions 
are based on written examinations, similar methods can 
be used. However, in many police de!Jartments, efficiency 
reports play a major role in evaluating candidates for 
promotion. This means that crucial determinations are 
made throughout the department concerning the prac
tices and ability of minority officers by every supervisor 
who has such an officer under his command. 

It is essential that efficiency reports on minority officers 
receive special attention. Chiefs should issue strong state
ments on the necessity of avoiding even subtle forms of 
discrimination. The police-community relations units 
should scrutinize efficiency reports on minority officers, 
and it should be made clear that discrimination will result 
in strong disciplinary action. 

In some jurisdictions an outside agency in the local 
government is given responsibility to determine whether 
promotions in all government agencies have been based in 
part on discri:nination. For example, in the District of 
Columbia, any District employee, including any police 
officer, can file a complaint of discrimination with the 
Commissioners' Council on Human Relations. If con
ciliation by the council fails, a three-man panel is selected; 
one person is chosen by the complainant, one by the 
executive director of the council, and one by the first two 
panel members. The person selected by the executive 
director is a District government employee, from a de
partment other than the one involved, who has been 
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recommended by his department and approved by the 
executive director. The panel's recommendation, to
gether with a recommendation by the executive director, 
is submitted to the Commissioners who make the final 
decision:255 

Assignment to a prestigious unit or special training 
may also be important to advancement. If these op
portunities are denied because of race, nondiscrimination 
in promotion may be of little importance. Such assign
ments should therefore receive the same kind of special 
attention. . 

But promotion of officers from minority groups will 
often require more than nondiscrimination. Minority 
officers now often leave the forces or do not take promo
tion examinations because they are convinced that past 
discrimination continues.256 The study of Philadelphia 
police officers in the 1950's found numerous Negro offi
cers who had given up hope of promotion: 257 

WeI!, I wanted to go higher, but I felt beat before I started
felt like I never had a chance, so I never took the exam. 

* * * * 
When I was younger naturally I wanted to get ahead. I 

kept taking the exams but never made it. I finally realized 
it was prejudice. I haven't taken any recently. I'm too old 
now-satisfied where lam. 

Since police departments urgently need more high
ranking minority officers, it is essential that each depart
ment make every reasonable effort to overcome the legacy 
of the past. Nondiscriminatory policies should be force
ful and publicly stated. Officers from minority groups 
should be encouraged to take promotion examinations. 
One method would be to urge ranking officers from 
minority groups to assist other minority officers in pre
paring for the examinations, as has been done with 
success in the District of Columbia. 2GB While it may 
cause other problems, consideration might be given to 
reducing the time requirements which minority officers 
must spend in grade before being eligible for promotion 
where it is determined that promotion has been denied 
in the past because of discrimination.250 

In some departments, promoting officials choose 
among the top several candidates. The highest ranking 
positions are generally not filled on the basis of competi
tive examinations at all. For example, in New York all 
appointments above the level of captain are made at the 
discretion of the Police Commissioner, and in Washing
ton, D.C., appointments to captain and above do not in
volve examinations.26o A major factor in the exercise 
of this discretion should be the urgent need for high
ranking minority officers. 

One important application of the lateral entry concept 
discussed in chapter 5 would be the recruitment bf tal
ented members of minority groups who previously had not 
thought of a police career. As the President's Commis
sion on Crime in the District of Columbia emphasized, 
lateral entry allows a police department to overcome this 
problem without waiting for officers from minority 
groups to be promoted slowly through the ranks. 261 

~as See "City Adopts Tough Code on Hiring," 'Washington Post, Aug. 26, 1966, 
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Assignments 

The problem of assignments for minority group officers 
is largely the problem of integration-integration of pa
trols where two-man patrols are used, integration of the 
personnel assigned to white as well as minority neighbor
hoods and integration of specialized units. In many 
ways, the stresses to be expected are the same as those ex
perienced in the integration of any large organization. 

Particular Units and Duties. While it is not clear 
how much of this discrimination still exists, Negro officers 
have been discriminated against in the South by being 
assigned to separate precincts and divisions 262 and 
throughout the country in assignments to foot patrols 
rather than to cars and to desk jobs. The study of the 
Philadelphia police, for example, showed Hut at least 
until 1956, the latter kind of discrimination was com
mon in most precincts.263 Similarly, until 1960, Negroes 
were not usually assigned to patrol cars in Chicago; and 
in at least one preci'nct, if no white officers were available, 
some cars did not go out.264 While by 1962, the situation 
had improved as to both motor assignments and desk 
positions, the Civil Rights Commission survey in 1962 
showed that of the 68 nonsouthern counties with Negro 
deputies, in 18 all field patrols were white, and Negro 
deputies were given other jobs to do.265 

Discrimination against Negroes in entering detective 
units has been general in the South. A study of Negro 
police in that region showed that there were only 56 Negro 
detectives in 1954 and 87 in 1959, among the 146 agencies 
responding (which included most of the larger ones) , and 
101 among 98 agencies in 1961.266 

Outside the South, discrimination against Negroes in 
assignments to detective units is also widespread. Until 
a new administration appointed 10 in 1962, Newark had 
only 1 Negro detective.267 Whether or not it is the result 
of present or past discrimination, in many cities during 
1966 the proportion of detectives was significantly smaller 
than that of patrolmen: 26B 

City 
Detectives I Patrolmen 

White I Negro I Percent I White Negro Percent 

-w-as-hl-'ng-to-n-, D-.-C.-__ -__ -__ -__ -_-__ -__ -_!I--1-1-81--20-1~1~ -:;;---;;; 
Boston___ ___________________ 166 I .6 1,904 42 2.1 
DetroiL____________________ 350 12 3.3 3,287 149 4.3 

On the other hand, in some C1tIes like Indianapolis, 
Buffalo, and Atlanta, the proportion of Negro officers 
doing detective work is above the proportion of Negro 
patrolmen on the force. 26o 

Many of the same methods for ending discrimination 
in promotions apply equally to the assignment of Negroes 
to plainclothes duty. It is important that all openings 
to special police assignments be filled on the basis of abil
ity. The program, recently introduced in the District 
of Columbia, to post notices of openings and to solicit 
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written applications, provides an excellent basis for non
discriminatory determinations.27o 

Patrols. Segregation presently exists in patrol assign
ments in many departments. A recent survey showed 
that of 165 cities either with populations over 100,000, or 
with populations of between 30,000 and 100,000 but wi.th 
5 percent nonwhites, 4 never assigned Negro and whIte 
officers together, 40 did so only for special details, 54 did 
so occasionally, and 74 did so "generally." 271. The 
Michigan State survey found. that of the eig~t depart
ments in the South respondmg, three used mtegrated 
patrols. In contrast, outside the South, 19 of 26 de
partments used at least some integrated patrols.272 

These figures, however, overstate the amount of real in
tegration. Where, for instance, the compCl~ition of patrols 
or teams has been left to the voluntary choices of the 
individuals involved, the result has usually been mostly 
all-white and all-Negro teams.273 For example, in the Dis
trict of Columbia in 1966, almost half of Negro officers 
doing patrol work were still riding in all-Negro cars and 
in several precincts there were no integrated patrols at 
all.274 Progress has been slow because precinct com
manders "defer to the prejudices of individual officers." 275 

In many other cities with integrated patrols, the pro
portion of Negro officers in all-Negro teams is even greater 
and consequently there is oIlly token integration. Offi
cial color blindness is not a sufficient remedy. The 
department policy must make clear both to police officers 
and to the community that the department will not toler
ate segregation within its own ran..l<s. As long as segre
gation exists, even by voluntary choice, departmental 
exhortations about improving police-community relations 
will not be taken at face value by minority citizens. 
Minority officers will believe that racial prejudice governs 
decisions throughout the department, and that belief will 
have a serious effect on their morale and on the recruit
ment of other minority officers. 

The mere lack of contact between white and minority 
group officers on the force will make other measures to 
end prejudice and discrimination less effective. Studies 
of prejudice show that stereotypes tend to be modified and 
prejudices reduced when· whites have contacts with 
Negroes on an equal footing. 276 As a white police officer 
told the Philadelphia study, "WLen somebody's shooting 
at you, it doesn't matter what color you are." .277 The 
same study found that the more white officers worked 
with Negro policemen, the less they were prejudiced 
against them.278 

IntegratiDu of police forces is also necessary because of 
the. special competence of minority group officers in 
minority group neighborhoods. The description of an 
incident in Washington by a Negro officer indicates the 
value of integrated patrol: 279 

My partner and I were chasing a Negro suspect into an· all
Negro neighborhood * * * when the man shut himself up in 
an upstairs room and began shouting that the police were trying 
to get to him to beat him up. 
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It would have been inviting trouble to send a white officer 
into the crowded building to get him * * *. So I went up and 
got him and told the people on the way out why we were 
arresting him. There was no trouble. 

Neighborhoods. Police-community relations in minor
ity group neighborhoods will benefit materially from the 
assignment of more minority group officers than would 
be the case if the officers were distributed evenly through
out the force, i.e., were assigned on a completely non
racial basis. With an even distribution, Negro officers 
would represent less than one-fifth of total officer 
strength in Negro precincts in Washington, D.C., whose 
police force has one of the highest proportions of Negroes 
of any in the country. And the percentage of Puerto 
Ricans and Mexican-American officers in neighborhoods 
where these groups live would be even less. 

On the other hand, the significantly disproportionate 
assignment of most minority officers to minority neighbor
hoods raises the appearance of segregation which would 
be as harmful as segregated patrols, teams, or units. In 
the past, minority group officers have been restricted en
tirely or primarily to minority group neighborhoods. A 
study in 1959 showed that in 129 southern cities, Negro 
officers were allowed to patrol only Negro neighborhoods 
in 107 cities and were assigned primarily to Negro neigh
borhoods in another 6.280 The Civil Rights Commission 
survey in 1962 found that in the southern and border 
States, 92 percent of city police departments and 90 per
cent of county sheriffs assigned Negro officers solely or 
primarily to Negro neighborhoods. Only seven cities 
and four counties made assignments without regard to 
race. 281 A much smaller survey in 1966 showed that 
Negro officers patrolled in white areas in 7 of 11 southern 
localities responding. 28~ 

Outside the South, the Civil Rights Commission survey 
in 1962 found that 85 percent of city and 93 percent of 
county law enforcement agencies claimed that they as
signed Negro officers without regard to race.283 In 14 
cities and 3 counties, however, law enforcement agencies 
admitted that Negro officers were primarily assigned to 
Negro areas. These cities included Los Angeles, Indi
anapolis, Kansas City (Kansas), Detroit, and Syracuse.2B4 

Such assignment of minority group officers exclusively 
or almost exclusively to minority neighborhoods is 
strongly opposed by most Negroes. For example, 87 per
cent of Negroes interviewed in a survey in St. Louis op
posed exclusive assignment of Negro officers to Negro 
areas; in contrast, a significant majority of whites sup
ported it.285 Segregation-whether based on the prefer
ences of officers or citizens-is indefensible and cannot be 
tolerated. 

This problem should be met by assigning minority 
group officers where they will be most useful, while at the 
same time avoiding segregation. The best resolution of 
the dilemma presented by these conflicting goals seems to 
be along three lines. First, although a somewhat dispro
portionate number of minority group officers should be in 

os> Supra, note 206 at pp. 13-14. 
:!Sl Supra, note 202 at ch. 11, p. 23; ch. 12, p. 9. 
"'" Supra, no Ie 22 nt pp. 281-285. 
283 Supra, note 202 nt ch. 11, p. 2S; ch. 12, p. 10. 
~11d. at ch. 11, p. 24; ch. 12, pp. 10-11. Similarly, in Boslon, Negro officers 

were J)fedominantly assigned to Negro districts. or to cases involving. N~grocs. 
Sec report of the Mlll~saehusetts Advisory Commtttee to the U.S. CommiSSion on 
Civil Rights, "50 States Report" (Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office) I 

pp. 253-254. 
2811 Supra, note 4 at table 13, p. 97. 
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minority neighborhoods, many officers also should be sta
tioned in other areas. Second, the minority group offi
cers stationed in minority group neighborhoods should be 
rotated to other neighborhoods. Third, the dispropor
tionate assignment of minority group officers should, of 
course, cease when the police-community relations prob
lems of minority group neighborhoods are not so acute 
as to justify such extraordinary measures. 

TRAINING 

Chapter 5 presented the problems of existing police 
training in this country. Recruit training was found gen
erally to be inadequate. Inservice training, if it existed 
at all, usually was likewise insufficient. 

Police-community relations training also suffers from 
lack of attention and is unlikely to improve substan
tially until overalI police training is upgraded in quality 
and extent. It has long been treated as a stepchild which, 
until rece'ntly, has been barely accepted into the curricu
lum. Improvement in police training generally will not 
automatically result in better community relations train
ing. This, together with the special complexity of police
community relations curricula and techniques, warrants 
separate discussion of this training area. 

Purpose of Police-Community Relations Training 

A recent survey found that most cities with community 
relations training concentrated on public relations. 28iJ 

Such a program attempts to teach the police officer how 
to improve the image of the police and conduct himself in 
a way which will not alienate the public. It concentrates 
on such matters as why community relations is import>ant 
to the police department, how to talk courteously to citi
zens, and how and why to avoid physical or verbal abuse 
and discrimination. These ideas are often included in 
training sessions concerning arrest, field interrogation, 
traffic citations, and the other points of contact between 
the police and public. The theory is that officers who are 
taught about police policies will folIow them in a pro
fessional, well-organized department. 

Another type of community relations training equips 
the police officer to understand the various kinds of in
dividuals with whom they will come in contact and the 
various neighborhoods of the city. This is directed not 
so much at the basic arms-length ability to avoid offense, 
as at the intelligent exercise of discretion. Subjects such 
as basic psychology and sociology, the history and culture 
of the city and its various parts, and the history and pur
pose of the civil rights movement, help officers to distin
guish between offenses which should result in arrest and 
those which should not, to deal with groups of youths 
who have congregated, and similar issues. 

Finally, community relations training is sometimes in
tended to change attitudes and prejudices of recruits or 
police officers. There is evidence that intensive experi
ences, particularly in small groups, can have an effect 
with persons who are only mildly prejudiced.287 Some 
of the subjects taught for this purpose would be those 

28G Supra, note 65 at pp. 7, 11; supra, note 22 at pp. 303) 310. 
281 Sec, e,!?, George E. Simpson and J. Milton Yinger, uRaeinl and Cultural 

Minorities" trev. ed., New York: Harper & Rowe, 1958), pp. 772-773, 776-777. 
288 Supra, note 65 at pp. 7, 11. 
289 Supra, note 22 at pp. 304-309. 
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also included in the curriculum for the purpose of im
proving the officer's ability to exercise discretion. Role
playing or small discussion groups may be used to help 
the officer to think through his own emotions and beliefs. 

Each of these three types of training is important, and 
each reinforces the others. It is essential that the officer 
know the community relations policies of the department, 
understand individual and community characteristics 
which should affect his discretion, and have proper atti
tudes. 

Recruit Training 

There are two different aspects of training in police
community relations. First, community relations train
ing should be made part of a more general instruction on 
arre:;t procedures, field interrogations, use of firearms. 
Second, some community relations subjects can only be 
taught separately. The amount of recruit training de
voted specifically to community relations problems is woe
fully inadequate in most jurisdictions. A survey found 
that 22 of 165 police departments in cities either with over 
100,000 population, or with between 30,000 and 100,000 
population but over 5 percent nonwhites, gave no hU.q1an 
relations training of any kind and that the average train
ing in the others was only 11 hours in length. Of 145 
cities with between 30,000 and 100,000 population and 
less than 5 percent nonwhites, only 43 gave any such train
ing. 288 Of the 53 police departments responding to the 
Michigan State survey, only 20 gave more than 20 hours of 
community relations training and only 4 more than 40.280 

The chart on the following page shows the number of 
hours of separate community relations training given in 
certain. agencies.290 

Clearly, in the majority of police "lepartments, the 
amount of time given specifically to human and commun
ity relations must be dramatically increased. Few police 
officers today have a proper background in psychology, 
sociology, or the culture of the poor, minority groups, or 
juveniles. In any jurisdiction with a serious community 
relations problem or a substantial number of residents 
from minority groups, 60 hours of such training seems a 
bare minimum and 120 hours highly desirable. The 
training could be given as a combination of basic and 
in service training over a period of time. Such training 
could also, as in California, be offered by community 
colleges. Even in other localities, the complex problem 
which police have in dealing with human beings in dif
ficult circumstances indicates adequate instruction must 
be provided. Before an officer can become expert in 
deriving the truth from conflicting statements, in knowing 
how to handle quarreling spouses and delinquent youths, 
in determining when an arrest for drunkenness or loiter
ing is useful or necessary and when it will merely harm an 
individual or inflame a minority community, and in calm
ing tense and hostile crowds, he must acquire informa
tion and understanding concerning human relations. It 
is doubtful that this can be acquired in less than 60 hours. 

!!DO Ibid. This data cannot be taken as exactly accurate. Police departments 
themselves mnde the classificntion as to what constituted community relations 
training nnd what kind it was. There is probably considerable inconsistency in 
placing training in particular categories and some exaggeration of the amount of 
community relations trai:ning given. 
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Hours of Separate Community Relations Training in Representative Police Departr:nents-1966 

Human Public 
Community relations 

City relations relations Sociology Psychology Civil rights Total 
training 

50~~~~i~~~gt.°8.~~~~0_~ ~ _________________________________________ _ 
Kansas City, Mo _______________________________________________ _ 
Detroit, Mich ________________________________________________ ---
Boston, Mass _____________________________________ ---___ ----___ _ 

25~,~~8tglu~apiiii'uiiiti(iii:- -- -- --- --- -- ------- -- ------------ ----- ----

~~~o8il~~~~~i.a~~:::::::::::::::====:::=::=:=:::::::::::::::::: 
~~~rae;S~ll~ii~~~~::::::::=::::::::::::::::::===:=:==::::::::::: 

108}~8bi~~~:~o:Jritio-n-:- --- ------- --- ---- --- --- -- -- -------- ---- ---
Savan nah, Ga _______________ ------ -- -____ -_ ---- -- -- --_ ----- -----Yonkers, N. Y __________________________________________________ _ 

B~I~!er38~g~ceo~yatiiiii: --- -- ---- ---- ------- -------- ---- --- ------
West Allis, Wls _____________________ -_______ -___ -__ --__ --_____ --
Portsmouth, Ohio ______________________________________________ _ 

County agencies: 

~~~:a~o~g~~'t:'lk y~::::: :::=: :=:::: ::::::::: :=:: :::: ::::::=:::: 
State ag"'ncies: Texas Department of PublicSafety _______________________________ _ 

Minnesota Highway Patrol. _____________________________________ _ 

1 I ncluded in human relations. , I ncluded in psychology. 
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Of course, much more than additional time in the 
curriculum is required for effective community relations 
training. The following curriculum which was used in 
St. Louis in 1966, although limited in time, suggests the 
kind of comprehensive, carefully planned curriculum 
devoted to community relations which is necessary: 2D1 

SAINT LOUIS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

Community Relations and Human Behavior Curriculum 
for Recruit Officers 

HOUTS 

I. Psychiatric Growth and Development of the 
Individual. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5 

Father Trafford Maher, S.J. 
Saint Louis University 

II. The American Culture ............... , ..... 3 
Dr. George Hyram 
Saint Louis University 

III. Human Behavior. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Dr. Lawrence Nicholson 
Harris Teachers' College 

. a~d Sain~ L~uis University 
IV. SOCial DIsorgamzatIOn..................... 12 

Alcoholism, narcotic addiction and drug 
abuse ............................. 4 

Dr. Joseph Kendis and Staff 
Department of Psychiatry 
Washington University 

Suicide ............................... 2 
Dr. Eli Robbins and Staff 
Department of Psychiatry 
Washington University 

Social maladjustment and sex deviation. 2 
Dr. Lee Rainwater 
Washington Universit.y 

mId. at p. 313. 

<I> 

Total percent training hours 

0 0 2 42 42/165=25.5 percent. 
4 0 0 2 10 10/504=2 yercent. 
0 4 0 6 32 32/480=6. percent. 
8 6 4 10 58 58/520=11.2 percent. 
2 1 2 4 13 13)288=4.5 percent. 

4 10 8 4 32 32/680=4.7 percent. 
.7 0 0 <I> 11 11/560=2 percent. 
12 22 <,> 6 84 8~400=21 percent. 
8 0 0 0 8 8/ 20=2.5 percent. 
2 0 0 1 13 13/300=4.3 percent. 

1 0 0 3 3/192=1.6 percent. 
2 0 0 10 10/500=2 percent. 
8 8 8 40 40/480=8.3 percent. 

32 0 0 2 42 42/240= 17.5 percent. 
0 0 0 0 0 0/80=0 percent. 

14 0 16 6 38 38/616=6.2 percent. 
12 6 6 6 37 371436=8.5 percent. 

3 5 2 18 18i820=2.2 percent. 
0

1 
0 1 1 1/ 76=.2 percent. 

Mental illness ......................... 3 
Dr. Robert Felix 
Department of Psychiatry 
Saint Louis University 

Delinquent and criminal behavior ...... 1 
Mr. William Handy 
Community Relations Manager 

V. The Saint Louis Community ........... , .... 5 
Dr. William Moore 
Carver School 

VI. Mechanics of the Police-Community Rela-
tions Program. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 

Mr. William Handy 
Community Relations Manager 

VII. Psychology of Prejudice. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
Father Trafford Maher, S.J. 
Saint Louis University 

VIII. Mass Media Relations. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 

Total............................ 34' 

Other appropriate subjects could include how to handle 
violations of civil rights laws (such as fair housing or 
public accommodation statutes), the history and culture 
of poverty and of minority groups, and the extent and 
effects of racial discrimination. 

The person teaChing the course is at least as important 
as the subject matter. Where police forces have sworn 
officers who are good teachers with expertise in psychol
ogy or sociology, they should be used as instructors. This 
is not the case in many departments today, so the use 
of civilian instructors from universities or elsewhere be
comes essential. 202 Ideally, police departments should 
use both police officers and civilian experts as ins truc-

,., Id •• t pp. 313, 322. 
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tors. 293 The police instructors can impress upon recruits 
that community relations is important to the depart
ment-that it is a vital part of law enforcement. The 
civilians can often teach the more complex subject 
matter. 

The effectiveness of civilian instructors is increased if 
they understand the nature of police work. Where pos
sible, police departments should add civilian experts on 
a full-time, or regular part-time basis to their community 
relations units, where they can also be of assistance in 
areas other than training. In any event, they should be 
encouraged to become interested in the law enforcement 
field on a continuing basis. 

Civilians who are not experts should also participate 
in police training. For example, civil rights leaders and 
even ordinary, although articulate, citizens from the poor 
community could make notable contribu,tions by giving 
recruits their point of view, telling about how the poor 
and deprived view various issues. However, community 
relations training should not be confined to isolated lec
tures by guest speakers, each speaking an hour or two 
in the classroom. The training program must be unified. 

Along with classroom work, field training must be given. 
It is frequently said that when recruits leave the training 
course, they soon forget all they have learned and instead 
adopt the practices of the officers with whom they work. 
If the results of the community relations training sessions 
are to be strengthened rather than undermined, the offi
cers accompanying the recruits in their field work must 
be carefully screened for their abilities and attitudes 
relating to community relations and should receive clear 
instructions concerning how to help the recruits improve 
their abilities in this area. 

Inservice Training 

Inservice training is of particular importance in com
munity relations. Many officers received little or no com
munity relations training at the time they were recruits. 
Even if they had, the practice of community relations in 
police work is extremely difficult and the lessons of recruit 
training may be forgotten if not reinforced. And minority 
group problems and other issues of importance to com
munity relations are constantly changing. 

Most police departments have no inservice community 
relations training although the number that do i~ in
creasing.294 In those that do, it is usually too brief. 
Even in one of the Nation's outstanding inservice train
ing programs, only 2 of the 36 class hours in 1963 could be 
considered to be devoted specifically to community rela
tions training. A balanced program of ('ommunity rela
tions training for officers now on the force would have 
the follo~ing components: 

Rollcall Training. Other aspects of department policy 
need constant repetition at rollcall and the same holds 
true of policies affecting police-community relations. Ir. 
addition, rollcall offers the opportunity for precinct com
munity relations officers to talk on a regular basis to all 

",. Id. at pp. 304-309. 
.2111- Id. at p. 314; BUplB. note 21 at vol. It p. 150. 
!!riG Unitp.d States ConCerence of Mayors, "Police·Community Relations Training 

in Detroit" (1966) 4 pp.; the Detroit program is based on Arthur I. Siegel, Phillip 
J. Federman, and Douglas G. Schultz. "Professional Police Human Relations 
Training" (Springfield: Chari •• C. Thomas. 1963). 
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officers in the precincts about problems which they have 
found to be bothering the neighborhood and the precinct's 
program for dealing with them. 

Community Relations Retraining for Patrolmen. 
Regular inservice training should exist in all departments 
and be expanded. If it is to have any significant effect, 
a minimum of 10 hours of formal community relations 
training a year would seem essential as part of any inserv
ice program, and it is probably most effective if given in 
one or two blocks of time. 

A number of police departments in the last 2 years 
have initiated special, concentrated community relations 
training programs for all or large portions of the force, 
often under grants from the Federal Government. The 
Office of Economic Opportunity recently funded a pro
gram in Detroit for all 1,800 officers in "inner-city pre
cincts," which was run by the department in conjunction 
with the city's Commission on Community Relations and 
the local antipoverty program. Each of the 8 sessions 
began with a lecture for about 60 officers and discussions 
of the lecture. The officers then broke into 6 groups to 
discuss police handling of a specific police incident such 
as a house search, street" loitering, or a crowd, which was 
either role-played or described aloud-why it occurred, 
how the officers in the incident handled it, and how it 
should have been handled. The incidents were the kind 
which raise the most serious police-community problems. 
Each disrussion group reported back to the entire 
meeting. 295 

The OffIce of Law Enforcement Assistance in the De
partment of Justice has made a grant to the New Orleans 
Police Department to give the entire 1,100-man force and 
100 key personnel from surrounding parishes an 18-hour 
course featuring lectures and small discussion groups. 
That office has also given a grant to have a private cor
poration, which has conducted training previously in 
other fields, train 1,000 of the 2,900 officers in the Wash
ington, D.C., department for 24 hours in groups of 25.290 

And analysis of eight sessions of lectures and discussion 
u:mcerning community relations for all officers in Lake 
County, Ind., which was funded by the Office of Eco
'nomic Opportunity, showed that the attitudes toward 
minority groups of police officers with a low degree of 
prejudice had been affected.297 

Training for Supervisory and Command Officers. 
Separate training for command and supervisory person
nel has been rare. 20B But unless supervisory officers are 
trained, the community relations training of recruits and 
patrolmen is likely to mean little. Lower ranking officers 
naturally respond to the expectations of their supervisors. 
The latter make policy, enforce discipline, devise com
munity relations programs, talk to the press and citizens' 
groups, and otherwise set the tone of the entire depart
ment. 

Training should therefore start at the top, and the 
course of study should be longer than can be afforded for 
all personnel. Supervisory and command personnel 

!!OBAlfred E. Lewis, uPolice Face Course in Diplomacy," the Washington Post . 
July 3,1966, scr.. B, p. 4, col. 4. 

:!07 Gary, Ind., Application for grant to Office of Law Enforcement Assistance, 
1966, pp. 5-7. 

''" Supra, note 22 at pp. 323-324. 
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probably should receive at least 50 hours of community re
lations training at or near the time of promotion and 
then regular training after that. , 

In addition to the subjects in the recruit's and patrol
man's curricula, higher officers should receive training in 
subjects of particular relevance to them. These might 
include how to deal with citizen organizations, particu
larly those of minority groups; the structure of citizens' 
organizations in the city; and the use of discipline and in
centives to ensure that communty relations policies are 
carried out. 

SPecial Training. Some kinds of specialized training 
are of great significance for police-community relations. 
Programs in basic Spanish, such as those which have been 
given in New York, Philadelphia, San Diego, and Chi
cago,290 should be provided for officers working in c?m
munities with a substantial Spanish-speaking populatlOn. 
In addition, policemen should receive special instruction 
on the culture of the residents of various neighborhoods 
and the community resources available to them. A spe
cial 8-hour course has been given several times in Phila
delphia on "crime and race" because of misconceptions 
relating to crime causation and statistics.30o 

Police-Community Relations Institutes. Police-com
munity relations institutes are of two types. Some are 
intended to provide a forum where the community and 
the police may discuss current issues and build mutual 
understanding. Such discussions, like all community 
meetings focusing on police problems, have training im
plications, and officers should t..::- sent to them for this 
purpose. 

Other institutes, which are attended largely by police 
officers, are held principally for training purposes. If 
community representatives are present, they are intended 
to give citize'n opinion as part of the training. An ex
ample of this type is the National Institute at Michigan 
State University, which has been held annually since 1955 
under the auspices of the National Conference of Chris
tians and Jews. The 1966 meeting attracted 442 partici
pants from 155 cities and 30 States, of whom 80 percent 
were police officers generally of supervisory rank.30l Such 
meetings allow officers to compare their problems and the 
programs which they have employed to remedy them. 

TECHNIQUES OF COMMUNITY RELATIONS TRAINING 

The importance of imaginative educational techniques, 
such as discussion groups, problem solving, and roleplay
ing was described in chapter 5. Such techniques are of 
particular importance for instruction relating to commu
nity relations. 

Frequently, recruits or officers are completely indiffer
ent or even hostile to such training because they do not 
regard it as "real police work." 

The President's Commission on Crime in the District of 
Columbia found that community relations training by 
the Metropolitan Police Department "seems to have 
created antagonism to the principles taught rather than 

~01 Supra, note 22 at pp. 322-323; supra, note 21 at vol. 11, p •. 13. 
300 Supra, note 21 at vol. II, p. 76. 
001 Annual Report (Michigan State Unhrersity, National Center in Police antI 

Community Relation., luly I, 1965-1une 30, 1966), p. 9. 

adherence." 302 Thus, unless carefully planned, commu
nity relations training may reinforce antagonism to 
minority gmups and community relations generally. On 
the other hand, if properly carried out, sllch training can 
help to persuade the recruit or officer to adopt a different 
attitude toward the role of a police officer and different 
groups in the community. 

Universities and other groups having experts from 
various disciplines should be encouraged to develop new 
techniques and curricula, to run training programs, and 
to evaluate them. For example, in Philadelphia, com
munity relations training was initiated by a psychologi
cal consulting firm, and the present program was devel
oped and taught by a sociologist from the University of 
Pennsylvania. 303 Most of the other innovative programs 
discussed in this section were run by outside groups in 
conjunction with police departments. 

POLICE FIELD PRACTICES 

(
A community's attitude toward the police is influenced 

most by the action of individual officers on the street. 
While community relations units, neighborhood advis
ory committees, and fair procedures for processing citizen 
complaints are essential for reducing existing friction be
tween the police and the community, these programs will 
have little enduring effect if persons are not treated just
ly in their contacts with police officers. This is particu
larly true of persons in slums or minority group neighbor
hoods who, because of more frequent contact with the 
police, are more aware of police practices. 

Although many allegations of police misconduct or dis
criminatory treatment are unwarranted, Commission sur
veys reveal that police practices exist which cannot be 
justified. For example, the Commission found that 
abusive treatment of minority groups and the poor con
tinues to occur. Many established police policies-such 
as the use of arrests for investigative purposes-alienate 
the community and have no legal basis. Departments 
may utilize procedures, such as the use of dogs to control 
crowds, without balancing the potental harm to police
community relations. And some valuable law enforce
ment techniques, like field interrogation, are frequently 
abused to the detrim"nt of communi~y relations. Too 
few departments give necessary guidance to assist their 
persormel in resolving potentially explosive social and 
criminal problems. 

It is not possible for the police to enforce the law and 
preserve the peace without incurring some hostility ::md 
resentment. This is inherent in the very nature of police 
work. The major criticisms of the police, however, result 
from the particular methods used in accomplishing these 
functions. 'The purpose of this section is to examine 
police practices which appear to antagonize certain por
tions of the community, to determine the propriety of 
such practices, to show the need for all departments to 
establish reasoned policies governing police practices, and 
to analyze the sometimes competing considerations which 
must be weighed before establishing such policies. 

::03 President's Commission on Crime in the District of Columbia, "ll.eport of 
the President's Commission on Crime in the District of Columbia" (Washington: 
U.S. Government Printing Office, 1966),1'.210. 

3113 Supra, notc 21 at vol. II, p. 76. 
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This section does not constitute an effort to determine 
whether particular police practices are unconstitutional. 
Plainly, some practices described in this section, such as 
physical abuse, are illegal; others raise constitutional ques
tions; and still others may be constitutional but unwise. 
Here the sole focus is on police practices which do or may 
affect community relations regardless of constitutional 
Issues. 

POLICE CONTACTS WITH CITIZENS ON THE STREET 

It is extremely difficult for a policeman to maintain his 
composure in all street situations even though this is ex
pected and demanded of him in nearly all police depart
ments. For example, the Law Enforcement Code of 
Ethics, which has been adopted by nearly all departments 
and police associations, requires the foIlowing: 304 

I will * * * maintain courageous calm in the face of danger, 
scorn, or ridicule; develop self-restraint; and be constantly mind-
ful of the welfare of others. . 

I will never act officiously or permit personal feelings, preju
dices, animosities or friendships to influence my decisions * * *. 
I will enforce the law courteously and appropriately without fear 
or favor, malice or ill will, never employing unnecessary force or 
violence * * *. 

But the capability of a policeman, and particularly one 
who works in a high-crime rate or slum neighborhood, to 
act in a restrained manner is constantly tested. There 
are countless pressures which increase the difficulty of 
performing police work calmly and with restraint. Typi
cally, an officer is expected to maintain order on the 
street, to keep "a clean beat," to disperse mobs, to remove 
"undesirables," whether or not legal tools for accomplish
ing these results are available. A policeman's authority is 
daily challenged by unruly juveniles anxious to detect 
any weakness or fear. In darlgerous neighborhoods, he 
may be mocked, threatened, or even spat upon. Police 
work requires that policemen continually see the tragedy 
of victimized citizens and the sordid lives of the reprehen
sible and unfortunate elements of the community. And, 
a policeman must always live with the prospect that he 
may be subject to attack without warning. 

Even if an officer is of the highest quality, his work and 
the people with whom he must deal may cause him to 
become disiIIusioned or angry. If he is not of the highest 
quality or if he has not been properly trained, if he is 
prejudiced or hotheaded, he may succumb to his anger 
or resentment and physically or verbally abuse someone 
who offends him. 

The problems of police-citizen contacts are multiplied 
and exacerbated when the citizens involved are youths. 
Youths commit a large and increasing proportion of 
crimes. They are out and around, noticeable to the 
patrolling officer. They travel in groups, which may 

. make them appear more suspicious and at least potenti
ally harder to control. They spend time in such local 
gathering places as pool halls, recreation centers, record 
sh?ps, and street corners, and they often acquire informa
tion useful to th~ police. The antipathy toward the police 

no, Law Enforcement Code of Ethics. Sc~ ch. 7, Police Integrity. 
:lOG Carl Werthman and Irving Pilinviu t "Gang Members amI the Police," in 

David Bordu8, ed., liThe Police" (New York: John WHey & Sons, 1967) I pp. 56-
98. The study oE the police reported in this chapter was cunducted by the Survey 
Research Center at the University of Californill under n gmnt from the National 
Institut6 of Mental Health. The study of gangs was carried out by the Survey 
Research Center and the CenteT for the Study of Law and Society at the Univer. 
sity of California under grants from the Ford Foundation and the Department of 
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that they might have at any age by virtue of race, neigh
borhood, or experience is heightened by youth's natural 
dislike for authority. 

It is hardly surprising that youths and policemen are 
not always on the best of telms. Various factors influ
ence their reactions to and relations with each other. 
Informal street contacts are rarely recorded, and little 
factual information is available about their real extent 
and nature. Several recent studies and field research 
projects, however, have begun to explore the causes of 
friction between police and juveniles. 

In one study, a series of interviews was conducted with 
San Francisco gang boys-white, Mexican, and Negro
over a 2-year period.305 While the survey was limited 
to gang members, it has broader significance both because 
its observations and analyses deal with activities of the 
boys independent of their gangs and because gangs and 
their members probably have greater contact than other 
youths with the police. 

As the San Francisco observers point out, besides 
Deeding to obtain information from youths and to appre
hend them when they have violated the law, the police 
also feel an obligation to receive respectful behavior from 
them, both to symbolize their law-abiding attitude and 
to attest their acceptance of the particular police officer's 
authority. The youths in question, however, feel an 
equal need to establish and maintain their autonomy-a 
need that, in the case of many lower class gang boys, has 
beeri a way of life since they were children and success
fully asserted their independence Df overworked, ineffec
tual, or absent parents. One of the most tangible ways 
in which gang boys assert autonomy is their claim to con
trol of a street corner, city block, or other geographical 
area as the inviolable she of their activities. But the 
gang's private hangout is also the policeman's beat 
and: 306 

Although the boys attempt either subtly or violently to con
vince outsiders that their behavior at the hangout is a strictly 
private affair, the police tend to insist with equal conviction 
that all behavior on public property is their legitimate concern. 

According to one sociologist, the Chicago police iIlustrate 
the conflict by saying, when displeased by a gang's hang
out behavior, "Give me that corner!" 30; 

The struggle for street corner control may be the back
drop for encounters between police and juveniles, but it is 
the more pointed, circumscribed encounters-stops, 
searches, trips to the stationhouse-that shape their views 
of each other. As the San Francisco sociologists point 
out, when policemen are suspicious of youths in a strange 
neighborhood, or their furtive actions, or their gathering 
together in groups, they are often supported in their sus
picions by common sense and experience, as well as by 
want of alternative means to solve crimes and preserve 
public order. But feeling themselves both demeaned and 
challenged, the youths may react with more or less open 
defiance and hostility, slouching or smirking or answering 
the officers in an offhand or uncooperative manner, there
by challenging the policeman, in turn, to "put-up-or-shut
up." In that situation the officers, fearful of losing face 

Health. Education. and Welfare. Aaron V. Cicourel. whose recent study of l}olicc 
handling of juveniles in two California cities will appear in a forthcoming book, 
slates that the U~ctual encounters [he] witnessed over n 4·yoar perIod support the 
\Vcrthman analYSIS of the problem of police authority." (liThe Social Organization 
of Juvenile Justice" ch. 7, p. 73, of unpubBshcd manuscript.) 

:w, rd. at p. 62. 
:101 Ibid. 
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and sacrificing authority on future occasions, may feel 
virtually forced either to arrest the juveniles for a vague 
or minor offense (suspicion of robbery, loitering, disturb
ing the peace, violating curfew regulations) or to make 
it appear that they are being let go out of the goodness of 
the officer's heart. The San Francisco study concludes 
that "this is why criminal records of many gang boys are 
often heavily laced with such charges as 'suspicion of 
robbery' and 'suspicion of rape.' " 30S Similarly, a study 
of disorderly conduct arrests of both adults and juveniles 
in the District of Columbia found that in almost a quarter 
of them the arrest had been made only for loud and 
boisterous talking or obscene remarks to the police. 300 

The San Francisco gang study, in taped interviews of 
youths, found that the appearances of authority thereby 
gained is more than offset by the resentment and disrespect 
created: 310 

One day we were standing on the corner about three blocks 
from school and this juvenile officer comes up. He say, "Hey 
you boys! Come here!" So everybody else walked over there. 
But this one stud made like he didn't hear him. So the cop say, 
"Hey punk! Come here!" So the stud sorta look up like he 
hear him and start walking over. But he walking over real 
slow. So the cop walk over there and grab him by the colIar 
and throw him down and put the handcuffs on him, saying, 
"When I calI you next time come see what I want!" So every
body was standing by the car, and he say, "AlI right you black 
* * *! Get your * * '* home!" Just like that. And he hand
cuffed the stud and took him to juvenile hall for nothing. Just 
for standing there looking at him. 

youths to act as their audience, the police officers, appear 
to expect. 

Verbal Abuse and Discourtesy 

Commission studies reveal that there are abuses in 
some cities which range from simple discourtesy to cleL\r
ly unwarranted excessive use of force against persons' f 
all ages. In focusing on such abuses, it is important t'l 
bear in mind that in the large majority of instances offi· 
cers were observed to handle themselves with coural!~ 
and often with restraint. Therefore, it is important tI>' .t 
the following material not be read as a gel1~ral descap
tion of the conduct of all police officers, L,~t rather as a 
description of certain conduct which cannut be tolerated 
regardless how frequent or infrequent it may be. 

No matter is more important to police-community re
lations than the manner in which police officers talk to 
people on the street. The Michigan State survey found 
that while allegations of excessive physical force receive 
the most attention, verbal abuse and discourtesy were 
probably greater irritants to community relations.315 If 
officers are abusive, insulting, or condescending, the most 
insignificant contact can become an occasion which 
arouses hostility against the police. On the other hand, 
if police officers are polite, forthright, respectful, and, 
where appropriate, friendly, a field interrogation, a traffic 
ticket, or even an arrest can actually increase the respect 
of the citizen, as well as others who see the incident, for 
the police. 

Demeanor appears to affect police disposition after ar-
rest as well as arrest in the first instance. Juvenile officers / Commission surveys revealed that a number of officers 
and patrolmen interviewed in the San Francisco study \ treat citizens in a demeaning manner. In one Commis
estimated that demeanor is the major factor in 50 to 60 sion study, observations were made in several cities of sev
percent of juvenile dispositions.3ll Another study of juve- eral hundred routine contacts between police and citi
nile offenders reports police officials in agreement that zens, usually in a home or on the street. Most of the per
"defiance on the part of a boy will lead to juvenile court sons interviewed were witnesses, bystanders, and victims, 
quicker than anything else." 312 The more general signifi- rather than suspects. The study showed 9 percent of the 
cance of demeanor is illustrated by a study of a western persons received a polite request from the officers; 5 per~ 
police department, in which it was found that charges cent received an impersonal summons which was neither 
against speeders, prostitutes, and other offenders de- polite nor nasty; 66 percent were interrogated without 
pended in large part on the suspect's demeanor.313 introd,;-ction; and 15 percent of the in:errogations be-

Not all policemen equate unusual attire or surroundings gan With a brusque or nasty command lIke "Come 'ere, 
Punk" or "Get * * * h k h " 310 with actual or potential lawlessness, and not all interpret ... your o~er en;, por cop. 

defiance as need or justification for custody. This dis- r DIscnmmatory statements, III particular, produce both 
tinction is not lost on youths: 31-1 \ anger and strong counterprejudice among minority 

groups.317 The use of racial epithets, such as "nigger," 
"coon," "boy," and "Pancho" appears to be widespread, 
even though their use is condemned by responsible police 
administrators. The President's Commission on Crime in 
the Disrrict of Columbia found that "offensive terms such 
as 'boy' or 'nigger' are too often used by officers of the 
Department" and that "in most cases, the language is 
chosen deliberately to demean the citizen and demon
strate the superiority of the officer." 318 And a study of 
police handling of juveniles in two police departments 
stated that, while the observer never heard derogatory 
remarks made to Negroes by officers on the professional
ized force, he heard dozens of insults and derogatory 
remarks by officers in the less professionalized depart-

Those two studs out in Lakeview wouldn't always be on 0ur 
back for playing neither. We'd be standing on the corner pulI
ing some kinda phoney (!) * * *, and they'd pulI up to find out 
if we was up to something. But they talked to us nice. They 
wouldn't let us get away with nothing, and, I mean, them cats 
would bust you if they had to. But they talked to us nice. 

Such officers-as the gang boy himself points out-are 
not necessarily softer, more lenient, or less effective. But 
by avoiding ethnic slurs, by recognizing and making 
allowance for the exuberance and the naturally com
bative and nonconfonning attitudes of adolescents, these 
policemen allow adolescents to escape the uncomfortable 
spotlight of constant suspicion. Such a spotlight is not 
only frequently undeserved but it may encourage the 

",. Id. at p. 91. 
::00 Patricia M. Waid and Jocl E. Hoffman, fiRcport on the Disorderly Conduct 

St.atute of the District of Columbia" (unpublished manuscript; July 16, 1966). p. 25. 
310 Supra, note 305 at p. 90-91. 
mt Id. at p. 74. 
3t2 Nathan Goldmnn, "The Differential Selection of Juvenile Offenders for Court 

Appearances" (WBshington: National Council on, Crime and Delinquency, 1963), 
p. 106. 

31:1 Supra, note I nt pp. 90, 94, 95, lOB, 111. See also the similar uccounts of 
Philadelphia police officers in supra, note 2], vol. 1, p. 112; vol. II, pp. 145, 146, 
156, 168, and 169. 

:u" Supra, note 305 at p. 68. 
:J15 Supra, note 22 at p. 17. 
:110 Supra, note 184 nt table 14. 
m Supra, note 171 at pp. 46-48, 253, 257-258, 283, 301. 
318 Supra, note 77 at pp. 66-67. 
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ment.319 It is precisely this type of language which solid
ifies the conflict between minority groups and the police. 

Many police departments have regulations which re
quire that citizens be treated with courtesy and respect 
and train their officers accordingly. One of the most far
reaching is that of the San Diego Police Department: 320 

We should treat all juveniles as we would want our own chil
dren treated, even the "hard core young hoodlum," for our job is 
to help juveniles toward good citizenship and build respect for 
the police and not to create "cop-haters" and criminals. Always 
be fair, impartial, honest, and constructive. [Emphasis in orig
inal.] 

A similar rule might properly be applied to adults as 
wel1.321 

But the general instructions of most departments are 
neither sufficiently forceful nor specific as to the manner 
in which police officers should conduct themselves with 
regard to citizens. General police statements concerning 
the need for courtesy arc not enough. All departments, 
for example, should formulate clear policies which pro
hibit the use of racial epithets. A similar recommenda
tion was made by the President's Commission on Crime 
in the District of Colum:bia: 322 

The chief of police should issue a directive· concerning verbal 
al;use of citizens by police officers, which identifies and prohibits 
the use of trigger words such as "boy" or "nigger." The Metro
politan Police Department should make it clear that violation of 
its order will be cause for disciplinary procedures. Current de
partment statements on the subject, which urge that "undue 
familiarity with the use of such terms as 'bud,' 'Junior,' 'Mac,' be 
avoided," are neither sufficiently forceful nor directly related to 
the problems of the community. 

Shortly after that report, the chief of police issued a more 
specific directive than had previously existed. 

Other police departments also prohibit certain forms of 
address. For example, the Chicago Police Department 
has the following policy: 323 

At all times Departmental personnel will: 
1. Never show any bias or prejudice against race, religion, or 

any other group or individual. 
2. Act, speak, and conduct themselves in such a manner as to 

treat all persons with complete courtesy and with that respect 
due to every person as a human being. 

3. Never "talk down" to any group or individual or engage 
in the use of derogatory terms such as "nigger" "boy" "wop" 
"kike," "chink," "shine," "burrhead," "dago,'~ "pola~k," "b~. 
hunk," and the like * * *. 

Some departments, such as Baltimore, require that 
their officers address persons as Mr. __________ , Mrs. 
__________ , Sir, or lvfadam.32.1 Such forms of address 
should be used as a matter of common courtesy. 

Of course, it is often difficult for officers to be respect
ful when dealing with citizens who are abusive or dis
respectful. But, as was expressed by the President's Com
mission on Crime in the District of Columbia after it 

310 Supra, note 172 at p. 30. 
3:!O J. R. Laffoon, "Fieltl Interrogation" (San Diego, Calif. ~ San Diego Police 

Department, July 1965), p. 38. 
3l!l rd. at pp. 41-44. 
3:!3 Supra, note 77 at p. 74. 
323 Supra, note 22 at p. 187. 
32' Richard Severo, "Strong Police Command Vital to Avert More City Vio .. 

lence," tho Washington Post, June 30,1966, sec. A, p. 6, cols. 1,2,3. 
325' Supra, note 77 at p. 74. 
3-')(J Supra, note 96 at p. 188. 
n!!t Thomas A. Johnson, "New Police Plan Used on Crowds," New York Times, 

July 25, 1966, p. 16, col. 6. 
328 For n similar result, sec Donald Lowell Johns, 'JA Study of Some Factors 

Related to the Formation of Attitudes. Toward the Police" (unpublished masters 
~~~is, University of California at Berkeley, School of Criminology, 1966), pp. 12,2, 
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deplored the use of abusive language both by police and 
citizens: "Officers must be held to a higher standard of 
conduct in performing their official duties." 320 This 
view was also expressed by O. W. Wilson, the superin
tendent of police in Chicago: 320 

The officer * * * must remember that there is no law against 
making a policeman angry and that he cannot charge a man with 
offending him. Until the citizen acts overtly in violation of the 
law, he should take no action against him, least of all lower him
self to the level of the citizen by berating and demeaning him in a 
loud and angry voice. The officer who withstands angry verbal 
assaults builds his own character and raises the standard of the 
department. 

Consequently, if citizens show disrespect for an officer, 
such conduct, alone, while reprehensible, does not justify 
making an arrest or taking other action. 

Finally, police officers should be encouraged to talk to 
citizens about nonpolice matters while on duty, as they 
are in New York, rather than prohibited from conducting 
such conversations with citizens.32i The BSSR survey 
of three Washington, D.C., precincts shows that hostility 
in Negro males declines as informal contacts with the 
police increase.32h These contacts allow the police to 
establish friendships rather than having solely the role of 
making arrests and interrogations. 

Physical Misconduct 

Unjustified use of force, like verbal abuse, cannot be ~ 
tolerated in law enforcement. Many persons, and par-' \ 
ticularly those from minority groups, believe that police 
officers sometimes or even frequently engage in excessive 
or unnecessary physical force. The Commission was not 
able to determine the extent of physical abuse by police
men in this country since recent stu.dies have generally 
not been systematic. Earlier studies, however, found that 
police brutality was a significant problem. For example, 

. the National Commission on Law Observance and En
forcement (the Wickersham Commission), which re-' 
ported to President Hoover in 1931, found considerable 
evidence of police brutality.329 The President's Commis
sion on Civil Rights, appointed by President Truman, 
made a similar finding in 1947.330 And in 1961, the U.S. 
Civil Rights Commission concluded that "police brutal
ity is still a serious problem throughout the United 
States." 331 

The Commission believes that physical abuse is not as 
serious a problem as it was in the past. The few statistics 
which do exist suggest small numbers of cases involving 
excessive use of force. 332 Although the relatively small 
number of reported complaints cannot be considered an 
accurate measure of the total problem, most persons, in
cluding civil rights leaders, believe that ':erbal abuse and 
harassment, not excessive use of force, is the major police
community relat'ions problem today.lla3 It is clear, how-

lessness in Law Enforcement" (Washington: U.S. Government Printing Offict!, 
1931) • 

3.'10 President's Commission on Civil Rights, 'ITo Secure TheBe Hights" (New 
York: Simon & Schuster, 1947), pp. 25-27. 

n:llliThc 50 States Report," submitted to the Commission on Civil Rights by 
the State Advisory Commitlecf', 1961 (Washington: U.S. Govcrnment Printing 
Office, 1961), 687 p. 

333 In fiscal year 1965, FBI statistics show that there were only 9 convictions 
out of 1,787 cases of excessive force investigated and in fiscal 1966 there were 
1,671 excessivo force complaints investigated and only a resulted in convictions. 
Theso data. were provided by Jerome Daunt, Chief, Uniform Crime Reporting Sec· 
tion, FBI, Mar. 7, 1967. 
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ever, that excessive force remains a serious problem in 
parts of the South. There are too many well-documented 
instances of brutality against Negroes and civil rights 
workers in the recent past to doubt that it still occurs 
today. For example, during tLle Mississippi march in the 
summer of 1966, State, county and local law enforcement 
officers on several occasions struck demonstrators.33-1 On 
numerous other occasions, law enforcement officers have 
watched white citizens attack civil rights demonstrators or 
have otherwise failed to prevent or halt private vio
lence.33a 

Moreover, one study undertaken by the Commission 
also determined that excessive use of force still remains 
as a significant problem outside the South as well. Dur
ing this study, Commission observers systematically ac
companied police officers on regular patrol in a number 
of .major cities-primarily in high crime and slum pre
cincts-for periods ranging from 5 to 8 weeks. During 
the survey, observers witnessed, during 850 8-hour pa
trols, 5,339 police-citizen encounters-encounters which 
included police contacts with suspects, witnesses, victims, 
and bystanders. While watching these encounters, Com
mission observers reported that there were 20 instances 
where officers used force where none was clearly required 
or where its use was plainly excessive. Of the incidents 
observed, most did not appear to be based upon racial 
prejudice. More than half of those subjected to exces
sive force were white. Almost all of the victims appeared 
to be poor. They included drunks, sexual deviates, or 
juveniles who were regarded by the police as hoodlums, 
and most appeared to contest verbally the police officer's 
authority.330 Three of the 20 examples of the incidents 
observed are as follows: 337 

White officers responded to a man with a gun * * * and 
heard three shots fired. Then the white man with the gun 
got a drop on the officer-somehow they got the gun away and 
handcuffed him (gun was a 12 gauge 1905 musket). When 
they got him to the station garage, they kicked him all over, but 
the principal one was the officer who had been in danger when 
the man had the drop on him. He beat him as the others held 
him up. I got to the scene and the lockup man whistled for 
them to stop but they didn't. The Lieutenant arrived with 
everyone else and said there's going to be a beef on this one so 
cover it up and go find the empty shells. Someone call an 
ambulance (he needed it badly). Then the Lieutenant took 
complete control. They got the shells, got a complainant who 
said the three shots were an attempt to kill the officer, and he 
would sign a complaint, say he called an ambulance, etc. They 
wrote a cover for the incident. The officer who beat the man 
most was shaken by then but the others gave him support, telling 
him how brave he was and how wise he had been not to kill the 
guy at the scene, etc. They then set about to put all the stories 
in order and I was carefully notified of it in detail so I would 
have it straight. I had enough rapport with these officers that 
they talked about it even after. T.he man was in pretty bad 
shape when he got to the hospital. 

,,* * * * * 
The officers were flagged down by a white man and woman. 

"The man who flagged us down said a Negro was inside the 
(public transportation station) causing trouble. Tbe woman 
said he had sworn at her as did the man. One said: 'What's a 

331 Gene Roberts, "Police Seize 11 in Rights l\brch," New York Times, June 24, 
1966, sec. 21, col. 4; u175 Negroes Arc Pursued and Clubbed," the Washington 
Pos~, July 11, 1966, p. I, col. 3. See supra, note 331 at p. 1. 

335 U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, "Law Enforcement: A Report on Equal 
Protection in the South" (Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1965), 
pp. 174-175; "Court Told How Pollee Ignored Negro Beatings," the Washington 
io'tio~~fJt. 16, 1966, sec. A, p. 6, cols. I, 2. Soc also supra, note 331 at pp .. 2~, 

nigger doing here j he should be down on * * *' The 
two white officers went in and grabbed him. They shoved him 
into a phone booth. Both officers beat him with fists and a 
flashlight and also hit him in the groin, then they dragged him 
out and kept him on his knees. He said he had just been re
leased from a mental hospital that day. He begged them not 
to hit him again and let him go back to the hospital. One offi
cer said: 'Don't you like us Nigger j we're here to help you! 
You're a crazy nigger.' They took him to the car and he kept 
begging them not to hurt him. Then they put him an the 
wrong bus-he wanted to go to the hospital and they sent him 
the wrong way. The last thing the Negro man said was: 'You 
police just like to shoot and beat people.' Officer No. 1 said: 
'Get moving nigger or I'll shoot you.' The offender was cry
ing and bleeding as he was put on the bus. Officer No.2 saici: 
'He won't be back.' " 

* * * * * 
The dispatch was drunks in a cemetery. "We found the 

drunks sleeping in the cemetery. They· were white men between 
25 and 45 years of age. Officer No.1 (white) ripped the shirt 
off one drunk in searching him. He also hit him in the groin 
with his nightstick. Officer No. 2 ripped back of pants· of an
other drunk. The officers laughed as they forced them to climb 
over the fence and they laughed because the buttocks of the 
one was completely exposed. One officer said: 'I ought to run 
you * * * in.' As they left over the fence, another said: 
'Those * * * * * won't be back-a bunch of * * * 
\vinos.' " 

While this limited study gave the Commission no basis 
for stating the extent to which police officers use force, 
it did confirm that such conduct still exists in the cities 
where observations were made. 

One other study conducted in a large city revealed that 
when juveniles show disrespect to officers, many of the 
officers prefer to settle the challenge to their authority 
by p~ysical means. This study indicated that certain offi
cers would justify their use of force by deliberately pro
voking the juvenile until he could be considered to be 
resisting arrest. This technique is described in the state
ments of one police officer and one juvenile taken during 
interviews in this city: 33S 

For example, when you stop a fellow for a routine question
ing, say a wise guy, and he starts talking back to you and telling 
you that you are no good and that sort of thing. You know 
you can taJ<e a man in on a disorderly conduct charge, but you 
can practically never make it stick. So what you do in a case 
like this is to egg the guy on until he makes a remark where you 
can justifiably slap him, and then if he fights back, you can call 
it resisting arrest. 

* * * * * 
Another reason why they beat up on you is because they 

always have the advantage over you. The cop might say, "You 
done this." And you might say, "I didn't!" And he'll say, 
"Don't talk ba.ck to me or I'll go upside your head!" You 
know, and then they say they had a right to hit you or arrest 
you because you were talking back to an officer or resisting 
arrest, and you were merely trying to explain or tell him that 
you hadn't done what he said you'd done. One of those kinds of 
things. Well, that means you in the wrong when you get down
town anyway. You're always in the wrong.330 

A survey of policemen in one midwestern city in 1951 
also indicated that many officers had misconceptions 
about when they are justified in using force. Officers 
were asked to respond to this question: "When do you 

""" Supr., note 207 at pp. 16-17. 
331 rd. at pp. I, 2, and 8 of appendix. 
338 William A. Westley, "Violence and the Police," American Journal of So· 
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think a policeman is justified in roughing a man up?" 
They gave the following responses: 340 

Reason Percentage 
Disrespect for police______________________________ 37 
To obtain infonnation_____________________________ 19 
For the hardened criminaL_________________________ 7 
When you know the man is guilty____________________ 3 
For sex criminals_________________________________ 3 
When impossible to avoid__________________________ 23 
To make an arrest________________________________ 8 

The interviews provided considerable detail concern
ing the officers' rationale. They believed that the use of 
force to obtain evidence which would justify an arrest 
in a felony case was acceptable-"to rough him up a 
little, up to a point * .X- * You feel that the end justifies 
the means." 341 Force was seen to be permissible with sex 
criminals when the offi'cer knew that a person was guilty, 
did not have enough evidence, and considered it neces
sary to ensure that the criminal was punished. The offi
cers said that force was justified in cases involving 
disrespect such as: 542 

I was on the beat, and I was taking [a man] down to the sta
tion. There were people following us. He kept saying that I 
wasn't in the anny. Well, he kept going on like that, and I 
finally had to bust him one. I had to do it. The people would 
have thought I was afraid otherwise. 

The officers believed that the only way to treat certain 
groups of people, including Negroes and the poor, is to 
treat them roughly.a'J3 On the other hand, this study did 
conclude that iIIegal force was not used as frequently 
and with as little provocation as the officers' statements 
would suggest. 

To prevent physical abuse by police officers requires 
that all police departments take great care in selecting 
personnel, formulate strong policies on permissible COll

duct, dismiss officers who engage in physical misconduct, 
regularly review personnel practices, comprehensively in
vestigate all complaints made against individual officers, 
and strongly discipline those officers. who misbehave. 
Methods for accomplishing this are described in chap
ters 2 and 3 of this volume. Policies should be formu
lated to bar not only unnecessary force but describe, to 
the extent possible, the amount of force which is permis
sible for making arrests and carrying out other police ac
tivities. Such policies can best be enforced if all officers 
who ~e physical forc.. for any reason are required to 
report in writing the circumstances under which the force 
was used.:lH 

Discrimination 

The University of California study found that members 
of minority groups in Philadelphia and San Diego gen
erally b~lieved that discrimination is practiced against 
both mIddle class and poor persons from minority 
groups.345 J.>olls of minority groups show similar re
suItS.34G It IS extremely difficult to establish the extent 
to which such allegations are accurate since discrimina-

3JO Suprn, note 338 at p. 38. Only one reason was counted-either that first 
mentioned ~r that given most heatedly or at greatest length-Cor cach officer. Dr. 
Westley beheved that tho officers were cautious with him becausc of recent criti. 
cism by the chief of police and the community about the lise of violence. 
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tion is likely to be only one of several factors which affect 
an officer's decision in any particular situation. Negroes, 
other minority groups, and the poor are arrested and 
probably stopped in disproportion to their numbers. 
However, these groups frequently live in high-crime 
areas. Consequently, normal, completely fair police 
work would doubtless produce the arrest or stopping of 
larger numbers of these groups. 

Two studies of referrals to juvenile courts in several 
cities found that the police referred significantly more 
Negro than white juveniles for the same types of 
offenses, particularly for minor offenses.347 Another 
study of police handling of juveniles in two large cities 
found that the eastern, nonprofessional police force re
ferred three times as many Negro juveniles to court as 
~hites. <?n the other hand, the we~tern, more profes
SIOnal polIce force tended to treat simIlar types of offend
ers alike.348 And, the Commission's study, based on ob
servation of routine police work in several northern 
cities, found that the police did not discriminate between 
whites and Negroes of the same economic class· instead, 
police conduct seemed to depend on economic status and 
on whether the person was a drunk, a homosexual, or 
otherwise an outcast:'l40 

As was described earlier, a high percentage of Negroes 
believe that the police provide inadequate protection in 
minority communities.3fio Lack of protection can take the 
form of police being slow to respond to calls, having in
adequate personnel, or tending to ignore offenses by one 
minority person against another in contrast to those by 
members of minority groups against whites or whites 
against whites. While the lack of attention paid to inves
tigating violations against others of the same race is 
probably decreasing, it still exists in many localities.351 

For example, the American Bar Foundation study under
taken in mid-1950's found that it exists especiaIIy in large 
cities and particularly as to serious offenses such as aggra
vated assault.3fi2 

Police officers should not base decisions to arrest, stop, 
use force, or the like, in whole or in part, on race, poverty, 
or civil rights activity. All decisions must be based on 
objective evidence which creates suspicion, pro'of of guilt, 
or threat of danger to the officer or public, as the law 
requires. 

Field Interrogation 

In many communities, field interrogations are a major 
source of friction between the police and minority groups. 
Many minority group leaders strongly contend that field 
interrogations are predominantly conducted in slum com
munities, that they are used indiscriminately, and that 
they are conducted in an abusive and unfriendly manner. 

The police consider field interrogat,iQns to bean im
portant method of preventing and investigating crime, 
since they rarely encounter a crime in progress. Normally, 
by the time a police officer has arrived at a crime scene. ' 
the perpetrator has fled, people have gathered, and con· 
fusion has ensued. Further, the police believe that they 

311 Supra, nato 312 at pp. 42-44, 57-58, 65-67, 73-75, 88-89; supra, note 177 nl 
p.212. 

"'s Supra, note 172 at pp. !l-10, 2!1-30. 
340 Supra, note 305; supra, note 184 at PI)' 9-10, 14-17. 
31'10 Suprn, notc 21 at vol. I, p. 139. 
rna Supra, note 1 at p. 172; report to the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Dela

ware Advisory Committee, "50 States Report" (Washington: U.S. Government 
Printing Office, 1961), p. 92; George E. Simpson and J. Milton Yinger, "Racial and 
Cultural Minorities" (rev. ed.; New York: Harper & Brothers, 1958), pp. 511-512. 

3U::! Wayne R. LaFave, HArrest: The Decision to Take a Suspect into Custody" 
(Boston: Little, Brown nnd Co., 1965). pp. ll<f-IH. 
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can prevent much crime if they are permitted to stop and 
question persons whose behavior strongly suggests that a 
criminal act is being contemplated: 353 

A law enforcement officer in the performance of his duties 
will be confronted with innumerable situations in which it seems 
necessary to make some inquiry of a person whose name he docs 
not know, and whom, if further action is not taken, he is most 
unlikely ever to find again. An inquiry may appear appropriate 
because such a person is behaving in a suspicious or unusual 
manner which suggests a possible involvement in crime. Thus, 
he may be a person running with a heavy package at 2: 00 a.m. 
in a business neighborhood. Or he may correspond to a descrip
tion of the perpetrator of a recent crime, but because he is travel
ing in an automobile it is impossible to be sure. Or he may be 
walking slowly down a street at night, looking into the windows 
of parked cars. 

The person to whom the officer would like to direct an inquiry 
may clearly not be involved in criminality. He may be a person 
who was near the scene of a crime, and thus a potential source 
of information. Or it may be impossible to tell in advance 
whether the person to be stopped is a suspect or a source of 
information. 

The limits of police authority to stop persons briefly 
for purposes of criminal investigation are unclear in most 
jurisdictions. In some States, there is specific statutory 
authority for officers to stop suspicious persons. For ex
ample, a recently enacted statute in New York gives an 
officer authority to stop for questioning a person whom 
"he reasonably suspects is committing, has committed, or 
is about to commit" a felony or other specified crimes and 
authorizes the officer to use whatever force is necessary 
to effectuate such stopS.354 

In most States, however, there is no specific statute 
which defines this authority. As a result, police depart
ments are given little guidance as to when a person may 
be stopped, whether or how long he may be detained, 
whether force may be used to detain him, what degree of 
force may be used, whether a person may be searched, 
whether he may be compelled to answer certain ques
tions, and under what circumstances he must be advised 
of his legal rights. 

A few police departments have policies governing the 
conduct of field interrogations. Training materials of 
the Oakland, Calif. Police Dept., for example, carefully 
describe the types of persons who' should be stopped; 3liG 
the San Diego, Calif. Police Dept. specifically forbids of
ficers to restrain persons being questioned against their 
will; a:;G and the Tampa, Fla. Police Dept. defines con
ditions under which a person may be searched.3G7 

The Commission believes that there is a definite need'(: 
to authorize the police to stop suspects and possible wit
nesses of major crimes, to detain them for brief ques
tioning if they will not voluntarily cooperate, and to 
search such suspects for dangerous weapons when such a 
precaution is necessary. This need was also recognized 
by the reporters for the American Law Institute Model 
Pre-Arraignment Code Projec.t: 3li8 

:'!,.....T 

<~""" If, as some have argued, the only power to restrain a person, 
"'·.even bt:iefiy, is by arresting him on reasonable grounds to believe 

him·gtiilty of a crime, the police will be foreclosed from respond
ing to confused, emergency situations in the way that ,eems most 
natural and rational. For in such circumstances, wherc a crime 

3li3 American Law Institute, "A Model Code of Prc-Arraignment Procedure; Ten· 
tative Draft No. 1," 1965, p. 95. 

3&J. New York Code Criminal ProccuuIC § 100-a(1); sec Uniform Arrest Act, 12j 
supra, no to 353 at pp. 6-10. 

a55 Oakland Police Department, "Departmental Training Bulletin," Mar. 7, 1966. 
$0 Supra, nato 320 at pp. 41, 44. 
357 Tampa Police Department, "Training :Bulletin." \·01. XU, No.6. Dec. 10, 1962, 

p.3. 

may have been committed and a suspect or important witness 
is about to disappear, it seems irrational to deprive the officer 
of the opportunity to "freeze" the situation for a short time, 
so that he may make inquiry and arrive at a considered judg
ment !ibout further action to be taken. To deny the police such 
a power would be too high a price in effective policing and in 
the police's respect for the good sense of the rules that govern 
them, in order to avoid brief inconveniences that most innocent 
persons would be prepared to undergo. 

Misuse of field interrogations, however, is causing seri
ous friction with minority groups in many localities. This 
is becoming particularly true as more police departments 
adopt "aggressive patrol" in which officers are encouraged 
routinely to stop and question persons on the street who 
are unknown to them, who are suspicious, or whose pur
pose for being abroad is not readily evident. The Michi
gan State survey found that both minority group leaders 
and persons sympathetic to minority groups throughout 
the country were almost unanimous in labelling field inter
rogation as a principal problem in police-community 
rei a tions : 350 

* * * race has an undue influence on who is stopped. 

* * * practice is o.k., but the way it was carried out was 
unfriendly, abusive, etc. Not against method, but how it is used. 

Personally, I found it offensive and was affronted on occasions 
of its use in New York. 

Spanish-Americans arc picked up sooner. 

Many Negroes stopped in other neighborhoods and questioned. 
Happens more to Negroes than to others. 

The Commission has found that field interrogations, 
used sometimes in conjunction with aggressive, preventive 
patrol, are often conducted on a broad-scale basis by 
many police departments. First, field interrogations are 
often conducted with li~tle or no basis for suspicion.' In 
San Diego, written reports were made of over 200,000 
stops in 1965 and there were probably about as many 
stops which were not recorded.:loo The effect on atti
tudes which can result is revealed by the following com
ment of a lower income Negro: 301 

When they stop everybody, they say, well, they haven't seen 
you around, you know, they want to get to know your name, and 
all this. I can see them stopping you one time, but the same 
police stopping you every other day, and asking you the same 
old question. 

A study of juvenile offenses in a western city with high 
police standards found that Negroes were stopped more 
frequently than other juveniles "often even in the absence 
of evidence that an offense had been committed." 3U~ 

Second, field interrogations are sometimes used in a 
way which discriminates against minority groups, the poor, 
and the juvenile. For example, the Michigan State sur
vey found, on the basis of riding with patrol units in two 
cities, that members of minority groups were often 
stopped, particularly if found in groups, in the company 
of white people, or at night in white neighborhoods, and 
that this caused serious problems.3U3 Similarly, in a mid
western city, using aggressive patrol and field interroga
tions seems to cause, as in San Diego, the major problem 

:J08 Supra, noto 353 at pp. 96-97. 
"". Supra, noto 22 at pp. 333-334. 
300 San Diego Police Department, "Fieltl Interrogation-Burglary Graph," (San 

Dieio: San J;liego Police Deportment, 1966); supra, note 21 at vol. I. p. 127. 
30 Supra, note 21 at vol. I, p. 8tl. 
M' Supra, note 177 at p. 212. 
36' Supra, note 22 ot pp. 327-336. 
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in police-community relations.304 In contrast, in Phila
delphia the field interrogation is used less and is not a 

. major item of criticism by minority groups or others.365 
Finally, field interrogations are frequently conducted 

in a discourteous or otherwise offensive manner which is 
particularl,Y irritating to the citizen. For example, even 
m San DIego, where officers are instructed specifically 
and at length to give the citizen an explanation and to act 
courteously,300 the University of California study found 
that an explanation is frequently not given. In some 
cities, searches are made in a high proportion of instances 
not for the purpose of protecting the officer but to obtain 
drugs or other incriminating evidence. In New York, 
for example, where searches are permitted only when the 
officer reasonably believes he is in bodily danger, searches 
were made in 81.6 percent of stops reported.307 However, 
a Commission survey of police practices in several large 
cities, found that one out of every five persons frisked was 
carrying a dangerous weapon-lO percent were carrying 
guns and another 10 percent knives.3GS 

While the same problems exist as to field interrogations 
of juveniles as with adults, there are also additional dif
ficultie~. As was described earlier, juveniles are subjected 
~o partIcularly close scrutiny by police' officers. The study 
m San Francisco, for example, found that juveniles are 
frequently stopped when they travel outside their own 
neighborhoods: 300 

If w~ go someplace, they tell us to go o.n home. Because 
every tIme we go somewhere we mostly go in big groups and 
they don't want us. One time we was talking in Steiner Street. 
So a cop drove. up and he say, "Hey! Hanky and panky! Come 
here!" And he say, "You all out of bounds, get back on· the 
other side of Steiner Street." 

* * * * * 
If boys from Hunter's Point or Fillmore [Negro neighborhoods 

in San Francisco]' go in all white districts, the 'police will stop 
you and ask you where you from. If you say Fillmore or Hunter's 
Point, they'll take you down to the station and run checks on you. 
Any burglaries, any purse snatchings, anything. 

The same study also found that the police are suspicious 
and make field interrogations of certain individuals be
cause of clothing, hair, and walking mannerisms: 3,0 

Why do they pick us up? They don't pick everybody up. 
They just pick up on the ones with the hats on and trench coats 
and conks [a Negro hair style]. If you got long hair and hats 
on, something Iik~ this one, you gonna get picked up. Especially 
a conk. And the way you dress. Sometimes, like if you've got 
on black pants, better not have on. no black pants or bends 
[a kind of trouser] or levis. They think you going to rob some
body. And don't have a head scarf on your head. They'll bust 
you for having a head scarf. 

* * * * * 
The way you walk sometimes. * * * Don't try to be cool. 

You know. They'll bust you for that. * * * Last night a cop 
picked me up for that. He told me I had a bad walk. He say, 
"You think you're bad." 

White youths who wear the clothes and have the look of 
possible delinquents are likewise stopped sometimes with
out evidence of criminality.aa 

OIU Supra, not. 21 at vol. 1, pp. 85, 127-128, 142. 
36$ Supra, note 21 at vol. II, pp. 170, 173. 
"". Supra, note 1 at pp. 87-8B; supra, note 360 at pp. 29-30, 43-44. The San 

Diego Department explicitly requires nn explnnnti"n because of the sensitive com .. 
munity relations problems involved in field interro.ltotions. 'rhe same is true 
of Oakland. Sec supra, note 355 at p. B. 

:lOT New York City Police Department, Quota Circular, Miec. 15, Oct. 13, 1965. 
:I:S Albert J. Reiss, lr., "Personal and Property Scarches In Radio Dispatched 

r:ohcc W?rk.: An Ov~rvjew of the Data from Three Cities,'· (Ann Arbor: Univer. 
sity of MIchigan, 1966) pp. 4-6. A report prepared for the President's Commission 
on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice. This report is a preliminary 
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The study concluded that the juveniles understood 
being sought and interrogated for their illegal activity: 372 

If you done something and you be lying and yelling when the 
boys from juvy come around and they catch you lying, well, what 
you gonna do? You gonna complain 'cause you was caught? 
Hell man, you can't do that. You did something and you was 
caught and that's the way it goes. 

But they were indignant about field interrogation for of
fenses they did not commit-when "we were just minding 
our own business when the cops came along." And they 
particularly resent~d being singled out because of their 
clothes or hair: "Hell man, them cops is supposed to be 
out catching criminals! They ain't paid to be lookin' 
after my hair!" 373 The juveniles consider this harassment 
by the police as a policy of confinement by a "foreign 
army of occupation." 3U 

In order to balance the need for field interrogations 
and the iJ armful effect on police-community relations 
which may result from their indiscriminate use, State 
legislatures should define the extent of police authority to 
stop and question persons, and polIce departments should 
adopt detailed policies governing this authority whether 
or not legislation exists. Such legislation and policies 
should have the following principles: 

o Field interrogations should be conducted only when 
an officer has reason to believe that a person is 
about to commit or has committed a crime, or that 
a crime has been committed and he has knowledge 
of material value to the investigation. 

D Field interrogations should not be used at all for 
minor crimes like vagrancy and loitering. 

o Adequate reason should be based on the actions of 
the person, his presence near the scene of a crime, 
and similar factors raising substantial suspicion, 
and not on race, poverty, or youth. . 

o The stop should be limited in time.375 The sole 
purposes should be: (a) to obtain the citizen's 
identification; (b) to verify it by readily available 
information; (c) to request cooperation in the in
vestigation of a crime; and (d) to verify by readily 
available information any account of his presence 
or any other information given by the person. 

D The citizen should be addressed politely and should 
receive a suitable explanation of the reason for the 
stop. 

D An officer should be allowed to conduct a search 
of the person only if he has reason to believe that 
his safety or the safety of others so requires. 

D Officers should be required to file a report each 
time a stop is made in order to record the circum
stances and persons involved.3io Even greater care 
should be taken with these records, than with arrest 
records so that the police do not use them to 
establish the delinquency or bad character of the 
person stopped. Moreover, the records shOll!;; not 
be available to persons outside of public !dW en
forcement agencies. 

M.ic~jgan and will be embodied in research studies 10 be published by Ihe Com· 
ml8Slon. 

"'. Supra, note 305 at pp. 77, 79. 
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One of the most difficult questions in connection with 
a stop and attendant search is whether the results or fruits 
of a search other than weapons, should be used by police. 
While there are serious objections to barring evidence of 
crime discovered in a lawful search, the admissibility of 
evidence such as betting slips or narcotics found during 
a stop may encourage the misuse of the search power.377 

EXERCISE OF THE ARREST POWER 

Arrests for Investigation 

Although there is no legal basis for arresting persons 
simply as a means of detaining them while an investiga
tion of their possible involvement in crime is conducted, 
this has been a common practice in a number of 
departments. 

The American Bar Foundation study of police practices 
in three midwestern States found that in cities with sub
stantial crime problems, arrests are often made on suspi
cion-such as refusing to answer questions or giving an 
equivocal answer during a field interrogation.3 ' s In 
1960, the Washington, D.C. Police Department made 
4,684 arrests for investigation, but only 257 (5.5 percent) 
of the arrested persons were ever charged with the com
mission of a specific offense. Of those arrested, 1,349 
were held for 8 hours or more. This practice was abol
ished in 1963 as a result of a study in 1962 condemning 
it. 3.0 

In Detroit, from 1947 to 1956, 219,053 arrests of 
a total of 658,808 non traffic arrests were listed by the 
police department as arrests for investigations.38o In 
1956, of 73,827 arrests, only 40,641 persons were formally 
charged with commission of an offense; 33,186, or 45 per
cent, were arrested for investigation. Of the latter, only 
6,490 were subsequently charged with a crime and the 
others were released without charge. The suspect would 
be detained for an average of at least 3 days before release 
or before being brought before a magistrate. Authority 
for the practice was provided in the police manual,381 
The 1964 police department statistics still showed that 
8,140 arrests out of 63,125 nontraffic arrests were classified 
merely as "detention." 382 

Sixteen of fifty-five departments responding to a Com
mission survey in 1966 admitted the' use of investigative 
arrests.3Sa In Baltimore, for example, 3,719 (6.6 per
cent) of the 56,160 non traffic arrests·during 1964 were 
recorded as arrests for investigation. Of those arrested 
on this basis, 98 percent were dismissed without going 
before a magistrate. 38·1 

Occasionally, police departments engage in dragnet 
arrests on suspicion after serious crimes have been com
mitted. In Detroit, in December 1960 and January 1961, 
after a series of rapes and murders of women, per
sons were stopped on the street, searched, and in about 
1,000 cases arrested.3so In 1964·, after two brothers 
killed one policeman and seriously wounded anoth~r, Bal-

311 Supra, note 353 at p. 10. Reporters of the American Law Institute Pre
Arraignment Code have this issue under further st(ldy. 

378 Supra, note 352 at pp. 249-250, 295. 
:liD uThc Report and Recommendations of the Commissioner's Committee on 

Police Arrests for Investigation, Washington, D.C., July. 1962. 
380 Harold Norris, "Arrests Without Warrant." "Crisis," October 1958, 65: 486. 
381 Supra, note 352 at pp. 302, 30G; Detroit Bur Association Committee: on 

Civil Rights, "Report on Detroit Police Department Policy of 'Arrests For Investi
gation' H as published in UUnited Stales Commission on Civil Rights, hearings held 
in Detroit, Michigan, If (Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1961), 
p.sOs. . 

:m Sec also Michigan Civil Rights Commission, "Report on Investigations of Law 
Enforcement Claims Against the Detroit Police Department," June 24, 1966, p. 4. 

M3 Supra, noto 22 at p. 338. 
31H Baltimore Police Department, "Annual Report" (1964), p. 33-43. 

tim ore police officers searched more than 300 homes, 
most belonging to Negroes, looking for the gunman. The 
searchet; were often made in the middle of the night and 
were based almost entirely on anonymous tips. The U.S. 
Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit ~tated: 3SG 

Lack of respect for the police is conceded to be one of the 
factors generating violent outbursts in Negro communities. 
The invasions so graphically depicted in this case "could" 
happen in prosperous suburban neighborhoods, but the innocent 
victims know only that wholesale raids do not happen elsewhere 
and did happen ~o them. Understandably they feel that s~ch 
illegal treatment IS reserved for those elements who the pohce 
believe cannot or will not challenge them. 

As reported in the .Uniform Crime Reports prepared 
by the Federal Bureau of Investigation, 76,346 arrests for 
suspicion were listed for the year 1965, in jurisdictions 
with apprm~imately 70 percent of the Nation's popula
tion.3s7 These statistics almost certainly understate the 
number of investigative arrests in the country. In juris
dictions where the practice is not permitted, such arrests 
are frequently made by using the drunkenness, vagrancy, 
and other petty offense laws. 3SS Similarly, the Ameri
can Bar Foundation found that in the three States it 
studied, a common practice was to arrest a suspicious 
person and then book him for an offense which occurs 
frequently in the area or for an offense for which he re
sembled generally the person wanted.3so A captain in 
a Kansas sheriff's department said that it was no problem 
to arrest a person without a specific offense in mind since 
"it is no difficult matter to find some sort of a 'want' on 
the State teletype that will fit the man's description." 300 

An instructor in a training session said that "[It] is a 
poor policeman who cannot find a description to fit the 
suspect, as you officers have at least 30 days of daily bul
letins in your notebooks." 301 

One nationally recognized governmental consulting 
firm, which has done considerable consulting with police 
agencies, recently reported that the widespread use of 
investigative arrests demonstrates inadequate policy, 
supervision, and investigative personnel: 30~ 

The practice of allowing or perhaps even condoning sueh 
arrests reflects an unawareness of the impropriety and, in fact, 
the illegality of most such arrests. It has developed as a result 
of failure to formulate policy and adequate procedures on the 
part of the chief and the command staff. 

Aside from the legal and constitutional implications of arrests 
for "suspicion" or "for investigation," the frequency of occur
rence of such arrests tends to reflect upon the competency and 
attitude of the investigator, and quality of investigations sur
rounding the cases for which these arrests are made * * *. 

Thus, it may be seen that departments and individual investi
gators who tend to rely heavily upon indiscriminate and casual 
arrests of known criminals, suspects, and others will generally 
perform r~ther inadequate and unprofessional investigations. 

Arrests for investigation or on suspicion, whatever label 
is attached, should be abolished by all departments that 
now utilize them. This practice has long been a source 

3tj5 Arnold S. Trebacll, uThe Rationing of Justice" (New Brunswick: Rutgers 
University Press, 1964), p. G. 

380 Lankford v. Gelston, Fourth Cir., No. 10, 384, decided June 23, 1966, pp. 
2,3. 16, 17. 

381 Federal Dureau of InvCSli~ationt "Uniform Crime Report!:!, 1965" (Washing. 
ton: Department of Justice, 19661. p. 109. 

008 Tho uso of thesc stnlutes Cor investigative purposes is described morc £ully 
later in this chapter. 
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Service, 1964). p. 21, 22. 
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of justified community hostility. They not only seriously 
inconvenience the citizen or even result in his incarcera
tion, but they result in an arrest record which may greatly 
affect his present or future employment. 

Arrests for Harassment 

The police in some cities use their arrest power to 
harass persons whom they do not intend to prosecute be
cause of insufficient evidence or because of the practice 
of the courts in giving light sentences. The harassment 
arrest is primarily used as a mechanism for annoying per
sons who are allegedly involved in vice practices such 
as prostitution, gambling, or illegal liquor sales. The 
American Bar Foundation study found in Detroit, during 
1956-57, for example, over 1,000 arrests were made for 
gambling and liquor violations during a 6-month period 
in one precinct. Ultimately, however, only 60 cases were 
presented for prosecution.aD3 These arrests were made 
because, as an assistant prosecutor commented: "the 
prosecutor's office and the police department are forced 
to find other means of punishing, harassing, and generally 
making life uneasy for the gamblers." aD·! 

The same study found that as many as 40 or 50 pros
titutes a night were arrested and released the next day 
because they were found on the street in an area where 
prostitution was practiced and they had a prior record of 
arre~ts for prostitution. Negro women with white men 
were almost always charged. A police official asserted 
that the arrests were part of "a harassment program. 
The police department has no other means of dealing 
with prostitution.":roo 

Similarly, in Cleveland, of 1,202 women arrested and 
taken to a particular precinct in a Negro area of Cleve
land for investigation in connection with prostitution, 
1,075 were Negro. Only 96 were charged. The 224 white 
men arrested were all released on the stated ground that 
they were needed to testify against the women. The uni
form release of these men has been a cause of great re
sentment in the Negro community.aDG 

While the police are under considerable pressure to 
contain vice within a community and to keep undesirable 
persons off the streets, the current practice of using the 
arrest power in situations in which there is no intent to 
submit the case for prosecution is deplorable. Police de
partments, therefore, should establish policies which 
specifically prevent illegal harassment arrests, and which 
direct that arrests be made only if probable cause exists 
that a crime has been committed. 

Arrests for Minor Crimes 

Arrests for minor crimes, such as vagrancy, disorderly 
conduct, use of obscene language, loitering, failure to 
move on, blocking the street or sidewalk, drunkenness, 
drinking in public, and curfew violations, constitute al
most one-half of all arrests made each year in the United 
States.ao7 There is evidence that such arrests create great 
antagonism against police officers in slum communities. 
For example, many complaints filed with the review 

.., Supra, note 352 at p. 473. 
301 1d. at p. 478. 
'00 1d. at p. 456. 
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board in Philadelphia involve such ordinances and not 
a single complaint has involved an incident during com
mission of a felony.:roa The reason for hostility resulting 
from minor crimes is probably that while most offenders 
know when they have committed major crimes and ex
pect that they will be arrested for them, the issue as to 
most alleged minor crimes is not as clear and the offender 
does not usually believe, whether or not he has acted il
legally, that he has done anything sufficiently wrong to 
justify arrest. The comments of two men in Harlem sug-
gest the antagonism that can result: 39D . 

A bunch of us could be playing some music, or dancing, which 
we have as an outlet for ourselves. We can't dance in the house, 
we don't have clubs or things like that, so we're out on the 
sidewalk, right on the sidewalk; we might feel like doing dancing, 
or one might' want to play something on his horn. Right away 
here comes a cop. "You're disturbing the peace!" No one 
has said anything, you understand; no one has made a complaint. 
Everyone is enjoying themselves. But here comes one cop, and 
he'Il want to chase everyone. And gets mad. I mean, he gets 
mad! We aren't mad. He comes into the neighborhood, ag
gravated and mad. 

* * * * * 
Last night, for instance, the officer stopped some fellas on 125th 

Street * * *. [T]he officer said, "All right, everybody get off 
the street or inside!" Now, it's very hot. We don't have air
conditioned apartments in most of these houses up here, so 
where are we going if we get off the streets? We can't go back 
in the house because we almost suffocate. So we sit down on 
the curb, or stand on the sidewalk, or on the steps, things like 
that till the wee hours of the morning, especially in the summer 
whe~ it's too hot to go up. Now where were we going? But he 
came out with his nightstick and wants to beat people on the 
head, and wanted to-he arrested one feIlow. The other fellow 
said, "Well, I'll move, but you don't have to talk to me like a 
dog." 

Minor crime statutes are frequently misused. They 
are employed as a means of clearing undesirables or un
sightly persons from the street or driving them out of to'Yn, 
aiding the police in detaining a suspected person durmg. 
an investigation of a more serious crime, and regulating 
street activity in slum neighborhoods. Often, under pres
sure from the community, the police will "declare a war 
on bums, prostitutes, homosexuals, and narcotic.traffick
ers" by making wholesale arrests for vagrancy, dIsorderly 
conduct, drunkenness, or loitering.40o Justice William O. 
Douglas found that in Tucson, between 1958 and 1960, 
the poor were discouraged to come to the city for employ
ment by the policy of picking "up any vags spotted within 
the city limits." 401 In 1966, a District of Columbia judge 
found that "the typical accused under [the vagrancy] law 
is a miserable derelict whose principal offense is poverty 
and affinity for cheap wine, or an individual, male or fe
male suspected of engaging in prostitution or homosexual
ity." ~02 The court concluded that the "basic design" of 
the vagrancy law is "pre,,:entive conviction impose~ upon 
those who because of theIr background and behaVIOr are 
more likely than the general public to commit crimes and 
* * * the statute contemplates such convictions even 
though no overt criminal act has been committed or can 
be proved." 40a Recent studies of the use of public drunk
enness statutes in two cities found that they were often 
employed to arrest skid row types who were not drunk 

."" Kenneth B. Clark, "Dark Ghetto". (New York: Harper & Row, 1?65) , pp. 4-5 . 
400 Caleb Foote, "Vagrancy Type Law and Its Administration," University ,of 

Pennsylvania Law Itcvicw, 104: 603-650, 613. 
401 Tucson Dailx Citizen, Jan. 4, 1960, quoted in William O. Douglas, "Vagrancy 

nnd Arrest on Suspicion," Yale Law Journal, 70: 1-14. 
40' District oj Columbia v. Ricks, No. D.C. 3050-66, decided June 16, 1966, p. 10. 
'03 Id. at p. 2, 3. 
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but were aestheticallY' displeasing.40~ Until 1965, one de
partment was arresting women under an ordinance which 
made it a crime for a "woman of notorious character" to 
walk or ride up "the streets of this city." 405 

This practice is even more harmful to a person than 
an unwarranted field interrogation, since the suspect is 
not merely stopped, but he is arrested and confined, at 
least until he can make bail. While such arrests mav 
serve some investigative value to the police, ther~ is grave 
question as to their propriety. 

The American Bar Foundation, in its study of 1956-57, 
found that the "Police assume that these [vagrancy] stat
utes are intended primarily as aids to investigation." 400 

For example, if the police desire to undertake an in
custody investigation of a person, and investigative arrests 
are not used, they often arrest a person for violating a 
vagrancy-type statute. In one observation made during 
the American Bar Foundation study, a man was seen near 
a pawn shop with a jacket on his arm. When questioned, 
he said that he was unemployed because he had just 
come to the city to find work and that he had nO'identi
fication because his wallet had been stolen; he also gave 
other evasive answers. The officers arrested him for 
vagrancy because they suspected him of burglary but 
lacked evidence. Similarly, a man suspected of homicide 
was arrested for vagrancy so that a prolonged investiga
tion could be made while he served his sentence.407 

Other statutes were found to be used for the same pur
pose. A man suspected of carrying narcotics, whom the 
officers did not have evidence to arrest, was arrested for 
a minor traffic violation which would ordinarily result 
in a warning and his CD.r was searched.408 

Arrests for failure to move on, loitering, blocking the 
sidewalk, or public drinking are predominantly made in 
slum neighborhoods. One reason is that more officers 
are stationed in these neighborhoods because of the 
greater amount of serious crime. As a result, residents 
sometimes charge "over policing" at the same time they 
seek more protection from crimes such as robbery and 
burglary. Minor crime statutes, however, are also more 
used in poor areas because it is h:?rder to keep order 
there. As a precinct captain in Washington, D.C. 
stated: ·109 

We do tend to enforce the drunk laws more rigidly on 14th 
Street than in, say, Crestwood, a better part of the precinct. 
If we overlooked things on 14th Street, we would have a more 
serious problem. 

The source of these difficulties in enforcement of minor 
crime statutes reaches beyond the police. The commu
nity often demands that the police rid the city of unde
sirable persons, harass persons engaged in vice activities, 
and keep the unsightly off the streets, even though the 
police do not have legal means of doing SO:110 Thus, 
until the public recognizes the dilemma facing the police 
in regurating such behavior, the police will continue to be 
placed in an untenable position. 

As recommended in chapter 5 of the General Report, 
the content and use of minor crime statutes should be care-

·tot Emory University, Department of Psychiatry, "Alcohol Project," Sept. 23, 
1963, p. 18. 

-10:; "Atlanta Prostitutes \Vin Fight 10 Curb Arrests on Streets," New York Times, 
Dec. 10, 1965, p. 3B, col. 5. 

4()1J Supra, note 352 at p. 88. 
<07 Id. at p. 151. 
40S Ibid. 
400 Supra, note 134. at p. 35, col. 5. 
-no Sec, eh 2, Law Enforcement Policy: The Police Role. 

fully reexamined in all communities. Obviously, certain 
minor crime statutes are necessary in order to regulate 
reasonable conduct on the street. If persons are dis
orderly and disturb others, if they block the streets and 
sidewalk, if they use obscene language in public, police 
action is warranted. Many existing statutes, however, 
which base criminality on suspicious conduct, a prior 
record, or poverty, are of questionable legal validity and 
usually of considerable harm to community relations. 

At least some minor crime statutes should be elimi
nated. In chapter 9 of the General Report, the Commis
sion recommended the abolition of criminal drunkenness 
statutes. Besides its other virtues, this would reduce the 
tension which frequently results, particularly in minority 
communities, from the arrest of drunks. The neighbor
hood reaction would doubtless be different if citizens 
knew, as the Commission recommends, that drunks were 
merely taken to a sohering up facility and .then released 
or treated. 

Most statutes which are used to regulate street con
duct are so broad that 'almost unlimited discretion is 
given to the police officer to arrest persons on the street 
or, as with a failure-to-move-on statute, to regulate con
duct by the threat of arrest. Such statutes should be 
amended to cover only conduct which reasonably disturbs 
the public or is an immediate threat to the peace. Even 
if this is done, however, there would still be a need for 
police departments to formulate guidelines concerning 
their permissible use.4l1 The guidelines should clearly 
bar discriminatory enforcement of minor crime statutes 
either against individuals or in particular neighborhoods. 
The District of Columbia Crime Commission Report 
noted that "until recently, there were no criteria issued 
by the police to assist the officer in exercising .X- * .X

discretion wisely." 412 

Arrest Quotas 

It is often alleged that police officers and perhaps even 
precincts have arrest quotas. As a result, it is contended, 
officers who have not made a sufficient number of arrests 
begin to make frivolous or marginally warranted arrests 
relating to minor crimes and that supervising officers 
order patrolmen to clear the streets of drunks and the 
like. The police, on the other hand, generally deny that 
such quotas exist:113 

The difficulty in determining whether arrest quotas 
exist is that they need not be absolute requirements. The 
effect is virtually the same if precincts and individual offi
cers are expected to make an approximate number of 
arrests as evidence that they are carrying out their re
sponsibilities in a diligent and effective manner. Such 
expectations can 'be as effective as a regulation. 

The Commission has little evidence that police 
forces use quotas for evaluating officers. Two Commis
sion surveys did find, however, that, in both a mid
western and a western city, one means by which superior 
officers evaluated officers was by the number of field 

411 For example, tho Corporation Council in the District of Columbia has 
recently issued a ruling, construing tho move-on statute to monn that the person 
docs not commit an offenso when he fails to move after being ordered by nn officer 
unless there arc circumstances which "(a) amount to nn actunl obstruction of 

. vehicular or l)cdestrinn traffic, or (b) constitute nn immediate threat to public 
safety, public pence, or public order." Milton D. Korman, Lettor to lhe Com
missioners, "Authority of Police Officers to Order Persons Congregating on Public 
Streets to ,Move On," June 7,1966, p. 13. 

0113 Supra, note 77 at p. 67. . 
U3 Supra, note 21 at vol, I, pp, 126-127, 162. 
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interrogations each had made.414 In one of those cities 
a ranking officer stated: 415 

Our first line supervisors [Sergeants] have a responsibility to 
keep statistics on each officer's production-not an averar.;) but 
his i1roduction-to find out whether a particular office/s' per
fOl'l1.lan<.:e is consistent with what his [s]quad's average might 
be. As a result, if a particular man is low, we expect an 
explanation. 

Police work is far too complicated and delicate a job to 
judge an officer's work or qualifications for promotion on 
the number of arrests he has made. Furthermore, arrest 
quotas, if they exist as either explicit requirements or 
implied expectations, can lead to improper activity by 
policemen. Patrolling officers have the complex and diffi
cult responsibility of exercising their discretion based on 
the circumstances of the particular case. No part of this 
calculation should consist of the number of arrests the 
officer has made in comparison to a preestablished quota 
or expectation set by the department . 

USE OF FIREARMS TO APPREHEND OR ARREST SUSPECTS 

Police use of firearms to apprehend suspects often 
strains community relations or even results in serious dis
turbances. For example, the San Francisco riot of 1966 
started after a juvenile was shot and killed while fleeing 
from a stolen car.416 Severe tensions were aroused in Los 
Angeles during May 1966, after an officer's firearm acci
dentally discharged and killed a man who had refused to 
stop his automobile until it was forced to the curb.41.7 

In St. Louis, disturbances began in September 1966 after 
police officers shot and killed a person who had his hands 
handcuffed behind him in a police car located in the 
courtyard of police headquarters. The police assert that 
the suspect threatened officers in the car with a tear gas 
pistol he had in his belt behind him which the officers 
had failed to find in a search earlier.418 

When studied objectively and unemotionally, particular 
uses of firearms by police officers are often unwarranted. 
For ~xample, an American Bar Foundation study revealed 
on~ mstance where a foot patrolman signaled a speeding 
dnver to stop. When the driver did not the officer fired 
five times at the speeding car.410 ' 

A study by an American Civil Liberties Union affiliate 
in a medium-sized city found that officers fired guns more 
than 300 times in a 2-year period and over one-third 
were during automobile chases involving juveniles.420 

An.average of 240 persons per year were fatally injured by 
polIce between 1950 and 1960:121 The Michigan State 
st:ld~ concluded that P?lice officers often use guns indis
cnmma~ely and that thIS was due, in large part, to over
emphasIs of danger in police work.422 While the murder 
of a single police officer is a tragedy, as of 1955 the rate of 
total police fatalities while on duty (including accidents) 
was 33 fatalities per 100,000 officers which was less than 
the rate of dea~hs on duty in mining (94), agriculture 
(55) '. constr~c.tlOn (76), an~ transportation (44).423 

It IS surpnsmg and alarmmg that few police depart-

.JU Supra, note 22 at pp. 335-336; supra, 'note 21 at vol. I, p. 142. 
.uti Supra, Dote 21 at vol. I, p. 126. 
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ments provide their officers with careful instruction on 
the circumstances under which the use of a firearm 
is permissible. For example, a 1961 survey of Michigan 
police forces found that 27. out of 49 had no firearms 
policies.424 A survey in 1964, of 45 of the 51 American 
cities of over 250,000 population, found that 3 had no 
written firearms policy,425 and, while others had com
prehensive policy statements, many were quite limited. 
For example, one simply prohibited warning shots, one 
instructed its officers to "exercise the greatest possible 
caution," and 10 urged officers to use "good judg
ment." 426 While it is true that many departments have 
oral firearms policies, these policies have normally de
veloped through customary practices that rarely are the 
product of careful analysis and are usually not well under
stood by patrolmen.427 

It i~ essential that all departments formulate written 
firearms policies which clearly limit their use to situations 
of strong and compelling need. A department should 
even place greater restrictions on their use than is legally 
require?. Careful review of the comprehensive firearms 
use polICIes of several departments and discussions with 
police administrators indicate ~hat these guidelines should 
control firearms use: 
. 1. Deadly force should be restricted to the apprehen

SIOn of perpetrators who, in the course of their crime 
threatened the use of deadly force, or if the officer believes 
there is a substantial risk that the person whose arrest is 
sought will cause death or serious bodily harm if his 
apprehension is delayed. The use of firearms should be 
~atly prohibited in the apprehension of misdemeanants, 
smce the value of human life far outweighs the gravity 
of a misdemeanor.428 

2. Deadly force should never be used on mere sus
piciun that a crime, no matter how serious was com
mitted or that the person being pursued co~mitted the 
crime. An officer should either have witnessed the crime 
or should have sufficient information 'to know, as a virtual 
certainty, that the suspect committed an offense for which 
the use of deadly force is permissible. 

3. Officers should not be permitted to fire at felony 
suspects when lesser force could be used; when the officer 
believes that the suspect Can be apprehended reasonably 
soon thereafter without the use of deadly force; or when 
there is any substantial danger to innocent bystanders. 
Although the requirement of using lesser force, when pos
sible, is a legal rule, the other limitations are based on 
sound public policy. To risk the life of innocent persons 
for the purpose of apprehending a felon cannot be 
justified. 

4. Officers should never use warning shots for any 
purp~e. W. arning shots endanger the lives of bystanders, 
and m addItion, may prompt a suspect to return the 
fire. Further, officers should never fire from a moving 
vehicle. 

5. Officers should be allowed to use any necessary force 
including deadly force, to protect themselves or othe; 

that un average of 240 persons per year were fatally injured by police intervention 
between 1950 and 196o-npproximately six times tho ntlmber of officers killed by 
criminals. 
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persons from death or serious injury. In such cases, it 
is immaterial whether the attacker has committed a seri
ous felony, a misdemeanor, or any crime at all. 

6. In order to enforce firearms use policies, departInent 
regulations should require a detailed written report on all 
discharges of firearms. All cases should be thoroughly 
investigated to determine whether the use of firearms 
was justified under the circumstances. 

If all departments formulated firearms use policies 
which include the above principles and these policies 
were consistently enforced, many of the tragic incidents 
which had a direct bearing upon community relations 
could have been avoided. 

POLICE TACTICAL PROCEDURES 

Police-community relations are not affected by the 
actions or conduct of individual officers alone. Often, 
depa;:tmental procedures which are intended to reduce 
crime, quell riots, or promote efficiency have a major 
effect on police-community relations. For example, in 
order to reduce crime in a high-crime area, a police 
department may saturate it with substantially increased 
numbers of police officers or decide to use trained dogs 
and handlers. In order to make more efficient use of 

I 
its personnel, a police department may use motor rather 
than foot patrol or one-man rather than two-man motor 
patrols. Such practices, although often far more efficient 
and economical, can sometimes antagonize the public or 
at least reduce the opportunity for friendly contacts 
which are the basis of good community relations. 

I think it is fair to say if one thinks of the large municipalities 
as a whole, the links between the police and the communal orga
nizations have not been strengthened in the last quarter of a 
century and in some ways have been weakened. In an earlier 
period the policeman walking his beat at least had a certain 
familiarity with the institutions of his own immediate district. 
I'm not putting too much emphasis on that nor do I wish to 
romanticize that gallant figure; but nevertheless he knew some
thing about the actual people and the actual organizations in 
the district of the beat which he walked. 

, 
Similarly, the Commissioner of the London Metropoli

tan Police said: 433 

The policeman in a car, on a motorcycle, or absent from his 
beat becomes a cipher. * * *' rTlhe greatest safeguard of public 
relations, as well as the greatest preventive measure against 
crime, lies in making good deficiencies on the beat. 

The recent Royal Commission Report concluded 
that: ·l31 

In spite of heavy and conflicting demands on their limited 
resources we regard it as most important that chief police officers 
should bear in mind the need to allocate an adequate number 
of men to beat duties, where they wiII be in touch with the public. 

The question then is: Can the need for greater efficiency be 
coupled with sufficient informal contact to improve police
community relations? 

. There arc several possible patrol tcchniques and new 

~
)ersonnei assignments which can accomplish both the 

objective of greater efficiency and substantial informal 
contact. First, foot patrolmen or community service 
officers should probably remain in high-crime, high
ension areas where the streets are usually crowded. Sec-

j\1 otorized Patrols ond, patrolmen in other areas could ride motor scooters 
.,. .. . which permit easier contact with residents.43G Third, 

. The Nahon s pollce forces are mcreasmgly p.atrol~mg patrolmen either on scooters or in automobiles could 
m cars rather than on foot because motor patrol IS plamly k th' h' ltd f bl k (or t ) and 
more efficient-officers can cover man times more area par e~r ve lC e: a one en 0 a oc . wo . 
in the same period of time-and police ~fficers have more then walk ar~und It. If they ~ave po.rtable poll~e radIOs, 
to do.420 The change to motor patrol can, however, they could stIll be summoned ImmedIat~ly to pI?Cee~ to 

University of California study found that since officers delp~la, a two-m~n car can be use~ WIth one pa:tner 
on motor patrol in San Diego had such a heavy workload walkmg a beat WIth a portable radIo to commumcate 
and were without portable police radios, they rarely left with the man in the car.m Thus, motor patrolmen arc 
their automobiles to meet citizens in a nonenforcement in effect considered as foot patrolmen using cars to in
situation:130 Similarly, a study of another western city crease their mobility. Fourth, infonnal citizen contacts 
which almost excl~,s~vely used mot.or patrol ~ound that by patrol officers using traditional motor patrol methods 

r 
~h~ officers .~ad. lIttle opportu!llty .to ~UJ.ld ~p an can be increased by having them work, along with pre
mt.lmate famillanty, much less an IdentIficatIOn, WIth any cinct community relations officers, with community 01'-
neighborhood" -131 • • 

On the other hand, an officer on foot has the oppor-I · gamzatIOns. 

tunity to have informal and friendly exchanges with the One-M an Patrols 
people whom he quickly comes to know personally. The 
public can develop a greater understanding of the officer 
and his job. The officer similarly can learn the culture 
and opinions of the people in the area and can learn to 
appreciate them as individual human beings and not as a 
nameless part of a racial, religious, or ethnic group:132 
As Professor Oscar Handlin has noted: 

.J:!tI Goycrnmental Research Institute, "One.Man Police Patrol Car Operation" 
and O. W. Wilson, "Put the Cop Back on the Bent," bath appearing in Somu'eJ 
C. Chapman, cd., "Police Patrol Rendings" (Springfield: Charles C. Thomas, 
1964). pp. 129 and 97. 
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Police departInents are increasingly changing from two
man to one-man motor patrols.438 Again, this allows 
scarce personnel to cover more area at less cost. 

The one-man patrol in itself has no major effect on 
police-community relations unless it leads to changes in 
other police procedures. It has been suggested that an 

with the Use of motor scooters in conjunction with programs to provide lmns. 
portation for men formerly ass1gneu to foot patrol. 

43IJ O. W. Wilson, "Put tho Cop Back on the Deat," and Thomas J. Rogers, 
"Review of Foot Patrol in Chicago," both appearing in Samuel G. Chapman, cd., 
"PolieD Patrol Reading." (Springfield: Charle. C. Thoma •• 19(4). pp. 97-101; 
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discussed in detail in eh. 3. 
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officer, making an arrest when alone is more likely to 
try persuasion than force.-.l39 On the other hand, in San 
Diego, police policy is to handcuff all persons arrested 
regardless how minor the crime or inoffensive the person. 
The reason given is that an officer driving an arrested 
person alone to the station is so vulnerable to attack that 
handcuffs are required.440 Similarly, if officers, par
ticularly in areas of great hostility to the police, are 
nervous or afraid of being alone, this may well lead them 
to use a gun or nightstick where it is not needed. 

Such problems can be met in ways other than the gen
eral use of two-man patrols. When difficult arrests are 
to be made, at least a second car can be dispatched to the 
scene. Two-man patrols can be used in high-tension 
areas even if not needed in other parts of the city. In ( 
any event, it is important that the change to one-man 
patrols not inadvertently lead to police practices harming 
relations with the public. 

Tactical Forces 

Increasiogly, large urban police forces are creating spe
cial units to· more effectively control crime. In Washing
ton, it is the tactical force; in New York, the tactical 
patrol force; in Chicago, the task force; and in Detroit, 
the tactical mobile unit:H1 In Washington, the force has 
consisted of 200 regular officers' orking an extra 8 hours 
a week:H2 In New York, the force is a carefully selected 
group of 450 men, which is soon to be increased to 690. 
All are 6 footers, under 30 years of age, unmarried, picked 
on the basis of physical ability and intelligence, and are 
specially trained.m Tactical units usually perform spe
cial functions such as patrolling in high crime areas, 
controlling disturbances and riots, and handling demon
strations and other large crowds. 

The use of tactical units with relation to disturbances, 
riots, and crowds in itself need not present any community 
relations problem. On the contrary, since such units 
generally receive special training over an extended period 
of time and have greater experience in handling crowds, 
it is likely that they will be both more effective from the 
standpoint of the police and more disciplined and fair in 
protecting the public. On the other hand, the aggressive
ness of one tactical force consisting of highway patrol 
officers-a ranking officer has called it "a skull-cracking 
division"-has produced strong public hostility.4H As 
a result, one ranking officer has said that 

"[W]henever there are sensitive situations developing in my dis
trict, or if disturbances actually have broken out, I will be better 
off if ·the highway patrol does not come into any district and 
stimulate violent reaction." m 

It is important both for effective law enforcement and 
police-community relations that patrolling officers become 
intimately acquainted with their assigned neighborhood. 
Consequently, if crime is high in an area and additional 
officers are needed in an area on a long-term basis, they 

.,. Supra, note 230 at pp. 69, 151-152. 
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should be permanently assigned and special task forces 
should not be used on routine patrol:J.l~ Temporary satu
ration of an area by officers unfamiliar with it should 
be used only when it is essential in special circumstances 
such as the likelihood of a disturbance or riot, or an out
break of robberies, burglaries, or other serious crime 
problems. 

When extra forces are assigned to an area, it is impor
tant that they avoid straining police-community relations. 
Even though most people who live in high-crime areas 
strongly desire additional police protection,.J47 resentment 
is likely to be increased further if the additional police 
spend much of their time making many more arrests for 
minor crimes such as loitering, vagrancy, and drunk-and
disorderIy:148 

The possible community relations problems can be met 
in several ways. For example, tactical unit officers 
should not be used to enforce minor crime statutes except 
in unusual circumstances. When the objective is appre
hension rather than deterrence, officers in plain clothes 
should be used.4 'lD It is always important that the reason 
for the use of tactical forces be carefully explained by 
community relations officers in neighborhoods where they 
are likely to be used. 

Use of Dogs 

Although used from time to time since the turn of the 
century, dogs have been extensively employed in American 
law enforcement agencies only since 1960. They have 
been used for searching for intruders in warehouses, stores, 
and parks; for handling crowds; for tracking suspects; 
and for finding runaway children. Only in the past 10 
years have they been generally used for deterring crime, 
protecting the officer, and making arrests during rou,tine 
patrol in high-crime areas. Various police forces report 
their dog-handler teams have had considerable success in 
perfom1ing all these functions: lGo 

Unfortunately, considerable hostility has arisen from 
using dogs to control crowds, for civil rights demonstra
tions, and on routine patrol in minority areas.4ot In 
Washington, D.C., which has the largest canine corps in 
the country with 92 doghandler teams, the corps formerly 
patrolled routinely on foot, mostly at night, in high-crime 
areas.452 Negro citizen groups in Washington, D.C. have 
made the use of dogs one of their principal complaints 
against the police. As one resident asked at a neighbor
hood meeting, "What do the police use them for anyway 
except to scare us?" 453 The occasional times when a dog 
has attacked the wrong person 454 increased Negro fears. 
As a result, the District of Columbia government agreed 
in 1965 not to use dogs for crowd control or in any place 
that is "congested" with people.450 

The President's Commission on Crime in the District 
of Columbia in its 1966 report concluded that there 
existed no adequate measure of the effectiveness of the' 
canine corps; dogs are often hard to handle during the 

pp. 52-56; Samuel G. Chapman, "Whether to Usc Police Dogs," Police, Septem' 
ber·October 1961, pp. 62-67; Samuel C. Chapman, HDogs in Police Work" 
(ChIcago: Chicago Puhlic Administr.tion Service, 1960), pp. H, 26-27, 39, 40, 43, 
-16-411; supr., note 96 .t pp. 256-25I. 

0I1i1 Supra, note 22 at pp. 18, 26; California Advisory Committee to the U.S. 
Commission on Civil Rights, "Report on California: Police.Minority Relationa.'· 
AUGu't 1963, p. 22. 

oN!! Supra, note 77 at lip. 53-54; HUae of City Canine Corps Stirs Comments," 
the Washington Post, Nov. 4, 1965, scc. E, p. 4, coIs. 1-6. \ 

"m,'l HUse of City Canine Corps Stirs Comments," the Washington Post, Nov. '1, 
1965, sec. E, p. 4, coIs. 1-6. 
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hot summer months; animosity has developed between 
observers and the police where dogs have sniffed drunks 
during arrests. The most serious disadvantage is that 
"there is a risk that people may see themselves as con
trolled, rather than protected, by the dogs." 456 Conse
quently, the Commission recommended that the Ci),IPS 

not be expanded without proof of its effectiveness; that 
"great caution" be exercised in deploying dogs in popu
lated areas; that all requests for use of dogs in particular 
areas be clearly justified; and that clear directives be 
issued.451 

It is likely that in many areas the large majority of 
residents will accept the prudent use of dogs for routine 
patrol if this is carefully explained. Even in Washington, 
D.C., where criticism of their use has been great, the sur
vey by the Bureau of Social Science Research found that 
46 percent of Negro men and 60 percent of Negro women 
who responded favored more use of police dogs.45s And 
in St. Louis, after talks in the schools to civic groups, 
public demonstrations of the use of dogs, and other dis
semination of information to the public, the use of such 
dogs has produced little, if any, consternation in the 
Negro community.45D 

There is considerable doubt, however, whether dogs 
should ever be used to control crowds. While the policies 
of most departments were to use dogs as a last resort in 
crowd control, if at all, the Michigan State University sur
vey found that they were frequently present at disturb
ances as "backup" units or for "shows of force." 460 Their 
use might well increase violence and produce further 
harm to community relations. 

Handling Crowds, Demonstrations, and Riots 

Crowds. The police handling of a crowd which could 
possibly become a riot raises substantial community rela
tions problems. Although the police naturally seek to 
assemble sufficient personnel to prevent a riot, police in 
unnecessarily massive numbers may be r:egarded by minor
ity and perhaps other groups as a provocation:161 The 
possibility of provocation through oversaturation can be 
minimized without interfering with adequate protection, 
by holding some units on a standby basis a few blocks 
away and assigning them out of the area as tensions 
lessened. 

It is crucial that careful procedures be developed in 
advance on proper handling of crowds and that such plan
ning take into account different kinds of crowds. 
For example, careful preparation was made for dealing 
with a possibly dangerous crowd prior to a Labor Day 
motorcycle race at Marlboro, Md., in 1965. Part of the 
police planning included discussion about how to avoid 
harsh, indiscriminate treatment of the motorcyclists 
which could result in unifying them against the police. 
The police officers were instructed to treat motorcyclists 
like any visiting motorists in the county. During the 
weekend, motorcyclists were not harassed, but law 
violators were dealt with fairly and firmly. The result 
was not only immediately effective in preventing a riot 

450 Supra, note 77 at p. 54. 
.'1 Id. at p. 55. 
-iUS Supra, nole 14 at p. 13B; the same study discloses that 53 perCent of the 
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461 Supra, nole 21 at vol. I, p. 158. 
402 Robert Shellow and Derek V. RocOler, "The Riot That Dhln't Happen," 
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but the lack of police harassment created good relations 
for the future:1G2 

Demonstrations. One of the primary responsibilities 
of the police is to protect the constitutional rights of citi
zens. Part of this responsibility involves cooperating with 
all legal demonstrations no matter how repugnant the 
participants or cause may be to policemen personally. 
They must protect demonstrators against the illegal ac
tion of bystanders, and they must take official action 
against demonstrators if laws are violated:103 The po
lice must treat competing pickets (who are acting law
fully) equally but must be mindful of the prospects for 
friction between opposing groups. Such demands are 
among the hardest facing the police today. 

Unfortunately, police action has not always met these 
necessary standards. As shown earlier, the police, par
ticularly in the South, have sometimes themselves attacked 
peaceful and clearly legal demonstrators with excessive 
force and have failed even to try to protect demonstrators 
from violent attack. These actions, which have received 
national press and television coverage, have reduced re
spect for the police not only in the South but throughout 
the country. . 

On the other hand, many police forces have received 
strong, public praise from leaders of demonstrations 
for their cooperation and fairness regarding demonstra
tions, such as during the huge and peaceful march on 
Washington, D.C., in 1963. Such success is not the re
sult of chance. Chief Thomas Cahill has described the 
elaborate preparations used in San Francisco. The police 
seek out the leaders of the demonstrators, and then 
plan with them together. At one demonstration, the 
police told its leaders of the advisability of monitors with 
armbands for every 100 demonstrators so that the dem
onstrators could police themselves. Few uniformed of
ficers were in sight although others were in the vicinity. 
The demonstration, as Chief Cahill described it, "was 
one of the most orderly demonstrations that I have ever 
seen. The leaders paid tribute from the platform, not 
only to the participants, but also to the police department 
for their cooperation and assistance." 40·1 

Before another sit-in demonstration, the leaders came 
to Chief Cahill's office and told him of the action they 
proposed to take. They said that they expected to be 
arrested and together with the Chief they discussed the 
charge which would be brought. The sit-in occurred, the 
demonstrators were arrested, and no other problem 
developed:105 

Similarly, in New York, peace groups have informed 
the police department about demonstrations. Ground 
rules have been established such as placing placards on 
light, blunt sticks rather than sharp sticks or heavy poles. 
The number of demonstrators 1-'l d been limited to prevent 
unreasonable interference wi other citizens:1oo 

These examples show tha't. the police can work rlosely 
with the leaders of demonstrations and that the latter 
will frequently work with the police. This requires, how
ever, that the police be completely fair-that they not use 
the cooperation of the demonstrators against them. It 

4M "New York City Police Commissioner States Policy on Demonstrations," 
Tho Police Chief, July 1963, p. 14; Quinn Tamm, editorial, "Police Brutality-Or 
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also requires that the police be willing to deal with all 
kinds of groups including those which are generally hostile 
to them.467 

It is also important that personnel at demonstrations 
have special training and experience. For example, 
Philadelphia has a special squad of 22 police officers, 11 
of whom are Negro. The squad has been unusually suc
cessful in dealing effectively with demonstrations while 
maintaining good relations with the demonstrators. 4GB 
Similar results have been achieved by giving special train
ing to a civil disobedience unit in a populous suburban 
Maryland county near Washington, D.C.4G9 The officer 
should be trained to avoid an unnecessary show of force 
which would suggest police antagonism to the demonstra
tion, although the police should be ready to handle any 
situation which might arise. Before reporting to their 
Rtations, all officers should be specifically informed about 
the demonstration, and police strategy, and be briefed 
on contingency plans.470 

Finally, if arrest is required, demonstrators should be 
treated courteously and humanely. As former Commis
sioner Murphy of New York has stated: 471 

We may weJl be headed toward a situation where we will feel 
obliged to say "pardon me" as we escort the violator to the wait
ing patrol wagon. But, gentlemen, if our work is to be done 
properly that "pardon me" will in no way interfere with the 
speed and efficiency of the arrest process. 

Riots. The police have little control over the social, 
economic, or other factors which create riots; however, 
a good and comprehensive community relations program 
is the best method of riot control available to the police, 
for most riots are at least triggered by police action. 472 

If the police had genuinely good relations with all seg
ments of the public, some riots could doubtless be 
prevented. 

Police activities to prevent riots can cause serious police
community relations problems. For example, on some 
occasions, a show of force can be unwarranted and 
provocative.473 

The unanswered question is: Could other police meas
sures have met the objections of the neighborhood resi
dents and still have prevented a riot? Some alternatives 
might have included using fewer cars, patrolling in un
marked cars, and patrolling without the show of weapons. 
For example, in Philadelphia, the police have had un
usual success in employing as little force as possible al
though much greater additional force is nearby.4;.1 
Similarly, in Washington, D.C., when a disturbance be
gan in August 1966, the police sealed off the crowd and 
called in civilian leaders who could calm it.47G 

Once a disturbance or riot is in progress, of course, the 
dominant consideration must be to end it. However, 
even then, it is extremely important that the means used 
be weighed for their effect on police-community relations. 
This is essential since actions which stir up antagonism in 
turn may prolong the riot and increase the likelihood of 
future ones. Alternative methods of equal, or virtually 
equal, effectiveness may be available for controlling the 
riot which will cause less serious damage to police-com-

'07 Supra, lIote 174 at pp. 156-158. 
4GS Supra, note 21 at p. 84. 
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munity relations. For example, the common police 
technique in controlling riots is to use a massive amount 
of force to break up the rioters into small groups as soon 
as possible. Snipers are generally answered in kind; 
batons, dogs, and tear gas may be used. 

In contrast, New York City, during the summer of 
1966, employed a different method. When a mob 
formed, the police did not try to break it up directly. 
They blocked off streets but left open an avenue of "es
cape" for the mob. The mob then generally dissipated. 
No shots were fired by the police in answer to sporadic 
sniping and the emphasis was on restraint. Despite a 
week of disturbances, n'o major riot resulted, police 
casualties were light, and the department earned con
siderable Plaise from the community.m 

It is debatable which methods are most effective for 
preventing and controlling a riot. Certainly, it is unfair 
to second guess police action long after the event. Yet 
it is important to note that the techniques used in New 
York and Washington improved, rather than hurt, com
munity attitudes toward the police. At least, these 
examples show that considerations of police-community 
relations should be a major factor in developing plans 
relating to disturbances and riots. 

To help local departments plan, the Commission as
sisted the FBI in preparing a manual, "Prevention and 
Control of Mobs and Riots," which was published by the 
FBI in April, 1967. 

ENSURING FAIRNESS 

INTERNAL PROCEDURES 

The best way to deal with police misconduct is to 
prevent it by effective methods of personnel screening, 
sufficient training, constant retraining, and supervision. 
A department that clearly articulates its community-rela
tions policies and holds its members to abide by them 
should receive a minimum of complaints from citizens. 
However, there will always be citizen complaints, war
ranted and unwarranted, about treatment by the police. 
And there will always be misconduct by individual of
ficers about which no complaint will be made. How 
complaints should be handled and how misconduct 
should be dealt with has been the subject of perhaps the 
fiercest of the many controversies about the police that 
has raged in recent years. 

Without question, the best means for ensuring that 
personnel are complying with departmental policies and 
general notions of fairness is through effective internal 
police procedures. Internal discipline can be swifter and, 
because imposed by the officers' own superiors, more effec
tive. If properly carried out, internal discipline can 
assure the public that the department's policies concern
ing community relations are fully meant and enforced. 
This is particularly true when the department's own 
investigation discovers misconduct without any citizen 
complaint. 

Strong discipline shows the public that misconduct is 

4i3 Supra, note 21 at vol. I, pp. S0-81. 
.... Id. at vol. II, pp. 39-41, 190-191. 
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merely the action of individual officers-the few who 
violate the rules in any organization-and not action 
which is customarily tolerated in the ~epartm~nt. C:>n
sequently, high priority should be glVen t~ Improvmg 
internal police procedures so that they can satIsfy as much 
of the public as possible concerning their fairness and 
eff ecti veness. 

Internal Investigations 

Formal machinery within every police department for 
the investigation of complaints against police activity or 
employees and for the determination of whether dep~rt
mental policy is being carried out is an absolute necessIty. 
Most large police departments now have procedures ?f 
some kind for dealing with charges of misconduct by theIr 
members, whether those charges originate inside or out
side of the department. When such machinery is fully 
and fairly used, in concert with internal investigation and 
inspection programs, it succeeds both in discipli~ing 
misbehaving officers and deterring others from mIsbe
having. 

The job of ensuring fairness and good community re
lations requires continuous monitoring and creates a 
need at all times for information as to how well depart
mental directives are being carried out and what new 
problems are developing. There are numerous means 
through which an aggressive leadership can fill this need. 
For example, if the department has an active program 
of working with community groups, much information 
can be gained through direct communication. An 
alert inspection unit will provide valuable information, 
particularly regarding problem areas and the relative 
effectiveness of different personnel units and techniques. 
Internal investigations also provide important informa
tion about the conduct of individual officers. Once the 
department has obtained information concerning possible 
misconduct or violations of policies relating to commu
nity relations, it must give the same dedication and atten
tion to further investigation and, when appropriate, 
punishment as it gives to other vital areas of police work. 

Many police agencies have recognized this need and 
are seeking to meet it. But in many, the programs are 
seriously inadequate and in all those examined during the 
Commission's studies there is room for improvement. 
The purpose of this section is to suggest machinery for 
handling complaints and enforcing policy. 

American police departments have long faced prob
lems in fighting corruption and the best departments have 
responded by developing specialized investigative ma
chinery to deal with them. These internal investigative 
units, described in chapters 3 and 7, operating independ
ently under a senior officer, have proved valuable in at
tempts to control corruption. The internal investigation 
units should be just as diligent in sampling the conduct of 
its officers and ferreting out misconduct against citizens 
as in ferreting out corruption. For example, they should 
be willing to observe police conduct on the street, to have 
menin stationhouses to determine whether physical abuse 
occurs, and to utilize other promising investigative 

m Supra, note 22 at pp. 137-138. 
418 Police Department of Boise, Idal1o, "Police Manual," p. 6, (luoted in supra, 

noto 22 at p. 14J. 

techniques. In 1966 Chicago established an Undue 
Force Unit within the Internal Investigation Division. 
The Unit is commanded by a Lieutenant and consists of 
8 Negro and 7 white investigators. . 

Policemen all too often, because of mIsplaced loyalty, 
overlook serious misconduct by other officers. This has 
relevance to community relations as well as corruption. 
The Michigan State survey indicates that there IS sel
dom any established procedures to accommodate the 
complaint of one officer against another and that ".nearly 
every organization contacted made it extremely d.lfficult 
both formally and informally for a patrolman to mforI?
higher officials of improper conduct on the part of hIS 
fellow officers or his supervisors. The departments 
nearly always require an exhaustion of the chain of com
mand before pressing a complaint elsewhere." 477 

An officer should in no way be discouraged from re
porting misconduct of other personnel. This will only 
serve to perpetuate misconduct. Rather, a department 
should provide a suitable procedure whereby misconduct 
of other officers and of superiors can be reported outside 
of normal channels, if necessary. In 1966 such procedures 
were in effect in the Boise, Idaho, force: ·178 

Reporting Violations of Laws, Ordinances, Rules or Orders 

If you know of other members or employee.s viol~ting laws, 
ordinances, or rules of the department, or dlsobeymg orders, 
you shall report same in .writing .to the c~ief. of police via. ?f
ficial channels. If you belIeve the mformatJ.on IS of such sensItIv
ity or such gravity !hat it m~st be brought to immed~ate personal 
attention of the chIef of polIce you may bypass offiCIal channels. 

Citizen Complaints 

No department can be expected to operate without 
some misconduct at times by some of its personnel. Every 
department can, however, be expected to attempt to 
discover its faults, correct them where possible, and learn 
from them. Since law enforcement is primarily a busi
ness which deals with the public and must have its trust, 
complaints by citizens offer a unique opportunity-a chan
nel for communication that may otherwise not exist, a 
means for discovering failures to follow department pol
icies, a method for the redress of grievances, and an early 
warning of larger troubles. How a department treats 
such complaints is a general index of its concern or lack 
of concern for community relations. 

Although some departments have recognized the vital 
role that a good complaint procedure can play in police 
administration, too few forces today have adequate pro
cedures for dealing with complaints. The Michigan State 
survey found, that "there exists a widespread distrust of 
the internal police trial procedures by the major minority 
groups around the country." 470 The University of Cali
fornia study made a similar finding as to Philadelphia and 
San Diego.4so Although some of the reasons for distrust 
are unjustified, there is a basis for the feeling that many 
departments have adopted procedures which discourage 
rather than encourage the filing of complaints and which 
are unfair either to the complainant or to the officer com
plained against. 

"iD Supra, note 22 at p. 223. 
,"0 S.'pr., note 21 at vol. I, pp. 57-58, 39, 172-173; vol. II at p. 100. 



Reception of Complaints. Since citizen complaints 
are extremely important to police departments, efforts 
should be made to encourage citizens with grievances 
to file them. Unfortunately, police officers and de
partments often regard a citizen complaint as an attack 
on the police as a whole rather than a complaint 
against an individual officer,481 and therefore, attempt to 
discourage citizens from filing them. The discouraging 
of citizen complaints not only deprives a department of 
valuable information but also convinces the public that 
the kinds of practices complained about are condoned 
or even expected. 

Several methods of discouraging complaints have been 
practiced in the past. In one large eastern city, for ex
ample, the police department used to charge many of 
those who filed complaints of police misconduct with filing 
false reports with the police. In 1962, 16 of 41 persons 
(almost 40 percent) who filed complaints were arrested 
for filing false charges, in comparison with the arrest of 
omy 104 of 33,593 persons (0.3 percent) who filed similar 
charges against private citizens:182 OffiCt~rs sometimes 
told prospective complainants that all statements must be 
made under oath and that they could be charged with 
false reporting. Such a statement is apt to discourage 
complaints whether or not such charges are actually filed. 
In 1965, the Commissioners of the District of Columbia 
issued an order forbidding the police to file a charge of 
"false report" without their specific approva1.4~3 How
ever, the practice, as of 1966, was to drop criminal 
charges against a person if he would agree to withdraw 
his complaint or agree not to file one. Similar procedures 
have discouraged complaints in New York and other 
localities.484 

In Philadelphia, the police review board found in 
1959 "that it seemed to be standard police procedure to 
charge a person with resisting arrest or disorderly con
duct whenever the person charges the police with 
brutality." 485 It also found some evidence that two 
complainants had been intimidated-one by arrest at the 
completion of the hearing and one by harassment before 
it. Following the board's recommendation, the Com
missioner ordered that such practices be "immediately 
discontinued." 486 However, the University of Califor
nia study found that there is still "fear of police retalia
tion if a complaint is lodged against a police officer." 487 

An observer from Michigan State University reported 
the following incident: 488 

A Negro stopped the police supervisor with whom 0 r t ff u s -a 
member was riding. The Negro indicated that two officers had 
mistreated him earlier in the night and he wanted to make a 
formal complaint. * * * The supervisor suggested to the com-
plaihant that the complaint was going to cause everybody a lot 
of troubl.e.. He recommended th.at the whole thing be dropped 
because If It was not the complainant would have to miss a lot 
of work, etc., to pursue it. After listening to the supervisor, the 
complainant went on his way, and as far as the staff member 
knows, the complaint never received further attention. 

481 Supra, noto 21, vol. r, pp. 153-154; vol. II at pp. 100, 187. 
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The survey concluded that, through a variety of tech
niques "there was a tendency to discourage complaints 
against police officers." 480 

The mechanics of receiving complaints often tends 
to discourage potential complainants from taking any 
action. Some procedures are so little known, so complex, 
or so hard to pursue that the ordinary citizen either gives 
up or never tries in the first place. Indeed, 75 percent 
of police departments have no formal complaint require
ments at all:J90 

Police departments should ensure that officers in no 
way discourage the filing of complaints. Once complaints 
are filed, they should be transmitted immediately to the 
proper bureau. When made a complaint should be ac
cepted: (1) whether reported in person, in writing, or by 
telephone; (2) whether made anonymously> sworn to, or 
in any other form; and (3) whether from the victim, an 
eyewitness, a person who has merely heard of the incident, 
or an organization such as a civil rights group. 

Prosecution for other charges should never depend in 
any way on whether the defendant has made or dropped 
a complaint. Even if the complaining citizen wishes to 
drop the complaint, the department should continue its 
investigations, if only to prevent any possibility that com
plaining witnesses will be discouraged or intimidated. As 
in Chicago, records of all complaints should be kept and, 
as in Detroit, settlements should be reviewed by the Chief 
of Police or another high-ranking official.4lJl 

Departments should advertise widely, as Oakland and 
New York have done, that they seek out all complaints of 
police misbehavior of any type.4D2 Complaint forms 
should be available for civic organizations, civil rights 
groups, antipoverty agencies, and neighborhood advisory 
committees.403 Advisory committees should be constantly 
reminded to encourage residents with complaints to bring 
them forward. 4114 

Complaint Investigations. Although 90 percent of 
police departments surveyed by Michigan State and the 
National League of Cities now require an investigation of 
all citizen complaints, many forces do not have a desig
nated special unit for dealing with complaints. Those 
forces lacking such units in the survey group tended to be 
State police organizations, departments in cities below 
75,000 population, and southern departments. But there 
were some larger cities as well. The following tabulation 
shows the means available in departments for processing 
citizen complaints: 405 

Michigan State Survey NationallGa~ue of Cities 
N=57 Survey =395 

Number Percent Number Percent 

No special uniL ••••.•.•••••••• 27 47.3 114 28.8 
Speci31 uniL •••.•...•.•••••••• 29 50.8 191 48.3 
No answer or other .•••••••••••. 1 1.7 90 22.8 
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Although the best police practice has long recog~ized 
the utility of internal investigative units for control
ling corruption, the Michigan State survey found that of 
those forces which had some kind of special unit, only 
half were internal investigation units: ·J90 

Units 

Internal investigation _____________________________ • _____ _ 
Bureau of Staff Services __ • ______________________________ _ 
Community relations. _____________________ • _____________ _ 
Person nel. ____ •• ______________________________________ _ 
Other _________________________________________________ _ 

Departments responding 

Number Percent 

15 
5 
2 
2 
6 

50.0 
16.6 
6.6 
6.6 

20.0 

The Michigan State study confirmed that discipline is 
still regarded as a function of line supervisors. It noted 
that, even in a department with an internal investigation 
unit, in 70 percent of complaints investigated, the in
vestigation was performed by the district personnel where 
the accused officer was assigned.49i In total, fewer than 
5 percent of the 191 departments responding to a 1963 
survey relied exclusively on a special unit to investigate 
citizens' complaints.49B 

An internal investigations unit-or a designated indi
vidual in smaller departments-is necessary both to orga
nizational control and to good community relations. The 
Michigan State and University of California surveys 
found that in departments without units, where investiga
tions were conducted by the line unit involved, they were 
often haphazard and dependent on the attitude of the pal
ticular line commander; an independent, objective in
vestigation was more difficult to obtain and, even if this 
was accomplished, suspicion of the result was more likely; 
records were generaIly inadequate; and department regu
lations were often not foIlowed or were unclear.499 Conse
quently, as the International Association of Chiefs of 
Police and the President's Commission on Crime in the 
District of Columbia recommended for the Washington, 
D.C., Police Department, all citizen complaints should 
be handled, not merely supervised, by the specialized 
unit.50o The unit should be commanded by a high rank
ing officer who reports directly to the chief. 

According to the Michigan State study, the caliber of 
investigations varied from completely inadequate to ex
cellent. The difference tended to depend on the atti
tudes of the supervisors and investigators-that is, on the 
comInitment of the department to ferret out misconduct 
directed at citizens. Investigators sometimes dis
courage complaints by calling on complainants repeatedly 
at work or coming to their homes in marked police cars.50l 
The study concluded that most departments needed closer 
supervision of investigators to ensure adherence to regu
lations and adequate investigation.502 

Resolution of Complaints. The Michigan State survey 
found numerous weaknesses in procedures to resolve com
plaints. For example, in one department, the com
mander of the internal affairs bureau indicated that there 
had been some civil judgments holding policemen liable 

4'" Id. at pp. 196, 198. 
m rd. at p. 211. 
<I'S Supra, note 490 at p. 501. 
400 Supra, note 22 at pp. 202-20'~, 218-221; supra, note 21 at vol. I, pp. 170-112, 

lH; and vol. II at p. 239. 
600 Supra, note 77 at pp. 80-81. 
001 Supra, note 22 at p. 220. 
""J Id. at pp. 218-223. 

but that the department did not believe any of the cases 
merited disciplinary action. The department had no 
records concerning any of thes~ cases: Betweejn 1960 a?d 
1965 this department had mvesugated 12.. exceSSIVe 

, . dh d . d 503 force complall1ts an a sustall1e none. 
During the suryey, al?p~'oximatel~ ~O~ departments 

were polled regardll1g their ll1ternal dlSClplll1ary proceed
ings. Of the 63 departments repor.ting, 5 perce~t found 
that 40 to 50 percent of the complall1ts they received had 
some merit and were sustained. In contrast, 50 percent 
of the departments found that less than 10 percent of the 
complaints they received were valid. Ten percent of the 
departments could not decide 70 to 100 percent of !he 
complaints as true or not while 40 p~rce~t co~ld ~o~clde 
in at least 90 percent of the complall1t SituatIOns. . A 
more detailed examination of excessive force complall1ts 
in five cities based in part on confidential departmental 
records, als~ indicates a wide variation in the number 
of complaints sustained.50s 

These figures reveal, as was found by Michigan State, 
that "there is such a wide variation in the disposition of 
complaints that the public at times has c~use to .suspect 
that the police may not always be ~andlll1g their. co~
plaints properly." 500 As Deputy Chief Klug of Cll1Cll1-
nati has said: 50i 

The thing that bothers me is that police continue to receive 
huge numbers of complaints but there are only a few instances 
where the complainant is upheld. They can't be wrong that 
much-and we can't be right that much. 

Police complaint investigative procedures in most de
partments :t;1ust be substantial!y impro~ed to obtain results 
which are Just to all the parties and gIVe .the appearance 
of fairness. At present, the procedures m most depart
ments have many deficiencies. For example, a study by 
the Harvard Law Review in 1963 found that 70 percent of 
police departments .surveyed had no for:t;1al hear.ings even 
for serious complamts; almost half With hearm.gs he.ld 
them in secret· the complainant could not examll1e Wlt-

, d' nesses in 20 percent; he was entitled to the. epartment s 
investigative report in only 5 percent; and I~ 20 percent, 
the complainant and officer were not entItled to the 
assistance 'of counsepos The Michigan State survey 
found that the trial board in one city is ineffective because 
of the lack of the subpoena power; that in many cities the 
secrecy of trial boards leads. to public di~trust;. ~hat th.e 
denial to complainants of a nght to a hearll1g or, If one IS 
held, to present witnesses or to testify th~ms~lves, produces 
charges of unfai:ness; and that. orgalllzayona.l and pro
cedural compleXity, the lack of mformatlOll given to t~e 
public, and lack of supervision of police personnel diS
courages many complaints.5ao 

All departments must reassess their existing hea~ng 
procedures to determine whether they meet appropnate 
standards of fairness for all parties. Certainly, such 
reassessment should determine whether departmental 
hearing officers are properly screen~d ~o ensure against 
decisions which are based upon prejudice or preference. 
A reassessment of hearing procedures should also confront 
issues such as whether both parties should be entitled to 

'~3 lei •• t p. 172. 
"", ld. at pp. 201., 201b. 
505 Supra, note 22 at pp. 169, 171. 

:~ ~~~h!r~' ~~~~rol "Toda)"R Police Cast in Role of an Enemy o( Society," 
the 'Vashinston Post, June 26, 1966, sec. A, p. 6, cols. 1,2, 3. 
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counsel, whether both should have subpoena power, 
whether both should be entitled to be present during the 
entire hearing, whether both should have the right to 
cross-examination, whether transcripts should be pro
vided, whether hearings should be formal or informal and 
whether all hearings should be opened to the public. 

The foIlowing procedures seem consistent with the best 
practices: 

1. Minor complaints should be resolved through "in
formal procedures or summalY punishment wherever 
. possible. Often a formal apology from the department or 
the expunging of an arrest record wiII be sufficient where 
such a complaint has merit. 

2. Serious complaints, such as physical or verbal abuse, 
discrimination, or harassment, should always go through 
normal departmental procedures for serious punishment 
unless the investigation shows no evidence at all of 
misconduct. 

3. Such procedures should include, as is now the prac
tice in most departments, a hearing before a trial board 
unless the department is so smaIl that the chief of police 
can himself conduct the hearing. If a board is con
vened, its members should be carefully screened for 
impartiality and lack of prejudice. The hearing should 
be open to the public; the complainant and any wit
nesses he desires should be present; both the officer and 
the complainant should have subpoena powers, be repre
sented by counsel, and be able to see the investigative 
report if they so desire; there should 'be opportunity for 
cross-examination by both the officer and the complain
ant; if desired by any party, a transcript should be made; 
and the decision should be prompt-probably no more 
than a month, except in unusual cases, after a complaint 
is filed. The trial board should render an opinion con
taining findings of all important facts and explaining 
its reasoning. 

In some cities, disciplinary hearings are conducted by 
civil service commissions or by other agencies which are 
independent of the police department. In these cities, 
the agencies responsible for discipline must undertake the 
same type of reassessment of procedure& that must be 
undertaken by police departments. Where necessary, 
laws or ordinances should be revised. 

Discipline. The need for reassessment is not limited to 
hearing procedures. It is also essential that existing disci
plinary policies be reexamined. Many persons have 
charged that where officers are found guilty of misconduct 
relating to abuse of authority or community relations, they 
are either punished too lightly or not at all. On the 'other 
hand, in some cities, associations of police officers or police 
unions complain that disciplinary actions assessed by the 
chief or statutory authority are often too severe for minor 
misconduct. The Michigan Civil Rights Commission 
concluded with regard to one large department: 510 

The record of disciplinary actions taken by the Department 
in civil rights violations shows a practice of differential treat
ment. Disciplinary action went beyond written reprimand in 
only two instances where civil rights violations were charged. 
In too many cases the disciplinary measures invoked are not 
consistent with the seriousness of the offense. * * * 

tilO Supra, note 382 at p. 5. 
tin Supra, note 22 at p. 186. 
." Supra, note 21 at vol. If, pp. 201-202. "3 Id. at vol. I, pp. 172,175. 
Gl-t Intuvicw with n Mexicnn·Amcrican lender in San Diego, supra, nole 21 at 
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The Commission has emphasized to the Department the prin
ciple that disciplinary ~eas~res take~ i~ c,ivil righ~s ca.ses must 
receive the same consideratIOn as dlsclplme applIed mother 
violations. 

The Michigan State survey concluded that "probably 
the strongest criticism that can be offered is that seldom 
is meaninO"ful disciplinary action taken against officers 
guilty of o~e or more of the forms of brutality." 5n 

In contrast, many police departments impose sev~re 
and automatic punishments for comparatively minor \'10-

lations of regulations. For example, in Philadelphia, 
department regulations impose the same penalty-rep
rimand to 5 days' suspension for a first offense-for 
"[u]sing rude or insulting language or conduct offensive 
to the public" as for "unexcused tardiness" or "occupy
ing a seat in a public conveyance while in uniform to the 
exclusion of paying passengers." 512 • 

Clearly, police departments must take steps to lI~sure 
that punishments more suitable to the offem "ommlt~ed 
are given. This will require that all departme!1ts ~xamme 
penalties to de~ermine whether they are effective 1!1 d~ter
ring future misconduct and whether they are Justified 
when the nature of the offense is considered. 

Publicizina the Decision. Once the decision on a com
plaint has "been made, the comI?laina~t should be notifie.d 
of the decision and of the baSIS for It. And the publIc 
should have access to the facts of the case and the nature 
of the decision. Unless the public has access to reliable 
information, it is likely to assume the worst. 013. 0!1 
the other hand, if complainants are told of the ~ISpOSI
tion "[t]hey would know that the Department IS con
cerded and that their complaint was not thrown in the 
wastebasket." 514 

Michigan State found that in 50 of 57 police depart
ments notification of disposition of the complainant was 
given automatically, but that in 4, it was given only on 
request and in 3, not at all. Only 25 of the 57 depart
ments surveyed by Michigan State, however, made inves
tigative reports public to any extent, while 32 did not 
at al1.51G 

In addition, when an incident or series of incidents ~as 
raised tension in an area, it will often be desirable for the 
determination to be announced and explained directly to 
the residents of the area either through the community 
relations unit, a neighborhood advisory meeting, or some 
other similar procedure.51G An annual report by the 
police department providing such facts as the number 
and kinds of complaints, the kinds of people who made 
them, the disposition of the complaint, and t~e p~nish
ments imposed can also make a useful contnbutlOn to 
better public understanding. 

EXTERNAL REVIEW 

In view of the increasing involvement of government 
officials in the lives of citizens, adequate procedures for 
the consideration of such individual grievances as citizens 
may have against such officials are essential. So ~ar as 
possible, it is desirable that procedures for the consldera-

ulG The San Mateo County Sheriff"s Department l~otifieB .the NAACP J Ameri.cnn 
Civil J iberties Union or other appropriate "socull actton groups that mlcht 
reasonably be expected' to llova an interest" in citizen cOh1plajnts~ nnd these groups 
are kept informed as the investigation 'proceeds. If the group deCides to con~uct ~n 
investiga.tion the Sheriff's Office cooperates with it. San Mateo Cou~tYt Cnhformi 
Sheriff's Off;cc Information Bulletin No. 25, "Procedure for Handhng Personne 
Complaints Involving Persons from Minority Groups," pp. 1-2. 
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tion of individual grievances against policemen-as well 
as grievances against other governmental officials or em, 
ployees-be established within the governmental agency 
involved. 

In all jurisdictions, if a complainant remains dissatis
fied with the internal disposition of a case, there are other 
avenues of appeal outside the police agency: The local 
prosecutor; the courts; elected officials such as council
men or the mayor; the State's attorney general; and the 
U.S. Department of Justice. In some jurisdictions, other 
forums exist such as civil rights or human relations com
missions, civilian review boards, and ombudsmen. While 
these institutions have procedures for processing citizen 
grievances about the conduct of public officers or em
ployees, they are frequently too formal, awesome, expen
sive, or geographically far removed from the often be
wildered citizen. Some of them lack the machinery or 
resources to process grievances properly. Some can take 
action only if a criminal law has been violated and many 
acts of misconduct complained of do not qualify as a 
basis for criminal action. 

In going beyond the established legal procedures, the 
Commission found it unreasonable to single out the police 
as the only agency which should be subject to special 
scrutiny from the outside. The Commission, therefore, 
did not recommend the establishment of civilian review 
boards in jurisdictions where they do not exist, solely to 
review police conduct. The police department is only one 
of a number of official agencies with whom the public has 
contact, and in some cases, because the police are the most 
visible and conspicuous representatives of local govern
ment, they may be the focus of more attention than they 
deserve. Incompetence and mistreatment by housing, 
sanitation, health, and welfare officials can be as injurious 
to citizens as mistreatment by the police and should be 
equally subject to public scrutiny. These officials, like 
policemen, are public servants. 

If an agency's internal procedures for review of citizen 
grievances are ineffective or fail to inspire public confid
ence, including the confidence of those who may have 
legitimate grievances, further recourse is essential. The 
form that such further recourse should take is dependent 
on local needs and governmental structure. 

The following section examines the various methods 
now utilized in different jurisdictions for external re
view of citizen complaints. Essentially, they present the 
several alternatives from which each jurisdiction can 
choose the most appropriate method of civilian recourse. 
It deserves emphasis that the following description of 
various techniques that some jurisdictions are using or 
have used for external review of citizen complaints is in
cluded here to make available the results of research by 
the Commission staff and consultants. It is not intended 
in any way to indicate endorsement by the Commission or 
its Police Panel. The position of the Corr:·;nission and 
the Panel on the subject of external review i~ set forth in 
the preceding paragraphs of this section and at page 103 
of the Commission's General Report. 

Gli Supra, note 22 at p. 200. 
518 Supra, note 77 at p. 77. 
510 Supra, notc 22 at p. 206. 

Review by Civilian Officials 

Unless limited by a statute assigning final authority to 
discipline police officers to the police chief, civil service 
commission, or some other body, the mayor or city council 
normally has the power to review any such determination. 
However, this authority is rarely exercised effectively 
because the elected officials neither have the time 
nor the staff to consider carefully individual cases. 
As a result, the relatively few complaints made to elected 
officials are generally referred to the police department 
for investigation and determination with little, if any, 
review by the elected officials. 

In 50 of 55 cities responding to the Michigan State 
University survey, no such review existed. In two cities, 
there was further review before a civilian board appointed 
by the chief executive; in two, before the public safety 
director; and in one, the chief executive.517 

In the District of Columbia, the Board of Commission
ers reviews all summary hearings and trial board cases. 
The Board almost invariably approves the disciplinary 
actions. From 1962 through 1965, the Board affirmed 
86 of 92 trial board determinations, modified 3, and re
versed 3.518 

In Cincinnati, either the officer or the complainant 
can appeal to the civilian director of public safety who is 
superior to the chief of police. The chief of police can 
decide to hold a new hearing.no 

In Chicago, a five-man police board, appointed by the 
mayor, supervises the police department. In disciplinary 
matters, the case is presented to the board by the city 
council and the five members sit as a reviewing body. 
The accused officer may appear with counsel if he chooses, 
While it does not now uo so, the police board has au
thority to hear appeals by citizens from the police super
intendent's decision.520 

Court Review 

Some kinds of police conduct have traditionally been 
subject to review by the courts. It is very difficult to 
determine what impact this kind of review has had on 
police-community relations. It seems likely, however, 
that, except where the exclusionary rule has been applied, 
judicial influence has not been substantial. There arc 
several reasons why this is so. 

Criminal Law. The relevance of the criminal law to 
police-community relations is limited by the fact that 
many forms of police misconduct affecting police-com
munity relations, such as verbal abuse, coercion of re
spect and the like, are not violations of the criminal law. 
It is further limited by the problem of proof and credi
bility of testimony. In many cases" the only witnesses to 
the misconduct are the policeman arid the alleged victim, 
and often the alleged victim and non police witnesses are 
from minority groups, are poor or unemployed, or have 
criminal records. fi21 Finally, many prosecutors are reluc
tant to bring charges except in serious cases because they 
work so closely with the police.522 

nc'O Jd. at pp. 213-21<1. 
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In some jurisdictions, special procedures have been 
established to insure that complaints against the police 
which may amount to criminal offenses are brought to 
the attention of the prosecutor. In Los Angeles County, 
the district attorney has gone a step further and estab
lished a special section within the division of investigation 
to deal with alleged official misconduct. This section 
investigates complaints of illegal conduct against all local 
officials including the police, monitors investigations of 
particular officers by the police departments themselves, 
and investigates all homicides by police officers.523 

Such procedures are helpful. However, the basic prob
lem is to assure that prosecutors enforce the criminal law 
as vigorously against public officers as against private 
citizens. Since it is sometimes difficult for local prose
cutors to prosecute local public officials, authority should 
be given to State's attorneys general to bring such cases 
when nece~sary. 

The principal Federal criminal statute with relevance 
to police misconduct is section 242 of title 18 which pro
hibits the deprivation "under the color of any law * .y,. * 
of any rights, privileges or immunities secured or pro
tected by the Constitution or laws of tile United States 
* * * on account of such inhabitant being an alien or by 
reason of his color or race." In Screws v. United States, 
however, the Supreme Court interpreted the statute to 
require that the prosecution prove not merely that the 
defendant sheriff had beaten a helpless prisoner to death 
but that he "had the purpose to deprive the prisoner of Cl 

constitutional right." 524 
In 1961, the Civil Rights Commission found this stat

ute largely ineffective and criticized the forcefulness with 
which it had been enforced.52ij In 1965, it found that 
enforcement had improved somewhat due to the addition 
of personnel to the Civil Rights Division of the Depart
ment of Justice. Seventy-three cases had been brought 
in 2 years, an increase of 75 percent.52G In April 1966, 
the President asked Congress to authorize an additional 
100 FBI agent& and supporting personnel to deal with 
this kind of crime and Congress did so. 

In 1961 and again in 1965, the Civil Rights Commis
sion recommended that section 242 be clarified by specif
ically making it a crime to perform, maliciously Hnder 
color of law, certain prescribed acts including the fol
lowing: 527 

1. Subjecting any person to physical injury for an 
unlawful purpose; 

2. Subjecting any person to unnecessary force during 
the course of an arrest or while the person is being held 
in custody; 

3. Subjecting any person to violence or unlawful re
straint in the course of eliciting a confession to a crime 
or any other information. 

Civil Remedies. If an officer is guilty of misconduct, 
civil damages are legally available. Damages may in
clude losses for physical injuries, medical costs, loss of 
earnings, harm to-reputation, injury to property, an..d, in 
so~e inst~nc~s? pa~~ a'1dsufferi!1g.:Abuse.which is'pu,rely 

, • '. .... I. .'.. '.' 
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verbal, however, is not usually recompensable. If a judg
ment is awarded, it can influence the future action of 
officers or policies of a department, regardless of whether 
the judgment is paid by the officer himself, an insurance 
company, or the city. 

In a few jurisdictions, civil actions are frequently 
brought in cases involving excessive force. During 1965, 
citizens filed 237 suits against New York City alleging 
police hrutality; in 35, claims totailing $169,482 were 
settled or were sustained at trial. From July 1, 1963, to 
Ju.ly 1, 1964, 326 actions were brought and the city paid 
out $232,425 in 72 cases.52S 

While civil cases are more frequent than criminal 
cases, particularly in large cities, civil litigation also has 
serious difficulties. The chief witnesses are still likely 
to be the alleged victim and the officer. Even if a victim 
is successful, the officer may not be able to pay the judg
ment. Unless the prospect of payment is substantial, 
there is little incentive for the victim to incur the costs 
of investigation and counsel necessary to the suit or for 
counsel to take the case on a contingent fee basis.520 

In many States, the alternative of suit against the city 
or State which employs the officer is blocked by the doc
trine of sovereign immunity. In an increasing number 
of others, however, this has been changed by statute or 
court decision.s30 Most of the judicial decisions have 
involved negligent actions by government officials and 
therefore it is often not clear whether the governmental 
entity is liable for nonnegligent misconduct, the kind 
which most often affects community relations. In Illinois 
and Connecticut, police officers are entitled to inder nifi
cation for recoveries against them.531 And in some States, 
policemen and sheriffs must post bond for the conduct 
of their officers.532 

Procedures should be adopted in 'all jurisdictions to 
permit citizens to recover civil damages if they can prove 
damages due to officer misconduct. This may require 
waiver of sovereign immunity, requirements of bonding, 
provision for payment of counsel, or other cha'nges in 
the law. In some instances, however, bonding and 
indemnification may lessen the deterrent effect. 

The Federal civil statute, 42 U.S.C. 1983, is almost 
identical to the Federal criminal statute except that it 
does not require proof that the officer intended to deny 
the r.itizen a constitutional right. It covers not only ex
cessive force but arrest without probable cause, illegal 
searches,533 and other violations of constitutional rights 
by police officers, and provides for injunctions as weil as 
money damages. 

In the 2-year period beginning in 1959, only 42 such 
suits were brought "for police brutality"-with few judg
ments awarded-and in 1961, the Civil Rights Commis
sionconcluded that this section was ineffective.534 The 
Civil Rights Commission therefore recommended that the 
statute should be amended (1) to allow suits against the 
local government as well as the police officer and (2) 
to allow the district courts to award costs and reasonable 
attorney's fees both in cases for damages and in cases for 
injunctive relief.53J No action has yet been taken on this 
recommendation. 

:;2D Supra, note 331 at p. 7L 
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Court Exclusion of Evidence. In addition to those 
cases in which the courts are asked to review police con
duct directly by way of a prosecution or civil action for 
damages, police conduct may come before the courts in 
the course of a normal prosecution. For example, a 
court may be asked to admit evidence which a police 
officer seized illegally or to accept a confession which the 
police obtained in some way not in accordance with law. 
In this kind of case, the Supreme Court has over a period 
of time developed a set of rules which prohibits the use 
of this kind of evidence. The impact of these rules, how
ever, is limited to police conduct which is designed to ob
tain evidence for use in a criminal case.53G This is only· 
one ':ype of abuse which must be protected against, and 
only a small proportion of police abuses have this purpose. 

Civilian Review Boards 

Many citizens, particularly those from minority groups 
and civil rights organizations, have been dissatisfied with 
police internal review procedures. They have urged the 
creatlon of civilian review boards to investigate and de
termine the validity of citizen complaints. Civilian re
view boards of one sort or another were· established in 
Washington, D.C. (in 1948), Philadelphia (in 1958), 
Minneapolis and York, Pennsylvania (in 1960), Rochester 

(in 1963), and New York City (in 1966). Boards have 
been proposed in many other cities, including Chicago, 
Cincinnati, Detroit, Los Angeles, Oakland, Newark, 
Pittsburgh, and Seattle. Bms have been introduced in 
the California, Massachusetts, and New York legislatures 
to require large cities or the State to form such boards.537 

But civilian review boards have had a stormy history. 
The boards in Philadelphia and Rochester have been the 
subject of court suits with injunctions against their op
eration during part of their lives. The board in Wash
ington, D.C., was severely criticized for inaction and was 
thoroughly reorganized in 1965. The boards in Minne
apolis and York never actually operated, and the board 
in New York City after a very heated campaign, was re
jected by the electorate and has been replaced by a board 
composed of civilian police employees. 

While those boards which have gone into operation 
differed somewhat in organization and detail, their basic 
concept has been the same. They have been advisory 
only, having no power to decide cases. The New York 
City and Washington, D.C., boards have even lacked the 
power to indicate their views on the merits of the case, 
being limited to recommending whether a police trial was 
necessary or not. The details of operation of four such 
boards are described in the following chart: 538 

Civilian Review Board, Organization and Procedures 

I New York Philadelphia I Rochester Washington 

1. Number of members 7 (3 police) 8 (including 2 former police 9 7 (2 attorneys) 
officers) 

2. Staff Civilian executive director, deputy direclor Full·time executive secretary Part·time executive sccre· None 
and assistant director, 2 civilian hearing tary 

3. Jurisdiction 
officers and staff of police officers 

Any misconduct concerning community reo Any misconduct concerning com· Excessive or unnecessary ilny misconduct 

4. Who may complain 
lations 

Any person or group including anonymously 
munity relations 

Victim or interested person or 
force 

Victim or hisrepresenta· Victim only 

5. Who investigates 
organization 

Police board can also investigate 
tive 

Police, but board can sup· Police (internal investigations Board staff 
unit) 

6. Informal settlement 
plement 

Unknown Adjustment encouraged if no 
"substantial physical injury" 

7. Hearing held At discretion of board If complainant requests At discretion of board If complainant requests unless 
"no cause whatsoever for 

8. Hearings open to public No 
citizen's complaint" 

Yes No No 
9. Representation by counsel Yes 

allowed. 
Yes Yes Yes 

10. Counsel provided Both sides if indigent Indigent complainant Indigent complainant No 
11. Evidence rules apply No Ye No Unknown 
12. Cross· examination Yes Yes Yes Unknown 
13. Subpoena power Yes No Yes Yes 
14. Power to decide No No No No 
15. Can recommend punishment No, can recommend only police trial board Yes Yes No, can recommend only police 

trial board or summary 

16. Recommendation made public Unknown Board's discretion 
punishment 

Not until Commissioners act 
17. Miscellaneous 

No, parties notified 
Unknown Can recommend expunging of Unknown 

record 

Prior to its reorganization in 1964, the Washington, 
D.C., board handled only 54 cases. Twenty-three com
plaints were disposed of without formal action, '8 referred 
for police action, no disposition was made of 14, and 9 
dispositions are unknown. The board did not explain 
the basis for its findings even to the police.53n 

After its reorganization, the board assumed jurisdic
tion in 39 cases prior to June 1966. Of the cases re
turned to the board in which the police found no mis-

0:10 Supra, note 352 at p. 488; supra, note 1 at pp. 224-225. 
." Supra, note 490 at pp. 511-512. 
G,. Philadelphia Police Advisory Board, Rules 01 Practice, published in Phila· 
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Columbia Executivo Office, Order No. 65-798, JUDe 11, 1965, quoted in supra, 
note 71 at pp. 77-80; Rochester Municipal Code, eh. 10; Rochester Police Advisory 

conduct, the board took no further action in five because 
of the difficulty of resolving the facts, dismissed six, rec
ommended trial boards in four, and asked the police for 
more information in three. 04o 

The Philadelphia board has received and disposed of 
by far the largest number of cases. Its case load has 
steadily Increased from 32 the first year to 75 the second 
and 131 in 1965. The character of the complaints re-

Board, first and sccond annual reports; New York Polico Department, "Civilian 
Complaints-Revised Procedures," General Order No. 14, May 2, 1966 . 

~~o ~i~~rl~~o~£ ~ol~~bi~7. Complaint RC\'iew Board, Statement to the Banni of 
Commissioners, l\-1oy 19. 1966; Harrison Young, "Review Board Asks Trial in 2 
Charges of 'Police Brlltality,' tI the WashinGton Post, Aug. 5, 1966, scc. C, p. 1, 
cob. 6-8. 
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ceived from 1958 until the middle of 1966 were as fol
lows: 541 

Brutality (presumably including verbal abuse)......... 239 
Illegal entry and search, etc .... " ....... ' . . . .. . . . . . . . . 108 
Harassment ....................................... " .. 125 

. Other .............................................. ", 99 

Total. ....... " ............................... 571 

Almost two-thirds of the complaints were filed by Negroes, 
although the city is almost three-fourths white. Over 
50 percent of the complainants had no prior arrest 
record.542 

In Philadelphia, the disposition of complaints for the 
period October 1958 through December 1965 was as 
follows: 543 

October 1958 
to 

December 1965 
Number of complaints................................ 704 
Number withdrawn, closed, settled without hearing or 

complainant failed to appear....................... 320 
Suspensions recommended. . .. . .. . ..... . . . .... ... . .. . . . 15 
Reprimands recommended............................ 23 
fmproper police action (no discipline taken and record 

of complainant expunged) ...................... "" 4·9 
Cases undecided......... . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . 174 

In many cases, citizens sought an explanation of police 
powers or other information. Some cases were settled 
by an apology by the officer or by modification of some 
police activity. Most cases, through the middle of 1966, 
have been settled without a hearing. Board actions have 
included commendation of the police officer, recommen
dations for psychiatric examination, disciplinary action or 
dismissal (2 cases) , suspension of 1 to 30 days (23 cases), 
and reprimand (19 cases). In a number of cases, the 
board recommended discipline stronger than that recom
mended by the original police investigation.544 

During its first 28 months, the Rochester advisory board 
received 50 complaints: 545 

Unnecessary or excessive use of force ................ . 
False arrest ......................................... . 
Harassment ......................................... . 
Refusal to allow accused to telephone his lawyer or 

f~i!>: ............................................ . 
IndIgmtIes .......................................... . 
Loss or destruction of personal property ............. . 
Denial of medical attention .......................... . 
Discourtesy ...................... : .................. . 
Illegal search ........................................ . 
Others ...... , ............... " ............... " ..... . 

21 
12 
9 

4· 
3 
2 
2 
2 
1 
6 

Of these, only 16 were within the narrow jurisdiction of 
the board-physical abuse.. Forty percent of the .c~m
plaints were filed by Negroes. Of the 16 complamts 
within the board's jurisdiction, 6 were dismissed on proce
dural grounds or withdrawn, 1 decided in favor of the 
police and 1 against, and 8 had not been decided at the 
time an injunction was issued against the board.546 In 

GU Supra, nole 21 at vol. II, p. 236. . . . . 
jjl~ hi. at vol. II, pp. 231, 248, 266, 267. In addJl1on, the eXistence of pnor 

arrests WQS not ascertained for 19 percent of the complainants. Id. at p. 267. 
1H3 Philadelphia Police Advisory Board, "Seventh Annual ReIlort," Dec. 31. 1965. 

exhibit B. 
"., Supra, note 21 at vol. II, pp. 231}-231. 
54:f Rochester Police Advisory Board, second annual report, Oct. 1, 1965, llP. 3, 

S. The total includes more than 50 aUegations because some complaints involve 
multiple allegations. 

~~~ bdi't~t r~' p~tjss L. Pemberton, "Rochester's Police Advisory Doard-After 
Eiffhteen Months," November 1964, p. 3. 

v~s New York City Council. "Report to the Committee on City Affairs from its 
Subcommittee on Proposed Civilian CompJaint Review Board," May 18, 1965. 
p.963. 
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the case decided in favor of the police, the board ques
tioned "the propriety of the police procedures employed 
on this occasion" and the chief of police said that "the 
conduct of the police at the scene is being reviewed in 
its entirety." 541 

In New York, approximately 100 complaints were filed 
per week during the board's operation. In contrast, an 
average of 200 complaints were filed per year under the 
earlier procedure from 1960 to 1964.548 Of the first 
300 complaints to the review board, 158 alleged unnec
essary force, 61 abuse of authority, 67 discourtesy, and 14 
ethnic abuse. More complainants lived in middle-class 
white neighborhoods than poor ghetto areas. Of the 
first 407 complaints, 140 came from whites, 113 from 
Negroes, 38 from Hispanic persons, and the race of 116 
was unknown. Of the 146 cases disposed of by the board 
during its existence, the charges in 109 were found to be 
unsubstantiated after investigation, 21 were conciliated, 
11 were outside the board's jurisdiction and referred else
where, disciplinary action was recommended to the Com
mission in 4, and in 1 the officer received a reprimand. 
In none of the cases did the board split between the 
police and civilian members.540 

In addition to handling individual cases, civilian re
view boards have been concerned about police policies 
affecting police-community relations. The Philadelphia 
board, for example, has recommended special training 
on the use of handcuffs, formulation of policies on the use 
of force, and prohibition of the arrest of persons at inter
racial gatherings or interracial couples merely for being 
interracial. The police department, as a result, did forbid 
arrests based on the interracial composition of a group.550 

In Washington, D.C., after a case where a woman 
alleged that an off-duty officer shouted obscenities at her, 
the board suggested that the Commissioners consider 
specific rules of conduct for off-duty policemen. On the 
basis of three cases, it asked for study of the "move on" 
statute, including the development of policies as to how 
policemen should handle inquiries from third persons 
concerning why arrests are made and how to address 
persons they are urging to move on.551 

Civilian review boards have many of the same weak
nesses which exist in internal police machinery in many 
departments. Citizens have had difficulty in obtaining 
complaint forms, the procedures of the board have not 
been widely known, and the boards have been slow in 
their determination of cases. For example, in Philadel
phia, only 8 percent of the cases were concluded within a 
month and 31 percent in less than 4 months; 12 percent 
took over a year .552 

A considerable portion of the boards' problems have 
also been due to lack of staff and delays in receiving 
reports from pol~ce departments. For example, in Phila
delphia, less than half the police investigations are fin
ished in under three months even though the Univer
sity of California study concluded that the investigations 
could have been completed much more quickly. The 

GUJ Bernard Wcinraub, "Few Poor People Accusing Police," NeY' Y~rk Tint~sl 
Oct. 21, 1966, p. 1, col. 1; Bernard Weinraub, "Leary Reports Antt-Pohce VerdIct 
tn 3 of 113 Review Board Csscs," New York Times, Oct. 17, 1966, p. 1, col. 4i 
"Few Complaints Against Police Result in Charges, Board Finds," New York 
Tjmes, Mar. 4, 1967, p. 24, col. 1. 

M" Philadelphia Police Advisory Doard, fourth annunl '-cport, Sept. 30. 1962, 
p. 4; Philadelphia Polico Advisory Board, third annual report, Sept. 3D, 1961, 
pp. 4--5; Philadelphia Police Advisory Doard, first annual rellort, Sept. IS, 1961. 

P'Ji District of Columbia Complaint Review Board. "Statement to. the Board 
of Commissioners," May 19, 1966, p. 1.. Subsequently, the Corporation Counsel 
issued an opinion limiting the scope of tbe "move on" statute. 

... Supra, note 21 at vol. II, pp. 246, 247. 
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investigations in Philadelphia have also been of uneven 
quality. 

Despite these difficulties, the boards have had some 
success. The Philadelphia Police Commissioner has 
shown a willingness to voluntarily follo.w the civilian re
view board's recommendations in most cases.553 In 1959, 
Police Commissioner Gibbons testified in court, in answer 
to a question whether the board had harmed morale, that 
"the board has not only aided me, but has aided the police 
department." 554 The board works in close cooperation 
and constant contact with the top echelons of the police 
department so that complaints can be frequently settled 
quickly and informally without a hearing. And while the 
rank-and-file officers generally oppose the board, the Uni
versity of California study concluded that morale had not 
been perceptibly impaired.555 The Rochester director of 
public safety has also said that the board had not impaired 
the efficiency or morale of the police in that city.550 The 
President's Commission on Crime in the District of Co
lumbia concluded that the Washington board "has im
pressed the Commission with its desire to be fair and 
thorough." 557 The 'members of the boards generally 
have been distinguished citizens and the procedures 
adopted appear to be fair. 

The attitudes of minority and civil liberties leaders have 
been generally favorable but not enthusiastic. For ex
ample, in Rochester, three Negro leaders are reported to 
have said that the board does not "solve tensions over law 
enforcement" but it is "a constructive step;" it has "done 
some good" and "given the p~lice a more positive name;" 
it has "helped both the police department and citizens by 
preventing emotional reactions from beclouding is
sues." 55S In Washington, D.C., the procedure has been 
criticized by Negroes because it has attracted so few 
complaints and has its investigative work done by the 
police.550 In Philadelphia, the Michigan State study 
found that the public is more confident of obtaining a 
fair hearing and that some believe that the police board 
of inquiry has been led into conducting its proceedings 
more fairly.soo The University of California study found 
that some minority leaders believe that the board is inef
fective and a few even believe that it has no value. How
ever, most find that the board does alleviate tensions at 
least to some extent and show confidence in it by referring 
complainants. But perhaps most important, the Univer
sity of California study found that the complainants them
selves were favorably impressed with the treatment they 
received.50l. The study concluded that the board «has 
war kd f d f 'T . e as an avenue 0 re ress or C1V1 Ian gnevances 
against members of the police force." 502 

Ombudsman 

The first ombudsman was appointed in Sweden in 1809. 
The idea has since been adopted in Finland in 1919, Den-
mark in 1955, Norway and New Zealand in 1962, and 
Great Britain and Nassau County, N.Y., in 1966.563 

In Sweden, the ombud~~1an is chosen by Parliament 

tiii3 Philadelphia Police Advisory Board, Second Annual Report, Sept. 30, 1960. 
p.5. 

15M Transcript, Court of Common PlcBs No.2, December term 1959, No. 207, pp. 
75-76. 
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f)5(J Supra, note 548 at p. 559. 
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558 Quoted in supra, note 547 at p. 6. 
G60 Leonard Downie, Jr., "Complaint Board Criticized," the Washington Post, 

Oct. 31, 1965, sec. K, p. I, cols. 5-8. 
MIl Supra, note 22 at ~p. 215-216. '.1 Supra, note ~1, vol. II, pp. 100, HI, 217, 249,253-254. 
002 Id. at p. 271. 
$63 Alfred Bcxelius, "The Ombudsman for Civil Affah's," in Donald C. Rowat. 

cd., uThe Ombudsman, Citizen's Derender," (London: George Allen and Unwin 

and is usually a jurist. He has eight lawyer assistants. 
He does not have the power to order administrative 
officials to take action except that he can order prosecu
tions. However, this power is now seldom. used; he 
usually makes a public reprimand or criticism. He also 
helps complainants to obtain compensation for damages 
either from the official or the government and recom
mends appropriate interpretations of law or changes in. it. 
Jurisdiction over municipal officials was added in 1957 to 
that over all national officials, including judges, except 
for Ministers of the Government.564 

The ombudsman receives complaints in writing. The 
complainant need not have first complained or appealed 
to the administrative agency. The ombudsman asks the 
appropriate administrative agency for all relevant docu
ments and for an explanation. If he needs further in
formation, he can ask the police to investigate or hold a 
hearing of his own. He also initiates investigations with
out a complaint being filed, often on the basis of regular 
inspection tours.5G5 
, During the 19th century, most cases involved the 

courts, prosecutors, police, and prisoners.5co Matters 
stemming from acts of these same agencies are still being 
considered. But a review of the yearly reports reveals 
"the insignificant number of really flagrant violations of 
the law which have caused intervention." S6~ The om
budsman in Sweden has "kept up a constant defense of 
the rules guaranteeing personal security from abuse of 
police power" for almost 150 years.5CS In recent years the 
growth of other administrative agencies has produced a 
shift of emphasis: 569 

The Swedish Ombudsman: Administrative Scope 
of Cases, 1960-63 

1960 1961 1962 1963 
--------------------' ------
courts................. •••••••••.•• •••••.•..•• 210 
Public prosecutors •••.•..•. _ .••.•• _ ••.•••• _ ••• _. 123 
Police ••..••••••••.•••••••.•...•.. __ •• ••..•.•.. 190 
Execution of verdicts ••••• _..................... 40 
Prison administration........................... III 
Care of mental cases ••..• _ ••••••.•••••.. __ •••• _. 91 
other health and welfare._ .... _ ••. ___ ..••••.• _._ 80 
Public utilities_ .. _............................. 8 
Ecclesiastical authorities •• '" .••.•• •...•.• .•• ••• 20 
King in Council and Parliament.. ••••.••••••••••• 10 
Private associations and persons •...••••.• _...... 56 
Inquires, unclear complaints, etc.................. 52 
others .•••••••.••..•••.•.•••.....• , •••..•.• __ • 314 

171 
171 
101 
35 

123 
110 
76 
13 
32 
8 

38 
71 

322 

178 
81 

168 
44 

106 
123 
93 
14 
14 
6 

22 
58 

373 

241 
108 
213 
55 

146 
102 

99 
17 
19 
6 

59 
65 

395 

During these same years, the ombudsman disposed of 
cases as follows: 570 

1960 1961 1962 1963 

- -------
Dismissed •• _. _. _. ____ ••• __ •••. _ ••..•••.••• ___ . 263 190 217 287 
Transferred or canceled_ ••.•.. _ •....••••••• _ •.•• 20 29 19 22 
Investigated, no direct action ••.••••••••...•.•••• 669 592 620 746 
Criticisms, etc ••....••..•••••••••.•.•••••.••••. 273 208 194 276 
Prosecutions •• _ •••••..•••.••••.••.•••.••••.•••• 8 7 4 6 
Proposals to goveromenL •••..••••••••• _ ••.••••• 5 16 2 14 
Pend ing ..•••••. _ •.....••.•..•.•••••.•••••••••• 240 278 385 430 

--------
Total Cases ...•..•••••.••..••.•.•••••.••• 1,478 1,320 1,441 1,781 

Ltd. 1965), p. 24; Paavo Ka.lari, "The Chancellor of Ju.tico and the Ombud.· 
man '" in Donald Rowat, cd.. op. cit., p. 61; I. M.. Pedersen, "Denmark's 
Omb'udsman," in Donald Rowat, ed., op. cit., p. 97; J. F. Northey, "New Zea. 
land's Parliamentary Commissioner,H in Donald C. Rowat, cd., op. cit., p. 127. 
James H. Sikes, uL. I. Ombudsman Is n Dusy Adviser,t' New York Times, Nov. 20, 
1966, p. 53, col. 1. 
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GOO Id. at p. 36. 
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GaS Stig Jagerskiold, "The Swedish Ombudsman," University of Pennsylvania 

Law Review 109: 1076-1099, 1098 •• 
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The Swedish ombudsman's primal)' function is secur
ing sounder government for the future, as well as review
ing current complaints. In resolving pending cases, the 
ombudsman often recommends that the government or 
the individual official right the wrong which was done, 
such as by returning private property, granting a license, 
or paying damages.571 

The Finnish ombudsman has essentially the same func
tions. The ombudsman's investigations are often con
ducted by police officers even if the conduct of other 
officers is at issue. In 1963, the complaints made to him 
consisted of: 672 

Courts: 
Sentences too severe or wrong.................... 215 
Other procedural faults.......................... 51 

Public prosecutors and police...... .. . ..... . .. ......... 82 
E~ecution of punis.hments .... '" .. , '" .. , " ..... .. .... 102 
Pnson. adI!llms!ra~on ................................ , . 105 
Ordermg mto mstltutional care....................... 18 
Other health and welfare.. ............. .... ..... .. . .. Ii 
Other administration . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 96 
C~nduct of l!lil~tary officials. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
Pnvate aSSOCiatIOns and persons.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 72 
Other................................................ 30 

Total......................................... 787 

In Denmark, the ombudsman, who has a staff of ten, 
has jurisdiction over the ministers of the government but 
not the courts. Although he has the power to order 
prosecution or administrative disciplinary proceedings, 
these powers have never been used. Instead, he reports 
to the complainant and, if the matter is important, to the 
appropriate Minister or Parliament. His major power' 
is the ability to provoke public criticism, although he 
sometimes recommends 'particular administrative or 
legislative changes. 

The ombudsman may consider substance, procedure, 
delay, inconvenience, or impoliteness. The action under 
review need not have been illegal; he can criticize "mb
takes" or "unreasonable" exercise of discretion.573 

In Denmark, far fewer cases are initiated sua sponte 
than in Sweden. Complaint investigation ends (or 
is not commenced at all) the moment it appears to be 
baseless. The Danish ombudsman is concerned more 
with future general consequences of governmental activity 
than with the effect on the complainant. Formal hearings 
are not usually held; instead, the parties are generally 
interviewed separately.574 

Danish cases were disposed of in the following manner 
from 1960 to 1963: 575 

1960 1961 1962 1963 
-------

Dismissed without investigation __________________ 603 584 689 725 
Dismissed after summary investigation ____________ 288 307 239 254 
Formally investigated (including direct actlon) _____ 209 174 152 151 ---------Total ___________________________________ 

I,I~~ 1,065 1,080 1,130 Criticisms, etc. ________________________________ 48 36 53 
Recommendations, etc. _________________________ 12 16 14 10 

Very few cases involve the police. From 1960 to 1963, 
35, 32, 9, and 15 cases out of a total of 209, 174, 152, and 

Gil WaIter Gelhorn, "Ombudsman and Others" (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard 
University Pre .. , 1966), pp. 213-214. 

G72Id. ot p. 70. 
573Id. at pp. 433-434. 
674 I. M. Pedersen, "Denmark's Ombudsman?' in Donald C. Rowat, ed., Ope 

cit., pp. 78-81; Kenneth Culp Davis, "Ombudsman in America: Officers to 
Criticize Administrative Action," University of Pennsylvania Law Review 109: 1057-
1076, 1059-1060; Bert Christensen, uThe Danish Ombudsman," University of 
Pennsylvania Law Review 1l0()-1l26, 111()-1116, 
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151 respectively, which were formally investigated, in
volved either the police or prosecution.576 The police 
cases investigated by the ombudsman have included: a 
citizen who claimed that he was held unduly long without 
trial, which was not upheld since he was being examined 
for mental illness; several cases involving allegedly illegal 
searches, in one of which a technical violation of the re
quirement of written consent to a search was found; and 
two cases involving alleged abusive language where the 
ombudsman found lack of evidence.577 The scope of the 
ombudsman's province even included action in a 1957 
case involving the handcuffing of a woman while being 
taken to the police station. In this case the ombudsman, 
who had no objection to the use of cuffs in this specific 
case, found that the Danish police were generally un
certain about when they might be used, so he recom
mended some guidelines. In another case, the ombuds
man told the police that they had no right to keep the 
fingerprints of an arrested person who was subsequently 
absolved.57s 

In matters concerning the police, the citizen may com
plain directly to the ombudsman without first going to 
the local chief constable or Ministry of Justice. If he 
deems the matter worthy of inquiry, the ombudsman asks 
for a report from the Ministry which may ask in turn for 
a report from the local constable. The ombudsman may 
then decide the matter or may himself make a further 
investigation. The subsequent determination is sent to 
the complainant, Ministry of Justice, and others princi
pally concerned.570 

In New Zealand, local authorities are not within the 
ombudsman's jurisdiction. Sixteen of 585 cases decided 
in an 18-month period ending in 1964 involved the po
lice; in contrast, 106 involved the social security, 52 the 
inland revenue, and 36 the education ci~partments.5S0 
During 196!>, the ombudsman received 34 complaints 
concerning the police, found 13 worthy of full investiga
tion, and concluded that 4 complaints were justified. For 
example, the ombudsman criticized police procedures in 
committing a man for mental observation; criticized an 
officer for remarks made during an interrogation; and 
explained to a woman the propriety of the police ques
tioning suspects in making investigations. 

The ombudsman of Nassau County, N.Y. (formally 
called the Commissioner of Accounts), received 172 com
plaints from July 1, to December 31, 1966. Only 16 of 
these concerned the police. None involved -brutality and 
only two police discourtesy. The others related to police 
protection, the issuance of permits, traffic control signals, 
and the like.5sl 

In other countries, the ombudsmen's recommendations 
have not always been followed. Often the ombudsmen 
have to temper their recommendations to take into 
account the likelihood of support from the government or 
Parliament. They have not always vigorously defended 
citizens against invasion of basic rights.GS2 Nonetheless, 
they have had a substantial impact on public administra
tion in most of the countries where they have existed. For 
example, a police chief in Finland was proud of the fact 

-
070 Id. at p. 331. 
fin Thomas A. Aaron, liThe Control of Police Discretion: 'fhe Danish Experience" 
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that the ombudsman had not criticized his force In 11 
years. However, he went on to say: 583 

[W]e have had inquiries about matters that had been sent to 
the * * * Ombudsman, and so we are well aware that com
plaints can be made. Of course, too, we have all heard about 
the prosecution of K. [a police chief in another city] for unneces
sarily keeping a sick man in jail. That is very much on our 
minds because we have not in the past had any system for dealing 
with sick prisoners. After what happened to K. we can't con
tinue to be easy going. We are working on that problem right 
this minute. 

And another senior official said "Don't let anyone tell you 
that police officers don't care about those fellows in Hel
sinki. * .X- .X- [W]e know they can and do concern them
selves with us, and that makes us careful." 58·1 

In addition, as the Swedish ombudsman has noted, the 
ombudsman has helped protect administrative officials as 
well as the public: 5S5 

One important aspect of the ombudsman's activity that is fre
quently overlooked IS the ;:ejection of unwarranted complaints. 
Obviously it is of great interest to the official attacked that 
accusations of abuse are not left open, and that it is made evi
dent by an impartial agency that the complaints were not justi
fied. Also, it is of great importance that accusations made in 
the press, or otherwise, regarding ablde by the authorities are 
taken up for investigation by an agency free of bureaucratic 
influence, and that these investigations are available and the true 
facts made known to the gen~ral public. Since the ombudsman 
gives the grounds for decisions rejecting complaints, the peti
tioner will receive an explanation of what to him appeared to be 
wrong. By the rejection of unwarranted complaints after proper 
investigation and on grounds clearly stated, the ombudsman 
contributes to strengthening public confidence in the authorities 
and thus to the feeling of well-being in the society. 

Similarly, an official in New Zealand said that '!when 
[the ombudsman] goes over something we have done and 
says he finds nothing wrong, he takes the wind out of the 
sails of the Doubting Thomases." 580 In addition, the 
same official noted that "people will complain to him 
when for one reason or another they won't complain to 
me, and this gives me an added opportunity to police my 
own department." 587 At the same time, most complain
ants are apparently satisfied even when their position has 
been rejected.5sB 

In summary, both citizens and government officials are 
generally enthusiastic about the ombudsmen in the coun
tries where they now exist.sBo 

Local Human Relations Commissions and Other Local 
Agencies 

Local human relations commiSSIOns and other local 
agencies exist in many cities around the country to assist 
the community with problems involving racial or religious 
discrimination. In some communities these agencies 
handle citizen complaints against the police. 

In Pittsburgh, a human relations commission conducts 
investigations of any case which might affect intergroup 
relations, including those involving brutality or other 
police misconduct. The board makes findings and rec
ommendations as to discipline in each case. These are 

083 rd. at p. 74. 
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GOO PHtsburgh Commission on Human Relations, "Procedure for Processing 

Complaints of Civilians Against City of Pittsburgh Police Officers Charging 

transmitted, with the investigative report, to the director 
of public safety.fiDo During 1965, the Pittsburgh Com
mission processed 18 such cases: 501 

Disposition Number of Number of 
cases officers 

Misconduct and physical abuse found, suspension recom-me nded _______________________________ -_______ -------
Misconduct and physical abuse found, reprimand recom-mended _____________________________________________ _ 
Complaint dismissed: 

Failure of complainant to proceed_____________________ 2 -------____ _ 
Lack of jurlsdictlon__________________________________ 1 
Lack of evidence to support complainL________________ 6 Pending ________________________________________________ 

I 
____ 3_

1
.-_-_--_--_-_--_--_-

18 ___________ _ 

Some human relations Commissions which do not reg
ularly process civilian complaints are asked to investigate 
particularly serious incidents. For example, in New Hav
en, the local commission was asked by the mayor and the 
police to investigate two disturbances involving arrests. 
Finding some of the act )Us justified and some n'ot, the 
Commission recommendl'd disciplinary action against six 
officers and made extens,ve recommendations concerning 
the establishment of a community relations program and 
training.5Il2 

In New York City, the department of investigation 
can conduct an inquiry into any aspect of a.ny depart
ment 'Of the city government, including the police, and, 
in doing so, may subpoena witnesses and hold hearings. 
Unlike an ombudsman, the department does not purport 
to be independent; rather it investigates on behalf of the 
mayor. It maintains a complaint bureau and, in addi
tion, investigates complaints sent to Box 100, the address 
of the widely publicized complaint bureau of the mayor. 
Writing to that address guarantees the writer that he will 
be free from harassment. While the 150 letters sent week
ly to Box 100 generally concern pleas for assistance such as 
for housing and complaints about other agencies of gov
ernment, some-about 100 a month-have been allega
tions that police officem were corrupt, discourteous or 
unresponsive to pleas for assistance. The department of 
investigation frequently acts privately, but a study of its 
files in 1965 showed positive consequences in many 
cases.5Il3 

In Baltimore, the Complaint Evaluation Board-com
posed of the State attorney general, the Baltimore prose
cutor and city solicitor, a representative of the police 
commissioner, and the executive secretaries of the State 
and city interracial commissions-considers all citizen 
complaints against the police. It can either accept the 
police department's recommendation or recommend other 
actioll such as independent investigation by the State 
police. The board does not hold hearings or make in
vestigations itseIf.50~ 

In Denver, a six-member Mayor's Committee on City
Citizen Relationships was established in 1965 to receive 
citizen complaints involvi'ng any city department, and 
investigate and make specific recommendations to the 
mayor concerning the merits of the complaint and pos
sible punishment. It has no staff and does not hold hear-

Misconduct or Brutality," June 16, 1965, I)P. 1-3; Pittsburgh Commission on 
Human Relations, "'Vorking Together," 1965 annual report, pp. 4-6. 

0" rd. at p. 6. 
fiO!l New Haven Commission on Equal Opportunities, "Report Based On Its 

Investigation of Police Activity on December 10, 1965, and December 25, 1965," 
Apr. 20, 1966, Pl" 1!)-21. 

liO:J Supra, note 528 ot pp. 166-170; editorial, HAnother Renson for n 'No' 
Vote," New York Times, Oct. 29, 1966, p. 28, col. 1. 

rlOl Ralph G. Murdy, i'Civilinn Review Boards in Rcview," FDI Law Enforce· 
ment Bulletin. July 1966, pp. 14-18. 
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ings. In the first year, it received 25 complaints, i'nclud
ing 22 involving the police, 1 the welfare department, and 
2 the city hospital,595 

Michigan Civil Rights Commission 

The Michigan Civil Rights Commission was estab
lished by the new 1963 State constitution. Unlike most 
State civil rights commissions, which have no authority 
over local government affairs, it has jurisdiction over all 
cases of social or religious discrimination involving local 
and State government agencies as well as fair housing, em
ployment, and public accommodation statutes. The 
eight-member Commission investigates the cases and holds 
hearings. It does not simply render advisory opinions; 
it can seek court enforcement of its orders.50G Although 
its jurisdiction includes review of complaints against law 
enforcement agencies, the Commission, in order to avoid 
interference with legitimate police activities, has at
tempted to resolve problems through "cooperation rather 
than by coercion." 597 

The Michigan Commission received 478 cases during 
1964 in the following categories: 598 

NUmber Percent 

~~~~rl~=~~ ~ = = = = = == = == === = = = = == = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =: =: = =: =: Law enforcemenL _______________________________ --_____ _ 
Public accommodation ___________________________________ _ 
Educatlon ______________________________________________ _ 

286 
60 
77 
47 
8 

Over 88 percent of the complainants were Negroes. 

59.8 
12.6 
16.1 
9.8 
1.7 

During its first 2 years, 1964 and 1965, the Michigan 
Commission handled 161 cases involving law enforce
ment agencies. The complaints were resolved in the fol
lowing fashion: 509 

Probable cause-adjusted [settlement with police depart-
men~ ________________________________________ 33 

Probable cause-order [to comply] ....... " .... .. .... . . 1 
No probable cause-dismissal......................... 45 
Lack of jurisdictinn......... .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. . . . . .. .. 5 
Withdr~wn ~y ~laimant.............................. 4 
Under InvestIgatIOn. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . 73 

Only one of these cases required issuing a formal order to 
comply and in none were the courts involved. Of the 
first 77 law enforcement cases filed, 74 involved the police, 
2 the prosecutor, anel 1 the courts; 76 alleged discrimi
nation on the basis of race and 1 on the basis of religion.GGD 

One hundred and fourteen of the first 168 complaints 
against law enforcement agencies through March 30, 
1966 involved the Detroit Police DepartmeI;1t: 601 

Physical abuse......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 62 
Harassment. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . '~8 
Verbal abuse......................................... 29 
False charges ........ _ .................... __ .... _ . . . . . 16 
Failure to take complaints ....... _ . _ . _ ........... _ . . . . 9 
Property damage ....... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 

liD:; American Civil Liberties Union, HPolice Power and Citizens' Rights" (New 
York: American Civil Liberties Union, 1965) I p. 45. 

liM l\Hchignn State Constitution, nrt. I, scc. 2, nrt. V, sec, ~9; Michigan 
Civil Rights Commission, rules, Aug. 11, 1964. 

;:Oi Office of Attorney Gelleral Frank J. Kelly, statement of Dec. 22, 1964, p. 2; 
memorandum of agreement between the Michigan Civil Rights Commission nnd the 
Detroit Police Department on "Procedural Steps in Inv(>stigntions of Civil Rights 
Complaints, U Apr. 22, 1966. . 

liDS Michigan Civil Rights Commission, "1964 Annuu.l RC}Jort," p. 14. 
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Examples of the kinds of cases where the Commission 
found probable cause and followed through until the cases 
were settled include the following: 602 

In one case a citizen complained to officers and was himself 
struck and charged with an offense. The responsible officers 
were reprimanded and transferred, and the department apolo
gized to the claimant. In another instance, a citizen was stopped 
on suspicion and was injured in the scuffle that followed. The 
citizen was relellsed on bond a few hours later, and the same 
officers again stopped the citizen for investigation. One officer 
was warned, one was reprimanded, and the charges against the 
citizen were dropped. ' 

The Michigan Commission has not limited its concern 
to a case-by-case aproach. It has developed with city offi
cials and police chiefs programs for the recruitment of 
minority group officers and community relations instruc
tors for senior police personnel. It has reviewed a 
series of disciplinary actions by the Detroit Police De
partment ancI encouraged the imposition of punish
ments more consistent with the severity of the offense. 
Following recommendations made after specific cases, the 
Detroit police force issued an order discontinuing arrests 
for iavestigation in liquor and gambling cases and dis
tributed a memorandum ancI amended manual concern
ing proper procedures for handling complaints about 
violations of equal accommodations laws. After mem
bers of a civil rights group were arrested and abused, 
meetings with civil rights organizations were started in the 
precincts.003 

CONCLUSION 

The purpose of this chapter has been to review the 
problem of police-community relations in the United 
States and to recommend numerous possible ways to 
meet it. It is well, in conclusion, to reemphasize the 
basic principles which must underlie any meaningful com
munity relations program. 

1. No police-community relations program can be effec
tive without the full and complete support of the chief 
of police and other ranking police officers. Unfortu
nately, many lower ranking policemen have sensed that 
the strong statements of their superiors on police-com
munity relations were not really meant-that they were 
intended to placate minority groups and civilian officials. 
They often see that action is taken only in times of CrIsis. 
If police officers know that other objectives are given far 
higher priority, they will continue to operate as in the 
past. Consequently, police-community relations pro
grams have generally received inadequate support from . 
middle level commanders and from officers on the street. 

2. Improved community relations is not merely the 
job of police-community relations units or of citizens 
organizations; Instead, as a distinguished group of citi
zens advised Mayor Lindsay: GO-j 

Community relations is not a part-time task of the Police 
Department, or a mere postscript to its traditional work. We 
believe that community relations is essential to all law enforce
ment and therefore an integral part of alI police work. Im-

;out) Michigan Civil Rights Commission, "Law Enforcement Cases Handled 
bv the Michigan Civil Rights Commission,H Jan. 1, I96·J through Dec. 31, 1965, 
p. J, 

000 Supra, t~otc 598 at pp. l,t, 16. 
001 Supra, note 382 at pp. 1, 2. 
no!! Ibid. 
aoa Id. nt pp. 4-5; supra, note 598 at pp. 11-12. 
ont Law Enforcement Task Force of New York City, "Report to Mavor-Elect John 

V. Lindsay," Dec. 31,1965 at p. 15. 
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proving community relations is a fuJI-time .assignm~nt of eac~ 
man on the force. * * * [Healthy commumty relatIOns] * * 
can only be achieved by inculcating an attitude-a tone
throughout the force that wiII help facilitate a creative rapport 
with the public. 

3. The commitment of the chiefs of police must result in 
more than honest, hard work to improve community 
relations. Many of the things which may need to be 
done will seem to interfere with other objectives and 
needs of the department. For example, harsher penal
ties far officers who engage in serious misconduct, in
creased promotion of qualified Negro officers to higher 
ranks and even discussion with the more aggressive civil 
right; leaders may alienate some police officers and per
haps, at least temporarily, lower morale. Restricting use 
of certain minor crime statutes, of dogs, and of 
field interrogations may mean that police officers will 
have somewhat less control over occurrences on the street 
or even lead, in the short run, to apprehending fewer 
criminals. However, if these measures help to improve 
community relations, the result will probably be to im
prove considerably the ability of the police to control 
crime. 

The solution is not, of course, to choose any policy 
merely because it results in more support by the public, 
or a portion of the public. A chief of police has to con
sider other objectives. Nevertheless, since police-com
munity relations create serious problems in cities through
out the country, such relations must be one of the principal 
criteria in evaluating any policy or activity of the depart
ment. Indeed, in view of the extremely serious problems 
and the possibility that police relations with certain 
segments of the community may worsen, it may often be 
the most important factor. 

4. An effective police-community relations program 
requires simultaneous efforts in many areas. Otherwise, 
any individual effort, no matter how well conceived, is 
likely to be ineffective. For example, neighborhood ad
visory committees will work well. only if, in response to 
committee discussion, the police department is genuinely 
willing to reevaluate its policies concerning the activities 
of officers on the street and its methods of handling 
C'ivilian complaints. Similarly, more Negro police offi
cers, particularly as superior officers, are needed to gain 
the confidence of the Negro community. Yet, qualified 
Negroes are unlikely to join the force as long as the police 
are strongly disliked by much of the Negro community 
and as long as present Negro officers believe that they are 
discriminated against in promotion and assigpments or 
that other officers are hostile to them. Oonsequently, 
the recruitment of more Negroes requires a concentrated 
effort to improve the practices of patrolmen on the street, 
to open communications between the police and the Ne
gro, and to end all forms and appearances of discrimina
tion within the department. 

5. Police-community relations will probably not im
prove substantially unless policing as a whole improves. 
More e!iucated policemen are essential, which means, in 
turn, higher salaries and better working conditions. Po
lice morale must be raised. Yet, morale is affected by 

GOa Supra, note 22 at pp. 30-31. 

almost everything occurring within the department, from 
salaries to the caliber of supervision. Oonsequently, while 
police-.community relations is treated separately in this 
chapter, this subject cannot in fact be separated from 
the rest of the problems in policing today .. 

6. Police-community relations is not merely a problem 
of a particular police force. The public tends to see the 
police as one group just as they view lawyers, doctors, or 
the members of any other profession. Oonsequently, 
when the police in one area are abusive, for example, to 
peaceful demonstrators, respect and support for police 
officers everywhere is weakened. It is even more true that 
when one of numerous police agencies within an area 
engages in acts which offend the public, other police de
partments in the area are significantly harmed. 

7. The problem between the police and the community, 
particularly the minority community, is not merely a 
product of lack of communication or information. It 
will not be solved merely by having the police and the 
community talk together or by having the police educate 
the community concerning their role and activities. In
stead, the cor.:Aict concerns real points of disagreement, 
such as how the police treat citizens on the street, whether 
they discriminate in applying the law, and how citizen 
complaints are handled. Discussion and education can 
only help if the police (as well as citizens) address the 
serious problems and attempt, where necessary and pos
sible, to change their policies and activities to meet citizen 
objections. 

8. Police officials and officers often adopt a defensiw· 
attitude toward those who criticize and are hostile to 
them. Many of the people most hostile to the police <1,1'(' 

ordinary citizens acting honestly out of firm belief. It i· 
therefore essential that the police explore problem I 
openly-that, indeed, the police seek out their critir.s 0" 
that problems can bernet together. 

9. The movement toward the professionalization of the 
police must include a professional approach towards 
community relations problems. As the Michigan State 
study concluded: 005 

In their rapid movement toward professionalism, the police 
have sometimes overemphasized crime suppression to the detri
ment of the police and community relationship. Many aspects 
of the police's traditional public service goal are now shunted 
aside as being nonprofessional or unprofessional. 

Professionalization within the police world has, in con
siderable part, meant greater attention to efficiency. 
One-man patrol cars are becoming more common; field 
interrogations are made more systematically; officers are 
expected to spend more time in patrol and less time talking 
to citizens; and the number of precinct stations is being 
reduced. These and other changes may improve police 
effectiveness against crime. Yet, they may also interfere 
with the development of friendly and informal contacts 
between police officers and the public which are so neces
sary to community relations. Oonsequently, many of 
these new trends may have to be adapted or compensated 
for, if police-community relations are not to b~ harmed. 

------ ----------~ 



Professionalism must mean more than mere efficiency. 

The problem of police in a democratic society is not merely a 
matter of obtaining newer police cars, a higher order of technical 
equipment or of recruiting men who have to their credit more 
years of education. What must occur is a significant altera
tion in the ideology of police, so that police "professionalization" 
rests 0 .. _ ~he values of a democratic legal order, rather than on 
technological proficiency.o,," 

10. The police must be willing to adapt to change. One 
area of change, which is the concern of a large part of the 
Commission'~ report, concerns new technology. Perhaps, 
even more lmportant, however, there have been ex
tremely significant social changes in this country since 
World War II. The proportion of juveniles has risen 
a~d t~ey have inc!,easing freedom; citizens of alI ages are 
!~eJe~tl~g confornllty and chaIlen.ging accepted ideas and 
InstltutIOns; the poor are seekmg to be treated with 
dignity and to receive their fair share of America's wealth' 
~nd minority groups, particularly Negroes, are demand~ 
mg both the end of all forms of discrimination and equal 
opportunity in all aspects of American life. 

These groups are becoming increasingly sensltlVe to 
being frequently stopped and questioned or arrested for 
n~inor crimes. They are increasingly sensitive to police 
dlsrespect whether real or imagined. They are increas
ingly willing to challenge slum landlords, unscrupulous 
merch~nts, other agencies of government, and particularly 
the polIce as the symbol of the law. 

The police cannot ignore these changes. Nor can or 
should they stop them. If the police-from the chief to 
the. pa~rolman-Iearn t? understand the way of life and 
asp~ratIOns of t~e Mexlcan-American juvenile, the poor 
whlte, or the mlddle-class Negro, they wiII be able both 
to ~nforce the l.aw and to improve relationships with the 
entlre commumty. 

11. For too long, the public has either ignored or even 
increased tensions between the police and portions of the 
community. While it is the responsibility of police de
partments to improve community relations, the public too 
must bear. its share of the ~esponsibility. Besides paying 
the fil1:anc~al cost, the publIc must forego the temptation, 
to ~hlch .It h.as too often succumbed, to use the police 
agamst mlllonty groups, to encourage the use of methods 
which are illegal or offensive. The public must be willing 

600 Supra, note 1 at p. 239. 
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to have the ~olice serve equally and fully all segments of 
the commumty. It must demand that elected civilian 
officials exercise responsibility and control over the police 
as. ,,,;,ell as over ~ll.other ~overnment agencies. It must be 
wllllllg to 'partlcipate 111 community relations activities 
such as neIghborhood and citywide advisory committees. 
It should, through a variety of civic organizations investi
gate ylC reasons for police-community tensions' in their 
locahtles~ suppor.t constructive police activities to improve 
commumty relatIOns, and work for the reforms which are 
necessary. Unless interest is shown in these and manv 
other ways, progress in police-community relations {s 
likely to be slow and inadequate to meet this serious 
problem. 

12. While many suggestions have been made in this 
chapter, there is no pat answer to improving poIice
comm~nity relati.ons.. The problem, particularly between 
~he pO!Ice and mlllonty groups, is a deep and complex one 
Involvmg many other issues and institutions of our society. 
The problems and therefore the remedies are different 
in different localities. Experimentation with new ideas 
is therefore essen tial. 

Yet, as the surveys and other information described in 
this chapter S110W, the problem exists-particularly in our 
cities-throughout the country. At least some of the 
causes and some of the remedies are clear. There can be 
no exCuse if the police and the community do not begin 
to meet the problem before them in frank fashion. 

13. Finally, much has been said about the ineffective
ness of existing community relations programs. It must 
be remembered, however, that 10 years ago, there were 
almost no such programs. Today police departments are 
geI?-eraIIy a.ware of the proble~ and are beginning to take 
scnous actIOn. Programs eXlst in many places and new 
or expanded programs are constantly being announced. 
~herefo~e, the. weakness of the programs must be con
sldered 111 the lIght of the substantial progress. 

Unfortunately? however, p;ogress is not nearly fast 
enough. Impahence, frustratlon, and now violence are 
growing quickly in minority communities and these trends 
~re likely to accelerate. Consequently, if the problem 
IS not to get worse, to the serious detriment of both the 
police and the community, drastic and creative action is 
urgently needed. 



Chapter 7 

Police Integrity 

THE NEED FOR ETHICAL OONDUOT 

Exacting ethical standards and a high degree of honesty 
are perhaps more essential for the police than for any 
other group in society. Because the police are entrusted 
with the enforcement of the fundamental rules that guide 
society's conduct, a policeman's violation of the law or 
his corrupt failure to enforce it dishonors the law and 
the authority he represents. Dishonesty within a police 
agency can, almost overnight, destroy respect and trust 
that has been built up over a period of years by honest 
local government and police officials. Nothing under
mines public confidence in the police and the process of 
criminal justice more than the illegal acts of officers. 
Support for the police in their work, and the bringing 
about of crucial changes such as those recommended by 
the Oommission to strengthen the. police, can easily be 
impaired by a belief that the police themselves are not 
taking every possible measure to eradicate corruption and 
unethical conduct. 

As this chapter will point out, the dishonest policeman 
is, in many cases, strongly influenced by the corruption of 
others-politicians, businessmen, and private citizens. 
Although he is inherently no more resistant to temptation 
than anyone else, his position exposes him to extraordinary 
pressures. In many cases practices that are accepted in 
other fields and occupations-such as tipping and doing 
favors-are particularly difficult to avoid in police work. 
Oonflicting pressures are often placed upon the police. 
For example, police are required to enforce parking and 
gambling laws, though most of the community might 
prefer them not to. Public resistance to the enforcement 
of such laws greatly increases the temptation to accept 
favors, gratuities or bribes, or simply to ignore violations. 
Police dishonesty is, of course, a series of private tragedies 
for the officers who become involved. It also affects 
the morale of thousands of honest policemen who suffer 
from popular identification with those involved in cor
ruption or misconduct. When the "dishonest cop" head
line appears, honest police officers throughout the country 
are adversely affected, "the feeling of pride slips and 
* * .X- a hint of shame takes hold." 1 

Field studies undertaken by the Oommission and the 
work of its consultants have revealed that at least in some 
cities a significant number of officers engage in varying 
forms of criminal and unethical conduct. The Oom-

1 Mort Stern, "What Makes n Policeman Go '''rong,'' Denver Post, Oct. 8, 
]961, Sec. A, p. 1, col. 1. 
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mission's limited studies afford no basis for general con
clusions as to the exact extent of police dishonesty or the 
degree to which political corruption affects police service 
today. But these studies have shown that even in some 
of the departments where the integrity of top administra
tors is unquestioned, instances of illegal and unethical 
conduct are a continuing problem-particularly in slum 
areas, where the most incompetent officers tend to be 
assigned in some cities. Administrators with whom the 
Oommission has consulted acknowledge that dishonesty 
is a problem that must be frankly confronted' if their 
objective of eradicating such misconduct is to be achieved. 

PATTERNS OF DISHONESTY 

The violations in which police are involved vary widely 
in character. The most common are improper political 
influence; acceptance of gratuities or bribes in exchange 
for nonenforcement of laws, particularly those relating to 
gambling, prostitution, and liquor offenses, which arc 
often extensively interconnected with organized crime; 
the "fixing" of traffic tickets; minor thefts; and occasional 
burglaries. The Oommission's work also revealed some 
instances of police officers. in high-crime neighborhoods 
engaging in such practices as rolling drunks and shake
downs of money and merchandise in the very places where 
respect for law is so badly needed. 

POLITICAL CORRUPTION 

Government corruption in the United States has 
troubled historians, political reformers, and the general 
public since the middle of the 19th century.2 Metropol
itan police forces-most of which developed during the 
late 1800's when government corruption was most prev
alent-have often been deeply involved in corruption. a 
The police are particularly susceptible to the forms of cor
ruption that have attracted widest attention-those that 
involve tolerance or support of organized crime activities. 
But the police, as one of the largest and most strategic 
groups in metropolitan government, are also likely targets 
for political patronage, favoritism, and other kinds of in
fluence that have pervaded local governments dominated 
by political machines. Against both forms of corruption, 

:J Seo e.g .. Lincoln Steffens, "The Shnme of the Cities" (New York.: McClure, 
Phillips, 1904), 306 p. 

a Charles Reith, uThe Blind E~c of History" (London: Faber & Faber Ltd., 
1952), p. 83. 



responsible police leaders have fought a continuing 
battle-one that appears to be steadily gaining.4 

The remnants of corrupt political control allied with 
organized crime and vice operations have, however, con
tinued to plague some cities-as evidenced by widely pub
licized incidents during the past 10 years, particularly 
concerning organized criITe") activities. In Newport, Ky., 
for example, city officials and police were indicted in 
1963 for pennitting organized vice and gambling activi
ties to flourish. 5 In 1961, corruption in Boston was 
exposed through a nationwide television documentary 
which showed 10 policemen entering and leaving a book
making establishment in a locksmith's shop. Prior to 
release of the film, the Internal Revenue Service, acting 
upon complaints originating from the New England Citi
zens Crime Commission, raided the shop; but when State 
police raided the shop 4 weeks later it was again operat
ing openly. As a result of this scandal, a survey of the 
department was ordered, and the police commissioner 
was replaced.G 

In May 1961, a raid by agents of the Internal Revenue 
Service on a gambling establishment in New Kensington, 
Pa., uncovered corruption there. The subsequent elec
tion of a reform mayor and the appointment of an honest 
chief of police ended a regime that "was so closely con
trolled by organized crime that the community seemed 
helpless in its grip." .. 

Perhaps the most notorious such incident was the gang
land-type murder of State Attorney General-elect Albert 
L. Patterson, resulting in a cleanup of Phenix City, Ala., 
in 1955. Both the sheriff and the mayor resigned their 
offices, were charged, and paid fines for wilfully neglect
ing their duties. Scores of gamblers went to prison.s 

Another fonn of political corruption-where police 
appointments are considered a reward for political favors 
and police officials are consequently responsive primarily 
to the local political machine-is still a fairly open and 
tacitly accepted practice in many small cities anc! coun
ties. It recurs too, from time to time, in larger cities, 
though generally in less conspicuous fonn. 

Even in some cities where refonns have ended open 
political control of the police, policemen who make trou
ble for businessmen with strong political influence may 
still be transferred to punishment beats and traffic 
tickets may still be fixed in sOP"e places thr~ugh political 
connections. Honest and conscientious police chiefs' 
often. have an extremely difficult time eliminating these 
practlces. 

Such assignment practices may be present in the lower 
ranks of individual precincts or bureaus, and, if detected, 
are often difficult to prove with the certainty needed to 
take action under cumbersome civil service regulations. 
Appeal to a mayor, city council, or prosecutor may of 
course be fruitless, since they themselves may be involved 
in or condone such practices. The general public often 
accepts this style of city government as simply "the way 
things are," and the policeman who tries to buck such 
a system is likely to be ostracized by his companions and 
lose any chance he may have had to advance in his career. 
Political corruption in police personnel practices, al-

4 Ralph Lee Smith, "The Tarnished Badge" (New York: Thomas Y. Crowell 
Co .• 1965). p. 230. 

II "Chnllcnge to Morality," Christian Science 'Monitor (Boston) I Ian. 9, ]963, 
p. 9. col. 3. 

'0 Ibid. Also, see Dwight S. Strong, uNew England: The Refined Yankee in 
Organized Crime." The Annals. 347: 40-50. 48 (May 1963). 
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though rarely dramatic enough to make headlines can 
in itself destroy the morale of the honest and con;cien
tious officer, and deter able men from careers in law 
enf orcemen t. 

NONENFORCEMENT OF THE LAW 

Chapter 2 has discussed the problems that confront the 
police when they are faced with enforcement of laws in 
such areas as gambling, prostitution, liquor, and traffic. 
In .many cases there are strong community pressures 
agamst enforcement of such laws. In others neither the 
police nor the rest of the criminal justice system have 
~he resources or ability to attempt full enforcement and 
In these cases a pattern of selective nonenforcement 
prevails. Some prosecutors and judges react to selective 
enforcement problems by dropping cases or imposing 
fines low enough to be accepted as part of the overhead 
of illegal business. This can create an environment in 
which dishonesty thrives. 

Sometimes enforcement policies are decided openly 
and rationally by such means as chapter 2 suggests; in 
such instances selective enforcement is properly regulated. 
But in others, nonenforcement may become the occasion 
for bribery or other corruption. Thus, in the prohibition 
era, millions of people sought and found ways to disregard 
the ban on liquor, and police attempts at enforcement 
were met with citizen condemnation and offers of pay
ment for tolerance of community norms. 

While the wholesale corruption of prohibition days 
has passed, illegitimate nonenforcement remains a prob
lem. One west coast police official described in this 
fashion how a bookie once attempted to influence him: 

These people really work on you. They make it seem so 
logical-Iik~ yo.u are the. one that is out of step. This bookie 
gave me thIS kmd of a hne: "It's legal at the tracks, isn't it? 
So why isn't it legal here? It's because of those crooks at the 
Capitol. They're gettin' plenty-all ~rivin' Cads. Look at my 
customers, some of the bIggest guys m town-they don't want 
you to close me down. If you do they'll just transfer you. 
Like that last jerk. And even the Judge, what did hc do?: 
Fined me a hundred and suspended fifty. Hell he knows Joe 
ci tizen wants me here, so get smart, be one of the boys be part 
of the system. It's a way of life in this town and y~u're not 
g~>nna <;hange it: Tell you :vhat I'll do. I won't give you a 
nickel; Just call m a free bet In the first race every day and you 
can win or lose, how about it?" • 

The corrupt offer may come from the law-violator, 
as in the previous example. But initiation of such offers 
is not confined to people so clearly involved in illict enter
prises. A patrol division commander in one city de
scribed another common situation: 

This fellow was president of his local service club and he was 
alw~ys shoying something ~nto the offic~r's hand saying, "here's 
a lIttle trinket for the WIfe!" He dId the same thing with 
delivery men and others in return for small favors. In our case 
it was in appreciation for the officer not tagging overparked or 
double~ar~ed customers' . vehicles in front of the shop. He 
really dldn t see any harm m what he was doing.'o 

In another city it was common practice for a detective 
to provide a list of names of selected police officers to 

7 Supra, note· at col. 2. 
R Supra, pote tI at col. ]. 
(.I This example was one of mnny provided to the staff of the Commission by 

police officials from various cities in the United Stutes. 
I. Ibid. 
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leading law firms and large hotels for distribution of 
liquor at Christmas time. In the same city it was custom
ary for detectives assigned to the pawn shop detail to re
ceive special Christmas gifts from each of the downtown 
pawnbrokers." 

These practices may be little different in kind from 
exchanges that commonly occur in the business world, 
but they have a far more ominous implication when they 
involve public officials. And they may lead to far more 
serious misconduct. 

Certain traffic accidents provide the setting for another 
form of mutual consent bribery: 

In an accident situation where the officer can cite eithet party, 
he may stall, maybe give a slight hint-or the citizen may take 
the initiative. The citizen generally tells the officer a sad story, 
walks over to the officer's car and leans over the front door. This 
is the cue. What actually happens is that money is dropped onto 
the floor of the car. The officer then decides not to issue any 
citation and leaves in his car-after he has also secretly collected 
a reward from the tow-car operator .. When he "discovers" the 
money on the floor of his car he now has money from two 
sources. These cases are very difficult for internal investigations 
units to make, but it can be done if enough manpower is made 
available.'" 

In some cities corruption has been so highly organized 
within a precinct or department that there are regular 
fees for permitting various activities, collected at set inter
vals by a "lieutenant's man." In one large eastern city, 
for example, contractors who wished to unload materials 
at curbside had to pay a given per diem to the precinct 
captain-ostensibly to cover the cost of a patrolman to 
supervise traffic, though in fact there was no basis for such 
a charge for police services, and no special assistance was 
given. In another city, workmen at construction sites 
have been known to line up during their morning coffee 
break each day to pay a dollar to the beat patrolman for 
not ticketing their illegally parked cars. 

THEFT 

The problem of theft by police officers sometimes takes 
a form less blatant than the occasional, well-publicized 
burglary such as the Summerdale incident, which resulted 
in the reorganization of the entire Chicago police depart
ment in 1960, and the 1961 apprehension in Denver of a 
ring of .police burglars, which resulted in dismissal of 52 
men. In some cities, the Commission determined that 
some officers kept stolen property recovered by investiga
tlon, stole small items from stores when a patrol inspec
tion disclosed an unlocked door, or emptied the pockets 
of drunks before they were taken to the stationhouse. 

A ranking police official from a southwestern city illus
b'ated the problem with this example: 

. One night one of our men discovered an unlocked jewelry store. 
He flushed'out the building for a possible burglar, and when he 
discovered all was secure he checked the safe. It was also un
locked and contained several trays of diamond and ruby rings. 
He yielded to temptation and took a ring for his wife. He 
rationalized by thinking the owner would collect insurance when 
he discovered the loss and that way nobody would really lose.!'1 

11 Ibid. 
l.2lbld. 

A pattern that was described by more than one police 
official was that of storekeepers who also take the attitude 
that insurance will cover losses and, as a mark of apprecia
tion when policemen discover an unlocked door or investi
gate a burglary, invite them to help themselves to mer
chandise that can be reported as having been stolen. 

Some officers have also been known to take building 
material and actually transport it in police vehicles. In 
one city officers picked up nails, tools, bundles of shingles, 
roofing paper and other items from the "midnight supply 
company" while working their shift. They were remodel
ing their houses and rationalized their act on the basis of 
numerous reports of stolen property from building con
tractors presumably much of it taken by workmen on the 
job. One of the officers was a former building trade 
worker and looked upon this form of "toting" as an 
accepted practice. 

KICKBACKS 

Particularly in the case of traffic offenses there is also 
an opportunity, which has sometimes resulted in pub
licized incidents, for policemen to receive payments for 
referring business to others such as towing companies, 
ambulance companies, garages, and lawyers who special
ize in traffic accident damage suits. In one large city, 
for example, lawyers' "runners" with radio-equipped cars 
sometimes showed up at accidents. The result was an 
automatic $25 for the police officer handling it if the 
victim could be influenced to accept the attorney.14 
Licensing, inspection, and truck weighing duties also have 
afforded opportunities for this sort of unethical conduct. 

THE BACKGROUND OF THE PROBLEM 

Since such conduct continues to be a problem of con
cern for police officials, inquiry is required into the un
derlying factors that contribute to dishonesty and viola
lion of ethics. A number of these are apparent from the 
incidents used in previous examples. 

POLITICAL DOMINATION 

The problem of old-style domination of the police 
by political machines has attracted the most intensive 
reform efforts from the police themselves. As a result, 
the effort to establish independent, professional law en
forcement has made considerable headway over the past 
30 years. This movement has not been without its own 
problems, however; the tradition of improper political in
terference is deep-rooted. 

Further, civil service regulations in many jurisdictions 
have sometimes restricted the reform attempts of honest 
police executives. In many cities, for example, it is ex
tremely difficult to remove officers who have engaged in 
serious acts of misconduct. 

It is obvious that improper political interference con
tributes to corruption. Patronage appointments lower 
the quality of personnel and encourage all officers to 

,. Ibid. 
].I Ibid. 
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cooperate with politicians, even in improper circum
stances. Although a man might withstand this tempta
tion for himself, it may be impossible or even pointless for 
him to separate himself from the practices of his superiors 
or partners. 

DISHONEST SUPERIORS AND FELLOW OFFICERS 

Not long ago, the police commissioner of a large city 
expressed publicly his pessimism about the ability of 
training to protect new recruits from the pressures of im
proper conduct. He preferred to assign his best young 
officers to a tactical force that operated as a unit entirely 
separate and apart from the traditional organization. 
In that way, he said, it kept them out of "the system," 
where a new man was sometimes subjected to heavy pres
sures to conform to unethical practices, such as splitting 
tow-truck rebates and accepting gifts from merchants. 

In many cases, of course, an honest recruit if properly 
trained and motivated will decide to report a matter to 
his superiors and assist in prosecuting disciplinary action. 

For example, proper action was taken by the officer in 
the following case: 

Nothing is more despised by honest policemen than the corrupt 
officer who leads younger men into a pattern of graft. If this 
kind of an officer is part of a two-man motor patrol, he must 
convince his partner to go along with the shakedown or he 
can't operate. This happened to me when I was a young officer. 
But I avoided involvement. Instead we made a case against 
him and he was fired. My sergeant backed me all the way.15 

But this is often not easy. In some cases superiors, too, 
may be involved in dishonesty. When this is known to 
the officer he should report the incident to a superior he 
trusts, even if he must go as high as the chief himself 
or to an outside agency. To protect the officer supervisors 
can, in most instances, develop a case without revealing 
the identity of the reporting officer. 

All police officers have taken an oath to uphold the 
law and to support the regulations of their department. 
While in some cases proper action may be difficult and 
require considerable fortitude, the general problem can
not be overcome until there is a strong determination 
within all law enforcement agencies to rid the profession 
of the "rotten apples." Failure to do so by withholding 
information should be cause for severe disciplinaty action. 
This rule is firmly enforced within the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation and may be one of the strong influencing 
factors responsible for its outstanding record of integrity. 

Whenever a number of dishonest officers are tolerated 
by other officers within a police organization, an atmos
phere of mutual support and protection may develop, 
and eventually it may taint the entire police system. This 
was illustrated in the 1961 Denver scandal when it became 
apparent that there were varying degrees of involvement. 
The illegal practice centered about a small group of cor
rupt officers. The majority of the officers involved were 
passive participants; their grave error was only the fail
ure to recognize a sworn obligation to report the activity 
to officials who could have taken proper action. 

'·Ibid. 
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The personal ethical standards of police supervisors 
and executives exert great influence in establishing an 
agency's attitude toward dishonest police behavior. If 
an officer suspects that others support or simply condone 
dishonesty, his own definition of what comprises proper 
conduct may shift to accord with his concept of depart
mental norms. 

Supervisors may create an atmosphere that supports 
corruption if they place popularity among patrolmen 
above their supervisory responsibilities. Such an official 
may be willing to excuse infractions of departmental rules. 
He may keep from the police chief information that an 
officer accepted a number of small items from a local 
merchant. He may realize that a patrolman is engaging 
in misconduct, but to avoid controversy and to maintain 
what he considers a good working relationship, he may 
remain silent. 

Chiefs of police who are suspected of improper action 
ran exert an even more serious influence. Such men may 
symbolize to young officers the standard for reaching the 
top. When the chief is known to be responsive to im
proper political pressure or even to take orders from crim
inal elements, corruption can be considered a necessary 
route to promotion. At the least, the existence of dis
honesty at the top levels of command may influence an 
officer to accept favors. 

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION 

One major reason why police dishonesty continues is 
that large sections of the public contribute to it or 
co,ldone it. 

It is not merely the professional gambler offering a 
patrolman a free bet who promotes corruption, but the 
motorist, who thinks little of offering a traffic officer $5 
to avoid a ticket, or the businessman who presses gifts 
and gratuities on police in return for indulgences or other 
favors. 

Even where such practices seem relatively harmless in 
and of themselves, they may easily establish an atmosphere 
wherein it becomes impossible to resist more serious 
bribery. More generally, it is unrealistic to expect a police 
force to maintain absolute integrity in a city where petty 
corruption and political favoritism is accepted by the 
public. 

The widespread practice among other segments of the 
community of using positions of authority to elicit small 
gifts or favors may similarly influence the police. Police 
executives have often compared a businessman's accept
ing gifts from manufacturers and salesmen with an offi
cer's acceptirlg gratuities from merchants in his patrol 
area. While such conduct by the police is clearly un
ethical, the fact that the practice is accepted in the busi
ness world understandably leads some officers to question 
the harm of accepting small gratuities. 

LACK OF ENFORCEMENT POLICY 

A considerable number of the most serious and persis
tent kinds of unethical conduct are connected with failure 
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to enforce laws that are not in accord with community 
norms. Among these are laws concerning gambling, pros
titution, liquor, and traffic. The failure of police adminis
trators and other law enforcement officials-and ulti
mately of legislators and the general public-to acknowl
edge frankly the paradoxes confronting enforcement 
officials, has meant that only rarely have explicit policies 
and guides to enforcement in these areas been developed 
and enforced. 

RECRUITMENT, TRAINING, AND COMPENSATION 

The inability to attract and retain men of higher char
acter and the failure to screen applicants carefully enough 
contribute to the problem of dishonesty. A failure to 
confront in training the various ethical dilemmas that may 
be faced by a policeman can compound this situation. 
Recruits may get the idea that a department's command 
really does not care about ethics in borderline situations. 
Or they may simply never realize that some practices con
stitute ethical violations, especially if they have not been 
so informed, and if they see other officers engaging in such 
practices. 

Low salaries may also contribute to police dishonesty, 
both by making it more difficult to recruit able men and 
by providing a convenient rationale for illegal enrichment. 

ISOLATION 

The climate of isolation between police and community 
that exists in some places, particularly in slum neighbor
hoods, has a pervasive influence in supporting misconduct. 
In such neighborhoods a policeman tends to see only the 
bad and to have contact with residents only when they 
have committed an offense. He may come to feel that 
the problems he is to deal with are insoluble and that he 
has no support or cooperation from the community. It 
is easy for the man wh.o feels himself to be an Qutcast to 
react by disregarding standards of ethics and law. 

A dishonest officer in such precincts may also, in fact, 
be less liable to exposure. In too many such cases there 
is little formal contact between responsible police officials 
and residents. The latter may feel with justification that 
to protest dishonest police behavior is futile. 

These neighborhoods are characterized as undesirable 
assignment districts, and, in fact, many officers have been 
transferred there because of past misconduct. Often too, 
these neighborhoods have a history of being ignored not 
only by the police but by the many agencies o~ govern
ment. Consequently, when a department contains a few 
dishonest officers, and when the story heard is of police 
tolerance of misconduct, the slumdweller who wants to 
rely upon the police for protection and counsel may even
tually become seriously disillusioned not only with the 
police but also with all branches of government. This is 
one important reason why it is recommended in chapter 
5 that the most highly qualified officers be assigned to high 
crime areas and to areas of social unrest. 

10 Admin. Code of Cal."" tit~ 2, c11. 2, sec. 1003. 

This same isolation tends also to close off discussion 
of progressive ideas of law enforcement. Outside sur
veys and research that would analyze organizational struc
ture, personnel, and other important police matters might 
also uncover dishonest practice. Therefore, corrupt of
ficers, especially those who might hold supervisory posi
tions, will seek to discourage such research. As a result, 
lax departments may continue with practices that have 
been discredited and replaced years before in other cities 
by responsible police officials. 

MAINTAINING POLICE INTEGRITY 

It is the police themselves, in the vast majority of 
cases, who are ridding their profession of the unethical 
and the corrupt. An ever-increasing number of law 
enforcement leaders are realizing that vigilance against 
such practices is a continuing part of their responsibilities. 
For over 40 years Director .T. Edgar Hoover and his as
sociates throughout the FBI organization have set an out
standing example of integrity within a law enforcement 
agency. Through the influence of its special agents 
throughout the country, working in close contact with 
local police officers, and through its training programs at 
the FIn National Academy and local training schools, the 
FBI has encouraged thousands of police officers to emulate 
its standards. 

National, State, and local police associations have also 
done a great deal to encourage police integrity. The Law 
Enforcement Code of Ethics has been adopted by all 
major police associations and agencies throughout the 
Nation. In California, for example, State law requires 
that police ethics be taught and that the code be admin
istered as an oath to all police recruits training in the 45 
police academies certified by the State Commission on 
Peace Officers Standards.1G In 1955, the International 
Conference of Police Associations 17 developed a lesson 
plan for the teaching of ethics within police organizations. 
The California Peace Officers Association and the Peace 
Officers Research Association maintain highly active 
committees on police standards and ethics and are respon
sible for most of the high ethical standards established 
throughout the State. And the International Association 
of Chiefs of Police constantly strives to establish and main
tain honest police leadership. Other police consulting 
firms have made similar recommendations. Through 
numerous surveys of police departments, it has pointed 
up the need for maintaining police integrity through the 
establishment of internal investigation units. The Fra
ternal Order of Police has stressed the need for attracting 
high caliber police recruits through adequate salaries, 
sound retirement systems and other benefits. 

Such groups should increase their activity in this field. 
Local police associations especially must be alert to the 
problem, recognizing the relationship between maintain
ing integrity and good conduct and improving the public 
image of the police. This can lead to more adequate 
pay and equipment, along with improved working con
ditions. Associations that come to the aid of dishonest 

17 Until 1955, known as tho National Couforence of Police ASDocintions. 
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officers render an obvious disservice, not only to them
selves but to the entire police profession. 

Th~re are a number of specific directions in which 
action to ensure integrity should be taken. 

POLITICAL ACCOUNTABILITY 

Political accountability of the police should be resolved 
solely at the executive level. !he police chief s~ould be 
responsible to only one executl\~e, and ,not to ml.nor offi
cials. These officials should bnng theIr st!ggestlOns and 
questions about law enforcement problems to the atten
tion of the political executive. If he considers the matter 
appropriate for police action, it should be his responsi
bility to communicate it to the chief of police. General 
enforcement policies should be discussed among police, 
prosecutors, and community groups. These should be 
approved by the political executive and given full pub
licity in the community, especially with those directly 
affected. 

LAW ENFORCEMENT CODE OF 
ETHICS 

As a Law Enforcement Officer, my fundamen
tal duty is to serve mankind; t? safeguard l~ves 
and property; to protect the mnocent agamst 
deception, the weak against oppression or in
timidation, and the peaceful against violence or 
disorder; and to respect the Constitutional 
rights of 'all men to liberty, equality and justice. 

I will keep my :private life unsullied as an ex
ample to all; mamta-in courageous calm in the 
face of danger, scorn, or ridicule; develop se1£
restraint; and be constantly mindful of the wel
fare of others. Honest in thought and deed in 
both my personal and official life, I will be ex
emplary in obeying the laws of the land and the 
regulations of my department. Whatever I see 
or hear of a confidential nature or that is con
fided to me in my official capacity will be kept 
ever secret unless revelation is necessary in the 
performance of my duty. 

I will never act officiously or permit personal 
feelings, prejudices, animosities or friendships 
to influence my decisions. With no compromise 
for crim6 and with relentless prosecution of 
criminals, I will enforce the law courteouslY' and 
appropriately without fear or favor, malIce or 
ill will, never employing unnecessary force or 
violence ahd never accepting gratuities. 

I recognize the badge of my office as a symbol 
of public faith, and I accept it as a public trust 
to be held so long as I am true to the ethics of 
the police service. I will constantly strive to 
achieve these objectives and ideals, dedicating 
myself before God to my chosen profession . . . 
law enforcement. 

18 Oakland Police Department "Monunl of Rules and Regulation",'· (0akland. 
Calif.: Oakland Police Department, 1960). 
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ARTICULATION OF POLICY 

Police departments should establish policies that out
line in detail proper and improper police practice. As 
discussed in chapter 2 such policies should be stressed in 
training, reviewed fully with all officers, and publicized 
in the community at large. The public should be ex
pressly informed of its duties in helping prevent corrup
tion. It should be stressed that prompt action will be 
taken against persons who participate in violations. De
partments should define as unethical the acceptance of 
gifts, gratuities and favors by police officers, and should 
outline the common situations in which temptations to 
engage in dishonest conduct may arise. And such a rule 
must be enforced. The Oakland Police Department 
rules and regulations provide the following: 

Section 310.70 Gifts, Gratuities, Fees, Rewards, Loans, etc., 
and Soliciting 

Members and employees shall not under any circumstances 
solicit any gift, gratuity, loan, or fee where there is any direct 
or indirect connection between the solicitation and their depart
mental membership and employment. 

Section 310.71 Acceptance of Gifts, Gratuities, Fees, Loans, 
etc. 

Members and employees shall not accept either directly or 
indirectly any gift, gratuity, loan, fee, or any other thing of 
value arising from or offered because of police employment or 
any activity connected with said employment. Members and 
employees shall not accept any gift, gratuity, loan, fee, or other 
thing of value the acceptance ,of which might tend to influence 
directly or indirectly the actions of said member or employee 
or any other member or employee in any matter of police busi
ness; or which might tend to cast any adverse reflection on the 
department or any member or employee thereof. No member or 
employee of the department shall receive any gift 01 gratuity 
from other members or employees junior in rank without the 
express permission of the chief of police. 

Section 310,74 RellJards 

Members and employees shall not accept any gift, gratuity, 
or reward in money or other consideration for services in the 
line of duty to the community or to any person, business, or 
agency except lawful salary and that authorized by Section 96.4 
of the Charter of the City of Oakland which reads as follows: 

"The Board of Trustees may on notice from the chief of 
police reward any member of the department for conduct which 
is heroic or meritorious. The sum or amount of such reward 
shall be discretionary with the Board of Trustees but it shall 
not exceed in anyone instance one month's salary and may be 
paid only out of funds provided by the Council and the Council 
may on application of the Board of Trustees provide money 
for such purposes." (Commission note: No reward has been 
granted since 1950.) 

Section 310.80 Free Admissions and Passes 

Members and employees shall not solicit or accept free ad
missions or passes to theatres and other places of amusement 
for themselves or others except in the line of duty.'B 

Assignments which represent particular opportunity 
for extortion or bribery should receive special attention 
in both written policy and spot checking by an internal 
investigation unit. Particular attention should be given 
to department assignments that offer unusual opportu-
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nities for dishonesty. Vice or gambling squads are ob
vious examples. Some of the most routine assignments, 
such as traffic enforcement and inspection duty, may also 
contain leverage for extortion. 

Reasonably precise procedures should be established to 
govern individual decisions where the exercise of discre
tion may be bargained for, such as the policing of bars, 
the assignment of wrecked or illegally-parked automobiles 
to towing companies and the removal of sick and injured 
persons by ambulance. Departments should also estab
lish policies and regulations governing situations in which 
officers may take advantage of their position of authority 
in nonduty situations such as offduty employment which 
conflicts with police interests and the acceptance of price 
concessions from businessmen. And procedures should 
be formulated which adequately control the care, custody, 
and release of property and evidence held by the police, 
especially money, liquor, jewelry; and firearms. 

INTERNAL INVESTIGATION UNITS 

Internal investigation units should be established in 
all medium-sized and large police departments. These 
should serve in the dual role of general intelligence and in
vestigation of specific reported cases of police misconduct. 

In small departments, the chief, or at least a ranking 
officer, should be responsible for a planned program to 
ensure integrity. These units should also give attention 
to causes and manifestations of misconduct, and they 
should suggest to the police executive appropriate ways 
to prevent corruption. Such an internal investigation 
unit should operate separately from the law enforcement 
intelligence units, which have been established in many 
larger departments to provide information for attacks 
on organized crime. Otherwise, it might be impossible 
for the intelligence unit to gain the confidence and trust 
of officers and informants. 

By broadening their responsibilities beyond investi
gating reported cases for prosecution, internal investiga
tion units can keep the police administrator aware of 
various activities within the department that are most 
vulnerable or have the potential of becoming vehicles 
of dishonesty. They may also detect unreported in
stances of unethical conduct. 

The problem of misconduct should not be treated as 
a series of isolated incidents. As an example, one depart
ment may discover officers who accept money or goods 
from local merchants in exchange for nonenforcement 
of traffic violations of customers or supply companies. 
The investigation unit may be a:ble to discover the 
identity of most of the officers responsible, prove the 
charge, and have them dismissed from the department 
and prosecuted. At that point, the case is closed. 

To stop here, however, leaves unsolved the question 
of why these officers become involved and others did not, 
and why some districts were especially prone to have 
dishonest officers and others were not. Analysis of the 
information gathered by the investigation unit may pro
vide a variety of answers. One may be that officers who 
have turned dishonest have pressing debts, or supervision 

is lax. Or again, such officers may have remained in 
one assignment for periods greater than others. 

Such information is of obvious value in preventing 
further dishonesty. Unless the study is carried this far, 
there is at least some reason to suspect that these con
tributory factors eventually may bring about a reappear
ance of dishonest practices. 

Where cities do not have the resources to maintain 
adequate internal investigation units, the chief of police 
should seek assistance from the State attorney general or 
the State police in attacking internal integrity problems. 
State governments should provide the necessary trained 
investigators to assist local authorities. Chapter 4 sug
gests that police manpower should be pooled in a metro
politan area or among a cluster of cities, to provide the 
internal investigation support necessary to maintain police 
integrity. In some areas where professional police 
organizations exist at the county level it may be possible 
to provide an internal investigation unit to serve the 
entire county. In those States where the attorney gen
eral has responsibility to move against police dishonesty 
at the city and the county level this responsibility should 
be vigorously carried out by him. 

PROSECUTION OF CASES OF DISHONESTY 

Police officials have sometimes argued that instances of 
police misconduct should be quietly resolved within a 
department it~elf. Evidence seems to indicate, however, 
that a department achieves greater respect from the com
munity when dishonest officers are openly and vigorously 
prosecuted. 

Similarly, private citizens and businessmen who 
offer bribes should also be prosecuted to discourage people 
who presently feel that only the most serious corruption 
is considered important enough to investigate or prosecute. 

PERSONNEL SELECTION 

Perhaps the most fundamental method of maintaining 
integrity in law enforcement is through careful selection 
of personnel. All of the selection techniqu.es available 
today must be used, including comprehensive background 
investigations and reliable tests to determine aptitude and 
emotional stability. As pointed out in chapter 5, person
nel testing experts recognize that it is much more difficult 
to predict latent dishonesty than to predict some other 
forms of deviant human behavior. Research in depth is 
needed to devise adequate testing procedures which will 
provide the police with more reliable screening techniques 
than now exist. 

TRAINING 

Officers should be taught the importance of ethics in 
law enforcement. Training should fully delineate the 
pitfalls that an officer will face and explain how he can 
avoid them. 

It should clearly indicate the types of action to be taken 
by the officer under different circumstances, including, 
for instance, how he should proceed when he witnesses or 
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learns of dishonest acts on the part of another officer. 
Training should also cover departmental policies for 
proper decisionmaking and should emphasize proper con
duct as a factor in maintaining good community relations. 

Trainirlg should especially emphasize the obligation of 
all officers to rid the profession of the unethical, and it 
should instill in the trainee a feeling of pride in his impor
tant work. In this regard FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover 
has stated: 10 

If every officer and law enforcement agency must suffer in 
some degree from charges made against other officers, we cannot 
afford to take a passive view, shrugging the matter off as none 
of our business. . 

I believe it is the duty of eVllry officer in every law enforce
ment agency to take a personal interest in maintaining a high 
standard of conduct with his organization. To do otherwise 
invites public disgrace. The traitor to ethical standards of law 
enforcement wiII be discovered, but often not until he has brought 
a great deal of harm to both the public interest and the reputa
tion of his organization and feIJow officers. We should sepa
rate such elements from the profession at the earliest op
portunity. 

No matter what laws are passed or rules made, public service 
stilI demands the highest in personal integrity. We must demon
strate that the men of law enforcement have it in abundance. 

PRIVATE POLICE 

Traditional police tasks are not always performed by 
governmental police agencies alone. In order to reduce 
the threat of vandalism and theft, for example, industrial 

19 J. Edgar Hoover, "Message from the Director." FBI Law Enforcement 
Dulletin (Washington: U.S. Department of Justice, December 1951) • 
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plants and department stores, among others, often hire 
private security agencies to provide protective services 
above and beyond that provided by a local police depart
ment. Although the right of these agencies to arrest, to 
search, or to question is no different from that given to 
any private citizen, their presence can serve as an added 
deterrent to persons who are seeking an opportunity 
to commit crimes. When someone is caught in 
the act of violating the law, security personnel typically 
either release the offender after a warning-if the miscon
duct is minor-or turn him over to the local police. 

Recently the Governor of Florida hired a private secu
rity agency for quite a different purpose-to uncover facts 
about crime conditions and corruption within his State. 
The agency, which is responsible to the Governor alone, 
has been soliciting information about organized crime 
and reviewing books and records of selected public offi
cials. As a result, it has accumulated files on individuals 
and has made at least 'one arrest. 

Any agency that assumes responsibility for law enforce
ment must be held to high standards of integrity and 
respect for individual rights. Since it is not possible to 
subject private agencies to the necessary controls and 
safeguards that are imposed upon public police agencies, 
private police agencies should not be used to perform 
essential public law enforcement tasks, such as the gather
ing of criminal intelligence, for any branch or agency of 
government or for any elected or appointed official. 
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Chapter 8 

Implementation Through State 
CornlTIissions on Police Standards 

ROLE OF POLICE STANDARDS COMMISSIONS 

A State Commission on Police Stand&.rds can do much 
to improve local law enforcement. Without removing 
control of law enforcement from local agencies, a Com~ 
mission can help to establish adequate personnel selection 
standards, to strengthen training procedures, to coordi
nate recruitment, and to improve the organization and 
operations of local departments. 

Commissions on Police Standards and Training now 
exist in several States. Some of them are more effective 
than others; all could be significantly improved. In most 
States, the Commissions do not have the power either to 
establish mandatory standards or to give financial assist
ance to local departments. This lack of authority limits 
their impact. If properly constituted and empowered, 
however, State Commissions on Police Standards could 
playa significant role in the process of upgrading police 
effectiveness. 

STATE STANDARDS 

A Commission should begin its work by selecting a 
strong and active full-time staff with access to a wide 
network of experts in law enforcement agencies, the rest 
of the criminal justice system, and colleges and universi
ties. The Commission should then evaluate the current 
situation in its State through studies and hearings. The 
Crime Commission's work disclosed that the qualifica
tions of police officers were generally lower in small de
partments than in large ones. It also found that small 
communities suffered because their resources to train, 
equip, and compensate personnel could not compare with 
those of larger cities. The Commission's research revealed 
that recruitment and promotion in many departments is 
governed by inflexible standards that are often unrelated 
to the real needs of law enforcement. A State Commis
sion could help resolve many of these problems. 

MINIMUM SELECTION AND PROMOTION STANDARDS 

An important early step for State Commissions is to 
set basic minimum selection standards applicable to all 
departments. The recommendation in chapter 5 of this 
volume that all future police officers be required to have 
a high school diploma and proven ability to do college 
work could be one such standard. A requirement that 
an extensive background investigation and an oral inter
view be conducted of all potential officers is another. It 
would be a mistake, however, for a state-level body to 
establish minimum standards of residence, height, weight 
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and age; the Commission recommends flexibility in such 
standards, so that individual departments can meet their 
own recruitment needs. The role of the State Commis
sion here should be to encourage civil service reforms to 
achieve such flexibility and to promote programs and 
services that can help departments adjust to more flexible 
standards. Frequ,ent physical fitness and medical exami
nations, for example, might replace rigid physical require
ments. An example of existing minimum standards for 
recruitment is contained in the regulations of the Cali
fornia Commission on Peace Officer Standards and 
Training: 

Minimum Standards for R.ecruitment 
(a) The minimum standards shall be the following; 

(1) Citizen of the United States. 
(2) Minimum age of 21 years. 
(3) Fingerprinting of applicants with a search of local, 

State and national fingerprint files to disclose any criminal 
record. 

(4) Shall not 11ave been convicted by any State or by 
the Federal Government of a crime, the punishment for 
which could have been imprisonment in a Federal peniten
tiary or a State prison. 

(5) Good moral character as determined by a thorough 
background investigation according to specifications en
titled, "The Personal History Investigation" pUblished by 
the Commission. 

(6) Graduation from high school or a passing of the 
General Education Development test indicating high school 
graduation level, or a score on a written test of mental 
ability approved by the Commission and equivalent to that 
attained by the average high school student. 

(7) Examination by a licensed physician and surgeon. 
Only those applicants who are found to be free from any 
physical, emotional or mental condition which might ad
versely affec~ performance of his duty as a peace officer 
shall be eligible for appointment. The applicant's declara
tion of medical history and the physician's findings upon 
the examination shall be recorded on forms which shall in
clude but are not limited to all of the items set forth in 
the specification entitled, "Physical Examination" pub
lished by the Commission. 

(8) An oral interview shall be held by the hiring au
thority or his representative, or representatives, to determine 
such things as the recruit's appearance, background, and 
ability to communicate. 

(b) It is emphasized that these are minimum entrance stand
ards. Higher standards are recommended whenever the avail
ability of qualified applicants meets the demand. 

It might be desirable in some situations to set dif
ferent basic standards for departments in communities of 
different sizes, to ensure that incentive for improvement 
is given to large cities as well as to smaller towns. Or
ganizational criteria or recommended educational stand
ards for supervisors, for example, will often vary accord
ing to department size; clearly the chief of a force of 20 
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men does not need qualifications as broad as the chief of 
a 2,500-man force. 

An important and difficult problem that State Com
missions should also consider is the screening and evalu
ating procedures for recruitment, retention, and promo
tion of police personnel. Some departments may need 
advice about how to conduct adequate background in
vestigations, how to structure personnel interviews, or 
how to evaluate officers during a probation period. In 
addition to determining methods for assessing applicants' 
character, aptitude, and career potential, State Com
missions could suggest ways of assessing applicants' at
titudes in order to keep prejudiced persons out of police 
service and to aid in assigning men to duties for which 
they are best fitted by temperament and background. 

There is also a definite need to set standards for promo
tion and retenti0n, on the basis of educational achieve
ment and on-the-job performance. Here again, a State 
Commission could suggest appropriate means for such 
evaluation. And when departments encounter difficul
ties in implementing refo;IDs, the experience and re
sources of a State Commission would be invaluable. 

Chapter 5 discusses the advantages of permitting lat
eral entry of qualified persons into all positions within a 
police department. Few departments permit this today 
because of rigid civil service regulations, retirement re
quirements and other restrictions. State Commissions 
could be especially effective in suggesting ways of re
moving impediments to lateral entry. 

Not the least of the responsibilities of a standards com
mission would be convincing local governing bodies and 
law enforcement officials of the desirability of under
taking innovations of all sorts, and helping to put these 
innovations into effect. 

TRAINING STANDARDS AND PROGRAMS 

Strengthening recruit, inservice, and career develop
ment training is the area in which a State Commission 
can be of most immediate help. With some exceptions, 
only the largest departments have been able to conduct in
dependent training programs adequate to meet the needs 
of today's police service. And even large departments 
in many cases need help in developing specialized pro
grams on subjects such as riot control, community rela
tions, legal developments, ethics, discretionary decision
making, and implementation of policy. Regardless of 
size, all departments should be afforded the opportunity 
to use programs prepared and presented by qualified 
instructors. Commissions could encourage the use of 
talented civilian instructors from other disciplines to teach 
specialized subjects such as law, psychology, or race 
relations. 

The first step in establishing training programs is to 
develop a curriculum and to determine the' minimum 
number of classroom hours required for each subject. 
Standards should be set for facilities, course materials, 
classroom and field techniques, training aids, and qualifi
cations 'of instructors. State Commissions could help 
recruit and orient instructors, and provide grants for de
veloping better teaching materials and methods. 

1 See Cnl. PennI Code secs. 13500-13523; N.Y.S. Exec. Lnw Art. 19-F, secs. 480-
487. 
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The two States which have the most extensive programs 
in training for policemen are California and New York.1 

Although these programs have the same objective of estab
lishing statewide minimum standards for training, the 
procedures for accomplishing this end differ. In New 
York, all recruits must satisfactorily complete a prescribed 
training program of 240 hours before they are qualified 
to serve as policemen in the State. Under the law, the 
Municipal Police Training Council must approve police 
training schools, certify instructors, and certify police offi
cers who have satisfactorily completed a basic training 
program. The State of New York, however, does not 
provide financial assistance to local departments to help 
them comply with the mandatory standards. 

California, 'on the other hand, has enacted a statewide 
program of police training which is voluntary in nature. 
The Commission on Peace Officer Standards and Train
ing is empowered to establish minimum standards for 
training and is authorized to reimburse all qualifying juris
dictions in an amount not to exceed one-half 'Of the neces
sary living expense" incurred by the policeman if he is 
required to take his training away from his home. The 
State Commission now requires recruits to receive a mini
mum of 200 hours of prescribed basic training and first 
line supervisors a minimum of 80 hours of supervisory 
training before a department can qualify for State aid. 
During 1966, 98 percent of the population was served 
by police agencies which adhered to minimum standards 
for police training. The 2,700 recruits for California de
partments received an average of 370 hours of ba$ic train
ing. The New York and California programs each have 
the!r advantages, but it would seem that higher training 
standards could be accomplished more quickly if a State 
provided financial assistance to local departments. 

A State Commission might also initiate continuing ed
ucation programs for potential officers who meet all de
partment qualifications except the educational require
ment. Courses could be provided through the Depart
ment of Education or through government grants. 
Commissions could also be instrumental in developing 
training programs along new lines, such as a program 
designed to fulfill the needs of the community service 
officer. 

State Commissions should draw heavily on the resources 
of police science programs in colleges and universities for 
their work in the training area, as California has done. 
Since basic college preparation for the police should grad
ually be directed away from strictly technical or voca
tional courses, these latter resources could best be used 
to improve the level of training programs. Police science 
program coordinators could, for example, be used by a 
State Commission in setting up a model training school 
to serve a cluster of smaller departments; in coordinating 
the annual intensive refresher courses that should serve 
as a core for continuing training; and in planning curricu
lum development and instructor training programs .. 

The challenges in the training area are, in short, 
enormous, and the need for aggressive, imaginative efforts 

. by State Commissions is urgent. In the training field par-
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ticularly, such commissions can have a direct impact on 
the caliber of law enforcement throughout an entire State. 

POLICE ORGANIZATION AND MANAG.EMENT 

Commissions can also help greatly to improve police 
organization, management, and operations. This is a 
more difficult task than improving training or raising 
personnel standards. And while it is not always possible 
to prescribe exact minimum standards for police organi
zations, State Commissions can encourage improvements 
in the organization and operation of departments by 
sponsoring surveys and by making recommendations for 
upgrading the operations of individual departments. 
They can also conduct studies to recommend ways of co
ordinating or pooling the resources and services of groups 
of departments. Commissions could provide the kind 
of foresight and planning that is needed on a statewide 
basis to permit the establishment of computer systems and 
the standardization of records and forms to accommodate 
such systems. 

Surveys of police agencies have been undertaken with 
success for many years by the International Association 
of Chiefs of Police, the Pu,blic Administration Service of 
Chicago and others, but they have reached only a few 
of the Nation's 40,000 police departments. In many cases, 
departments that had been surveyed did not have suffi
cient expertise to implement the recommendations that 
were made. If, however, a survey were to be conducted 
under the auspices of a State Commission, its field repre
sentatives could assist a department in adopting recom
mended changes. 

In 1965, the State of New York established a Division 
of Police Administration Services with the following 
functions: 2 

1. To collect, compile and disseminate current information 
regarding general developments in the field of police administra
tion and operations. 

2. To serve as a clearinghouse, for the benefit of police agencies, 
of information relating to their common administrative problems. 

3. To conduct studies and analyses of the administration or 
operations of any police agency, when requested by the head of 
such agency, and to make the result thereof a"",ilable for the 
benefit of such agency. 

4. To refer police agencies to appropriate departments and 
agencies of the State and Federal Governments for advice, assist
ance, and available services in connection with particular ad
ministrative problems. 

5. To encourage the further professionalization of police 
administration. 

6. To do all things necessary or convenient to carry out the 
functions, powers and duties expressly set forth in this article. 

During its first year of operation, the agency received 
requests for assistance from 36 separate local law enforce
ment departments in New York on such matters as records 
surveys; revised rules and regulations; manpower alloca
tions; and organizational charts. The staff for the new 
age~1cy is not yet large enough, however, to engage in ex-
tensive research or survey work. . 

The objectives of the New York program are worthy 
ones. Other States are encouraged to create an agency 
similar" to New York's and appoint sufficient qualified 

"Sec N.Y.S. Exec. Law Art. 20, secs. 550-553. 

staff. But, as is suggested in the following section, one 
State agency should assume responsibility for supervising 
both peace officer training and improving police organi
zation, mC'.nagement, and field operations statewide. 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ORGANIZATION 
AND OPERATION OF STATE COMMISSIONS 

As early as 1952, the American Bar Association, in con
junction with the National Conference of Commissioners 
on Uniform State Laws, recognized the need to develop a 
State Council to serve as a catalyst in improving law en
forcement. Together they published a. Model Police 
Council Act. This act, with significant revisions, served 
as a model for the States of New York and California, 
which established State Police Standards Commissions in 
1959. Since then, mf-ny variations of this legislation have 
been enacted in other States. 

It is crucial that legislation creating a Commission on 
Police Standards be broad enough to authorize the com
mission to take the following actions: 

o To adopt regulations establishing mandatory mInImum 
standards relating to educational, mental, mo~al, and 
physical fitness, which shall govern the selection of police 
officers. 

o To establish mandatory minimum training standards with 
the authority to determine and approve curricula; to 
identify required preparation for instructors; and to ap
prove facilities acceptable for police training. 

o To certify police officers who have acquired various levels 
of education, training, and experience necessary to per
form adequately the duties of the police service. 

o To conduct surveys of the administration and operation of 
police departments or aid governmental units in provid
ing for surveys to be conducted by other agencies or con
sulting firms, and to assist governmental units in the im
plementation of recommendations. 

o To conduct studies and make recommendations concern
ing means by which participating police agencies CRn pool 
individual resources. 

o To conduct and stimulate research by public and private 
agencies designed to improve police administration and 
law enforcement. o To make such inquiries and inspections as may be neces
sary to determine whether or not the standards established 
in the regulations are ill fact being adhered to. o To provide such financial aid as may be authorized by the 
legislature to participating governmental units. 

THE IACP MODEL POLICE STANDARDS 
COUNCIL ACT 

In 1966, after considerable research, a Model Police 
Standards Council Act was drafted by the Advisory Coun
cil on Police Training and Education and the Profes
sional Standards Division of the International Association 
of Chiefs of Police, under a grant from the Ford Founda
tion. While the language in some of its sections differs 
slightly from that sugge3ted above, the adoption of this 
Act, including the broad powers suggested above, and 
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the provision of adequate financing would permit any 
State to implement the essential programs described in 
this chapter. The Model Police Standards Council Act 
is attached as appendix A. 

THE CONTINUING ROLE OF STATE COMMIS
SIONS 

A State Commission can provide the focus that is 
needed by law enforcement agencies to give greater im
p'etus to their progress. In addition to the areas outlined 
above, it can, for example, be an effective voice in pro
moting greater coordination among law enforcement 
agencies, among agencies within the administration of 
justice, with community groups, and with other units of 
government. 

Moreover, it can be one of several action agencies in 
helping the State and local planning units, proposed in 
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chapter 13 of the "General Report," to develop and carry 
out its programs. Some States may prefer to make the 
State Commission on Police Standards an arm of the 
State planning agency; others may want them to be in
dependent of one another. In either case, a State Com
mission on Police Standards should provide invaluable 
information and expertise on pollee problems and needs 
to a State planning agency and in return should receive 
assistance in the development of new programs and stand
ards for local law enforcement. 

But the State Commission on Police Standards and 
Training can also initiate the research that must con
tinually test, challenge, and evaluate professional tech
niques, procedures and indeed its own minimum stand
ards in order to keep abreast of social and technical 
change. And though the task is difficult, it can help de
velop within the ranks of law enforcement the vision, 
inventiveness, and leadership that is necessary to meet 
the complex challenges facing the police of our cities. 

APPENDIX A 
MODEL POLICE STANDARDS COUNCIL ACT OF--

(Title should conform to State requirements. The following 
is a suggestion: "An act establishing a Police Standards Council; 
providing certain educational and training requirements for 
members of police forces; and for related purposes.") 

(Be it enacted, etc.) 

SECTION 1. FINDINGS AND POLICY 

The legislature finds that the administration of criminal justice 
is of statewide concern, and that police work is important to the 
health, safety, and welfare of the people of this State and is of 
such a nature as to require education and training of a profes
sional character. It is in the public interest that such education 
and training be made available to persons who seek to become 
police officers, persons who are serving as such officers in a tem
porary or probationary capacity, and persons already in regular 
service. 

SECTION 2. POLICE OFFICER DEFINED 

As used in this Act: 
"Police officer" means any fuIl-time employee of a police 

department which is a part of or t-.dministered. by the State or 
any political subdivision thereof and who is responsible fol' the 
prevention and detection of crime and the enforcement of the 
penal, traffic, or highway laws of this State. 

SECTION 3. POLICE STANDARDS COUNCIL 

(a) There is hereby established a Police Standards Council, 
hereinafter called "the Council," in the Executive Office of the 
Governor. The Council shall be composed of 15 members, as 
follows: Five chief administrative officers of local government 
police forces, at least 3 of whom shaH be from forees maintained 
by incorporated municipalities; 5 officials or employees of local 
government who have general executive or legislative respon
sibilities with respect thereto so chosen as to represent county 
government and municipal government; [the head of the State 
police], 1 representative of higher education, 2 public members 
and the Attorney General. 

(b) Except for the Attorney General and the [head of the 
State police] who shaIl serve during their continuance in those 
offices, members of the Council shall be appointed by the Gover
nor for terms of 4 years: provided that no member shall serve 
beyond the time when he holds the office or employment by reason 
of which he was !nitiaIly eligible for appqintment. Notwithstand
ing anything in this section to the contrary, the terms of members 
initiaIly appointed to the Council by the Governor upon its 
establishment shall be: three for 1 year, three for 2 years, three 
for 3 years, and four for 4 years. The Governor, at the time of 
appointment, shall designate which of the terms are respectively 
for 1, 2, 3 and 4 years. Any vacancy on the Council shaIl be fiIled 
in the same manner as the original appointment, but for the 
unexpired term. 

(c) The Governor annually shaIl designate the chairman of 
the Council, and the Council annually shall select its vice chair
man. The chairman and vice chairman shall be designated 
and selected from among the members of the Council. 

(d) Notwithstanding any provision of any statute, ordinance, 
local law, or charter provision to the contrary, membership on 
the Council shall not disqualify any member from holding any 
other public office or employment, or cause the forfeiture thereof. 

(e) Members of the Council shall serve without compensation, 
but shall be entitled to receive reimbursement for any actual 
expenses incurred as a necessary incident to such service. 

(f) The Council shall hold no less than four regular meetings 
a year. Suhject to the requirements of this subsection, the chair
ma.n shall fix the times and places of meetings, either on his own 
motion or upon written request of any [five] members of the 
Council. 

(g) The Council shall report annually to the Governor and 
legislature on its .. etivities, and may make such other reports 
as it deems desirable. 

DECTION 4. POWERS 

In addition to powers conferred upon the Council elsewhere 
in this act, the Council shall have power to: 

1. Promulgate rules and regulations for the administra
tion of this act including the authority to require the sub
mission of reports and information by police departments 
within this State. 
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2. Establish minimum educational and training stand
ards for admission to employment as a police officer: 
(a) in permanent positions, and (b) in temporary or 
probationary status. 

3. Certify persons as being qualified under the provi
sions of this act to be police officers. 

4. Establish minimum curriculum requirements for 
preparatory, inservice and advanced courses and programs 
for schools operated by or for the State or any political 
subdivisions thereof for the specific purpose of training 
police recruits or police officers. 

5. Consult and cooperate with counties, municipalities, 
agencies of this State, other governmental agencies, and 
with universities, colleges, junior colleges, and other insti
tutions concerning the development of police training 
schools and programs or courses of instruction. 

6. Approve institutions and facilities for school opera
tion by or for the State or any political subdivision thereof 
for the spEcific purpose of training police officers and 
police recruits. 

7. Make or encourage studies of any aspect of police 
administration. 

8. Conduct and stimulate research by public and pri
vate agencies which shall be designed to improve police 
administration and law enforcement. 

9. Make recommendations concerning any matter with
in its purview pursuant to this act. 

10. Employ a Director and such other personnel as 
may be necessary in the performance of its functions. 

11. Make such evaluations as may be necessary to 
determine if governmental units are complying with the 
provisions of this act. 

12. Adopt and amend bylaws, consistent with law, for 
its internal management and control. 

13. Enter into contracts or do such things as may be 
necessary and incidental to the administration of its au
thority pursuan t to this act. 

SECTION 5. EDUCATION AND TRAINING REQUIRED 

(aj Police officers already serving under perman'ent ~ppoint
ment on the effective date of this act shall not be required to 
meet any requirement of subsections (b) and (c) of this section 
as a condition of tenure or continued employment; nor shall 
failure of any such police officer to fulfill such requirements make 
him ineligible for any promotional examination for which he is 
otherwise eligible. The legislature finds, and it is hereby declared 
to be the policy of this act, that such police officers have satisfied 
such requirements by their experience. 

(b) At the earliest practkable time, the Council shall provide, 
by regulation, that no person shall be appointed as a police 
officer, except on a temporary or probationary basis, unless such 
person has satisfactorily completed a preparatory program of 
police trairiing at a school approved by the Council, and is the 
holder of a bachelor's degree from an accredited institution. No 
police officer who lacks the education and training qualifications 
required by the Council may have his temporary or probationary 
employment extended beyond 1 year by renewal of appointment 
or otherwise. 

(c) In addition to the requirements of subsections (b), (e), 
and (f) of this section, the Council, by rules and regulations, 
shall fix other qualifications for the employment and promotion 
of police officers, including minimum age, education, physical 
and mental standards, citizenship, good moral character, experi
ence, and such other matters as relate to the competence and 
reliability of persons to assume and discharge the responsibilities 
of police officers, and the Council shall prescribe the means for 
presenting evidence of fulfillment of these requirements. 

(d) The Council shall issue a certificate evidencing satisfac
tion of the requirements of subsections (b) and (c) of this Sec
tion to any applicant who presents such evidence as may be 
required by its rules and regulations of satisfactory completion 
of a program or course of instruction in another jurisdiction 

equivalent in cont~nt and qu~lity to that required by the Council 
for approved polIce educatIOn and training programs in this 
State. 

(e) After the effective date of this act each candidate for 
e1pployment as a police officer who recei~es passing scores on 
hIS employment entrance examinations shall have credits as 
established by the Council, added to his total examination sc~res 
for ~tu~ies whi~h he has s~tis~actorily completed at an accredited 
mstltutlOn of hIgher learnmg III a program leading to a degree. 

(f) Each police officer who is a candidate for promotion also 
shall receive educational credits as determined in section 5 on 
promotional examinations. 

SECTION 6. POLICE TRAINING SCHOOLS AND PRO
GRAMS: GRANTS UNDER THE SUPERVISION OF 
COUNCIL ANP THE STATE 

(a) The Council shall establish and maintain police training 
programs through such agencies and institutions as the Council 
may deem appropriate. 

(b) The Council shall authorize the reimbursement to each 
political subdivision and to the State 50 percent of the salary 
and of the allow~ble tuition, living, and travel expenses incurred 
by t~e. offic~rs m. ~ttendan:e. ~t approved training programs, 
proVldmg saId polIt!cal subdlvl.sl?ns or State ageI}cies do in fact 
adhere to the selectIOn and trammg standards established by the 
Council. 

SECTION 7. APPROPRIATIONS 

(a) Exc;ept as otherwise specifically provided in this Section, 
the Co.u.j"ll shall be supported only by appropriations made by 
the legIslature. 

(bl The Counc~1 may accept for any of its purposes and 
functIOns under thIS act any and all donations, both real and 
personal, and grants of money from any governmental unit or 
public agency, or from any institution, person firm or corpora
tion, and may receive, utilize, and dispose o'f the' same. Any 
arrangements pursuant to this subsection shall be detailed in 
~he a!1nual report of the Council. Such report shall include the 
Identity of the donor, the nature of the transaction and the 
condi.tions, if a~y. Any monies re.ceived by the Councii pursuant 
to tillS subsectIOn shall be depOSIted in the [State treas'uryJ to 
the account of the Council. 

(c) ~h~ C01;lncil, by rules and regulations, shall provide for 
t~e admllllstratlOn o~ the grant program authorized by this Sec
bon. In promulgatmg such rules, the Council shall promote 
~he m?st efficient .and economical program for police training 
mcludmg the maxImum utilization of existing facilities and pro~ 
grams for the purpose of avoiding duplication. 

(d) The Council may provide grants as a reimbursement for 
actual expenses incurred by the State or political subdivisions 
thereof for the provisions of training programs to officers from 
other jurisdictions within the State. 

SECTION 8. SEVERABILITY 

The provisions of this act shall be severable and if any phrase 
clause, sentence, or provision of this act is declared to be con~ 
trary to the Constitution or laws of this State or of the United 
States or the applicability thereof to any government, agency, 
person, or circumstance is held invalid, the validity of the re
mainder of this act and the applicability thereof to any govern
ment, agency, person, or circumstance shall not be affected 
thereby. 

S,ECTION 9. REPEALING CLAUSE 

All acts or parts of acts not consistent with this act are hereby 
repealed. 

• 
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Chapter 9 

The Community's Role 
Law Enforcelllent 

e 

In 

The previous chapters of this volume have detailed their persons or property. For example, the number of 
the steps, both long and short range, the police should crimes that involve negligence on the part of their vic
take to increase their effectiveness. However, crime tims is needlessly high. Departing homeowners act sen
is not the business of the police alone.1 On an sibly when they lock their doors and windows securely'; 
average night in a city of half a million population, 65 leave automatically activated night lights burning dur
police officers will be on patrol duty. No matter how ing lengthy absences; lock the garage doors and cancel 
well trained, well organized, and well equipped they are, milk and newspaper deliveries; and alert the neighbors 
they cannot be at the scene of every crime when it is or police to their absence. A survey of housebreakings 
committed, and this would be true if they numbered 65 in the District of Columbia in 1965 revealed that almost 
or 650. The police need help from citizens, from pri- three-quarters of all intrusions were made while the owner 
vate organizations, from other municipal agencies, and was gone, 20 percent of them through unlocked windows 
from crime prevention legislation. This chapter will or doors.3 The kind of property most commonly stolen 
give examples of t")w citizens can aid the police by pro- from homeowners is radios, TV's, tape recorders, cam
tecting themselves and by creating new resources for eras, and other salable items. Many homeowners wise
crime prevention and the rehabilitation of criminals. ly choose to record the serial numbers of goods for later 

The role of other municipal agencies working in con- tracing by the police in case of theft or burglary. 
cert with the police in anticrime planning is e::amined, Indiv.iduals can also maint~in a.re~onable ~",:,a~eness of 
along with ways in which private citizens can create al da1~ger.1I~ other facets of theIr daIlY!IVes. 1 hIS mclu~es 
continuing partnership with the police dedicated to pre- mamtammg a healthy alertness m encount.ers WIth 
venting crime and solving those crimes already committed. " s~ran~ers at t.he door or on the s~reet~ <l;nd aVOIdance of 
Prevention-oriented ordinances and regulatory action are -' SItuatIOns whIch leave the potential vlctlm defenseless to 
proposed. personal attack or powerless to summon aid. These are 

In short, the police need help, all the help the com- normal, not hysterical, responses to modern urban life. 
munity can give them. Methods proposed in this chap- Similarly, children can be matter-of-factly warned of the 
ter utilize only a portion of the total community resources dangers of advances from strangers in a way that does 
which could feasibly be marshalled to aid law enforce- not frighten or confuse them. 
ment. Simple precautions are particularly important in pre-

The Commission had neither time nor resources to venting auto thefts. Car owners should remove the keys 
from the ignition and lock their cars when they park. 

survey and evaluate specific programs for community The District of Columbia crime survey showed 50 percent 
assistance to law enforcement throughout the Nation. of stolen cars in 1 month were unlocked; 19 percent of 
However, in the course of its work it did receive informa- the owners had left the keys in the ignition.4 And a 
tion about such programs, and it was assured by citizens national survey in 1965 showed an even greater degree 
and police officials in a number of communities that such of owner negligence; 42 percent of the stolen cars had the 
programs were of great value. The intention of this ignition unlocked or the keys visible! 5 
chapter is to report this information, and to urge police 
departments and citizen groups throughout the country Stol'cowners and businesses have an even greater re-
to consider its practical application in their own com- sponsibility to make the task of the potential theft, robbery 
munities.2 or burglary a more difficult one. They can do so by 

CITIZEN PRECAUTIONS AGAINST CRIME 

It is evident that, without significant inconvenience to 
themselves, citizens can take several commonsense 
measures that will reduce the threat of crime to 

1 As onc commentator hOB picturesquely put it: "lAw enforcement is not n 
game of cops ond robbers in whil!h the citizens play the trees." 

2 For a provocative article about citizen cooperation with the poIL.o, 8CO Howard 
James, "Wako Upt The Police Need Help!" "The Christian Science ?tfonitor," 
Apr. 11, 1966, p. 9, col •• 1-4. 

keeping a minimum amount of cash on hand, varying rou
tines for taking money to the bank, balancing cash registers 
away from checkout counters, locating safes in weIl
lighted spots highly visible from the outside of the build
ing, and using two-man teams to open and close the 
stores. 

Pyramid telephone warning systems are in operation in 
some cities among liquor stores, grocery chains, gas sta·· 

3 "Report of the Presidentts Commission on Crime in the District of Columbia" 
(Wa.hington: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1966), pp. 0D-88. 

, [d. at pp. 97-104. 
ii FBI, "Uniform Crime Report, ]965" (Washington: U.S. Government Print· 

ing Office, 1965), p. 18. 
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tions, and clothing merchants. For example, upon 
receiving a report of a check fraud, shop-lifting incident, 
confidence game, or robbery in one store, the police tele
phone appropriate merchants and warn them. Those 
merchants in turn telephone others, giving the details of 
the crime and if possible, a description of the suspects. 
Such crimes often are committed in series, and on many 
occasions pyramid warnings have brought about the 
apprehension of suspects when they attempted subsequent 
crimes. And in some places, merchants have rigged a 
system which sends an alarm to other stores within a four
block radius, and once warned, shopkeepers watch for 
fleeing suspects from their vantage points. In some 
instances, this system has resulted in information vital 
to the later identification of suspects. 

Adequate illumination of premises both inside and out, 
and secure locks are among the most useful anticrime 
precautions the businessman can take. The Oakland, 
Calif., police have found that most commercial burglaries 
occur in establishments with inadequate night lighting. 
Also, 60 percent of Washington, D.C., commercial bur
glaries are known to have taken place at night, over half 
through unlocked or breakable windows, one-third by 
forcing locks. Also, 64 percent of burglarized businesses 
are located on the ground floor.a 

Alarm warning systems seem advisable in many cases, 
especially if the owner has supplied the police ahead of 
time with a floor plan of the store so that officers can 
plan a strategic entry, perhaps in time to surprise the bur
glar in the act. Also high walls, dead-end driveways, and 
heavy shrubs or foliage provide protective cover for night 
intruders. Such barriers should be lighted, shrubs 
trimmed, and areas generally opened to maximum visibil
ity consistent with usefulness and aesthetics. 

EDUCATION IN CRIME PREVENTION 

Public education to alert citizens and businessmen on 
how to avoid becoming victims of crime can be a valuable 
adjunct to a crime control program. In many cases such 
campaigns are undertaken by the police, in other cases 
by interested citizens or by businessmen's groups. The best 
ones are often a cooperative effort. The American As
sociation of Federated Women's Clubs and the National 
Auto Theft Bureau have conducted auto theft prevention 
campaigns in several cities, accompanying the police on 
their rounds, and leaving pamphlets in unlocked cars and 
attaching warnings to parking meters on the dangers of 
leaving keys in the ignition. 

Another women's organization, the General Federation 
of Women's Clubs, has campaigned for better street light
ing throughout the country. Businesses ranging from 
grocery chains to banks to diaper institutes have paid for 
pamphlets distributed to their customers on precaution
ary measures citizens may take to avoid crime. The 
Insurance Institute has made special appeals to clients 
on safeguarding furs and jewelry. Also the service clubs 

in one city bought etching tools so that the police could 
imprint serial numbers on valuable possessions of willing 
citizens. In another community, similar groups have 
provided a film library so that the local police department 
could supplement their appearances before citizens and 
school groups with moving pictures on such subjects as 
vandalism, narcotics, personal defense, and burglary pro
tection. A midwestern sheriff has a "junior posse" of 
over 25,000 youngsters who distribute crime prevention 
literature to homeowners and apartment residents. 

The police of several European countries, including 
Finland, Germany, and Sweden, are engaged in special 
programs which could be utilized by American forces. 
They have police advisory storefront offices set up in cities 
for crime prevention exhibits and staffed by police officers 
ready to offer advice to citizens. An English Home Of
fice report has considered cataloging in central registries 
the crime prevention exhibits of local police forces to per
mit interchange of successful techniques.7 The report also 
describes the experience of English police with the crime 
prevention officer who is especially detailed to call on vic
tims, offer advice and followup services, distribute crime 
prevention literature, undertake security needs studies, 
and train police force members in prevention techniques. 

In 1967, under a grant by the Office of Law Enforce
ment Assistance of the Department of Justice, high schools 
in Des Moines, Iowa, are conducting a special course for 
125 seniors on ~'The Science of Law Enforcement and 
Citizen Responsibility." In New York, Chicago, and Cin
cinnati, the police are participating in the development 
of materials to be used by elementary school teachers in 
explaining to their pupils how to avoid dangerous situa
tions and when and how to contact the police. And the 
Des Moines police are running a 2~-month crime pre
vention course to educate the business community in how 
to cope most effectively with robberies, larcenies, bad 
checks, and vehicle thefts. Police in other cities sponsor 
robbery clinics for banks, savings and loan organizations, 
and other firms that handle large amov:;ts of }TIoney in 
the routine course of business. In Oakland, the police 
have distributed weekly bulletins to storeowners, includ
ing details about and pictures of bad check artists or 
shoplifting rings operating around the city. 

Crime prevention campaigns, if they involve a substan
tial segment of the community's. residents and business 
people, in all probability can affect crime rates. To be 
effective they must, however, be built around up-to-date, 
accurate, and specific crime prevention advice. More
over, the specific needs of different groups in the com
mJ.mity must be taken into account; for example, old 
people, young children, nighttime workers, and neighbor
hood grocers alI have different problems vis-a-vis crime. 
Appeals to each group should be individualized whenever 
possible; direct personal cont2.ct is superior to mere liter
ature handouts. Social and professional groups can be 
an invaluable asset to the police in making the .crime 
prevention message relevant to the interests of their mem
bers, and in turn such groups can help in getting the 
message over to the .community as a whole. 

Many members of the community, however, do not 
------------------_._--------------_._--------

" Supra, note 3 at pp. 80-8B. Majesly's Stationery Officc, 1956), p. 3. 
7 "Report of Working Group on Crime Prevention Methods" (London: Her 
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belong to such groups. The fact is that the most crime
ridden areas in the city are usually both the poorest and 
the most socially disorganized. For example, in the Dis
trict of Columbia over one-half of all serious crime areas 
are in 5 of the 14 precincts. Any campaign that does 
not make a special effort to include or reach these resi
dents through poverty centers, block organizations, 
churches, and schools should expect little success. 

CITIZEN AID TO LAW ENFORCEMENT 

In additi~n to taking normal precautions against crime, 
citizens can mobilize to help the police and other branches 
of the criminal justice system. The ancient frank pledge 
of medieval villagers can have its counterpart among 
modern urban dwellers who complement police action in 
deterring, reporting, and rehabilitating law violators. 

CRIME REPORTING PROGRAMS 

Several communities have experimented successfully 
with concerted campaigns to impress upon citizens the 
urgency of reporting promptly to the police all relevant 
information about crimes or suspicious incidents. In 
Chicago a million citizens and 300 citizen-organizations 
are involved in "Operation: Crime Stop." Members are 
asked to call the police about any suspicious happening 
and to report the nature of the incident, number, and de
scription of the persons involved, and the license numbers 
of any cars used. Those citizens whose information leads 
to the solution or prevention of .. a clli-:ne are publicly 
honored each month. "Operation Crime Stop," inau
gurated on April 13, 1964, is credited by the Chicago 
Police Department with assisting in 7,000 arrests. 

The District of Columbia Police Department launched 
a "Signal Ten" program in December 1966 to stimulate 
citizen aid to the police. The first step in this program 
was specifically directed against robberies. Thirty thou
sand leaflets were distributed to business firms; they pro
vided the emergency police number, instructions on how 
to react to an armed robbery, and space on the leaflet 
in which witnesses could write information on crimes they 
witnessed and sketch the offender's appearance. Five 
hundred thousand small cards also were handed out to 
patrolmen for dispersal to robbery witnesses on the scene. 
They solicited the witnesses names and requested that rele
vant information about the crime be noted on the card. 
Similar programs are now in operation in Ohicago and 
New Orleans. A Florida sheriff's department has had 
good results with a junior deputy program that encour
ages youngsters to watch for and report suspicious 
incidents. 

The police of San Diego city and county report that 
the "Stamp Out Crime Crusade," founded and financed 
by the Independent Insurance Agents Association of Cali
fornia in 1965, is making a notable contribution to local 
crime prevention efforts. Pointed toward increasing 
public awareness of crime problems and encouraging citi
zens to assist the pollce, the crusade was introduced state-
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wide in California in 1966. After 1 year of operation 
in San Diego, Police Chief W. S. Sharp noted the pro
gram's success: 8 

The type of support and public awareness that the crusade 
has created is most welcome. Law enforcement in this city has 
felt its effects. In addition to a number of positive actions by 
citizens, we detect a swell of public support and cooperation that 
we have never known before. 

In addition, Sheriff J. C. O'Connor of San Diego County 
noted: 0 

Where once the public all too often turned the other way, there 
is now a willingness to "stand up and be counted," and :l"requently 
in the face of great physical danger. 

Some groups have suggested that the common law 
doctrine of misprision of felony [i.e., concealment of fel
ony] be revitahzed to penalize witnesses who fail to report 
offenses they witness or learn about.10 At the present 
time, where this doctrine is in effect, prosecutions usually 
require that the defendant be charged with active con
cealment of the crime or criminal rather than with mere 
apathy or inaction.l1 Updating the doctrine to encom
pass a more affirmative duty to report offenses or aid in 
police investigations seems worthy of further study. A 
cOIY'parable requirement now exists in some states to re
port all serious traffic accidents. 

CITIZEN PREVENTIVE PATROLS 

Groups of citizens in a few communities or neighbor
hoods complement police preventive patrols. For exam
ple, in Washinffton, D.C., several private citizens with 
"ham radios" in their cars have formed a "React" pro
gram to patrol three high crime precincts on weekends. 
On Friday and Saturday nights between 8 and 12 mid
night, peak hours in the city's criminal activity, they cruise 
their beats in teams of two, alert to any potentially unruly 
teenage gatherings or other' suspicious activity. Their 
function is merely to transmit information to a base sta
tion, which relays it to the police dispatcher for appropri
ate police coverage or surveillance. In other cities, radio 
band operators' clubs perform similarly, watching for 
stolen cars, suspicious circumstances, runaways, and 
escapees. 

Many cities and counties have civilian police reserve 
units which, with sworn police officers or in groups of two 
or more, patrol beaches, parks, and playgrounds. In 
some instances they are trained to handle crowds during 
parades and special events, to assist in search and rescue 
operations, and to direct traffic. In appropriate in
stances they work alone. One community has stationed 
civil defense personnel with mobile radio equipment at 
posts in high hazard areas to report on disturbances or 
incipient difficulties. 

In addition to this kind of citywide help, the residents 
of many neighborhoods carryon their own watchdog 
activities, keeping an eye on absent homeowners' prop~rty, 
reporting suspicious incidents and, in some cases, making 
neighborhood rounds. 

--------------------------------_._-_._-
'R Letter from W. S. Sharp. Chief of Police', San Diego, to Andrew H. Ekern, 

chairman, Stamp Out Crime Crusade, May 3, 1966. 
o Letter from J. C. otConnor~ Sheriff of StU1 Diego County, to Andrew H. 

Ekern, Chairman, Stamp Out Crime Crusade, Nov. 14 t 1966. 

1~ Goldberg, "Misprision of Felony: An Old Concept in Q New Context," 52 
A.B.A.I. 148 (1966). Alsl) Bee Sykes v. Director 0/ Public Prosecutions (1961), 3 
Weekly L.R. 371 (H.L.) Lord Denning. 

It Seo Nenl v. U.S., 102 F. 2d 643 (8 Cir. 1?39) , Interpreting 18 U.S.C. 251. 
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In some cities, taxicab fleets and utility company cars 
with their own communications systems have stepped 
forward and offered to serve as extra "eyes ·and ears:' . for 
the police. Kansas City, Mo:, has ."Operati9? Barri~r," 
an emergency alert program mvolvmg 14 taxI, tru~klng, 
and public utility firms with over 700 .radio-eqUlpp~d 
vehicles. A direct telephone network lInks polIce diS
patchers with the agency dispatchers. Police emergency 
broadcasts can be relayed to private vehicles, and their 
drivers can assist the police in identifying and tracking 
down offenders, all at no cost to the city. The private 
vehicles check in periodically with the agency dispatcher 
for police information. Birmingham, Chicago, Denver, 
Detroit, Green Bay, Wis., and New Orleans also have 
routine arrangements for furnis~ing desr:·iptions. of miss
ing or wanted persons by radiO to taxicab dnvers for 
lookout purposes. The District of Columbia police f~r
nish descriptions of wanted persons or cars to the mobile 
equipment of the city's electric and gas companies and to' 
the bureau of traffic engineering and operations. The 
effectiveness of these local liaison programs 'inspired a 
recent congressional resolution to encourage direct radio 
communication between the police and taxicab drivers on 
a national scale.l~ 

ENCOURAGING THE GOOD SAMARITAN 

Every day in our cities the police or the victims of crime 
must depend on the willingness of strangers and onlookers 
to summon aid, render emergency services, and even help 
subdue assailants. In other periods, sheriffs and law en
forcement officers could compel citizens in attendance at 
such emergencies to pitch in and help. Those on the 
scene were deputized as a "posse commitatus" under pain 
of criminal penalty for refusal.13 There was also a com
mon law duty on the part of citizens to prevent the com
mission of a felony when possible. 

Such doctrines may appear highly unrealistic in today's 
urban setting of frequently hostile crowds, which often 
refuse aid or even obstruct the police in making arrests, 
and sometimes coldbloodedly tum their backs on victims. 
Improved police-community relations is probably the only 
long-range solution to this problem, but communities 
might also give consideration to removing any legal im
pediments that could inhibit well-motivated citi~ens from 
offering aid. For example, good samaritan laws might 
absolve them from legal liability for any likely conse
quences of their intervention; crime compensation laws 
might provide reimbursement for injuries or losses suf
fered in the incident. 

Public education campaigns might well include in
structions to witnesses on how best to assist police in need 
and what kind of aid would most benefit crime victims. 
Sometimes a citizen is afraid of becoming involved in a 
prolonged prosecution which can cause him loss of time 
on the job. Some departments consequently protect the 
anonymity of emergency callers on behalf of others. Wit
ness fees commensurate with the inconveniences suffered 
by citizens while doing their legal duties might also aid 
in crime emergencies. 

12 H. Congo Res. 633, May 4, 1966. 
1" See Monterey County V. Rader, 24B Pac. 912 (1926); BO C.J.S. Sheriffs aO(I 

Constables, sec. 34. Cf. Va. Code Ann. s~cs. 1B.I-301; 15.1-79. 

CITIZEN RESOURCES FOR CRIME 
PREVENTION 

Through group efforts and on an individual basis citi
zens can provide auxiliary resources for all parts of the 
criminal process. Many civic groups and businesses have 
sponsored nationwide and local showings of documentary 
films like "The Thin Blue Line" or "Every Hour, Every 
Day."H In New Orleans one organization raises money 
for educational grants to police officers. In Spanish
speaking Harlem, a group of residents is teaching patrol
men their language. Oakland merchants have worked 
out an arrangement with the police department for han
dling first offender shoplifters without formal arrest, or 
in the case of juveniles, by referral to youth officers. In 
St. Louis unarmed adults guard school entrances at off
hours against unwelcome intruders. El Monte, Calif., 
has a "block mother" program sponsored by the local 
PTA in which one specially selected mother in each block 
has an open house with a sign in the window that she 
will help children who are lost, troubled by strangers, 
or hurt. The block mother also identifies children in 
need of supervision, trouble spots, and suspicious activities 
going on in the block. Many other cities have introduced 
similar programs. 

Private groups can be especially effective in develop
ing needed services for delinquency prone youths. PTA's 
can provide volunteer parents, foster homes, remedial 
tutoring and daytime supervised activities in high delin
quency areas. They can see that inner city schools are 
equipped with adequate numbers of social workers and 
guidance counselors, and that housing developments have 
sufficient play space. The YMCA and the American 
Friends Service Committee pioneered in the detached 
youth worker field, sending their young men into public 
housing projects and onto street corners to divert gangs 
into constructive activities. Organizations like "Big 
Brothers" work with boys to steer them into construc
tive growth patterns. Many inner city churches have 
devoted considerable time and resources into reaching 
out to the disadvantaged youth in their areas and giv
ing them comfort, counsel, organized recreation, and 
teenage centers. Washington, D.C., ministers in one 
precinct have developed a referral service to which 
youngsters apprehended by the police for minor crimes 
that do not require court referral can be sent for help 
in solving their problems. This kind of neighborhood 
mobilization is an immense asset to the police in under
serviced or especially troubled areas of the city. Other 
church groups have opened store-front clinics for nar
cotics addicts and halfway houses for released prisoners. 

Many police forces have formed school safety patrols. 
These organizations, comprised largely of fifth and sixth 
graders, provide youths an opportunity to be of service 
to others and to identify with a worthy cause-safety and 
order. Some programs offer every participant the chance 
to attend a summer camp. The internationally known 
Berkeley Junior Traffic Police, founded by the late Chief 
August Vollmer, has been functioning since 1923 and has 
served as the model for hundreds of simibr programs 

U The International Association DC Chiefs of Police, Inc, 1319 18th Street NW_, 
Washington, D.C., welcomes inquiries about the availability of films of this kinu. 
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throughout the Nation. Automobile associations have 
been laudably active in backing such programs too. 

Another aspect of crime prevention involves citizen 
help in reintegrating previously institutionalized offenders 
into the community. Citizen interest is particularly 
needed in the rehabilitative field as tangible evidence that 
the community is ready to welcome back an offender into 
its midst and help him to avoid a return to crime. Private 
industries and unions make an invaluable contribution to 
controlling recidivism when they go into. the prisons and 
run training programs that prepare inmates for decent 
jobs on release, aTld when they hire releasees. U niver
sities like Harvard or Chicago, which conduct special edu
cational programs in the prisons, also contribute. 

For accused or convicted offenders living in the com
munity, private groups, settlement houses, churches and 
unions can become private sponsors and supervisors help
ing with jobs, housing, and counsel. Often they can 
make the difference between successful probation or pa
role and return to prison, or between a defendant who is 
allowed release until trial and one who must stay in jail 
for want of bail. Professionals throughout the institu
tions of criminal administration carry such heavy case
loads that personal contact with their charges is the 
exception rather than the rule. Private citizens can pro
vide the;! kind of individual backup in the community 
that is critical to the success of the rehabilitative effort. 

COMMUNITY PLANNING AGAINST CRIME 

Crime prevention can be built into almost every aspect 
of community planning. Unfortunately it is too often 
ignored because of the compartmentalization of munici
pal and county agencies. Crime is looked upon as the 
exclusive province of the police department and not the 
concern of those in charge of education, housing, urban 
renewal, health, welfare, or streets and highways. Both 
the police themselves and the other municipal agencies are 
guilty of this type of myopia. One police official de
scribed it thus: 15 

Community service agencies and law enforcement agencies 
have become polarized and isolated, each acting as though they 
are operating at opposite ends of the services continuum. 

A Commission-sponsored survey of 95 high ranking 
public officials in 4 large cities revealed that the police' 
were not significantly involved in community planning. 
The planning agencies on the one hand were "insular" 
in their relations with the police department and cau
tious about information exchange. The police seemed 
indecisive about what role they should play in any non
law enforcement planning.I6 

Increasingly, however, the police must become active 
participants in all aspects of community planning related 
to combatting crime. This can encompass almost the 
entire spectrum of local government. For instance, the 
police should be aware of public transportation develop
ments insofar as they may relate to crime at terminals or 

1:2 Bruco C. Weller. h~rhc Police Role in Prevention," "The Police Chief," July 
1966, 33: 54. 

10 Richard Laskin aDd Margaret G. Oslund, "An Exploratory Study of Intcr~ 
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on public transit conveyances. Divisions within public 
works department should adopt building designs and 
lighting provisions that minimize crime hazards. Parks 
and recreation departments need advice on the location 
lighting, and supervision of playgrounds and recreatio~ 
areas. City planning and development commissions in
clude zone controls, which influence population move
ments and demands for police service. Building and 
safety departments should take action to abate attractive 
nuisances, hazards, abandoned buildings and wells and 
lots. Streets and highway departments oversee ~treet 
lighting, drivewar requirements, traffic flow, adequacy 
of off street parking, and parking lot regulation. The 
fire department may be needed for emergency use in 
crowd control, fire prevention at accident scenes and 
disasters, and arson investigations. Public and parochial 
schools have problems with vandalism, youth gangs, per
verts and narcotics pushers. The health department can 
be a valuable source of information about changing pat
terns. of. drug use, venereal disease, alcoholism, and 
prostItutIon. 

There are some notable examples of successful collabo
ration between the police and other agencies in crime 
prevention. For instance, one police department con
ducted intensive door-to-door surveys in especially crime
prone areas to determine what the residents thought their 
chief crime problems were and what the residents thought 
should be done about them. They received responses 
along the following lines which confirm that public order 
is indeed a multidepartmental task: 

o The fire department should eliminate fire hazards 
and burn off lots being used for juvenile misbe
havi.or. 

o Schools should provide better perimeter lighting for 
the schoolyards and structures after hours. 

o The recreation department should offer more at
tractive programs designed to use up idle youth 
energy. 

o Juvenile probation officers should intensify their 
contact with probationers in· the area. 

o Public utilities should provide additional street 
lighting. 

o The alcoholic beverage commission should crack 
down on liquor dealers who sell to minors . 

Police officers who compiled the survey's results submitted 
the citizen complaints to the appropriate agencies for 
remedial action. 

In another city, the police became an integral part of 
a master plan review team to screen all redevelopment 
pians for safety and crime hazards. Together with other 
agency representatives, they drew up a model set of cri
teria for evaluation of such projects. These criteria in
cluded accessibility of buildings to patrol units, proper 
traffic flow and off street parking provisions, lighting re
quirements, location and regulation of cuI de sacs, play
grounds, common greens, fences, and security entrances. 
During the course of their combined effort, the team 
talked to juvenile delinquents in custody to ascertain their 

Organizational Contncts, Communication and Coordination" (report to the Office 
of Law Enforcement AssilJtance, Department of JU8tJce, August 1966). 
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patterns of housebreaking and theft so that proper pre
ventive measures could be taken. 

In the San Francisco Bay area, subway designs are 
submitted to the police for personal safety factors aI1d 
the South San Francisco Police Department also screens 
building permits for compliance with sound crime pre
vention principles of lighting, building design, location, 
and alarm provisions. Regional teams of youth officers, 
teachers, school nurses, and guidance counselors regu
larly review youth delinquency problems in another 
community. 

There are other types of collaboration programs. 
Personnel of Chicago's youth division meet weekly with 
representatives from the family and juvenile courts, 
schools, and the welfare department to keep each other 
abreast of new developments in areas of mutual interest. 
The Oakland associated agencies program operates out of 
the city manager's office and brings together representa
tives of the police, schools, probation and parole depart
ments, health, education and welfare specialists and Cali
fornia Youth Authority personnel to discuss and resolve 
juvenile problems. A similar coordinating council in 
Alameda County, Calif., operates to inform participating 
youth agencies of action and policy changes which may 
affect each others operations. 

Chapter 13 of the "General Report" recommends that 
the mayor of every city have a special staff, adviser, or 
committee to coordinate all agencies directly concerned 
with or potentially useful in crime control. In Los 
Angeles, the county runs an "Operation Take Hold," 
which coordinates all crime control activities through the 
office of the district attorney with the assistance of an 
advisory council and a crime control coordinator. 

Internally, police departments might facilitate broad 
range liaison with other governmental units through cre
ation of community planning units, headed by officers or 
civilians skilled in interdisciplinary planning. The com
munity service officers described in chapter 5 could re
ceive citizen complaints or requests for service of all sorts, 
contact the relevant agencies, and follow up the contacts 
by attempting to resolve community problems or refer 
them to other agencies. 

Another route to closer integration seeks to end the 
physical isolation of the police at the precinct level from 
other agencies that deal with neighborhood problems. 
Experimental projects have been suggested to house the 
police, along' 'I'.>i.th welfare, health, probation, parole, 
housing, and employment officials, in community centers 
located in the neighborhoods, on the theory that physical 
proximity alone might have pronounced effects upon ex
change of information and coordination. Preliminary 
efforts have been made in this direction by depart
ments like Atlanta's, which places officers in poverty 
centers. Those officers participate in weekly meetings 
to which the neighborhood residents can bring their 
complaints about police and other government actions. 
In some European departments, such as in Oslo, police 
officers give advice and help to unemployed or homeless 
persons. The Copenhagen police have also devoted con
siderable effort to helping unemployed miners. 

11 Many claims nrc. made that better lighting reduces crime. Claims or n 90 
percent reduction in robberies in Fort Wayne; 96 percent reduction in aggravated 
nSS3uitn in SnIt Lake City; 85 percent decline in stolen cars in pjttsburgh; 92 
percent drop in burglaries in Minneapolis; and h} Cleveland, a onc·third decline 

Police participation in municipal policymaking would 
be especially valuable in regard to adequate illumination 
on streets, alleys, in the rear of commercial buildings, in 
parks, playgrounds, and other spots where darkness can 
make the criminal's task easierY Although no accurate 
data has been collected on the precise crime deterrence of 
improved lighting, the presumption that light will impede 
criminality seems a reasonable one. Better lighting 
means a victim may become aware of his attacker in time 
to defend himself or summon help; it also increases the 
chanceg of witnesses being able to identify the offender. 
Or it may deter the criminal from acting at all. Police 
experience should be available in determining the right 
kind of lighting, its location and spacing, for different 
uses and in different parts of the city. The police can 
keep track of where certain kinds of crimes are committed, 
how frequently and at what times of the day or night. 
Any experiments must take into account the myriad of 
variables which affect the incidence of crime; this infor
mation, in great part, is in the exclusive possession of the 
police. 

Cities should also make it easier for citizens in distress 
to summon police aid. Several cities have opened tradi
tionally locked police call boxes to the public. Others 
have publicized a direct public telephone contact number 
for emergency use. Many have installed telephonic 
police-fire-ambulance emergency reporting callbox sys
tems and placed them at strategic outdoor locations 
throughout the city. New York City has set callboxes 
at closer proximity to one another. Surely joint re
search and planning between the police and other city 
authorities must continue in order to arrive at the most 
expeditious communication medium for citizens to use 
in crime emergencies. 

LEGISLATION AND FEDERAL ACTION TO 
COMPEL CRIME PREVENTION 

The alternative to persuasion and public education in 
the crime prevention field is legislation compelling manu
facturers and owners of personal property and real estate 
to maintain certain basic security standards. The most 
frequent suggestions are in the area of property security 
codes and automobile thefts. In addition, suitable fire
arms control legislation can make an important contribu
tion to reducing the' danger of crime in the United States. 
While the problem of firearms control is highly complex, 
owing to the American stratification of government, the 
need for Federal, State and local legislation is urgent, as 
described in chapter 10 of the Commission's "General 
Report." 

AUTO THEFTS 

Many communities already have key ordinances which 
lead to fines for car owners who leave their autos unlocked 
or with keys in the ignition. Ordinarily, however, these 
ordinances are not enforced with sustained vigor. Also, 
the relevance of automobile title laws to theft has been 

in assaults nnd 17 percent rcuuation in purse snatching nrc made in Don Murro)" 
"How Bright Lights Reduce Crime, "Coronet," February 1960. Also sec, "Cru· 
Bade for Light/' "United States Revic\v," Jan. 22, 1966, 196: 3. 
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noted. States like Massachusetts, without a requirement 
of proof of ownership before a car can be transferred, 
presumably make it easier for the thief to sell the stolen 
car. More far-reaching legislation, probably on the Fed
eral level, has been suggested to compel auto manufac
turers to include locating ignition systems in less accessible 
places than under the hood; making the ignition system 
connection cable impossible to remove from the ignition 
lock; increasing the number of ignition key combinations; 
putting in sturdier housing to enclose the ignition ter
minals; surrounding ignition wires with heavier metal 
cables; and providing steering wheel locking devices. 
The safest control over car theft or unauthorized use 
seems to be (1) a steering column and/or transmission 
lock that would render a car motionless when the trans
mission lever was in proper position and the key re
moved, so that shorting the wires would not make the 
car move, coupled with (2) an ignition system which 
would force the owner to remove the key either by a spring 
loaded ejection lock, or an engine that will not stop until 
the key is removed, or a buzzer system that goes off if the 
key is left in the ignition when the engine is stopped. 
Compulsory welding of identification serial numbers into 
the chassis has also been proposed to deter thieves who 
can now easily unscrew numbers from some expensive 
models. 

Oakland has attacked used car lot thefts and auto 
thefts from parking lots by a regulation making it compul
sory for lot operators to construct sturdy barriers around 
the parking space. Passage of the ordinance followed a 
discovery that of all lots from which cars were stolen, 81 
percent had no protective barriers. The auto theft in
spection service checks the applications and renewals of 
all parking lot owners for compliance, and has so far re
ported universal cooperation. 

PROPERTY SECURITY CODES 

Experience with building security codes has been very 
limited in this country. Yet they appear to hold a sub
stantial potential for reducing housebreakings and bur
glaries.1B The only ordinance now in effect is in Oak
land and it relates solely to exterior openings of com 
mercial buildings, prescribing minimum security measures 
for all such accessible vents. The security code is inte
grated with fire code requirements for easy exit, and the 
chief of police can require the installation. of photoelec
tric, ultrasonic or other intrusion detection devices in 
buildings that have been burglarized frequently or that 
contain inventory of especially high value. 

The Oakland police depend exclusively on voluntary 
adherence to the code even tnough the ordinance in
cludes penalty provisions. But no prosecution has yet 
been instituted for its violation. The code was drawn 
up after concerted educational efforts by the police with 
the business community on preventive measures. The 
police there had found that of the 2,325 commercial 
burglaries in 1962, 52 percent of the victims had been 
burglarized more than once in a single year; in 141 cases, 

1'j On pages 80-SS, the "Report of lhe Prcsitlcnt's Commission on Crime in the 
District of Columbia" noted that commercial buildings accounted for 43.7 percent 
housebreakings, nnd almost one·half of the commercial firms victimized had been 
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3 or more times. The business community was convinced 
that basic security provisions should be enacted into law. 

The ordinance is now enforced in the following man
ner: a security section in the police department receives 
reports on all burglaries and analyzes them to see if se
curity defects are involved. It then sends an officer to 
talk with the owners and to recommend bett~r security 
procedures. The case is followed up for compliance. 
As continuing procedure, patrol officers who spot com
mercial building security defects also report them to the 
security section. 

The department believes that its burglary prevention 
approach has been successful. It reports that in 1965 the 
increase in commercial burglaries was only 3.4 percent 
as compared to 17.5 and 16.7 percent increases in 1964 
and 1963. During 1966, commercial burglaries increased 
only 2.3 percent over 1965. Since the code was adopted 
decreases of up to 75 percent in burglaries are reported 
among complying businesses. Only 15 out of 1,092 busi
nesses contacted for security defects have refused to 
cooperate. 

A successful property security code should ideally in
clude provisions relative to residential as well as commer
cial property, and deal with lighting and internal security 
devices as well as with exterior openings. It would have 
to provide for administrative appeals and for ongoing en
forcement checks by local officials familiar with building 
design, materials, and possible conflicts with other muni
cipal codes relating to such matters as fire, safety, and san
itation. The insurance industry should be intimately in
volved in its formulation so as to encourage compliance 
by lowering prerl1iums. New construction should be re
viewed and building permits and site inspections should 
be made to insure compliance. A model code developed 
for national use by construction experts, architects, muni
cipal planners, fire prevention inspection personnel, po
lice, and insurance representatives would be an extremely 
worthwhile venture. 

Short of legislation, it seems that reasonable security 
standards could be laid down by Federal loan agencies as 
a requirement of new building financing. Federal bank
ing agencies could insist on security features and up-to
date systems in all federally insured banks. Security re
quirements could also be made a standard feature of all 
public housing or urban renewal projects, Federal or local. 
Limited experimentation would provide valuable experi
ence for evaluating the efficiency and cost effectiveness 
of various types of security requirements and devices be
fore they are translated into a universal legal requirement. 

FIREARMS CONTROL LEGISLATION 

As chapter 10 of the "General Report" i~dicated, the 
majority of the American public favors reasonable fire
arms control legislation. Since laws, as they now stand, 
do not effectively control the supply of firearms, legislative 
bodies at Federal, State, and local levels should act to 
strengthen controls. Any legislative scheme should 
maximize the possibility of keeping firearms out of the 
hands of potential criminal offenders, while at the same 

entered through unlocked windows, another 6 percent nlTough unlocked doors; 
30 percent through forcing the locks; onc third through breaking windows. One· 
third oC the commcrcicinl victims had "burglar resistant" locks. 
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time affording citizens ample opportunity to purchase 
such weapons for legitimate purposes. 

It is appropriate to ban absolutely the sale of those 
weapons that no citizen has a justifiable reason for 
owning. And in addition, dangerous or potentially dan
gerous persons should be prohibited from purchasing 
firearms. 

Finally, prevention of crime and apprehension of 
criminals would be enhanced if each firearm were regis
tered with a governmental jurisdiction. A record of 
ownership would aid the police in tracing and locating 
those who have committed or who threaten to commit 
violent crime. Law enforcement officers should know 
where each gun is and who owns it. 

CITIZEN CRIME COMMISSIONS 

Direct citizen action to improve law enforcement has 
become an absolute necessity. In a number of instances, 
citizen crime commissions have provided forceful ".e
hicles for proper and sustained citizen action.10 

Citizen crime commissions can perform the essential 
function of coordinating the efforts of private groups 
within a community. They can work with the police to 
pinpoint problem areas where public education is most 
needed. They 'can see that the message reaches the 
groups most concerned. Such commissions can also 
serve as consulting agencies for individual groups or per
sons with specialized prevention problems. 

Crime prevention education must also be sustained. 
Too often a crash campaign produces short term reduc
tions in certain kinds of crime and then loses momentum. 
Citizen efforts in this field can be extremely effective but 
they also need to be coordinated to insure complete cov
erage and continuing vigor. 

It has also been suggested that citizen crime prevention 
is sufficiently important in community life to justify an 
official agency, such as a mayor's committee or a crime 
prevention council, to spearhead citizen efforts. These 
local councils could then be coordinated on the State 
level by an official who would maintain a central deposi
tory of prevention material and experiences, run a clear
ing house for the local councils, and evaluate local pro-

grams. Former California Attorney General Stanley 
Mosk made such a suggestion in 1962: 20 

We have considered and discussed, for some time, the possibil
ity of a statewide crime prevention coordinator. *.X- * A for
mal statewide bureau in the Department of Justice for the dis
semination of information and educational materials on crime 
prevention and to assist in establishing local crime prevention 
councils could be most advantageous. Right now several 
agencies are handling this problem. A central depository and 
clearing house of such information would be most useful not 
just for statistics, but for programmatic data, too. ' 

CONCLUSION 

To reduce crime in their communities citizens must be 
prepared to back up their police forces with more than 
slogans. They need to keep in mind, but in perspective, 
the possibilities of crime in their daily lives and take rea
sonable steps to limit criminal opportunities. In emer
gency situations they must assume the responsibilities of 
summoning aid for victims or police in distress; they can
not stay free of involvement and yet expect others to pro
tect them. In groups and even as individuals they can 
supply desperately needed auxiliary resources to the po
lice, the courts, and correctional officers. Much work re
mains to be done in developing effective and lasting public 
education campaigns to get citizens to take the few extra 
precautions that can deter large numbers of crimes. Citi
zen crime commissions might well take on this new and 
important task. Compulsory laws to require cars, homes, 
and business to be adequ,ately protected against inva
sion offer a promising, if complex, area for further st~dy 
and experimentation. 

Municipal government also needs to adopt a more inte
grated approach toward crime control; to provide the 
mechanism for coordination of all the local agencies whose 
activities and policies can have an effect on crime preven
tion and on opportunities for the detection and appre
hension of criminals after crimes have been committed. 
The combination of alert and cooperative citizens, pre
vention-conscious police and crime-conscious local gov
ernment can become a significant force against the Ipenace 
of urban crime. 

._----------------------------------.----------- . '-----
19 For an authoritative, interesting uescription o( the American crime commission 

movement and nn account of its organization, mission, ami history, see: Ralph 
G. Murdy, "Crime Commission Handbook" (Baltimore; The Criminal Justice 
Commission, 1965), 119 pp. mimeo. 

::"1 Stnnlcy Mosk, uThe Crime Prcvention Problcm in Cnli£ornin," HCrimc Pre
vention in Cali£ornin" (Los Angeles: Digest o£ a conference sponsored by Town 
Hall in cooperation with the California State Department of Justice, Mar. 24, 
1962). p. 8. 
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emotional fitness, 129 
field recruit placement prior to 

training, 138 
motor patrols, 55 
physical standards, 130 
resident requirements, 130 
staff inspection units, 49 

training films, 140 
International Association of Chiefs of 

Police and Public Administration 
Service, 78 

Inter.national Association of Chiefs of 
Police, Professional Standards Divi
sion, 219 

International City Managers Associa
tion, 138 

International Conference of Police 
Associations, 212 

Inter-Religious Committee on Race 
Relations, statement on community 
relations unit in Washington, D.C., 
152 

Investigation, criminal 
consolidation, partial, 94-95 

benefits, 95 
problems, 95 

consolidation, total 
advantages, 94 
cons, 93 
geographical areas, 94 
pros, 93 

defined, 1 
field interrogation, 23 
interval units, 31, 214-215 
stopping and questioning, 38-40 

Investigators, deployment, 55-56 

J 
Jacobs, Jane, 2 
Judicial consolidation, police service 

annexation, 105-106, 
see also annexation 

contract law enforcement, 106-108 
see also law enforcement, contract 

metropolitan government, 99-103 
see also Dade County, metropoli

tan; metropolitan Toronto 
Police Department; Nashville
Davidson County, metropolitan 

special districts, police, 108-109 
see also police special districts 

subordinate service district, 103-
105 

see also Suffolk County; Nassau 
County 

Justice of the peace, early England, 
4,5 

Juveniles, survey on respect for police, 
149 

K 

Kalamazoo, Michigan, study on teen
ager opinion of police, 147 

Kansas City Metropolitan Squad, 95 
Kansas City Police Department, 121, 

133 
Katzenbach, Attorney General Nicho

las deB., 43 
"Knock-Knock" Law, 38, 40-41 

l 

Laboratory services 
activities, 90 
conclusion on providing, 92 
curren t practices, 90-91 
problems 

duplication of facilities, 90-91 
personIlel, 90-91 
proximity, 91 
quality,91 
timeliness, 91 

States 
establishment of facilities, 91-92 
role, 91-92 

Law enforcement 
citizen aid, 2, 224-225 
conclusions of Commission, 37-38 
contract, 42 
costs, 7, 11, 1.2,86,87, 106, 107, 108 
crime reporting programs, 224-225 
effectiveness, see law enforcement, 

effectiveness 
FBI assistance, 42 
fundamental problems, 68 
improper, 209-210 
limita tions, 1, 2 
origins 

in American colonies, 5 
in England, 3 

police programs, 224 
police role, 2, 120 
pooling, 42 
public demands, 1, 2, 209 
State role, 42 

Law Enforcement Agencies, a Profile of 
Federal, State, and Local, 7 

Law enforcement agencies, growth, 
U.S. 

Federal 
Bureau of Investigation, 6 
Revenue Cutter Service, 6 
Secret Service, 6 

improvement, 16 
State 

departments, 6 
police, 6 
Texas Rangers, 6 

see also agencies, police 
Law Enforcement Code of Ethics, 179, 

212 

233 

Law Enforcement Committee of the 
New York Metropolitan Council, 
intelligence files, 79 

Law enforcement, contract 
areas of employment, 106 
city to county 

cost, 107 
improvement, plan, 107 

conclusions, 108 
county to city 

advantages, 106 
cost, 106 
disadvantages, 106 

description, 106 
objections, 106-107 
State to local, cost, 108 

Law Enforcement Intelligence Unit 
(LIEU) 

membership, 79 
zones, 79 

Law Enforcement Officers Training 
Council, designated training obliga
tions, 76 

Law enforcement policy 
advantages of formulating, 20 
articulation, 214 
aggravated assault, 22-23 
community role in establishing, 33 
court review, 32-33 
court role in establishing, 18, 33 
demonstrations, 25 
departmental statements, 27, 28 
deviations, 27 
dissemination, 26 
exclusionary rule, 31, 33 
failure to articulate, 17, 21, 209 
flexibility, 19, 27 
gambling, 22 
iden tification of issues 

analysis of complaints, 25 
court decisions, 26 
observation of field procedures, 25 

implementation, 29, 32 
in corrupting situations, 214 
juvenile offenders, 18 
lack of guidelines, 16, 17, 18 
legislative role in establishing, 18, 

32,33 
New York law, 17 
police role in establishing, 19, 21 
prosecutor role in establishing, 19, 

33 
settling disputes, 24-25 
staff consultation, 26 
statement, 16 
street gatherings, 24 
traffic control, 17 
training for decisionmaking, 215 

Law Enforcement Teletype System 
(LETS),87 

League of California Cities, adminis
trative test, 75 

Legal adviser, police 
civilian, 65 
need, 50, 51, 63,'66 
qualifications, 51, 63 
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Legal adviser, police-Continued 
role in policy planning, 50, 64 
services, 50, 63 
training programs, 51, 63-64, 66 

Legislation control, crime 
automobile theft, see theft, automo

bile 
firearms, see firegrms 
security standards, property, see se-

curity standards, property 
Leonard, Donald S., 43 
L~onard, Glenford S., 134 
Lindsay, Mayor John, 43, 48 
Los Angeles County Sheriff's Depart

ment, 138 
Los Angeles Police Department 

applicant rejection, 129, 134 
appointments, women, 125 
community relations officer, 151 
manpower problem, 9 
salaries, 135 
technological application, 57, 83 
training, 140, 141 

Louis Harris poll, public 
opinion on bribery of police, 146, 

148 
rating of Federal agents, 145 

M 

MacNamara, Donal E. J., 43 
Major Case Squad of the Greater St. 

Louis Area 
accomplishments, 95 
reasons for existence, 95 

Manpower reserve 
assessment of needs, 134 
countywide, 77 
Statewide, 77 

Mayor's Committee on City-Citizen 
Relationships, Denver, Colo., 204 

Metropolitan Atlanta Council of Local 
Governments, Metropol, establish
ment, 112 

Metropolitan Fund, Inc., Detroit, 
studies, 76, 80 

Metropolitan Police Academy of 
Michigan, Inc., 76 

Metropolitan Folice Department of 
Nashville-Davidson County, 94 

Metropolitan Police Department of 
Washington, D.C., 121, 123, 128 

Metropolitan police force, British 
effectiveness, 5 
patrol techniques, report, 190 
problems encountered, 4 
responsibilities of Home Secretary, 4 
structure, 4 

Metropolitan police force, U.S. 
administrative boards, 6 
development, 5 
political control, 5 
problems encountered, 5 
reform attempts, 6 
State control, 6 
unification, 5 

Metropolitan Police of London, 125 

Metropolitan Toronto Police Depart
ment 

cen traliza tion 
communications, 103 
records, 103 

criticisms, 103 
effectiveness, 103 
financing, 102 
recruit-training program, 103 
size, 99, 102 

Metropolitan Washington Council of 
Governments, 112 

Mexican-American, U.S., survey on 
police-community relations, 149 

Michigan Association of Chiefs of Po
lice, recommendation on equal op
portunity, 163 

Michigan Law Enforcement Informa
tion Network (LEIN), 85 

Michigan State Police Department, 78, 
85 

Michigan State University 
career development programs, 141 
Federal agency affiliation, 76 
Institute for Community Develop-

ment and Services, 43,178 
Minnesota Multiphasic Personal In

v~ntory (MMPI), 129 
Minority groups, relation with police, 

34-35, 144, 147, 148, 150, 151, 158, 
167 

Miranda v. Arizona, decision, 19, 23, 
27 

Misconduct, see corruption; field prac-
tices; political corruption 

Misner, Professor Gordon E., 68, 86, 93 
Missouri Crime Commission, 7 
Missouri Crime Survey 

patrol-detective rivalry, 53 
police patrol distribution, 52 

Model Penal Code, 18 
Model Police Standards Council Act, 

219, 220-221 
Modus operandi analysis 

case reports, 78 
felony reports, 78 

Multnomah County Police, Oregon 
personnel exchange, 45 
support unit, 49 

Multnomah County Sheriff's Depart
mrmt, Oregon 126, 133 

Municipal Police Training Council, 
218 

Mutual pledge system, 3, 4, 5 

N 
Nashville-Davidson County, metropoli

tan 
charter 

district division, 101, 102 
urban service expansion, 101, 102 

law enforcement 
division of charges, 102 
personnel responsibility, police, 

101-102 
private police services, 102 

problems, 101-102 

Nassau County 
community relations units, 151 
division of charges, 105 
internal organization, 105 
law enforcement 

cost, 104 
financing, 104 

personnel, police, 104 
Nassau County Police Department, 104 
National Automobile Theft Bureau,' 

223 
National Commission on Law Observ

ance and Enforcement, 181 
National Conference of Commission

ers on Uniform State Laws, 219 
National Council on Crime and Delin

quency Survey, 139 
National Crime Information Center 

(NCIC), FBI, 57, 84 
National Defense Education Act, 137 
National League of Cities 

"National Municipal Policy," 75 
police training, 75 
survey, 50,129,131,133,138,195 

National Opinion Research Center 
(NORC), surveys on public opinion 
of police, 145, 146, 148, 149 

National Symposium on Science and 
Criminal Justice, 57 

New England Citizens Crime Commis
sion, 209 

New England State Police Compact 
development, 79 
provisions, 79 

New England State Police Staff Col
lege, training program, 76 

New York City Institute for Public 
Administration, 43 

New York Committee for Economic 
Development, 44-45 

New York District Attorney's Office, 17 
New York Municipal Police Training 

Council Act, 76 
New York Office for Local Govern

ment, 78 
New York Police Department 

budget 
civilian review board, 202 
community relations, 160, 161 
community relations council, 151, 

156 
Division of Police Administration 

Sen'ices, function, 219 
intelligence file, 79 
management, 62 
personnel 

guidelines, 121 
salaries, 135 

technological application, 57 
training program, 131, 170 

New York Police Task Force, report on 
police departments, 48 

New York State Combined Council of 
Law Enforcement Officials, June 1, 
1964, policy statement, 38-41 
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New York State Intelligence and 
Identification System (NYSIIS), 42 

New York State, training program 
financial aid, 218 
requirements, 218 

New York Training Council, 77 
Newark Police Department, commu

nity relations program, 160 
Nightwatch system 

American colonies, 5 
in early England, 4 

Northwestern University, law school 
training programs, 51 

Northwestern University Traffic Insti
tute, 141 

o 
Oakland Police Department, 96, 214 
O'Connor, Sheriff J. C., of San Diego 

County, 224 
Offenders, release, 24 
Officer, police 

activities, 15-16 
assignment in minority group neigh

borhoods, 173 
authority to invoke criminal proc-

ess, 13-14, 22 
civil liability, 31 
discretion, 14, 18, 19, 20, 22, 33 
duties, 122-123 
establishment of position, 122-123 
expertise, 20 
guidelines needed, 15 
improvised responses, 19-20 
need for, 123 
part of police te<:ms, 123 
routine responses, 16 

Oglesby, Thomas W., 129 
Ombudsman, 203 
Ombudsman, Swedish: Administrative 

Scope of Cases, 1960-63, 202 
Ontario Municipal Board, 102 
Ontario Police College, 77 
Ontario Provincial Legislature, 102 
"Operation Barrier", 225 
"Operation Crimestop", 224 
Operation, police 

community service, 13, 14 
defini tion, 14 
division of duties, 122, 124 
emergency assistance, 120 
improvement, 42 
policing demonstrations, 25 
policymaking, 18, 32 
role in juvenile process, 14 

Oregon Association of City Police Offi-
cers, training, 76 ' 

Organization and management, police 
actions required, overall, 61-62 
centralization, 37, 123 
commission evaluation, 43 
consultant assistant, State, 61 
criteria for evaluation, 46 
deficiencics, 45 
field personnel utilization, 51 
intcrna1 operations, 16 
leadership development, 44-45 

Organization and management, po-
lice-Continued 

occupational status, 134, 136 
problems, 43, 72-73 
progress, 42 
purchasing, see purchasing, police 
reluctance to change, 48 
research efforts, 48, 49 
standards, 219 
support units 

administrative, 48 
internal investigation, 50 
legal adviser, 50 

also see legal adviser, police 
planning, research and analysis, 

49 
staff inspection, 49 

technological applications, 57 
Organized crime activities, police tol

erance, 208-209 
Organized crime, existence, 79 
Organized crime intelligence 

development, recent, 79 
needs 

coordination, 80 
file information, 79-80 
manpower, 80 
program centralization, 80 
resource pooling, 79 

Otis Quick Scoring Mental Ability 
Tests, 128 

Oyster Bay conferences, 79 

p 

Parent Teachers Association, crime 
prevention, 225 

Parker, Chief William H., on law en
forcement, 62 

Patrol 
police 

detective coordination, 53 
distribution, 52 
lack of citizen contact, 190 
minority group neighborhood, 174 
objectives, 1 
preventive, 23, 224-225 
report preparation, 56 
segregation in assignments, 174 
techniques 

foot, 54 
motorized,54-55, 190 
one-man motorized, 54-55, 190 
use of dogs, 191 

public 
citizen, 224-225 
defense units, 224 
ham radios, 224 
police reserve units, 224 
usc of company cars, 225 
use of taxicabs, 225 
watchdog activities, 224 

Patrol Car Service to Contract Cities, 
Rates Charged by Los Angeles 
County Sheriff's Department for, 
106 

Patrolman 
beginning of police career, 121 
nonenforcement tasks, 121 
overextension of capabilities, 121 

Patterson, Albert L., 209 
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Peel, Sir Robert, Home Secretary of 
England, 4 

Penal codes, revision guideline, 18 
Pennekamp, John; Editor, Miami 

Herald, 94 
Personnel, community relations 

general 
assignments, 165-166 
Community Service Officer, 166-

167 
see also Community Service 

Officer 
post-employment residence, 166 
preemployment residence, 165 
promotions, 165 
selection 

education, 163-164 
psychological stability, 164 
racial attitudes, 164 

minority group 
assignment, 173 
attraction and selection 

evaluation of standards, 171 
Negro representation, 167-168 
reasons for under representa-

tion, 168-169 
recruitment improvements, 

169-170 
remedies to increase represen

tation' 169 
removal of discriminatory prac

tices, 170-171 
representative of community, 

167 
promotion 

appointment, 173 
elimination of discrimination, 

172,173 
ranking officers by race, 171 

training 
inservice, 177 
institutes, 178 
purpose, 175 
recruit, 1 75 
rollcall, 177 
special, 178 
supervisory and command offi

cers, 177 
techniques, 178 
time spent, 175, 176 

see also personnel, police 
Personnel in Representative Sheriff's 

Offices According to Race, 168 
Personnel, police 

administrative and supervisory, 120-
121,172 

applicants 
rate of eligibility, 9, 169 
type, 121 
see also recruits 

assessment of manpower needs, 134 
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Personnel, police--Continued 
better division of assignments, 121-

122 
cadets, see cadets 
chief administrator, 133, 142 
chief of police, see chief. of police 
civilian role, 124 
community relations, see personnel, 

community relations 
detective, see detective 
dismissal, 133 
distribution breakdovm, 7, 8-9 
education, see education, police per-

sonnel 
employment requirements, 10 
evidence technicians at crime scene, 

51 
field, see field personnel, police 
individual characteristic require-

ments, 128-129 
leadership development, 35, 140 
legal advise~', see legal adviser, police 
meter maids, 124 
misconduct, see corruption; field 

practices 
overregimentation, 136 
patrolman, see patrolman 
physical standards, 36 
police agent, see agent, police 
police officer, see officer, police 
policewoman, see policewoman 
private, 215, 216 
professional attitude, 2, 21, 29, 136 
qualities needed, 125 
race, 10, 168 
recruitment, see recruitment; re-

cruits 
retirement, 9, 142 
salaries, see salaries 
selection, 36, 163,215 
shortage, 9, 133 
Statewide standards, 142-143 
training programs, see training pro-

grams 
turnover, 9 
workload, 56, 135-136 

Philadelphia Police Department 
civilian review board, 200 
community relations program, 151, 

152, 155, 166 
lowering height standard, 130 
survey on community relations, 146, 

149 
Philadelphia Urban League, 1965 re

port, Negro opinion of police, 148 
PIN, see Police Information Network 
Pitchess, Sheriff, Los Angeles County, 

87, 88-89, 93 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, human-rela

tions commission, 204 
Planning, police department 

administration and organization 
corrections, 77, 78 
improvements, 77, 78 

analysis 
crime, 77, 78 

see also crime analysis 

Planning, police department-Con. 
analysis-Continued 

modus operandi, 77, 78 
see also modus operandi analy

sis 
see also community planning 

Police administration 
functions, 78 
disciplinary action, 28 
opposition to Supreme Court deci-

sions, 27 
political control, 209, 210 
popular control, 29-33 
see also organization and manage

ment, police 
Police advisory committees 

citywide committees 
functions, 158 
representation, 158 

form variations 
Cincinnati, 156 
New York City, 156 
San Francisco, 156 
St. Louis, 156 

minority group leaders, committtees, 
158 

need, 156 
neighborhood committees 

composition, 157 
organization, 158 
purpose of meetings, 157 

structure, general, 156 
Police agencies, see agencies, police 
Police and Dvtective Personnel, Public 

Employed, by Age and Sex, 1960, 10 
Police Boys Club, Washington, D.C., 

161 
Police Communications Center, 58-59 
Police-community relations, see com

munity planning; community rela
tions 

Police functions, see operation, police 
Police, General Services and Expendi

tures Per Capita by City Population, 
1963-64, 12 

Police history 
change requirement pace, 3 
Industrial Revolution in England, 4 
law enforcement 

American colonies, 5 
early England, 3,4 
Federal agencies, 6 
State agencies, 6 

modernization, 7 
urbanization in U.S., 5 

Police Information Network (PIN), 
57,85,110 

Police in tegri ty 
example set by FBI, 212 
internal group influence, 212 
methods of ensuring 

articulation of policy, 214 
internal investigation units, 214-

215 
personnel selection, 215 
political accountability, 214 
training, 215 

Police leadership 
development, 44 
exchange and rotation programs, 45 
standards, 44 
Wickersham Commission, 44 

Police legal adviser, see legal adviser, 
police 

Police Manpower, Full-Time Local, by 
Character of Jurisdiction, 9 

Police M anpowcr, Full-Time Local, 
Per 1,000 Population, 8 

Police officer, see officer, police 
Police Officers, Ranking, in Re'present

ative Cities According to Race, 172 
Police offices, early England, 4 
Police organization, see organi.zation, 

police 
Police patrol, see patrol, police 
Police Patrol Cars in Cities Ove'r 10,-

000 Population, Manning, 54 
Police Personnel in Representative 

Cities Outside the South According 
to Race, 168 

Police Personnel in Representa'tive 
Southern Cities According to Race, 
168 

Police procedures 
citizen complaints, 194 

see also citizen complaints 
court review, 31, 199 
external review of citizen grievances, 

197 
internal, 192-194 
investigation of procedures 

government, 34 
legislature, 34 
universities, 34 
unofficial, 34 

lack of guidelines, 16, 17, 18 
policy, see law enforcement policy, 

police 
prosecutor influence, 30 
Supreme Court decision, 19, 23, 27, 

199 
tactical 

patrol, 190 
see also patrol 

riots, crowds and demonstrators, 
192 
see also riots 

special units 
citizen hostility, 191 
guidelines for community ac

ceptance, 191 
training, 191 

use of dogs, 191 
citizen hostility, 191 
community acceptance, 192 
general, 191 

Police promotion, see promotion, police 
Police recruitment, see recruitment, 

police 
Police rer.ruits, see recruits, police 
Police salaries, see salaries 
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Police training programs, see training 
programs 

Police service, coordination and con
solidation 

auxiliary services 
buildings 

ci ty-coun ty, 93 
location, 93 

communication, police, see com
munication, police 

detention facilities, see detention 
facilities 

equipment 
needs, 92-93 
operation, joint, 93 

laboratories, see laboratory serv
ices 

records, see records, criminal 
definition of terms, 68, 71, 72, 73 
factors involved, 68, 70 
field services, selected 

control of delinquency, see delin
quency, control 

criminal investigation, see investi
gation, criminal 

task force operations, see task 
force operations 

vice control, see vice 
goal desired, 70 
jurisdictional consolidation, sec ju

risdictional consolidation, police 
service 

local government involvement, 68, 
70 

metropolitan government control, 99 
see also Metropolitan Toronto Po

lice Department 
mutual aid agreement, 93, 98 
obstacles 

economic, 112 
government reorganization, 111 
legal 

agreements, interlocal across 
State lines, 110-111 

amendments, 109 
challenges, 109 
constitutional, 109-112 
exercise of powers acts, 109-110 
objections, 109-110 
statutory, 109-112 

political and social pressures, 72-
73 

relinquishment of responsibilities, 
1.11 

solution 
cooperative agreements, 112 
council of governments, 111-

112 
research methods for study, 70-71 
staff services, see staff services, co

ordination and consolidation 
working examples, 95 

Police service, technological applica
tions 

communications, see communica
tions 

Police service, technological applica
tions-Continued 

computer codes and formats, stand-
ardized,60 

information systems, 57 
radio spectrum limitations, 60 
rate of progress, 57 
research groups, 61 

Police Servic(.s, Mean Per Capita Ex
penditures of Cities on, 1951, 12 

Police special districts 
advantages, 108 
cost, 109 
criticism, 109 
disadvantages, 108 
financing, 108-109 

Police Standards Council Act, Model, 
219-220, 221 

Police Task Force of Mayor John 
Lindsay, 43 

Policewoman 
broadening of role, 125 
duties, 125 
number, 125 

Political corruption 
alliance with organized crime, 209 
control of police, 209, 210 
effect on police, 208 

President's Commission on Crime in 
the District of Columbia, 52, 54, 
1~5, 138, 169, 181, 191, 202 

President's Commission on Law En
forcement and Administration of 
Justice 

civilian role in police work, 124 
crime reduction responsibility 

citizen, 229 
local government, 229 
police, 229 

evaluation of police organization 
advisory panels, 43 
study, 43 
surveys, 43 

investigation of scientific contribu
tion to police service, 57 

law enforcement improvement, con
clusions, 37-38 

police treatment of citizens, study, 
180, 182, 183, 184 

recommendations 
police organization, 43-44 
preemployment residence, 165 

Professional Standards Division of In
ternational Association of Chiefs of 
Police, 219 

Promotion, police 
leadership potential, 142 
merit system, 141 
open competition, 141, 142 
past performance, 142 
present criteria, 141, 142 
restrictions, 142 
revision of current procedures, 142 
seniority, 141 
standards, 217-218 
written examination, 142 

Prostitute, harrassment arrests, 187 
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Public Administration Service of Chi
cago, 43, 219 

Public Safety Department of Dade 
County, Florida, 130, 132 

Puerto Ricans, U.S., survey on police
community relations, 149 

Purchasing, police 
agent, 80 
centralized 

advantages, 80 
responsibility, 80 

departmental, 80 
intergovernmental, 80-81 
joint, 80-81 

R 

Radio equipment 
cars, 60 
channels, 60 
costs, 86 
cross-monitoring, 86 
digital data links, 60 
frequency space, 61 
"ham" radios, 224 
intersystem networks, 86-87 
intrajurisdictional agreements, 86 
mobile, 59-60 
point-to-point systems, 87 
portable, 60 
spectrum limitations, 60 

Rattlewatch, 5 
Records, criminal . 

central, areawide 
advantages 

personnel reduction, 83 
time saving element, 82 

scope of services 
administrative information, 83 
operational information, 83 
reports and statistics, 83 

conclusions, 85-86 
systems 

areawide organization, 84 
criterion, 83-84 
metropolitan, 85 
State, 84-85 

value, 82 
Recruit Training by Program Length, 

Percent of Departments Providing, 
1965, 11 

Recruitmerit, police 
attracting college graduates, 126-

127, 135, 136, 142 
coordination of efforts, 73, 136-137 
effect of raising standards, 133, 163 
Federal loans to students, 137 
financial incentives, 137 
flexible standards, 130 
minority groups, 123, 169 
Statewide standards, 142-143 

Recruits, police 
age restrictions 

maximum, 131 
minimum, 131 
reduction, 131 
waive ring, 131 

character investigation, 129 

Q 
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Recruits, police-Continued 
disqualification, 128, 129, 130 
emotional fitness, 129-130 
evaluation, 132 
oral interviews, 129-130 
physical requirements, 130 
probation, 132-133 
psychological testing, 129 
records, 129 
residency requirements, 130-131, 

136 
screening, 10, 128, 129, 130 
training, 10,11 

see also personnel; community re
lations; training 

written examination, 128 
Reddin, Chief Thomas, report on po

lice research, 57 
Reforms, police 

bills, early England, 5 
problems, U.S., 7 

Rehabilitation, community, 226 
Reintegration, community, 226 
Report on Metropolitan Police De

partment of President's Commission 
on Crime in the District of Colum
bia, 125 

Report preparation and duplication, 56 
Research 

methods, 26 
staff, 26 
technical operations, 61 
units, 26 

"Resident trooper plan," 107 
Revenue Cutter Service, 6 
Riots 

advanced planning for handling, 193 
incidents, 193 
preventive measures 

community relations program, 
145, 192 

crowd control, 192 
demonstrations control 

arrest. technique, 193 
problems, 192 
special training, 193 
success of techniques, 192 

Rochester, New York, civilian review 
board,200 

Roschach test, 129 
Royal Commission on Metropolitan 

Toronto, 103 
5 

Salaries 
administrators, 135 
fringe benefits comparable to indus-

try, 135 
increase, 134-135 
maximum, 134 
minimum, 134 
relationship with other salaries, 135 

San Diego, Calif., police-community 
relations, 146, 149, 159, 166, 182 

San Diego Police Department, 139 
San Francisco, California 

gang study, 179 
interrogation study, 184 

San Francisco Police Department 
community relation program, 151, 

154, 155, 156, 162 
salaries, 135 

San Jose Police Department, educa
tional requirement, 126 

Sauk-Prairie Police Department, 91 
"Science of Law Enforcement and Citi

zen Responsibility, The," 223 
Scotland Yard, 37 
Secret Service 

investigator deployment, 55 
responsibili ties, 6 

Security standards, property 
buildings 

commercial, 228 
residential, 228 

effecting new construction, 228 
insurance agency involvement, 228 
reports, police, 228 
responsibility 

Federal bank agencies, 228 
Federal loan agencies, 228 
public housing, 228 
urban renewal projects, 228 

voluntary adherence, 228 
Sentencing Council of the Eastern 

District of Michigan, 32 
Services, Distributions Between those 

Financed by Police District Tax and 
Countywide Revenue, 104 

Sharp, W. S., police chief in San Diego, 
224 

Sheriff 
American colonies, 5 
early England, 3 

Shire-reeve, 3 
"Signal Ten" program, 224 
Smith, Bruce, Jr., 43 
Smith, Bruce, Sr., 43, 52 
Southeastern Michigan Chiefs of Po

lice recruit program, 76 
Southern Police Institute, 141 
Southern Police Institute of the Uni

versity of Louisville, 76 
St. Louis police department 

community relations program, 151, 
156, 159, 160 

Curriculum for Recruit Officers, 
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